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PREFACE
The object which has been aimed at in the preparation of the
present work has been to furnish a treatise on the subject of
Electricity and the Telegraph, which should present a com
prehensive and accurate summary of the present advanced
state of the science and aft, both in this country and abroad,
and at the same time serve a useful purpose as a man
ual for the information and guidance of those engaged in the
different branches of the telegraphic service. No pains have
been spared to render the work complete, as well as historically
and descriptively accurate. With this view every available
means of information has been resorted to, and all the existing
literature relating to the subject has been carefully examined.
Especial attention has been paid to the voluminous contributions
of Germany, a nation whose electricians unquestionably occupy
the foremost rank among discoverers and inventors, but whose
labors, although lying at the foundation of many of the most
brilliant achievements of modern telegraphy, have heretofore
remained, for the most part, unknown to the English reader.
The discoveries, inventions and practical improvements of the
past few years, especially those relating to the duplex and
quadruplex methods of transmission, and to the improved typeprinting apparatus, which in America have almost revolutionized
the telegraphic service, are now described and illustrated for
the first time with a completeness commensurate with the great
importance of the subject
The value of the descriptive portion of the work has been
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greatly enhanced by the introduction of numerous original illus
trations of high artistic merit, which have been freely employed
whenever they could be made to serve a useful purpose in the
elucidation of the text
It is hoped that the work will be found to be of a character
which will render it acceptable, not merely to the professional
telegraphist, but to all who are in any way interested in the
progress of electrical science, and in its various applications to
the useful arts.
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ELECTRICITY AND THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.
CHAPTEK I.
FRICTIONAL ELECTRICITY.

By the friction of two bodies of different natures they acquire
the property of attracting fragments of paper, feathers, and similar
substances. The power thus manifested is called electricity, a
name derived from the Greek word tjXtKtpov^ signifying amber,
the first substance upon which electrical properties were ob
served.

Fig. 1.
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If a ball made from the pith of elder, about a quarter of an
inch in diameter (fig. 1), be suspended by a fine silk thread, and
a glass tube rubbed with dry silk be brought near it, the ball
will be first attracted and then repelled. If the tube be brought
into contact successively with two pith balls thus suspended, and
the balls be placed near each other, they will repel each other.
These effects are explained by supposing that there has been
excited upon the glass tube a subtle fluid which is self-repulsive ;
that by touching the balls a portion of this fluid has been im
parted to them, which is diffused over their surface, and which
cannot escape by the silk thread ; that the fluid remaining on
the glass tube repels the fluid diffused on the balls, and there
fore repels the balls themselves ; and also that the fluid diffused
on the one ball repels the fluid diffused on the other ball, and
the balls being covered by the fluid repel each other.
If we take two pith balls, one of which has been electrified by
contact with a glass rod rubbed with silk, and the other by a rod
of sealing wax rubbed with fur or flannel, we shall find that the
ball which has been repelled by the glass tube will be attracted
by the sealing wax, while the one repelled by the sealing wax
will be attracted by the glass.
The electricity evolved from the glass is, therefore, not iden
tical with that evolved from resins, since the one attracts what
the other repels, and hence it has been inferred that there are
two electric fluids. That which is obtained from a glass rod
rubbed with silk has been called vitreous electricity, and that
which is obtained from sealing wax rubbed with fur is called
resinous electricity.
When electricity is produced equal quantities of vitreous and
resinous electricity are produced, for although the glass when
rubbed becomes vitreously electrified only, the material with
which it is rubbed becomes resinously electrified, and the quan
tity on the glass is precisely equal and opposite to that upon the
rubber.
This fact has led some to conclude that there is but one elec
tric fluid, and that all bodies in their natural state have always
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a certain amount, the repulsive effect of which is neutralized by
the attraction exercised by the body upon it The effect of
friction is supposed to be to deprive the cloth of a portion of its
natural charge of electricity, and to charge the glass with what
the cloth loses. Accordingly the glass is said to be positively
electrified and the cloth negatively electrified. Although the
hypothesis of a single fluid has not been adopted, the terms posi
tive and negative electricity are now almost universally sub
stituted for vitreous and resinous electricity. These terms,
although meaningless as applied to two similar affections of mat
ter, have the advantage of being definite, and of having no refer
ence to the source whence the electricity originates. They
admit, moreover, of a very convenient contraction by the use of
the algebraic sign -f- for positive, and — for negative.
"Whenever two bodies are rubbed together and electricity is
developed, one body is charged with positive electricity and the
other with negative electricity ; but the kind of electricity which
each substance acquires depends upon the substance against
which it is rubbed. Thus glass rubbed with silk or flannel be
come positively electrified, and when rubbed with a cat skin it
becomes negatively electrified. The positive or negative electri
fication of the material does not depend absolutely on the sub
stance of that material, but depends on some peculiar relation
between the two substances in contact
If a glass tube is rubbed with silk and is then brought in con
tact with a pith ball suspended by a silk thread, the ball will be
repelled by the tube and by all other bodies charged with posi
tive electricity, while it will be attracted by all bodies charged
with negative electricity. Hence it is easy to determine which
kind of electricity is furnished by a given body.
Electricity moves over some bodies with the greatest freedom,
and over others with the greatest difficulty. The former class of
bodies are called conductors, and the latter non-conductors or
insulators. Of all bodies the metals are the best conductors,
while vitreous and resinous substances are the poorest conduc
tors, or insulators. Between these two categories of bodies there
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are other matters, such as steam, vapor, charcoal, and similar
substances which are medium conductors. All matters may be
classified by placing them in order according to their conductibility, the metals occupying the first rank, and glass and resin
the last There is no substance known which is perfectly im
pervious to electricity, for the pressure or potentiality of the
electricity may be so increased as to force it, for a certain dis
tance, through all bodies; neither' is there any body which
opposes no resistance to the transmission of electricity.
Good non-conductors are called insulators because when a
body supported by a non-conductor is charged with electricity
the charge cannot escape. Thus if a globe of metal supported
on a glass pillar, or suspended by a silk cord, be charged with
electricity it will retain the charge ; whereas, if it were supported
on a metallic pillar the electricity would pass away over the sur
face of the pillar.
An electrified body is said to be insulated when its connection
with other bodies is formed by means of non-conductors. Dry
air is a non-conductor ; but water is a conductor, and the pres
ence of vapor in the air impairs its insulating power.

CHAPTER II.
STATIC INDUCTION.

ELECTEIcrrr has the power of inducing neighboring bodies to
assume a peculiar electrical condition without being iu contact
with them, which is termed induction. '
When an insulated conductor (a, b, fig. 2) is approached by a
body (R) charged with -f- electricity it becomes likewise tempo
rarily electrified. The -f- electricity of R attracts the — elec
tricity of a b, and repels the -)- electricity of a b, so as to separate
them, drawing the — fluid toward the nearer end, and repelling

the -f- fluid toward the remoteFig.end.
2.

If a pair of pith balls be

suspended from each end of the cylinder the balls will diverge,
but a pair suspended from the centre will not diverge.
By means of an electroscope, consisting of a small ball of the
pith of elder suspended by a silk thread (Fig. 1), we may ascer
tain that on that end of the cylinder wheih is nearest to R the
electricity is —, and on that end which is most remote from
R the electricity is -\-.
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If the charged body R bad been negatively electrified, the end
a would have become positively and the end b negatively elec
trified.
The electricity produced in this case at a b is not caused by R
communicatiug its electricity to the body a b, but by the division
of the natural, not analyzed, electricity under the influence of
the electricity in the neighborhood; whence the designation
of static induction, in opposition to the direct communication of
electricity, which follows when R is brought in contact with a b.
The electricity which is present in the vicinity a of the body
R is attracted, while, on the contrary, that which is present at
the distant end b is repelled. When, consequently, the neigh
boring extreme end a is touched, whilst the charged body R
remains in the neighborhood of a b—the electricity collected
there will not be diverted, as will the distant electricity at b ;

Fig. 3.

whilst the former remains constantly attracted by the opposite
one at R the latter is repelled by R at b, and, consequently, flees
away from it as far as possible. For this reason it is said that
the opposite electricity at a, which is nearest to the dividing
electricity at R, is bound, while its correspondent at b is free.
That the -f- electricity at the further half of the cylinder a & is
as free and insulated as if no — electricity existed on the other
half, is shown by placing a cylinder near the first, forming a
combination of it as it were, without touching, when the second
cylinder, under the induction of the -f- electricity of the first, is
thrown into the same state as the first This second can induce
the same state in a third (fig. 3), and so on. When the charged
ball is withdrawn the whole series return to their natural con
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dition, without being in any way permanently affected. The
moment, however, it is again brought near, each cylinder be
comes again polarized, and there is manifested at the further
extremity of the last a -\- electricity, which would exert the
same influence on a body connected with the ground as if a por
tion of the electricity of such a body had been actually commu
nicated or transferred to it
The amount of the electricity induced by an electrified body
on surrounding conductors, is equal and opposite to that of the
inducing body. Faraday proved this by the following beautiful
experiment: He insulated an ice pail (fig. 4), ten and a half

Fig. 4.

inches high and seven inches in diameter, and placed the out
side of it in conducting connection with the knob of a gold
leaf electroscope (E). A round brass ball (C) suspended by a
long dry thread of white silk, was charged with -f- electricity,
and introduced within the pail. The pail was thus subjected -to
polarization—the induced — electricity being on the inner and
the -f- electricity on the outer surface. The divergence of the
leaves, caused by the induced -f- electricity, increased as the
ball was lowered, until it sunk three inches below the opening,
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when they remained steadily at the same point The ball was
lowered till it touched the bottom and communicated its charge
to the pail, when the leaves remained in the same state as be
fore. The ball, when lifted out, was found to be fully dis
charged, showing that the -\- electricity developed by induction
on the outer surface was exactly the same in amount as that of
the ball itself. The — electricity of the inside of the pail
being equal to the -f- electricity on the outside, was, therefore,
equal to the -f- electricity of the ball, but opposite in kind. He
altered the experiment so as to have four insulated pails inside
each other, and the effect on the outmost pail was in no way
altered. No force was lost in the transmission from one pail to
the other. We may conclude from this experiment that, on the
walls of a room or other conductors surrounding the charged
body, the total amount of opposite electricity induced is equal
in amount to that of the body itself.
If, when the electricity of the cylinder a b (fig. 2) has been
decomposed by the action of R, we touch with the finger the
remote end b, the -f- electricity which was driven to that part of
the conductor will be conveyed away, but the — electricity in
the other end will remain, being retained in its place by the
attraction of the opposite electricity in R. The self-repellency
of the electricity in R is thus neutralized by the attraction of
a b; and, if the sphere R communicate with some source of
electricity, more of the fluid will pass into it This will decom
pose more of the natural electricities of a b, attracting the —
and repelling the -f-. If we touch with the finger the remote
end b, the -)- electricity will be conveyed away, but the — elec
tricity of the nearest end will remain, being held in its place by
the attraction of the opposite electricity in R This allows
more electricity to pass into R, which again reacts on a b ; and
thus, by the influence of induction, the electricity, proceeding
from a feeble source, may acquire considerable power.
The electricity thus accumulated on R and a b exhibits but
little repulsive force, because the self-repellency of either fluid
is neutralized by the attraction of the opposite fluid in the other
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conductor. Electricity in this condition is said to be disguised.
But, if we remove the conductor a b from the vicinity of R, the
repulsive force of the fluid is immediately exhibited, and the
body appears powerfully charged with electricity.
When the electricity of a body R thus acts by induction upon
an unelectrified body a b, the body a b is attracted by R, be
cause the attraction of R for the opposite electricity in the
nearer end of a b is greater than its repulsion for the same kind
of electricity in the remote end of a b, the action in the latter
case being enfeebled by distance. Hence, we see why an unelec
trified body is attracted by an electrified body. The two elec
tricities residing on the unelectrified body, and which in their
natural state neutralize each other, are first decomposed, and the
opposite electricity is drawn to the end nearest to the electrified
body, when attraction between the two bodies necessarily
results.

CHAPTER III.
ELECTRICAL MACHINES.

An electrical machine is an apparatus for conveniently devel
oping and accumulating electricity, and consists of three prin
cipal parts—viz., the body on which the electricity is evolved,
which is generally a glass cylinder or plate ; the rubber, con
sisting of a hair cushion ; and an insulated conductor, to which

Fig. 6.
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the electricity is transferred, and on which it is accumulated.
The plate machine is now generally preferred to any other
form.
The most usual form of this machine is shown in fig. 5. It
has a circular plate of glass, which turns on an axis supported
by two wooden uprights. On each side of the plate, at the
upper and lower parts of the uprights, are two cushions, which
act as rubbers when the plate is turned. In front of the plate
are two metallic conductors supported on glass legs, and termi
nating in branches, which are bent round the plate at the middle
of its height, and are studded with points projecting towards it
The plate becomes charged with positive electricity by friction
against the cushions, and gives off its electricity through the
points to the two conductors, or, what amounts to the same
thing, the conductors give off negative electricity through the
points to the positively electrified plate. In order to avoid loss
of electricity from that portion of the plate which is passing
from the cushions to the points, sector-shaped pieces of oiled
skin are placed so as to cover it on both sides. The cushions
become negatively electrified by the friction, and the machine
will not continue workiug unless this negative electricity is
allowed to escape. The cushions arc accordingly connected with
the earth by means of metal plates let into their supports.
As the conductors become
more highly charged, they lose
electricity to the air more rapidly,
and a time soon arrives when
they lose electricity as fast as
they receive it from the plate.
After this, if the machine con
tinues to be working uniformly,
their charge remains nearly con
stant This limiting amount of
""'"
charge depends very much upon the condition of the air ; and
in damp weather the machine often refuses to work unless
special means are employed to keep it dry.
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The rubbers are covered with a metallic preparation, of which
several different kinds are employed. Sometimes it is the com
pound called auritm musivum (bisulphide of tin), but more fre
quently an amalgam. Kienmeir's amalgam consists of one part
of zinc, one of tin and two of mercury. The amalgam is
mixed with grease to make it adhere to the leather or silk which
forms the face of the cushion.

Fig. 1.

Before using the machine the glass legs which support the
conductors should be wiped with a warm dry cloth. The plate
must also be cleaned from any dust or portions of amalgam
which may adhere to it, and, lastly, dried with a hot cloth or
paper.
scope
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consists of an upright conducting stem supporting a quadrant,
or more commonly a semicircle of ivory, at whose centre a light
needle of ivory is jointed, carrying a pith ball at its end. When
there is no charge in the conductor this pendulum hangs verti
cally, and as the charge increases it is repelled further and fur.
ther from the stem. In damp weather it will be observed to
return to the vertical position almost immediately on ceasing to
turn the machine, while in very favorable circumstances it gives
a sensible indication of charge after two or three minutes.
In the above described machine electricity is produced by
the friction of one substance against another. In the machine
shown in fig. 7 a body is electrified, and then made to act by
induction upon a movable system, so as to produce a continual
generation of electricity.
It contains two thin circular plates of glass, one of which, A,
is fixed, while the other, B, which is rather smaller, can be
made to revolve very near it In the fixed plate there are two
large holes or windows near the extremities of its horizontal
diameter. Across these, and partly covering them, are glued
two paper bands or armatures, having points, //'/directed the
opposite way to that in which the movement takes place. Two
metallic combs, P P', are placed opposite the windows on the
other side of the revolving plate, and are connected with two
insulated conductors terminating in the knobs n m, which may
be called the poles or electrodes of the machine. These knobs
can be set at any distance asunder. In starting the machine
they are placed in contact, and one of the armatures —suppose
/—is electrified by holding against it a sheet of vulcanite which
has been charged with negative electricity by friction. The
plate is then turned for a few seconds, and the two knobs are
gradually separated.
A continuous crackling noise is immediately produced at the
place of separation, resulting from electric discharge across the
interval. In the circumstances supposed the knob n is the neg
ative, and the knob m the positive electrode. In dry weather
the machine, when once started, will continue in action for a
2
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long time if the motion is kept up, but it soon ceases to act if
the air is damp, being even more sensitive to moisture than the
ordinary machine.
The action of the machine is as follows : The negative elec
tricity of the armature/ acting inductively on the opposed con
ductor, from which it is separated by the revolving plate, causes
this conductor to discharge positive electricity through the comb
upon the face of the plate, and thus to acquire a negative
charge. When the part of the plate which has been thus
affected comes opposite the other armature the latter is affected
inductively, and discharges negative electricity through its point
/ upon the back of the plate, thus becoming itself positively
electrified. Positive electricity from the front of the plate is, at
the same time, collected by the comb P', an equal quantity of
negative being of course discharged from the comb upon the
plate. In the subsequent stages of the process the negative
electricity thus discharged upon the face of the plate exceeds
the positive which was previously there, so that the face of the
plate passes on with a negative charge. When the portion of
the plate which we are considering again comes opposite /it in
creases the negative electrification both of the armature and the
conductor, inasmuch as it has more of negative or less of posi
tive electricity upon both its surfaces than it had when it last
moved away from that position. Both armatures thus become
more and more strongly electrified, until a limit is attained
which depends on the goodness of the insulation ; and as the
electrification of the armature increases the conductors also be
come more powerfully affected, and are able to discharge to
each other by the knobs m n at a continually increasing dis
tance.
THE ELECTROPHORUS.

When electricity is required in comparatively small quanti
ties, it is readily supplied by the simple apparatus called the
electrophorus.
This consists (fig. 8) of a disc of resin, or some other

'
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The resinous plate has usually a base of metal, which is in
connection with the earth while the electrophorus is being
worked. This base, by the mutual induction which takes place
between it and the upper plate, increases the capacity of the
latter, and thus increases the charge acquired. When the cover
receives its positive charge on being connected with the earth,
the base at the same time receives from the earth a negative
charge, and as the cover is gradually lifted this negative charge
gradually returns to the earth.
The most convenient form of the electrophorus is that
in which the cover, when placed upon the resinous plate,
comes into metallic connection with the metal plate below.
That this arrangement is allowable is evident, when we reflect
that, when the upper plate is touched with the finger, it
is in fact connected with the lower plate, since both are
connected with the earth ; and it effects a great saving
of time when many sparks are required in quick succes
sion, for the cover may be raised and lowered as fast as we
please, coming alternately into contact with the resinous plate
and the body which we wish to charge.
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THE ELECTRICAL DOUBLER.

The purpose of the Electrical Double^ is to increase the least
conceivable quantity of electricity by continually doubling it,
until it becomes perceptible upon a common electrometer or
made visible in sparks.
The principle involved in the construction of the Doubler
will be best understood by explaining the first device of this
kind, invented by Mr. Bennet This apparatus consisted of a
circular brass plate three or four inches in diameter, polished
aud thinly varnished on the upper surface, upon which was
placed another brass plate of equal diameter, polished and var
nished on both sides, with an insulated handle attached to
one edge of it A third plate was also provided, of equal
diameter, polished and varnished on the under side, and with
a perpendicular insulating handle extending from the centre of
the upper side. Its mode of operation is as follows :
Electricity is communicated to the under side of the first
plate and the second plate is touched with the finger. The sec
ond plate is then removed from the first by its insulating handle
and the third plate is placed upon the second. The third plate
is then touched by the finger and then sep
arated from the second. In this situation it
will be apparent that two of the plates are
charged with one kind of electricity, aud of
nearly equal quantity, and one of the plates
with the other kind of electricity. The
third plate is now touched to the under sur
face of the first plate, the first plate being
covered by the second, and the second
plate is touched by the finger. If now the
drawn
third plate
fromisthe
removed,
second and
plate,theand
finger
the latter
withis lifted up from the first plate, the elec
tricity becomes doubled. This process may be repeated ten or
twenty times, and by doubling the quantity of electricity every
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time, the smallest conceivable amount can be made visible, since
at the twentieth operation it is increased 500,000 times.
In order to avoid the labor of the preceding operation Dr.
Darwin invented the movable doubler, consisting of four
metallic plates moved by wheel works, but requiring to be
touched by the hand in order to produce the effect This appa
ratus has been superseded by Nicholson's Revolving Doubler,
which is represented by figures 9 and 10. The instrument is
supported on a glass pillar 6£ inches long, and consists of two
fixed plates of brass, A C, two inches in diameter, separately
insulated and placed in the same plane, so that a revolving
plate, B, may pass near them without touching. A brass ball,
D, two inches in diameter, is fixed on the end of the axis that
carries the plate B, and is loaded within at one side to act as a
counterpoise to the revolving plate B, so as to keep it at rest in
any position. The axis, P O, is made of varnished glass, and
so are those that join the three plates with the brass piece M,
which supports the plates A and C. At one extremity of this
axis is the ball D, and the other is connected with a rod of glass,
N O, upon which the handle L is fixed, and also the piece G H,
separately insulated. The pins E F rise out of the back of the
fixed plates A C at unequal distances from the axis. The
piece K is parallel to G H,
and both of them have
their ends armed with
small pieces of steel wire
that they may touch the
pins E F in certain points
of their revolution. In
the piece M there is fixed
a pin, I, which intercepts
a small wire proceeding
from the revolving plate
B. These wires are so
adjusted by bending that
^ 10when the plate B is exactly opposite to A the piece G II
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connects the two fixed plates, while the wire and pin at I
form a connection between the ball D and the plate B. On
the contrary, when the plate B is exactly opposite to the plate
C the ball D becomes connected with C by the contact of F
with the wire at K, the plates A and B being then completely
unconnected with any part of the apparatus. In all other posi
tions the three plates and the ball will be perfectly unconnected
with each other.
ELECTROSCOPES.

Instruments employed to detect the presence of electricity are
called electroscopes, while such as are employed to measure its
quantity are called electrometers. This distinction, however, i«
frequently neglected, and instruments of either kind are called
electrometers.
The gold leaf electroscope is the most convenient instrument
for testing electricity of feeble tension. It consists of two nar
row slips of gold leaf suspended by a metallic rod in a glass
cylinder. The slips of gold leaf are thus insulated and pro
tected from the influence of currents of air, and electricity may
be communicated to them by bringing an electrified body in
contact with the top of the metallic rod. In their natural state
the two slips hang in contact, but when electricity is imparted to
the rod the leaves diverge from each other. To ascertain the
kind of electricity with which a body is charged, an electrified
glass tube is brought near the top of the rod, causing the leaves
to diverge by induction, and when so diverging the rod is
touched with the finger, and the leaves fall. In this state —
electricity is fixed by the action of the -)- electricity of the tube
on the side of the rod next it, and the corresponding -f- elec
tricity goes to the earth. When the finger is removed the -felectricity is cut off, while the — electricity remains on the top
of the rod, and its presence is manifested by the leaves diverging
permanently after the removal of the tube. If a positively elec
trified body is now brought near the rod it will draw away the
— electricity from the leaves, and they consequently fall, but if
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a negatively electrified body be brought near it will send the —
electricity into the leaves and they will diverge further.
ELECTROMETERS.

Coulomb's electrometer is an apparatus still more delicate for
detecting electricity and measuring its quantity. It consists of a
cylindrical glass vessel A A (fig. 11), from the upper end, B, of
which rises another glass cylin
der D D of much smaller diam
eter. This small cylinder is
fitted at the top with a brass
cap a, carrying an index C.
Outside of this, and capable of
turning round it, is another cap
b, the top of which is divided
into 360 equal parts. In the
centre of the cap b is an opening
through which a small metal
cylinder d, capable of turning in
the opening with moderate fric
tion, and having at its lower end
a notch or slit When the cap
b is turned, the cylinder d turns
Flg.W.
with it ; but the latter can also
be turned separately, so as not to change the reading. These
parts compose the torsion-nead. A very fine metallic wire is
held by the notch, and supports a small piece of metal, through
which passes a light needle of shellac f, carrying at one end a
small gilt ball g. A circular scale runs round the outside of the
large cylinder in the plane of the needle. Finally, opposite the
zero of this scale, there is a fixed ball g' of some conducting
material, supported by a rod / of shellac, which passes through
a hole in the cover of the cylindrical case.
When the instrument is adjusted for observation the index is
set to the zero of the scale. The inner cylinder d is then turned
until the movable ball just touches the fixed ball without any

f
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torsion of the wire. The fixed ball is then taken out, placed in
communication with an electrified body, and replaced in the
apparatus.
The electricity with which it is charged is communi
cated to the movable ball, and causes the repulsion of this
latter through a number of degrees indicated by the scale which
suiTOunds the case. In this position the force of repulsion is in
equilibrium with the force of torsion tending to bring back the
ball to its original position. The graduated cap b is then turned
so as to oppose the repulsion. The movable ball is thus brought
nearer to the fixed ball, and at the same time the amount of tor
sion in the wire is increased. By repeating this process we
obtain a number of different positions in which repulsion is bal
anced by torsion. But we know, from the laws of elasticity,
that the force of torsion is proportional to the angle of torsion.
Hence, we have only to compare the total amounts of torsion
with the distances of the two balls. By such comparisons
Coulomb found that the force of electrical repulsion varies
inversely as the square oftlie distance.
When an electrified ball is placed in contact with a precisely
equal and similar ball, the charge will be divided equally
between them, so that the first will retain only half the charge
which it had before contact
Suppose that an observation on repulsion had just been made
with the torsion-balance, and that we touch the fixed ball with
another exactly equal insulated ball, which we then remove, it
will be found that the amount of torsion requisite for keeping
the movable ball in its observed position is just half what it was
before. The same result will be obtained by touching the
movable ball with a ball of its own size. We conclude that, if
the charge of either body be altered, the attractive or repulsive
force between the bodies at a given distance will be altered in the
same ratio. The law is not rigorously true for bodies of finite
size, unless the distribution of the electricity on the two bodies
remains unchanged.

CHAPTER IV.
DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY.

Experiment shows us' that static or frictional electricity is
exhibited only on the surfaces of conductors. This is illus
trated by the apparatus represented in fig. 12.

Fig. 12.

An electrified metallic body is supported by a glass rod
which insulates it from the earth, and is then covered with two
hemispheres, furnished with insulating handles, which fit the
sphere exactly. If the two hemispheres be quickly removed,
and presented to an electroscope, they will be found to be elec
trified, while the sphere itself will show hardly any traces of
electricity.
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If we electrify a hollow sphere the electricity will pass imme
diately to the surface, and there will be no trace of electricity
on the interior. This is proven by the introduction of a proofplane into the interior of a highly electrified ball (fig. 13), upon
the withdrawal of which no perceptible charge of electricity
can be detected.
Faraday varied this
experiment by sub
stituting a cylinder
of wire gauze for the
sphere. This cylin
der rested on an in
sulated disc of metal.
The disc was charged
with electricity, and
it was found that no
trace of the electricity
could be detected by
applying the proofplane to the interior
surface of the cylin
der.
The distribution of
electricity on a sphere
is unaffected by the
mass of the body,
Pig. 13.
provided the surface
remain constant Spheres made of wholly different materials,
but of the same size, if their surfaces be conductors, will ab
stract precisely the same quantity of electricity from any elec
trified body with which they may be brought in contact
The power which is exerted by one electrified body on an
other similar body, other things being the same, depends on the
quantity of electricity which it holds.
If one insulated metallic ball be negatively electrified, and
another exactly similar be positively electrified, they will, upon
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being brought in contact, assume the same electrical condition.
If the positively electrified ball contained the most electricity,
both balls will be positively electrified. If the negatively elec
trified ball contained the most, both balls will be negatively
electrified. In both cases the quantity of electricity on the two
balls, after contact, will be equal to the difference of the charge
on the two balls at first
The greater the surface over which electricity is diffused the
less is its power at any particular point When two equal balls
are insulated and a charge is given to one of them, and then
communicated to the other by contact with the first, it is found
that both equally divide the charge ; but that the quantity of the
electricity of each is one half of that of the originally charged
ball.
/
When the proof-plane is applied to different parts of the sur
face of a conductor the quantities of electricity which it carries
off are not usually equal. But the electricity carried off by the
proof-plane is simply the electricity which resided on the part
of surface covered by it, for the proof-plane, during the time of
its contact, is virtually part of the surface of the conductor.
We must, therefore, conclude that equal areas on different parts
of the surface of a conductor have not equal amounts of elec
tricity upon them. It is also found that if the charge of the
conductor be varied, the electricity resident upon any specified
portion of the surface is changed in the same ratio. The ratio
of the quantities of electricity on two specified portions of the
surface is in fact independent of the charge, and depends only
on the form of the conductor. This is expressed by saying that
distribution is independent of charge, and that the distribution
of electricity on the surface of a conductor depends on its form.
Electricity tends to accumulate on all projections, and the den
sity at points is necessarily large.
ELECTRIC DENSITY.

The term " electric density " signifies the quantity of electri
city per unit area on a charged conductor. The name is appro
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priate from the analogy of ordinary material density, which is
mass per unit volume, and is not intended to imply any hypo
thesis as to the nature of electricity.
The dotted line in each of the following figures is intended to
represent by its distance from the outline of the conductor the
electric density at each point of the latter.
•
If the electrified body be a sphere (fig. 14)
the electricity will be distributed uniformly
over the surface.
If the electrified body be an ellipsoid (fig. 15),
the density is greatest at the ends of the
longest, and least at the ends of the shortest
*k- 1*.
axis, and the densities at these points are simply
proportional to the axes themselves. More generally, however,
the density at any point on the surface of an ellipsoid is proportional to the length of a pers"^&
!l^ ~N pendicular from the centre of the
ft
B ; ellipsoid on a tangent plane at the
V^^
P^..
point If an ellipsoid, similar and
nearly equal to the given one, be
"9- 15placed so that the corresponding
axes of the two are coincident, we shall have a thin ellipsoidal
shell, whose thickness at any point exactly represents the electric
density at that point Such a shell, if composed of homogene
ous matter attracting inversely as the square of the distance,
would exercise no force at points in its interior.
If the ellipsoid be very elongated the density of the fluid at
the ends will be proportionately great If the electrified body
be drawn out to a point the density of the electricity at that
point will be exceedingly great, and the electricity will escape
rapidly through the air.
On the flat disc (fig. 16), the density is almost inappreciable
over the whole of both faces, ex'v_jWBEES3I0WMWMHi^. j ce^ close to the edges, where it
Fig' 1Gincreases almost by a jump.
On the cylinder with hemispherical ends (fig. 17), the density
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is a minimum, and nearly uniform at parts remote from the ends,
and attains a maximum at the
ends. The ratio of the density
at the ends to that at the sides
increases as the radius of the
-,
*%• 17cylinder diminishes, the length of the cylinder remaining the same.
In the case of equal spheres in contact, the charge, which is
nothing at the point of contact, and very feeble up to 30° from
that point, increases very rapidly from 30° to 60°, less rapidly
from 60° to 90°, and almost insensibly from 90° to 180°. When
the spheres are of unequal size, the charge at any point on the
smaller sphere is greater than at the corresponding point on the
larger one ; and as the smaller sphere is continually diminished,
the other remaining the same, the ratio of the densities at the
extremities of the line of centres tends to become as two to one.
The distribution of electricity on a conductor of any form may
be described by saying that the density is greatest on those parts
of the surface which project most, or which have the sharpest
convexity, and that in depressions or concavities it is small or
altogether insensible. Theory shows that at a perfectly sharp
edge, such, for example, as is formed by two planes meeting at
any angle, however obtuse, but not rounded off, the density
must be infinite, and with greater reason it must be infinite at a
perfectly sharp point, for example, at the apex of a cone, how
ever obtuse, if not rounded off. Practically, the points and
edges of bodies are always rounded off ; the microscope shows
them merely as places of very sharp convexity (that is, of very
small radius of curvature), and hence the electric density at
those places is really finite ; but it is exceedingly great in com
parison with the density at other parts, and this is especially
true of very acute points, such as the point of a fine needle.
The consequence is, that if a pointed conductor is insulated and
charged, the concentration of a large amount of repulsive force
within an exceedingly small area produces very rapid escape of
electricity at the poinis. Conductors intended to retain a charge
of electricity must have no points or edges, and must be very
smooth. If of considerable length in proportion to their breadth,
they are usually made to terminate in large knobs.

CHAPTER V.
BOUND

ELECTRICITY.

The Condenser is an apparatus by means of which a large
quantity of electricity can be gathered on a small surface. Its
form may be greatly varied, but the essential parts consist of
two good conductors, which are separated from each other at a
small distance by a non-conductor.
For the conductors there are ordinarily taken two metallic
plates, ABCD (fig. 18), between
there is awhich,
stratum
as of
a non-conductor,
air, or still bet
ter, a glass, caoutchouc or gutta
percha plate E F. When one of
the metallic plates A B is connected
with an electric body R, such for
example as the positive conductor
of an electrical machine, or some
other source of electricity, and the
other plate, C D, by means of a wire
with the ground, then the -(- of R is
communicated to the plate A B. If
the plate C D were not there, the
quantity of electricity on A B
would depend on the amount of
-^ 18surface of A B, and the tension of
the prime conductor R But the presence of the plate C D
alters the case most essentially. In the first place the electricity
position
of A B cannot
of the communicate
non-conductorwith
E F.plate
Consequently,
C D, owing to
thetheelectric
inter
influence enters in exactly as in the case of static induction
described in Chapter IL The -f" E of plate A B analyzes in
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the first place the plate beneath, attracts the — E, and repels the
-J- E through n into the earth. But at the same time the — E
of the plate C D is bound by the -)- E of plate A B ; and the +
E of the upper plate is also bound by the — E of the under
plate.
Plate A B being at some distance from plate C D, the entire
quantity of -)- E, which is present at A B, cannot bind an
equal quantity of — E. The nearer both plates are brought
towards each other the more — E can be bound by the -|- E of
plate A B. For the same reason the bound — E of the under
plate C D cannot bind an equal portion of -f- E of the upper
plate, so that of the -)- E on plate A B only a part is bound, and
the other part is free. The bound -f- E on A B being so situ
ated as if it were not present at all at A B, is therefore called
latent electricity, and thus it is only the smaller part of the free
electricity of this plate which determines the electric tension.
This tension, after the first passage of the -\- E from R to A B, is
far less than it is at R, and thus a fresh quantity of -f- E can pass
to A B. However, almost the same thing occurs now that hap
pened at the passing over of the first quantity of electricity from
R to A B, namely, as at the very beginning the -)- E passed
through n into earth, it becomes neutralized with an equal
ground,
quantity so
of —
that
E from
immedi
the
0
ately after the first influ
ence the conducting wire
n, as well as the plate C
D and the bound — E,
could supply the latter
•with fresh -f- E.
This + E becomes analyzed by the second -f- E passing
from R to A B ; the — E of the under plate again becomes
bound, and in return binds a part of the -f- E flowing from R,
by which again a part of the latter remains free, and the electric
tension on A B increases.
This process is constantly repeated until the tension at A B
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is the same as at R; when this is obtained, no electricity can
pass from R to A B ; at that time at A B a large quantity, com
paratively speaking, of + E has gathered, and on G D likewise
a corresponding but smaller quantity of — E ; of the former the
greater part is bourid by the — E of the plate C D, and even
the latter is constantly bound by the + E of the plate A B.
When this condition is entered upon,
the condenser is charged.
When the connection with R and
the earth is broken, there is present
at A B free -f- E and bound + E,
the latter evidently in a state of heavy
condensation, while the under plate con
tains bound and condensed — E. Both
bound electricities are attracted in an
opposite way towards both surfaces of
the non-conductor E F, and this attrac
tion is so strong that the electricities
non-conductor
"J~ 'E F.
penetrate to a certain depth in the
When the source of electricity R is able to constantly
supply an infinite or exceedingly large quantity of electricity,
its electric tension in charging the condenser does not decrease,
and this charging takes place almost immediately. When this is
not the case, and the electricity is only produced by degrees at
R, as in the electrical machine, the condenser also only becomes
charged by degrees, the rapidity of the charge depending upon
the rapidity of the development of the electricity on R
When the charge has taken place, plate C D can be touched
with the hand without changing the condition of the charge, the
— E of this plate being constantly bound, and consequently not
able to be diverted. However, when the upper plate A B is
touched, the free -f- E of this plate is led off to earth. The —
E of the under plate (to whose binding as well as the bound
and free -f- E of the upper plate is required) is retained only by
the bound -f- E of the plate A B, and, consequently, cannot be
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kept constantly bound any longer ; a part of this — E thus
becomes free, and the rest remains bound. At present all the
-f- E on A B is bound, while, on the contrary, the — E on
C D is partly bound and partly free. Now, if the under plate
is again touched, the
free — E is renewed,
which again sets free a
part of the + EonA
—
B, E
andonagain
C D. binds
Touch
all
A B again, the -f- E,
which becomes free last
of all, is diverted, by
which, again, a part of
the — E at 0 D be
comes free.

EARTH

Pig. 21.

If we continue in this way to connect plate A B and C D
alternately with the earth, the condenser will become dis
charged by degrees. On the contrary, if the condenser, after
having been charged, has its connection with the source of
electricity and the ground broken, and its two conductors G and
H (fig. 19) connected with the plates A B and C D, and the ex
treme ends of these conductors are brought near to each other,
a portion of the free -j- E will pass from A B to G ; and as all
the — E can no longer remain bound on C D, a part thereof
becomes free and proceeds to H. The result of this is that the
primitive quantity of the -f- E can no longer remain bound on
A B, and a part of the -f- E which was bound heretofore be
comes free at A B and passes to G, and, as a consequence
hereof, again a part of the — E, at C D, becomes free, and
passes
— E atto II
H,K.and The
hencecharge
free -)-ofE the
is accumulated
condenser plates
at G I decreases
and free
somewhat in consequence hereof, and the nearer the extreme
ends I and K approach each other, the stronger the tension of
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the opposite electricities at I and K becomes. When this tension
has become considerable enough, in consequence of a nearer
approach of I and K to overcome the resistance of the stratum
of air, located between them, then both electricities become
combined, and an electric spark is seen between I and K. Both
electricities which were gathered at A B and C D now unite
through G and H with almost inconceivable rapidity, so that
between I and K only a single spark occurs, and the condenser
is discharged at once.
If, instead of both conductors G and H, we take only one
conductor, for instance, G, and bring its extreme end, I, near
the plate C D, we obtain almost identically the same result
The same occurs when both plates A B and C D are connected
by wires with the earth. In this case a portion of the free -+E of plate A B (fig. 20) passes through G to the earth I, and
analyzes there the 4- E of the earth, and equalizes with the —
E. By this process a corresponding part of the — E of the plate
C D becomes free, and passes over H to K, and there recombines with the + E of the earth. In this manner, as we have
explained heretofore, both electricities, -\- E and — E of the
plates go to earth, and the condenser is discharged. In this
case it is usual to say that the electricities of the condenser flow
to earth, or the earth, .acting as a very large reservoir, takes up
or absorbs both electricities, but we ought instead to look upon
the discharging not as a disappearing of the electricities from
the condenser into the earth, but as an equalization of its elec
tricities with the opposite electricities of the earth. After the
discharge, both plates A B, C D are not entirely devoid of elec
tricity, as would be the case with a reservoir, when the latter
had poured out its contents, but each plate is again saturated
with a quantity of -f- E adequate to the size of its surface.
Upon a closer inquiry we find that the electricities are not
gathered on the metallic plates A B and C D, but on both sur
faces of the insulator E F, which are in contact with the
metallic plates. When the condenser is charged, if plate C D,
fig. 18, is removed by means of an isolating handle, and the plate
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is examined, it will appear to be completely non-electrical ; on
the contrary, plate A B shows a small quantity of free electricity;
if now these plates are separately touched and then again
put together, as in fig. 18, the condenser is found to be com
pletely charged, and when discharged produces a spark
The electricities, however, not only adhere to the surface of
the non-conductor E F, but they even penetrate, on account of
their opposite attraction, to a certain depth into the surface of
the non-conductor, and, when the non-conductor is very thin
they may unite again in its interior, and in this manner cause
a discharge. This is the reason why the condenser, in dis
charging by means of both conductors G and H (fig. 19), does
not at once become completely discharged, but, after the first
spark appearing between I and K, still remains slightly charged,
and does not become discharged until I and K are again and
again brought into contact
The greatness of the charge of a condenser depends on the
size of the surfaces of the non-conductor with which the con
denser plates are in contact, on the tension of the electricity in
the body which furnishes the charge, and on the distance of the
metallic plates, or the dimension of the non-conductor which is
situated between them. If the electric tension in the body
which produces the charge is small, then the metallic platen
ought to be brought very near to each other; in such a case the
metallic plates are merely separated by a thin stratum of shellac,
wherewith the surfaces of these plates, turned towards each
other in juxtaposition, are covered.
The form of the condenser varies according to the end pro
posed with it When a great deal of electricity is to be gathered
with it, and the source of electricity is not large, not only
the condensing metallic surfaces must be very extended, but
they should be placed very close to each other, without, how
ever, coming in contact at any point Sheets of thin glass or
thin plates of mica or gutta-percha, covered on both sides within
a short distance from the edge with tin foil, are in many cases
adapted to this end. When, however, the surface of the con
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denser is required to be so large that these contrivances will not
suffice, leaves of thin paper saturated with paraffin, and covered
on both sides with tin foil, must be used.
The leaves are then laid singly one upon another, like the
pages of a book, and the tin foil plates are connected together in
two series, upper and under, each by themselves. In this man
ner two separate rows of metallic plates are formed, which stand
very close to each other, but are separated by the non-conduct
ing paraffin paper, and thus represent a large surface without
taking up much room.
In the condenser shown in fig. 21 the uneven numbers, 1, 3,
5, 7, indicate the four upper ; the four even numbers, 2, 4, 6, 8,
the four under tin foil coatings of four paraffin leaves. When
one of the rows, for instance that of the upper tin foil
leaves, is connected with a source II of -)- E, and that of the
under tin foil leaves with the ground E, the condenser becomes
charged in the manner above described ; the upper tin foil leaves
condense the -\- E ; the under ones, the — E, and the collective
quantity of electricity gathering in the condenser may become
very considerable, even with a feeble source of electricity R, if
the latter flows a short time, provided a sufficiently large num
ber of leaves are employed.
THE LEYDEN JAR AND THE ELECTRIC BATTERY.

In the Leyden Jar we have a condenser of a different form,
which is used to maintain the opposing electricities in a state of
the greatest possible tension, and having the strongest tendency
to unite with each other and reestablish the equilibrium. It
consists of a glass jar or bottle coated both on its inner and
outer surfaces with tin foil, the coatings however terminating
some distance below the neck, as shown in fig. 22. An upright
brass rod, terminating in a knob, is connected with the inner
coating. Such a jar may be charged in the same way as a con
denser, the outer coating being iu connection with the earth,
and the inner one with the prime conductor of an electrical
machine. The -\- E is accumulated upon one coating, for ex-
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ample, the inner one, and the — E upon the other, or outer
one. The greater the accumulation
of electricity upon the opposite
coatings, the more powerful be
comes their tendency to unite. To
reestablish the equilibrium it is only
necessary to form a connection be
tween the two coatings by a conduc
tor, for instance, a metallic wire, or
even the human body. The union
of the opposing electricities, or as
it is termed, the discharge of the
jar, follows with a bright spark and I
Fig. 22.
a sharp report, and when passed
through the human body causes a shock of more or less intensity
in the joints of the arms.
In order to obtain a high degree of tension several jars are
connected together, forming an electrical battery (fig. 23), the
outer coatings of the
several jars being all
connected together, and
the inner ones in the
same manner.
This
is accomplished by
placing all the jars upon
a surface of tin foil, and
by connecting the ver
tical brass rods pro
jecting from each jar by means of horizontal
wires.
Fig. 23.
When such a battery
has been charged in the same manner as a single jar, and a con
ducing connnection is formed between the inner and outer coat
ings, the accumulated electricities unite with great force ; the
spark is more vivid, and the report is louder.
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2% 24.

The connection is usually effected by
means of a pair of curved brass rods
jointed at c (fig. 24), and provided with
brass knobs a b, and an insulating han
dle m. The jar is discharged by simul
taneously touching one knob to the outer
coating and the other to the knob of the
jar, when the discharge instantly fol
lows. This arrangement is termed a
" discharger."
The amount of electricity which a jar
can receive, provided it be of uniform
thickness, is proportional to the coated
surface, and inversely proportional to the
thickness of the class.

CHAPTER VI
VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY.

Voltaic Electricity is the branch of the science of electricity
which treats of the electric currents arising from chemical
action, more particularly from that attending the dissolution of
metals. It is sometimes called dynamical electricity, because it
deals with current electricity, or electricity in motion, and is thus
distinguished from factional electricity, which is called statical,
in consequence of its investigating the electrical condition of
bodies in which electricity remains insulated or stationary. These
terms, although in the main thus properly applied, are in all
strictness applicable to both sciences. Frictional electricity,
though small in quantity, can pass in a sensible current, and
galvanic electricity, though small in tension, can<be made to
manifest the attractions and repulsions of statical electricity.
Thus the series of discharges which are transmitted in a wire
connecting the prime conductor of a machine in action with the
ground or negative conductor, possesses, though feebly, the
characteristics of a galvanic current ; and the insulated poles of
a many-celled galvanic battery manifest, before the current
begins, the electric tension of the friction machine.
The observations made in 1789, by Galvani, that the legs of a
prepared frog are convulsed when their muscles are connected with
a strip of copper, their nerves with a strip of zinc, and the
opposite end of the two strips are united, convinced Volta, after
a great deal of experimental investigation, that these phenomena
were due to electrical action. The result of Volta's researches
established the fact that when two dissimilar metals come into
contact they become electric, and the force of the electrical
commotion depends upon the nature of the metals. This force
acting on the point of contact of dissimilar metals, is called elec
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tromotive force. It divides the electricities present in the natu
ral condition of the metals, and forces from the point of contact
the -+- fluid in one of the bodies, and the — fluid in the other,
where they remain in a state of rest and tension, in an effort to
unite again, until finally they find some means of coalition and
equalization. All the metals as well as the carbons are good
electromoters, but no two metals develop in connection with any
other the same degree of electrical tension. Zinc, for instance,
in contact with platinum, becomes more electric than when in
contact with copper ; and copper in contact with platinum be
comes + electric, while in contact with zinc it becomes — elec
tric. The following series of bodies is so arranged that any of
them in contact with some other becomes electric, and each pre
ceding body in this series in contact with the succeeding body
is -f~ electric, while the succeeding body is — electric : -j- zinc,
lead, tin, iron, copper, silver, gold, platinum, carbon —.
GALVANIC CURRENT

When in Fig. 25 the zinc plate a b comes in contact with the
copper plate a c, the -f- E of both metals gather on the zinc
plate, and — E on the copper plate.
Both electricities are in a state of tension or of desire to unite
again, which, however, they are not able to do, owing to the

z
Fig. 26.

inability of the source of commotion (the contact place a) to take
the lead. Now, if we connect the zinc and the copper plate by
a moist conductor L, for example, by a strip of pasteboard
soaked in water, or in diluted sulphuric acid, or if we dip both
contiguous plates in such a fluid, the union of both separated
electricities takes place through this moist conductor, the -)- E
flows from the zinc through the conductor in the direction of
the airow towards the — E of the copper, the — E of the cop
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per on the contrary in the opposite direction towards the -f- E
of the zinc, and the electric flow would at once cease were it not
that in the continuing contact of the metals a source of an ever
new analysis of electricity were to be found. At the same
moment that both electricities pass through the moist conductor
and become equalized' the electromotive force produces at the
point of contact a a new electric analysis, which likewise, how
ever, becomes at once equalized again, to make room for a new
tension.
In this apparatus, which is styled an open voltaic or galvanic
circuit as long as there is no moist conductor, and a closed vol
taic or galvanic circuit or a single galvanic element as soon as
the moist conductor is put in, a continuous flow of both oppo
site electricities takes place in opposite directions. The flow of
the -)- E proceeds from the zinc through the fluid to the copper ;
outside of the fluid it passes from the copper over the contact
point to the zinc. This uninterrupted equalization of both elec
tricities forms a continuous flow, which is styled a galvanic cur
rent When we speak of the direction of a galvanic current, we
always mean the direction of the -)- electricity in motion for the
time being, which follows outside of the fluid from the copper
to the zinc.
In order to become convinced of the presence of a specific
electrical action when two different metals come in contact, we
may place a strip of zinc under the tongue, a piece of silver or
copper on the tongue, and then put both pieces outside of the
tongue in contact^ and we shall instantly perceive a peculiar
taste, which we have not discovered previous to the metals com
ing in contact ; or we may put the strip of zinc under the
lower eyelid, this being previously somewhat moistened, and
squeeze the strips of copper between the upper lip and the
gums, and at the moment when both metals are brought into
contact we shall perceive a weak ray of light before our eyes.
The most simple form of a closed voltaic. circuit is represented
in Pig 26, in which Z is the zinc plate, K the copper plate, L
the moist conductor, and D a copper wire connecting Z and K,
styled the closing wire.
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When we replace the moist disk by a fluid, the element takes
the form of Fig. 27, where Z k represents the plate of zinc, and
C u the copper. The galvanic current, or the motion of the -f- E,
follows in both cases in the direction of the arrow, to wit, out
side of the fluid from copper to zinc.
GALVANIC BATTERIES.

If, as is represented in Fig 28, several compound pairs of zinc
and copper plates are put up in layers, always in the same order,
j
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Fig. 27.
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Fig. 28.

and between each pair a moist conductor is inserted, such as a
disk of felt, cloth or pasteboard, so that the succession of the
bodies arranged on each other from top to bottom is as follows :
Copper, zinc, conductor | copper, zinc, conductor
,Copper,' zinc,, conductor | ,copper,' zinc ;, one end of the
series terminating with zinc, and the other end beginning with
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copper, a current will flow when both ends arc connected by a
wire, and the more pairs of plates the series contain the greater
will be its electromotive force. The extreme ends of the series
are called poles. The pasteboard disks are soaked in water,
mixed with common salt or sulphuric acid, and thus allow an
easier passage to the current than when they are moistened with
pure water.
When a fluid is used instead of a moist disk, the battery has
the form represented in Fig. 29. In each glass is a zinc and a

12

3
Pig. 29.

4

5

copper plate, and each zinc plate of one of the vessels is con
nected by a copper wire with the copper plate of the preceding
vessel The poles of the battery indicated by -f- and — are
both connected with closing wires. As is represented in the
drawing by arrows, inside the cells the positive current passes
from zinc to copper—and externally, that is to say, in the closing
wire, from copper to zinc.
As electricity is also created through the contact of a metal
with a fluid, the action of a voltaic battery will be plainly under
stood when it is granted that the seat of the force which creates
the electricity is not only to be found in the contact points of
both metals, but in the contact between the metal and the
fluid ; hence some electricians have recently so enlarged upon
Volta's theories in this respect as to admit, besides the creation
of electricity through the contact of metals, still another similar
force at the contact point of the metals and the fluids. Opposed
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to these are the advocates of the chemical theory, who contend
that electricity in a galvanic element is created only by a chemi
cal action which takes place between the fluids and the metals.
In truth, however, both contact between dissimilar substances and
chemical action are necessary to produce voltaic electricity. The
laws regulating the potential and those regulating the current are
intimately connected with the nature of the substances in contact
and with the amount of the chemical action. Perhaps it is
strictly accurate to say that difference of potential is produced
by contact, and that the current which is maintained by it is
produced by chemical action. In cases where no known chemi
cal action occurs, as where copper and zinc touch one another,
the difference of potential is produced, and since this involyes a
redistribution of electricity, a small but definite consumption of
energy must then occur. The source of this power cannot yet be
said to be known.
If both poles of a galvanic battery are connected through a
conducting wire, the latter shows a succession of phenomena
which may conveniently be arranged in five classes, to wit: 1,
The phenomena of light ; 2. The production of heat ; 3. Phys
iological effects ; 4. Chemical, and 5, Magnetic effects.
The phenomena of light are perceptible even with a single
galvanic element of large surface. If the extreme ends of the
wires starting from the poles are brought together, as in Fig. 28,
we perceive, when separated, if the ends have been previously
amalgamated, a beautiful bright spark. The current which
passes when the contact is made does not cease with the sepa
ration, but forces its way through the intervening air. If we
take a battery of 40 or 50 elements and put carbon points on
the exteme ends of the wires, there will appear between the
points a splendid light, whose dazzling brilliancy blinds the eye.
It is deserving of notice that, whilst frictional electricity has
such an enormous tension that, under favorable circumstances,
sparks will leap across the air to neighboring conductors, at a
distance of 40 inches, wc may place the poles of a very powerful
galvanic battery to within 70 joa«of an inch of each other with
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out any spark passing over or the battery sending any current
The ordinary galvanic battery is, therefore, unlike the electric
machine and the Leyden jar battery in respect to tension.
The production of heat by the galvanic current is likewise
apparent, even in a single element of large surface, where a fine
platina wire inserted in the closing wire becomes red hot By
means of a series of these elements, or a voltaic battery, this
metal is easily melted.
The physiological actions of the galvanic current are mani
fested even by a single element in affecting the taste and the
optic nerves. They appear in a far greater degree when the
terminal wires of a powerful galvanic battery are seized by
moist hands, causing an almost intolerable sensation, and burn
ing in the arms and breast Upon this fact are founded also the
highly interesting experiments which are often made with gal
vanic currents on recently killed animals and human beings.
The chemical actions of the galvanic current are, in their theo
retical and practical relations, still more important, affording an
insight into the nature and origin of the current, as well as of the
construction of the galvanic elements. They are frequently
used in electroplating, electrotyping and gilding, and also in
telegraphy.
When, as in L, in Figs. 25, 26 and 27, a part of the conductor
consists of water, its materials, oxygen and hydrogen, become
analyzed by the action of the current The oxygen attacks the
zinc Z (the positive metal) and forms oxide of zinc ; the hydro
gen accumulates on the copper K (the negative metal) and in a
short time covers the plate. All the oxygen accumulates on the
zinc, and all the hydrogen on the other metal. The same holds
good also when, as is shown in Fig 30, the current outside the
battery passes through a fluid. If, for instance, the positive cur
rent enters through the closing wire E to plate L, made of zinc,
platina, or some other metal, into the water A, and out again
through the metallic plate D, then the oxygen accumulates at L
and the hydrogen at D.
Hence it follows that the metallic surfaces of the zinc and .
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copper become separated from the conducting fluid, and instead
of the former metallic contact between the fluid and the plates,
a contact of oxide of zinc and hydrogen sets in, and the ori
ginal current very soon loses its strength and almost disappears
after a short time. The same thing takes place to a greater ex
tent in the ordinary voltaic battery, because, owing to the more
active analysis of the water which the stronger current produces,
the oxygen unites with the zinc to produce oxide of zinc, and
the hydrogen, in the form of small bubbles, covers the copper;
hence, instead of the original zinc-copper battery, we have a
combination of far weaker electromotors, viz., zinc-hydrogen.

If we put in a vessel A, containing acidulated water (Fig. 30),
two platina plates, D L, and connect them with the pole wires
F E of any galvanic battery, the water between the platina
plates becomes likewise decomposed ; the oxygen is carried to
the positive, the hydrogen to the negative platina plate. As the
oxygen here does not unite with the platina, both gases, the
mixture of which is styled inflammable gas, rise at the platina
plate from the fluid. Several other compound bodies, like
water, are decomposed by the galvanic current, and in this
capability of the liquid conductor of being decomposed is to be
found the principal reason for the unsteadiness of the earlier
voltaic batteries.

CHAPTER VIL
SULPHATE OF COPPER BATTERIES.

In the simple combination of zinc and copper with a moist
conductor, described in Chapter VI, we saw that, owing to the
decomposition of the water, oxide of zinc and hydrogen gas was
immediately formed round the copper plate, by which the nega
tive plate became polarized and the current weakened. If,
instead of pure water, we use a mixture of water and sulphuric
acid as a conductor, a similar analysis of water occurs, but the
oxide of zinc combines with the not so easily decomposable
sulphuric acid, and forms a sulphate of zinc, which is dissolved
by the remainder of the fluid. In this way the metallic surface
of the zinc is kept clean so long as there is sufficient water to
dissolve the sulphate of zinc which has formed there. The
injurious effect of the hydrogen, however, which surrounds the
copper plate, and prevents the direct contact of its surface with
the fluid still remains ; the only thing that can be done to remove
it is to surround the negative metal (the copper plate) with a
material that readily absorbs the approaching hydrogen, and
thus prevents its adhering to the metal. As the hydrogen at the
moment of its separation readily unites with the oxygen, the
copper plate is surrounded with a material abundant in oxygen,
which then transfers a portion of the oxygen to the hydrogen
which the current has separated, and causes a re-combination of
both gases into water. Hence, the negative metal remains un
changeably in contact with the fluid, and as this is also the case
with the positive metal (the zinc), the action of such a galvanic
combination remains constant, until either the sulphate of zinc
is no longer soluble and the zinc plate becomes covered by it, or
the oxygenous material around the copper plate is decomposed.
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Daniell was the first to construct batteries of this kind. In
order that the oxygenous material which surrounds the negative
metal may not mix with the fluid which surrounds the zinc, all
these batteries require two cells, or their equivalent The zinc
always remains in acidulated water, and the electro-negative
metal in the oxygenous fluid, which is separated from the
former by means of a porous cell or partition, insuring a con
ducting connection with it
THE DANIELL BATTERY.

The Daniell element consists in its present form, as repre
sented in fig. 31, of a vessel, in which stands a porous clay

Fig. 31.

cylinder, i. The latter is surrounded by a zinc cylinder, z,
whilst in the clay cell, t a thin sheet of copper is suspended,
which is attached to the copper wire, a, connected with the zinc
cylinder of the next element At the upper part of the copper
sheet, C, a sieve-like perforated copper plate, D, is attached,
which serves the purpose of holding the sulphate of copper
crystals.
In charging the Daniell battery the glass vessel and the por
ous cup of each clement is filled with water, and crystals of sul
phate of copper put on the copper plate D. In about an hour
afterwards enough sulphate of copper will have been dissolved
to put the battery in action. As soon as the circuit is closed,
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owing to the decomposing process which sets in simultaneously
with the current, sulphate of zinc is formed in the zinc cups
which is decomposed by the water in the cup. The released
hydrogen, however, is conducted towards the copper plate in the
porous cup, where at the same time a corresponding portion of
the sulphate of copper is thrown down in sulphuric acid and
the black oxide of copper ; the former remains undecomposed,
and the latter becomes separated into copper and oxygen. The
oxygen which is released from the black, oxide of copper and
hastens towards the zinc plate meets the hydrogen which starts
from the zinc cup ; both gases combine, forming water, and the
formation of a hydrogen gas around the copper cylinder is
thereby prevented. The pure copper which is left from the
oxide of copper after the secretion of the oxygen is conducted
by the current to the copper cylinders, where it is deposited in a
coherent mass.
The maintenance of the Daniell battery requires only the
occasional dropping of new crystals of sulphate of copper in
the porous cups, to keep the solution at the point of saturation,
and an occasional change of the water.
The construction of a Daniell element permits of a variety
of different forms. Both vessels may be interchanged ; the
glass vessel, G (fig. 32), may be filled with sulphate of copper,
and the porous cell, P C, contain the zinc, Z ; and in order that
the action of the battery may commence at once, the copper
cups may be filled with a concentrated solution of sulphate of
copper and the zinc cells with acidulated water.
The Daniell battery is scentless, and does not develop any
poisonous vapors, and, hence, may be used anywhere without
fear of endangering health or acting disadvantageously on the
metallic parts of the surrounding apparatus.
It is especially adapted to telegraphic apparatus worked upon
the closed circuit plan, but less suitable for open circuits, because
in the latter case a good deal of metallic copper is formed at the
bottom of the porous cups, by which the cups themselves
become spoiled and the current is weakened.
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But even in a closed circuit the porous cups of a Daniell
battery, when used for a long time, are apt to be covered with
copper on the side turned towards the copper plate, which often
penetrates through the cells, and makes them brittle ; and on
account of a conducting connection by some solitary thread
between the zinc and the copper plate, the activity of the
respective elements is very considerably retarded. Contrary to
the general opinion that these deposits of copper are produced
by the circulating current, and tend to increase the strength of

#;
the battery, it has been proved that they have nothing to do
with its activity. For several days a powerful current may be
kept up without any visible mark of this copper coating being
noticed on the cups, whilst, on the other hand, in a few days on
an open circuit, ten to thirty grains of coating may be obtained,
if the battery is filled with the fluid in the usual way, but if no
copper or zinc cylinder is put in, there will be no visible coating
of the cups ; hence, it does not originate through an action of
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both fluids on each other. Neither does it appear when the
copper cylinder only is inserted ; it appears, however, after the
zinc plate is put in, it being thus obvious that this is substan
tially required.
It is a well known fact that iron put in a solution of sulphate
of copper precipitates the metallic copper. Dip a small piece
of iron, even for a short time, into a solution of sulphate of
copper and it will become red, and closely coated with metallic
copper. Now, all the zinc of commerce contains, besides other
metals, iron, which, as experience teaches, when mixed with
zinc, lead and so forth, cannot be dissolved by diluted sulphuric
acid, but coats the zinc with a loose gray stratum, which gradu
ally, as a gray deposit, falls to the bottom. Likewise by giving
an oblique direction to the zinc plate, it will scon be found
clinging in larger or smaller quantities to the sides of the porous
cells. But, as the porous cups after a time become impregnated
with the sulphate of copper, the latter becomes chemically
reduced, and metallic copper is formed on the former. The
first copper stratum that is formed in this way comes in
direct contact with the metallic copper deposit formed in the
sulphate of copper solution, and following the thread, pene
trates through the porous partition and expands itself outside
of it in a solid mass. The process of penetration through the
porous cell always commences at the side turned towards the
zinc, which can easily be shown ; for, if the cells are filled in
the usual way, and some zinc deposit is placed in it equally
divided on both sides of the cups, the copper efflorescence on the
side of the clay cell which was turned towards the sulphate of
copper will not appear until some hours afterwards. The pene
tration of the copper through the porous cups may be prevented
by coating them with wax over the bottom, and on the lower
sides about a quarter of an inch high, and removing the zinc
deposit every two or three days with a metallic brush. The
penetration of the sulphate of copper in the porous cups may
be decreased, if the acids are poured in four or five hours pre
vious to the sulphate of copper solution.
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The great superiority of the Daniell battery for general use
led to a series of alterations, all of which were intended to ob
viate the inconveniences which we have alluded to, and which
are connected with the use of a porous cup. We shall describe
the more important of them, which are still retained in use.
THE SIEMENS-HALSKE BATTERY.

The Siemeus-Halske's element, which is a modification of the
Daniell, differs from the latter substantially in the improvements
in the diaphragm. It is represented in fig. 33.

Fig. 33.

A A is a glass vessel, c c a glass tube, k a perpendicular
copper plate bent into spirals, b a wire attached to it, e e a thin
pasteboard disc, // the diaphragm in place of the porous cell
formed of a peculiarly prepared mass of paper, Z Z a zinc ring
with clamp h. The mass of paper must be well compressed,
and afterwards a fourth part of its weight of sulphuric acid
poured over it and stirred up until the whole mass has become
homogeneous and glutinous. Then four times as much water is
added to it, and worked with it ; the superfluous sour water is
removed under pressure.
The inner glass cylinder c c is filled with crystals of sulphate
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of copper and water poured on it, and the ring-shaped interme
diate space filled with water, to which is added, on the first fill
ing, some acid or common salt Afterwards it is only necessary
to keep the inner cylinder always filled with crystals of sulphate
of copper, and now and then renew the water in the outside
vessel. The sulphuric acid required to form the sulphate of
zinc is conveyed by the current itself through the diaphragm,
and simultaneously removed through it by the sulphuric acid
which is set free by the decomposition of the sulphate of
copper.
The cost of maintenance of this battery is very small, as all
chemical consumption of zinc and copper is prevented in conse
quence of there being no local action. It may be left standing
for months without impairing its action, if good care is taken
that crystals of sulphate of copper are kept in the glass tube
c c, and the diluted water replaced. The zinc is not amalga
mated. In order to keep the foreign metals contained in the
zinc separated from the mass of paper, the latter is covered by
a ring, g g, of coarse cloth, which is replaced by a new one
when the battery is cleaned, which ought to take place every
fortnight These elements have generally too much resistance
for local batteries, but they are admirably adapted for working
long lines.
THE MEIDIN'GER BATTERY.

The Meidinger element is a modification of the Daniell bat
tery, but it has no porous cell, and possesses greater durability
and constancy of current It consists, as shown in the engrav
ing (fig. 34), of a glass vessel, A A, 8 inches high and 5 inches
wide, in the bottom of which is placed a small glass vessel, d d,
of half the dimensions of the larger glass, cemented in with
rosin. A zinc disk, Z Z, which is supported upon a ledge of
the outside vessel, surrounds the smaller glass. The inside wall
of the smaller glass, d d, is covered by a sheet of copper, e, on
the lower end of which an insulated copper wire, g, is riveted.
The mouth of the vessel is closed by a wooden or tin plate
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having, an opening in the centre for the reception of a glass
cylinder, h, 1£ inches in diameter and 8 inches high, narrowing
towards the lower end, which is rounded, and in which a hole is
made. This tube is sunk to the centre of the small glass, d d.
The entire vessel is filled up to the zinc disk, about 1\ inches
below the upper brim, with a diluted solution of Epsom salts.
The glass cylinder, h, in place of which a glass funnel can be
used, is filled with crystals of sulphate of copper, forming a
concentrated solution, which, being a heavier fluid, sinks down
through the small hole in the glass tube, and fills the small
glass, d <L to the centre.

Fig. 34.

There is very little diffusion of the copper solution upwards,
or out of the little glass vessel, d d, to the zinc disk, Z, even
when the battery is not in operation ; so that, after the lapse of
several weeks, the zinc scarcely shows any signs of being
affected by the copper. The battery is, therefore, much superior
to the ordinary Daniell- battery, which, when the circuit is open,
produces a great diffusion of the sulphate of copper through the
porous cup.
The zinc is usually amalgamated on its inner side, enabling
its impurities to be easily removed, which would otherwise form
a hard crust If the copper wire, g f, which is riveted to the
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copper sheet, e, is connected with a small strip of copper, c d,
soldered to the zinc disk, we obtain a galvanic current having
an electromotive force equal to that of a Daniell cell, and it
remains constant as long as there is sulphate of copper in the
glass tube, h, and the zinc, Z, is not dissolved. During the
activity of the battery, in fact, the solution of sulphate of
copper increases a little in quantity, in consequence of a diffu
sion which is caused by the overflowing (in the smaller glass,
d d) of the heavier sulphate of zinc solution formed by the dis
solution of zinc. By the action of the current the greater part
of the copper is deposited on the upper half of the copper
plate. A trace of copper, however, appears upon the zinc, but
frequently this is after several weeks' operation. The duration
of the battery depends on the size of the glass vessel. A bat
tery qf the size described (according to Meidinger's statement)
ought to be taken to pieces and the solution of Epsom salts and
sulphate of zinc drawn off, and pure water put in it as soon as
it has consumed three pounds of sulphate of copper, which,
however, may take a year.
The resistance of this cell considerably exceeds that of the
Daniell ; but for a line battery, where the resistance in the wire
is very considerable, this is of no special importance. Meidinger recommends, for main lines, cells 5 inches high and 3
inches wide, while the battery of the size depicted in our
engraving is intended for local use and for line batteries of
small resistance. As a local battery for the Morse telegraph,
it is best to use six cells, two of which are connected with like
poles, so that we have, practically, three elements with enlarged
surface and conductivity.
Generally, in charging the Meidinger element, a solution of
one part of Epsom salts to lour or five parts of water may be
used. In proportion to the activity of the battery and the con
sumption of the sulphate of copper, fresh crystals of this salt
should be added to the contents of the glass funnel ; but when
the surface of the fluid has sunk by evaporation," soft water
only need be added to the glass funnel. An improvement has
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been obtained in this element by having the funnel shaped sul
phate of copper vessel entirely closed at the top. After the jar,
h, has been charged with crystals of sulphate of copper, a solu
tion of Epsom salts (sulphate of magnesia) is added thereto.
The Meidinger battery is valuable wherever long duration
and a current of moderate but constant strength is required,
and especially for operating the Morse telegraph, electrical
clocks, hotel telegraphs and electric bells. The chief condition
for its successful use is that it shall not be shaken, as shaking
causes a mixture of the fluids, and in this way destroys its
action and the constancy of the current Its faults consist in
the liability that the tube h may be filled up with sulphate of
copper (either from impurities of the salt or from precipitation
of metallic copper) or crystals of sulphate of zinc, so that the
action of the element ceases ; and partly because the flow of the
solution of sulphate of copper from the tube to the lower edge
of the zinc cylinder rises, and then, at the least diffusion, the
sulphate of copper attacks the zinc. When this happens, the
sulphate of copper is decomposed by the zinc, a superfluous
quantity of sulphate of zinc is formed in the fluid, and metallic
copper is precipitated in the form of a brown, spongy powder
upon the zinc cylinder. This battery is extensively used upon
the Austrian telegraph hues.
THE GRAVITY BATTERY.

In consequence of the inconvenience experienced in the use
of the Daniell battery from the deposit of copper upon the por
ous cell, Cromwell R Varley, in 1854, endeavored to discover
some process by which it could be suppressed altogether with
out diminishing the force of the battery or lessening its
constancy. In this effort he was entirely successful, for after
a series of experiments he found that the difference in the
density of pure water, or water charged with sulphate of
zinc, and -a solution of sulphate of copper, was sufficient of
itself to cause an entire separation between them when placed
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in the same vessel. Accordingly he constructed his battery
(fig. 35) by suspending a cylinder of zinc near the top of a glass
jar, and placing a copper plate at the bottom, and then filling
the jar with a saturated solution of sulphate of copper and a
diluted solution of sulphate of zinc. The difference in the
specific gravity of the two solutions causes them to separate at
once and become superposed in the jar, the sulphate of copper
occupying the lower and the sulphate of zinc the upper por
tions of the jar.

Fig. 35.

The chemical action which takes place in this battery is the
same as in the Daniell. The zinc cylinder is oxidized by the
oxygen of the water, and the oxide combines with the acid set
free by the solution of sulphate of copper, forming sulphate of
zinc, which remains in solution, while the oxide of copper,
which was previously combined with the acid, being set free, is
reduced to metallic copper, and is precipitated on the surface of
the copper plate at the bottom of the jar. The reduction of the
oxide to the metallic state takes place in the following manner :
The water of the solution furnishes oxygen to the zinc, and
thus enables it to combine with the acid ; while the hydrogen,
which is liberated, again forms water with the oxygen of the
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oxide of copper, with which it comes in contact, leaving the
metal free. Hence, but little gas is given off during the action
of a battery charged by sulphate 'of copper, as the hydrogen is
in this case mostly absorbed.
In order to reduce the resistance of the gravity battery, the
horizontal copper plate is now supplemented by t\ro vertical
copper plates, forming a Xi.and projecting about three inches
from the bottom of the jar.
In charging the battery the copper frame is placed on the
bottom of the glass jar, and the jar filled with sulphate of
copper to the top of the copper frame, and with water to within
an inch and a half of the top of the jar.
The battery must then stand until the sulphate of copper and
sulphate of zinc dissolve and separate. When the two solutions
have properly separated the lower part of the jar will contain a
blue fluid, and the upper part a nearly colorless or transparent
fluid. After the separation of the two fluids (which will
require about forty-eight hours) the brass frame for holding the
zinc must be placed on top of the glass jar, and the zinc sus
pended near the top. The zinc should always be suspended in
the colorless or transparent fluid.
In case the zinc is placed iri- the jar before the two solutions
have separated, copper will be deposited on the zinc, and the
action of the battery be retarded. When such deposits take
place the zincs should be removed and cleaned with a stiff brush.
As the sulphate of copper becomes dissolved and consumed
the blue solution will decrease, and the zinc should be lowered
from time to time, so as to reduce the internal resistance.
When the water in the upper portion of the jar becomes satu
rated with sulphate of zinc, the sulphate crystallizes upon the
zinc plate, stopping the action of the battery. The conducting
power of a solution of sulphate of zinc is greatest when diluted
with an equal quantity of water. Part of the solution, there
fore, should be from time to time removed and replaced by water.
When crystals form on the top and sides of the cell, in conse
quence of the water being saturated with sulphate of zinc, they
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should be removed with a damp cloth. A little grease or fat
rubbed on the top and sides of the jar, near the top, will have a
tendency to prevent the formation of crystals.
When all the sulphate of copper has been consumed the
action ceases, and sulphate of zinc will be reduced upon the
copper plate as a black powder. It is necessary, therefore, to
provide a constant supply of sulphate of copper. Undissolved
crystals of sulphate of copper should always remain in the
bottom of the jar.

Fig. 36.

The jars should not be disturbed when in use, as this would
cause the solutions to mix. As the water evaporates from the
jar it should be replenished by a fresh supply. Great care must
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be taken in replenishing the jars not to disturb the lower or sul
phate of copper solution.
Two sizes of the battery are made, one of which is designed
for local batteries and for working from three to five main
wires, and the other for working one or two main wires.
The battery should be taken down and cleaned about every
four months.
The battery should be kept in a dry and comparatively warm
place. The temperature of the battery should never be allowed
to approach the freezing point, as this would destroy its action.
A form of gravity battery is shown in Fig. 36, in which the
negative element consists of two flat spirals of copper wire, and
in another variety, Fig. 37, two copper disks are used in place
of the spirals.

Fig. 37.
THE MENOTTI BATTERY.

The Menotti element is composed of an earthenware or glass
cell, having a flat circular plate of copper laid at the bottom,
with a piece of gutta percha covered wire soldered to it, which
comes out of the cell and forms the positive pole ; crystals of
sulphate of copper cover the copper plate, upon which is placed
a layer three inches thick of sawdust, and upon the sawdust a
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zinc plate. The cells are usually about 4 inches diameter inside
and 5 inches high. The metal plates are about 3J inches in
diameter. This form of battery is portable, and has a constant
electromotive force. Its resistance is high, being usually about
20 ohms when in fair condition. It is chiefly used for testing

Fig. 38.

purposes, and is well adapted for use at sea, where the wash of
the solution tends to disturb the electromotive force and to pro
duce variable polarization ; for even in a Daniells cell there is
always practically some polarization. In principle, this battery
does not differ from the gravity battery—the only variation is
in the use of the sawdust
SIR WILLIAM THOMSONS BATTERY.

The Menotti battery is said to have been first introduced by
Sir William Thomson for testing the Atlantic Cable in 1858.
He subsequently devised an excellent form of this battery for
experimental or other purposes, requiring very low internal re
sistance, combined with convenience and economy of manage
ment, known as the tray battery. The coppers are made in the
form of trays with inclined sides, 18 or 20 inches square and
about 3 inches deep, each tray resting directly upon projections
cast upon the upper surface of the zinc of the cell beneath. The
zinc is usually made in the form of a grating. To avoid the in
convenience which was found to arise from the cells being occa
sionally eaten through by the action of the solution, they are

S
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now usually made of wood and lined with sheet lead, electrotyped with copper at the bottom.
Another very convenient and useful modification of this bat
tery is shown in figures 39 and 40. It consists of a containing
vessel of sheet lead, in the bottom of which is placed five or six
pounds of sulphate of copper. This is covered with a layer of

Fig. 39.

clean pine sawdust from one to two inches thick, upon which the
zinc plate rests. The vessel is then nearly filled with soft water,
or, if quick action is desired, a solution of sulphate of zinc.

Fig. 40.

This battery is so simple in construction and arrangement that
the most unskilled can readily be taught to manage it, while it
will remain in action and give a strong and perfectlv uniform
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current from three months to a year (according to the work done
by it), without any attention whatever. The internal resistance
is very low, and it is well adapted to working circuits of small
resistance where comparatively strong and continuous currents
are required.
THE MUIRHEAD BATTERY.

This is a form of sulphate of copper battery, fig. 41, now in
general use for telegraphic purposes in England.
The zinc
plates are about 4 inches long by 2 inches wide, and the copper
plates about 4 inches by 3 inches. The porous cells are filled

Fig. 41.

with a solution of sulphate of copper, and the outer cells, which
are made of white porcelain, and in pairs, are filled with very
dilute sulphuric acid. Five such pairs are enclosed in a strong
teak-wood case, with a lid through which gutta percha covared
wires pass at the ends. Crystals of sulphate of copper, of the
size of a hazel nut, are placed in the porous cells to maintain the
solution in a saturated condition. The copper connecting strap
is cast in the zinc, having been tinned to insure adhesion. To
check endosmosis, or the tendency of the two fluids to mix
through the porous cells, they are greased, except on the por
tion which is opposite the zinc plate. This, however, does not
entirely prevent the mixing of the solutions.

S

CHAPTER VIIL
NITRIC AND CHROMIC ACID BATTERIES.

The most powerful voltaic combinations known are those in
which some of the mineral acids are employed as excitants,
especially nitric, chromic and sulphuric acids.
THE GROVE BATTERY.

This battery was, until quite recently, in general use in this
country for working telegraph lines. It consists of a hollow
cylinder of zinc, about three inches high and two in diameter,
coated with an amalgam of mercury, and having an opening on
one side to allow a free circulation of the liquid. The zinc
cylinder has a projecting arm, to which is attached a strip of
platinum about one inch wide and three inches long, and having
the thickness of tin foil. The zinc cylinder is placed in a glass
tumbler containing sulphuric acid, diluted with about twenty
times its bulk of water. Within this cylinder is placed a por
ous cup made of earthenware, baked without being glazed, and
filled with strong nitric acid. This cup allows liquids to pass
slowly through it, and, when wet, offers but little resistance to
the electric current Within this cup is suspended a strip of
platinum fastened to the end of the zinc arm projecting from
the adjoining zinc cylinder. Fig. 42 represents a Grove battery,
consisting of forty such combinations, each cell being com
pletely insulated and arranged upon a stand. The stand has
four girders and fifteen holes in each girder. In the holes are
placed oaken pins, to which are attached glass insulators with
wooden shields, the latter supporting the battery cells. The
stand, pins and shields are well coated with asphaltum, and the
glass insulators dipped in paraffine.

THE GROVE BATTERY.

Fig. 42.
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When the Grove battery is in action sulphate of zinc is
formed in the outer cell, and the heavy brown gas, peroxide of
nitrogen, is given off by the nitric acid. The peroxide of nitro
gen discharged at the platinum plate is absorbed by the nitric
acid, in which it is soluble, so that the plate is left free. The
resulting solution is highly conducting. The peroxide of nitro
gen soon spontaneously separates from the nitric acid, giving
rise to the dark brown vapor already mentioned.
THE BUNSEN BATTERY.

The Bunsen zinc-carbon element replaces the expensive platina of the Grove battery by a mass of carbon made up in the
shape of a hollow cylinder, peculiarly prepared.

Fig. 43.

Figs. 43 to 46 represent it in its parts and construction.
As will be seen from fig. 43, a carbon cylinder, open at the
bottom, is put in a glass vessel, which becomes narrower towards
the top ; in the hollow of the carbon cylinder is inserted a hol
low, porous clay cylinder, closed at the bottom. A ring, a, is
closely laid around the upper part of the carbon cylinder, ex
tending beyond the glass vessel ; this ring is attached to the
hollow cylinder c, made of rolled zinc. Ring a is made of
copper, and, as fig. 44 shows, may either be closely fastened to
the carbon cylinder at a, or by means of the copper cross-bow
and the screw b, may be coupled to the zinc cylinder at pleasure.
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The porous clay cup, which stands inside the carbon cylinder,
is filled with diluted sulphuric acid, and the glass vessel in
which the carbon is to be found, with concentrated nitric acid.
lb

Fig. 44.

Zinc cylinder c, of one of the elements, hangs in the porous
cup filled with sulphuric acid of the next element How these
separate elements are connected into a battery is shown in
fig. 45.

Fig. 45.

The zinc cylinder of the first glass is connected with the
copper strip or the carbon cylinder of the second glass, the zinc
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cylinder of the second glass with the copper strip of the third
glass, and so forth. Finally, the zinc cylinder of the last glass,
with its strip n, projects out of the battery and forms the —
pole, just as the copper strip p of the first glass forms the -\pole. The positive current passes in this battery, in the closing
wire, outside the fluid, from carbon to zinc.
J. Stohrer, of Leipsic, has considerably improved the carbon
battery. Fig. 46 gives a view of such an element

Fig. 46.

The cylinder. consisting of very solid and compact carbon,
has on the top a projecting edge, which .rests upon the edge of
the glass vessel which surrounds the cylinder, and is provided
with a heavy copper ring. This ring does not serve the pur
pose, as in those formerly constructed, of taking up the current
from the carbon cylinder, but it is the mere bearer of a strip, o,
in which is located a binding screw, r. Opposite to this screw
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ifae carbon lays bare, and at pl the curve is transformed into
a plain surface, in order to present a flat contact to the connect
ing part of the nearest zinc. The zinc is cross-shaped (a conve
nient form for casting), and should be properly amalgamated—
that is to say, covered with quicksilver. It terminates in a
round neck, in which the connecting wire is soldered.
The wire terminates in a heavy copper strip, p, which may be
covered with platina on the side connected with the carbon
cylinder between p1 and r1.
The projecting edge of the carbon cylinder is soaked in wax,
and the ring covered on the inside and outside and cemented
with wax and resin, mixed in equal parts. As the plate p, cov
ered with platina, takes up the current direct from the carbon,
the main inconvenience of the former carbon batteries, namely,
that the copper rings, which serve the purpose of taking up the
current, oxidized very quickly, and then made very bad con
ductors, is obviated.
The Bunsen element develops, like the Grove, a very power
ful current, but it has the great disadvantage, in common with
the latter, that in using it there is evolved a heavy brown gas—
peroxide of nitrogen—which is injurious both to the health and
to the apparatus, and makes it unfit for general use.
Siemens-Halske zinc carbon element is represented in fig. 47.
e is the carbon cylinder, of 4£ inches high, 2\ inches inside and 3
inches outside diameter ; c the porous clay cup, of 4J inches
high and 2 inches outside diameter ; d the zinc cast in the ordi
nary cross shape, to which the copper wire s is soldered, which
is to be connected with the carbon of the nearest element by
means of clamp screw/ Around the upper part of the carbon
cylinder a leaden ring about £ of an inch wide is laid, and
around the latter a copper ring of the same width, which is sep
arated and carries on both its ends flanges, which may be moved
towards each other by means of a screw, and thus press the
leaden ring closer to the carbon cylinder. The copper ring car
ries the prolongation v, on which clamp f is attached, by means
of which the carbon cylinder is connected with the zinc of the
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nearest element The entire system stands in glass a, whos«
form is to be seen from the drawing.
The solutions for this carbon battery for telegraphic purposes
consist of sulphuric acid diluted with 15 to 20 parts of water,
both for the porous cups holding the zinc, as also outside of
them for the carbon cylinder. In both cases the zinc should be
amalgamated very carefully.

Fig. 47.

A Bunsen Dattery of the latter kind, with dilated sulphuric
acid in the zinc as well as copper cell, produces for some time a
pretty constant current, if it is not kept closed too long, and,
hence, it is very convenient for a telegraph line, which, when
not in operation, leaves the battery open, and for working pur
poses requires only a momentary closing. If, however, they
remain closed for some time, the carbon cylinder becomes coated
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with a layer of hydrogen which retards the conduction of the
current in the inside of the battery, and even interrupts it
In such cases the current of the battery is no longer constant
Even on open circuits its strength is soon exhausted, if it is
kept in pretty constant action, by the rapid formation of sul
phate of zinc. In Prussia, where these batteries were formerly
in pretty general use for working telegraph lines, they required
to be renewed every five weeks. The carbon cylinders and the
porous cups of the old elements require to be soaked in warm
water to remove the salts with which they become impregnated.
The carbons for Bunsen's battery are made by a process in
vented by Bunsen. The fine dust of coke and caking coal is
first put into a close iron mould of the shape required for the
carbon and exposed to the heat of a furnace. When taken out
the burned mass is porous and unfit for use, but by repeated^
soaking it in thick syrup or gas tar and reheating it, it at length
acquires the necessary solidity and conducting power. The car
bon that forms on the roof of gas retorts is harder and better
than the carbon thus made, but it is difficult to work, and the
supply of it is limited.
faure's carbon battery.
In this battery an outer jar contains a solution of common
salt and a zinc cylinder. Inside the zinc cylinder is the carbon
pole, which is made in the form of a bottle, and is filled with
concentrated nitric acid. This bottle is closed by a carbon
stopper to prevent the escape of fumes, and performs the
double function of porous pot and of carbon pole ; the nitrous
gas rises inside the bottle and increases the pressure, forcing the
acid through the porous cell in sufficient quantity to keep up
the action.
CHROMIC ACID BATTERY.

A modification of the Bunsen battery is in use, in which a
solution of bi-chromate of potash and sulphuric acid takes the
place of the nitric acid. This solution is made by dissolving

/
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one pound of bi-chromate of potash in ten pounds of hot
water, and when cold adding five pounds of strong sulphuric
acid. As this addition causes the solution to become warm, it
must be allowed to cool before being used.
The zinc is placed in a saturated solution of common salt,
which is made by adding salt to the required quantity of water
until it ceases to dissolve any more.
The chlorine of the common salt unites with the zinc, forming
chloride of zinc ; while at the carbon electrode the sodium re
places hydrogen in sulphuric acid, forming sulphate of sodium.
The nascent hydrogen reduces chromic acid (produced by the
action of sulphuric acid on the bi-chromate of potash), so that
sulphate of chromium is produced.
THE GRENET BATTERY.

The single fluid bi-chromate of potash or Grenet battery (fig.
48), is a very good form of anFig.experimental
48.
battery where con-

stancy of current is not required, as, for example, in the labora
tory and mechanical workrooms. The cell is in the form of a
bottle, and contains a mixture of 2 parts of bi-chromate of potash,
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dissolved in 20 parts of hot water and 1 part sulphuric acid.
The top is provided with a brass frame, to which is fastened a
wooden cover. To this cover are attached two carbon plates
which permanently dip into the fluid ; and between the carbon
plates a zinc plate is suspended, which may be plunged into the
fluid or withdrawn at pleasure. When the zinc i? withdrawn,
the action ceases. The battery gives a powerful c irrent for a
short time, but rapidly polarizes. The length of time during
which the fluid will retain its power depends upon the use which
is made of the battery. It is not suitable for continuous use ;
but in all cases where a powerful current is required for a brief
period, it is a very desirable and economical apparatus.
ELECTRO-MOTIVE
4
FORCE OF THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS.

The electro-motive force of a galvanic element is proportional
to the intensity of chemical affinity, or the force tending to
chemical actioa The electro-motive force of each of the various
sulphate of copper elements, described in Chapter VII, is the
same as that of the Daniell, 1.079 volts. . The electro-motive
forces of the several elements described in this chapter differ
considerably from each other, although they are in all cases
greater than in the combinations previously described. The
electro- motive force of the Grove clement, measured in volts,
is 1.956 ; Bunsen's, nitric acid, 1.964 ; Bunsen's, chromic acid,
2.028; Faure's, 1.964; Grenet, 1.095.

CHAPTER IX.
SINGLE FLUID BATTERIES.

The single fluid batteries are well adapted for use on what are
termed open circuits—that is, circuits which are only closed
occasionally and for but a few moments at a time. Some of the
forms, however, answer an excellent purpose upon telegraphic
or other circuits of great length or high resistance. They are
also exceedingly convenient for experimental purposes, or, in
fact, for occasional use of any kind.
THE SMEE BATTERY.

This battery was made upon observing the property which
rough surfaces possess of evolving the hydrogen, and smooth
surfaces of favoring its adhesion. Thus, whatever metal is used
for the negative plate is roughened, either by a corrosive acid or
mechanically by rubbing the surface by sand paper. The
liquid generally used to charge this battery is 1 part sulphuric

Fig. 49.

acid to 10 of water. The form of battery used for telegraphic
purposes consists of a strip of platinum, one inch wide by ten in
length, fastened to a beam of wood, upon the opposite side of
which is a plate of zinc covered with mercury, and both plunged
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into a, glass vessel. In arranging a series of cells, the zinc of the
one cell is attached to the platinum of the next Figs. 49 and
50 represent the battery as formerly used in working telegraph

Eg. 60.

lines. A is an insulated wooden bar; B, brass clamps; Z, zinc
plate ; P, platinized silver plates or strips of platinum ; T, glass
cells. In fig. 49 the wooden bar rests upon the glass cells ; in
fig. 50 the bar rests on iron brackets fastened to independent
supports.
THE LECLANCHE BATTERY.

The -)- pole consists of a carbon plate which on its upper end
is coated with rosin, and provided with a binding screw ; it
stands in a porous cup, which is filled with a coarse grained mix
ture, of the needle form of peroxide of manganese and carbon,
the residue of gas retorts.
The — pole consists of an amalgamated zinc rod ; both poles
stand in a diluted solution of sal-ammonia, which is poured into
the outside glass vessel.

r
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When the element is closed the current in the zinc cup de
composes the water and the sal-ammoniac, and in the carbon
cell the manganese. In the zinc cell chloride of zinc is formed,
which dissolves ; the hydrogen of the decomposed water is
neutralized by an equivalent of oxygen which the manganese
gives up ; the hydrogen of the chlorine unites with the oxygen
of the decomposed water. Hence the zinc, as well as the carbons,
always maintain a good conducting connection with the fluid,

Fig. 5L

and consequently the strength of current upon circuits of con
siderable resistance remains constant for a pretty long time.
Leclanche^s element has been employed for the past seven
years on several French and Belgian railroads, and is also used
elsewhere very successfully for telegraphic purposes, hotel annun
ciators, and so forth. The internal resistance of the element is
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hardly -J^th of that of a mercury element of the same size ; while
the electro-motive force of 25 cells is equal to 40 Daniell elements.
In practice, for every 50 grains of zinc dissolved, 100 grains of
sal-ammoniac are consumed and 100 grains of manganese per
oxide are reduced. There is no waste of material when the
battery is not in action, so that, if the evaporation of the liquid
is prevented, it may be allowed to remain untouched for months
without losing power. It is well suited for a telegraph wire not
in constant use and worked upon the open circuit plan, or for
electric bells. It is not suitable for permanent currents or local
circuits, because when placed in short circuit it polarizes very
quickly.
The carbon plates are capped with lead to provide an attach
ment for the binding screws, as copper would be attacked by
the ammonia ; but a salt of lead is formed between the carbon
and the metal which in time insulates them from each other.
To prevent this the carbons are dried and heated to about 120°
Centigrade ; their tops are then dipped in melted paraffin and
covered with lead, great care being taken to press the lead
closely into contact with the carbon. It is not absolutely neces
sary to amalgamate the zinc, but the amalgamation tends to
prevent the formation of crystals upon its surface. When the
sal-ammoniac has nearly been removed from the liquid, it is
unable to dissolve the zinc chloride, and in consequence becomes
milky in appearance ; more sal-ammoniac must then be added.
When the battery begins to fail the porous jars may bo soaked
in water, but this process cannot be adopted a second time.
The cell should not be filled more than two thirds of its depth.

THE MARIE-DAVY BATTERY.

Marie-Davy's quicksilver element is very successfully used in
France at the present time. It is a zinc-carbon element, in which
the zinc stands in pure water and the carbon in a paste of
moistened proto-sulphate of mercury in a porous cup. The
reduction in the inside of the element follows the same course
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as the Daniell ; the zinc becomes oxidized through the oxygen
of the decomposed water, and the hydrogen which is set free
reduces the oxide of mercury which proceeds from the decom
position of the sulphate. The sulphuric acid gets over to the
oxide of ^inc and forms sulphate of zinc, while the hydrogen goes
to the oxide of mercury, uniting with its oxygen and forming
water, und metallic mercury forms on the bottom of the porous
cell. According to a French authority 38 elements were in un
interrupted activity for six months without requiring any clean
ing or renewing whatever, the current being equal to 60 Daniell
elements, while the dimensions were smaller than the Daniell,
which, under the same conditions, only lasted three months.

Fig. 52.

The glass vessels were 3J- inches high by 3 inches diameter ; the
zinc surface was 2^- by 2£ inches, and the porous cups 2| by 1J
inches.
In another combination hyposulphuric oxide of mercury is
used, which is insoluble in water, instead of the soluble muriate
of mercury.
The sulphate of mercury is liable to rise by capillary action to
the junction of the carbon and cop1>er, and by attacking the
copper destroys the continuity of the circuit This is prevented
by filling the pores of the charcoal at the top with melted
paraffin.
While it is a powerful battery, and produces excellent effects,
its maintenance is expensive, and it is not adapted for continuous
work, owing to the slow solubility of the salt
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THE SULPHATE OF LEAD BATTERY.

The Sulphate of Lead Battery is also the invention of Marie"Davy. It is constructed in the form of a column and occupies
but little room. It consists of a series of tinned iron pans a, a, u,
provided with three arms placed horizontally at equal distances
apart The bottom of each pan rests upon a zinc disc, and is
coated inside with pulverized sulphate of lead moistened with
water. The pans are piled one above the other, between three
wooden posts D, D, D, provided with iron screw heads, on which
the pans rest by their three horizontal arms c, c, c. The wooden
posts D, D, D are placed on a wooden frame E, F.

Fig. 53.

The battery is charged by pouring water into the iron pans,
The sulphate of lead is almost insoluble in water, but it is a good
conductor of electricity. The zinc is attacked, the leaden salt is
reduced, and zinc sulphate and metallic lead is deposited on the
bottom of each pan. The electro-motive force of this battery is
inferior to that of Daniell, but in consequence of the great conductibil'ty of the sulphate of lead, its resistance is much less, and
the"resistance still further decreases as the fluid becomes charged
with sulpha4e of zinc. The battery is easily kept in order, it
being only necessary to add water from time to time to supply
the losses occasioned by evaporation. The current generated
will be greater if a saturated solution of salt and water be used
instead of common water.
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Like the sulphate of mercury element the sulphate of lead
battery loses its power very rapidly when worked upon a circuit
of small resistance.
THE SAND BATTERY.

The batteries originally used to work the English telegraphs,
and the Bain telegraphs in this country, were composed of amal
gamated zinc and copper plates 4J- inches long by 3£ inches
wide, the zinc being ^ of an inch thick. The plates were
cemented water tight on to stout teak wood or oak troughs, each
trough being from 15 to 30 inches long and 5J inches wide, and
divided into 12 or 21 cells by partitions of slate. The plates,
connected together by copper slips, were placed across the slate
partitions, and the cells were filled to within an inch of the top
with siliceous sand, which was then saturated with a mixture of
one part sulphuric acid and fifteen parts of water.
THE GRAPHITE BATTERY.

This battery is used in England to some extent for ringing
signal bells on the railways, and consists of platinized gas car
bon and amalgamated zinc plates plunged in dilute sulphuric
acid. The carbon plates are platinized by the electrotype pro
cess, using a straw colored solution of platinum, with a battery
of 4 plates. The tops of the plates are clectrotyped with cop
per, which is afterwards tinned, and the connecting straps are
riveted to the plates with tinned rivets, and then soldered.
The electrotyping of the top of the plate is accomplished by
placing the part to be covered with copper in a saturated solu
tion of blue vitriol, and connecting it to the — pole of a single
Daniell cell, the -)- pole of which is connected with a copper
plate in the same solution with the carbon, but not touching it
If the jar is considerably deeper than the plates, so that the
solution of sulphate of zinc can fall to the bottom as it forms,
leaving the lighter acid at the top, the battery will last for a long
time. It is not, however, suitable for a continuous current
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Grove's gas battery, which is intended more for instruction
than use, is made as follows : Into the two outer necks of a three
necked bottle two glass tubes are fitted, each of which is open
below, and a platinum wire enters them hermetically above, to
which a long strip of platinum is soldered, extending nearly to the
bottom of the tube. Little cups, containing mercury, are attached
to the upper end of these wires. The bottle is filled with slightly
acidulated water, and the poles of a galvanic battery are placed
in the little cups. Water is thereby decomposed : oxygen forms
in the one tube and hydrogen in the other. When the battery
wires are removed no change takes place till metallic connection
is established between the cups, and the oxygen and hydrogen
gradually disappear, attended by an electric current which passes
from the oxygen to the hydrogen. When several of these are
put together in a battery, the connection being always oxygen
to hydrogen, they can decompose water. The most important
fact illustrated by this battery is that the oxygen and hydrogen,
liberated by galvanic agency, when left to themselves, produce
a current the opposite to that which separated them. When the
poles of the decomposing battery are in the mercury cups
hydrogen is given off at —, and oxygen at the + P°le j and as
opposite electricities attract, it is manifest that the hydrogen in
this action is -)-, and the oxygen —. When the two gases form,
by means of the platinum plates, a galvanic pair by themselves,
the current must proceed, as in all cases, from the -)- to the —
within the liquid, and the reverse way between the poles ; but
this is the opposite of the direction of the original current
It is, therefore, manifest that where oxygen or hydrogen is set
free at any point in a galvanic circuit, they will tend to send a
counter current This tendency is called galvanic polarization.
This accounts for the fact that no single galvanic pair can de
compose water, as the force generated is no greater than the
force of the counter current that would be produced by the
liberated gases. Even two cells produce an insignificant effect
6
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Galvanic polarization also accounts for the sudden falling off in
strength in all galvanic couples where hydrogen is set free at
the negative plate. The bubbles of the gas adhering to the
plate, not only lessen the surface of contact between the plate
and the liquid, but exert an electro-motive force contrary to that
of the pair, and this goes on increasing until the action becomes
greatly reduced.
Lead, or any other metal having but a slight affinity for oxy
gen, may be used instead of platinum for secondary batteries.
A number of plates of thin sheet lead are arranged in series as
a battery in cells, filled with dilute sulphuric acid. When a
current from another battery passes through it water is decom
posed, its oxygen forming peroxide of lead, and coating the
plates on one side of each cell, while its hydrogen spreads over
the opposite plates, polarizing the lead plates and forming a bat
tery of lead with hydrogen, and lead with peroxide of lead.
A zinc-carbon battery constructed upon this principle was
formerly used in London for distributing time signals, but has
been superseded by the Leclanche\
THE EARTH BATTERY.

Gauss, in repeating Stcinheil's experiment of conveying the
galvanic current back through the earth on the Gottingen circuit,
provided the termini of the wire at one of the stations with a
copper plate, and at the other station with a zinc plate. When
these ends were buried in the damp earth a pretty strong gal
vanic current passed through the line. Such a combination was
evidently nothing more than a simple Voltaic element of large
size ; the moist stratum of earth—3,000 feet thick—between the
metallic plates took the place of the felt disc.
Bain subsequently devised a similar arrangement for obtaining
a durable and constant current By burying a zinc and copper
plate in the earth, where there was continual moisture, and con
necting them through an insulated wire, he obtained a current of
sufficient strength to work his telegraph. By a similar arrange
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ment both Bain and Weare operated their electric clocks. An
earth battery of this character will produce a current of small
electro-motive force until one of the metals becomes oxidized,
which experience shows takes place very slowly.
The most extended use of the earth battery was made by
Steinheil on the telegraph line erected by him along the railroad
from Munich to Nanhofen in 1846, a distance of twenty miles.
The metallic plate in Munich was a sheet of copper of 120
square feet surface, and the metallic plate in Nanhofen a sheet
of zinc of the same size. Both metallic plates were placed hori
zontally in water and connected by a copper wire insulated on
poles through the air. This arrangement furnished a continuous
galvanic current of sufficient strength to work the electro-mag
nets used by Steinheil, which, however, required but little power.
The earth battery does not possess sufficient electro-motive force
to work the ordinary Morse or dial telegraph.
ZAMBONl'S DRY PILE

This consists of several hundreds, and sometimes thousands of
discs of paper tinned on one side, and covered with binoxide
of manganese on the other, put together consecutively, as in
Volta's pile, and placed under pressure in an insulating glass
tube closed with brass ends, which serve as the poles. The
electric tension of this arrangement is considerable, but the
strength of the current that passes when the poles are joined is
next to nothing. The most important application of the dry
pile is in the construction of a very delicate electrometer, which
is named after its inventor, Bohnenberger's electrometer.
THE ALUM BATTERY.

The alum battery is well designed for operating bells on tele
graph lines where, in a state of rest, the line is without any
current—the battery being inserted only when the bells are to
be rung—because even when inserted in the line 50 to 60 times
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a day for this purpose, it may stand for half a year without
being taken to pieces.
The battery consists of zinc and copper without porous cups,
and is filled with a concentrated solution of alum, composed of
6 pounds of alum to 12 parts of water. In the beginning the
glasses are only a little more than half filled, and then every five
to six days a little is added to it, so that the fluid in the glasses
ascends a little more. Amalgamation of the zinc disks is not
required. When the bells, notwithstanding the addition of the
fluid, cannot be made to strike, the elements require to be taken
entirely to pieces, the zinc well scraped, glass and copper
cleansed, and finally everything again put up in due order.
AMALGAMATION.

In all constant batteries, except the Daniell and its modifica
tions, amalgamated zinc is used as a positive metal—that is, zina
covered with mercury, as it resists the attack of sulphuric acid a
great deal better than unamalgamated zinc, and is, besides, more
electro-positive than the latter. The zinc of commerce, moreover,
is never pure, but is more or less mixed with iron, lead, cadmium
or manganese, which is not dissolved in the circuit by the sul
phuric acid, and hence adheres to the zinc cylinder as a hard
crust, and soon weakens the electric current unless removed.
Coating the zinc with mercury causes, in addition to the above
mentioned advantages, these impurities to be easily removed.
The amalgamation of the zinc is very easily accomplished by
dipping the zinc in a vessel filled with mercury, after having
first cleaned the zinc by dipping it in a solution of sulphuric acid
and water and rubbing its surface with a brush. The zinc cylin
der may be dipped in a deep vessel containing mercury and
muriatic acid. The following method is also recommended : Six
ounces mercury are dissolved in 80 ounces aquaregia (a mixture
of 7\ ounces nitric acid and 22J ounces muriatic acid) after care
ful heating, and when dissolved 30 ounces muriatic acid are added
thereto. If the zinc is dipped in this fluid for a few seconds it
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will be completely amalgamated, even if much corroded. This
plan is easy, safe, and inexpensive. The quantity of chloride of
mercury above mentioned will amalgamate from 150 to 200 zincs.
Bunsen's or Grove's batteries may be amalgamated by simply
pouring a small quantity of mercury into each cell containing the
zinc, when the latter will remain coated with mercury as long as
the supply lasts without further attention.
ELECTRO-MOTIVE FORCES OF VARIOUS ELEMENTS.

In the preceding chapter the electro motive forces of the seve
ral previously described elements are given in terms of the
British Association unit of electro-motive force, or volt The
electro-motive forces of the different elements described in this
chapter are as follows : Smee, when not in action, 1.090 volts ;
when in action, 0.482 volts ; Leclanche-, 1.481 volts ; Mari^-Davy's
quicksilver element, 1.524 volts ; Marie"-Davy's sulphate of lead,
0.98 volt The Sand, Graphite, Alum and Earth elements are
about the same as the Smee when in action. The electro-motive
forces of the various elements do not, of course, give us the
maximum current that can be got from each, for to determine
that, the size of the plates, their nearness, and the liquid resist
ance within the cell must be also taken into account
The electro-motive force of several of the batteries, when con
nected on short circuit, and especially the Smee and Sand bat
teries, will fall off considerably, owing to the formation of hydro
gen on the negative plate. The Grove, Daniell and Gravity bat
teries do not so fall off, because the hydrogen is reduced by the
nitric acid in the one case, and by the oxygen in the other.
The internal resistance of the Grove cell is very small, usually
below half an ohm for a pint cell ; Daniell, from 3 to 5 ohms ;
the Gravity from 2 to 4 ohms; and the Smee and Leclanche
about one, varying greatly with the greater or less deposition of
hydrogen. The electro-motive force of batteries is, within cer
tain limits, very variable, depending on a variety of undetermined
causes, but that of the various forms of sulphate of copper is the
most constant

CHAPTER X.
COMBINATION OF GALVANIC ELEMENTS INTO BATTERIE&

The force of a battery, sometimes called tlae tension of the
current, is the power which it has to transmit a current against
resistance, such as that offered by a bad, long, or thin conductor,
and is designated as its electro-motive force. The unit of electro
motive force is called a volt, and does not differ materially from
that of a Daniell cell. The unit of resistance to the passage of
an electric current is called an ohm, and is about equal to that
of a cylindrical wire of pure copper, one twentieth of an inch
in diameter and two hundred and fifty feet in length (No. 18
Birmingham wire gauge); or of 330 feet of No. 9 iron wire (.155
of an inch diameter) of the average quality. The unit of cur
rent is called a farad, and is equivalent to the quantity of elec
tricity flowing per second in a circuit having an electro-motive
force of one volt, and a resistance of one ohm. The quantity
of electricity passing in a current, or the strength of the current,
is estimated by the power of the current to deflect the magnetic
needle, by the chemical decomposition it effects, or by the
temperature it raises a wire of given thickness and material.
The strength of the current must not be confounded with the
strength of the element or battery which produces it A bat
tery of one hundred cells has one hundred times the electro
motive force of a single cell of the same kind, yet in certain
circumstances the one cell will produce as strong a current as
the one hundred. For example, suppose a single cell, having
an electro-motive force of one volt and a resistance between the
plates inside of the cell of one ohm, be connected in circuit by
an external wire with no appreciable resistance, then the quantity
of electricity flowing in the circuit per second, or the strength of
the current, would be one farad. If, now, a battery consisting
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of one hundred similar cells, having a total internal resistance of
one hundred ohms, be connected in circuit by an external wire
with no appreciable resistance, then the strength of current, or
quantity of electricity flowing in the circuit per second would
be, as in the former case, one farad.
The term quantity has the same meaning when applied to
electricity that it has when applied to any other force or substance.
The greatest quantity of current which a given galvanic element
can produce is proportional to its surface. By doubling the size of
the plates the amount of current is doubled, provided the con
necting wire offers no appreciable resistance ; and the quantity is
not increased by increasing the number of cells. The electro
motive force of a battery, on the contrary, is not affected by the
size of the plates, but by the number of cells in the combination—
an element of the size of a cherry stone possessing as great an
electro-motive force as one composed of the same substances hold
ing a gallon.
The quantity of current flowing from a battery over a con
ductor is ascertained by dividing its electro-motive force by the
resistance of the circuit, including the battery—the quotient
representing the quantity or strength of the current flowing in
the circuit
If a Daniell and Grove cell were so constructed as to produce
the same maximum current in a closing wire of the same resist
ance, and the interpolar connection be then made by a long,
thin wire, the current which each gives will fall off,
but that of the Daniell element will decrease more than the
Grove. This would be generally expressed by saying that both
elements were of the same quantity but of different potential,
the Grove element having a greater electro-motive force would
give a stronger current upon a wire of greater resistance. This
will be apparent by applying the rule given above. For ex
ample, suppose the Grove element had an electro-motive force of
two volts and a resistance of one and a half ohms, and its poles
were joined by a wire having a resistance of half an ohm, mak
ing the whole resistance of the circuit two ohms, then the
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strength of current upon the wire would be one farad. Now, if
the Daniell element had an electro-motive force of one volt and
a resistance of half an ohm, and its poles were joined by a wire
having a resistance of half an ohm, the strength of current
upon the wire would be one farad, as in the other case ; but if
the Grove element were connected in circuit with a wire having
three and a half ohms resistance, which, with its own internal
resistance, would make a total resistance of five ohms, then the
strength of current upon the wire would be 0.4 (four tenths) of
a farad ; while if the Daniell element were connected in circuit
with a wire of the same resistance the strength of current in the
circuit would be only 0.25 (two and a half tenths) of a farad.
The arrangement of the elements into batteries varies accord
ing to the purpose they have to serve. A maximum magnetic
effect may be obtained from a given number of elements, if
they be so arranged that the resistance in the battery is equal to
the resistance in the closing wire. A given number of elements
can be combined in several different ways. For instance, eight
elements can be arranged in four different ways, as shown in
figs. 51, 55, 56 and 57. Which one of these combinations should
be selected, in a given case, depends upon the resistance to con
duction of the circuit That combination must be taken, the
resistance of which is nearest to that of the given circuit
In fig. 54 the elements are connected, one after the o her, into
a battery containing eight successive pairs of plates, and the
current has to pass in succession through each of the eight ele
ments.
Fig. 55 represents the reverse, all the zinc cylinders being
connected together to form one zinc pole, and all the copper
cylinders connected together to form one copper pole, the whole
forming a single element of eightfold surface In this case, the
elements are connected side by side for the production of the
largest quantity of current through a circuit of the least resist
ance. In the former case, the elements were connected for the
purpose of producing the greatest quantity of current through a
circuit of the most resistance.
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Between these two cases there are the two others, represented
by figs. 56 and 57. In fig. 56 the four elements, 1, 2, 3 and 4,
one after another, are connected as one battery, as are also the
elements 5, 6, 7 and 8. Tho corresponding poles of both bat
teries are connected with each other, and, hence, this battery
represents a voltaic pile of four pairs of plates, of which each
has double the surface of the pair of plates shown in fig. 54.

D~
Fig. 55.

+
Fig. 54.

Fig. 50.

Fig. 57.

Fig. 57 represents the connections in which each two elements
(1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8) form a battery of two pairs
of plates whose surface is four times as large as in tho pairs
shown in fig. 54. Supposing the resistance of an element to be
4 ohms, the resistance of battery shown in fig. 54 would be 32
ohms ; in fig. 56, 8 ohms; in fig. 57, 2 ohms; and in fig. 55,
0 5 of an ohm. Considering the different combination of the 8

r
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elements represented, it is seen that, as the pile is shortened, it
becomes broad in the same proportion ; and hence, by making
the pile one half as long and twice as broad, the resistance is re
duced to one fourth of its former amount
Now, in determining which combination of the above ele
ments would be the most suitable for any given circuit, refer
ence must be had to the resistance of the circuit ; and if the
greatest magnetic effect is desired upon each, the resistance of
the closing wire, including the electro-magnet, must exactly
equal the resistance of the battery.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FRICTIONAL AND VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY.

The electricity of the voltaic battery differs from that of the
electrical machine in its low tension ; in its large quantity, and in
its continuous current
A battery of 50 cells produces but a slight divergence in the
gold leaf electrometer, and through ordinary air the spark will
not pass a distance of more than one or two hundredths of an
inch. A voltaic battery with 1,000 pairs of plates will not ex
hibit electric repulsion so decidedly as a small stick of sealing
wax rubbed with fur.
If Ave measure the quantity of electricity developed in a
machine by the effect it will produce in decomposing water,
then a simple voltaic element which might be contained in a
common thimble develops a greater quantity of electricity than
a gigantic electric machine. Faraday has estimated that a zinc
wire -jig- of an inch in diameter, and immersed to the depth of $
of an inch in diluted acid, in three seconds of time yielded as
great a quantity of electricity as a Leyden battery charged by
30 turns of a plate glass machine 50 inches in diameter.
An increase in the size of the plates increases the quantity
but not the tension of the electricity. An increase in the
number of the plates increases the tension of the electricity but
net its quantity.

CHAPTER XI
ELECTRO-MAGNETISM.

The discovery of the relation between electricity and magnet
ism was an object eagerly sought for by many of the most pro
found naturalists of the last century, and their efforts for its
attainment were stimulated by prizes and rewards offered by
scientific societies. Oersted, after having tried for it many
years, happily succeeded in obtaining the long desired result in
the year 1819. He found that a magnetic needle balanced on
its centre of gravity in the neighborhood of a wire through
which an electric current is passing, takes a position which
would be exactly perpendicular to the wire if no other magnetic
e
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Fig. 58.

or electro-magnetic force acted on it ; that end or pole of the
needle which has the same magnetic quality as the north polar
regions of the earth, is driven to the south if the line of cur
rent be from east to west and below the line of the needle, or if
from west to east and above it. And if the point of support of
the needle and the wire conveying the current be held fixed
while the direction of the current is reversed, the needle is as
much deflected in the opposite direction.
The simplest way to observe this phenomenon is to take either
a single pair of zinc and copper plates, Z and K, fig. 58, sepa
rated by a moist conductor, or any other galvanic battery closed
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by a wire a, b, c, d, ever which a magnetic needle, S, N, is freely
suspended. As soon as the -f- current begins to flow in the di
rection K, a, b, c, d, Z, the north pole of the needle is deflected
to the right, and when the direction of the current is reversed,
to the left If the needle is suspended under the wire instead
of over it the deflections are reversed.
The manner in which a needle should turn when influenced
by a current is easily kept in mind by Ampere's rule : Suppose
the diminutive figure of a man be placed in the circuit, so that the
current shall enter by his feet and leave by his head, when he
faces the needle its north pole always turns to his left If the
current enters by his head, under the same conditions, the north
pole of the needle will turn to his right
In the accompanying illustrations the figure of the man is
A

A

8

represented by the wire A, B, and the needle by N, S. In figure
59 the current enters by his feet, and in figure 60 by his head.
If the needle were placed on the other side of the wire its deflec
tion would be reversed.
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"When a magnetic needle is placed under a straight wire,
through which a current passes, it deflects to a certain extent,
and when the wire is bent so as also to pass below the needle, it
deflects still more. This is easily understood from the above
rule. The supposed figure has to look down to the needle when
in the upper wire, and to look up to it in the lower wire, so that
his left hand is turned in different ways in the two positions.
The current in the upper and lower wire moves in opposite
directions, thus changing in the same way as the figure, and the
deflection caused by both wires is in the same direction. By
thus doubling the wire the deflecting force is doubled. If the
wire be carried a second time around the needle the effect will
be again doubled, and by a still further increase in the number
of turns a corresponding increase in force will be obtained.

"r

Fig. 6I.

I'i'J- 62.

In fig. 01 b is the north, and a the south end of a magnetic
needle which is suspended between the wire n, o, r, q,p, bent to a
rectangle. When the -f- current appears at p and passes through
the wire in tho direction of the arrow, the north end of the needle
b is deflected to the left, both by the action of the current above
the needle and under it, and hence the deflecting power is double
what it would be if a single wire acted ever or under it merely.
In fig. 62 the closing wire is wound six times in the same
direction as tho first wire q, r, o, n, around the needle, and the
deviating action of the current on the needle is twelve times
greater than in a single rectilinear wire, so that such an arrange
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ment multiplies the action of the current on a magnetic
needle.
Thus a very feeble current, whose action would be scarcely
sensible if the wire by which it is transmitted made but one con
volution, is able to exert a very marked action when the number
of convolutions becomes considerable. This is done by insula
ting the wire so that the different convolutions may be juxta
posed and superposed, without causing a direct metallic com
munication from one convolution to another, thus compelling
the current to traverse its entire length.
THE GALVANOMETER.

Such an apparatus, which was original with Schweigger, is
called a galvanometer multiplier, and affords the most convenient
and accurate means for measuring the strength of a galvanic cur
rent which has ever been devised.

Fig. 63.

Galvanometers are made in many forms and for various pur
poses. In some cases the needle hangs vertically, and is kept in
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its normal position by gravitation, the lower end being heavier
than the upper ; while in other cases the needle is poised in a

horizontal position, like thatFig.
of 64.a mariner's compass, fig. C3, or
suspended by means of a silk fibre, fig. 6-A.

Fig. 65.

The simplest form of a galvanometer is represented in fig. 65.
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and consists of a single copper wire surrounding the magnetized
needle. It has no arc divided into degrees, and hence can only
indicate the presence and direction of a current of considerable
strength.
.A- Fig.

66.£

Fig. 66 represents a vertical galvanometer which requires no
adjustment, as the north end of the inner needle is made suffi
ciently heavy to keep it in a vertical position ; but it is not as
sensitive as the other forms, and as the force with which a cur
rent acts upon it depends on its magnetism, which is constantly
decreasing, its indications vary from time to time.
In the above cut Z Z represents the needle, whose angle of de
flection is proportional to the quantity of electricity flowing
through the coils, the direction in which it moves indicating the
direction of the current The scale d, e is divided into two
equal parts, in the centre of which is the zero poi^it, where the
upper portion of the needle rests when no current is passing
through the coils ; from the zero point the scale is divided to the
right and left into degrees, by means of which the angle of de>
flection of the needle can be read.
In a horizontal galvanometer the nesdle is kept in its place
by its tendency to point north and south through the action
of the earth's magnetism, and therefore the feebler the magnet
ism of the needle the less resistance will it offer to being moved
by the current, while on the other hand the current acts with
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less fcrce on a feeble magnet, and thus the instrument remains
constant In constructing a horizontal galvanometer (fig. 67)

Fig. 67.

the wire is coiled round a wooden or metal frame, so as to leave
between its lower and upper surface the smallest possible space,
in the interior of which the magnetized needle s, n is suspended.
The angle or number of degrees through which the magnetized
needle is moved is indicated upon the scale e, d by the pointer
z, and shows the quantity of electricity passing through the coils,
while the direction in which it moves indicates the direction of
the current
In order to increase the sensibility of the galvanometer, Pro
fessor Cummings suggested the idea of neutralizing the directive
force of terrestial magnetism by employing two needles, as
nearly alike as possible, placed parallel to each other, with their
poles in opposite directions, and suspended so as to move freely
by a thread without torsion. Magnets so arranged have little
tendency to place themselves in the magnetic meridian, as the
one would move in a contrary direction to the other. If they
were of exactly the same power they would remain indifferently
in any position. As they cannot, however, be so accurately
poised as this, they always take up a fixed position, arising from
the one being somewhat stronger than the other. Such a com
pound needle is called astatic, as it stands apart from the direct
ing magnetic influence of the earth.
If an astatic needle be placed in a coil, so that the lower needle
be within the coil and the upper one above it, its deflection will
be greater than a single needle, because the power which keeps
the needle in its fixed position is small and the needle is more
7
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easily influenced ; and also because the force of the current is
exerted in the same direction on two needles instead of one.
An astatic needle so placed in a coil constitutes an astatic gal
vanometer. The upper needle moves on a graduated circle,
from which the number of degrees that the needle deflects may
bo read off.
•
"When deflection of the needle takes place, the different por
tions of the coil are differently situated with respect to it
from what they are at zero, and therefore the deflecting force of
the coil differs with the position of the needle, so that the deflec
tion caused by different currents are not proportional to the
angles of deviation above 20°.
Galvanometers may be made of almost any required sensitive
ness for weak currents, by making their needle system suffi
ciently astatic.
The astatic condition of a pair of needles is measured by the
time it occupies in making an oscillation across the magnetic
meridian. Matteuci had a pair which took seventy seconds to
make a single oscillation ; but from five to ten seconds is a very
convenient degree of directive force to obtain for the measure
ment of high resistances by weak currents, otherwise the zero of
the needle system is liable to be changed by trifling disturbances
over which the operator has no control.
There is another circumstance which prevents the angle of
deviation from being proportional to the quantity of current
passing through the galvanometer, viz., that the directive force
of the globe, which, by tending to bring back the needles into
the magnetic meridian, produces equilibrium with the force of
the current that moves from it, is proportional, not to the angles
but to the sines of the angles of deviation ; and that from about
20° the difference between the arc and its sine becomes too
considerable to permit their being taken indifferently for each
other.
In the sine galvanometer or in the tangent galvanometer these
sources of error arc avoided. The sine galvanometer is com
posed ; first, of a vertical metallic ring G, II (fig. 68), having
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upon its circumference a groove sufficiently deep and wide to
contain the insulated wire which is wound round the circle and
constitutes the coil ; second, of a magnetized needle I, poised
upon a pivot in the middle of the circle E, D, and which re
ceives the influence of the multiplicator ; third, of a divided
circle A, B, maintained in a perfectly horizontal position, and over
which the movable transom C carries the multiplicator G, H
and its needle. A system of levels and binding screws permits
the establishment of the rigorous horizontal of the circle A, B.
The instrument is placed north and south, and when the circle

G, H, and the magnetic needle
Fig. 68.
are both in the plane of the
magnetic meridian, the apparatus is at the zero of the division.
When a current is sent through the wire which surrounds the
circle G, H, tho needle is deviated in proportion to the magnetic
force which is induced by the current The transom that car
ries the multiplier is then turned until it is brought again into
the plane of the needle. In order to conveniently observe the
exact direction of the needle a copper pointer with an index line
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is fixed at right angles upon it The needle is exactly parallel
to the mean plane of the multiplier when the index line of the
pointer falls beneath the wire of a lens that is fixed to the
movable piece upon which the galvanometer is adjusted. When
the needle is deviated by the passage of the current through
the multiplier, the transom is turned until the wire of the lens
coincides with the index line, and the division traced upon the
fixed circle indicates the number of degrees it was necessary to
turn from 0 in order to obtain this coincidence. The strength
of the current is proportional to the sine of the angle measured
upon the circle A, B by the movement of the alidade C.
In this apparatus the needle preserves the same position in re
lation to the current, which consequently acts upon it in the same
manner. The extent of the deviation must depend, therefore,
solely upon the quantity of the current passing through the gal
vanometer.
As the sensitiveness of the apparatus depends upon the num
ber of convolutions of the conducting wire upon the circle, it
can be made applicable to any strength of current by increasing
or diminishing the number of convolutions.
THE ELECTRO-MAGNET.

The galvanic current not only acts on a piece of steel or iron
which is already a magnet, but it converts any piece of nonmagnetized steel or iron in its neighborhood into a magnet, hav
ing its poles so situated that they lie in the line along which a
free magnet would place itself under the action of the current
This magnetizing action is more powerful as the iron is placed
nearer the current, as the current is more powerful, and as a
greater length of the current acts in the same sense on the iron.
In fig. G9, C, is a bobbin, around which is rolled a long copper
wire covered with silk, into the interior cavity of which is placed
a bar of soft iron, A, B. At the moment that an electric cur
rent is transmitted through the wire of bobbin C, the bar, A, B
becomes a magnet, and remains magnetic as long as the current
continues to flow, and relapses into the neutral state the moment
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that the current is interrupted. The magnetism which is devel
oped in the bar increases with the strength of the current, and
with the number of convolutions of the conducting wire, pro
vided the diameter of the bobbin be within such limits that the
action of the current remains comparatively independent of the
distance of the wire from the soft iron bar. Experimental re
search has deduced the general law that the magnetic force de
veloped in a soft iron bar is proportional to the product of the
strength of the current by the number of turns of wire which
surround the core. This is not absolutely correct in all cases,
as experiment shows that for each soft iron bar, there is a maxi-

'. *<

Fig. 69.

mum of magnetic intensity, which cannot be exceeded. This
maximum is proportional to the diameter of the bar.
While, however, the multiplication of the number of convo
lutions of wire on the bobbin increases the action of the current
on the soft iron bar, it diminishes the quantity of the current
passing through the wire by making a considerable increase in
the resistance of the circuit Consequently there is a certain
arrangement of the wire of the bobbin, which cannot be devi
ated from, that with a given battery, and acting in determined
conditions, will communicate to a soft iron bar the maximum of
magnetic intensity.
Between the hmits in which the above mentioned general law
is applicable, experience and the considerations deduced from
the laws on voltaic currents agree in establishing the following
rule :
When the resistance of the wire on the bobbin is equal to the
resistance of the exterior circuit of the electro-magnet, including
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that of the battery, the maximum of magnetic intensity is
obtained.
The most generally useful form of electro-magnet is that
usually called the horseshoe, although it is now seldom made in
the precise form which its name indicates. The construction
more usually adopted is shown in fig. 70, and consists of a rec
tangular bar, or yoke-piece of soft iron T, into which are screwed
two cylindrical cores, as they are termed, A B, also of soft iron.
Upon these are slipped two bobbins or spools, C C1, com
posed of many layers of insulated wire, overspun with silk
or cotton. The inner ends of the wires of the two spools
are then connected together and the outer ends left free for
attachment to the battery or other conductors. Thus the wire
of both spools in fact forms a continuous circuit, all the convolu
tions passing round the soft iron in the same direction, if the latA

B

Fig. 70.

ter be considered as a continuous straight bar, although its actual
form is such that the convolutions upon the two cores are ap
parently reverse to each other. The ends of the cores, techni
cally termed the poles of the electro-magnet, arc usually provi
ded with flanges, in order to retain the spools in their position.
The electro-magnet is provided with an armature, which is
kept just short of touching the poles, for when it is in contact,
a residuum of the induced magnetism lingers in it and in the
core after the current stops. It is important that the magnetism
in the core should instantly and entirely cease as soon as the cur
rent is broken, and hence the iron should be of the softest kind—
old Swedish iron being preferable—and the cores should not ex
ceed four inches in length.

CHAPTER XIL
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC INDUCTION.

The galvanic current exercises its influence not only upon a
magnet, which may by this means be made to deviate from its
state of rest, but also, as described in the preceding chapter,
upon unmagnetized iron, which, under appropriate conditions,
may be converted into a powerful magnet For this purpose
the soft iron is usually made in the form of a.horseshoe, which
is surrounded by heliacal coils of properly insulated copper wire
wound upon -it, care being taken that the coils retain the same
direction as if the horseshoe were stretched out straight When
the extreme ends of the wire are connected with the poles of a
galvanic battery, the iron instantly becomes magnetic, and con
tinues in this condition as long as the current lasts. One end of
the horseshoe becomes a magnetic north pole, the other a south
pole. The kind of polarity depends upon the direction of the
turns of the helix and upon the direction of the current in the
wire.
THE AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT-BREAKER.

When the core of the electro-magnet is made of very soft
iron, it receives its magnetism instantaneously when the circuit
is closed, and as suddenly loses it when the circuit is broken.
Advantage has been taken of this quality of the electro-magnet,
both in physics and in telegraphy, to produce exceedingly rapid
mechanical motions, and apparatus have been constructed which,
under the influence of a galvanic current, will continuously
maintain the most rapid motion by their own automatic action.
The principle upon which all these instruments are based is
that of the automatic circuit-breaker, and will be easily under
stood by reference to fig. 71.
Over the poles of an electro-magnet b the armature a is sus
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pended by a steel spring d. This spring presses the armature
(when it is not attracted by the electro-magnet) against an ad
justable contact-screw c, which is connected with one of the
poles of a galvanic element ; the other pole of this element is
connected with the coils of the electro-magnet, which are in turn
connected with the metallic post e supporting the steel spring d.
As soon as the circuit is closed the current flows through -)- b, e,
d, a, c — passing around the electro-magnet The armature a is
at once attracted, whereby the contact between a and c is broken.

Pig. 71.

The electro-magnet b then again loses its magnetism, the spring
d throws the armature a up towards c, the circuit is restored and
the movement is repeated. In this way an uninterrupted series
of breaks and closes of the current takes place, causing a con
tinuous vibration of the armature of almost inconceivable
rapidity.
The principle on which this operation is based may be ex
pressed as follows : The current induces magnetism in an electro
magnet, hence in succession follow attraction of the armature,
breaking of the circuit, falling off of the armature, closing of
the circuit and reestablishment of the current, and so on in
definitely.
THE MOST IMPORTANT PHENOMENA AND LAWS OF GALVANIC
INDUCTION.

It was known at a very early period that a magnet is capable
of magnetizing a piece of iron which is brought near it, though
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not in contact with it ; and it was also known that the electricity
developed from the electrical machine electrifies any body in the
neighborhood of the conductor by action from a distance. To
these phenomena Faraday added, in 1S30, the important dis
covery that a galvanic current is able to induce other galvanic
currents in wires which are in its vicinity, without actual con
tact with them. The process of action by which these addi
tional currents are produced by a current already present is
called electro-dynamic or galvanic induction. The currents gene
rated are called induced or secondary currents ; the generating
current, originating in the battery, is called the main, or, more
frequently, the primary current
The principal law of galvanic induction is the following: If
a closed circuit is in proximity to a wire or a conductor which is
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in connection with a galvanic battery, then, at the moment when
a current arises or ceases irt the primary wire, a secondary cur
rent of momentary duration originates in the auxiliary wire.
This secondary current, produced by the primary current in the
adjacent wire, is termed the induced current To illustrate
this phenomenon, let us suppose B, fig. 72, to be a galvanic bat
tery, and A C the wire which connects the poles of this battery ;
in the vicinity of, and parallel to which, is the wire D E, whose
extreme ends are connected to a galvanometer, G, capable of in
dicating the presence of a galvanic current As the wire D E
is not connected with the galvanic battery no current circulates
through it, and the magnetic needle of the galvanometer G re
mains at rest Now, as soon as the circuit of the battery B is
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closed, and a current traverses the wire A C, a current also orig
inates in the second wire D E, whose presence is immediately
indicated by the galvanometer G, and whose direction is oppo
site to that of the primary current If we suppose the current in
the main wire to flow from A toward C, then the induced current
in the auxiliary wire will flow from E toward D.
The induced current is almost instantaneous, continuing but
a moment and then disappearing, although the primary current
of the battery B continues to flow in the wire A C. The mo
ment the circuit of the battery B is closed, the needle of instru
ment G is suddenly deflected, indicating by its movement the
formation of the induced current, when it returns immediately
to a state of rest, and remains thus during the continuance of the
current in the wire A C.
As soon, however, as the circuit of the battery B is opened
an induced current appears in the secondary wire D E simul
taneously with the disappearance of the main current This is
also of momentary duration, and traverses the wire in the same
direction as the disappearing main current As we have seen,
if the battery current circulates in the direction from A to C,
then the induced current which originates in wire D E, when
circuit of the battery is opened, will be in the same direction
as the main current, or from D to E, while the secondary cur
rent, which arises when the primary current is closed, is in the
opposite direction, or from E to D. .
The passive condition of the wire while thus under induction
has been described by Faraday as electro-tonic. An electric
throb, so to speak, marks the setting in of this state, and another
its vanishing, the former in the opposite direction to that of the
inducing current, and the latter in the same direction. If the
primary wire A C be movable, so that it can be suddenly
brought near to and withdrawn from the secondary D E while
the battery current passes steadily, currents are induced as in
the former case, the approach of the wire being marked by an
inverse current and its withdrawal by a direct one. As long,
however, as the primary wire remains in any one position, all
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evidence of electricity in the secondary wire disappears; but if
in this position the strength of the primary current should be
increased or diminished, momentary currents in the secondary
wire would again mark the changes in the primary, the increase
causing an inverse and the decrease a direct current Hence, we
conclude that a current which begins, a current which ap
proaches, or a current which increases in strength, induces an
inverse momentary current in a neighboring conducting circuit ;
and that a current which stops, a current which retires, or a cur
rent which decreases in strength, induces a direct momentary
current in a neighboring circuit
The intensity of the induced current is proportional to the
strength of the primary current, or the strength of the battery ;
moreover, it depends upon the distance of the secondary from
the primary wire, and "upon the length of wire subjected to the
inductive action. Now, as the aggregate inductive action of the

Fig. 73.

main wire A C consists of the total of lesser actions, such as the
single element of A C exercises upon the neighboring portions
of the wire D E, so the induced current in D E increases in
proportion to the number of such portions of A C which act in
ductively on the secondary wire. Hence, in general, the effect
increases with the length of both wires.
The latter consideration serves as a guide in constructing
apparatus by means of which powerful induction currents are to
be produced. These consist, as shown in fig. 73, of two dis-
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tinct wires brought close together, which must not, however, be
allowed to come into conducting contact For this purpose the
wires are very carefully overspun with silk, which insulates
them from each other. They are then wound for a great length
in the same direction close together on a wooden or pasteboard
bobbin. The primary wire (for instance R r, through which the
battery current is conducted), is much thicker than the secondary
wire forming the induction coil. The fine wire G g is the sec
ondary, and the heavier the primary or main wire.

Fig. 14.

In some instances, as shown in Fig. 74, each of the two wires
is wound, well insulated, upon a peculiar wooden bobbin, cylindrically grooved, and so arranged that the coil B of the main
wire may be placed inside of the hollow coil A, consisting of
thin wire. In all cases the ends of the thick wire are connected
with the battery, while the ends of the thin wire cither to each
other, or to the parts through which the induced current is to
be conducted.
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Fig. 75.

Fig. 75 shows the construction of these parts. A is the in
duction coil, consisting of a long, fine wire; B i.s the primary
or inducing coil of thick wire, E the battery, and M the galvan
ometer. The extreme ends a b of the coil A are connected with
the galvanometer, and the ends c d of the thick wire, by means
of a mercury cup q, with the poles p n of the battery. When in
a state of rest the needle of the galvanometer indicates that there
is no current circulating in the coil A. When, however, the cir
cuit is closed at 7, then the movement of the needle at M indi
cates that the coil is being traversed by a current which is in an
opposite direction to the current of the coil B. When the battery
circuit is opened the needie again moves to nearly an equal dis
tance in the opposite direction.
As long as a current traverses the wire B the needle of the
galvanometer remains at rest, although any sudden increase in
it will induce a current of opposite direction in the secondary
wire A ; on the contrary, any sudden decrease of the current
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strength in the main wire causes an induced current in the sec
ondary wire in the same direction.
If the main or primary wire be brought nearer to or removed
further from the secondary wire, the same effect is produced.
That is to say, if the thick wire of the coil B, while traversed
by a current, is brought suddenly nearer to the thin wire of the
coil A ; or, what amounts to the same thing, if the coil B, while
traversed by a current, is suddenly inserted into the coil A, an
induced current originates in the coil B, which is opposite to the
main current By the rapid withdrawing of one coil from the
other another induced current is generated, which is in the same
direction as the battery current
As we have seen, the number of induced currents depends
entirely upon the number of times the primary circuit is opened
and closed, and it therefore becomes necessary, in the arrange
ment of induction apparatus, to provide means by which the
battery current may be opened and closed with the utmost pos
sible rapidity and certainty.
This operation, simple as it may seem, cannot be successfully
performed by hand. Hence, this function is transferred to the
current itself, by the employment of an automatic circuit
breaker.

Fig. 76.

Fig. 76 represents such an arrangement with a spring breakpiece. R, is the induction coil, composed of thick and thin wire ;
it has an opening in its centre, which is filled up by cylinder d
of soft iron, or with a bundle of wires of the same material,
which, in connection with the coil of thick wire, forms an electro
magnet The iron core d projects somewhat from the coil ; op
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posite to it is placed a small iron plate or armature c, which is
attached to a metallic spring e, which, when in a state of rest,
presses the armature against the metallic contact screw b, sup
ported by the brass pillar a. This screw may be adjusted for
ward or backward, so as to make the plate c approach the iron
core, more or less, according to the strength of the current One
end of the thick wire is attached to the spring e, and is wound
around coil R, serving to conduct the current of the battery
B around the coil ; the other end of the wire f proceeds to one
of the poles of battery B, while its other pole is connected to the
screw post a.
As soon as the battery B is connected, as represented in the
figure, the current proceeds from the -)- pole towards a, through
the screw b to the plate c and spring e to'the thick wire of coil
R, and thence through the coil, and finally out through the wire
/to the — pole of the battery.
The current which circulates around coil R causes the inner
core of soft iron to become magnetic ; the pole d, therefore, at
tracts the small iron plate c, and separates it from the screw b.
The current which is passing over b to c is thus interrupted ; the
magnetism disappears from the iron core d, the light armature c
is no longer attracted, and owing to the elasticity of its support
e, springs back against the contact screw. When the contact is
reestablished, the current flows again ; the core d becomes mag
netic, and attracts c, and the current is again interrupted. In
this way the play of the automatic circuit-breaker continues in
definitely, the current in the primary coil being alternately
established and broken. Hence there originates in the neigh
boring thin wire, whose extreme ends are seen at x y, a series of
induced currents, which may be conducted beyond the terminals
x y by means of conductors connected thereto, which may be
used at pleasure.
THE EXTRA CURRENT.

It is not necessary, in order to generate an induced current,
that two distinct wires should be employed. Experiment proves
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that inductive action also takes place between separate con
volutions of the same wire, when the latter is wound up in the
form of a heliacal coil. At the instant the battery is closed
through such a coil, an induced current is set up in the same
wire, which opposes and therefore weakens the originating cur
rent So also upon breaking the battery current, an induced
current is again set up in the coil, this time in the same direction
as the battery current, and adding to its strength. The longer
the wire of the coil and the greater the number of its convolu
tions, the more powerful will be the extra current Induced
currents generated in this manner, in the same wire in which the
primary current flows, are termed extra currents, or counter cur
rents. It is on account of this extra current that the shock
which the human body experiences when the battery circuit is
closed, is far less intense than that which is felt at the breaking
of the same circuit One of the principal reasons of the lack of
success which has hitherto attended all attempts to construct mo
tors by the use of large electro-magnets, is this action of the extra
current upon the primary current from the battery, which inter
feres seriously with the rapid charging and discharging of the
magnets.
In consequence of the appearance of the extra current in op
position to the primary or battery current, at the moment of
closing the circuit, the battery current does not attain its full
strength, either in a heliacal coil or in a very long straight wire,
at the first instant of closing, nor does the current disappear in
stantaneously when the circuit is broken. That is to say, a
gradual increase of the current takes place Upon the closing of
the circuit, and it is not until after the lapse of one fifth to one
sixth of a second that it attains its maximum strength. When,
as is almost always the case, the helices or coils surrounding the
iron core of an electro-magnet are included in the circuit, this
time is lengthened to as much as one half or three fourths of a
second, which must elapse before the current, and consequently
the magnetism of the iron cores can attain its maximum strength.
This is one of the reasons why it is not possible to telegraph
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with anything like the same rapidity on long lines as on shorter
ones, and also explains the fact that in all electro-magnetic mo
tors
Like
it isthe
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the speed
thebeyond
extra currents
a certainpossess
limit
all the qualities of those derived from the galvanic battery.
They may be made to develop light and heat ; to create power
ful electro-magnets, to decompose water and other chemical com
pounds; and especially to produce very powerful physiological
effects. The chemical effects of a current are always in propor
tion to its effect upon the galvanometer. This, however, is not
the case with its physiological effects. An induced current
which shows but a very slight effect upon the galvanometer, is
often capable of producing very powerful shocks in the muscles
of the human body. For this reason, when the physiological
effect of any given current has been augmented, the electro-mag
netic effects of the same current are not necessarily greater.
The phenomenon of the extra current was first observed by
Prof. Henry in 1832. It was afterwards made the subject of
investigation by Faraday in 1831, and by Henry in 1835.
THE PHENOMENA OP TENSION OR POTENTIAL IN THE INDUC
TION COIL.

The electricity produced by the frictional machine accumu
lates upon the surface of a metallic globe or cylinder, and re
mains at rest, or, as it is termed, in a static condition, it being
assumed that this conductor is perfectly insulated. In this case
the electric density depends upon the extent of the surface upon
which a certain quantity of electricity is required to distribute
itself. The smaller this surface is, in proportion to a certain
quantity of electricity, the greater will be the density of the latter.
Furthennore, as the separate particles of this electricity, if we
may so express it, repel each other, and only exercise an attrac
tion for the opposite kind of electricity ; therefore there appears,
simultaneously with the accumulation of electricity upon the
surface of any body, a tension or potential, which necessarily
increases or decreases according to the electric density. The
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tendency of this accumulated electricity to reunite with the oppo
site electricity increases in proportion to the tension, aud this
may at length become so great, as to be able to overcome a
considerable extent of non-conductor, such for instance, as the
air, in order to reestablish the equilibrium. The electric machine,
therefore, produces static electricity. So, also, the Leyden Jar,
when charged, contains static electricity, and in the same manner
lightning originates from the static electricity contained in the
clouds.
When, on the other hand, the accumulated electricity in a
body is not confined by non-conductors, but is permitted to re
unite with the opposite electricity by means of good conductors,
then it passes off, and the body either returns to its natural non
electric condition, or when, as in the case of the galvanic battery,
it carries within itself the source of a continually recurring
electrical disturbance, a constant current of electricity is main
tained. In this case the electricity is said to be in a dynamic
condition, as distinguished from electricity in a static condition.
An electric machine which is kept in constant rotation, and
which has its rubbers connected with the prime conductor, is
one example of this, and a galvanic battery having its poles
connected by a conducting wire is another. In both cases the
electricity which is generated flows freely through the connect
ing wire, but possesses a tension almost infinitely small. Dy
namic electricity, however, possesses quantity, as well as tension
or potential. By the former is meant the amount of electricity
which passes a given cross-section of the conductor in a given
time, while the potential, on the other hand, is analogous to the
tension of static electricity, and depends upon the relative pro
portion between a given quantity of electricity and the sectional
area of the conductor which it traverses, or, in other words, upon
its density.
The quantity of electricity passing through a circuit may be
very great, while at the same time its potential is very small, or
vice versa. The same phenomena may also occur in the case of
heat When the electricity is passing through a good conductor
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no effect is produced by it upon the electroscope ; hence, it has
no perceptible tension. It is only when the wire is not capable
of conveying all the electricity generated that a part of it is ob
structed, exhibits the phenomena of tension, and is capable of
producing an effect upon the electroscope.
If we do not connect the extremities of an induction coil, and
thus leave the secondary circuit open, the positive electricity is
nevertheless driven to one end of the wire, and the negative to
the other by the action of the primary current These opposite
electricities, however, tend to recombine through the wire of the
coil, but as this requires a certain time, the whole amount pro
duced does not become equalized if the opening and closing of
the primary circuit takes place in sufficiently rapid succession.
For this reason both electricities appear in a static condition at
the disconnected extremities of a very long induction coil, and
present all the well known phenomena of frictional electricity.
A voltaic combination, even of a thousand elements, shows in
but a slight degree at its poles the phenomena of static elec
tricity, but they are shown in the most unmistakable manner
at the extremities of a powerful induction coil, which is excited by
a primary current from only one or two elements. If the finger
is presented to one extremity of such an induction coil, sparks
may be drawn from it, and if at the same time we connect the
other extremity to the earth, these become as bright and sharp
as if drawn from the prime conductor of an electric machine.
Advantage has been taken of the above described properties
of the induced current, in the construction of a great variety of
instruments for medical purposes, as well as the extremely
powerful electro-static induction apparatus of Eitchie, Ruhmkorff, and others, which will be more fully described at the end
of the next chapter.

CHAPTER XIII.
MAGNETO-ELECTRIC INDUCTION.

It has already been shown that when a primary wire traversed
by a current is suddenly brought near to, or removed from the
secondary wire, a momentary current is induced in the latter.
Precisely the same result follows if, instead of the primary wire

Fig. 11.

or coil traversed by a current, we employ a powerful magnet
For instance, if we suddenly place within the coil A (fig. 77,)
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composed of fine and well insulated wire, a powerful magnetic
bar, N S, an induced current will be set up in the wire of the
coil, provided its ends are conductively connected. As long as
the magnet remains at rest no induced current is manifested, but
if it be suddenly removed, another induced current arises in the
coil, the direction of which is opposite to that of the former one.
The direction of both these currents, which are in all cases op
posed to each other, depends upon the polarity of the end of the
magnet which is turned towards the coil.
By causing a magnet and a coil of wire to alternately ap
proach and withdraw from each other in rapid succession, mo
mentary induced currents, flowing alternately in opposite direc
tions, are produced in the wire. The importance of this
phenomenon will be apparent, when we consider that it is by
this means that very powerful galvanic currents may be ob
tained without the annoyance arising from galvanic batteries, by
the mere movement of a powerful magnet in proximity to a
wire coil. These galvanic currents are, it is true, only of a very
"short duration, and are alternately opposed to each other in direc
tion, but in other respects possess all the qualities of ordinary bat
tery currents, and are frequently used for medical purposes, as
well as to work electric telegraphs, clocks, bells, etc.

Fig. 78.

The direction of the current induced in a closed wire coil and
acted upon by a magnet, depends upon the direction of the mo
tion (whether approaching or withdrawing) ; upon the direction
of the turns of wire, whether the spirals are wound to. the right
or left ; and upon the polarity of the end of the magnetic bar
which is nearest when the wire coil is set in motion. In order
to be able to know beforehand the direction of the induced cur
rent which will be produced by the motion of a magnet, we
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may, with Ampere, look upon the magnet as a system of gal
vanic currents which surround the iron core perpendicularly to
its length. The direction of these ideal currents is found by
means of the rule previously given.
After this let us look at the south pole and imagine the mag
netic bar, as in fig. 78, surrounded by currents in such a way
that they pass around the south pole in the direction of the
hands of a clock. If in this way we suppose the magnet to be
a system of galvanic currents, the same rule applies with regard
to the direction of the induced currents produced by the move
ments of the magnet This rule has been previously given in
reference to the movement of a wire coil traversed by a current
to and from an induction coil.
The induced current which is generated in the coil A when
the south pole S (fig. 77) is inserted into it, has a direction oppo
site to that of the hands of a clock, without reference to the di
rection of the turns of the coil. Therefore, upon the front side
of the coil A, which is turned towards the spectator, the induced
current passes from right to left When the south pole is with
drawn from the coil the induced current is in the opposite direc
tion, or from left to right

Fig. 79.

Instead of making use of a magnet and a wire coil in the
manner above described, we may enclose a piece of soft iron, in
the form of a horseshoe, c, with a helix of wire (fig. 79), and in
duce a magnetism in it by bringing it rapidly into proximity with
a steel magnet, a b.
Thus, when we bring the soft iron c near a steel magnet, the
iron itself becomes magnetic ; and hence the movement of the
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iron core m and n towards the poles a and b gives rise to the
same action as that which occurs when a magnet moves towards
a wire coil.
By the removal of the soft iron c from the magnet a b, it again
loses its magnetism, and thus the withdrawal of the iron cores
m n from the poles a b gives rise to precisely the same phenom
ena which occur when a magnet is removed from a wire coil.

*r6~\

Fig. 80.

If, therefore, we give the iron core c with its helices a rotary
motion, so as to cause the extreme ends m and n to pass close to
the poles a and b of the permanent steel magnet, then, when the
end n moves away from the pole b, and m from a, the removal
of coil n from the south pole b causes an induced current in the
same direction as the current which arises upon the removal of
coil m from the north pole a.
In order to clearly understand this, it may be well to bear in
mind that the direction of the turns of the wire coil, as repre
sented in fig. 79, exactly correspond to those of the wire in the
helix of an electro-magnet
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Fig. 80 represents an electro-magnet in which the turns are
somewhat separated from each other. When a non-magnetic
horseshoe A is brought close to a permanent steel magnet B,
there arises in the former a magnetic action. A north pole N is
suddenly formed opposite to the south pole s, and a south pole
S opposite the north pole n. The effect of this magnetic action
upon the helix is the same as if the north pole of a magnet
were inserted into it at N and a south pole at S ; that is, a cur
rent is induced in each leg. The directions of these currents, as
indicated by the arrows, are apparently opposite to each other in
the different legs, but are really in the same direction, and mutu
ally reinforce each other in the wire p q.
During each half revolution of the helices c (fig. 79) two in
duced currents in the same direction are generated in the con
necting wire, while the helices are approaching the poles of the
permanent magnet a b, but during the next succeeding half
revolution two other induced currents are generated, which, in
consequence of the removal of the helices from the magnet
poles, have an opposite direction with respect to the first pair of
currents.
THE MAGNETO-INDUCTION MACHINE.
I

When we attach to the helices (fig. 79) suitable arrangements
by which it may be put in rapid rotation, we have what is
termed a magneto-electric machine, which produces a series of
induced currents in quick succession, and which may be used to
decompose water, produce sparks and physiological phenomena,
magnetize soft iron, and even to work telegraphs and clocks.
Fig. 81 represents a machine of this kind, such as are con
structed at the present time in great perfection.
R R' are the inductor coils, enveloping the soft iron cores,
which are connected by an iron yoke. They arc so arranged as
to be capable of rapid rotation by means of a crank, passing as
close as possible to the poles of a steel magnet, and each core
becomes thereby transformed alternately into a north and a
south pole as it revolves.
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The terminals a b serve to conduct the induced currents from
the helices, either to the human body, or, if it is desired to pro
duce mechanical effects, to other suitable apparatus. They are
connected directly to the pole-changer, the office of which is to
change the currents of opposite direction, which arise during

Fig. 81.

each half revolution, into currents of the same direction, and
thus cause the machine to furnish only currents of one and the
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same polarity. The construction of this device, which is some
times called a commutator, may be easily comprehended by re
ference to the sectional view (fig. 82), and the perspective
view (fig. 83). m is a brass cylinder, upon whose extreme
ends two steel half-rings, 2 and 3, are soldered in such a
manner that they lie exactly opposite to each other, with
the ends slightly projecting. Within this cylinder m, but
separated from it by a thin insulating bushing of boxwood
(in fig. 82 the section of boxwood is represented in black),

4
Fig. 82.

Fig. 83.

is inserted another brass cylinder n n, which projects beyond the
tube in both directions, and carries upon its projecting portions
two other steel half-rings 1 and 4, which correspond with the
former pair 3 and 2, as very distinctly shown in fig. 83. Hence,
while rings 2 and 3, and also rings 1 and 4 are in conducting
connection with each other, the first pair of rings is insulated
from the second by the boxwood.
One end of the wire of coil R (fig. 81) is in permanent con
nection with ring 1, and the end of coil R' with ring 2.
The entire apparatus above described turns round with the
axis, a and b are two thin steel springs, each of which is at
tached at one of its ends to the machine, the other end being
split, so as to press with considerable elasticity against the rings
1, 2, 3 and 4 as they revolve.
The brass supports, to which the springs are attached, are
provided with binding-screws for the attachment of wires, by
which the current may be conducted to any required point
The device which is placed between the coils R R' and the com
mutator or pole-changer, serves for purpose of combining the
several convolutions of the coils in various ways. In one posi
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tion it unites the ends of both coils so that the turns form one
continuous wire ; in the other position it connects the front ends
'of both coils with each other, and the rear ends in like manner.
In the former case the current passes through the entire length
of the single wire, forming what is called an intensity inductor ;
in the other case the length of the wire in circuit is reduced to

Mg. 84.

one half, and the cross-section is doubled, forming a quantity
inductor. Hence, in the first case, the resistance of the coils is
four times as much as in the latter case.
Another construction, likewise employed by Stohrer in a
magneto-electric machine of large size, is represented in fig. 84.
This consists of three upright magnets with six induction coils.
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The direction of the turns of each coil is necessarily so arranged
that the induction currents which arise when the coils are ap
proaching the several magnetic poles are of the same. direction. .
When the coils are moving away from the magnetic poles, we
again obtain currents of the same direction, which are, however, .
in reverse direction to the preceding one. Hence, the machine,
at each complete revolution of the vertical axis which carries
the coils, generates twelve currents which are alternately in one
direction and the other. Each of these 12 currents consists of
6 elementary currents, which are generated simultaneously in
each coil, and always unite to form a single powerful current
The larger magneto-electric machines, as constructed for pro
ducing the electric light, are used for lighthouses, vessels, etc.,
and contain from 50 to 60 very powerful systems of magnets,
between whose poles the same number of powerful wire coils
arc made to rotate. The movement of these coils, which are
fixed on a common axis, is accomplished by means of a steam
engine of several horse-power.
THE GRAMME MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.

This machine differs from all other forms of electro-magnetic
or magneto-electric machines by furnishing a uniform and
constant current in one direction, while all others give inter
mittent and alternating currents, which have to be arranged by
the commutator. The reason of this is that in all the other
machines the wire in which the current is set up is constantly
altering its position in the magnetic field, and is as a whole sub
jected to a growing and diminishing action in two opposite
directions, hence, the electro-motive force set up is of the nature
of a succession of waves alternately rising above and sinking
below the zero line ; and the current resembles the stream set
up by strokes of a pump. In the Gramme machine, although
each part of the wire is constantly changing its relation to the
acting magnetic field, yet the wire, as a whole, never changes its
relation to or position in the field; hence, the inductive con
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ditions set up are constant ; the electro-motive force set up is of
the nature of a constant fall of water, and the current is a steady
stream. The characteristic feature of this important invention
consists in the construction of the armature. This armature is
no longer a har, or a horse-shoe, but a complete ring of soft
iron. The wire is no longer a length of wire having two ends
forming a constant circuit, but it is a continuous and endless
piece of wire wound over every part of the ring. The current
does not flow through this circuit in its entirety, first one way
and then the other, but two opposing currents flow in those
parts of the wire which occupy, at each instant, a fixed relation
to the inducing magnet, or rather no current flows at all in the
circuit, but two equal and opposite electro-motive forces are set
up, which unite in producing current if an external conductor
is provided.

Fig. 86.

Round a ring of soft iron are wound a number of equal lengths
of insulated copper wire, and a movement of rotation is imparted
to the whole, when a current of corresponding strength is induced
in the revolving helices. This peculiarity of construction will
be understood by referring to Fig. 85, which is a section of the
annular core. It shows several segments of the covered wire
with the free ends projecting from the ring. These are attached
to copper strips R, which, in turn, are in electrical communica
tion with copper sectors R. fixed on the spindle of the machine.
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The two ends are connected with two consecutive axial con
ductors, while the lengths themselves are insulated from one
another by layers of silk. Each coil of the wire thus appears
like an element of a battery yielding its contribution to. the
aggregate current
The different parts of the armature, as it revolves, are con
stantly changing their positions in the magnetic field, and, there
fore a temporary or shifting connection to the wire has to be
made as each of its turns crosses the vertical line. If the wire
were a single layer this could be accomplished by exposing its
exterior surface and arranging a spring to touch at each point
Practically, this same condition is attained by dividing the wire
into a great number of equal sections, and attaching a conductor
to each section in such way as to act as would the single turns
of the wire itself. This is effected by bringing these conducting
branches out to an insulated cylinder faced with as many in
sulated contact pieces as there are sections of wire to be con
nected. Brushes of thick wire are provided as springs, which
press on the contact pieces and make, practically, a constant
connection with the two halves of the circuit on the vertical
line.
In all other forms of the electro-magnet and magneto-electric
machine, the armature, as a whole, reverses its relation to the
magnetic field, and assumes two distinct conditions at different
times. In the Gramme, the different parts of the armature
assume these conditions successively, and thus set up a rotation
of the molecules of the wire, as in other machines ; but, as a
whole, the two distinct conditions are assumed at the same time
in the two halves of the armature on each side of the vertical
line.
In the revolution of an ordinary armature the electro-motive
force set up in the wire, as a whole, varies with its distance
from the inducing magnet, and, in consequence, the current
produced is variable. In the Gramme the various sections of
the wire occupy all these different positions at once ; the con
sequent variable electro-motive forces are, therefore, generated
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in them as in the ordinary armature ; but these sections being
connected together in series, they act exactly as do a series of
cells of different electro-motive forces, and the resulting electro
motive force in each of the sides of the ring is constant, and is
the sum of all those of the sections it contains. The action of
the two halves of the ring corresponds, therefore, in all respects
with that of the two equal batteries shown in figure 86, as
coupled in multiple arc. In both there are equal opposed
forces, resulting in static equilibrium, and in both there is com
bined action on an external circuit The wire may be stout or
fine, according to the current required, or each section may
consist of a flat ribbon wound in a tight spiral. The resistance
obeys the law of derived circuits, and is, therefore, one quarter
that of the length of wire employed.

Fig. 86.

Fig. 87 represents one of Gramme's machines of the smaller
type, specially constructed for the laboratory and lecture table.
These machines afford a very striking instance of the trans
formation of motion into electricity, and conversely of electricity
into motion. This latter may easily be shown by connecting the
two collecting brushes with a galvanic battery. As soon as the
circuit is completed the armature begins to revolve with a speed
proportional to the strength of the current This experiment
may also be repeated and with enhanced effect by means of two
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machines. If they are placed so as to form one circuit, it will be
seen that, by rotating one armature, the second one is set in
motion and reciprocally. If the direction of rotation be suddenly
reversed the second armature will suddenly stop, and almost
directly recommence revolving in the opposite direction. Another
very striking experiment bearing on this subject is made by
introducing a length of platinum wire into the circuit While
the two machines are in motion the temperature of the platinum

Fig. 87.

is not affected ; but if one be stopped the wire is raised 'to a red
heat, thus rendering visible the mutual convertibility of heat,
motion and electricity.
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE INDUCED CURRENT.

Induced currents, especially when generated by the action of
a magnet, arc for many reasons to be preferred to those pro
duced by galvanic batteries. The annoyance and expense of
maintenance, inseparable from the use of a battery, is sometimes
an important consideration, while the magneto-induction ma'
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chine, although its first cost is greater, entails but a nominal ex
pense for its operation and maintenance.
In order that the induced current may be weakened as little
as may be, the resistance of the external circuit ought to be
made as small as possible in proportion to the total resistance, or
else the resistance within the coils of the magneto-induction
apparatus ought to be proportionally great, which may be ac
complished by forming the coils of many convolutions of a long
and thin copper wire.
It follows from this that the magneto-electric machine is only
capable of being applied advantageously upon telegraph lines of
moderate length, such as private lines and municipal telegraphs,
for the reason that, upon a long wire, the greatly increased re
sistance of the circuit renders it necessary that the resistance of
the coils of the magneto-electric machine be correspondingly
increased, and this, if carried too far, is unfavorable to the dura
bility and economical maintenance of the apparatus. On the
other hand, the electro-motive force or potential of the currents
for working telegraph lines need not be very great, especially
when the circuit consists partly or wholly of submarine cables
or underground lines, as currents of too great power would
have a tendency to injure the insulating coating of the con
ductor.
We have before seen (page 126) that the currents produced
by the revolutions of the armature of a magneto-electric machine
are alternately of opposite polarity or in opposite directions to
each other, four separate and distinct currents being produced
during each revolution. It is obvious that in this form the ap
paratus is not very well adapted to telegraphic purposes, but
modifications of the original plan of construction have been made,
in which the current increases regularly twice during each rota
tion and decreases in the same manner, the two impulses being
in opposite directions to each other. By arranging an electro
magnet in such a manner as to be acted upon by these currents
of alternate polarity, electric telegraphs may be successfully ope
rated.
9

CHAPTER XIY.
THE ELECTRO-STATIC OR INDUCTION COIL.

It has been proved by experiment, that the quantity of elec
tricity traversing the secondary wire of an induction coil is the
same, whether the current is produced by the closing or by the
opening of the primary circuit The difference between the two
currents in respect to their electro-motive force is, however, very
marked, that of the opening current being far greater than that
of the closing one, although, as above stated, the actual quantity
of electricity is the same in both cases. The reason of this is
that when the primary or battery circuit is closed, it is opposed
by the extra or self-induced current, and hence the former re
quires a certain length of time to attain its full force. When,
however, the primary circuit is broken, the extra current is this
time in the same direction, and therefore does not delay the ac
tion to the same extent as in the first instance. The primary
current disappears almost instantaneously, or at all events in
much less time than is required for it to attain its full strength.
The duration of the induced or secondary current corresponds
with the time occupied in the charging or discharging of the pri
mary wire by the battery current As the same quantity of
electricity is produced in the secondary wire in each case, it is
obvious that it must necessarily pass through the circuit in a
shorter time at the breaking than at the closing of the primary
circuit, and thus its potential or electro-motive force must be
correspondingly greater.
The most striking example of this action is afforded by the
electro-magnetic induction coils of Ritchie, Ruhmkorff, Ladd,
and others, which are now made to produce the most powerful
electro-static effects, far surpassing those of the frictional electric
machine.

Ritchie's induction coil.
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The discovery of the electro-static properties of the induced
or secondary current was made by Prof. C. G. Page, of Salem,
Mass., who, in 1836, published the first account of an induction
apparatus consisting of a primary coil with a secondary coil
wound upon it of many times its own length. Prof. Page was
also the originator of the automatic circuit-breaker, and of the
devices for rendering the same adjustable. Ruhmkorff, of Paris,
constructed, in 1851, the coils which bear his name. By careful
insulation of the secondary wire he succeeded in producing
sparks of nearly one inch in length, capable of charging a Ley-

Fig. 88.

den jar with great rapidity. Ritchie, of Boston, in 1857, vastly
improved the induction coil, and in successive instruments ob
tained sparks of six, ten and one half and twelve and one-fourth
inches. The cause of the superiority in Ritchie's coils is due
chiefly to an improved method of winding the fine wire coil, by
which it has been found possible to use with success a wire of
several hundred thousand feet in length, while the limit in the
instruments as constructed by Ruhmkorff was about ten thous
and feet Figure S8 shows the external appearance of one of
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Kitchie's medium sized coils, giving a spark of nine or ten
inches in length.
The chief parts of this apparatus are the primary and second
ary coils, an interruptor to the primary circuit, and the con
denser. In the instrument shown in Fig. 88 about 68,000 feet
of silk covered wire, .012 inch in diameter, is wound upon the
exterior coil. The primary or inducing coil consists of about
two hundred feet of copper wire, one-seventh of an inch in
diameter (No. 9), the ends of which terminate in binding screws
upon the base. A heavy glass bell, seen at the top of the coil,
insulates the primary from the secondary circuit, its foot being
turned outwards by a flange as wide as the thickness of the coil.
The induction coil, for more perfect insulation, is also encased
in thick gutta percha. The ends of this coil are carried by gutta
percha covered conductors to the two glass insulating stands,
seen at the rear of the instrument, where they end in sliding
rods, pointed with platinum at one end, and having balls of
brass at the other. The interruptor devised by Mr. Ritchie con
sists of a toothed wheel which raises a spring hammer, the blows
of which fall upon an anvil, breaking contact between two heavy
pieces of platinum. The European induction coils are usually pro
vided with an automatic circuit-breaker, but comparative trials
have shown that there is an advantage in varying the rapidity of
the interruptions, according to the class of effects to be produced,
and that a certain time is requisite for the complete charge and
discharge of the soft iron wires which form the core, longer than
the automatic circuit-breaker allows.
The object of the condenser is to destroy by induction the
greater part of the force of the extra current, which would other
wise materially diminish the power of the apparatus. In the in
strument shown in the figures the condenser consists of 144
square feet of tin foil, divided into three sections (two of 50 and
one of 40 feet), carefully insulated by triple folds of oiled silk,
and placed within the base of the instrument The battery
force needed to operate this instrument consists of two or three
large sized Bunsen cells.
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Figure 89 shows the internal construction of one of the
large horizontal coils of recent construction, arranged upon
Ritchie's plan, which has been adopted, with slight modifica
tions, by the leading instrument makers of every country. C is
the core, consisting of a bundle of soft iron wires. This is
separated, by a thin layer of some suitable insulating material,
from the primary coil, which usually consists of two or more
layers, contained in the space P P. The two coils are sepa
rated by two heavy glass tubes, B B", closed at the outer
ends, while their open ends meet in the middle of the coil.
D D is a hard rubber bobbin, the tubular portion of which is
thinnest in the middle and thickest near the ends, as shown in
the figure. A great number of thin insulating discs, d d, of

Fig. 89.

which only a few are shown in the figure, divide the bobbin into
compartments, the wire being wound up in flat spirals, two or
more of these occupying the space between each two adjacent
discs. The various compartments communicate with each other,
so that the secondary wire is continuous from end to end. The
coating of silk and varnish upon the wire affords sufficient insula
tion between the convolutions in each compartment, and the
discs prevent the spark from striking through between the com
partments. The coil may thus be said, as it were, to be insu
lated wholesale and retail, and the separation from each other
of the different parts is complete. In regard to the external
insulation, less is required in the compartments in the middle of
the coil, where the tension is smallest, and there is the least
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danger of the electricity breaking through into the primary coil.
The greatest tension is found in the compartments nearest the
two ends of the coil, which is the reason why the tube is made
thinnest in the middle and thickest at the ends. Another rea
son is that the thickness at the ends lessens the inductive
Leyden jar action between the ends of the primary coil.
The largest induction coil yet made is that of the Royal Poly
technic Institute of London. The length of this coil is nine
feet ten inches, diameter two feet, weight 15 cwt, including 477
lbs. of hard rubber. The core is five feet long and 4 inches
diameter, of No. 16 iron wire. The primary coil consists of 145
lbs. = 3,770 yards of No. 13 wire. The secondary coil consists
of 150 miles of wire, weighing 606 lbs., and having a resistance
of 33,560 ohms. The condenser is in six parts, each containing
125 square feet of tin foil. With five large Bunsen cells the
spark is 12 inches in length, and with 50 cells this has been in
creased to 29 inches.
The induction coil constructed by Ritchie for the Stevens In
stitute of Technology at Hoboken, N. J., has a primary coil con
sisting of 195 feet of No. 6 wire. The secondary coil is over
fifty miles in length, of No. 36 wire. The core is composed of
a bundle of No. 20 iron wires, wrapped in oil-silk and cloth.
With 3 large bi-chromate cells this coil has given sparks 21
inches in length, capable of piercing through solid glass three
inches in thickness.

CHAPTER XV.
APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT.

It has already been stated, that the deflections of the needle
of a galvanometer are not in direct proportion to the strength of
the galvanic current by which they are produced. If, for exairtple, a given current deflects the needle through an angle of 10°,
it by no means follows that a current is twice as powerful which
gives a deflection of 20° upon the same instrument
The reason of this is, that the separate convolutions of the mul
tiplier or conducting wire cannot all be placed at the same dis
tance from or in the same relation to the needle, and thus the
deflecting power of the coil does not increase strictly in propor
tion to the number of convolutions. The ordinary multiplier,
therefore, although well enough adapted to the mere purpose of
detecting the presence or direction of a galvanic current, is by
no means suitable for the measurement or quantitative compari
son of currents of different degrees of strength. The reason of
this is, that the action of the current upon the needle has a ten
dency to deflect the latter so as to bring it into a position at right
angles to its own course, and, therefore, the farther the needle
moves from a position parallel to the plane of the coil, the more
nearly does it approach a right angle, where the effect is of
course null ; so that the influence of the current becomes gradu
ally less and less powerful, in proportion as the deflection be
comes greater. In order to overcome this difficulty, several dif
ferent kinds of galvanometers have been invented, in which a
trigonometrical function of the angle of deflection produced by dif
ferent currents, such for example as the tangent or sine, is strictly
proportional to the strengths of these currents.
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THE TANGENT GALVANOMETER

This valuable instrument was invented by M. Pouillet, who
was also the first to employ it for the measurement and compar
ison of electric currents. Figure 90 shows the form in which it
was first constructed.
Upon the wooden table K K a circular ribbon of copper L L
is placed parallel to the plane of the magnetic meridian. This
ribbon is from 15 to 20 inches in diameter, 1 inch wide, and -fa
inch thick, and its two extremities are bent vertically so as to
dip into two glass vessels V V, filled with mercury and con
nected with the poles of the battery by means of the wires I V.

Fig 90.

In the centre of the ring L L a short and thick needle is sus
pended, by means of a silk thread without torsion. A very
light copper or wooden index, d, fixed at right angles to the axis
of the needle, indicates upon a graduated horizontal scale the
angular movements of the magnet
When the current traverses the ring L L the needle is deflect
ed, but in consequence of the breadth of the copper ribbon
and the shortness of the needle, the resultant of the actions ex
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ercised by the circular current upon the needle is always nearly
at right angles to the magnetic meridian.
If, therefore, we call j the force of the current, or its action on
the needle placed in the plane of the magnetic meridian, this
action will become i cos. d when the needle has reached an
angular deviation d. But in this position the directive power
of the needle (which is, of course, equal and opposite to the
action of the current) is/ sin. d. Thus we have :
tcos. i=/ain. d;

Therefore,
sin. d

»-=/
And

,
cos. d,

t =/tang. d.

With a galvanometer of this form, therefore, the strengths of
the current successively transmitted through the ring L L bear
the same relations to each other as the tangents of the angles of
deviation of the magnetic needle.
More recently M. Gaugain has modified in a very successful
manner the construction of the tangent galvanometer. His ar
rangement is based upon the following theorem, whicb was de
duced by M. Bravais from the formula of Ampere :
" If a magnetic needle is submitted to the action of a circular
current set up in the plane of a magnetic meridian, and the cen
tre of the needle occupies the apex of a right cone, having for
its base the circular current, the tangent of the deflections of the
needle are almost absolutely proportioned to the strength of the
current, if the height of the cone is equal to a fourth part of the
diameter of the base."
Experiments show that with needles of 1J to 1J inches in
length, and circular currents, of which the radius is at least
three times the length of the needle, if the conditions which are
enumerated in this theorem are fulfilled, the limit of error does
not exceed tsVt i an amount so insignificant that it may be
altogether disregarded in practice.
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Tangent galvanometers are constructed upon the above princi
ple, which are at the same time very accurate and very sensi
tive, and the diameters of which are sometimes not more than
7 or 8 inches.
In Gaugain's tangent galvanometer (fig. 91) the magnetic
needle, its index, and its horizontally divided circle are carried by
acircular
supportframe
P, which
A, around
may be which
removed
is from
coiledorthe
drawn
insulated
nearercopper
to the .
wire t t'.

The point of suspension of the needle is upon a

Fig. 91.

horizontal disc or circle placed in the centre of the ring A,
at right angles with its median section, and at a distance from
this plane equal to a fourth part of the diameter of the circular
current
M. Gaugain, starting from the same principles, has constructed
tangent multipliers, by means of which the strength of the
feeblest currents can be measured with great accuracy.
For any given position of the magnetic needle, the geometri
cal place of all the convolutions which is most suitable for the
construction of a galvanometer is a cone, whose apex is in the
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centre of the needle, and whose angle is determined, the relation
of its height to its base being known. If, upon the surface of
this cone, an insulated copper wire is coiled, and the current is
transmitted through it, each convolution of the wire tends to
produce a deflection of the needle, whose tangent will be pro
portional to the strength of the current It is evident that the
conical multiplier, formed by the aggregate of these convolu
tions, will possess the same properties.
In order to transform the tangent galvanometer into a tangent
multiplier, it is only necessary to detach the circle A from its
stand H, and to substitute for it the frustrum of a cone A',
upon the outer surface of which an insulated wire t t' is
coiled. The conical multiplier is very sensitive, and very con
venient for practical wort The centre of suspension of the
needle must always occupy the apex of the cone, of which A'
is the frustrum.
The modifications introduced by M. Gaugain in the construc
tion of the tangent galvanometer render his apparatus superior
to all others for exact measurements.
The cone A' may be wound with two wires of equal size and
length, so that the instrument may be used as a differential gal
vanometer if desired.
Several of these instruments are employed in the service of
the Western Union Company, and are found very useful and
convenient, especially for measuring the internal resistance of
batteries, for which they are not excelled by any other appa
ratus in use.
THE SINE GALVANOMETER.

The principle upon which the sine galvanometer is constructed
is illustrated in the diagram fig. 92. The line s n represents a
magnetic needle at rest in the meridian. If the needle is de
flected through the angle or, by the influence of a galvanic cur
rent ab flowing in the same plane, then the line n'N., drawn
parallel to s n, will represent the direction of the earth's mag
netic force, which constantly tends to bring the needle back to

/
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its position in the meridian. The intensity of this force is rep
resented by the length of the line ri M, and is denoted by M.
In order to ascertain what portion of this force acts upon the
needle, we may resolve n' M into two forces, viz., n' f acting in
a direction at right angles to the needle, and n' g in a direc
tion parallel to it The latter, however, is entirely exerted
upon the fixed turning point Therefore, n'f represents the
actual force of that portion of the earth's magnetism which
we
tends
have
to bring the needle back to the meridian s n. Thus
»'/= n' M. sin. cc = M. sin. a.

Thus the force of the earth's magnetism, which tends to bring
a deflected needle back to its state of rest in the meridian, is

Fig. 92.

always equal to M. sin. a, in which M remains constant, so long
as the needle remains at the same point on the earth's surface,
and retains its original magnetism.
The coil of the sine galvanometer must first be placed parallel
with the magnetic meridian. When the needle is deflected by
the passage of the current through the coil, the latter is turned
after the needle until it coincides with its new direction. To
illustrate this, let s n, fig. 92, represent the needle at rest in the
meridian, and a b the galvanometer coil parallel thereto. Now,
suppose that the passage of the current deflects the needle and
causes it to assume the position indicated by tho dotted line, and
that the coil a b is then turned in the same direction, until
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it also coincides in direction with the dotted line; the needle
will he deflected still further in the direction of the arrow, be
cause the tendency of the current is always to bring the needle
into a position at right angles to its own course ; but this is con
stantly opposed by the directive force of the earth's magnetism,
tending to carry it back to the meridian. By continuing the
movement of the coil in this direction, a point is at length
reached at which the coil and the needle are again parallel,
which is represented by the line s' n'. The influence of the gal
vanic current upon the needle is still exerted, as before, in a
direction at right angles to the conducting wire, denoted by the
line n' S, while that portion of the earth's directive force which
acts upon the needle is represented by n'f. The needle being
at rest under the combined influence of these two forces, it
follows that the forces must be equal to each other. The force
n' S is, therefore, exactly equal to n'f. But n'/=M. sin. a;
consequently
ri S or S =. M sin. a.

If we allow another current to pass through the same coil, and
again turn the coil towards the deflected needle until the two
again coincide in direction, and denote this current by S', the
angle of deflection by a'
S' = M. sin. a';

and for both currents.
S : S' = sin. a : sin. a'.

That is to say, the magnetic forces of two galvanic currents
are to each other as the sines of the angles of deflection of the
needle, in cases when the galvanometer coil has been turned after
the needle, until the direction of the two is coincident
The sine galvanometer is founded upon these laws. Its essen
tial parts will be easily understood by reference to fig. 93. In
the centre of the divided horizontal ring is placed the magnetic
needle, while, the vertical ring contains the conducting wire. The
whole is so arranged as to be capable of being turned around
its vertical axis, and the angle through which it is turned may be
read off from the graduated horizontal circle below.
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When using the instrument, the index on the lower graduated
circle is placed at zero, and then the coil is turned until it stands
in the magnetic meridian, so that the needle points to zero of the
upper graduated circle. If we now allow the current which is
to be tested to pass through the coil, the needle is deflected.
The vertical ring, which contains the condncting wire, ia
turned in the direction of the deviation of the needle, until the
two are brought into the same vertical plane, and the needle
again points to zero, the upper divided circle having kept com-

Fig. 93.

pany with the coil in turning. The deflection of the needle is
then read off from the lower circle, and the sine of the angle of
deflection is the measure of the strength of the current
When the sine galvanometer is used for measuring weak cur
rents, the convolutions of the conducting wire should be as nu
merous and as close as possible to the needle.
As the sine galvanometer, when properly arranged, is more
expensive and not so convenient for general use as the more sim
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pie tangent galvanometer, it is but little used except for scientific
experiments, especially in cases where the currents which are t< >
be measured are not strong enough to act upon the needle of the
tangent galvanometer with sufficient power.
THE ORDINARY MULTIPLIER ARRANGED AS A SINE GALVAN
OMETER.

It is obvious that the ordinary multiplier may easily be trans
formed into a sine galvanometer, when it is so arranged that the
coils may be turned horizontally, independently of the needle,
and a graduated horizontal circle so arranged as to indicate the
number of degrees traversed upon a fixed index. But we can,
with equal convenience, when there is no fixed index or gradu
ated circle, indicate the angle through which the coil is turned by
means of the multiplier, if, after the current has been made to
pass through the coil, we turn the latter after the deflected
needle, until they coincide and the multiplier wire becomes parallel
to the needle. If we now interrupt the current the needle re
turns to its state of rest, and describes exactly the angle which
the coil has traversed in its removal from its original position in
the magnetic meridian.
If it is not practicable to turn the coil itself, we may still use
the multiplier as a sine galvanometer, by placing it upon a hori
zontal disc, capable of being turned around a vertical axis, and
provided with a graduated scl e. This, of course, is managed in
the same way as a sine galvanometer.
In using this instrument care should be taken to ascertain that,
after a current has been measured, that the needle still retains its
original magnetism. This may be very easily done by observing
whether the needle, after the current has been broken, returns
completely to its former position of rest, the zero point of the
scale.
SIEMENS & HALSKE'S SINE-TANGENT GALVANOMETER.

This instrument may be used both as a sine and a tangent gal
vanometer. Its construction and arrangement is shown in
fig. 94. The annular horizontal plate P, upon which the wire

m
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ring It, and the needle-box M are fixed, may be turned by two
insulated handles u in the plate P, of which only one is visible
in the drawing.
Upon the circle Q is a graduated scale T, and upon the move
able ring P is an index mark i. By means of this graduated
scale T the angles are read off in the manner heretofore described

Fig. 94.

when the galvanometer is to be used by the sine method. Within
the needle-box is also another graduated scale T, by means of
which the angles are read off, when the current is to be meas
ured by the tangent of the angle of deflection.
The coil R consists of 16 convolutions of wire ^th inch thick,
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which proceed from screw k to screw &", and of 1050 convolu
tions of thin wire (rJ-j-th of an inch), which pass from screw &"'
to kl\ The thicker coil has a resistance of less than 0.1 Siemens
unit (which will he hereafter explained), while the resistance of
the thinner coil is about 150 Siemens units.
When the screws k1 and &" are connected with the poles of a
battery, then the thick wire coil alone is connected ; but when &'"

Fig. 95.

(not visible in the drawing) and iIV are connected with the poles
of a battery, the thin wire coil only is in circuit By pulling out
the knob u two stops are caused to project in the needle-box M,
so that the swing of the needle is limited.
Fig. 95 represents the sine needle, and fig. 96 the tangent
needle, both of full size. The pointers i i are of aluminium.
10
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When the currents are of such force that it is impossible to
read off the angles with accuracy, a portion only of the current
is allowed to pass through the instrument This is accomplished
by inserting an additional wire between the corresponding screws
of the instrument, the resistance of the wire being in a known
proportion to that of the coil of the instrument The theory of

Fig. 96.

resistance and branch currents will be considered hereafter, but
for the sake of completeness we will refer also to its use with
the sine-tangent galvanometer, for the benefit of such persons as
are already familiar with the principle.
Referring to fig. 97, suppose w to be this branch wire, while
W represents the resistance of the instrument, E the battery,
and S' the current passing through the galvanometer with the

Fig. 9T.

branch circuit open, S" the current through the branch circuit
only ; then, if S represents the entire strength of the current of
the battery in the portions of the circuit outside the galvan
ometer, we have :
S = 8' + S"
S' : S" = w : W

W+w
Hence,

8 =

S'.
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If we substitute in succession for w the values \ W, J W and
W, we obtain :
S = 10 8'
S = 5S'
S = 2S'

A branch wire, thus arranged to convey a portion of the cur
rent around the instrument, is termed a muni Fig. 98 repre
sents a box or case containing three such shunts or branch wires,
the respective resistances of these wires being in the proportion
above stated. The binding screw marked 0 forms the common
terminal of the three shunts, while the resistances of -^ W, J W
and W, proceeding therefrom, terminate respectively in the
screws marked 10 5 and 2, as illustrated in fig. 99. If, there
fore, wo connect 0 with one of the binding screws of the sinetangent galvanometer (fig. 94), and either 10 5 or 2 with the
other binding screw, the branch circuit or shunt thus connected
will divert a portion of the current, and the remainder, which

Mg. 98.

fig. 99.

still passes through the instrument, will be only jJ^, \ or \ the
original amount, as the case may be ; therefore, in order to
obtain the true value of the strength of the current, we should
multiply the sine or tangent of the observed angle respectively by
10, 5, or 2. In this manner, by the aid of shunts, it is quite
possible to make use of very sensitive instruments to measure
powerful currents. The combined sine-tangent galvanometer is
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very well adapted for telegraphic purposes, all the measurements
which were required in laying the Red Sea cable having been
made with one of these instruments.
THE REFLECTING OR MIRROR GALVANOMETER.

The accuracy with which measurements can be made depends
chiefly upon the sensitiveness of the galvanometer employed in
making these measurements. The Thomson reflecting galvan
ometer supplies this requisite sensitiveness, and is the instrument
which is almost invariably employed when great accuracy is
required, and also when very high resistances have to be ineas-

D

Fig. 100.

ured. Its principle is that of employing a very light and small
magnetic needle, delicately suspended within a large coil of wire,
and of magnifying its movements by means of along index hand
of light This index hand is obtained by throwing a beam of
light on a small mirror fixed to the suspended magnetic needle,
the ray being reflected back on to a graduated scale. The scale
being placed about 3 feet distant from the mirror, it is obvious
that a very small angular movement of the mirror will cause the
spot of light reflected on the scale to move a considerable dis
tance across it The needle of the instrument being very small,
and being placed in the centre of a large coil, the tangents of its
deflections are directly proportional to the strength of the cur
rents producing them.
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In fig. 100 let L be a lamp which throws a beam upon the mir
ror to, which has turned through a small angle, and reflected the
beam on the scale at D. Let d be the distance through which
the beam has moved on the scale from the zero point at L, and
let I be the distance between the scale and the mirror. Now the
angle through which the beam of light turns will be twice the angle
through which the mirror turns. This is clear if we suppose the
mirror to have turned through 45°, when the reflected beam will be
at 90°, or at right angles to the incident beam. If, then, we call a
a
the angle through which the beam of light turns, — will be the
2
a,
a,
angle through which the mirror will have turned. Let — and —
2
2
be the two angles through which the mirror has been turned by
two currents, of strengths s1 s, respectively, then—
Bl

(1;

»' : ,1 : : tan — : tan —,
2
2

therefore—
•y/l + tan 'a,—1

y 1+tan 'at—1

tan a,

tan a,

V l+tan' being positive, as the angles are less than 90°.
z being the distance of the scale from the mirror, let d^ and d3
be the distances traversed on the scale by the beam of light, then—
d,
tun a,=

z

d.
tan a.. —

~"l

2

therefore-

V1+

<*."
z' -l

V 1+ <<.'

-1

Z1

<i,
,

d.
z

therefore—
«i :>>--: d, (yii+dV'—«) : <*. W+di'-*h
when d1 and d3 do not differ largely, then we may take—
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but when this is not so the error may be considerable. For in
stance, suppose 2 = 400, dj = 150, and da = 300. According
to the above formula this would show that one current is just
twice as strong as the other, but according to the correct formula
we find—
*, : s, : : 300 (y^OO'+l6O'—400) : i50 (yM00»+300*—100),

that is—
or—

•

»,:»,:: 8100 : 15000,

#,:»,: :

150 :

2T8,

so that when extreme accuracy is required, we cannot take the
strengths of currents as being proportional to the number of di
visions cf deflection on the scale.
The galvanometer, as usually constructed, consists essentially
of a very small magnetic needle, about three-eighths of an inch
long, fixed to the back of a small circular mirror whose diame
ter is about equal to the length of the magnet This mirror,
which is sometimes a plano-convex lens of about 6 feet focus, is
suspended from its circumference by a single cocoon fibre devoid
of torsion, the magnetic needle being at right angles to the fibre.
The mirror is placed in the axis of a large coil of wire, which
completely surrounds it, so that the needle is always under the
influence of the coil at whatever angle it is deflected to. A
beam of light from a lamp placed behind a screen, about 3 feet
distant from the coil, falls on the mirror, the bottom of which is
slightly in advance of the top, and is reflected back on to a grad
uated scale placed just above the point where the beam emerges
from the lamp. The screen is, as we have before said, straight,
and is graduated usually to 360 divisions on either side of the
zero point
The Thomson galvanometer is made in such a variety of forms
that it is unnecessary to describe them all ; we purpose, there
fore, only to describe the most common forms in use.
Fig. 101 is a front view, and fig. 102 a side view (with glass
shade, etc., removed) of one form, one third full size. It con
sists of a base formed of a round plate of ebonite, provided
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with three levelling screws ; two spirit levels, at right angles to
one another, are fixed on the top of this plate, so that the whole
instrument can be accurately levelled. Sometimes one circular
level otily is provided, but the double level is much the best
arrangement From the base rise two brass columns, and
between them a brass plate is fixed, rounded off at the top and
bottom. Against the faces of this plate are fixed the coils (c, c,,
c„ c,) of the instrument The brass plate has shallow counter
sinks in its surface for the faces of the coils to fit into, so that

Fig. 102.

they can be put in their correct places without trouble or dan
ger of shifting. Round brass plates press against the' outer sur
faces of the coils by means of screws, and keep them firmly in
their places. There are two round holes in the brass plate coin
ciding with the centre holes in the coils. The coils themselves,
which are four in number, as will be seen in the figure, are
wound on bobbins of thin .material, the wire being heaped up
towards the cheek of the bobbin which bears against the brass
plate. This heaping up is done in accordance with the law of
Sir William Thomson, so as to obtain, as far as possible, a max
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imum effect from a minimum quantity of wire. The edges of
the coils are covered with shellac, so as to protect the wire from
mechanical injury. Within the holes in the brass plate afe
placed two little magnets, n s and s n, formed of watch-spring
highly magnetized. They are connected together by a piece of
aluminium wire, so as to form an astatic pair of needles. A
small groove is cut in the brass plate, between the upper and
lower hole, for the connecting aluminium wire to hang freely in.
In front of the top needle is fixed the mirror. The suspension
fibre is attached, at its upper end, to a small stud, which can be
raised or lowered as required. When pressed down as far as it
will go, the needles rest on the coils, and the tension is taken off
the fibre, so that the instrument can then be moved about with
nected
out danger
to one
of of
breaking
the fourthe
binding
fibre. screws
One end
in of
front
each
of coil
the base
is conof
the instrument, the other ends being connected to one another
through the medium of the little binding screws placed midway
on either side of the coils. The connections are so made that
when the two middle binding screws on the base of the instru
ment are joined together, tho whole four coils are in the circuit
of the two outer binding screws, so that they all act upon the
magnetic needles. Some better arrangement for connecting the
four coils together than that at present adopted is highly desir
able, so that they could be coupled up in series, by which means
the resistance of the galvanometer could be reduced to one
fourth the resistance of one of the coils, that is, one sixteenth of
that of all the coils together. By connecting the first binding
screw on the base with the third, and the second with the fourth,
the coils will be coupled up so as to reduce the resistance of the
coils to one fourth of the total resistance of all the coils together.
Over the coils a glass shade is placed, fro.n the middle of the
top of which a brass rod rises. A short piece of brass tube
slides over this rod with a weak steel magnet slightly curved
fixed at right angles to it This magnet can be thus slid up or
down the rod, or twisted round, as occasion may require. For
fine adjustments a tangent screw is provided, which turns the
brass rod round and with it the magnet
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Wc have said that the mirror is sometimes made of a plano
convex lens. This is done so as to obtain a sharp image of the
spot of light on the scale. The width of this spot of light can
be regulated by means of a little brass slider fixed over the hole
in the screen through which the beam emerges from the lamp.
A much better arrangement than the spot of light is made
with some instruments. The hole through which the light
emerges is made round, about the size of a sixpence, with a
piece of fine platinum wire stretched vertically across its diame
ter. A lens is placed a little distance in front of this hole,
between the scale and the galvanometer, so that a round spot of
light with a thin black line across it is reflected on the scale.
This enables readings to be made with great ease, as the figures

Fig. 103.

on the scale can be very distinctly seen. The mirror in this
arrangement may be a plane one. When the spot of light only
is used, it is necessary to partially illuminate the scale with a
second lamp.
Thomson's marine galvanometer
This is a reflecting galvanometer, constructed in such a man
ner that the oscillations of a vessel cannot change the relative
position of the small mirror and the scale when used on board
cable ships, and for other similar purposes. The magnet a (fig.
103) is attached by means of cocoon fibres, at the top as well as
at the bottom, to the little wooden frames A 13, which support
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the convolutions of wire. The cocoon fibres pass accurately
through the joint centre of gravity both of the magnetic bar
and the mirror, so that when the wire of the coil is turned the
latter remains unaltered in its relative position to the convolu
tions. The magnet thus retains, in any position of the instru
ment, the same position in relation to the scale which is attached
to it on the same table.
It is no less important for this purpose to have the influence
of terrestrial magnetism upon the magnet destroyed. This is
attained by enclosing the multiplicator wire, with magnet a,
mirror b and lens L, in a case made of soft iron, and at
the same time putting up in the inside of the box a moder
ately strong horse-shoe-shaped steel magnet N S in such a man
ner that its poles are nearly in contact with the coil. The mag
netic action of these poles upon the magnetic needle being
stronger than the attractive power of the earth, the latter is
neutralized by it, and the suspended needle is maintained in a
position of rest under all changes in the situation of the in
strument
The small mirror may be replaced by a plano-convex lens of
24, feet focal length, the back of it being silver plated, and form
ing at the same time a small concave mirror, which reflects the
falling rays in converging directions, and concentrates them upon
the scale. The curvatures of the lentiform mirror are so calcu
lated that the source of light is placed at a distance of about 14,
feet from the centre of the mirror, while the scale or the screen
designed to receive the reflecting light is placed at a distance of
eight feet from the focus. The screen is a flat piece of wood,
covered by white paper, which is fixed on a black painted wall,
as shown in figure 104 on the next page.
To avoid the disturbing movements of the spot of light upon
the screen, which are caused by the shaking and flickering of the
flame, the lamp is enclosed in a cylindrical case, in which, on the
side turned towards the mirror, is to be found a small slit, where
the flame burns gently. When the galvanometer needle is at
rest, the spot of light appears exactly upon the middle of the

X"
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screen in the form of a small quadrangle of £ of an inch in
length and J of an inch in breadth. This image moves, accord
ing to the deviation of the needle, to the right or the left, and
produces in this way, as in the needle telegraph, two primitive
signs, by the repeating and combining of which in groups an
alphabet may be constructed.
With a ship or marine galvanometer, arranged in this manner,
all kinds of galvanometrical measurements can be made at sea,
even in very stormy weather, as readily and surely as on land.
Neither the changing course of the vessel nor the oscillations
caused by the waves of the sea have any influence whatever on
the movements of the galvanometer index.

Fig. 104.

It is easy to understand that the horse-shoo magnet diminishes
in some degree the sensitiveness of the instrument ; on that ac
count, when use is made of instruments of this kind as cablespeaking instruments, a somewhat stronger current must be used
than would be required by the single reflecting galvanometer.
PRECAUTIONS NECESSARY IN USING GALVANOMETERS.

Great care should be taken, when using any galvanometer,
not to allow too powerful currents to pass around the needle, as
such currents are liable either to change the magnetic intensity
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of the needle or to reverse its polarity altogether. Hence, in
order to avoid the injurious influences upon the magnetism of
the needle, even of feeble currents, the currents should not be
allowed to act upon a galvanometer for a longer time than is
necessary.
When using the tangent galvanometer, it must be remem
bered that the trigonometrical tangents of the angles 0° to 45°
of a circle whose radius is 1, increase from 0 to 1, but that^ on
the contrary, for angles of 45° to 90° the tangents increase from
1 to oo (infinity). It follows, therefore, that at large angles, a
very considerable change in the strength of the currents will
produce but a slight change in the angle of deflection, and that,
even in a very accurately constructed instrument, an increase in
' the angle of deflection is hardly perceptible ; or rather is quite
imperceptible, although the current strength may have been con
siderably increased.
The case is similar with the sine galvanometer. The differ
ence in the sines between 1° and 10° is very much larger than
the difference in the sines between 81° and 90°. For this rea
son the sine galvanometer is much more accurate in the measure
ment of large angles than smaller ones ; the reverse being the
case, as we have seen, with the tangent galvanometer.
THE VOLTAMETER.

Faraday has shown that the chemical action of a galvanic cir
cuit is equivalent to its magnetic action, and that the quantity of
water decomposed in a certain time by a current, or, what is the
same thing, the volume of inflammable gas evolved during that
time, is in proportion to the strength of the current
If, therefore, we take an apparatus for decomposing water, which
is provided with a graduated glass tube for the puipose of re
taining and measuring the inflammable gas formed by the de
composition of the water, we have an instrument termed the
Voltameter, which may be employed for the purpose of compar
ing the strengths of different currents with each other.
Figs. 105 and 106 show the construction of the Voltameter.
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The glass vessel is filled with dilute sulphuric acid, or
preferably with pure sulphuric acid of 1.3 specific grav
ity. Through glass tubes, inserted in the leaden plug
which closes the vessel at the top, pass two insulated copper
wires, hermetically sealed, into the vessel, where they are sol
dered to two thin platinum plates, which stand opposite to each
other and as near together as possible. The copper wires in the
inside of the vessel are protected from the action of the acid by
a coating of varnisk If we connect the ends of the copper
wires protruding from the leaden plug with the poles of a bat
tery, then the current passes from one platinum plate to the

■■■■■■■it
Fig. 105.

other, through the acidulated water, which is thereby decom
posed, forming inflammable gas. The latter ascends and escapes
through the bent tube. In order to measure it we confine it in
a glass tube, divided in cubic centimetres, as represented in fig.
107. If we wish to measure this with accuracy, and have the
inflammable gas perfectly pure, the compound gas that is sepa
rated from the water should be made to pass through sulphuric
acid, in order to remove any water which it might contain.
Nevertheless, it must not be forgotten that the insertion of a
voltameter into the circuit of a battery, on account of the great
resistance which it opposes to the passing of the electricity,
materially reduces the strength of the galvanic current
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REDUCTION OF THE VOLUME OF GAS.

The use of the voltameter requires an exact measurement of
the volume of inflammable gas formed by the current in a given
time. The volume of a confined gas, however, according to
Mariotte's laws, depends upon the pressure brought to bear on it,
the volume decreasing in the same proportion that the outside
pressure increases. Besides this, temperature has an import
ant influence upon the volume of a confined gas. With respect
to the latter circumstance, the careful investigations of physicists

Fiij. IO6.

Fig. 107.

have shown that all gases are subject to the same amount of
expansion for like changes of temperature, and that for each
degree over or below 0° centigrade, the change in volume of the
gases amounts to about -j-fj of their volume of 0° C, or 32°
Fahrenheit
In measuring a certain volume of gas, it should therefore
always be stated at what temperature and under what pressure
the measurement has been made ; and when several different
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volumes are to be compared, the measurements ought either to
be made at the same temperature and under the same pressure,
or, as this often is not practicable, the result must be reduced
by calculation, so as to render them comparable with each
other.
It has, therefore, been agreed upon, in making these reduc
tions, to adopt the temperature 0° C. and the barometrical pres
sure of 760 millimetres (30 inches) of mercury. If, therefore,
we have measured the volume of inflammable gas originating
from the decomposition of water at a temperature of 1° and a
pressure of b millimetres, then we must, by calculation, find
what the volume would have been at a temperature of 0° C. and
barometrical pressure of 760 millimetres.
The quantities of inflammable gas obtained under the same
conditions, the temperature and pressure being the same, by
means of galvanic currents in the same length of time, are in
proportion to the strengths of currents themselves.
In order to make the necessary corrections, we must first
ascertain what the volume of gas would have been, measured at
the temperature of 1° and a pressure of b mm., in case the pres
sure had been 760 mm. and the temperature 0°. Let us call
the volume of gas measured at f V, and the volume of gas at
0° v„ then for each degree of temperature the gas expands about
yij-jd part of the volume which it occupies at 0° ; hence, for f
the gas expands about -jtJt Part °f i*3 original volume at 0°;
therefore volume v, for f temperature increase, expands about
t
tvt
Xl'o —
; the true volume at 1°:
273
273
too

273»o-l-to«

V = ». + — =
273

iw(273+«)

=
273

,
273

and therefore the volume at
273V
0° or o" =

273+t

From the measured volume of gas V at b mm., we have, under
the same pressure, volume v0 at the temperature 0°. If, hovr
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ever, instead of b mm., the pressure were, for instance, 760 mil
limetres, then, according to Mariotte's laws, if we denote volume
corresponding to 760 millimetres pressure by x, we have
x : t* = b : 760,

and from this
b
X = vo,
7 GO

If we substitute the previously known value of if in this equa
tion, then we have
273 . V . b
(273+<) 760

In order to make this formula more clear by a numerical illus
tration, let us suppose that a certain current has developed in
the voltametre 30.8 cubic centimetres inflammable gas per min
ute, at a temperature 15° C, and a pressure of 740 millimetres.
To reduce this volume to 0° C, and 760 millimetres, we have to
substitute in the preceding formula
V = 30.8, b = 740, i = 15,

from which we have
273 . 30,8, . 240
28.43 cubic centimetres.
(273-l- 15)760

"That is to say, the current would have developed 28.43 cubic
centimetres inflammable gas in one minute, at a temperature of
0°, and a pressure of 760 millimetres.
THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT.

Measurement is simply the comparison of an unknown
quantity with a known quantity of the same kind. In order>
therefore, to measure the quantity of a galvanic current it be
comes an absolute necessity to adopt a known current, the
strength of which forms a unit of comparison by which to
measure other currents.
Among the several methods proposed for measuring the
li
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strength of currents, the unit employed by Jacobi deserves the
preference, on account of its simphcity and clearness.
According to Jacobi, the unit strength of current is that
which in one minute evolves 1 cubic centimetre inflammable
gas at a temperature of 0° C, and a pressure of 760 millimetres;
consequently, if any current gives in one minute a volume of
a cubic centimetres inflammable gas, its strength is a, because
the quantity of water which the latter lias decomposed is always
proportional to the volume of the inflammable gas evolved.
MEASUREMENT OF THE CURRENT STRENGTH BY MEANS OF THE
VOLTAMETER

In order to measure the strength of a galvanic current by
means of a voltameter, it is only necessary to insert the latter
into the circuit and mark the time by the watch. When we
have a sufficient quantity of gas, then we interrupt the current,
note the time during which the circuit has been closed, and
measure the volume of gas obtained. If the temperature was
not 0° and the pressure not 760 millimetres, then the necessary
corrections of the volume of gas should be made.
We may easily find, by dividing the reduced volume by
the number of minutes which have elapsed, how many cubic
centimetres of inflammable gas at 0° C. and 760 millimetres
pressure, the current has given per minute, and this number at
the same time denotes the strength of the current itself—that
is to say, it indicates how many times stronger this current
is than one which gives one cubic centimetre of gas of the same
density per minute. Accordingly, it follows that the strength of
such a current, which gives in one minute 30.8 cubic centimetre
of gas at 15° C. and 740 millimetres pressure, becomes, after
reduction, 28.43.
Although the manipulation of the voltameter is apparently
very easy, it is nevertheless not always available to measure the
strength of currents, because weak currents decompose the
water so siowly that it would require altogether too much time
to obtain a measurable volume of gas, and the current during
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such a length of time would perceptibly change its strength.
On the other hand, the liquid in the voltameter opposes con
siderable resistance to the passage of the electricity and weakens
the current For this reason the quantity of gas obtained in
dicates the force of the current which has actually passed through
the voltameter, and not the strength which the current from
the same source would have possessed if it had not been made
to pass through the voltameter.
MEASUREMENT OF THE STRENGTH OF CURRENT BY MEANS OF
THE TANGENT OR SINE GALVANOMETER.

The resistance which the coil of the tangent galvanometer
opposes to the passage of the current is so small in comparison
to that of the voltameter, that it may almost always be included
in the circuit without perceptibly diminishing the current On
the other hand, in these instruments, the indications of the
needle depend upon the diameter of the coil, and therefore the
same strengths of current on different instraments give different
angles of deflection. The same instrument, when the strength of
current is the same, will also give unequal deflections of the
needle at different places upon the earth's surface, because the
intensity of the magnetic power of the earth (the horizontal
component of which always tends to carry the needle back to
the magnetic meridian) varies upon different parts of the globe.
Nevertheless it is easy, by carefully comparing the indications
of the tangent galvanometer with a voltameter, to ascertain their
relative value.
In order to compare the indications of the tangent galvano
meter with the results of the voltameter, we must insert both a
galvanometer and <i voltameter in the circuit of a battery of
several elements, and observe both the angle of deflection of the
needle and the number of cubic centimetres of inflammable gas
which the voltameter produces in one minute. Suppose this
current has a strength of S, and produces in one minute a cubic
centimetres of inflammable ga/5 (at 0° C. and 760 millimetres
pressure), and produces upon the galvanometer an angle of
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deflection of «°; now, we have another current of unknown
strength x, which is to be measured, which gives upon the
tangent galvanometer the deflection <p° ; it is required 'to find
how much inflammable gas the same would have produced in
one minute.
In the first place the strengths of the currents are in the same
proportion as the tangents of the angles of deflection of the
tangent galvanometer ; hence, is
S : x = tang, a : tang. <p.
Then the strength of the currents is likewise in proportion to
the volumes of the inflammable gas formed in one minute;
hence, also, when we compare S with the current unit,
1 : S = 1 : a,
the multiplication of both proportions gives directly
1 : x — tang, a : a tang. <p ;
hence the strength of current will be
x _j
j tang. <p;
Vtang.
>.tang. as
a and tang. a, however, are the two known values.
indicate this quotient

If we

tang, a
(which evidently indicates the gas volume corresponding with
tangent 1) by z, then we get
x = z. tang. q> ;
that is to say, to make use of a tangent galvanometer for
measuring currents, we must cause any convenient current to
pass through its coil, and at the same time through a volta
meter, and observe accurately the angle of deflection (a) and the
quantity of inflammable gas (a) reduced to 0° C. and 760 milli
metres ; divide the latter (a) by the mathematical tangent of the
angle (tang, a), then, once for all, we have in this quotient what
is called the reduction factor or multiplier z of that particular
galvanometer by which the tangents of the angle of deflection
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produced by any other current should be multiplied in order to
ascertain
The
Another
galvanic
theexample
strength
current
will
offrom
this
further
current
fourillustrate
elements
expressed
this
gave,
: inupon
Jacobi's
a tangent
units.

galvanometer, an angle of deflection of «= 18:f°, and in 3
minutes a volume of 78 cubic centimetres of inflammable gas.
The temperature of the room was 15° C. and the height of the
barometer 740 millimetres. The gas was caught over water in
the graduated tube (fig. 107), and the surface of the water stood
10 centimetres higher inside the tube than outside. First of all
the volume of gas is to be reduced from 78 cubic centimetres to
0" C. and 760 millimetres pressure. As 760 millimetres of
mercury is equal to the pressure of 13.5 x 760 = 10260 milli
metres of water, so 10 centimetres or 100 millimetres of water
are equal to 7 millimetres of mercury. Hence the gas stood
under a pressure of 740 mm. — 7 mm. — 733 mm. mercury.
The same gas would, at 0° C. and 760 millimetres, occupy a
volume of
273 . 78 . 733
x—
=71.3 cubic centimetres.
(273 + 15) 760
Hence, in one minute, the current evolved
71.3
= 23.77
3
cubic centimetres of inflammable gas.
The tangent of 18f°, the angle of deflection, is equal to 0.3394,
consequently the multiplier of the galvanometer
a
23.77
=
= 70.003 or full 70.
tang, a
0.3394
We must now multiply by this figure the tangents of the
angle of deflection in order to find the strength of the current
which causes the deflection. If, therefore, on this same galvan
ometer, at any time, a current gives an angle of deflection of
27°, then the strength of current will be
S — 70. tang. 27° = 70 X 0.5095 — 35,665 ;
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that is to say, the latter is 35,665 times as great as that strength
of current which develops in one minute 1 cubic centimetre of
inflammable gas. Such a current, therefore, would produce in
one minute 35,665 cubic centimetres of inflammable gas in the
voltameter.
It must be understood that the reduction factor or multiplier
of a tangent galvanometer must bo ascertained with the utmost
precision, and therefore should not be finally determined by a
single experiment, but only after a series of experiments; the
mean of the observations being taken as the true result
If we wish to compare a tangent galvanometer whose re
duction factor is yet unknown with another one whose factor is
known, then we may pass any current at the same time through
both galvanometers, and note the angle of deflection upon each.
If this be denoted by a in the case of the known galvanometer,
and its reduction factor be r, then we have for this the strength
of current
S = r tang. a.
If the angle of deflection in the unknown galvanometer be tp,
and its unknown reduction factor x, then we have for this the
same strength of current,
S = x tang. if:.
Hence, also,
x tang. if: = r tang, a,
and
r tang, a

tang. f,
out of which immediately results the reduction factor of the un
known galvanometer.
It is evident, from what has been said, that the reduction
factor or multiplier of a tangent galvanometer only answers for
that particular instrument for which it has been calculated ; the
change which it undergoes when the instrument is carried to
some other place is exceedingly small, as the intensity of the
matrnetism of the earth differs very little in different places.
In order to make use of a sine galvanometer to measure cur
rents with a voltameter, the same method is employed.

CHAPTER XVI
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE.

The galvanic battery, or rather the electric current which is
produced by it, is the vital principle of the electric telegraph.
However varied may be the apparatus for the transmission of
signals, in nearly every instance the galvanic battery is the origin
of the force which is employed for this purpose.
In order to produce an electric current it is necessary to bring
about a difference of electric potential in one or more bodies, or,
in other words, a separation between the opposite electricities,
and to provide a continuous chain or circuit of conductors,
starting from the accumulating point of one electricity and
returning to the accumulating point of the other electricity,
through which path the equalization of the separated electricities
may take place.
The force that gives rise to this electric tension is called
electro-motive force, as before stated (page 86), and is usually
indicated by E. The path through which the electricities re
unite is called the line or circuit
In every circuit the transfer or movement of the electricity is
more or less impeded, and we therefore assume that the particles
of different substances oppose a certain resistance to the passage
of electricity, and this is called electrical resistance. The
different metals oppose far less resistance to the passage of the
current than do liquids ; for example, copper is seven thousand
million times as good a conductor as water. The amount of re
sistance offered to the current, as we shall see hereafter, also
depends materially upon the length and sectional area of the
conductor.
The electro-motive force tends to produce a certain quantity
of electricity at the poles of the battery, this quantity depending
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upon the nature of the particular metals and exciting solutions
which have been placed in contact When the circuit is com
pleted the metallic conductors, and more especially the liquids
which are included in the circuit, oppose the transfer of elec
tricity; and the result of this is, that in a given time a quantity
of electricity, varying according to the resistance of the circuit,
will pass any given cross section of the latter.
In order, therefore, to overcome these resistances, the elec
tricity must have a certain degree of potential energy, and the
higher this potential is (it being the result of the eldttro- motive
force), the more electricity will traverse the circuit while over
coming its resistance. It is evident, therefore, that the quantity
of electricity which flows from a battery through any point in a
circuit, during a given time, is limited by the resistance of the
circuit, and that this resistance therefore may be employed as a
measure of the strength of current
UNITS OF RESISTANCE.

In order to be able to measure, compare, or express the
different resistances with which an electric current meets in
traversing a circuit, within the battery itself as well as exterior
to it, we require a peculiar standard of measurement, which is
called the unit of resistance. Unfortunately physicists have not
}ret been able to agree among themselves upon a common
standard. Some of them have made use of a very thin copper
wire of a certain length and sectional area, others have preferred
to make use of wires of gold, silver, or alloys of different metals.
The following are some of the principal units which have been
thus made use of :
1. Wheatstone's Unit — Professor Wheatstone constructed in
1840 the first instrument by means of which definite multiples
of a resistance unit could be added to or subtracted from a
given circuit at pleasure. The standard resistance unit which
he proposed and employed was that of one foot of copper wire
weighing 100 grains.
2. Jacobis Units.—Professor Jacobi, of St Petersburg!!, has
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suggested various units of electrical resistance. The unit com
monly known as Jacobi's, and of which he sent copies to various
physicists, was composed of twenty-five feet of a certain copper
wire, weighing 345 grains.
3. Siemens' Mercury Unit.—This unit represents, according to
the definition of Dr. Werner Siemens, the resistance of a prism
of pure mercury 1 metre long and 1 square millimetre section,
at a temperature of 0° centigrade. This unit was first pro
duced in 1860, and resistance coils of German silver wire were
copied from it
4. French and Swiss Units.—In the telegraph administrations
of France and Switzerland the unit of the resistance coils in
use prior to 1867 was equivalent to the resistance of one kilo
metre of the iron wire employed for telegraph lines, of four
millimetres diameter. As no very exact measurements of over
head lines are generally required, these units were neither
defined nor produced with very great exactness, and no standard
of temperature was given to enable the units to be reproduced
when desirable. Tn 1867 these units were readjusted to equal
10 Siemens units, which is very nearly their original value.
In French submarine cable work resistance coils adjusted to the
Siemens unit are employed.
5. Matthiessen's Unit—This unit was defined as the resistance
of a statute mile of pure annealed copper wire fa of an inch
in diameter, at 15.5° centigrade.
6. Varleifs Unit.—This was formerly much used in England.
It was originally constructed from a statute mile of special
copper wire fa of an inch in diameter, but Mr. Varley after
wards readjusted it to 25 Siemens units.
7. German Mile Unit—The first unit of measurement used in
the Prussian telegraph service was that of a German mile (8,238
yards) of copper wire, its diameter being fa of an inch, and its
temperature 20° Cent Resistances adjusted to this unit were
manufactured as early as 1848, but these have long since been
superseded by coils adjusted to the mercury unit
8. American Mile Unit.—The resistance coils used in the
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United States prior to 1867, employed as a unit a resistance
equal to that of one statute mile of No. 9 iron wire. These
were prepared at the suggestion of Gen. M. Leflerts, then engi
neer of the American Telegraph Company, by Mr. G. M. Phelps,
as early as 1862. The coils were of No. 36 iron wire, and ar
ranged in sets of decimal numbers, so that the resistance could
be read off directly without calculation. These have long since
been entirely superseded by the British Association unit, or
ohm.
9. The British Association Unit.—This unit was proposed in
1862 by Professor Weber, and his proposal was afterwards carried
out with great care by a committee of the British Association
for the Advancement
gestions
of Professor Thomson.
of Science,This
in accordance
unit is denned
with as
theequal
susrto 10,000,000 °^".. According to the most trustworthy deter
minations it is equal to 1.0486 Siemens mercury units.
Although all the above mentioned units have been employed
to a greater or less extent, only two of them, viz., the British
Assoc ation unit and the Siemens unit, are now employed to
any extent for telegraphic measurements. The former is open
to the objection of being very difficult of comprehension, and
its reproduction, except by copying from a previously verified
standard, is equally difficult, while the Siemens unit is of such
a character that it may be produced at any time with com
paratively little difficulty. The two units do not, in fact, differ
very materially from each other, and in point of actual con
venience in use there is little or no choice between them. For
several years a lengthy and needlessly acrimonious discussion
was carried on between the advocates of the two units, the final
result of which has been the general adoption of the B. A
unit in England, and other countries where English is spoken,
while the Siemens unit has come into general use on the con
tinent of Europe. Practically, the B. A. unit or ohm may be
said to be the recognized standard in use in America.
In order to be able to refer to the various resistances in the
path of an electric current, in terms of one of the above men
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tioned units, and to express them in multiples or in fractions of
the particular unit employed, we may imagine each portion of
the circuit, such as the liquid in the battery, the porous colls,
the iron wire of the line, etc., to be replaced by a standard wire,
for example, a copper wire 1 square millimetre in sectional area,
and of such length that it will oppose the same amount of re
sistance to the passage of the current as the portion of the
circuit for which it has been substituted. The aggregate length
of these standard wires will now represent the total resistance of
the entire circuit, a* we know by experience that the resistance
of any wire of given dimensions and material is in proportion to
its length.
The resistance of a portion of the ci'rcuit, or of the entire
circuit, expressed by a certain length of the standard wire, is
termed its reduced resistance, and the corresponding length of
standard wire is termed its reduced length.
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF METALLIC WIRES.

If we desire to find the resistance of any metallic wire, we
may place it in the circuit of a constant battery, and observe the
deflection of the needle of a galvanometer whose coils form a
part of the same circuit If we now remove the wire from the
circuit, and replace it with such a length of the standard wire
that the same degree of deflection is reproduced upon the
galvanometer, the length of the standard wire thus interposed is
a measure of the unknown resistance of the original wire.
Measurements or comparisons made in this manner by means
of a tangent or sine galvanometer prove that the electrical reresistance of a metallic wire is directly in proportion to its length
and inversely in proportion to its sectional area, or the square
of its diameter. If the length of a wire be doubled or trebled
its resistance is also doubled or trebled. If, therefore, a given
wire, forming part of a circuit, is replaced by another of ten
times its length and also of ten times its sectional area, the re
sistance will remain unchanged.
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WIRE GAUGES.

Several different instruments arc used for measuring the
diameter of wires, which arc termed wire gauges. The kind,
perhaps, most generally used in the telegraph service, is known
as the round wire gauge, and is shown of full size in fig. 108.

Fig. 108.

This is made from a tempered steel plate, and is provided with
notches of graduated sizes around its periphery, corresponding
with the different sizes of wire used in the telegraph service.

These different notches being
Fig.marked
109.
by consecutive numbers,
we speak in practice of No. 5 or No. 10 wire, &c. Fig. 109 is a
pocket gauge, arranged upon a different plan, the wire being
placed within the tapering opening. The figures at the side
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indicate the number of the wire. The most accurate process
of measurement is by means of the vernier caliper (fig. 110),

Fig. 110.

which gives the diameter of a wire to the thousandth part of an
inch. More recently a pocket gauge has been introduced, which
is shown full size in fig. Ill, and will also measure the thickness

Fig. 111.

of wiro or sheet metal to the thousandth part of an inch with
perfect accuracy. Means of adjustment are provided in case of
wear by continued use.
The lack of uniformity in the different wire gauges in use in
this country and in Europe is a very serious evil. Wire pur
porting to be of a certain gauge or number, not infrequently
will be found to differ several thousandths of an inch in actual
diameter when furnished by different manufacturers.
At various times within the past few years practical men
have called attention to the evils arising from the discrepancy

x
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and want of uniformity in the common systems of wire gauges.
Mr. Whitworth proposed, in 1857, the adoption of a gauge in

which the number of each size cor
responded to its diameter in thous
andths of an inch. This was, how
ever, too radical a reform to meet
with general favor, and the proposed
system never came into practical use.
The following year Mr. Cocker pro
posed a new gauge, differing but little
from those in ordinary use, but made more regu
lar in its gradations.
He also introduced the
word " mil," to designate thousandths of an inch,
which has been found very convenient in practice.
In 1857 Messrs. J. R. Brown and Sharpe, of
Providence, R I., who have for many years been
engaged in the manufacture of the standard
rules and gauges above referred to, prepared
a standard wire gauge with a new grade of
sizes, at the request of the leading manufac
turers and others, which, it is to be hoped, will
in time become a recognized" standard. It has
already been adopted by the brass manufactu
rers, and to some extent by manufacturers of
copper wire in this country. The diagram
(fig. 112) shows the curve formed by plotting out Fig.M.
the different gradations to a scale, in which the full line shows
the common or Birmingham gauge, the light dotted line the

.
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American gauge, and the heavy dotted line a gauge proposed
by Mr. L. Clark, in a paper read before the British Association
in 1867.
In the American gauge the gradations are calculated as
follows
Let A: = the first term in a geometrical series of numbers.
B — any other term whose number from A is N.
N = number of terms between A and B.
R = ratio or factor by which the terms are multiplied.
Therefore, if A = .005 in. or No. 36 gauge, B — .46 in. or
No. 0000, and N = 40 :
R— N~V'_?_ =0.0503536-

V A
Each term, commencing with .005 or No. 36, being success
ively multiplied by this factor, gives the successive sizes, and
any intermediate size may easily be found by calculation.
Table I in the Appendix gives the weight per lineal foot of
the different sizes of wire by the American gauge, and also for
the different metals in general use.
Table II shows the actual dimensions of the old and new
gauges in decimals of an inch, and also the difference between
consecutive sizes of each gauge.
In order to measure a wire it is passed into the angular open
ing of the gauge (fig. 109) till it touches both sides, the division
at the point of contact indicating the number ; thus it will be
seen that No. 16 by the old gauge is almost exactly equivalent
to No. 14 of the new.
The gauge proposed by Mr. Clark also starts from a given
point, forming a logarithmic curve. The rate of increment for
each succeeding number amounts to twenty-five per cent on the
weight of any unit of length of the preceding one, commencing
with No. 16, which is assumed to be of the diameter of .065 in.,
as in the ordinary gauges.
Upon the first introduction of the electric telegraph in this
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country the lines were constructed with No. 16 copper wire as a
conductor, this size being more easily obtainable in large quan
tities than any other. It was afterwards found advisable to sub
stitute iron wire in place of the copper which had been origi
nally employed, as the former metal did not possess sufficient
tenacity to withstand the strain to which it was exposed. As
the specific conductivity of iron is less than one sixth that of
copper, No. 9 was fixed upon as the size corresponding in con
ductivity with the copper wire before used, its sectional area
being about five and a half times that of No. 16. Telegraphic
constructors have continued to this day to use this size of wire
in most cases in preference to any other, although, as above
shown, its adoption was a purely accidental matter ; and it has
been thoroughly demonstrated that the use of a larger wire
immensely improves the working of the lines.
The resistance which a metallic conductor opposes to the pas
sage of the current depends not only upon its length and cross
section, but upon the material of which it is composed. The
conducting power of the different metals is by no means the
same, and the greater the conducting power of any given metal
the less is its resistance. If we take the resistance of copper as
unity or 1, the resistance of a number of the best known metals
under the same circumstances is as follows :
Copper
Silver
Gold
Brass
Platina...
Iron
German Silver
Mercury

According to
Ponillet,
1
0.73
0.97
3.57
4.54
5.88
15.47 Miiller
38.46

According to
Kiess.
1
0.67
—
3.95 (MQUer.)
6.66
6.88
11.33
—

The discrepancies between the results of different experi
menters can only be attributed to the fact that the degree of
purity, toughness and density existing in a metal has consider
able influence upon its specific resistance. It is also necessary
to take the temperature into consideration, as the effect of heat
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is to increase the resistance of metals. According to Miiller, the
resistance of an iron wire at a white heat is nearly 11 times as
great as at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere.
The resistance of metallic wires is increased by stretching
them. The thinner the wire becomes, the greater is its propor
tionate resistance, if of iron, but if of copper, the contrary is the
case. The resistance of an iron or copper wire is increased by
rolling it into a spiral, and diminished by unrolling it The
resistance of a steel wire is increased almost one sixth by tem
pering it The annealing of a hard drawn wire increases its
resistance in all cases.
t
i ~» " «* . •

RHEOSTATS AND RESISTANCE COILS.

Rheostats and resistance coils are devices by means of which
we are enabled to adjust or regulate at pleasure the amount of
resistance in any given circuit The construction and arrange
ment . of the rheostat varies, it depending in a great measure
upon the conditions under which it is intended to be used,
whether for the insertion of large or small resistances into the
circuit
quired,
In cases
and where
extreme
only
accuracy
a. comparatively
of measurement
small.is
resistance
not absolutely
is re
essential, the apparatus known as Wheatstone's rheostat (fig. 113)
is very convenient
This apparatus is composed of two cylinders, G C, the one of
metal, the other of wood or hard rubber, and of exactly the same
diameter. These are so arranged that a very fine German silver
wire of about -j-J-^ inch diameter can be rolled and unrolled
alternately from one to the other, the resistance of this wire be
ing previously known. In order that the turns of the wire when
rolled upon the non-conducting cylinder G may be well sepa
rated from each other, the cylinder is surrounded for its entire
length by a fine screw thread, having 40 turns to the inch. An
indicator placed at the extremity of the instrument, opposite the
end of the cylinder G, or a graduated scale, E F, enables us to
count not only the number of complete turns of wire made by
12
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the cylinders, but even the fractions of turns. Finally, the ap
paratus is so constructed that when we turn one of the cylin
ders the other turns at the same time, so as to let the wire unroll
on one cylinder as fast as it rolls up on the other. In order
that the rheostat may be in good condition, the wire ought
always to be kept tightly stretched between the cylinders.
To accompany this instrument there is required, first, a set of
resistance coils, adjusted to the same unit as the wire of the rheo
stat ; second, a sine or differential galvanometer. With these
accessories the use of this apparatus is easy to understand.
<rfi o^^^^^nrrrrorrre-^-srjrttraTv;?^-. mumrinfrvy^

9«0*ftC

Fuj. 113.

Suppose, for example, wc wish to ascertain by means of the
differential galvanometer the resistance of a piece of wire ; the
two extremities of this wire should be connected with the two
poles of a battery, including in the circuit thus formed one of the
wires of the differential galvanometer ; from the poles of the
same battery another circuit should be made, in which the wire
of the rheostat and the second wire of the galvanometer are
included. Care must be taken to arrange the connections in
such a way that the two currents shall pass through the galvan
ometer in opposite directions.
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When the rheostat is turned, so that all the German silver
wire is rolled up on the metallic cylinder, it offers no appreciable
resistance, and the needle of the galvanometer will be strongly
deflected under the influence of the current which traverses the
cylinder, because the second current is weakened by passing
through the resistance of the wire which is to be measured ;
but if the German silver wire is gradually rolled up on the
non-conducting cylinder, the first current is obliged to follow
this wire in its convolutions around the insulating cylinder, and
there is a certain point where the resistances of both circuits
are precisely equal, one being weakened just as much as the
other. This point is indicated when the needle of the galvan
ometer returns to zero. Then we stop the rheostat and read
from the index the number of turns and fractions of turns
marked there, which indicate the unknown resistance.

Fig. 114.

The wire of the rheostat usually contains a resistance equal to
about ten miles of No. 8 iron wire, or one hundred and fifty
ohms, but when the resistances to be measured are greater than
' this, additional resistance coils of known value are interposed into
the circuit of the rheostat, and then the rheostat itself serves to
make up the difference.
The principal objection to this form of rheostat consists in the
fact that, after considerable use, the thin wire is liable to become
bent or stretched, so that its resistance is more or less changed.
For making exact measurements of small resistances Poggendorff's Rheocord is admirably adapted. Fig. 114 will serve to
illustrate the construction of the instrument
Two platinum wires, a b, arc stretched out on a board, and the

X
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terminals of each clamped between two metallic plates ; the ter
mini of a by c and e, and those of b by df. The terminals of a
and b, after passing through the plates at e andyj are also attached
to the silken strings passing over pulleys and fastened to weights.
A brass measuring scale, h i, is placed under the wires, which are
insulated from the metallic plates c d and e f. A slide, k, con
sisting of a small square metallic box, whose sides facing the
clamps are composed of parallel plates of glass or ivory, moves up
and down on the measuring scale. In the glass or ivory plates
small holes are made, barely large enough for the wires to pass
through. The box is filled with mercury.
When the clamps of c d are connected with the poles of a bat
tery the current from c passes through the wire a to the box k,
thence through the mercury which is contained in it to the wire
6, and thence to the other pole. If the box is moved to the right
the length of the connecting wire is increased, and if to the left,
diminished. The measuring scale indicates the extent of the
increase or decrease of the wire when the box is moved. Know
ing the resistance of the German silver wire stretched between
the clamps, as well as the resistance of every fractional division
of it, the smallest subdivision of the wire may be employed as a
unit of measurement for determining resistances, either by the
differential or substitution methods.
When greater resistances are to be measured, standard resist
ance coils or rheostats made of German silver wire are employed.
The most simple and effective arrangement of such a resistance ap
paratus is that represented by fig. 115. A series of short metallic
SO

6o

Fig. 116.

bars are placed at equal distances apart, upon an insulating slab, in
such a manner that they can be connected together by means of
brass plugs, inserted between them at pleasure. The brass bars are
attached to the extremities of the coils of German silver wire
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which compose the various resistances represented. If all the
holes are plugged then resistance is inappreciable. If any hole is
unplugged, then as many units of resistance are inserted in the
circuit as are indicated by the number opposite the hole. By
adding together the numbers unplugged we ascertain the total
resistance inserted. The resistance coils are protected by being
placed in a box, upon whose upper plate the binding screws for
connecting the line and battery wires are placed, as represented

Fig. 116.

in fig. 116. When very great resistances are required rheostats
are made as represented in fig. 117.

Fig. in.

This is a combination of sixteen separate resistance coils, rang
ing from one ohm to five thousand ohms, securely enclosed
in a mahogany or rosewood box, A. The extremities of
resistance 1 are attached to the metallic plates a and b, those of
the next resistance, 2, to b and c, and so on. When the holes be
tween the clamps or metallic plates are unplugged, the respec-

f
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tive resistancas are inserted. The extremities of the wires to
which the rheostat is to be connected are inserted in the bind
ing screws 1 and 2. The metallic spring key, F„ fixed at 1, can
be connected with 2, and thus short circuit the resistance coils.
The different coils are in such proportions that any required
number of units, from 1 to 10,000, may be unplugged at pleasureWhen the holes are plugged, as represented in the cut, a resist
ance of 4,478 units is given.
In making a resistance coil care should be taken to wind one
half of the coil in one direction and the other half in the opposite
direction, in order to prevent induction. A current exerts an in
ductive action upon the wire through which it flows, called the
induction of a current upon itself, the effect of which is to pro
duce an induced current in the same wire at the moment that a
current commences to flow through the coils, and another at the
moment when the battery current is broken. By winding the
coils as suggested this difficulty is prevented and the inductive
effect is neutralized.
RESISTANCE OF LIQUIDS.

In order to determine the resistance of a liquid, a certain
quantity of the liquid, of known dimensions, is placed in the
circuit of a constant battery ; it is then only necessary to ascer
tain what length of the standard wire or other unit gives the same
resistance as the body of the liquid. It is self-evident that a

a process must be adopted Fig.
by 118.
which all extraneous influences,
such, for example, as galvanic polarization, are excluded. Such
an arrangement has been devised by Wheatstone. His appara
tus (fig. 118) consists of a glass tube about 2 inches long and £
inch inside diameter, which is open at the upper side for a length
of 1J inches, while a cross section of 90 degrees, or one fourth
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of the circumference, is ground away. At the right hand end in
the figure is a metallic plug, which terminates in a platinum
plate and is fixed hermetically in the tube ; at the other end a
piston, which likewise ends in a platinum plate. This is so
arranged that it may be shoved up and down within it, and thus
brought within \ of an inch of the stationary platinum plate, or
removed to a distance of 1J inches therefrom. The piston, con
sequently, has exactly one inch stroke, and its movement, when
required, may be easily measured by means of a micrometer
screw.
In order to measure the resistance of a liquid with this appa
ratus, we first place it, together with a rheostat, a set of resist
ance coils and a galvanometer, in the circuit of a constant gal
vanic battery ; then placing the piston at a distance of one
fourth of an inch from the stationary platinum plate, the inter
mediate space between the piston and the platinum plate is filled
with the liquid that is to be tested. By means of the rheostat
the needle of the galvanometer is now brought to a certain
point, the piston is then drawn back one inch and the inter
mediate space filled with the liquid. As the current has now
to pass through a greater body of the liquid, it becomes some
what weakened on account of the greater resistance, and the
needle of the galvanometer is deflected less than at first We
again diminish the resistance by taking off rheostat turns, in
order to bring the needle back, so as to reproduce the original de
flection. W ben this has been done, then of course the resistance
which has been taken out is equivalent to the resistance of an
inch of the liquid tested, which may then be reduced to standard
units without difficulty.
This apparatus shows conclusively that the resistance of any
liquid is in direct proportion to its length, and in inverse pro
portion to its transverse sectional area. The conductivity of
different liquids varies materially, and hence, each of them, like
the different metals, has its own specific resistance.
The following table gives the relative resistances of a number
of different liquids, that of silver being taken as unity or 1 :
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Sulphuric acid, specific gravity, 1.1
938,500
"
"
"
1.15
840,500
"
"
"
1.2
696,700
"
"
"
1.3
696,700
"
"
"
1.4
1,023,400
Chloride of sodium (saturated solntion)
3,173,000
"
sat, sol. diluted to twice its volume. . . 4,333,000
"
" "
"three times
"
... 6,721,000
"
"
"four
"
"
... 7,864,000
Sulphate of zinc (saturated solntion)
1 7,330,000
Sulphate of copper
"
"
18,450,000
Nitric acid
" (commercial)
sat sol.,3G°
diluted
Baume
to twice its volume
28.820,000
1,606,000

We find from the preceding, that the specific resistance of
liquids is much greater than that of solid conductors.
GALVANIC POLARIZATION.

When liquids are brought into direct contact with metals, and
included in a galvanic circuit, they become decomposed by the
action of the current, and this effect takes place even when the
action is no longer visible to the eye. The component parts of
the liquids, or, in other words, the products of decomposition,
collect upon and cover the metallic surfaces which border the
stratum of liquid, and thus a new electric difference or electro
motive force arises between the metals, which tends to oppose
the original electro-motive force of the battery. Metals which
are thus affected in respect to their electro-motive force are said
to be polarized, and the process is termed galvanic 1wlarization.
The effect begins at the moment the current first commences to
pass through the liquid, and continues until it ceases to flow,
and even for some time afterwards, especially if the current has
been in action for a considerable length of time.
This may easily be demonstrated by connecting the platinum
plates of a voltameter suddenly with the terminals of a galvan
ometer after a current has been passing between the plates for a
considerable time. The needle of the galvanometer will be sud
denly deflected, and the direction of its movement will show
that the current is in a direction opposite to that of the original
current by which the polarization was produced.

CHAPTER XVII.
ohm's law and its application.
Prior to 1827 the ideas which were entertained regarding the
propagation of electricity were exceedingly vague and indefinite.
In consequence of its enormous velocity of transmission, it was
thought to be analogous to light, and from the phenomena re
lating to the latter it was sought to deduce the laws governing
the former. It was not until 1827 that the truth began to appear,
in which year Ohm, a German mathematician, conceiving the
idea that the propagation of electricity might well be similar to
that of heat, applied to it the formulas which Fourrier and
Poisson had deduced respecting the latter, and promulgated in
a clear and precise manner the beautiful laws governing the
transmission of electric currents which bear his name, the truth
of which has been amply confirmed by experiment The labors
of Ohm did not, at first, receive in the scientific world the
success which should have attended them, but on the contrary,
subjected him to considerable persecution. It was not until ten
years later, after M. Pouillet had arrived at the same results by
experiment, that the scientists began to revise the judgment
which they had formed against Ohm, and to appreciate the
merits of his discovery. In the meantime, although adopting the
formulas of the illustrious mathematician, the scientists have re
fused, until within tho past few years, to admit his theory of the
assimilation of the propagation of electricity to that of heat, and
it is perhaps owing to this fact that they have aixived at such
discordant results regarding the velocity of tho electric current
Towards the end of the year 1859, M. Gaugain, an able
electrician, who had for some time occupied himself in verifying
the laws of Ohm in regard to the transmission of electricity over
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bad conductors, became convinced that electricity, instead of
being propagated as a wave, or in a manner analogous to that
of sound or light, was, on the contrary, as stated by Ohm, trans
mitted like heat in a metallic bar which is hot at one end and
cold at the other. In this case the heat and the cold are com
municated gradually from place to place, from the extremities
of the bar, and in proportion as this double movement of heat
and cold is propagated towards the middle of the bar, the parts
first heated and cooled acquire and lose a quantity of heat until
the two calorific movements having met each other, the different
points in the bar lose on one side as much heat as they gain on
the other. Tims a calorific equilibrium is established, and the
distribution of heat upon all parts of the bar remains constant
This is what is called the permanent calorific state. But before
a metallic bar arrives at this state more or less time is required,
according to its calorific conductivity ; and this time, during
which every point of the heated body unceasingly changes in
temperature, constitutes a variable period, which, if the assimila
tion of the propagation of heat with that of electricity is true,
ought also to exist in the first moments of the transmission of a
current ; for, according to this hypothesis, an electric current is
the result of the equilibrium which tends to establish itself
throughout the circuit, between two different electric states con
stituted by the action of the battery, and representing, conse
quently, the two different temperatures of the heated bar.
Without doubt, this variable period, by reason of the subtility
of the electric fluid, must be exceedingly short; but upon very
long circuits, and in transmission over poor conductors, it would
be appreciable, and this is what the experiments of M. Gaugain
have fully demonstrated. Since then he has investigated the
laws of the transmission of the current during this variable
period, and has established, among other laws, that the necessary
time for a current to obtain the permanent state in a circuit—that
is to say, all the strength which it is capable of acquiring—is pro
portional to the square of the length of the circuit This result
was not only foreseen by Ohm, but was mathematically formu
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lated by him in the equation representing the tension of the
different points of the circuit in the variable period of the
strength of the current Thus Ohm, who was not a scientist,
discovered, by force of reasoning, a phenomena which the
electricians failed to discover until thirty-four years afterwards.
We shall presently state the laws of the current in the two
periods of electric propagation, but it is first necessary to examine
the distribution of the electricity in the circuit
Let the ring (fig. 119) represent a homogeneous conductor,
and a source of electricity be supposed to exist at A. The
electricity from the point A will diffuse itself over both sides
of the ring; the positive passing toward a, and the negative
A

Fig. 1 19.

towards b, both fluids uniting at c. Now, if the electricity
be uniformly distributed over the ring, it follows that equal
quantities of electricity will pass through every cross-section of
the ring in the same space of time. If it be assumed that the
passage of the fluid from one cross-section to another is solely
due to the difference of the electric potential at the two points,
and further, that the quantity which passes is proportional to
this difference of potential, it follows that the positive fluid pro
ceeding from A right to c, and the negative fluid proceeding
from A left to c, must decrease in potential the further they
recede from A. The potential of the electricity at every point
in the circuit may be represented by a diagram. Let the ring
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be supposed stretched out into a straight line, A A' fig. 120 ;
let the ordinate A B represent the potential of the positive elec
tricity, and A' B' the potential of the negative electricity, at the
point of excitation, then the ring being homogeneous and of the
same cross-section throughout, the straight line B B' will express
the potential for all points of the circuit
From these considerations naturally follows the law of Ohm
expressed by the celebrated formula S = ~ where S represents
the strength of the current, E the electro-motive force of the
battery, and R the resistance. If the electro-motive force
A B -)- A'B' remains constant, then the greater the length of
A A' the less steep will be the inclination of the line B B' ; that
B

Fig. 120.

is to say, the less will be the difference of potential in two con
tiguous cross-sections. But by the hypothesis, this difference
is proportional to the quantity of fluid which passes from one
cross-section to another; and hence it follows that the greater
the length of the circuit the less will be the amount of elec
tricity which passes through any cross-section in a given space
of time.
If the conductor A A' be composed of material which offers a
greater resistance to the passage of the electricity than that
above supposed, as long as its length remains unaltered the
distribution of the electricity will be the same. But inasmuch
as the moving force—that is, the difference of potential between
two neighboring cross-sections—is also the same as before, a less
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quantity of electricity must pass from section to section in a
given time than in the case of a good conductor ; or, in other
words, the current must be weaker. A greater length of the
better conductor would produce precisely the same effect These
results find definite expression in the law that the strength, of the
current is inversely proportional to the resistance of the circuit Pre
serving the length and material of A A" unchanged, and regard
ing the force A A'-fBB'as variable, we deduce the law that
the strength of the current is directly proportional to the electro-motive
force.
throughout,
LetLet
thethe
cross
conductor
but
section
of two
of
A AcZ,
A'
portions
(fig.
for example,
121)
having
consist
be
different
m
oftimes
the same
cross-sections.
that material
of dA' ;

B

Fig. 121.

then, if equal quantities pass through all sections in equal times,
if through a unit of length of wire of m times the cross-section
no more fluid passes than through the thinner wire, the difference
of tension at both ends of this unit of length in the former must
be only J th of what it is in the latter. Thus the electrical fall,
as Ohm terms it—that is, the decrease in the length of the ordi
nate for the unit of length of the abscissa—will be less in the case
of the thick wire than of the thin, as shown by the line Be in
the figure. The distribution of the electricity in such a circuit
will be no longer represented by a continuous gradient, but can
nevertheless be easily ascertained by calculation when the electro
motive force of the circuit and the cross- sections of its different
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portions are known. If, instead of one wire being thinner than
the other, its specific resistance were greater, it would follow from
the hypothesis of Ohm that the greater the resistance of the
metal the greater would be the electrical fall. The result is sum
med up in the law that the electric fall is directly proportional to
the specific resistances of the metals, and inversely as their crosssections.
To ascertain by experiment whether the actual distribution of
electricity throughout a galvanic circuit bore any resemblance to
that theorized by Ohm, M. Kohlrausch employed an electrom
eter of surpassing delicacy, consisting of a thin needle of silver
wire, two inches in length, suspended horizontally from a glass
fibre of exceeding fineness. The fibre, which passed in the
usual manner through a glass tube, was fastened to a torsion
head, the index of which being turned, caused the little needle
of silver wire at the other end to follow it The needle lay
across a thin slip of silver of its own length, through a slit in the
centre of which it could descend. At the slit the strip was bent
right and left, so that the needle, in following the index, could
lie its entire length against the strip. When the needle crossed
the strip at right angles, the latter was raised so that the
needle rested upon it, the apparatus thus forming a continuous
cross of conducting material. Electricity being communicated
to the strip, distributed itself over the entire cross. When this
was effected, the strip was lowered so that the needle again hung
free. The index above being turned, the needle was compelled
by the torsion of the fibre to approach the strip, but being char
ged with a like electricity, was repelled. By this play of torsion
on the one hand, and repulsion on the other, the potential of tHe
electricity communicated was ascertained.
In connection with the electrometer a condenser was made
use of, the accuracy of which was carefully tested beforehand.
For experiments upon the galvanic circuit, both plates were of
brass, suspended in a suitable frame by threads of silk, and
separated from each other by shell lac placed at three different
points near the periphery. When the poles of the battery were
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connected with these plates, one became charged with ] ositive,
and the other with negative electricity, and the strength of the
charge was estimated by removing one of the plates to a certain
fixed distance, and bringing the other, by means of an insulated
copper wire, into connection with the electrometer. The ques
tion suggested itself to Kohlrausch, whether any relation existed
between the electro-motive force of a voltaic element (which
Ohm expresses in his formula by the letter E) and the tension
of the electricity of the two poles of the clement The electro
motive forces of various combinations were determined by
Wheatstone's method. To ascertain the tension of the poles,
the circuit, having remained in action for some time, was
suddenly broken, and the ends of the wire were brought into
connection with the plates of the condenser. The plates were
then separated, and one of them immediately brought into con
nection with the electrometer, and the strength of the charge
measured. The results derived from this process established the
important fact that the electro-motive force is proportional to the
electric tension at the ends of the divided circuit.
Ohm's law can be very easily proved experimentally by means
of a tangent or sine galvanometer. In the first place it is clear
that, if the electro-motive force remains the same, the strength of
current, as measured by the galvanometer, will be inversely pro
portional to the resistance in the circuit, hence the deflections
will decrease in proportion as the latter increase ; and, secondly,
with a constant resistance, the strength of current is directly pro
portional to the electro-motive force and increases with it; con
sequently, when the electro-motive force and the resistance are
increased or decreased simultaneously, and in the same propor
tion, the strength of current remains unchanged.
In practice the preceding law possesses an unusual degree
of applicabilit\', in all calculations appertaining to galvanometric measurements and to the construction of galvanic appa
ratus. In further illustration of this law it seems advisable to
offer an example here, viz., that of determining the influence
which the number and the size of the elements have on the
strength of current of a galvanic battery.
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Suppose we take a closed circuit containing a simple voltaic
element (for instance zinc and copper) and indicate its electro
motive force by e, the resistance of the element itself by w, and
current
that of the
strength
closing wire by I, then, according to Ohm's law, the
e
(I)
w-\-l

If n such elements are connected up to form one battery and
the circuit closed by the same wire as before, the electro-motive
force of each element being e, that of the n elements will be n e ;
and the resistance of the battery will also be n times as great as
that of a single element or n w ; consequently, the strength of
current «j of the battery will now be
».

n«
— ...
n w -\- I

(II)

Now if the resistance I exterior to the battery is made infinitely
small in comparison with the resistance w of the single element,
which is the case when we use a short and very thick copper
wire, then (because I in the denominator becomes nothing com
pared to w) we find from formula (I) the strength of current
from a single element to be

and from (II) the strength of current from the entire battery con
sisting of n elements will be

which shows us that in such a case the current from the entire
battery is no stronger than that from a single element. If,
on the contrary, as in the case of long telegraph lines, or
multipliers having coils of very long and fine wire, the external
resistance I is so great that the resistance w of the battery may
be neglected in comparison with it, then we have, as the strength
of current from a single element,
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and, for the entire battery of n elements,
»e
»i .
;
i

consequently, in this case, S>is n times as large as s; that is to say,
the strength of the current increases in direct proportion to the
number of elements.
Let us take another single element in which the surface of the
plates (zinc and copper) is n times as great as the elements we
have previously taken (I). In this case the greater surface of
the plates has scarcely any perceptible influence upon the electro
motive force of the clement, because this depends only on the
nature of the metals employed, and on the liquids which are
brought in contact with them. The electro-motive force of the
element whose plates expose n times greater surface is, therefore,
e also, while on the other hand the resistance of an element sim
ilarly arranged, and with the same distance between the plates, is
no longer w, but varies as the sectional area of the liquid, which
has become n times greater than in the former (I), consequently
it is only —.
w If we make use of the same closing wire as at first,
the strength
« of current of the n times larger single clement is
(III)
w

w+ nI

-+»
Now, should the resistance I of
comparison with the resistance
without sensible error, consider
current from the small element,

the closing wire be so small in
of the element that we may,
it null, then the strength of the
according to (I), is

and the strength of the current from tho element with n times
larger plates, according to (III), is
n e
w
13
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which shows that the element with n times larger plates produces
a current n times more powerful than the one with small plates.
Accordingly, when the resistance outside of the battery is verv
small, increasing the number of elements causes no increase of
current, while, on the contrary, enlarging the plates causes a pro
portionate increase of current
If, however, the resistance of the element is infinitely small
compared with that external to it, then the current increases only
by the number of elements being augmented, and not by the en
largement of the battery plates.
The preceding laws are completely confirmed by experiment
with a tangent galvanometer, whose resistance in comparison
with that of the element is so small that it may be neglected,
and also by experiments on long telegraph lines.
If we divide the numerator and denominator of the fraction in
equation (II) by n, then we get for stiength of current from a
battery of n elements
J
w -\

If the resistance I is a constant one (for instance, 50 miles of
I

line wire), the fraction — becomes smaller as n increases, consequently the value st corresponding
n
to the entire fraction be
comes larger. We find then, that with a constant resistance out
side of the battery, the strength of current increases with the
l

number of elements.

As, however, — continues to grow less,
n
e

at must continually approach the value — without being able to
w

increasing
increased
reach
case approach
or extend
effect
the number
a beyond
that
certain
may
ofit
limit,
elements
be Itdesired,
represented
follows,
wobut
cannot
therefore,
that
by always
—
wethat
which
may
obtain
byin
a simply
single
every
any
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element gives when the resistance of the closing wire becomes
infinitely small.
If to the total resistance W in a circuit, we add a new resist
ance W, then the original current decreases; indicating this
smaller current by S' and the electro-motive force by E, we have
B- E
W

and

w+w
hence
S:S'-JL:
W W + W"

or
S : 8' — W + W' : "W — 1 + -- : 1
~
^ W

If now W is very small compared to W, the fraction „ is
also small, and the value of 1 -)- W
^v- becomes very nearly 1.

In

this case S and S' are nearly equal, that is to say, when a
current has already overcome a large resistance (W) then it will
lose very little in strength if a new resistance (W) is added,
provided this resistance is so small that its value may be neglected
in comparison with the former.
For instance, a relay or galvanometer placed in the circuit of
a long telegraph line through which a current is passing, offers
additional resistance to the current, but the greater the resistance
of the line in comparison with that of the instrument interposed,
the less is the current weakened. Conversely, however, the
W
value 1 -f- -yr differs more from 1, and consequently the
difference between S and S' becomes also greater, as W is
large in comparison with W ; that is to say, when in a given
circuit a new resistance is interposed which is large in propor
tion to the former resistance, then the strength of the current is
considerably
Hence, when
weakened.
we wish to make examinations or comparisons
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of line resistances, for which, of course, such currents should be
used as are most sensitive to differences in resistance, we
should make use of a source of current having the smallest
possible resistance of its own.
If we are to use a certain quantity of zinc and copper plate,
or other material, for constructing a battery, we may require
to know under what conditions the battery will give the most
powerful current
Suppose n equal elements are made from the material to be
used. Call the electro-motive force of each E ; the resistance
of a battery of a single element containing the whole given
material w, and the resistance of the closing wire I; then the
metal surface in each of the n elements, supposing like thickness
of plates, will be n times smaller, or - of that in an element
containing all the material. As the current in this case has to
pass through n times smaller sectional area in each element than
in an element with n times greater surface, the resistance in each
element is n times greater than in the latter case, or n w,' con
sequently for the n elements of the entire battery it is n x n iu
= n3 w. Accordingly the strength of current from this battery,
g _ _ nE
nUo + l

B
, I

»

This value of S is greatest for n when the denominator niu -|—
is the smallest

If for this value of n we take another number

n,, so that n.wA-

is greater than -uiv 4- - the difference of

these two values

(niw+i)-("w+0'
or the expression equal to it
(», — n)w-\- ( -. — -\i = («i —'0 (to—-- )
\n,

n/

\

n»i/

should always be positive.
Now, if n j > n, then the first factor of the last positive pro
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duct is positive, and therefore the second should be so, that is,
negative,
to > —-.consequently
If, however,
the n1
second
< n,factor
the first
of the
factor
positive
(nt —product
n) is

should also be negative or w <

.
n nt
If now, starting from 0, we continually increase n1 the fraction

-

grows smaller, whether the same fraction becomes

w Ttj

w or

- <
n n1

tinj

> w, or whether we make n.* > n or n.ii'
< n, hence,

if we. take n, equal to n, then
should be neither smaller
11
n n1
nor larger than
supposition
that w,
n1 but
=nshould
when the
bo equal
abovetomentioned
it Therefore,
denominator
on the

nio-f- attains its least value,
1 n
or
— = w and n2w = I,

»«
In this case, however, the strength of current S is the greatest,
and this shows that with a given quantity of material a battery
produces the most powerful current when its own resistance is
equal to that of the exterior circuit, or closing wire. Further
more, it follows from what has been said, that n = y — - that is,
if we wish to obtain the greatest strength of current, the battery
must consist of as many elements as in whole numbers most
nearly equal the value /u ~
We have already shown (page 88) that a certain number of
elements may be connected with each other in different ways,
either side by side in parallel circuits, or one after the other in
series. If we indicate the resistance of one element by 1, then
it is evident that the combination represented in fig. 122 is equal
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to 8 ; in fig. 123 it would be equal to 4 in each series 1 to 4 and
5 to 8. when taken alone, but as the zinc and copper plates are
connected in pairs, the sectional area of the liquid is twice as
large, and therefore the resistance is only half as much as in fig.
122, consequently the resistance of the battery fig. 123 is equal to
2. In fig. 12 ± the resistance of each series, 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5

-a
Fig. 123.

Fig. 124.

+
Fig. 122.

Fig. 125.

and 6, 7 and 8, is equal to 2, when considered separately, but
the resistance of the battery taken as a whole is only J — \. For
the same reason the resistance of the combination fig. 125 is
only -J-.
Which of these combinations is to be preferred in any particular
case depends upon the resistance of the closing wire. In all
cases, however, that combination gives the strongest current in
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which the resistance exterior to the battery, and that contained
within it, differ least from each other.
The electro-motive force is not the same in the different com
binations noticed above. If we indicate the electro-motive force
of a single element by E, in the combination fig. 122, it would be
8 E in fig. 123, 4 E in fig. 124, 2 E in fig. 125, E.
Hence, if we call the strengths of current of the four combina
tions, Sj, S3, Ss, S4, the constant exterior resistance I, then the
strengths of current for the single combinations are
8E

IK

2 B

1 ~»+l

*~z+i

"~~i+i

E

t~t+i

If in each of these combinations in succession we make I = 8,
I = 2, I —jf, I — -J-, we at once find that the previously men
tioned proposition is confirmed, as the combination gives in
each case the greatest strength of current when I is equal to the
battery resistance ; when I = 8, then St is greatest, when I = 2,
Sj is greatest; when I = £, Ss is greatest; when Z = ^-, S4 is
greatest
If we wish to find how great the line resistance I must be in
order that the combinations fig. 122 and fig. 125 shall produce
equal strengths of current, we have only to make S! = S4,
whence
8 E

E

8 + ' ~~ i + J°r
In this case the strengths of current S1 = $, S3 = 1J,S3 =
Hi ^4 = $, when we put E = 1.
We may also now easily ascertain which combination in a given
case may be most properly used.
When we have n elements and the latter are so combined that
a number of elements h are in series, and the number of such
series g are arranged in parallel circuit, then n = h g.
If, therefore, we designate the resistance of one element by w,
the resistance of each of the series alone is h w, and as the series
g are connected parallel to each other, or as it is termed, in
multiple arc, the resistance of the entire combination is h V) .
g
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Now, calling the resistance external to the battery I, the combi
nation gives the largest current when the resistance of the
battery is equal to I, hence we have in this case
hw
3
n
Wo have also seen that n = h g or g = —
h
h' w
hence
I =
.

'

in

Now suppose we have, in figs. 122 to 125, 8 Bunsen elements
at our disposal, in which the resistance of each clement is 20 and
the line resistance 40, substituting these values in the preceding
formula

;,= 4/1^ = 4.
20

In this case the combination (fig. 123) of two rows, each con
taining
In this
4 elements
case
in series, will give the most powerful current
4E

e

s, =

=_
20

20

4 X

h 40
2

In the other cases (figs. 122, 124 and 125), when we designate the
currents by S1, S2, S4, as previously, we get
8 E

E

2 E

E

20
2 X —
4 + 40

25

St
8 X 20 + 40

25

E
S4 =
20

E
= —
42.5

\- 40
8

Therefore, the second combination (fig. 123) gives the strongest
current ; the last (fig. 125) gives the weakest
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If we wish to ascertain for what value of external resistance
some one of the combinations, for instance that of fig. 125, will
give a greater strength of current than the others, we have only
to calculate the strength of the currents themselves.
Let the resistance of an element be equal to 20, as before,
E = 1, then
S, =
8 X 20 + I

2

I
20 + 8
1

20
I
4 X — +1
10 + 2
4
11

St =
20

2X — +1
4

I

20

2

—+1
8

5-\

2| + I

For the latter combination, S4 becomes the largest when I = 2^ ;
in this case this combination gives a stronger current than either
of the other three ; calculation confirms this, because then
l
S. =

;
20.3

S4 =

ill
; Sj = — ; S4 = —.
10.6
6.2
&

chapter xvrn.
THE LAWS OF BRANCH OB DERIVED CIRCUITS.

When a wire is divided at a point A into two or more branches,
which are afterwards united again at B, as is represented in
fig. 126, the current is divided into as many parts as there are
brandies. If the branches are of equal length, and of the same
material, the effect will be the same as if there was only one con
ductor of the same length, whose cross-section is equal to the
total of the cross-sections of the separate branches. The quantity

Fig. 126.

of electricity traversing each branch is, therefore, obviously
in the same proportion to the total electricity circulating, as the
sectional area of this branch is to the total sectional area of all
the branches.
Suppose lt and l2 be the reduced lengths of both lines which
fork at A and B. Instead of these standard wires of unequal
length, and of one square millimetre ("03937) sectional area, sup
pose they were of equal length ; then it is obvious that these
new wires, in order to retain the same conductibility, or to offer
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the same resistance, must have smaller sectional areas in the
proportion as they are shorter ; for, when a wire is one sixth as
long, and at the same time one sixth the sectional area of
another, its resistance remains the same.
For the sake of simplicity let us take, instead of the lengths lt
and l2, wires of length 1, while we make them shorter relatively
to Z1 and l3 ; when, therefore, the resistances remain the same, the
cross-sections must of course be smaller in the same proportion,
l

l

and, therefore, become - and -.
'i

',

As now the two branches, lt and l2, parallel to each other,
taken together, are equivalent in conducting power to a single
line, of the same conductivity and the same length, 1, but having
a cross-section equal to the total cross-section of the two brandies,
we can use instead of it a single wire, which has the length 1
l
l
i.+i,
and the cross-section
1
=
, or of a wire, which, like
J>

l%

l, i,

the standard
which
is
wire, has a cross-section of 1, and the length of
hi,
(I)

'. + ',
The last expression then, is the reduced length or the reduced re
sistance of both branch wires lt and l2 taken together ; it repre
sents the length of a single standard wire of one millimetre crosssection, which can be used instead of both branches l^ and Z2.
When between A and B a third wire is stretched, whose re
duced length is ls, the three branches, for the same reason,
would
cross-section
give the same resistance as a single wire of length 1 and
l

l

l \

l, z, + z, lt + l, i,

-+-+-=
h
h
hi

hl.h

or a single wire of cross section 1, and length
', h h
h l, + J, h + h h
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Iu order to find the strength of current in the undivided wire
A Z or B K, as well in the branches between A and B, suppose
the electro-motive force of the battery Z K to be E, its resistance
and that of the undivided portion of the wire A Z K B to be w,
then the strength of the current S is
E
in A Z and BK

S =

h+lt
In A l1 B and A l2 B evidently passes the total strength of
current S. The single branches, however, may, as we have seen,
1

l

be replaced by wires of lensrth 1 and cross-section -—- and —,
'.

It

and both of them together by a wire of the length 1 and the
l

l

cross-section —|
*i

.

Now the whole quantity of electricity

J.

circulating in Z A, which passes likewise through both branches
A
the
we
also
aZj manner
and
Zindicate,
branch
aconducts
Kstrength
Z2,
B ;that
becomes
with
and
astwo
one
heretofore,
of
by
twocurrent
branch
or
S1
divided
orthree
and
three
of
two
by
S2
between
times
two
times
Sthe
orthe
orthree
as
strength
greater
three
total
A
much
litimes
combined
of
Bsectional
electricity,
of
and
current
as
current
ALB
great
cross-sections
area
strength
and
inin
obtains
Hence
Zt such
thus
and
in

12, respectively, then is
l

l

l

Sl : 8 = - : - + -,
I,

I,

I,

or

1 I, + I,
S, : S = - :
,

or

Bj : S = I, : I, + I,.

h

h I,
?,

thus

S, = S .

also,

S„ = S .

I,
J i + It
from which follows

S, : S, = lt : J1>

.

.

.

.

(II)
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that is, the strengths of current in two branches arc in inverse
proportion to their reduced lengths or resistances ; or, what is
the same thing, a current always divides between two branches,
in proportion to the respective conductivity of these branches.
The strength of current S in the undivided portion of the
wire we have already found to be
E

s=

r, r

w -\

wl, + it'Js + i, la

J, + l>

When we put this value in the latter two equations instead of
S then, after reduction,
E.Za

s,
trij + wla -+
E.J,

What has been said heretofore of two branches, of course ap
plies equally well to several branches situated between the same
points ; for instance, by applying corresponding notation, we ob
tain in the case of three branches, for strength of current St
in branch lt,
1111

8, :S = -:-+- + ', h
and hence

I,

«,

S, = S

Mi +li '• + «,!,
WHEATSTOXES BRIDGE OR BALANCE.

Wheatstonc's Bridge gives an example of a peculiar distribu
tion of the current It was first used for the measurement of
small resistances, to wit : when the resistance is considerable in
the galvanometer circuit, the strength of current is changed so
little by the addition of a small resistance that the difference
causes a hardly perceptible movement of the needle, it is, there
fore, required that the difference in current arising from slight
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changes of resistance shall be indicated by the galvanometer
without there being any considerable amount of resistance in the
circuit
Wheatstone, for this reason, suggested the following arrange
ment, which may also be very conveniently made use of to
measure larger resistances, as we shall describe hereafter.
On a board of some 14 inches long and 4 inches wide (figs.

Fig. 127.

127 and 128) are placed four binding posts, a, b, c and d, in
the form of a lozenge. Between a and d are placed binding posts
e, f, and between d and b are placed binding posts g and k
These binding posts are, as is shown in fig. 127, connected by
means of binding posts a and b with the poles of the battery ;
between c and d a multiplier or a galvanometer m is inserted.

If between e and / and g and h wires are inserted, then the
current branches off in various ways ; here, however, only such
parts of the current come into consideration as pass through the
galvanometer m. One current passes in the direction a c m
d g h b, as is indicated in fig. 128 by the full line ; another
part of the current goes in the direction a e f d m c b in an
opposite direction through the galvanometer, as is shown by the
dotted line. Now, if the resistance in both conducting lines a c
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d b and a deb are perfectly equal, then this is also the case with
both parts of the currents passing in opposite directions through
the galvanometer m, and hence the needle must remain at zero.
Now, if the length of the wire between e and/ is changed but
little, the resistance a c d b and a d c b, and consequently the
two portions of current will no longer be equal, hence the differ
ence of the currents must operate upon the needle, and will be
the more perceptible as the sum of all the resistances is small,
as a slight alteration of them will cause a decided movement
In fig. 129 battery Z K is inserted, and the current branches
off from A :

(1.) In the direction A B D C E F from D to C through
galvanometer G.
(2.) In the direction ABODEF from C to D through
galvanometer G.
If, in consequence of these two currents moving in opposite
directions through G, the needle of G remains in a state of rest,
then the resistances of the sides B D C E and B C D E are
necessarily equal to each other.
Now we find the reduced lengths of B C — lt, of C E = l2,
of B D — ls, of D E — Z4, of 0 D, inclusive of the galvan
ometer, = Z5.
If we consider B C and B D G to be two branches starting
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from B, and uniting again in C, in which the current arriving at B
becomes divided, so that after being united at C it flows towards
C E, then the reduced resistance of both these currents BDC
= ls + lt and B C = lr

h + i.+h
We find the same resistance, when we consider B C D =—
Zt .-f- Z5 as the first, and BD=Z3 as the second branch.

(i, + h) h
li+h + l,
Hence the resistance of both combined branches and of wire
CE=lj together
for current ronte, B " ° i C E

B° )

.Sl+JiLK. + L

h + k+h

and
for current route, B CTP I D E

i'1 +,7,) ?*- + J4.

These two last named resistances, however, should be equal to
each other in caso the needle G remains in a state of rest; hence,
after removing the denominator,

hh+hh+hh+hh=hh+hh + hh + hh • («)
( 1) C1 T^ )
Likewise the resistances on routes BDj T) V\ f to E and
i P D -p )
BC j n v ( to E ought to be equal to each other ; these re
sistances are relatively
h + (k±i,JA„,,nd I, + «.+'«)».-;
h + 1, + h
h + h + it

Hence, when we equalize the latter expressions, take away
their denominators, and cancel some terms:
l2 l2 — ls lt — Zs l4 — l4 ls == Z1 l4 — !•! l5 — l^ l2 — l» Zs . (b)

If we add both equations we obtain
2 ', h - 2 h U
or

or

I, lj = Z, Z4

I, ^ I,

kibchhoff's laws.
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After this it is evident that when the three resistances, Zj, la,
lt are known, resistance l2 can be easily found from the already
known resistances,
l _ h • 't
'
1—Hence it follows, that in case the needle of the galvanometer
remains at zero, the result will be, that the products of the
opposite sides of the figure which the wires form on both sides
of the needle are equal to each other.
kirchhoff's LAwa
Kirchhoff is entitled to the credit of discovering the general
laws by which every problem relating to the ramifications of
electric currents can be solved. These laws, the result of an
exhaustive mathematical study, are as follows :
al ^j

ft

•a
•3
Fig. 130.

1. The sum of the current strengths in all those wires which
converge to a point is equal to nothing. (The potentials of the
currents which flow from this point have opposite signs from
those flowing toward it)
2. The sum of all the products of the currents and resistances
in all the wires which form an enclosed figure is equal to the
sum of all the electro-motive forces in the same circuit
(All the potentials are to be indicated as positive ones, when
the currents in the closed figure, according to their direction,
keep up progressively the same direction ; in the other case the
forces of the opposite currents are to be taken as negative.)
The correctness of the first point is obvious from figure 130.
Suppose the intensities of the currents in the wires at, a2, a3,
bt, b2, b3, are successively indicated by St, S3, S8, S4, S8, S„
U
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then we find, as the three first named currents flow towards
point c and others flow from it,
S, + S, + S, — S« — S4 — S, — 0.

If this were not the case, either the electricity must accumu
late at point c, which would be contrary to all experience and to
every conception of electricity in motion, or more electricity
must flow from point c than flows towards it, which is obviously
impossible.
The proof of the second law, owing to its generality, cannot
be given in an elementary manner, except by a very minute and

Fig. 131.

lengthy exposition. In order to demonstrate this fully we must
refer to fig. 131.
If we represent the electro-motive motive force of battery Z
K by E, the resistance in the undivided wire A Z B K, by w,
the resistance in the branches by Zj and l3, the intensity in the
undivided wire A Z K B by S, corresponding in the branch
with St and S3, we find, according to law No. 2, in the closed
figure AZj BZS, because these is no current in it,
sj.J,-Sf. J, = o
(1)
In which the second product of the branch l» is taken nega
tively, as the direction of the current in this branch is contrary
to the current of the first branch, which is flowing in the direc
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tion AZt B, and which, in the other instance, continually flows in
the direction B l2 A.
According to the same law, we find in the enclosed figure Z
AI.BK:
S-to + S,.*, = E

(2)

and in figure Z A la B K
S. u> + S,. J, = E

(3)

A little calculation will plainly show the manner in which Kirchhoff's laws produce the same results, which we have already de
scribed :
S,.J, = S,. l„, orS,: 8, = lt: I,.

For point A, however, according to the law, we have :
S — Sj— S,. = 0

(4)

When we take from (2) and (3) the value of Sj and S3, viz. :
E — S.w

E— S.w

S, =

(5)andS, =

(6)

and substitute the
'. same
E—
inS.w
the equation
E — S.w
(4),
', then
S

= 0
*i

h

and hence
B (h + h)
s=

(1)
w. ', + w. ', + J,, it

When we put this value for S in the equations (5) and (6) we
obtain
E. lt
8, =

E. l,
andS, =

w J, 4" w '» + 'i '»

(8)

w 'i + ""'•+ 'i '»

The flow of the currents in the different branches of Wheatstone's bridge may be demonstrated with equal clearness ac
cording to KirchhofFs laws. If we indicate the resistance in the
undivided wire E F K Z A B, in fig. 132 by w, the entire strength
cf current in this wire by s, the resistance in the wires BC, CE,
BD, DE, CD by ll} l2, l2, l4, Z5, and the corresponding strengths
of current in this wire by st s2 sa s4 ss, then will the strength
of current in CD be indicated by g, according to the first law.
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For point B
II

u

E

"

"

c

* = »i + st.

* = *, + *«.
g = »i — »i.

U figure
..
J>
in
BCD

0= *4

.(a)
'(b)
• (c)
.(d)

According to second law
"

"

DCE

g. ls =at Jj— *, J,

(e)

g. h = stl,—a4lt

(!)

It follows from the equations (a) (b) (c) and (d)
*i = »4 — g; *t = * — »j = 3 — »4 + g: », = « — *4.

If, now, we substitute in these values (e) and (f) then
from (e) g J, = lt (,4 —g) — l,(s — ,A+ g)
" V)gi. = h(' — 't)-'t *4
0 h + 9 h + o 'i + 9 'i — *4 (J» + l\)
— g It + s lt = st (I, + lA).

or,

Now, if we divide both last named equations, and solve the
new equation according to g, then we obtain, after reduction,
this strength of current in wire G D, or in the galvanometer :
I, I,- I, h

-(g)

g =

'. («". + i, + h + h) + (h + W Q* + h)
In case that, as in the practical use of the bridge, the current
in the galvanometer is null, we get from (g)
Z, J, = h l<
or,
.. =
1,

bosscha's laws.
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Bosscha's LAWa —Bosscha has published the following cor
ollaries from Kirchhoff's laws, which very greatly simplify the
calculation of branch currents.
1. If in any system of circuits containing any electro-motive
forces there is a conductor in which the current = 0, the currents
in the remaining circuits are not altered, if the circuit of the
conductor in question is taken away together with the electro-mo
tive force which is contained in it.
2. If the conductor in question contains no electro-motive force
at all, then after it has has been withdrawn we may connect the
terminal points m and n directly with each other, without chang
ing by this means the remaining currents. If, on the contrary,
it contains an electro-motive force, the points can only be joined
again by inserting between them the equivalent electro-motive
force.
3. If in a system of linear wires there are two wires, a and b,
in which an electro-motive force in a produces no current at b,
then the wire a may be divided without changing the intensity
at Z», and likewise without altering the intensity at a, the wire b
may be divided.
SUPPLYING A NUMBER OF TELEGRAPH LINES FROM ONE
BATTERY.

The method, formerly much in use, of supplying or working a
number of telegraph lines from the same battery, depends upon the
laws governing the distribution of electricity in branch circuits.
We may, for instance, attach to the battery Z K, at the point A (see
fig. 133), two separate circuits, the resistances of which, including
that of the instruments included in them, are represented by lt
and lg. These lines are connected to the earth at Et and E2.
It is evident that this is, in fact, precisely the same arrangement
of circuits as that previously considered on page 202, and in fig.
126. The current going out from the point A divides into two
branches which reunite at a common point, B (the earth), and the
reunited current flows back to E and K, the earth playing the
part of a conductor.
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If we represent by S the strength of the undivided current in
A Z K E B, and by W the resistance of the battery, and the
current is supposed to pass simultaneously through both the cir
cuits Zt and ls then
E
S-

..(a)

vr

Fig. 133.

Now, assuming that the resistance W of the battery, in com
parison with the sum of the resistances of all the branch con
ductors,
h+l.
current
is infinitely
in Z small,
A : (a)then we obtain for the aggregate strength of
E

s=
1,1,

h +h
lt I,
E = S.

- (h)

Likewise, upon the same hypothesis, that the battery is closed
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at the same time through both lines lt and l9, the strength of
current St in the branch lt will be
»,
S, = S.

(c)
*i + ».

to
On pass
the other
exclusively
hand, when
through
theline
current
Z, then
of battery
the strength
Z K of
is allowed
current
«j, in line L, is
E
"W+ li

or, because W in this case — 0,
E
»i =— ;

l,

or, when we substitute the value of E from (b) in the latter equa
tion,
h I,
lt

*, = s

= S.

h (', + I,)

h + It

therefore, by comparing the latter equation with the equation (c),
S, = »,.

That is to say, when a number of lines are attached to one
common battery, the internal resistance of the latter being in
finitely small in comparison with that of the several lines or
branch circuits, the strength of current in each circuit will be
the same as if no other circuit was attached to the battery.
Under such circumstances, when several telegraph lines are
connected with one common battery, it is immaterial whether
one line alone is worked or whether several lines are operated
at the same time. Although this fact may at first sight appear
very singular, the explanation is, that while a single line is be
ing supplied from a battery, and a second and third line are con
nected, the total amount of current flowing from the battery
divides itself between the three lines, and in consequence of this
the proportion of the total current traversing the former circuit
becomes smaller than it was previously, but by connecting the
two new lines the aggregate sectional area of conductor for dis
charging the battery increases, and so also does the strength of
current in the same proportion, consequently the loss which
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arises from the division of the current is exactly equaled by the
gain resulting from the increased strength of current
It was upon this principle that a large number of telegraph
lines were formerly worked from a single Grove battery. The
internal resistance of this battery is so small in proportion to that
of a long telegraph line as to be almost inappreciable. For
various reasons it has been found preferable to use batteries of
greater internal resistance, and work but one or two wires from
each one, and this latter arrangement is now generally adopted.
We have already shown that we derive the maximum strength
of current from a given battery, when its internal resistance is
equal to the resistance of the remainder of the circuit Hence,
when the latter is very great, as in the case of long telegraph
lines, the internal resistance of the battery may also be consider
able without materially affecting the strength of the current upon
the line. For this reason almost all kinds of batteries, even the
inconstant ones, are more or less adapted for working telegraph
lines, and the longer the line—that is to say, the greater the re
sistance of the circuit—the better will such batteries answer the
purpose. This, however, is the case only when each telegraph
line has its separate battery. The result is very different as
soon as the same battery is employed to work several lines ; 'for
in this case the resistance of the battery becomes an important
part of the total resistance, and should therefore be limited to the
smallest possible amount, for, as we have before stated, each
line, whether one or more lines are working, should receive a
current of equal strength. It follows, from these considerations,
that the usual practice of increasing the number of elements in a
common battery with the number of lines to be worked, is en
tirely
creased,
wrong,
and, because
consequently,
the total
the resistance
differenceof inthe
thebattery
strength
is in
of
current of each single line when closed by itself, or simultaneously
with the others, increases also. For this reason inconstant ele
ments (which have considerable resistance on account of the
polarization of their plates), or very small elements, are not
well adapted for a common or general battery. Assuming that
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the internal resistance of the battery may be neglected in com
parison with the joint resistance of the several branch lines, then
each line will, under all circumstances, receive a current of the
same strength as if the battery were closed through that line
alone. As the number of elements, or the strength ®f the bat
tery must necessarily be sufficient for the longest line attached
to it, the strength of current in the shorter lines, when the differ
ence of length is considerable, will be too great for the instru
ments in circuit In order to reduce the strength of the current
in the shorter lines to the required amount, we must either insert
artificial resistances or else the unequal lines must not all be at
tached to the sa:ne point of the common battery. The shorter
lines may preferably be attached to the battery in such a man-

Fig. 134.

ner that the number of elements by which it is worked have the
same relation to the length of the line as the whole number of
elements have to the longest line.
Suppose that to a pole z of battery B (fig. 134), whose electro
motive force of n elements is n X e, and whose internal resist
ance is n X wi are attached three lines, whose resistances are
indicated by ABC. When the battery is closed by one of these
lines the strength of current, according to Ohm's laws, is :
ne
for A
nw+ A
ne
B

(1)
ne

" c
nw + C
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If the three lines are closed simultaneously, so that the cur
rent traverses each line at the same time, the joint resistance of
the three lines is
ABC

and the current
•
strength AB+BC+AC
S in the undivided wire is :

n t

ABC
A B + B C + AC

or,
ne (AB + BC + AC)
»U,(AB + BC + AC) + ABC

whence the strength of current in each single branch is
neBC
in A
nw(AB+BC + AC) + ABC
ne A C
inB .

•(2)

nw(AB + BC + AC) + ABC
ne AB
in C .
««!(AB + BC + AC) + ABCJ

If we compare equations (1) and (2) we find the difference of
the current strengths in each single line, when the current of
the battery traverses the latter alone and the three lines simulta
neously. This difference becomes less as w is made less—that is
to say, the smaller the resistance of the battery the less this
difference is, and it would disappear entirely if we could make
w = 0 ; in this case the strengths of the currents given by equa
tions (1) and (2) would be equal, that is, Sj = s\ s, = *", sa = s'".
If the resistances A B C in the arrangement above mentioned
(fig. 134) vary much, the current differences, st — s', s3 —
a", s3 — «'", which we obtain when a line alone, or when all the
lines arc closed at the same time, become larger in the respective
lines, and as each line requires from the battery only a strength
of current proportionate to its resistance, lines differing in resist
ance, as we have said before, need not be joined to the same pole
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of the battery. The shorter lines ought rather to be attached to
the battery in such a manner that the number of elements which
come into operation for the respective line stand in the same
relation to the length of the line as the whole number of ele
ments to the longest line.

_IC

Fig. 135.

Hence, when, as in fig. 135, three lines A B C of unequal resist
ance are to be worked from one battery, Z K, the lines should be
connected with the battery in such a manner that the relation is
A
a

B

C

b

c

where, as previously, the resistances of the single lines are indi
cated by A B C, and the number of elements by a b c, counted
from the pole connected with the earth.
Now, if the resistance of an element is w and its electro-motive

jT
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force is e, the strength of the current, when each line is closed in
succession, is
e a

in A .

.

e

wa + A

A
w + —
a
,

eb
in B .

.

. S, =

=
wb + B

in C

~)

. S!

B

-(3)

S,

c

wc + C
w -\

« J

and as the relation of the number of elements in the battery to
the resistance of lines is everywhere equal,
ABC

there circulates, relatively considered, an equally strong current
in each line. When we may assume that the resistance of the
battery and that of the earth are infinitely small, the strength of
current in each line closed separately is no greater than it would
be were all three lines closed simultaneously.
It follows from these considerations that a battery which serves
to work several lines should have its internal resistance made as
small as possible, and that the separate lines in the order of their
respective resistances should be connected with a proportionate
number of elements, so as to limit the differences of currents to
so It
small
remains
an amount
to be that
mentioned
they may
that
be on
neglected
lines subject
in practice.
to heavy
escapes the use of one battery to supply several circuits has fre
quently proved unsuccessful, and has given rise to erroneous
opiniona In consequence of the escapes by partial ground con
nection, the joint resistance of the several circuits becomes greatly
reduced, and when a line on which there is considerable escape
in proportion to its resistance, is attached to a battery supplying
other wires, the proportion of the division of current is disturbed
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in these wires, especially -when the resistance of the affected wire
is small. The difference of current in the good wires will vary
in the same proportion as the escapes on the bad one.
When all the wires are not affected with escapes of nearly
equal value in proportion to their length, the poorly insulated
ones should be worked by separate batteries.
It has already been shown that, where several lines are worked
from one battery, the strength of current in each line may
also be brought nearly to correspond with its resistance by in
serting artificial resistances and attaching the different lines to the
same pole of the battery.
sR

iT

fs,
Fig. 136.

Suppose, in fig. 136 from point B, which is attached to the
zinc pole of the battery Z K, of the central station A, five
lines branching off to stations S1, S2, S2, S4 and S6. Let
n bo the number of elements in the battery ; w the resist
ance of a single element, e its electro-motive force, and r the
resistance of the wire A B ; also let lt, l2, Zs, l± and ZB represent
the respective resistances of the derived circuits branching off
from B, including also the resistance of the instrument in cir
cuit
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Wc, therefore, have for the joint resistance of the branch line
from B :
|i I, h h l,
I, ls l, lt + h lt I, h 4- h l3 h h + h h h h + h h h h

and hence the total resistance W of the entire circuit of the bat
tery.
W = nw + r + '/.,
and the strength S of the current in the undivided wire A B,
ne

ne

\V

nw + r + 'A

Upon the same principle we obtain for the strengths ell s2, s3, s4,
st, of the currents traversing the different lines to the stations S.,
S3, S2, S4 and Ss,
I, hhh
s, -— b. h ', h U + *1 's h h + h ' 3 'l ', + h k h h + h I, lt h,

I> ', h h
s, = 8.

'i h h h + h h h h + h l, J< I, + J. lt l4 h + L l3 I, I,

and in like manner we may ascertain the value for l3, l. and L.
Wc at once see that the strengths of currents in the different
lines arc not equal, and that, in order to make them so, artificial
resistances must be placed in the shorter circuits. As the main
current at B divides itself in fivo branch currents, and as these
currents arc to have the same strength (it being assumed that the
instruments at each station have tho same resistance), the arti
ficial resistance for each station must be of such an amount that
by its addition the resistance.; l1
J. become equal
to each other, when it i.; obvious that
= 8. = .9a = s. =

The longest line, for instance, SB, does not need any ad
ditional resistance. If we indicate tho resistance of tho instru
ments by a, the artificial resistances to be inserted at Sj , S„, S„, S4,
by xt, .-„, a;,, x4, the resistances of tho sections B Sj, B S„,
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B Ss,
L2, etc.,

etc., less the resistance of the apparatus by Lj
lt = J, = ', = '4 = l,

as

.

.

.

. lL
l,
h
I,
I;

= Lt -f- a -\- zt
--= L, + a + x^
= L5 + <* + xz
=14 + a + xi
= L5 + o

"Prom which we may easily calculate the artificial resistance to
be inserted at each station, namely :
s, = L5 — L, ;

x2 — Ls — L. ;

and in like manner for the others.
The remaining formulas for the resistance Z of the branch
lines, as well as for that of the whole resistance W of the circuit,
then become
h
h
'A = — ; and W = n . w -f- n H
5

,
5

Substituting these values in the above expression, we obtain:
ne
8=

(1)
1,
n v> + r H
5

also,

«

or.
'(=)
j(»» + r)'

Now, in order to determine how many elements should be
used to work the instruments in the branch circuits, when the
currents are alike in all, we must find, by observation, what
strength of current, under certain conditions, is required to work
them. For instance, we know that under ordinary circumstances
a Daniell's battery of 40 elements is sufficient to work a relay of
150 ohms on a line of 1,500 ohms' resistance. The strength S,
of such a current, when e and \o retain their former value, is
40 .e

s,=
49 . w + 1,650
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If now we call the resistance of a Daniells element two ohms,
the current required to work the instrument is
S, = —

(3)

43.25

Adopting this value of S as the strength of current required iu
each of the five circuits S1, S„, >S3, >Sf4, S*, wc obtain from the
equations (2) and (3)
0 (a w + r) + (0

4X25

hence,
n (43.25 — 5 «-) = 5 r J- ls
or, when 10 — 2 ohms,
ur + h
:' =

(*)
33.25

Now, suppose the resistance of the line A B is 500 ohms, and
the line B S8, 1,000 ohms, then, a3 the resistance of the instru
ment is 150 ohms, we have
r — 500,

i. = i,uo;
by substituting these values in equation (4) wo finally obtain
5 X 500 + 1,150
— 109.77,
33.25

or, in round numbers,
n — 110.

"Whence it follows, when we have made the resistances lt l3 I3
Z4 Z5 equal to each other, by inserting resistances at the
different stations, and each is equal to Z5 — 1,150 ohms, that a
battery of 110 Daniells elements at station A will supply
simultaneously to each of the lines B Sj B Sg B S3 B S4 B S.
currents of equal strength; each of which is strong enough to
work the relays in the respective circuits.
The following will servo as a practical example of the manner
in which problems relating to the supplying of several circuits
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from one battery may be worked out without the aid of mathe
matics. We will suppose it is required to ascertain the difference
in the strength of current on three wires, which are respectively
75, 100 and 150 miles in length when supplied by separate
Grove batteries, of forty cells each, and by a single battery of
the same size and kind.
If the three wires above mentioned were supplied from
separate batteries of 40 cells each, the strength of current upon
each would be as follows: Resistance of 75 miles of wire =
1,500 ohms ; resistance of 40 cups of battery, 40 ohms. Total
resistance, 1.540. Calling the electro-motive force 40,000, we
40000
have then
— 25.98 as the strength of current The re1540
sistance of 100 miles of wire = 2,000 ohms ; adding 40 for
40000
the battery, we have
= 19.61 as the strength of current
2040
The resistance of the 150 miles of wire — 3,000 ohms ; adding
40000
40 for the battery, we have
— 13.15 as the strength of
3040
current
In the above cases we have assumed that the wire was iron,
of No. 9 gauge, having 20 ohms resistance per mile. If No. 8
iron wire were used, having a resistance of 14 ohms per mile,
the strength of current from the same battery would be as
follows :
40000
75 miles,

40000
= 36.66; 100 miles,

1090

= 27.71;
1440

40000
150 miles,

= 18.69
2140

If No. 4 wire were used, the strength of current with the same
battery would be as follows :
40000

40000
= 62.5;

640

40000
= 47.61;

840

= 32.25.
1240

15
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When several wires are worked from one battery the problem
as to the quantity of current upon each is somewhat more com
plicated. It is a case of branch circuits, and the question is
what is the joint or combined resistance of the several branches ?
The following is the rule for finding this resistance :
Calling the resistance of one circuit R and the other r, the
joint resistance of any two circuits —

, or the resistance

R+r
equals the product divided by the sum. When the combined
resistance of three or more branches is wanted, first find the
joint resistance of any two of the circuits, and considering this
as one resistance, combine it with the remaining one, and so on.
For example, the resistance of the 75 mile wire is 1,500 ohms ; the
100 mile wire, 2,000 ohms ; and the 150 mile wire, 3,000 ohms.
1500X2000 3000000
Thus we have, first,
=
= 857 ; and then
1500 + 2000
3500
857 X 3000 2571000
—
= 666, the combined or joint resistance
857 + 3000
3857
of the three wires.
Another method of obtaining the joint resistance of several
circuits is to add together their reciprocals, and the sum will
be the reciprocal of their joint resistance. Thus, in the above
case, the resistance is equal to
i

1

J_

l

J_ =

1500 + 2000 + 3000

l

=
.000666 + .000500 + .000333

= 66G.
.001499

If now we add to this the common resistance of the battery r —
40, the total resistance of the circuit will be R + r — 706, and
the strength of current flowing from the battery, or generated by
40000
it, will be S =
= 56.65. Now, this strength of circuit
706
divides itself among the twelve branches in proportion to their
several conductivities (conductivity is reciprocal of resistance). *
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Thus, the 75 mile wire gets 44.46 per cent of the 56.65 = 25.18.
The 100 mile wire gets 33.35 per cent — 18.89, and the 150
mile wire gets 22.23 per cent — 12.28.
The following table will show the comparative strengths of
current upon three wires of 75, 100 and 150 miles in length, of
No. 9 iron wire, when supplied from separate batteries of 40
cells each, and when supplied from a single battery of 40
cells:
Strength of «™ehl.°f
of line.
Resistance
Conductivity of
from
supplied
when
one
t when cur't
Length Resistance of line in
Conductivity of wires, each de cur
supplied
of
creased
by
wires.
creased
by
40
line.
by separate battery of
40 (.battery.)
ohms.
batteries.
6O cells.

75

1500

1540

.000660

.000642

25.98

25.18

100

2000

2040

.000500

.000490

19.61

18.89

150

3000

3040

.000333

.000328

13.15

12.58

Suppose a Grove battery of 85 cells is employed to work the
following wires, viz : Eight wires, each 85 miles long and having
respectively 7, 5, 3, 3, 4, 16, 33 and 7 relays ; two wires of 200
miles in length, each having 33 and 34 relays, and two wires of
400 miles in length, each having 5 and 8 relays, what would be
the strength of current upon each wire? What would be the
strength of current upon each wire if they were supplied from
separate batteries of 85 cells? What would be the strength
of current upon each of the last four wires and the 85
mile line with 33 relays if they were worked from a single bat
tery of 85 cells ? What would be the strength of current upon
the remaining wires if they were worked from a battery of 85
cells ?
In order to answer the above inquiries accurately, it would be
necessary to know the resistance of each wire and its relays ; but
assuming that the resistances of the relays are 200 ohms each,
and the resistance of the wire is 20 ohms per mile, the following
tables will give the required information :
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TABLE A.

Num
ber of
line.

Resistance of
line
and re
battery.
Resistance Resistance lays
increas
of line and ed by
of line.
85 —
relays.

of wires.
Conductivity

1
o
34

noo
1700
1700

3100
2700
2300

31S5
2785
2385

.000322
.000373
.000434

5
G

1700
1700
1700
1700
-1000
4000
8000
8000

2500
4900
8300
3100
10800
10600
9600
9000

2585
4985
8385
3185
10885
10685
9685
9085

.000400
.000204
.000121
.000322
.000092
.000094
.000104
.000111

1
8
9
10
11
12

Strength of Strength of
supplied
when
cur't when current
supplied
separateby
from one bat
batteries of tery of £5
85 cells each.
cells.

26.6S
30.52
35.64
35.64
32.88
17.05
10.13
26.68
7 80
7.95
8.77
8.85

21.62
25.05
29.37
29.37
26.92
13.6G
8.1G
21.62
6.12
G.32
6.93
7.34

TABLE B.

Num
ber of
line.

7
9
10
11
12

wires.
Strength of Strength of
of relays.
line and Resistance of
cur't when
cur't when
supplied
Resistance Resistance line and re Conductivity of supplied by
lays increas
of line.
separato battery
from one
of 55
ed by 85 —
batteries of
battery.
55 cells.
cells.

1700
4000
4000
8000
8000

8300
10800
10609
9600
9000

Num

ber of
line.

1
2
3
4
5
6
8

9055
8355
10855
10655
9655

.000121
.000092
.000094
.000104
.000111

6.58
6.07
5.16
5.69
6.07

G.41
4 74
5.02
5.58
5.85

TABLE C.
battery
30 cells.of
Strength
of Strength of
relays.
Resistance of
cur't when cur't when
line and re Conductivity of supplied
by
supplied
Resistance Resistance
of line and lays increas
wires.
separate
if line.
from one
ed by 30 —
battery
of 33
battery.
cells.

1700
1700
1700
1700
1700
1700
1700

3100
2700
2300
2300
2500
4900
3100

3130
2730
2330
2330
2530
4930
3130

.000322
.000373
.000434
.000434
.000400
.000204
.000322

9.58
10.98
12.87
12.87
11.85
0.09
9.5S

9.04
10.44
12.12
12.12
11.65
5 G7
8.97
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By referring to the seventh column of table A it will he seen
that No. 4 wire gets nearly five times as much current from the
battery of 85 cells as No. 9 ; and table B shows that by dividing
the wires and batteries as represented, No. 9 gets only 22 per
cent less current from 65 cells than it got from 85 ; or, in other
words, the reduction of 35 per cent in the number of cells would,
under the circumstances, be followed by a reduction of only 22
per cent in the strength of current
Table C shows that the average strength of current on the
seven wires mentioned, when worked from a 30 cell battery, is
considerably greater than upon the five longer wires when worked
from the 85 cell battery.
It is evident, of course, that if the strength of current is suffi
cient on 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12, when worked in common with the
short wires from a general battery of 85 cells, as is shown in table
A, then it is more than is required on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 when
supplied
But thefrom
presence
a general
of abattery
large quantity
of 30 cells,
of electricity
as shown in
on table
a wire,
C.
or great strength of current, is not an essential element in work
ing a telegraph line. Indeed, wires may be, and often are sup
plied from powerful batteries from which other wires are worked,
but which, notwithstanding the large quantity of current obtained,
are unable to work during rainy weather on account of the
variation in the strength of current arising from the opening and
closing of the circuits of the other wires.
The amount of attractive force which is exerted upon the
armature of a relay is of far less consequence in the practical
working of a line than the uniformity of the force.
It is the difference or margin of force acting upon the relay
at the receiving station, when the key at the sending station
is opened and closed, upon which the operator depends for his
signals.
Now, suppose that during a very wet day the two stations
situated at the extreme ends of wire No. 9—four hundred miles
apart—were working upon a margin of 12 per cent By refer
ence td table A it will be seen that the strength of current upon
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that wire irom a, battery of 85 cells would be 6.12 when the
keys were closed on all the wires, and 7.80 when the keys on all
the other wires were opened—for by opening the other eleven
wires the battery is made a special one for the remaining wire—
thus the simultaneous opening and closing of all the other cir
cuits would affect the strength of current of this one 27 per cent
while the working margin was only 12 per cent Of course the
line could not be worked under such circumstances, although
when supplied from a separate battery, or even from a battery
which worked a less number of wires, it would meet with no
difficulty. Take, for example, the same wire as represented in
table B. When all the wires working from the general battery
have their circuits closed, the strength of current on No. 9 would
be 4. 74. When the rest were open it would be 5.07, thus showing
that only a difference of 7 per cent would exist in this case
against 27 in the other.
From the above it will be seen that the great waste of
money in working many wires of all lengths out of one battery
is not the most grievous loss, but that the injurious effects upon
the practical .working of the wires, especially during wet weather,
far outweighs it Few persons, we apprehend, really know how
much of the trouble which arises from this great evil of work
ing so many wires from one battery is erroneously attributed to
bad insulation and other causes.

CHAPTER XIX.
THE MEASUREMENT OF RESISTANCES.

The measurement of the resistance of a given length of wire
or of a telegraph line may be performed by various methods, of
which sometimes one and sometimes another may be preferable,
this depending largely upon the instrument we desire to make
use of for measuring purposes. The usual methods are the fol
lowing :
THE METHOD OF SUBSTITUTION.

The most simple method of measurement is to include the re
sistance which is to be measured, together with the galvanometer,
in the circuit of a galvanic battery, observe the deflection of
the needle, and then replace the unknown resistance by an
other known resistance, for instance, a certain number of ohms
or Siemens units, or by an adjustable rheostat, and then to so
adjust the last named resistance that the deflection of the needle
of the galvanometer is the same as before. The unknown resist
ance is of course equal to the known resistance by which it has
been replaced.
But this method is seldom available in practice. If the resist
ance to be measured is very small, then a sensitive galvanometer
will be deflected to an angle of nearly 90° and the polarity of the
needle may even be reversed. If, on the other hand, we use an
ordinary galvanometer, then the deflection changes but very
little after the angle of deflection has reached 30 or 35 degrees.
In addition to this, there is danger that the strength of the cur
rent may change during the time occupied in making the two
measurements.
We may arrive at a more exact result by employing a differ
ential galvanometer, G (fig. 137), which is provided with two
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separate coils, I m and n p, of equal power but opposite action.
The binding screws, to n, are connected by means of the wires,
t q, with one of the poles of the battery, S, while the other two
binding screws, Ip, are connected on one side with the screw o,
and on the other side with a resistance coil or a rheostat, R The
other pole of the battery is connected with the binding screw
oj as well as with the same rheostat, R
Now, in order to determine the resistance of the wire ABC,
we may connect the extreme end A to o, and C to ov

Fig. 137.

and adjust the resistance of the rheostat, R, so that the
needle of the galvanometer will stand at zero. As the two
opposing coils of the galvanometer are never exactly equal in
their action upon the needle, the resistance of rheostat R is not,
strictly speaking, equal to the resistance of the wire ABC.
We may, however, remove the wire ABC, and substitute
therefor another rheostat, Rt, connecting a with o and h with ot.
If we now adjust the rheostat, Rt, so as to cause the needle to
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return again to zero, then the resistance inserted by means of R1?
which we may read off on the instrument, is evidently equal to
the unknown resistance of the wire ABC.
"When one of the ends of the wire, for instance C, is connected
with the earth, then we must also connect •j with the earth and
proceed in the same manner as before. In this case, however, it is
necessary to take into consideration the fact that the earth cur
rents or currents of polarization may render the measurements
inaccurate. The effects of the latter may be avoided by making
the measurements very quickly, so as not to give the earth plates
time to become polarized.
The preceding method is evidently not applicable in cases
where the resistance, A B C, is so large that the rheostat wire
required for its measurement is insufficient, and larger resistance
coils are not available. Hence, it cannot be used to determine,
for example, the resistance of the insulating coating of a sub
marine cable when the cable itself is only a few miles in length.
This will be referred to hereafter in connection with the subject
of submarine lines. It is only desired in this place to mention
the general fact that, in cases of this kind, a galvanometer may
be used which consists of two coils of opposite direction, but
differing in respect to the number of convolutions in each coil.
For example, one coil may have 100 turns and the other 1,000.
In this case the former requires a current 10 times as strong as
the latter to produce the same effect upon the needle. The re
sistance in the former coil should also be only one tenth that
of the latter, the battery being the same for both coils.
It is true that the relation of the strength of current is not
exactly in proportion to the number of convolutions in the gal
vanometer, as both coils have not exactly the same effect upon
the needle ; but, by means of a preliminary test, the relative
strength of the two currents, which has an equal action upon the
needle, may be easily determined.
Let g (fig. 137) represent the resistance of the coil situated be
tween n and p, and gj that of the coil situated between I and m,
and suppose two graduated rheostats, K and Rt (removing A B
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C) to be inserted in the two circuits, and so adjusted that the
needle of the instrument stands^ at zero. If we indicate the re
sistances which are added by means of the rheostats by R and
Btl and the strengths of currents which flow in both circuits
respectively by S anfl S1, then the latter are in an inverse rela
tion to the resistances g -)- R and g -\- Rt, which we find in the
circuits ; hence we have
S _?. + R,
Bj

g + R

If we replace the resistances R and Rt by two others, r and rj,
then these would also cause no deflection of the needle, for the
reason that the new strengths of current, s and st, stand in the
same relation to each other as S and Sr Now, however,
s

g, + r,

hence no deviation of the needle takes place when
ffi + r,

g, + R,

g+ r

g + R

The latter relation, however, may be determined, once for all, by
a preliminary test ; we will call it the coefficient of the instru
ment and indicate it by K.
Now, in order to determine with the aid of such an instru
ment the resistance W, of line ABC, which is very consideable (fig. 137), we insert it between o and o1, adjusting the rheo
stat R so that the needle in g will stand at zero. Now, if we indi
cate by p the resistance of rheostat R (which resistance we find
in the right hand circuit), then we have, when the needle stands
at zero,
ffi + W
= K

or

9 + P

•W — K(g+ p)-gi
Now K, g, j7j and p are known resistances ; hence, by them we
are able to determine the resistance W of the line ABC.
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In many cases, as for example when testing submarine cables,
we may neglect the resistance of the salvanometer when its re
sistance is small in comparison with that of the circuit measured ;
we have then,
•
w — K p.
With this method, by which we may find the resistance sought
by another 10, 100 or 1,000 times smaller, it is easy to exclude
the influence of earth currents, which may appear when one end
of the resistance to be measured terminates in a ground plate.
To do this the battery is removed, and the wires i and q connected
directly with each other and with o1 and R, at the same time
another earth connection is made at ot. If an earth current is
present, and deflects the needle of G, we have only to place a small
steel magnet near G in such a manner that the needle again
stands at zero, the influence of the earth current being thus com
pensated by the magnet But even this is not strictly necessary •
we may consider the degree over which the needle stands under
the influence of the earth-current as zero mark, a position corres
ponding to the state of rest of the needle.
If the rheostat resistance is insufficient to determine the very
considerable resistance to be measured, we may insert two bat
teries of unequal strength but of like elements in both circuits.
If we place one battery, whose current circulates in the smaller
coil of the galvanometer and of the rheostat—for instance 10
elements—and the other battery, in whose circuit is included
the larger coil and the resistance to be measured, 120 ele
ments, the latter circuit having 12 times the battery power, re
quires 12 times as much resistance in order that the current may
have the same effect on the needle as the current from the
smaller battery. Hence, if we retain the same value for the re
spective resistances, we find,
»i + wK
12 {g + P)

or,
W — 12 (0 + p) K — jr,

and when again we neglect g and gt,
W — 12 pK.
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Consequently, if the galvanometer has two coils, one consisting
of 100 convolutions and the other of 10,000, and if we place in
the battery circuit with the former coil a battery of 10 elements,
and in the circuit of the other coil 120 elements, then the resist1
1
ance of the rheostat may be about
or
of the resist12 X 100
1200
ance which is to be measured. If, for instance, the resistance coils

Fig. 138.

(R) contain a total resistance of 10,000 units, then we may, accord
ing to the preceding method, measure resistances of 1200 X 10,000
or 12,000,000 units.
Ifi we have two rheostats, then we may (within certain limits
of the resistance to be measured) proceed in the following man
ner:
We take a differential galvanometer G, having equally power.
ful but opposing coils I m and n p (fig. 138). The extreme ends
m and n are connected by means of the wires i q with one of the
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poles of the battery S, the other ends, I and p respectively, with
the rheostat R, and the circuit-closing apparatus A. The latter
serves to put in or take out at pleasure the wire or resistance
which is to be measured (in the drawing represented as a spiral)
in the circuit of battery S. For this purpose we connect a
wire, k, from the battery pole to the mercury cup d; a movable
wire r connects this with another mercury cup o, and the latter,
by means of the wire u, is in connection with the binding screw
I of the galvanometer.
«
The current from the battery S now passes through both wires
i q to the separated coils of the galvanometer, which arc arranged
so that the branch currents shall pass around the needle in oppo
site directions; one of these passes through the rheostat R, the
other when the wire r, as represented in the drawing, is connected
with o through the wires u, r and Z\
Now the rheostat is so adjusted that both circuits offer the
same resistance, consequently the strength of the current in each
is the same, and the needle of the instrument G remains in a
state of rest, that is, at 0°.
Now, if we turn the wire r so as to connect it with ot instead
of o, and place the resistance which wo wish to measure between
o and Ot, then the part of the current formerly passing directly
through k, r and u to the galvanometer must go through kr olf
and the resistance which is to bo measured, to o, thence through
u to G ; on account of the larger resistance in the left hand circuit
the strongest current will flow to the right, and, therefore, the
needle is deflected by the latter current Now, if we insert in
the right hand circuit (by turning the rheostat) so much of the
rheostat wire that the needle of the instrument again stands at
zero, then we evidently have found in the resistance of the added
rheostat wire the resistance of the piece of wire between o and
Oj which wo wish to measure.
THE METHOD OF COMPENSATION.

This method consists in comparing, by means of a sine-galvan
ometer, the strengths of current which one and the same battery
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produces in two circuits, of which one has a known resistance
and the other the resistance which is to be measured.
Suppose a represents the resistance of the battery S (fig. 139)
and that of the galvanometer G ; between o and oj we may in
sert one after the other the known rheostat resistance R and
the resistance ABC= W, which is to be measured. Suppose
now, with the rheostat R inserted, that the galvanometer needle
gives an angle of deflection a, and with ABC inserted the angle
at, then the strength of the currents are proportioned to the sine
of the angle of deflection; hence, when s and «1, which are the
strengths of current corresponding to the angles of deflection a
and a t, then
sin. a : sin. a ,
G

Fig. 139.

According to Ohm's law, however, we have also, when E is the
electro-motive force of the battery, and a the resistance of the
battery and the galvanometer,
E

B

a + R a+W

1

1

a-fR

a+W

hence is
Bin. a

a -j- W

sin. a,

a -)- R

consequently,
sin. ix
W — (a + R)

a.
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The resistance a may be ascertained by a preliminary test ; R,
a, a1 are known values. These substituted in the equation de
termine w.
ance
When
a of great
the galvanometer
accuracy is not
and
required,
battery we
; we
may
then
neglect
get the resist

W — R.

as we may take for angles which do not exceed twenty-five de
grees, without committing any material error, instead of the sine,
the angle itself, hence we obtain, when the angles of deflection
a and a1 do not extend beyond this limit,
a
W -R. —
«i

approximate
of
unknown
For
R =instance,
2,000
resistance
value
Siemens
if we
ofAthe
obtain,
units,
B resistance
C,aaby
deflection
deviation
inserting
:
ofofa16°,
7°,
rheostat
on
we inserting
have
resistance
as the
an

16
W — 2,000 X — — 4,571 Siemens units.
1

"When the resistance to be measured is very great compared
with the rheostat resistance R, instead of the above we may use
two batteries of an unequal number of elements. For instance,
in the first experiment, where we insert the rheostat R, we take
n elements, and the second experiment, after having inserted
the resistance A B C, we take nt elements, then we get, when
E represents the electro-motive force, w the resistance of an ele
ment and <7 the resistance of the galvanometer :
nE
sin. a. : sin. a , —

n, E
:

;

nui-f-y-j-R n, to -l- p -j-'W

or, under the condition that a and aj do not exceed 25°, and the
battery and galvanometer resistance may be neglected in com
parison with R and W,
» n,
a :a1 — —
R: —
W;
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hence,
a
n,
W — R. — X —.

For instance, if n — 10, and nt —= 120 elements, then,
W — 12 x R X

and on the supposition that R — 2,000 Siemens units, a -= 16°,
a. — 7 ,
W — 12 X 2,000 X —
10 — 54,857 Siemens units.

When we change the number of elements in a battery, the

HI
B

Sw,

Fig. 140.

electro-motive force does not remain unchanged ; although, in
general, it cannot be said to be strictly proportional to the num
ber of elements. Now, in order to reduce the sensibility of the
galvanometer for a certain battery, we may treat it in a different
way.
Let fig. 140 represent the battery, H F — w, the resistance to
be measured, G the galvanometer. By inserting the known resistence wt between the wires A and C, which lead to the galvan
ometer, we form a shunt of known resistance, and the current
divides itself between the coils A C of the galvanometer G
and the inserted branch wt, so that only a part of the current
generated by the battery passes through the galvanometer.
If we indicate the resistance of the galvanometer by G, that
of the shunt by wt, the current passing through the galvanometer
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by s, and the current which flows in the undivided wire from B
to A by S, then
w, + G
1
Now, if we make it, — — . G, then tho current passing through the galvan!)0
omcter is
1
» — —.
100 S.
1
Hence the battery B acts with oulv

of iU forco on tho galvanometer G.
100

It is true that by inserting the resistance wj the strength of
the main current is somewhat augmented. When, however, the
resistance of the circuit is very considerable, the shunt has but
little influence upon it
MEASUREMENT BY THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

If the differential galvanometer were as perfect practically as it
is theoretically, it would enable us to make nearly all electrical
measurements with great accuracy ; but the difficulty of adjust
ing the two halves of the coil, so as to have at the same time
equal resistances and equal inductive effects, prevents its use
where minute accuracy is required, although it is very well suited
for making all the ordinary practical tests which are necessary in
telegraphy. All the advantages, however, which could theoreti
cally be anticipated from that instrument, may be practically ob
tained by means of the Wheatstone Bridge, or Balance, as it is
sometimes called.
The principle of the differential galvanometer consists in the
arrangement of a coil composed of two wires of equal lengths
and resistances, so that if currents of equal strength are sent
through them in opposite directions the effect on the needle is
null The principle of the Wheatstone Bridge, which has already
been referred to on page 206, is that of causing the compensating
currents to pass in opposite directions through a coil composed
of one wire, by a peculiar arrangement of resistances. This ar16
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rangement obviates the difficulties mentioned in the construction
of the differential galvanometer, because the movements of the
needle are solely dependent upon the alteration in the relative
values of the resistances, and in no way upon their inductive
effect
Fig. 141 represents a board on which are placed four copper
wires, Zb, 7m, Qa, Cb, the extremities of which are fixed to brass
binding screws. The binding screws Z C are connected respect
ively with the two poles of a battery, while those marked a b are
connected with the ends of the wire of a galvanometer. By
this arrangement a wire from each pole of the battery proceeds
to each end of the galvanometer wire, and if the four wires be of
equal length and thickness, and of the same material, perfect
C

a

equilibrium is established, so that a battery, however powerful,
will not produce the least deviation of the needle of the galvan
ometer from zero. The circuits ZiaC Z, and Z a b C Z are
in this case precisely equal ; but as both currents tend to pass in
opposite directions through the galvanometer, which is a com
mon part of both circuits, no effect is produced on the needle.
Currents are, however, established in Z b C Z and Z a C Z, which
would exist were the galvanometer entirely removed. But if a
resistance be interposed in either of the four wires, the equi
librium of the galvanometer will be disturbed. If the resistance
be interposed in Zb or Ca, the current Z a b C Z will acquire a
preponderance. If it be inserted either in Za or Cb, the opposite
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current, Zb a C Z, will become the strongest If the resistance
interposed in the wire be infinite, or what is the same thing,
if the wire, which we will suppose to be Cb, be removed, the
strength of the current passing through the galvanometer will
be that of a partial current Z b a, passing through one of the
wires, plus the galvanometer wire ; the path of the diverted por
tion of the current beitfg Za. According to this disposition, the
force of the original current —
E
, and that of the partial
R + 2r + g'
g
Er
current acting on the galvanometer

i R being
R(3r + j)+2r,+fV

the resistance of the battery ; r that of a single wire, and g that
of the galvanometer.

Fig. 142.

The equilibrium having being disturbed by the introduction
of a resistance in one of the wires, it may be restored by plac
ing an equal resistance in either of the adjacent wires. For the
purpose of interposing the standard resistance or rheostat, and
the helix, wire or other resistance to be compared with it, the
wires Zb and Cb are interrupted, and provided with binding screws
for the reception of the ends of the wires. The equilibrium,
when once established, is not in any degree affected by fluctua
tions in the electro-motive force of the battery.
Fig. 142 represents another arrangement of the wires of the
bridge in the form of a lozenge, which is the one generally em
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ployed to describe the balance, although in practice the appara
tus seldom bears this form. On comparing it with fig. 141, it
will be seen that the connections of the resistances and galvan
ometer in the two are identical, and that they are, in the second
diagram, only put into a more convenient form. The latter
diagram is more readily borne in mind, and affords great assist
ance both in comprehending the principle involved and in ar
ranging the connections for a test The same reference letters
are employed, and the preceding observations apply to it equally.
The principle of the Wheatstone Bridge may, perhaps, be more
readily understood, if we illustrate its operation by the variations
in the potentials of the electric current upon the various parts of
the balance, instead of the quantity of current passing through
them, the latter being always proportional to the difference in
potential between any two points on the conductor.
If we call the tension at the copper pole of the battery -)-,
and that at the zinc pole —, the tensions in each branch of the
bridge, providing the resistances are the same, will fall regu
larly and gradually from the end which is attached to the cop
per pole, and will rise regularly and gradually from the end
which is attached to the zinc pole, until they both meet in the
middle of the wire, where they will be at zero.
The circuit is always divided at some point in the bridge into
two branches, and at this point the tensions are equal, while at
some other point the two branches a4re united and the tensions
are again equal, whatever may be the lengths of the two inter
vening circuits. If the resistances are the same in each branch,
the tensions will be equal at any two points on the two branches
at the same distance from either pole.
In fig. 142 the bridge is composed of four wires of equal
length, size and resistance, with a galvanometer connected
across at the junctions a and b, and the two poles of a battery
connected respectively with C and Z. The current enters the
bridge at C and divides into two equal portions, one half travers
ing the wire C b Z, and the other half traversing the wire C a Z.
As the tensions at a and b are both zero, no current will pass be
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tween these two points, and consequently the needle of the gal
vanometer is not affected.
Under the conditions above described the currents between a
and C and b and C are both -)-, while those between b and Z and
a and Z are both —. If a resistance be inserted in the wire b
C, the zero point will change from b to a point nearer C, the po
tential at b will become '—, or less than zero, and a current will
flow across the wire between a and b, through the galvanometer,
proportional to the difference in potential at these points. If a
resistance be now inserted between b and Z, equal to that beG

.%. 143.

tween b and C, the zero point of the tensions will return again to
b, and no current will pass between a and b.
When the needle stands at zero the following relations always
exist between the four wires composing the bridge : If Za is
equal to Zb, then Ca is equal to Cb ; or if Za is equal to Ca, then
Zb must be equal to Cb. When Za bears the same proportion
to Zb that Ca does to Cb, no current will pass between a and b,
because the potentials in each branch of the circuit will change
in Fig.
the same
143 represents
proportionan
and
arrangement
will be equal
of atthe
thebridge
junctions
suitable
a andfor
b.
the measurement of either large or small resistances.
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A, B, C, D are the four terminal divisions of the bridge ; r is
a rheostat containing three resistance coils of 10, 100 and 1,000
ohms each ; p is a rheostat exactly similar to the preceding, and
these two rheostats are connected on one side with the -f- pole of
the battery. On the other side, r is connected with the galvan
ometer G and the unknown resistance X, and p is connected with
the rheostat R at C", and thence with the — pole of the battery,
to which the unknown resistance is also connected through C
The galvanometer G has a coil or multiplier containing about
22,000 turns of wire, and offers a resistance of 6,000 ohms.
Tbe resistance in r and p being the same, in order to ascertain
the resistance of X, it is only necessary to calculate the resist
ance unplugged in the rheostat R in order to bring the needle
of the galvanometer to zero, as the resistance inserted in R is
exactly the same as the resistance of X.
It is always necessary to place some resistance in DA and BA
when a considerable resistance is inserted between DC and BC, '
otherwise there would be no appreciable difference in the ten
sions at D and B, whatever the variations in the resistances of
CB and CD might be. The greater the resistance to be mea
sured, the greater should be the resistances inserted in DA and
BA
If the resistance of the wire, helix, cable or other resistance
to be measured, which is inserted between C and D, is neither
greater nor smaller than any of the resistances contained in the
rheostat R, which is inserted between C and B, then by un
plugging the proper resistance in R the needle will be brought
to zero, and the resistance unplugged will be equal to the un
known resistance, for DA : BA : : DC : BC ; and as DA is
equal to BA, DC and BC must also be equal.
If the resistance to be measured is greater than that contained
in the rheostat R, the resistance of p must be made less than
that of r, and the resistance unplugged in R must be multiplied
by the proportion which exists between r and p. If, on the con
trary, the resistance to bo measured is less than the smallest ♦re
sistance in the rheostat R, p is made greater than r, and the
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resistance unplugged in R must be divided by the proportion
which exists between r and p. For example, in measuring a re
sistance greater than that of the rheostat R, suppose p to have a
resistance of 200 ohms, r 300 and R 10,000, then
p : r : : R X ; or, 200 : 300 : : 10,000 : 15,000 ohms.

In measuring a resistance less than that of the rheostat R,
suppose it to have
p . ar :resistance
: R : X ; or 25
of: 25
5 : : ohms,
1 : 0.2 ohms.
r 5 and R 1, then
The value of the unknown resistance X may also be deter
mined by the following equation :
Let r represent the resistance inserted in DA, p the resistance
in BA, R the resistance unplugged in BC, in order to bring the
needle to zero, and X the unknown resistance in DC, then
r

p

X

R.

It will be seen, by examining fig. 143, tnat the three sides of
the bridge DA, BA and BC are really composed of resistance
coils, the intervening wires or metallic rods having no appreci
able resistance, and only serving as connectors between the coils.
In practice it is quite common to unite r and p in one box, hav
ing two parallel sets of resistance of 10, 100 and 1,000 ohms.
With the Wheatstone Bridge resistance can be measured rang
ing from .01 of an ohm to 1,000,000 with the same degree of
exactness.
METHODS OF MEASURING SMALL RESISTANCES.

The principal piece of apparatus used besides a battery and a
galvanometer is a Wheatstone Bridge, of the form usually
made by Messrs. Elliott Bros., for purposes of demonstration and
research.
Fig. 144 shows the arrangement of its essential parts on a scale
of about one ninth. A piece of German silver wire, E F, from
1.5 millimetres to 2 millimetres in diameter and 1 metre long, is
stretched upon an oblong board forming the base of the instru
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ment, parallel to a metre scale divided through
out its whole length into millimetres, and is so
placed that its two ends are approximately
opposite to the divisions 0 and 1,000 respectively
of the scale. The ends are soldered to a broad
copper band, which passes round each end of
the scale and runs parallel to it on the opposite
side from the wire. This band is interrupted by
-*} four gaps, ABC and D, at each side of each of
wbich is a binding screw for connecting the con
ductors- whose resistance is to be measured.
In the ordinary use of the apparatus the wires
from the batterv are attached to the screws a
and b, fixed upon the copper strips A B and
C D respectively, and the galvanometer wires
are connected, one to the screw c on the strip B
C, and the other to the screw d upon a movable
block, which slides along the graduated scale
and allows contact to be made at any part of
the German silver wire, while an index mark
shows the distance of the point of contact from
each end of the scale. The conductors to be
compared are inserted at the two middle gaps,
B and C, and if they are of small resistance,
the end gaps, A and D are usually closed by
thick copper latches, or, if the resistances at B
and C are considerable, conductors, whose re
sistances are known in terms of that of the
wire E F, are inserted at A and B ; it is easy to
see that the effect of these, which may be re
garded as non-graduated prolongations of the
German silver wire, is to increase the delicacy
Fig. 144.
but to limit the range of the instrument
When the movable contact d has been so placed that, on com
pleting the battery circuit, the galvanometer shows no deflec
tion, it follows, from the general principle on which the measure-
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ment is founded, that resistance a to c : resistance c to b =
resistance a to d : resistance d to b. In most cases we may
substitute for this, as a fair approximation,.
Resistance at B : resistance at C = resistance E to d -4- resistance
at A : resistance d to F -\- resistance at D, or
- scale reading + { length °f+ wire+e<l"al i : 1,000
8 ' ( in resistance to A j
'
,
,.
, (length of wire equal)
= scale reading
° resistance
- t
*to V»
°+
' i( in
i) Jr i'
but in adopting this last value as representing the ratio of the
resistances at B and C, we are exposed to sources of error which
become of greater importance in proportion as the resistances to
be compared are smaller. These errors are almost entirely
avoided in the process now to be described.
Tho resistance of any wire which is less than that of the whole
length of graduated wire, E F, may be found in terms of the
latter as follows : Insert the wire to be measured at the gap A,
close the gap D by a conductor of insensible resistance, and in
sert at B and C any two convenient conductors, the ratio of
whose resistances (which it is not necessary to know) does not
differ from unity more than does that of the resistance to be
measured and the resistance of the whole wire E F ; then shift
the movable contact d until the galvanometer ceases to be de
flected and take the reading of the scale. Next put the wire to
be measured at D and close the gap A by a conductor without
sensible resistance ; shift d until the galvanometer is again
balanced and take a second reading of the scale; the difference
of the two scale readings gives the length of the wire E F whose
resistance is equal to that of the wire to be measured.
In the above measurement we assumed the condition D = 0.
If m0 and m'a be the scale readings corresponding to this condi
tion, we have
A — (m'0 — »»J k.
in which k indicates the resistance of the unit length (1 millime
tre) of the wire E F. But since in practice the resistance D can
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never be reduced absolutely to nothing, it is important, when
great accuracy is required, that its value should be known : a
method is given further on by which any resistance great enough
to affect sensibly the reading of the instrument can be meas
ured.
In order that measurements thus made may have a definite
meaning, it is necessary that the value of k, or the resistance of
the unit length of the wire E F should be known with reference to
some recognized standard ; and when the resistance of the whole
wire E F is a comparatively small fraction of a unit, some
special method is needed for measuring k. Two methods may be employed for this purpose, the one which
is, on the whole, the most convenient, being the following : A
wire whose resistance, R, is only a little less than that of the
whole wire E F, is measured in terms of the latter by the process
given above : let p be the number of millimetres between the
two readings of the positions of the sliding contact, then
i- p — R

(I)

Next a standard (unit) coil of resistance, S, is combined in multi
pie arc with the wire already measured, and the measurement is
repeated; this gives, if q be the number of millimetres between
the two readings in this case :
R S
* <i
(II)
R+S
Whence we get, as the value of the coefficient required.
P— 9
k—s

.
Pi
Another method is to insert a standard coil at one of the gap
ends (say at A) and at the other (D) a wire whose resistance, R,
falls short of that of the standard by not quite the whole resist
ance of E F, and to shift the movable contact until the galvan
ometer is balanced ; then to interchange the standard and the re
sistance, R, and shift the contact again till the balance is restored :
let d be the diS'erence (in millimetres) between the two readings
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of the scale in this experiment Next, take a second wire whose
resistance, R2, falls short of that of Rt by nearly the whole re
sistance of E F, and proceed with this and the first wire in the
same way as with the first wire and the standard, and let d be the
difference between the two readings of the scale in this case.
Proceed in this manner with wires of smaller and smaller resist
ance until one is arrived at of smaller resistance than the wire
E F. Let the resistance of this wire by R , : by inserting it at one
of the end gaps and an insensible resistance at the other, and
afterwards interchanging, we find, by taking the difference, d„, of
the scale readings in the two positions required to balance the
galvanometer, the number of millimetres of the graduated wire
whose resistance is equal to Ru. By a set of such experiments
we obtain :
d k — S — R„
d.A-lt,— R„
<*„_,*: — R„-i — R„,
d.k — R.j

or
i — S-

d + d, +....+ <*„-!+ 4,.
It has been assumed in the foregoing that the coefficient k, or
the resistance of 1mm. of the graduated wire E F, is constant
from end to end. This is never strictly the case, and hence it is
desirable to measure not only the mean value of this coefficient
for the whole wire, but also its value for the different parts, or
else to assure ourselves that the variations are too small to be of
importance. This examination of the wire is very readily made
by the arrangement represented in fig. 145, which shows a second
graduated wire E' F' connected with a bridge of the form already
described. So far as the same reference letters occur in this fig
ure and in fig. 144, they mark identical parts : the battery is con
nected (through a make-and-break key not shown in the figure)
with the binding screws a and b, and terminals of the galvanome
ter are connected with two movable contact makers, one of them
m on the principal wire E F, and the other n on the wire E' F'.
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For convenience of reference this will be hereafter called the
" compensating wire " or "compensator "—the ends of which are
connected with the outer binding screws of the gaps B C. The
end gaps A and B are closed, one by a short and very thick piece
of copper wire of almost insensible resistance, and the other by
a short piece of German silver wire of resistance equal to that of
whatever length of the graduated wire it is desired to test at once.
This piece of wire serves the purpose of a gauge, with which each
part of the wire E F is compared in succession. The gauge being
(say) at the right hand gap D (as in the diagram) the sliding contact
m is placed at or very near to the right hand end of E F, and the
slider n is moved on the compensating wire so as to balance the
galvanometer. The gauge and the thick copper connector arc
next interchanged, and the balance is restored by moving the
slider m. As already pointed out, the length of E F over which
the slider is moved, is that of which the resistance is equal to
the difference between the resistances of the gauge and the thick
connector. The gauge and connector arc now put back into their
first positions, and the slider n is shifted until the galvanometer is
again balanced ;' then they are interchanged once more and the
balance obtained by shifting the slider upon E F. This process
of successively interchanging the gauge and connector, and ad
justing the galvanometer to zero, by moving alternately the sliders
m and n, is continued until the former has been brought step by
step to the further extremity of the wire E F. It will be seen
that each shift of the sliding contact m is over a portion of the
wire E F, whose resistance is equal to the constant difference
between the resistances of the gauge and connector, and there
fore that the graduated wire is divided into parts of equal resist
ance, in a manner similar to that in which a thermometer tube is
"calibrated,'' or divided into portions of equal capacity, by
marking on it the lengths successively occupied by a small
quantity of mercury which is pushed along it
The shift of the slider n also takes place over portions of the
wire E' F' which have all an equal resistance, but this bears the
same ratio to the resistance represented by the shifts of the

y
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slider m that the resistance of the branch a B E' F' C b bears to
the resistance of the branch a A E F D i. To prove this, let
the sliders be so placed that the galvanometer is in equilibrium
when the gauge is at the gap D, and the gap A is closed by the
thick connector : let the resistance of the gauge be denoted by G,
that of the connector by C, the resistances of the wires E F and
E' F' by L and L' respectively, those of the permanent connections
between a and E and between a and E' by e and e', the perma
nent resistances between b and F and between b and F' by /and
f', and lastly the resistances of Em and E' n by r and r'. We
then have the equation—
C 4- e + r
e + r'
=
(1)
G+/+L — r / + L' — r'
Then, by interchanging the gauge and connector and balancing
the galvanometer again by moving the slider n nearer to F',
while the slider m
G+
remains
e + r where ite+r\
was, we get the equation
=

C+/+L-r

....

(2)

f + V —r\

where r\ is the resistance between E' and the new position of n,
and therefore r'j — r' is the resistance of that portion of the
compensating wire over which the slider has been moved. By
adding unity to each side of each of the equations (1) and (2),
inverting the two new expressions thus obtained, and subtracting
one from the other, we get
r —r
G— C
e' + f + h

G + 0 + 8+/+L

or
e+f + V
r , ' - r = (G - C)

(3)
G+C+6+/+L

which shows that, with the same apparatus, at each shift of the
movable contact along the compensating wire, it passes over a
constant resistance of the magnitude stated above.
The value of the multiplier of G — C in equation (3) is easily
found experimentally ; for, since the resistance passed over at
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each shift of the slider on the principal wire E F is equal to the
difference G — C, denoting this resistance by r1 — r, we ob
tain

,'+f + V
G+C+e+/+L

r',-r
= M.

By help of this value, which for shortness may be denoted by
M, exceedingly small resistances, such as that of the short copper
connector mentioned above, are readily measured when they are
connected so as to form part of the principal circuit For this
purpose it is sometimes needful (in order that every measure
ment may come within the range of the instrument) to transfer
the battery wires from the binding screws a and b to E' and F' ;
when that is done, the factor M must be determined in this state
of the apparatus, since the resistances e' and/" now belong to
the principal branch of the circuit instead of to the compensator
branch. The galvanometer wire is now disconnected from the
slider m and applied to one end of the connector (or other con
ductor whose resistance is to be measured) and the balance is
got by means of the slider n ; the galvanometer wire is next ap
plied to the other end of the connector, and the balance is again
got by the slider. Then if Q be the resistance over which the
slider is moved, the resistance of the connector is given by
M

As an example of the resistances which are easily measurable
in this manner, it may be mentioned that in two experiments
the resistance of a thick and short piece of copper wire has been
found to be equal to that of 0.6 millimetre of the German silver
wire E F, or to be about 0.0008 of a B. A. unit
When the graduated wire'of the bridge has been divided as
above described into sections of equal resistance, it is easy to
make a table showing what fraction the resistance of any given
part of it is of the total resistance. For the purpose of avoiding
errors due to the resistance of connections in determinations of
specific resistance, a simple and accurate process is, to connect
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the wire to be used for the determination in the place of the
German silver wire E F of a bridge of the form shown in figure
144, and to proceed precisely in the manner already indicated
for the measurement of the resistance of the unit length of the
bridge wire. The result is in this case wholly independent of
any resistance outside the extreme positions of the sliding con
tact maker, and since this is only used for finding a point which
gives no current through the galvanometer, the result is also un
affected by any moderate variation of resistance at the movable
contact itself.
It will be seen that the accuracy of the above methods of
measurement depend essentially on the possibility of connecting
the conductors inserted at the two gaps A and D with the rest
of the apparatus in such a way that they can be taken out and
put back again, time after time, without causing any perceptible
change in the resistance of the connections. This is accom
plished by the use of well amalgamated copper rods, resting by
their flat er.ds on an amalgamated plate of copper, forming the
bottom of a mercury cup.

CHAPTER XX.
THE LAWS OF ELECTRO-MAGNETISM.

In order to attain the best result in the construction of electro
magnets, to he used under given conditions or for particular pur
poses, it is necessary to proceed in accordance with certain laws
which govern the action of a coil or helix upon the iron cores
enclosed within it The form in which an electro-magnet is usu
ally constructed has already been described and illustrated (page
102). The general law which governs the magnetizing action of
a helix is this : The magnetizing effect of a current flowing
through a conductor coiled into a helix or spiral is directly pro
portional to the strength of the current and to the number of
turns in the helix. If we denote the strength of the current
traversing the coiled wire by S, the number of convolutions in
then
the helix by n, and the magnetizing power of the helix by ^;,
p — n s.
According to the researches of Lenz and Jacobi, the breadth
of the helix is without influence on the magnetic effect produced
in the iron core, provided the ends of the core project beyond
the helix. On the other hand, these physicists found that the
magnetism produced is proportional to the strength of the cur
rent S and the number of convolutions n, so that when we indi
cate by c a constant quantity, the simple relation is
)»""cn8 = cj).

It has, however, been shown by Miiller that this formula is
only applicable to weak currents and comparatively heavy iron
cores. For stronger currents and cores of smaller diameter, he
found the relation to be as follows :
a

m

p — a d i tang. —
bd>,

17

,
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in which d indicates the diameter of the iron core, while a and
b are constant multipliers, which vary with the length and num
ber of turns. It follows, therefore, from this equation, that there
is for each iron core a maximum of magnetism which cannot be
exceeded. If, then, we give to p a value infinitely great, we
obtain
m
tang.

— oo
bd'

from which it follows that
m

it
— —, and
bd*
2
m — — b d*
2

As both b and d have a definite value for the same iron core,
it follows that m has always a finite value, which is at the same
time the maximum of magnetism which the core is capable of re
ceiving. Hence this maximum is proportional to the square of
the diameter, or, in other words, to the sectional area of the core.
The sustaining power of an electro-magnet, or the force with
which it acts upon its armature, differs materially from the free
magnetism which is developed in its core under the influence of
a magnetizing helix. According to Dub's experiments, the sus
taining power depends upon the size and form of the armature,
and increases generally with the dimensions of the latter. He
further discovered that with a given strength of current and an
armature of given length, a core of smaller diameter often has
more sustaining power than one of larger diameter. It is appa
rent that, owing to the reaction of the armature upon the electro
magnet, the maximum of magnetization is sooner reached than
if there were no armature in contact with the core. Dub also
found that the best results were obtained by making the poles
of the magnet of the same area as the section of the core, and
with a perfectly plane surface ; and that no advantage resulted
from the enlargement of the surface of the poles. The tempera
ture of the iron core affects to some extent the development of
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magnetism therein. With a given strength of current, the
higher the temperature the less will be the amount of magnet
ism developed.
CONSTRUCTION OF MAGNETIZING HELICES FOR
ELECTRO-MAGNETS.

The magnetism which a magnetizing spiral produces in an elec
tro magnet is, as we have already seen, proportional to the strength
of current and to the number of convolutions, provided the dis
tance between the wire and the iron core does not exceed a cer
tain limit
In the case of the electro-magnets used in telegraphy, this
limit amounts to about half an inch, and when the distance be
tween the core and wire exceeds this limit, the proportional effect
of the current upon the iron core rapidly decreases ; conse
quently, the volume of the coil or helix which surrounds an
electro-magnet is limited, and when we wish to increase the
number of convolutions, the only resource is to reduce the sec
tional area of the conducting wire.
This being the case, it is not difficult to determine under what
conditions a magnetizing helix will produce the greatest magnetic
force, provided the strength of the current and the resistance are
known.
Let us suppose, in the first place, that the wire makes but a
single convolution around the iron core, but that it occupies the
entire space intended for the coil. Let the resistance of such a
wire be indicated by u. If we now divide it in such a manner
that instead of one convolution it makes two, then its sec
tional area is only half as much but its length is double what it
previously was ; the resistance of the wire is therefore four times
as great as at first, viz., 4m. In the same way, when the original
wire
resistance
is made
r ofinto
the ncoil
convolutions
is
instead of two, then the total
r = »* «

Now, if E denotes the electro-motive force of the battery, W
the resistance of the battery and the wire, and therefore the whole
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resistance outside the coil, we find that the strength of current S,
according to Ohm's law, is
E

s = -W

+ «• u

consequently, the magnetic force is
»E

W + n* u

•

. By varying n the magnetic force M of the electro-magnet also
varies, and M attains its greatest value when the denominator is
the smallest ; the latter, for theoretical reasons, is the case when,
in the preceding equation,
W — n'a

(1)

or
W—r

The magnetizing coils of an electro-magnet therefore act
most powerfully when their resistance (r) is equal to the total
resistance (W) of the circuit outside of the coils.
If we indicate by I, q, s, respectively, the length, sectional area
and specific resistance of the wire which surrounds the iron core,
then the resistance r of the coil is,
Is
9

Hence the action of the coil is a maximum when
Is

w

.

forAsthe
only
wire
copper
coils,wire,
we find
whose
that
specific
for the
resistance
maximum
= 1, of
is employed
magnetic
intensity
l
W

(2)

If we take into consideration the fact that the diameter of the
coil should not exceed a certain limit, when its magnetizing power
is not otherwise restricted, equation (2) gives these conclusions :
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1. When the resistance W outside the coil is very large, the
the proportion -q should also be large ; the coil should then be
made of a wire of great length and small sectional area, or very
long and fine wire.
2. When the resistance W outside the coil is small, then the
proportion — ought to be small also ; in this case a short and
thick wire should be used.
The former applies more directly to coils of electro-magnets
used on long telegraph lines or in circuits where the battery has
a great resistance. The latter applies in cases where the electro
magnets are operated by a local battery of small resistance.

CHAPTER XXI.
THE DETERMINATION OF VOLTAIC CONSTANTS.

The manner in which the strength of a galvanic current is
measured has already been explained in a preceding chapter.
The adaptability of a galvanic element to any special purpose
does not, however, always depend solely upon the strength of
current indicated by the galvanometer. For this reason a know
ledge of the strength of current alone, is not in all cases suffi
cient to determine what the effect of a battery will be in prac
tice. This may be illustrated by an example. Suppose the
electro-motive force of a certain element be 480, its internal
resistance 20, and the resistance of a galvanometer included iu
the circuit 40, then the strength of current will be
480
= 8.
20 + 40

With an element having an electro-motive force of 400 and an
internal resistance of 10, the insertion of the same galvanometer
will produce the same strength of current,
400
- = 8.

10 + 40

Now, although both elements produce the same deflection of
the galvanometer needle, it would not be correct on that ac
count to suppose that they would produce the same effect in all
cases, or that they may be substituted for each other.
When we include another apparatus, for instance, an electro
magnet, whose resistance is only 10, in the circuit of both ele
ments instead of the galvanometer, the strength of current given
480

by the first element is
= 16> while that of the second is
480
2° + 10
case it is rpreferable to
10 + 10 = 24, so that in this particular
*
make use of the second element instead of the first one.
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For the same reason, an element may appear to be constant
when in circuit with a galvanometer, in case its electro-motive
force and its resistance should happen to vary in a corresponding
proportion, while in actual use it may prove a very inconstant
one, and' vice versa. In order, therefore, to ascertain beforehand
whether or not a given galvanic combination is adapted to any
particular use, we should determine what are called its con
stants—that is to say, the several factors which influence the
Strength of current; and also how, and to what extent, these
vary while in action in the special case under consideration.
These so-called constants are the internal resistance, the electro
motive force, and the polarization which are contained in the
element
MEASUREMENT OF THE INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF A BATTERY.

The resistance of a galvanic element or batteiy may be de
termined by various methods.
I. One of the simplest of these is that of observing the
strength of current ; first, when there is no external resistance in
circuit, and again after inserting a known resistance, I. If, as
heretofore, we indicate the two strengths of current measured
by an inserted tangent galvanometer by S and St, the electro
motive force by E, the resistance of the element and the gal
vanometer taken together by x, and the resistance of the inserted
wire by I, then, according to Ohm's law,
E
S =
x

«
,

-.

S, =
x + I

and, by combining the two equations, we get for the resistance
of the element and the galvanometer together,
»=

s,
1
s — s,

(1)

Now, when a and at are the angles of deflection, and M the
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magnetic power of the needle, S = M tang. «, and St =- M
tang, a, and we have
tang, «,
tang, a — tang, a:,

This includes the resistance of the galvanometer and the re
quired connecting wires ; the latter resistances, however, are very
easily determined by the methods previously given, and being
thus found, if we deduct them from the value obtained for x,
the remainder will be the resistance of the element alone.
The following will serve as a practical example of this
method: A Gaugain tangent galvanometer (fig. 91, page 138,)
was connected in circuit with a set of resistance coils (fig. 117,
page 181,) and a cell of gravity battery (fig. 35, page 57). When
the resistance coils were all plugged, the deflection of the gal
vanometer was 65°, while by the insertion of 1 ohm resistance
in the rheostat the deflection was reduced to 57^-°. We have
seen (page 137) that the strength of current is in proportion to
the tangent of the angle of deflection produced. By referring
to a table of tangents we find that the tangent of 65° is 2.45,
and that of 57£° is 1.57. The resistance of the galvanometer
coil was 0.78° ohms. Therefore, we have
S = tang. 65° = 2.45
S, = tang. 57J" = 1.51
/ = 1 (ohm)

Then, according to equation (1), the value of the unknown
resistance of the battery is
1.67
x =

= 2.73
2A&— 1.57

From this, however, we must deduct the resistance of the
galvanometer, 0.78 ohms, which gives us as the resistance of the
battery itself, 1.95 ohms.
II. If we wish to bring the resistance of the galvanometer
directly into our calculation, let us express
By x, the resistance of the element
" S, the measured strength of current for any unit qt
resistance = w.
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By St, a second strength of current for any smaller re
sistance -= tv%
,
" t the resistance of the galvanometer.
" E, the electro-motive force, then we shall have
E

s =
x + t + to
E
S1 =
X + t + «?!

;

whence it follows that
S

x + t + to.
x + t+w

and

to S — 10 1 S t
x + I=•
S, — S
toS — io, Si

whence

s, — s
In case the measurements are made with a tangent galvanom
eter, we shall obtain, according to the preceding example,
to tang, a — w, tang, a, '
'(2)
tang. a4 — tang, a'

The same cell was measured by this method with the follow
ing results :
to
=3 (ohms)
to,
=1 (ohm)
tang, a = 1.018
tang, a, = 1.57
t
= 0.78 (ohms)

According to equation (2) the value of x was found to be
(3 X 1.018)— (1X1.57)
0.78 = 1.90 ohms.
1.57 —1.018

With the sine galvanometer (figs. 93 and 94) the method to
be followed is precisely the same. The formula in this case
would be
to sin a — to, sin «,
x=sin «. — sin a

t

(3)
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The resistance t of the galvanometer is usually small ; when
only a single turn of the ordinary tangent galvanometer (rig. 90)
is used, it is but a small fraction of a unit : it may, therefore, be
neglected entirely when an instrument of this kind is employed.
III. Mance's method of measurement consists simply in sub
stituting the battery of which the resistance is to be measured
for the resistance in one branch of the Wheatstone bridge (page
241), and adjusting the resistances until the needle of the gal
vanometer is deflected from zero, and maintains its deflection
constantly when contact at the cross-wire of the bridge is
made and broken. In the following illustration (fig. 146) A, B,
E, and E are the four sides of a Wheatstone bridge, K a contact
key, Gr the galvanometer, E being the battery whose resistance

Fig. 146.

determined
is to be measured.
; or, supposing
Now, when
A and
AEB=toBR
be the
tworesistance
equal resistances,
becomes
E and
the
and
branches
if Rthere
will ofbethe
equal.
noA.
bridge,
change
Having
wein make
the
placed
deflection,
andthe
break
battery
we
contact
know
in one
atthat
K,
of

AE = BR, and E ., ^

Practically the result is independent of

the galvanometer resistance. It is convenient to give to the
constant branches of the bridge a ratio by which the unplugged
resistance may be multiplied.
The method admits very easily of experimental proof ; for if
we make the resistance R great, wc shall have a larger deflection
when K is open than when pressed down ; but if R is small, then
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when K is pressed down we shall have the larger deflection. Evi
dently there must be some value for R at which the closing or
opening of K does not affect the deflection ; and if A and B are
equal, this value will be the resistance of E.
Applying this method to the measurement of the cell above
mentioned, the resistances A and B were made equal to 1000
and 10 ohms respectively. It was then found that 195 ohms
would balance the needle ; therefore,
,

1000 : 10 : : 195 : 1.95

The resistance of the battery was, therefore, 1.95 ohms, or sensibly
the same as before.
IV. Another method for determining the resistance of an
element may be recommended when a tangent or sine galvan
ometer is not available and we have only a multiplier, G, at our
command, the resistance of which is known.
The multiplier with a rheostat is connected in circuit, and suf
ficient resistance unplugged to produce a convenient deflection
a. A shunt having a known resistance S (which may be about
the same, or greater than that of the coils of the multiplier), is
then connected across from one pole of the battery to the other.
This will, of course, diminish the deflection of the needle by
diverting part of the current from the multiplier. Now decrease
the resistance of the rheostat R until the original deflection a is
reproduced, and let r indicate this new resistance, then the re
sistance x of the battery will be
x= S R—r

r+G
Thus a measurement of the above cell, taken on a different
occasion, gave
R = 10 ohms.
8=6
"
r = 1
"
G = 1.57 "
10 — 7

consequently,
as = 5 x
= 1.75.
*
7 + 1.57
This is known as Sir William Thomson's method, and is
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regarded as one of the most generally useful ones yet made
available.
V. The internal resistance of a battery may also be found by
means of a differential galvanometer having a thick wire coil, or
by shunting the coils of a thin wire differential galvanometer.
This method requires a rheostat adjustable to fractions of a
unit, if a small number of cells are to be measured at a time.

Fig. 147.

With the differential galvanometer of the "Western Union Tele
graph Company (fig. 147) the process is as follows :
Connect the positive pole of the battery with binding screw
C, and the negative with binding screw 3, inserting a plug at A,
and also in the orifice marked TJT on the left hand side of the
galvanometer. When the key is depressed, only -j-$T of the
battery current will flow through one half of the galvanometer
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coil, '^j. passing through the shunt The deflection of the
needle must then be noted. Now connect the positive pole of the
battery with binding screw 4, and the negative pole with one
end of the rheostat, the other end of which attach to the bind
ing screw 3. Insert plugs at the ^T shunts on each side, and
also at A and B. The portion of the current which flows
through the galvanometer now passes through both halves o^
the coil, and the deflection of the needle is consequently in
creased. Now unplug the resistance coil until the deflection of
the needle is the same as it was when the current passed only
through one half of the galvanometer coil, and the resistances
unplugged will be equal to the resistance of the battery.
The Gaugaiu differential galvanometer is admirably adapted
to measuring the internal resistance of batteries by this method.
As thick wires are used, no shunting is necessary.
It is obvious that the resistance of any element depends upon
the nature of the liquids, the surface of the immersed metals,
the distance between these metals, the character of the porous
cells, etc. ; it consequently varies accordingly, and thus, when
the combinations are the same, the resistance often proves to be
quite different
The measurement of the resistance of a battery is subject to
some uncertainty, since the resistance is subject to considerable
variation even while the measurement is being made. For ac
curate determinations it is, therefore, better to take the mean of
a number of observations.
Of the galvanic elements in common use the resistance of
the Grove battery is least, being usually less than half an ohm
for a pint cell. The Daniell is usually from 3 to 5 ohms, and
the gravity from 2 to 4 ohms—the two latter depending not only
upon the size of the plates and their distance apart, but also
upon the degree of saturation of the sulphate of zinc solution.
MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRO-MOTIVE FORCE.

In order to determine the electro-motive force of a given vol
taic combination, it is necessary to adopt some definite standard
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of measurement For this purpose a certain strength of current
(S) is appropriate. The unit strength of current formerly em
ployed was calculated from the chemical unit, which was ex
plained on page 162, and which, according to Ohm's law, is pro
portional to the electro-motive force of the element
E
This is

S=

.
W

where W represents the total resistance of the element When in
then
any case W is made to equal E1,= S.

That is to say, the electro-motive force of an element is equal to
the strength of current which it would give when its resistance
equals 1. S, or the strength of current, however, indicates the
number of cubic centimetres of inflammable gas which the cur
rent produces in a minute ; the electro-motive force (that is, the
number which may be derived from the above expression
E = S W), consequently, indicates the quantity of inflammable
gas (in cubic centimetres) which the current produces in one
minute when the resistance of the element is equal to 1.
When, for instance, it was said that the electro-motive
force of a Daniell element was equal to 470, it was meant that
the element would produce 470 cubic centimetres of inflammable
gas in one minute when the sum of all the resistances in circuit
was equal to 1.
Another measure of electro-motive force was the unit selected
by Regnault, which was the electro-motive force of a thermo
electric copper-bismuth element, whose opposite ends are con
stantly kept at the temperature of 0° and 100° C, respectively.
Regnault's process for determining the electro-motive force of
a galvanic element is founded on the principle of opposing a
thermo-electric counter-current from so many copper-bismuth
elements to the element tested that the currents balance each
other. The electro-motive force of the element which is ex
amined is then expressed by the number of thermo-electric ele
ments which are required to produce this result When the
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electro-motive force of a Grove element, for instance, is found
to be equal to 310 according to Regnault, then it is meant that a
single Grove element has the same electro-motive force as 310
thermo-electric copper bismuth pairs whose opposite ends are at
the temperatures of 0° and 100°.
The unit now most generally adopted is that of the British
Association, and is termed the volt The volt is a little less
than the electro-motive force of a Daniell element, the latter
being equal to 1.079 volts. For ordinary purposes. where great
accuracy is not required, it is usual to consider the Daniell ele
ment as roughly equal to one volt
The electro-motive force of a galvanic element, like its resist
ance, may be determined in several ways. It is generally most
convenient to make use of the Daniell battery as a standard, as
its electro-motive force is probably more uniform than that of
any other, and its electro- motive force being known, the results
may readily be reduced to volts by multiplying by 1.079. There
are two general principles by which the electro-motive force of a
battery may be found. One of these is by the application of
Ohm's law to a battery in action, where the resistances are
known, and the other by allowing the battery to remain inactive,
and measuring the potential, in which cases the potential is the
same as the electro-motive force, and the resistances in circuit
need not be known. The first five of the following methods
belong to the former system, and Poggendorff's method is a
combination
To
L Let
compare
theirofforces
the
both.
electro-motive
be E and E' forces
; join of
them
twoup
batteries
successively
:
in

circuit with the same galvanometer, and, by varying their resist
ance, cause them both to give the same deflection ; their forces
will then be in direct proportion to the total resistances in circuit
in each case, or
E' = E X —.
R'
R

where R represents the resistance with E (including that of bat
tery, galvanometer, and the variable resistance), and R' with E.'
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IL If the external resistances be made very large indeed in
comparison with that of the cells themselves, their internal re
sistance may often in practice be neglected, and only those of
the galvanometer and resistance coil taken into account
III. When the electro-motive forces differ greatly, it is often
necessary to employ a shunt to diminish the deflection of the
galvanometer and bring it within range with the more powerful
battery. Calling their resistances g and s, their joint resistance
will be
9X*
g + »

which must be employed in calculating the total resistance of
E ; the respective electro-motive forces are then
g + a
RX
a

E' = E X
R' + g

theIV.
formula
Where
becomes
shunts are used in obtaining both the deflections,
a +-»
Rx
s
E'= E X
g + 4
R'X
s'

o -\.~ s

theInshunt
all these
(page cases
147).

represents the multiplying power of

V. When a Thomson's reflecting galvanometer is employed
(or any other in which the deflections have a known value), it
becomes unnecessary to reproduce the same deflection. Calling
the deflections d and d' we have
RXd
E' = E X
RXd'

VI. Where a number of cells are joined up in a circuit with,
but in opposition to a number of other cells with a galvanome
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ter inserted, and the numbers adjusted so that no current passes,
we have an obvious measure of their electro-motive force.
VII. In PoggendorfFs method (fig. 148) the more powerful
battery, E', is joined up in circuit with a resistance coil li,

t 'l

b

Pig. 148.

and the other battery, E, and a galvanometer are connected to
the same coil, so that both batteries send a current through R in
the same direction ; by increasing the resistance of R it is easy
either to make the current of E' overpower that of E, or to ob
tain such an equilibrium that E' shall remain inactive, and no
current pass through the galvanometer in either direction. When
this is effected we have the following ratio : as the total resist-

Fig. 149.

ance of E' and R is to the resistance of R, so is the electro
motive force of E' to that of E
R
E = E' X
E' + R

VIII. It has been objected to the preceding system, that,
since one of the batteries is active and the other not, we do not
obtain a true comparison of the forces. Although attaching
little importance to this objection, it may be stated that Mr.
Clark has employed an instrument depending on similar princi18
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pies, to which this consideration does not apply. In fig. 149
R is a coil of platinum wire of 100 turns, wound on an ebon
ite cylinder, which revolves on its axis like a Wheatstone's
rheostat ; the ends of the coil are connected to the axles, which
work in the blocks A and B ; p n is a battery of several cellsi
also connected to the blocks A and B, which sends a continuous
current through R A rheostat, RA, is also inserted, by which
the total resistance of the circuit can be varied. E is a standard
element (or a thermo-electric pile), also connected to the blocks
A and B with an intervening galvanometer, which, by a proper
adjustment of the rheostat, is just balanced by the battery p n
in the manner before described, so that no current passes. Thus
far the arrangement is similar to that of Poggendorff, except
that E is used as the standard of comparison instead of p n.
E' is the cell whose potential or electro-motive force we desire
to measure, and this is connected with the block A, and galvan
ometer g, and a movable wire n, which can be applied to any
part of the wire R.
Assuming the standard battery E to be exactly balanced by
p n, and to have a potential of 100, and calling the potential at
A = 0, we have between A and B every potential from 0 to
100; and by applying the wire n successively to different parts
of the wire R we soon find a point where the potential of E is
balanced, no current passing through g. A scale of equal parts
measured along R gives the potential of the cell E' by simple
inspection.
By the use of a Thomson's galvanometer, and by fixing a
divided scale on the revolving cylinder, it is easy to measure
potentials accurately to the ten thousandth or hundred thou
sandth part of a Daniells cell. When the battery E' which we
wish to measure is more powerful than the standard battery E,
their positions are reversed, and E is connected to the galvan
ometer g and wire n. When this is the case, employing a scale
of 100 parts and calling n the number of divisions, we have
100
E! = E X —
n
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IX. The two elements or batteries to be compared are used
in succession to charge a given condenser. Their electro- motive
forces are in direct proportion to the charges communicated by
them to the condenser. When batteries of very different values
are to be compared, a shunt must be used in reading the throw
due to the charge current of the larger one. The maximum
current of a battery of given surface of plates is obtained when
the resistance of the battery is equal to that of the circuit ex
terior to it
andIf the
we have
external
N elements,
resistancethe
of the
resistance
circuit
N ofR each
ohms,being
we must
r ohms,
arrange the battery in n rows of each

elements in series, and

these rows we must then connect up parallel with each other.
The number of rows will be

n = y/N»
R

The resistance of each row being
—
N r = nR„. ohms.
(I

For measuring electro-motive forces with Siemens' Universal
Galvanometer (an instrument wljich will be hereafter more fully
described) Professor E. du Bo's-Reymond's modification of Poggendorffs compensation method is employed.
The upper diagram of figure 150 shows the connections to be
made with the instrument The needle » is to be brought to
the zero point of the small scale by turning the galvanometer G
round its vertical axis. The pointer or vernier Z, is to be
brought by means of the handle to the zero point of the large
scale on the slate disc. The hole between III and IV to be
left unplugged. Plugs to be inserted in 1, 10 and 100. The
two poles of the battery E0 (which must be greater than Et and
E3) are to be connected with the terminals II and III. The
poles of the battery which is to be compared to E0 are to be
connected to terminals I and IV in such a manner that the
similar poles of the two batteries are joined to terminals I and
III and to II and IV respectively.
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The galvanometer needle will now be deflected, and can be
brought back to zero by turning the pointer Z either to the right
or the left Should, for instance, the pointer have to be brought
to 30° on the A side, we have the following equation :
150 — 30
E, =E0

(1)
300 + u

•

where u is the resistance of the battery E0.
The battery E3 is now to be inserted in the place of Elf and

Fig. 150.

the galvanometer needle, when it deflects again, brought back
to zero by moving the pointer Z. If, for instance, the pointer
has to be pushed to 40° on the B side to obtain an equilibrium,
we have
1 50 + 40
E, =K„

(2)
300 + a

By eliminating u from equations 1 and 2 we have :
E, E, : = (150 — 30) : (150 + 40) = 12 : 19

(3)
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The two electro-motive forces are in the same proportion as
the two observed distances of the pointer Z, from 150° on the
A side of the instrument
The lower diagram of figure 150 shows the arrangements of the
circuits for comparing the electro-motive forces by this method.
The more powerful battery E0 is connected at II with one end
of the resistance coils n, and at III with the other end of the
resistance coil, through the bridge wire. The battery E is con
nected at IV with one of the termini of the galvanometer coil,
whose other end is connected with one end of the bridge wire,
and at I with the movable pointer or vernier Z. The current
from E0 enters the resistance coils at II and passes through
them to the bridge wire, where two paths are open for its return
—one via the bridge wire direct, and the other through the gal
vanometer, the battery E and the vernier Z to the bridge wire.
The current from E enters the bridge wire near the resistance
coils n and traverses the former until it reaches the pointer Z,
whence it returns. By moving the pointer until the tension is
the same at IV as it is at the junction of the bridge wire and the
resistance coils n, no current will flow through the galvanometer.
DETERMINATION OF GALVANIC POLARIZATION.

It is evident that in the case of an element which contains
liquids in its circuit, the actual electro-motive force of the ele
ment will be opposed by a new electro-motive force, which is
caused by polarization (page 184), and consequently the actual
strength of current S is longer obtained by Ohm's formula,
E

a = —.
w
If we indicate the sum of all the polarizations present in the
circuit (i e. their electro-motive force) by P, the resistance of
the element and the metallic conductor by W, and the resist
ance of the liquid between the metallic conductors by F, then
we obtain for the actual strength of current the expression
S = E—P

w+P
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the correctness of which has been ascertained by the most varied
te.-ts made by including liquids in the circuit
As the resistance of a liquid (F), and the polarization (P)
which is caused by it, are entirely independent of each other,
and as two liquids may very possibly present an equal resistance
and still produce very different polarization, it follows that we
should not imagine that a column of liquid will be absolutely
replaced by the substitution of a metallic wire of corresponding
resistance. When we substitute an equivalent metallic resist
ance for the line resistance, no attention is paid to the polariza
tion. This, however, should be done wheu we want to know
the exact strength of current
For example, if we take the liquid column out of the circuit,
and replace it by a wire which offers the same resistance, F, as
the liquid, then we get for strength of current, since the polar
ization has been taken out with the liquid,
K
8,
W+F

while the strength of current with the liquid in circuit was
E—P
S =

W-t- F

It is evident, however, that St is only equal to S, when
P = 0. Consequently a liquid column can only be replaced by
an equivalent wire resistance when the polarization produced by
the liquid is infinitely small.
If this supposition is not admissible, we must ascertain the
amount of polarization (P) previous to the reduction of the
liquid resistance. This is done in the following manner :
A constant battery is joined up in circuit with a galvanometer
and rheostat, sufficient resistance being unplugged to give a con
venient deflection. Call the strength of current S. An addi
tional resistance, r, is then introduced and the strength of current
St noted. The resistance r is now replaced by the liquid
column whose polarization is to be determined^ and the rheostat
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adjusted until the strength of current is again equal to S, after
which a new resistance, r„ is added to reduce the current to St,
as before ; calling the electro-motive force of the battery E, the
counter electro-motive force of polarization P, the total resist
ance of the battery, galvanometer and first inserted resistance
W, and the resistance of the liquid F, we obtain from Ohm's
law the following four equations :
E

1) s -:

w
E
2)

S,=

W+r
E—P
3)

S =

W+F
E—P
4)

S, =
W + F + rl

From which we may easily determine the value of P ; by
combining equations (1) and (2) we find
8 8,
E=

r;
S— S,

and from equations 3 and 4,
SS,
E—P=

r,;
S — Sj

whence
SS,
P=

(r — ri)S — 8,

So that the difference of the resistances r — rt represents the
polarization caused by the liquid. It is hardly necessary to add
that the strengths of current S and St are respectively the
tangents of sines of the angles of deflection of the galvanometer
needle.
In this way Lenz and Saweljev have found the polarization
of the following combinations :
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Platinum plates in nitric acid
538
"
"
sulphuric acid (6 parts concontd. sulph. acid to
100 parts water)
1185
Amalgamated zinc plates in sulphuric acid
217
Copper plates in Bulphuric acid
466
Tin
"
"
315
Iron
"
"
72
Graphite "
concentrated nitric acid
273

While the values of polarization of
Copper plates in sulphate of copper is only
Amalgamated zinc plates in sulph. acid is only
Copper plates
"
"

15
6
2

As there is no ga3 given off at the metallic plates in the three
last cases, these results prove that when the plates are not
covered with a layer of gas, polarization does not take place.
The small values given for the counter electro-motive force of
polarization in these cases probably do not result from polariza
tion at all, but rather from the fact that the plates themselves
do not remain altogether unaffected during the course of the
experiment, in consequence of which a new but insignificant
counter electro-motive force is produced.
In the first of the preceding cases, with platinum plates in
nitric acid, no hydrogen deposit is found upon the negative
plate. The value 538 is consequently due to the polarization of
the positive plate, and therefore to the one on which oxygen
appears. According to this, 538 is the quantity of polarization
produced by a platinum plate when covered with a layer of
oxygen.
If we consider that the electro-motive force of a Daniells
element is only 470, and that the counter force of polarization
in the analyzing cell is as great, or even greater, which is often
the case, it is easy to understand why it is not possible to pro
duce a powerful decomposition except by means of the more
powerful electro-motive force of a Grove or Bunsen element
Polarization increases with the duration and strength of the
current, until it reaches a certain maximum. An increase in the
temperature of the liquid diminishes the polarization.

CHAPTER XXIL
TELEGRAPHIC CIRCUITS.

It has already been explained that a battery is an arrange
ment for generating currents of electricity, the action of which
is to separate the positive and negative electricities and force
them towards two opposite points, where they tend to re-unite.
This re-union takes place as soon as the points of accumulation,
or, in other words, the poles of the battery, are connected by a
metallic wire or other conductor of electricity. The two elec
tricities traverse the conductor in opposite directions with im
mense velocity; a velocity which varies according to circum
stances, from 13,500 to 62,000 miles per second.
It has been proved, both in theory and practice, that the
electric current possesses the same strength at every point
throughout the circuit, irrespective of variations in the resistance
of the conductor through which it passes, provided the latter is
well insulated and there are no branch circuits. Hence the
effects of any change, whether of electro-motive force, resistance,
or arising from any other cause, must necessarily extend over
the entire line. An increase or decrease of current in one
particular part of the circuit can never therefore take place in a
single complete line. As we must convey the current of a
battery to and from a distant station in order to make its in
fluence manifest at that station, it is usual to speak of two lines,
one going and the other returning. When a current is to be
transmitted both must necessarily be united in a continuous
whole. The line may, however, consist of two or more un
equally conducting parts ; for instance, it may be partly of
copper and partly of iron, or of moist earth, water, &c. In this
case the bad conductors weaken the current in every part of the
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entire circuit When a telegraph line consists partly of iron
wire and partly of moist earth or water, the weakening of the
current, caused by the bad conductors, may be prevented, if the
sectional areas of these conductors are increased in the same
proportion as their resistances.
When Steinheil, in 1838, was making some experiments on
the Niirnbcrg-Fiirther railroad, for the purpose of determining
whether the track could be used for telegraphic purposes, he
noticed that the current passed from one of the rails to the other
through the earth, and the thought occurred to him whether it
might not be possible to use the ground itself, and in this way
dispense with half of the metallic circuit This proved to be
feasible, and he was thus enabled thereafter to work his line
with a single wire.
The discovery by Steinheil that the earth may serve as a con
ductor for the galvanic current is justly regarded as one of the
most important discoveries in the art of electric telegraphy ever
made, and it is one which has contributed very largely towards
the extensive development of telegraphic lines. It is not easy
to determine whether the earth really conveys the current in the
manner of an ordinary conductor, from one station to another,
or whether it should be regarded merely as a reservoir into
which the electricities of the battery pass. While reserving
further remarks respecting the solution of this problem for future
consideration, we wish for the present to accept Steinheil's
opinion that the earth is a conductor, and that the current
actually passes through it from one station to another, in order
that what follows may be better understood.
Steinheil speaks as follows concerning his discovery :
" We can form equally good conductors from so-called poor
conductors, such as the earth, water, etc., as from the metals
themselves, provided we increase their sectional area in the same
proportion as their specific resistance.
" Suppose water to be 100,000 times as poor a conductor as
copper, then a conductor may be made of water which shall not
offer any more resistance than the copper, provided its sectional
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area is made 100,000 times as great But in order to obtain so
large a sectional area of the poor conductor it is necessary to
make the line terminate in metallic plates of the required dimen
sions."
Fig. 151 illustrates the plan for a complete circuit with the
earth forming part S St are two corresponding telegraph sta
tions, B is the battery, and A a telegraph instrument The
copper or iron line wire, L, proceeds from one pole of the bat
tery to one terminal of the instrument A, while the other pole
is in metallic connection with the earth or ground plate P. The
second terminal of the instrument is connected to the earth

Fig. 151.

plate P'. The earth plates are made of zinc or copper, exposing
about 20 square feet of surface, and are sunk in moist earth, in
a spring, or in the bed of a river. As long as an interruption
exists anywhere in the circuit, P m B L A n P', no current can
circulate, even when the wires m and L are connected with the
poles of the battery. When, on the other hand, the circuit is
completed, the battery is said to bo closed, and the current flows
in the direction of the arrows ; that is, starting from the -f- pole
of the battery it passes through L to S', traverses the instru
ment A, and proceeds to the earth plate P'. From here it
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passes through the damp earth in the same manner as if the
latter were a metallic wire, but in consequence of the very great
sectional area of the earth, the current passes much more freely
than it would through a second wire. From the opposite plate
P of station S it passes to the — pole of the battery, thus com
pleting the circuit If we were to replace the stratum of earth E
by another wire whose resistance equals that of the wire L, we
should find that the resistance of the complete circuit would be
almost twice as great as when using the earth as a conductor, be
cause the latter offers scarcely any resistance at all ; consequently,
with the second wire the strength of current would be reduced
nearly one half, or, to get the same strength of current as at
first we would be obliged to use a battery of nearly double the
power.
1

1

1
J
i'

•<
Fig. 152.

In using the earth as a conductor, therefore, not only is half
of the metallic conductor dispensed with, but there is also a
considerable gain in the actual strength of current, and a much
smaller battery may, therefore, be employed.
ESCAPES OR DERIVED CIRCUITS.

Although it appears at first sight a matter of little difficulty
to construct such a line as we have described, the difficulties
attending it in practice are very numerous.
When two wires, a b c, a' b' c', starting from the battery B,
and running near each other, come in contact at any point, or
are connected by cross wires, a a', b b', c c', as represented in
fig. 152, the current produced by the battery will not have the
same strength in all parts of the wire, ab c, c' b' a', and, there
fore, it will not produce the effect at A that it would were these
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cross connections not present As the current is also greatest in
circuits of the least resistance, which in general are the shortest
ones, a considerable portion of the current would pass through
cross wire a a', completing its circuit by the route B a a' B. A
portion of the remaining current would also poss through b b\
and its circuit would consequently be through B a b b' a' B.
It appears, therefore, that the effective current at A will be
less as the cross connections between the wires become more
numerous, and that the strength of current between B and A
gradually decreases in proportion to the number of these socalled derived circuits a a' bb' c c. It is also evident in this
case that the strength of current at A will become less as the
conductivity of the derived circuits is more considerable, and
that in certain cases, when the resistances of the derivations arc
very small in proportion to that of the entire line, no current at
all will be perceptible at A.
CONDUCTIVITY AND INSULATION OF THE LINE.

Special care should be taken in constructing a line to have
every part of it properly insulated. Conductivity is the first
requisite in a telegraph line. The greater number of interrup
tions which so frequently occur, especially on long lines, are at
tributable to the imperfect conduction which results when the
line is not well insulated in every part The insulation of tele
graph lines becomes more difficult as the number of wires in
crease ; but it is practically impossible to construct a line so as
to do away with escapes or derivations entirely, even when
using but two wires, or one wire with the earth to complete the
circuit
Two things, therefore, are required of a good line. In the
first place, it must transmit the current as freely as possible and
oppose to it the smallest possible resistance. This quality of a
conductor is called its conductivity. In the second place, the
conductor should be insulated as perfectly as possible to prevent
any escape of the current
Secondary to the principal qualities of conductivity and in
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sulation, in building a telegraph line, should be the consider
ation of its strength, durability and cost.
Since the general knowledge of Steinheil's discovery that the
earth may be used as a conductor, only a single wire has been
employed in the construction of telegraph lines of any length.
This is equally true in the case of land lines, underground lines
and submarine lines. There are, however, a certain class of tele
graph lines, upon which the use of a complete metallic circuit,
entirely insulated from the earth, is found to possess many ad
vantages over the arrangement above described, in which the
earth forms a part of the circuit An example of this is found in
the municipal fire alarm telegraph, so extensively employed in
the principal American cities. In this form of telegraph the
lines all radiate from a central station, each line connecting with
a number of signal boxes situated in a certain section of the
city. Thus a line may go out from the central station by one
route and return by another, each route accommodating the
stations in a distinct portion of the city. The length of wire
required by this arrangement is but little greater than would be
the case if the earth formed part of the circuit, while the
advantages secured are of much importance. In case of a
breakage of the wire the circuit may be completed through the
earth until the break is repaired, and what is perhaps of even
greater importance, an accidental contact with the earth or with
another wire will seldom interfere with the proper working of
the lines. Another advantage arises from the fact that when a
line is entirely insulated from the earth its liability to interrup
tion and injury from the effects of atmospheric electricity is
very greatly diminished.

CHAPTER XXIII.
LAND LINES.

The first land line of telegraph appears to have been built by
Professor Weber in 1833, mainly for the purpose of experimenting
in an extended manner upon the laws regulating the strength of
currents under different circumstances. The line consisted of two
wires connecting the Observatory of Gottingen with the Cabinet
of Physics, and was about 6,000 feet in length. Four years
later Steinheil constructed a telegraph line between the Royal
Academy in Munich and the Observatory in Bogenhausen, a
distance of three miles. Both wires were stretched from three
to ten feet apart over the steeples of the city. In places where
there were no high buildings the wires were attached to crossarms, supported by poles set in the ground. The poles were
between forty and fifty feet in length, and the distance between
them from 600 to 800 feet Felt was used to insulate the wire
at the points of support Steinheil very soon discovered that
his conductors were imperfectly insulated. When the wires
were separated at Bogenhausen and an induction current was
produced in Munich, the Gauss galvanometer, which was in
serted in a separate part of the line, showed the passage of a
weak current The felt and wooden supports permitted the
escape of the current, and this difficulty was, of course, greatly
increased when the felt and supports became wet by rain. The
first line constructed in England, in 1839, extended from Paddington station, London, to West Drayton, a distance of a little
more than thirteen miles. It was composed of six copper wires
enclosed in a wrought iron tube an inch and a half in diameter,
and six inches above the ground, which was laid alongside the
railway. The wires were insulated from each other, within the
tube, by a covering of hemp. In 1842, William Fothergill
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Cook adopted the method of placing the wires on poles, and
then of insulating them by threading them through conical sup
ports of stone or earthenware, and this method, with various
modifications, has been largely employed in England. The first
lines put up in the United States, in 1844 and 1845, extending
from Washington to New York and Boston, were of No. 16
copper wire, insulated at the points of support by means of
cloth saturated with gum lac.
WIRE.

A very short experience with copper line-wires, both in this
country and in Europe, proved that this metal was altogether
unsuitable for the purpose, its sole recommendation consisting in
its superior conductivity, and it was, therefore, soon replaced by
iron wire of larger diameter. As we have seen by the table on
page 176, the specific electrical resistance of iron is about six
times as great as that of copper. It is only necessary, therefore,
to increase the sectional area of the iron wire to about six times
that of copper, or, in other words, to make its diameter 2^ times
greater, to attain an equal conducting power. The strength of
such an iron wire is about twelve times that of the copper wire
which it replaces, while its cost is no greater. For these reasons
iron wire is now used almost without exception for telegraph
lines in all parts of the world. The sizes employed vary in dif
ferent countries, and according to circumstances, from No. 11
(Birmingham gauge), weighing about 200 lbs. per mile, up to
No. 4, weighing nearly 800 lbs. per mile. The wires most fre
quently used are those weighing from 300 to 400 lbs. per
mile.
The best wire is made from pure charcoal iron, which, after
having been drawn, possesses a high degree of toughness,
especially if annealed, and when broken discloses a fibrous
structure. It has been shown by repeated experimental tests
that the best quality of wire now to be had is that made from
the purest Swedish charcoal iron.
When plain or unprotected iron wire is stretched in the open
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air and exposed to the action of the elements, it loses in the
course of time not only a considerable portion of its strength,
but its conducting power is also materially lessened. This
effect is owing to the oxidization or rusting of the wire, and is
much more marked in cities and along the lines of the principal
railways than elsewhere, in consequence of the atmosphere
being impregnated with the acid gases arising from the com
bustion of coal. Small wires also decay much more rapidly in
proportion than large ones. In some localities, notably in the
cities of Pittsburg and "Wheeling, a plain No. 9 iron wire is
rendered almost worthless in a very few years, while, on the
other hand, there are wires of this kind still in use on some of
the routes of the New England States, put up in 1847 (twentyeight years ago), which are still in very good condition, and
doing excellent service. Indeed, some sections of the lines, re
mote from the sea-coast, show very little evidence of decay
after twenty-five years' exposure.

Fig. 153.

In order to prevent as far as possible the decay of the wires
arising from this cause, the plan of immersing them while red
hot in linseed oil, before erection, was formerly employed to some
extent, but it is now the almost invariable practice, in all parts of
the world, to use galvanized or zjnc coated wire, which, although
somewhat expensive, is under most circumstances very durable.
The method of jointing the line-wire which is in general use
in the United States is that known as the common twist joint,
and is shown in fig. 153. The end of each wire is closely turned
around the other four or five times, and the ends cut off short
The joint is then dipped in melted solder, or has the solder
poured upon it, the former method being preferable.
POLES.

Wooden poles are used almost exclusively for telegraphic
purposes in nearly every part of the world. The principal ob19
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jection to these is, of course, found in their rapid decay by ex
posure to the elements. In Europe it is a common practice to
prepare the poles by impregnating them with various' preserva
tive compounds, which enables them to resist for a much longer
period the injurious effects of exposure. In some cases the
preservative substance is poured over the poles in large quanti
ties, and left for a long time in contact with them. In other
cases it is forced into the pores of the wood by hydrostatic pres
sure, or the impregnation is effected in closed boilers, a vacuum
and a heavy pressure being alternately produced by means of
pumps. The preservative substances employed are as various
as the methods of impregnation ; the principal ones are sulphate
of copper, chloride of zinc, creosote and coal tar. It has not,
thus far, been found economical to employ any process of pre
serving poles on the lines of the United States, in consequence
of the comparative abundance and cheapness of excellent tim
ber. Owing to the superior quality of the timber available in
this country, it is found that the average life of our unprepared
poles is fully equal to that of the prepared poles used in
Europe.
Iron poles are coming somewhat into use in many of the
countries of Europe and Asia, and also in South America, aud
it is probable that their employment will hereafter become very
common in many countries where good timber is not to be had,
or where it is rapidly destroyed by climatic or other influences.
They have not as yet been used to any considerable extent in
the United States.
In some portions of the United States, as well as in Switzer
land and in the island of Java, living trees have been made
available over large tracts of country as supports for telegraph
wires. The brackets for the insulators are attached to the trunks
of the trees, and the branches so far cut away that, even in a
heavy gale, there will be no danger of their coming in contact
with the wires. A line may be very quickly and cheaply con
structed in this manner, and has in many cases been found to
answer very well as a permanent line, especially when trees of a
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suitable character are planted along the route at convenient in
tervals, as has been done in Austria and in Java. When put
up in this manner, however, the wire is very easily broken by
the repeated bending which is caused by the swaying of the
trees during heavy winds, and it has, therefore, been found
necessary to use a specially arranged insulator to avoid this
difficulty.
Fig. 154 represents an arrangement devised by Lieut-Col.
Chauvin, formerly Eoyal Prussian Director of Telegraphs, which
allows the tree to move freely without interfering with the wire.

Fig. 154.

The upper end of a permanent iron carrier is screwed into the
tree, the lower end being fastened by a strong wood-screw. The
insulator is suspended from the eye of the carrier by an iron
rod, and the wire hook is cemented into the bell of the insula
tor, and bent outwards so that it cannot be turned over. Ex
perience has shown that this device answers its purpose admir
ably. The method of attaching wires to trees which is employed
in America is much simpler than the above, but has been found
to serve well. It will be described hereafter in connection with
other American modes of construction.
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It frequently happens that the erection of poles in certain
localities, especially in the streets of cities and villages, or in the
'vicinity of railway stations, is attended with considerable incon
venience and difficulty. In such cases, or when speciully strong
supports are required, the insulators are frequently attached to
buildings, either direetly or by means of wrought iron standards.
Fixtures of this kind are often used with advantage in carrying
the wires across long bridges.
INSULATORS.

The most difficult problem in practical telegraphic construc
tion is unquestionably that of the effectual insulation of the
wires from each other and from the earth. Some of the earlier
methods which were tried for this purpose have already been
referred to. The progress of invention in respect to insulation
followed substantially the same course in different countries.
In the United States glass insulators first began to be used
about the year 1846, and, in one form or another, have con
tinued to be more generally employed than any other from that
time until the present In England and on the Continent
earthenware and porcelain have generally been preferred to glass
as a material for insulators, although the latter is used almost
exclusively in Switzerland. All these insulators are made more
or less concave upon the under side, in order to prevent the
formation of a continuous conducting line of water between the
line-wire and the support of the insulator.
The following are the most essential qualities of a good line
insulator : The material of which it is composed must itself be
possessed of high insulating qualities, and should not be subject
to decay or deterioration from long continued exposure to the
weather. The surface must be repellant of moisture, and not
liable to retain dust or smoke. The form should be such as will
interpose the greatest possible insulating distance between the
line wire and the cross-arm or pole, which is compatible with the
necessary mechanical strength for supporting the wire.
The insulators in use at the present day in different parts of
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the world are principally the following : plain unprotected glass,
and glass with an iron covering ; vulcanized rubber ; brown
earthenware, glazed, sometimes in combination with vulcanized
rubber ; white porcelain ; and baked wood, prepared with some
resinous compound.
Of these the unprotected glass is now more extensively used
in America than any other. The principal objections to it are
the property it possesses of becoming covered with a film of
moisture in certain states of the atmosphere, and its liability to
fracture. The first of these is practically much more serious
than the other, and thus far no effectual means of overcoming it
has been discovered. The iron -protected glass insulator is open
to the objection that when a defect occurs it is very difficult to
discover it, and a single defective one will often seriously inter
fere with the operation of the line. It is used to some extent
in the United States, as is also the baked wood insulator. The
vulcanized rubber insulator, from its convenient form and great
mechanical strength, is much used on short lines, and especially
in cities. Its insulating qualities after a few years' exposure are
not very high, but this is relatively of less importance than the
other qualiiies mentioned, in the particular class of work for
which it is most used.
In England the brown earthenware insulator is principally
used, and is there regarded as superior to the glass insulator, but
comparisons made in this country do not appear to confirm this
opinion. Tests made in different parts of the United States, and
by different experimenters, have uniformly shown that the in
sulating qualities of the glass surpassed those of the earthen
ware. The large white porcelain insulators used on the conti
nent of Europe, appear to be superior to those of glass or
of earthenware, but are quite expensive, and this fact, perhaps,
as much as anything else, has prevented xheir more general use
in other countries.
We shall now describe, in a more detailed manner, the methods
of constructing land lines which have been adopted in different
countries, and in the same connection the different methods of
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insulation that are used in these countries will be further re
ferred to.
CONSTRUCTION OF LAND LINES IN THE UNITED STATES.
The lines in this country at the present day are in almost
every instance constructed along railway routes, where such
routes exist, although in the more sparsely settled portions of
the country there are still a considerable proportion of the lines
built along the highways.
The kinds of timber used for poles in America are princi
pally the chestnut, white and red cedar, and red wood. The
locust, oak, and cypress are also used to a limited extent In
that section of the United States lying east of a line drawn
from Cleveland, Ohio, to Wilmington, N. C, the chestnut is
almost exclusively used, with the exception of a tract along the
southern shores of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, where the white
cedar is employed, as it is almost without exception in the
Dominion of Canada. North of the Ohio river, and west of the
above mentioned line as far as the Rocky Mountains, scarcely
any timber but the white cedar is employed, while south of the
Ohio by far the largest portion of the lines are constructed with
poles of red cedar. On the Pacific coast the red wood and Ore
gon pine are employed, one large tree being frequently sawn
into a great number of square poles. The chestnut is tough
and elastic, and its durability under average circumstances is
estimated to be from twelve to eighteen years, without other
preparation than thorough seasoning. The durability of the
white cedar is nearly equal to that of the chestnut, and in some
soils it even surpasses it, but the wood is inferior in strength and
toughness to the former, being of a more brittle character. The
red cedar, although a rather unsightly variety of timber, is
perhaps more indestructible than any other. It has been known
to remain in a good state of preservation for more than twentyfive years.
At the present day few or none of the lines erected in this
country are supplied with poles of length less than twenty-five
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feet, with a diameter of at least six inches at the top. Poles of
this size, if well set, are capable of carrying seven to nine
wires of the ordinary size. On the principal routes between the
more important points, poles are used of lengths varying from
twenty-five to forty feet, according to the requirements of the
cases, while in the streets of cities they are often used from
forty to sixty or seventy-five feet in length, and in some in
stances even ninety feet They are stripped of their bark and
smoothed, but are seldom painted, except where the line passes
through a town or village.
The distance between the poles on the lines in different parts
of the United States varies considerably, according to circum
stances. Generally speaking, it is considered necessary to place
them nearer together in the northern than in the southern por
tion of the country, on account of the great variations of
temperature to which the wires are subjected at different seasons
of the year, which are far greater than is the case in most parts
of Europe. The difference between the extremes of summer
and winter temperature (which in many of the northern States
often ranges from 90° to —20° Fahr.) causes a variation of
about four feet per mile in the length of an iron wire. This
necessarily renders the lines very slack in warm weather, and in
order to keep the wires well separated from each other, the poles
are placed comparatively close together. They are seldom
placed less than twenty or more than forty per mile in any
part of the country, the average number being perhaps about
thirty.
The cross-arms generally used are of well seasoned white pine,
planed off and beveled on the upper corners, and painted with
two coats of rubber paint The best size is about four inches
by five. The length, of course, varies according to the number
of wires. For two wires it is usually three feet, for four wires,
five feet six inches, and for six wires, seven feet six inches. The
distance apart is ordinarily twenty-twp inches between centres.
It is the usual practice to place all the arms on the same side of
the pole. Fig. 155 is an example of the standard style of con
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struction in the United States at the present time, where the
glass insulator and wooden pin is employed.
The lines in the central portion of the United States have
always been greatly exposed to danger from the effects of light
ning, but it is not until within a few years that any efficient
means of protecting them has been adopted. The plan of
arranging the lightning conductors which has given the most
satisfactory results is that illustrated in fig. 156.
It will be seen that this plan avoids any liability to interfer-

Jty. 166.

ence from accumulations of snow and sleet, and if the lightning
rods are accidentally bent or displaced they cannot come in con
tact with the line wires. The side extensions or branches shown
in the figure are not used except in the vicinity of the stations,
where the arrangement serves to protect both the poles and the
apparatus of the office.
Where a single wire only is placed upon a line of poles, it is
the usual custom to fix the insulator upon a bracket spiked to
the side of the pole near the top, as shown in fig. 157, or else
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to place it upon a pin inserted in the top of the pole, as in fig.
165. In the former case the side of the pole Ls blazed off, in
order to furnish a flat surface for the bracket to bear against,
and the latter is secured to the pole by two strong spikes, as

Fig. 156.

shown in the figure. The bracket is placed far enough below
the top of the pole to insure the wire being caught, in case the
insulator becomes broken. When the top pin is used, an iron
ring is driven upon the top of the pole, which prevents the lat
ter from splitting and the pin from becoming loose in its socket
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The wire used for telegraph lines in the United States is of
iron, the most usual sizes being No. 9, weighing 323 lbs. per
mile, and No. 8, weighing .389 lbs. per mile. Wire of a less
diameter than No. 9 is scarcely ever used except for private
lines, while of late years the tendency of telegraphic construc
tors has been to use larger conductors than heretofore. Many
of the more important lines of the Western Union Company
are now built of No. 6 wire, weighing 570 lbs. per mile. A
compound wire of steel with an external covering of copper has
also been employed to some extent Galvanized or zinc-coated
wire is almost universally employed, owrng to its greater dura
bility, though the tensile strength of the wire is somewhat
diminished by subjecting it to this process.

Fig. 157.

The following table contains the results of a series of tests of
different samples of iron wire of American manufacture, such
as is used for telegraphic construction in this country. The
column under the head of " Relative Breaking Strain," has been
calculated from the actual breaking strain as given in the fifth
column, and the weight per mile as given in the second column,
and shows the number of feet of its own length that each sam
ple would be capable of sustaining. The arrangement of the
table, it will be noticed, affords an opportunity of comparing in
adjacent columns the relative breaking strain and relative con
ductivity of each sample. The tests are arranged in the order
of their relative breaking strain
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It will be observed that in general the samples having the
highest tensile strength stand lowest in respect to electrical con
ductivity, and vice versa.
The insulator used on by far the largest portion of the tele
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graph lines in the United States and the Dominion of Canada
is a plain glass insulator, mounted upon a wooden pin or
bracket, usually of oak or locust Fig 158 represents the stand
ard insulator of the Western Union Telegraph Company, and
its supporting pin, drawn to a scale of one third the actual size.
Fig. 159 is a plan or top view of the same, which shows the
manner in which the line wire is tied to the insulator at each
pole. It will be observed that the insulator is constructed of
such a form as to give the greatest possible length of insulating
surface between the line wire and the supportin pin. in this

fig. 159.

Fig. 158.

case nearly four inches, while at the same time it is of small
diameter, as this not only increases the strength but diminishes
the cross-section of the conducting surface of moisture, which,
of course, follows the same law as any other conductor ; the
greater its length and the smaller its cross-section the higher is
its resistance.
The insulator used in the Dominion of Canada is also of glass,
and about the same size as the one just described. The lower
part is usually expanded into a bell or umbrella like form.
This is, however, both theoretically and practically a disadvan
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tage, as it increases the breadth of the conducting surface of
moisture, and the thin, projecting flange is much more easily
broken or injured by missiles, while no corresponding benefit
results from its increased diameter.
The best glass insulators are now formed with a screw-thread
upon the inside of the socket, which fits into a corresponding
screw cut upon the wooden supporting pin, as shown in fig. 158,
and thus the insulator is prevented from being drawn off from
the pin by an upward»strain or by the action of strong winds upon
the wires. Sometimes the glass and pin are made plain, and the

Fig. 160.

Fig. 161.

two are secured together by cement, but this plan is inferior to
the one first mentioned.
The liability of glass insulators to fracture, after having been
placed on the line, is not so great as is generally supposed,
although it is, of course, much greater in some localities than in
others. The percentage of broken and defective insulators
which were replaced on the whole extent of the lines of the
Western Union Telegraph Company for four years, was as
follows :

f
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1870
1871,
1872,
1873,
Average,

6.6
6.2
7.
6.1
6.4

per cent
" "
" "
" "
" "

For several years past the insulator shown in figs. 160 and 161
has been employed in several of the north-western States, espe
cially upon the lines of the Northwestern Telegraph Company.
Its form is quite similar to that of the most approved model of
the glass insulator, but the material of which it is composed

Kg. 1G2.

Fig. 163.

is white-wood, baked, and impregnated with a non-conducting
compound, which gives the surface of the insulator a glossy sur
face, highly rcpellant of moisture. The upper part of the insu
lator, to which the wire is tied, is protected by an iron cap.
Another form of the same insulator, arranged in such a manner
as to hold the wire by suspension, is shown in figs. 162 and 163.
The engravings show clearly the manner in which these insula
tors are constructed and attached to the' cross-arm, and also the
method of securing the line wire to them.
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Fig. 164 is a sectional view of the vulcanized rubber insulator
in its most approved form. The upper portion or stem of the
iron hook for holding the wire is enveloped in an insulating
coating of vulcanized rubber, which has a thread cut upon it,

Fi'j. 1G4.

so that it may be screwed into a cross-arm or other convenient
support Its insulating qualities deteriorate very seriously after
exposure to the weather for some time, and it is now but little
used for lines of considerable length. For short lines, especially

Fig. 165.

in cities, it answers an excellent purpose, as it is very strong,
weighs but little, and can be used in almost any situation.
Fig. 165 is a sectional drawing of the paraffin insulator, which
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is used on some of the railway telegraph lines in the United
States. It consists of an outer shell, or casing of iron, in the
form of an inverted cylinder, open at the lower end. A narrow
necked inverted bottle of blown glass, of similar form, is
cemented within it—and inside of the latter is secured by the
same means an iron stem, carrying a hook at the lower end, by
which the wire is supported. The surface of the cement, both
within and without the glass bottle, is coated with paraffin. The
whole is inserted into a hole bored in the under side of the crossarm, in the same manner as the insulator shown in fig. 162, the
line wire passing beneath the insulator and the cross-arm.
The lines running through the sparsely settled and forest cov
ered regions of the south-western States are frequently fitted
with an insulator known as the " square glass," which has been
in use for this class of lines ever since 1846. Although much
less perfect in its insulating qualities than many others, it is
practically indispensable under the peculiar circumstances which
attend the maintenance of lines in the portions of the country
to which we have referred.
Fig. 166 is a perspective drawing of the square glass insulator,
which
dinal aperture
is a littlepasses
more through
than three
theinches
glass, in
about
length.
half an
A longituinch in .
diameter in the centre, expanding to an inch at each end.
The wire is dropped into this through a narrow longitudinal
slot on the upper side, which has an angle in it, as shown in the
figure, in order to prevent the line wire from being drawn out
by an upward strain. The sides and bottom of the glass arc
provided with projections which hold it in its place when it is
inserted in a cross-arm, as shown in fig. 167. A notch of suit
able size and shape is cut in the upper side of the arm, the
insulator and wire are put in their places, and a piece of board
is then nailed over the top to serve as a roof. Fig. 163 shows
the manner in which this insulator is fitted to a bracket, for at
tachment to the trunk of a living tree. The advantage derived
from the use of this insulator in a forest covered territory is,
that if a tree falls across the line the wire will not be broken,
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but will be carried down with the tree, and the strain will
merely cause the slack to be taken up for some distance on each
side. The wire passes freely through the insulators, not being
fastened to them in any manner, and as it seldom actually touches
the ground, the communication is rarely interrupted. The de
gree of insulation obtained is considerably higher than would
be supposed at first sight, for the reason that the surface of con
tact between the wire and the glass is much less than in the
ordinary forms, and this serves in a great measure to compensate

Fig. 1G6.

Fig. 168.

Fig. 167.

for its disadvantages in other respects. With any of the ordi
nary insulators, it would be quite impossible to keep a lino work
ing in some parts of the country for any considerable portion
of time, owing to the numerous interruptions arising from
falling trees. The square glass insulator also allows the trees
to which the line is attached, as in fig. 168, to sway in the wind
without
In many
danger
of the
of large
breaking
citiesthe
of wire.
the United States, especially in
20
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New York and Boston, a large number of the lines are carried
over the house tops on fixtures or standards erected upon the
roofs for that purpose.
Fig. 169 shows a form of fixture which has been for many
years extensively employed in New York, and is found to
answer an excellent purpose. It is well adapted for any num
ber of wires not exceeding nine. The upright standard is of

Fig. 169.

pine, about ten feet in length, and fitted with two cross-arms of
the usual description, which carry the insulators. The lower
cross-arm is usually about seven feet above the roof. The up
right is strongly braced on three sides by rods of 1|- inch iron,
fastened to the roof by lag-screws. Angle-irons are also attached
by lag-screws to the foot of the upright and to the roof, as
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shown in the figure. Near the lower end of each of the iron
braces a circular collar is formed, in the manner shown in the
figure. To prevent leakage of water through the roof during
wet weather, the foot of the upright, including the angle-irons
as well as the foot of each of the braces, is carefully sheathed
over with tin, and afterwards painted, the sheathing being car
ried close under the collars of the braces, so that during rain
the water which flows down the latter drops off from the edge
of the collars, and therefore cannot penetrate underneath the
sheathing.
These fixtures are erected on the tops of the most prominent
"buildings along the route selected, usually upon roofs sheathed
with tin, and nearly flat, at an average distance of some 300
feet apart Owing to the great rigidity and firmness of the
supports, the spans may be made much longer, without danger of
accidental contact between the wires, than would be advisable
in the case of a pole line. Where it becomes necessary to place
a large number of wires, say forty or fifty, upon one over-house
route, as is sometimes the case in the vicinity of the principal
office in a large city, two or three uprights are employed for
each fixture, and these are connected by cross-bars. The whole
structure is then attached to the roof and braced in the same
manner as the smaller fixture previously described.
CONSTRUCTION OF LAND LINES IN ENGLAND.

The construction of the English telegraph lines is uniformly
excellent, and reflects great credit upon the engineering staff,
in whose hands the work is placed. As a rule, the great rail
way routes, where the principal lines arc built, are straight and
level, and free from trees, so that there are no natural obstacles
in the way to prevent the construction of well formed and sym
metrical lines, and the euginecring staff has not failed to take
advantage of every opportunity to make a handsome as well as
strong and durable structure.
The timber used for poles is generally larch, treated with sul
phate of copper, and red fir creosoted. The following table
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gives the specified sizes of the red fir poles used upon the
English lines :
LENGTHS AND SIZES OF RED Fill POLES USED IN THE POST-OFFICE TELEGRAPHS.

No. 2 Sizk—Stout Pcles.

No. 1 8lZK—LlOIIT POLBB.

3 J

Diameter
Minim amat

>J
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
30
38
40
45
50

5 inches.
5
"
5
"
5
"
5
"
5
"
5i "

5±

«

5i
Hi
6i
5}
6

"
"
"
"
"

Minimum
Diameter at
Bntt End.

.a *

6£ inches.
6*
"

22
24
26
28
30
32
34
30
38
40
45
60
55
GO

,

H

"

7*
8
8i
Si
9
9i
9i
10JHi

"
«'
"
"
"
"
"
"

Diameter
Top. at
Minimum

Minimum
Diameter at
5 Feet from
Butt End.

H inches.

5+

"

7 J inches.
8

5}
6
6
6>
6i
6i
6J
6i
6|
7

"

8J

"

8f
9
9J
9i
10
10i
10|
Hi
12*
13
13J

"
"
''
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
»
"
"
"
"

1i

!'

7>

"

The light class is generally used for lines up to seven, or
even nine wires. On railways, where stays can be freely used,
the light poles are strong enough to carry more wires than
the above quoted numbers. For heavily wired highway lines,
and for all canal fines, where, on account of frequent and sharp
curves, there is great lateral strain, the stout class is used.
The length is, of course, determined by the number of wires,
distances apart vertically, and headway required under the wires.
The usual height of lowest wires on road lines is from fourteen
to sixteen feet, and when they pass over roads or field gates
eighteen to twenty feet On canals, where they are less ex
posed to mischievous interference, they are kept lower. The
longer lengths, say thirty-six feet and upwards, are required for
long spans or for clearing buildings, etc.
The creosoting is accomplished by the Bethel process. The
poles are placed in an iron receiver and the air exhausted from
them, after which boiling creosote oil is forced into them by
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pressure. This process greatly increases the durability of the
wood, pine and spruce being thus rendered as lasting as cedar.
The odor of creosoted poles in some places is said to be offen
sive, but no objection is raised against them in England on this
account
The following table will give the particulars as to the size and
cost of the creosoted poles :

&4
« to

I,'s
CCL,

fa

J

<'*

«§•

o.

sI* IIS

12

fll

modium.

5
5

7

H

8 lbs.
8 lbs.

26 ft. (
28 ft. )

stout,

8*
6

H
a

8 lbs.
8 lbs.

1g

SO

o

9 0

24 ft. )
26 ft, f

CO u o

6rf.

1«. Id.
Is. 2d.

2s. 6rf.
2s. 9i

9s. 7d.*
10s. 5d.*

8s. 4(2.
10*. lOd.

Is. 2d.
3s. 3d.

3s.
3s. 3d.

12s. 7df
15s. 6d.+

6s.
6s.

The poles are never creosoted until they have been stacked
a sufficient length of time to be thoroughly dry.
The cost of creosoting includes a certain margin for loading
into trucks, or on board ship, which is always stipulated for
when the contracts are made.
It sometimes happens that a parcel of poles are exceptionally
dry, in which case they are given an extra two pounds of oil
per cubic foot, costing from sixpence to eightpence per pole
additional.
When poles are used which are neither prepared with sul
phate of copper or creosote, they are well seasoned, and then
painted, the butt ends being slightly charred from the bottom to
a foot above the ground line, and tarred.
The cross-arms are made of English oak, two inches thick
and twenty-four and thirty-three inches in length, and are placed
alternately on either side of the pole. A twenty-four inch crossarm is placed on the front of the pole a foot from the top, and
then a foot lower down a thirty-three inch cross-arm is placed
* For linos carrying not more than six wires,
f For lines carrying seven to fifteen wires.
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on the back of the pole, and so on. In some cases as many as
seventeen wires are carried upon a single line of poles of twentyfive feet in length, and no cross-arm carries more than two wires,
except upon the double pole lines, where seven foot cross arms
are employed, and four wires are supported upon each crossarm.

- JfCTCu

ym&i

Fig. 170.

Fig. 171.

In the case of double pole lines, the two sets of poles are
placed about three feet apart and framed together so as to sup
port each other, seven foot cross-arms extending across and
being attached to both poles at the upper end, as shown in fig.
170. These lines are generally to be found upon the canals,
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but rarely upon the railways, except near large towns, where a
great many wires converge.
The arrangement shown in fig. 171, and commonly known as
the A pole, consists of two poles slightly scarfed at the tops, and
fitted together as an isosceles triangle, with an iron cross-tie
about eight feet from the ground, and a wooden brace at the
base of the structure, below the ground. The object is to give
the greatest possible rigidity where a narrow base is imperative.
All the poles are provided with earth wires or contact con-

C3E3
Cff

Fig. 172.

ductors for carrying the wet weather escape directly to the earth
instead of permitting it to leak into the neighboring wires. The
manner in which these are arranged is shown in fig. 172. The
earth wire consists of a piece of No. 8 galvanized iron wire ex
tending from six inches above the top of the pole to the bottom,
and terminating in a flat coil attached to the foot of the pole so
as to expose as large a surface as possible to the earth. From
the thick earth wire branches, composed of No. 10 galvanized
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iron wire, are carried in saw-grooves sunk in the cross-arms, and
soldered to the insulator bolts. Thus, any current escaping from
a along the wet arm e, on arriving at / finds a good easy chan
nel down the wire C to the ground.
Any electricity which may pass / is arrested at g, h or i, and
taken away before disturbing the working of b, c and d by
getting into these circuits.
This work is performed at the factory before the cross-arms
are carried out on the line. The earth wires projecting above
the tops of the poles serve an excellent purpose as lightning
arresters.

Fig. 173.

Great care is taken to keep the poles in a rigidly upright posi
tion, and in addition to placing them well in the ground and
tamping the earth thoroughly around them, they are well sup
ported with stays made of wire ropes attached to iron rods,
which run into the ground about four feet On straight lines
and slight curves, where exposed to the wind, double stays are
employed.
The insulators on the railway routes are uniformly of the
Varley or double cone brown ware pattern (fig. 173), and those
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upon the canals and highways of the single cone white ware, or
porcelain. The Varley insulator is regarded as the best, but its
greater cost has prevented its exclusive use.
It consists of two separate inverted cups, cemented together.
The outer cup is provided with a groove to which the line wire is
tied. A wrought iron bolt is cemented into the inner cup, by
which the insulator is attached to the cross-arm. The bolt
passes through the arm, as shown in the figure, and is fastened
underneath with a nut
Although the insulators employed upon the English lines are
of the most approved form and material, they do not test excep
tionally high, the resistance varying from 13,000,000 ohms per
mile in moderately fine weather to 150,000 ohms in damp or
very foggy weather. Wires of No. 4 gauge, 300 miles in length,
work well with a mileage insulating resistance of 200,000 ohms ;
and those of 200 miles in length are worked when the insulation
is less than 100,000 ohms per mile.
All the insulators used are carefully tested at the workshops
of the department in Gloucester road before they are sent out
The insulators are placed in a wooden trough made in sections
and lined with lead. Each section contains an insulator placed
bottom upwards, the edges being covered with paraffin. The
inside of the insulators and the trough are filled with acidulated
water to within half an inch of the edge of the insulator. One
pole of a 150 cell Daniell battery is connected to the lead lining
of the trough, the other pole to one terminal of a very sensitive
reflecting galvanometer—the other terminal of which is attached
to a conductor with an insulating handle. The conductor is
then inserted into the insulator; first into the interior and then
into the crown, and if it is faulty in either part the needle will
indicate it by moving.
The brown earthenware insulator is supplied by the manu
facturer in separate pieces, and is put together at the works, the
parts being tested separately. About two per cent of the insu
lators furnished by the manufacturer are condemned by these
tests and thrown out
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The conductors employed upon the English lines are composed
of zinc coated iron wire of Nos. 4, 8 and 11 gauge. The No. 8
gauge—0.170 inch diameter—is the size in general use; the No.
4 gauge— 0.240 inch diameter—being employed upon a few of
the long circuits between the more important points ; while the
No. 11—0.125 inch diameter—is used for short lines only.
The method formerly followed of allowing the wires to pass
freely through the insulators, and fastening them only at dis
tances of half a mile, has been abandoned in favor of bind
ing them at every pole, No. 16 charcoal wire being used for
tie-wire.
Great care is observed in the jointing of the wires, which is in
variably performed upon the line, no joints by the wire makers
being permitted. The joint exclusively adopted is that known
as the Britannia joint (fig. 174). This is made by slightly bend-

Fig. 174.

ing the ends of the two wires and placing them side by side
for a distance of three inches, binding them tightly together
with No. 16 wire, and soldering them thoroughly. All joints
are required to be soldered whether the wires be new or old,
galvanized or plain. The leading-in wires at the offices are insu
lated with gutta percha, covered with linen tape, and varnished
with a preparation made of linseed oil and Stockholm tar. These
wires are re-tarred from time to time to prevent decay.
The over-house wires arc erected in long spans, supported by
iron poles attached to cast iron saddles, which are fitted to the
ridge of the roof. The poles are light and well stayed by wire
ropes. In London, cables containing fifty insulated wires are
suspended by hooks from No. 8 iron wires, carried in the manner
described above. The conductors in these cables consist of No.
22 copper wire.
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At Neweastle on-Tyne a stand composed of seven steel wires,
of No. 16 gauge and 454 yards long, is suspended over the
Tyne, and supports a cable containing fifteen conductors. The
cable rests upon ebonite chairs attached to the wiie rope by
means of rings placed at distances of twelve feet apart
The over-house wires are used principally for lines which are
leased by the Post-office Department to private firms or indi
viduals for the transmission of messages on their own special
business between offices, factories, &c., and which make a system
of nearly 5,000 miles.
CONSTRUCTION OF LAND LINES ON THE CONTINENT.

The telegraphic system of Germany comprises some of the
most thoroughly built and well designed examples of line con
struction to be found in Europe. The wood usually employed
for poles is the pine (pinus sylvestris), although the oak is made
use of to some extent The poles are subjected to some pre
servative process before being used, the method usually em
ployed being to impregnate them with creosote in a closed
boiler. The minimum size allowed for poles is five and a half
inches at the smaller end. They are cut in lengths of 21, 26
and 31 feet and are usually set with about one fifth their length
in the ground. The usual distance between the poles is 236
feet, or about 22 per English mile, but on curves they are
placed nearer together. A system of A poles, similar to that
described on page 310, is frequently made use of in carrying
the wires around sharp curves and angles. Guy wires and stays
are freely employed where circumstances render it advisable to
strengthen the structure. Where a large number of wires are
to be supported, double poles, similar to those described on page
310, are frequently made use of, the only difference being in
the manner of arranging the insulators, which in Germany are
supported on separate curved iron brackets instead of being
placed on cross-arms, as in England. As usually arranged, the
double poles referred to will carry 23 wires.
The insulator generally used on the German lines is a large
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double bell of fine white porcelain, which is represented in sec
tion in fig. 175. These have been used since 1862 with excel
lent results, and for strength, durability, and high insulating
qualities during rain, are probably unequalled by any other now
in use in any part of the world. As will be seen by the figure,
the outline of the insulator is a continuous curved line. This
absence of abrupt corners adds greatly to the strength of the
insulator, and diminishes its liability to become cracked or
broken. The thickness of the porcelain is so great that the
insulator is seldom injured by being struck by stones or other
missiles. It is mounted either upon a straight iron bolt fixed
upon the top of the pole, or upon a curved iron bracket, of the
form shown in fig. 176, which is screwed into the side of the

Fig. 175.
Fig. 176.

pole. Where there are several wires, the brackets are placed
alternately on opposite sides of the pole, so as to bring the wires
about 18 inches apart The form of the bracket is such that
the strain of the wire comes almost exactly opposite the point
where it is attached to the pole, and as the bracket is of inch
square iron, the whole arrangement possesses great mechanical
strength. The insulator is secured to the bracket by means of
a packing of hemp saturated with linseed oil. The cost of these
insulators in Berlin is 17 cents (gold) each, and of the iron
brackets $7.70 (gold) per hundred.
The wire used on the principal lines is very nearly the same
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as No. 5 Birmingham gauge. It is not galvanized, but is passed
while red hot through a bath of linseed oil. This process gives
it a varnish like coating, which prevents its oxidation for a
long time. Galvanized wire was formerly employed, but it was
found that in places where the wire was exposed to the injurious
effects of smoke, acid, gases from chemical works, etc., that the
galvanized wire became corroded even more rapidly than the
oiled wire. Experience has also proved that in localities where
the wires were not exposed to these injurious effects, the oiled
wire has remained in good condition for more than 20 years. It
has therefore been considered preferable, instead of using gal
vanized wire, to substitute an ungalvanized oiled wire of larger
size, which can be obtained at the same price. This not only

&9- 1"

Fig. 178.

Fig. 179.

lasts as long or longer than the galvanized wire, but materially
increases both the strength and conductivity of the line. The
joints used are similar to those employed upon the American
lines (page 289).
Fig. 177 shows the ordinary mode of tying the wire to the insu
lators, which is used on straight lines. The tie-wire is No. 14
or 16 annealed wire, and about 30 inches long. The drawing
sufficiently explains the manner in which it is applied. Upon
curves the wire is tied to the outside of the insulator in the
manner shown in fig. 178. Still another arrangement is illus
trated in fig. 179, which is adopted when the wire is to be
allowed to reeve through the insulator, as in passing through a
heavily timbered country.
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The lines in the majority of the countries in Europe are con
structed more or less upon the model of the German lines, ex
cept in Holland, where the English system seems to have been
followed. The insulators used in France are, however, far
inferior to the German model. Fig. 180 shows one of the kind
most commonly employed. It is of a mushroom shape, and is
mounted upon a curved iron bracket, which is fastened to the
pole by lag screws. In some portions of Europe and Asia,
especially where the lines run through uncivilized districts, in
which the insulators are liable to injury, and where at the same
time it is difficult to inspect or repair them at frequent intervals,

Fig. ISO.

the iron-protected insulator, shown in fig. 181, is much used.
It consists of a cast iron bell, which is provided on one side with
a flange, by means of which it is screwed to the pole. An in
verted cup of porcelain is cemented within, ribbed inside and
out, to furnish a good hold to the cement by which it is fastened.
The wire holder, or hook of iron, is again cemented into the
porcelain cup. The several parts are put together while hot,
with a cement composed of sulphur and oxide of iron. The
insulating properties of this arrangement are not very high, but
on account of its great mechanical strength it serves an excellent
purpose practically under the circumstances above mentioned.
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CONSTRUCTION OF LINES WITH IRON POLES.

As a general rule it is more economical to use wooden pole.-?
than iron ones, and therefore the employment of the latter has
been confined to exceptional cases. It has been predicted that
in time metallic poles will be employed exclusively for telegraph
lines in consequence of their greater durability, the argument
being that as an iron pole will last at least ten times as long as
a wooden one, while its cost is not more than five times as great,
the employment of iron must eventually result in a great saving.
In calculating the relative economy of iron and wood, it must
however, be assumed that the difference of first cost in favor of

Fig. 181.

wood is to be placed at compound interest at the current rate,
and it will therefore be seen that wood might possibly be the
more economical in many cases, even if the iron pole is sup
posed to last for ever without deterioration in value. Compared
with wooden poles, those of iron possess the advantage of greater
permanence and elegance of form. From their uniformity the
fittings are more readily applied or altered by unskilled laborers ;
they are also lighter and more portable, which are great advan
tages
Thewhere
iron poles
transportation
which have
is expensive
been employed
or difficult
by the Swiss ad-
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ministration since 1867, arc of the pattern illustrated in fig. 182,
and consist of a conical wrought iron tube, from 11 to 18^- feet
in length, formed in a single piece. The diameter at the smaller
end is an inch and a half. At the base the longer poles are 2.9
inches in diameter, and the shorter are correspondingly less. The
thickness of the iron is uniformly one fifth of an inch. The
foot of each pole is inserted into a block of stone, the dimen
sions of which depend upon the size of the pole
it ia intended to support In fig. 182, which re
presents a pole eleven feet in length, arranged for
8 wires, the block of stone is two feet square.
The iron brackets which support the insulators
I
are placed one above another, alternately, on op
posite sides of the poles, and ore secured by means
of keys or wedges of iron, in holes drilled trans
versely through the pole. The insulators are of
glass, and are nearly identical in form with the
flanged or umbrella pattern formerly so much used
in the United States. The wires are 16 inches
apart, and the lower one is only about 6 feet from
the ground. The duration of these poles is, of
course, almost unlimited, but a great objection to
them is found in the small number of wires they
are capable of accommodating in proportion to
their cost
The Siemens iron pole has been used in many
Fig. 182.
of the countries of Europe and Asia to a con
siderable extent, and this is especially true of the great IndoEuropean line, which extends from a point on the Russian
frontier near Thorn, in Prussia, through "Warsaw, Odessa and
Tiflis, to Teheran, Persia, a distance of 2,850 English miles.
The European portion of the line is constructed partly of
wooden poles, but the poles throughout the Asiatic por
tion are uniformly of iron. The Siemens pole, fig. 183, is
composed of two tubes, the upper one being set into the
lower. A dish-shaped plate of iron is buried in the ground ;

u
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this, is secured by four bolts to a hollow
cast iron socket, 7 feet long and 4 inches in
diameter, forming the lower section of the pole.
This tubular socket is provided upon the in
side, near the top, with a flange, upon which
rests the upper portion of ' the "pole of wrought
iron, 13 feet long, with welded joints, and
slightly conical in form. The total length of
the whole, when put together, is 19 feet 8 in
ches, not including the lightning discharger,
which projects 18 inches above the pole.
When set up the pole stands 17 feet above
the surface of the ground. These poles are
made of different heights up to 24 feet, as
required. The total weight of the ordinary
sized pole is about 185 lbs. The figure shows
the manner in which the insulators are attached
to the poles. The ordinary number of ] oles
used on the Indo-European line is 21 per mile,
and these carry two No. 5 galvanized wires.
The Bavarian administration have within
a few years commenced replacing the wooden
poles in use in that country by a very sub
stantial and elegant system of iron poles.
Fig. 184 represents the design which has been
adopted by the Bavarian administration for
iron poles. It consists of a rolled bar, the trans
verse section of which is of an H form, as in
fig. 185, and is very similar to those used in
this country for
Fig. 183.
21 railroad iron. This form was
selected as the one combining the maximum degree of rigidity
with the minimum of weight The principal strain upon tele
graph poles is not in the direction of the wires which they sup
port, but transversely. It is therefore apparent that the most
suitable form for a pole is not one whose transverse section is
cylindrical, but one which resembles an H, the web of the

i
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Fig. 184.

bar being placed at right angles to
the strain of the wires. Poles of this
form are not very costly, compara
tively speaking, and but little trouble
or expense is incurred in fitting the
insulator and pins to them.
After being rolled, the poles are
cut to the required length, and rive
holes, each about -| of an inch diam
eter and 15f inches apart, are drilled
in the web of the pole lor fastening
the cross arms. Opposite to these
holes, and alternately upon opposite
sides of the pole, recesses arc cut
out to admit the arms. The poles
are washed with lime-water, and
then plunged.while wet into boiling
oil, after which they are covered
with a coat of red lead. The crossarms are similar in section to an
inverted L (see fig. 186), and are of
three different lengths, viz: 2 ft 7
in., 3 ft 6 in., and 4 ft 7 in. A |- inch
hole is drilled midway of the length
of each arm, to receive the bolt which
secures it to the pole, and a suitable
number of f inch holes are drilled
in the upper flange, to receive the in
sulator pins or bolts. The cross-arms
are attached to the poles by .Jj- inch
bolts 2J inches in length, secured
by hexagonal nuts. The insulator
pins are of iron, 8 inches long and
J inch maximum diameter, fasten
ed to the cross-arm by a nut under
neath the flange, as shown in tig. 186.
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The stone blocks at the foot of the pole are of fine grained
granite, 4 feet 2 inches in height and 18 inches square. A hole
of the same form as the transverse section of the pole, and 10
inches deep, is drilled in the vertical axis of the granite block,
and only large enough to allow the pole to enter. Melted lead
is then poured into the intervening space, until it runs over and
forms a pyramid around the base of the pole, entirely covering
the opening of the stone.
After the poles and cross-arms are in place, they are covered
with a thick coating of gray zinc paint To guard against the
splitting of the granite sockets by lightning, each pole is pro
vided with a ground wire of No. 9 iron, one end of which is

Fig. ] 86.

. Fig. 186.

buried in the earth and the other embedded in the mass of
melted lead at the base of the pole.
Along the railroads the poles mostly in use are those of about
16 feet in length, but at level crossings the length is increased
to 23 feet On straight lines and in a level country about 36
poles to the mile are used. Such a line of poles will carry 16
No. 7 wires without difficulty
This method of constructing lines has given entire satisfaction.
The interference between different wires is entirely overcome by
the use of the iron poles, which in this respect seem to act some
what like condensers. The cost of the poles, including painting,
fitting, and everything except insulators, is about $14 (gold)
each.

CHAPTER XXIV.
THE PHENOMENA OF CHARGE AND DISCHARGE ON LAND LINES.

If we connect one end of a telegraph line with one pole of a
battery, and place the other pole of the battery' and the other
end of the line in connection with the earth, the current per
vades the entire line almost instantaneously, reaching the farther
end of the line at nearly the same moment that contact is made
with the battery. Upon the first appearance of the current at
the extreme end of the line, however, it is exceedingly weak,
but it constantly increases in strength until it reaches a maxi
mum, which it maintains without further change so long as the
connection with the battery continues, and the line is perfectly
insulated. If we insert a galvanometer at the distant end of
the line, the latter shows no deflection until the current becomes
sufficiently strong to influence the needle. The more sensitive
the galvanometer is-, the sooner it will be affected by the current,
and the shorter also will be the time that will elapse between the
making of the contact with the battery and the perceptible ap
pearance of the current at the distant end. The deflection of
the needle continually increases as the strength of current aug
ments, but does not become constant until the current has at
tained its maximum, which requires a perceptible though very
brief interval of time. If we insert several galvanometers at
different points upon a long line, and make contact with the
battery, the needle of the galvanometer which is nearest the
battery will first be deflected, a moment later the second follows,
then the third, and finally the one most distant from the battery.
In the case of all the galvanometers that are on the half of the
line nearest the battenr, the angle of deflection increases very
rapidly, passing at first be}Tond the point at which the needle
finally settles, and then again decreasing to that point It is
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quite otherwise with the galvanometers that are placed on the
second half of the line ; their movements, which are feeble at
first, continually increase until after a certain time has elapsed,
when the galvanometers at the various points all show the same
deflection, which continues permanently if the insulation of the
line remains constant
The condition of the line during the time that the strength of
current is constantly increasing—that is, from the moment that
the line is connected with the battery until the strength of cur
rent in all parts of the line is the same—is called the variable
state, to distinguish it from the permanent state, in which no
change of this kind occurs. The permanent state is first at
tained in the middle of the line, and takes place there four
times sooner than at either end.
The time which it takes the current to make itself manifest
upon the galvanometer depends upon the sensitiveness of the
latter, consequently, neither the instant when the first portion of
the current reaches the end of the line, nor the moment when
the current begins to be constant, can be exactly determined.
Of two galvanometers, the one which is most sensitive is first to
show the passage of a current In consequence of this the
duration of the variable condition cannot be stated with abso
lute exactness, and we are obliged to confine ourselves to the
determination of the time which is required for the current to
reach a state that approximates closely to the permanent state.
DURATION OF THE VARIABLE STATE.

If we assume with Ohm that electricity flows through a wire
in accordance with the same laws that govern the diffusion of
heat in a rod which is heated at one end, we are led to the con
clusion that the duration of the variable state is in proportion to
the square of the length of the line. If, for instance, a certain
line is 2, 3, 4 or more times as long as another, then the dura
tion of the variable state is 4, P, 16, etc., times as long as in the
case of the shorter line. Gangain and Guillemin have experi
mentally proved the accuracy of this law. The duration of the
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variable state depends also upon the conductivity, the sectional
area, and the degree of insulation of the line, and upon the
quantity of electricity which is required to produce a certain
potential through the unit length of line. With ordinary iron
telegraph wire of No. 8 gauge the duration for a length of 300
miles varies, according to atmospheric conditions, between .014
and .022 seconds ; on an average it may be said to be about .018
seconds. In accordance with the preceding law the time t of the
variable period for a line of 500 miles would then be given by
the proportion
t, • .018 = 1 : (300f)
Or

<, = .000000162 second.

We shall hereafter see what influence the other circumstances
above mentioned have upon the duration of the variable
period.
CHARGE OF AN INSULATED LAND LINE.

Ohm's laws give no sufficient explanation concerning the
manner in which electricity diffuses itself under some conditions.
Many phenomena appear upon long telegraph lines which are
not observable upon short ones, and which are entirely distinct
from the phenomena of the ordinary galvanic current
Wheatstone, Guillemin, and especially Gaugain, have very
carefully studied the manner in which electricity from a battery
is propagated through a long conductor, and we shall therefore
state briefly some of the more important results of these exami
nations.
If, by turning the switch k on 1 (fig. 187), a wire completely
insulated throughout is put in connection with one pole of a
battery, the other pole being to earth at E, we shall find
that the galvanometer G interposed between the wire and the
battery indicates a current the moment that the switch is turned
on 1. This current, which is powerful in proportion to the
length of the line, originates therefore without the existence of
a closed circuit, but its full strength lasts only for a very small
portion of a second. After the first and almost instantaneous
deflection, the needle of the galvanometer again returns to its
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state of rest, or at most only shows a very small deflection in
consequence of the line L not being perfectly insulated.
As soon as the line wire L is connected to the pole of the
battery it becomes electrified, and attains throughout its entire
length the same potential that the pole of the battery itself pos
sesses ; consequently, as the current passes into the wire it mani
fests its presence first in the neighborhood of the battery. This
effect, however, ceases as soon as the charge reaches the extreme
end b of the line, and the line itself attains at all points the
same potential as the battery pole. The earth E with which the
other pole of the battery is connected, may be replaced by auy
other conductor having the same capacity as tho line L.

.FTj. 181.

Although the electrical potential of the battery pole and of
the separate parts of the line may not be very high, yet the
amount of electricity which flows into the wire may be consider
able, as a long line has, in the aggregate, a very large surface ;
consequently, a considerable amount of electricity, when dis
tributed over the entire surface, would present at any given
point of it only an inconsiderable density, and consequently a
low potential. A No. 8 wire, such as is ordinarily used for tele
graph lines, has a surface of 228.04 square feet per mile, and a
No. 6 wire 280.37 square feet per mile, which would give for a
line of 500 miles the enormous surface 140,185 square feet
When the wire L has attained an equal potential at all points,
in consequence of having been connected with the pole of the
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battery, the wire is said to be statically charged, and the opera
tion is termed charging the wire.
The charge resides only upon the surface of the line wire, and
its amount is determined both by the magnitude and form of
this surface. It is proportional to the length of the line when
the latter is so well insulated that all its parts attain the same
potential ; it increases also with the volume of the conductor,
and is in exact proportion to the electro-motive force of the
battery.
DISCHARGE OF INSULATED LAND LINES.

If we insulate a charged conductor L (fig. 187) by removing
ing
the switch
connection
k from
with
1 and
the placing
battery, ititsbetween
electrical
1 and
condition
2, thuswill
break
re
main unaltered, provided the insulation is perfect As this is
never actually the case in practice, the charge of the line passes
off at the points of support and at such other points as deriva
tions may occur. The more defective the insulation is the
sooner will the charge become dissipated.
This flow of electricity from a charged wire takes place with
exceeding rapidity on air lines. Even with the best insulated
ones it rarely occupies more than a very small fraction of a
second. The case is quite different with underground or sub
marine lines, in which the wire is carefully covered with in
sulating substances. A tolerably well insulated cable will, un
der these circumstances, retain its charge so well that, even
after a lapse of twenty or thirty minutes, it will only have lost
half of the electricity which it received when being charged.
"When, however, after having charged the wire L, wc separate
it from the battery, and then, before any considerable loss of
electricity occurs, connect the same end of the wire a to the
earth E, the electricity which at first flowed in suddenly flows
out of the line again, and the inserted galvanometer G marks
the passage of a momentary current whose direction is opposite
to that of the charging current This may be accomplished in
the simplest way by quickly turning the switch k on 2, after
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having placed it on 1 to charge the wire. By this means the
end a of the wire is separated from the battery and placed
in connection with the earth. This second current flowing from
the line to the earth is called the discharge or return current
If, instead of the end a, we had connected the end b of the
line to earth, then the discharge current would have taken place
in the direction a to b, and the deflection of the needle of a gal
vanometer inserted at b would have been in a direction opposite
to that of the preceding one.
When the line is discharged, the galvanometer needle is also
deflected to a certain maximum, and then, after several oscilla
tions, finally returns again to its state of rest As the deflective
force of the return current acts on the needle in these cases
almost instantaneously, the mode of its action upon the needle
is similar to that of a blow against a pendulum ; that is to say,
the deflective force, or the magnitude of the discharge, is, in
accordance with physical laws, proportional to the sine of half
the angle of deflection, and is entirely independent of the kind
of galvanometer used.
It is evident that the same law also holds good for the charge;
consequently, if we indicate the magnitude of the charge by A,
that of the discharge by B, and corresponding angles of deflec
tion by a and fi respectively, using the same galvanometer for
the two deflections, then,
a
re
A : B = sin. - : sin. —
2
2

As the electricity with which the wire is charged becomes
gradually dissipated after the charge has been effected, either
through the air or by means of other partial conductors, the re
turn current becomes proportionately weaker as a greater length
of time elapses between the charging and discharging. If the
line were perfectly insulated, and there was, therefore, no escape
of the electricity, or if the discharge could be made to take
place simultaneously with the interruption of the battery, the
discharge current would be just as strong as the charge current :
but as this can in reality never occur, and as some time always
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elapses between the operations, the discharge current is necessa
rily always less than the charge current
The more perfectly a line is insulated the less will be the loss
of the electricity with which it is charged in a given time ; con
sequently, the proportion between the quantity lost and the
primitive charge may be made to serve as a means of determin
ing the condition of the insulation.
If we retain the same indications for quantity of charge and
discharge as before, and assume that the discharge takes place
half a second after the charge, then the line in th s space oE
time" loses a quantity of electricity A—B. The proportion
between this loss, caused by derivations or leakages, or, in gene
ral, by defective insulation, and the primitive charge, amounts,
therefore, for half a second, to A—B. The smaller this propor
tion the better is the insulation of the line.
On air lines of 5 to 10 miles in length these currents are not
perceptible even when using a battery of 300 elements, but with
a length of 20 miles both currents are easily rendered apparent
by using a powerful battery and a very sensitive galvanometer;
when the length exceeds 100 miles even the relay magnets of
the telegraph apparatus will show them.
In what has been said it must be borne in mind that the end b
of the line L (fig. 187) is insulated, while the charging or discharg
ing is done at the end a.
CHARGING AND DISCHARGING A LAND LINE CONNECTED TO
EARTH.

If we put the enJ b of a land line L (fig. 187) to earth by
connecting b with b1 and earth plate with E1, a constant current,
as we know, traverses the line as soon as the battery is con
nected. This current is indicated by a permanent deflection of
the galvanometer needle, and lasts as long as the battery re
mains in circuit In this case the electric potential at each point
of the line is not equally great, but decreases continually
throughout from the pole 1 to the extreme end bl and Ej.
Owing to this decrease of potential from point to point, a con
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stant flow of electricity from the battery through the line to the
earth E takes place. If the potential at b is the same as at 1
and at a, then there will be* no flow of electricity from 1 to a and
b. The wire L becomes, even in this case, charged with electricity,
but the amount of the charge is smaller than when the end b is
insulated, while in the latter case the potential is the same at all
points.
Blavier very properly compares both the charging and dis
charging of a line, when the distant end is insulated and uninsu
lated, to the movement of a gas through a tube, one of the ends
of which communicates with a large reservoir, in which the gas
is under a constant pressure, the other end being placed in a
vacuum.
If we interrupt the connection with the vacuum and close the
opening of the tube at this end, the gas flows into the tube only
so long as the pressure is not the same at all points.
This is precisely the case with a telegraph line when one end
is insulated. The reservoir represents the battery, the lube the
wire, and the gas the electricity.*
When, on the contrary, the end of the tube is placed in the
vacuum, and the gas is allowed to flow through it, then the pres
sure in the immediate neighborhood of the reservoir is equal to
the pressure of the gas in the reservoir itself, and it decreases
gradually to the end of the tube, where it becomes zero. Con
sequently the total amount of gas'm such a tube is less than in
the former case, when the tube is closed at the end.
We may obtain a good idea of the condition of the static
charge in a line insulated at the remote end, and of one having
that end connected to earth, if we suppose the potential of
the separate points to be represented by vertical lines which are
erected at the respective points.
Let AB (fig. 188) be the length of the line ; suppose it to be
* The comparison, however, is not exact, since in charging the wire with elec
tricity we need not suppose a real propagation of tho electrical fluid from ono
point to another, but should rather consider it to bo the result of a progressive
decomposition and rccomposition of tho natural electricity.
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connected to one pole of the battery at A, and let the potential
on this pole be represented by the vertical line AC erected at
AB. If the extreme end B of the line is now insulated, by
which the potential at all points of the line becomes equal to
AC, then the vertical lines GH, EF, IK, BD, which are each
equal to AC, represent the potential at the points A, G, E, I, B.
The total charge of the line is, therefore, the sum of all the
perpendiculars of the length AC, which it is possible to conceive
of as existing between A and B ; that is to say, it is propor
tional to the contents of the rectangle ACDB.
When, on the contrary, the end B is connected to earth, then
the electric potential from A towards B decreases in proportion
to the distances taken, if we still represent it at A by AC, then
for the distances AG = i AB, AE = i AB, AI = f AB, it
H

E
Fig. 188.

will be respectively i AC, $ AC, £ AC, and at the point B it
falls to zero. Consequently, if we draw the line CB, the verti
cals GHj, EFj, IKj, will represent the charges corresponding to
the points G, E, L. The total charge of the line AB is, there
fore, equal to the sum of all the verticals included between AB
and CB. Consequently, it is proportional to the area of the
triangle ACB.
It follows, then, that the total charge of a line whose distant
end is connected to the earth, is only half as great as when the
line is completely insulated.
RETURN CURRENT IN LAND LINES WHEN PUT TO EARTH.

When the line L (fig. 189) is in contact with earth Ej at the
point /;, and the switch k is turned on 1, then L receives a charge
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half as great as if J were insulated. If now the connection
between the line and battery is broken, the electricity which is
distributed on the line rapidly escapes through b to the earth Er
For this reason, the duration of the discharge for ordinary land
lines is exceedingly short—at any rate, very much shorter than
when the line is insulated at b—in which case the discharge can
only hi effected through the air and by the poles, so long as k
remains between 1 and 2.
When, however, the line is very long, for instance 100 miles
or more, the discharge does not take place in an immeasurably
short period of time.
If we turn the switch very quickly from its position 1 to 2,
then the discharge takes place in two opposite directions ; the
-b

i\g. 189.

greater part of the charge in the vicinity of the battery passes
over k and 2 to earth E, producing the return current, whose
direction is opposite to the direction of the charge ; the other
and smaller part flows in the direction of the charge (from a to
b) through b to earth Et. The return current may be observed
on a sensitive galvanometer, G.
The discharge may also be delayed and made apparent on a
line without insulating its end b, by inserting a considerable re
sistance between b and the earth Ej.
As this opposes to a considerable extent the flow of electricity
at b, the return current at a will be much stronger when the
switch k is quickly turned from 1 to 2.
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The same effect takes place when, instead of an artificial re
sistance at b, a considerable resistance is accidentally present in
the line itself, such for instance as may occur in consequence of
defective wire connections or bad connections in the instruments.
This fact often enables us to form a conclusion, from the appear
ance of the return current, whether there is a defect at the other
end of the line.
We must not, however, confound the return current with the
so-called extra current, which originates at the moment the bat
tery is placed in circuit, and also opposes the main current; this
extra current occurs only at the moment that the battery is
closed, while the extra current, which appears at the interruption
of the battery, has the same direction as the main current in the
line.
On breaking battery connection by turning the switch k (fig.
189) from 1 to 2 quickly, there results, especially in very dry
weather and upon long lines, say of at least 250 miles in length,
an extra current as well as a return current These are, how
ever of opposite direction ; the return current being opposite to
that of the battery current, while the extra current (opening) is
in the same direction as the battery current By means of a
very sensitive galvanometer we may therefore determine which
of the two is the strongest
On very short lines, the extra current which appears when the
battery is interrupted, and whose direction is the same as the line
current, is the most powerful ; that is to say, the extra current is
more powerful the shorter the line is, while the return current
may not be perceptible at all.
If the length of the line is increased and the battery suddenly
disconnected, by turning the switch k from 1 to 2, the return
current makes its appearance, and is distinguished from the
extra current by its direction. It increases, also, in the same
proportion that the length of the line is increased.
Both currents may be recognized when the battery is suddenly
interrupted and the line connected to the ground, with the ordi
nary Morse duplex apparatus, by the attraction of the armature
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levers. With the step-by-step printing instruments, both cur
rents are perceived when the line is more than 100 miles long
and the transmitter makes from 10 to 12 pulsations per second.
ESCAPES AND LEAKAGES OF CURRENT UPON LAND LINES.

Telegraph lines suspended from insulating supports are neces
sarily in contact with these supports and with the atmosphere.
"When the insulation is defective, or the air heavily loaded with
moisture, a considerable portion of the electricity which is sup
plied to the line by the battery escapes from thence, and finds
its way into the earth and into the surrounding atmosphere. The
conductivity of the atmosphere depends upon the amount of
moisture contained in it, but in any case it is so small in com
parison to that of the insulators and poles as to be scarcely per
ceptible under the most unfavorable conditions. During dry
weather the shape of the insulators has but little influence upon
the amount of electricity which escapes from the line to the
earth; when, however, the weather is damp, foggy or rainy, the
insulators and poles become covered with a conducting film of
moisture, and under these circumstances the shape of the insu
lators has a very material effect upon the loss of current which
takes place. In addition to this, dust, smoke, and other impuri
ties collect more or less upon the surfaces of the insulators as
well as the poles themselves, especially in the vicinity of manu
factories or other localities where bituminous coal is burnt, and
thus a conducting connection is formed with the earth, which
occasions very serious escapes or losses of current As the
number of these points of escape increases in direct proportion
to the number of supports, it is obvious that the insulation of a
land line is increased by diminishing the number of poles.
As an approximate estimate it may safely be assumed that
during the prevalence of continued unfavorable weather, such as
rain or fog, that the resistance .offered by the points of escape
will not exceed 300,000 to 500,000 ohms upon each mile of the
length of line, and if we assume that there are 30 insulators to
the mile, then each insulator forms a conductor to the earth,
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the resistance of which is from 9,000,000 to 15,000,000 ohms.
The loss at each insulator is therefore equal to the strength of
current in a line of No. 8 wire from 600,000 to 1,000.000
miles in lengtL This is technically termed the insulation resist
ance, as distinguished from the conductivity resistance, or that
of the conductor itself without reference to the insulation.
These terms are, perhaps, not the best that might have been
chosen, but they are nevertheless in general use.
The resistance of the insulators often changes very rapidly on
the same line ; for instance, when the sun shines out, after a shower
of rain or a dense fog, the outer surface of the insulators quickly
becomes dry, and the insulation of the line therefore increases
with great rapidity. It reaches its maximum during the warmest
weather in summer, and especially during the intense dry cold
of a northern winter.
When a telegraph line is connected to the earth at both ends,
only a portion of the current entering the line from the battery
reaches the distant end, and the more defective the insulation
the smaller will be the fraction of the entering current which is
received at the distant end. On a line of 300 miles the arriving
current, when the weather is unfavorable, frequently amounts
to not more than one fourth or one fifth of that leaving the
battery. When the insulation is good, the arriving current on a
line of the above length amounts to three fourths or more of the
entering current
In order to compensate for the loss of current which arises
from these escapes, it is necessary to make use of a battery of a
larger number of elements than would otherwise be required.
There is, however, a limit to the mmber of elements that can
be used in any particular case, and thus there must also be a
limit to the distance which a telegraph line can be successfully
operated in a single circuit This limit depends upon the
strength of the battery used, the relative resistance of the con
ductor and of the insulators, and the sensitiveness of the
instruments used. With the apparatus now in use in this coun
try it is customary to allow one cell of gravity battery to every
40 or 50 ohms of resistance in the circuit.

CHAPTER XXV.
UNDERGROUND OR SUBTERRANEAN LINES.

Tue many dangers and interruptions to which land lines are
subject, the rapid deterioration of telegraphic structures when
exposed to the weather, and more especially the interferences
and difficulties which are unavoidable when a number of
wires are carried through the limited space afforded by the
crowded streets of large cities, have led telegraphic engineers to
seek relief from these manifold interruptions and annoyances by
enveloping the conducting wires in some suitable insulating cover
ing, and burying them beneath the surface of the earth. Such a
mode of construction, if not open to fatal objections in other
respects, would obviously present some important advantages.
The lines would be comparatively free from interruptions, aris
ing either from storms, atmospheric electricity, or intentional
injury.
The first recorded attempt to construct an underground tele
graph line was made by Prof. Jacobi at St Petersburg, Russia.
The conducting wires were enclosed in glass tubes, the ends of
which were cemented together. The results obtained were not
very satisfactory, nor did a subsequent attempt to insulate the
wires, by means of ribbons of india rubber wound around them,
meet with any better success. The earliest experimental tele
graph lines, both in Great Britain, in 1839, and in the United
States, in 18-43, were composed of copper wires covered with
cotton or hemp, and varnished with insulating substances, which
were laid underground in iron or leaden tubes, to protect them
both from moisture and accidental mechanical injury. This
method also proved entirely unsuccessful in practice.
The first extensive system of underground lines was laid in
22
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Prussia. A royal commission was appointed in 1845 or 1846 to
consider the subject of a telegraphic system, of which Dr. Werner
Siemens was the most active member. In 1846 gutta percha
first began to attract attention in England, and Mr. C. W. Sie
mens sent a sample to his brother at Berlin, to see whether
he could use it for the purpose he had in view. Dr. Siemens
soon discovered its remarkable insulating properties, and recom
mended an experiment on a large scale, which, having been sanc
tioned by the Government, he completed an underground line of
four or five English miles, between Berlin and Gros Beeren, in
the summer of 1847. This having been found to answer the
purpose, in the same and following years more than 3,000
ground,
miles of and
gutta
proved
percha
successful
coated line
for several
wire was
years,
laidwhen
downit under
began
to fail, and at length was wholly abandoned, and replaced with
lines erected upon poles.
The first telegraph line ever built in the United States, be
tween Washington and Baltimore, by Professor Morse, was in
tended to have been laid underground. Four No. 10 copper
wires, covered with cotton and shellac, were drawn into lead
pipes, and ten miles of such cable were laid down from Balti
more to the Relay House, in December, 1843. The experiment
proved a total failure, and the wires were then taken out of the
tubes and placed on poles. Ten or twelve miles of wire were
also laid underground, on the lino between Martha's Vineyard
and Nantucket, in Massachusetts, in 1856. This worked very
well for two or three years, but the insulation, which was of
gutta percha, soon failed, and the line was abandoned. There
are now no underground lines in operation in this county.
In 1853 the Magnetic Company of England completed a line
between London and Manchester, consisting of ten wires laid in
grooved boarding, the wires being of No. 16 copper, insulated
with gutta percha to No. 3 gauge. The wires were placed
parallel to each other, in two rows, and were served over with
two coverings of jute soaked in Stockholm tar.
The boarding used was creosoted Baltic timber, 3£ inches
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square, and was placed at the bottom of a trench two feet deep.
The cable was coiled in lengths of about 1£ miles on a drum
placed on wheels, and was drawn over the ground by a horse.
When a convenient length was paid out along the road, it was
lifted up and placed in the boarding, which was then covered by
a wooden top and nailed on. Where iron piping was required
split pipes were used. At the end of every mile and a half, and
also where it was required to make a set of joints, test boxes
were inserted, two feet long by three inches deep, at the same
level as the board. Where boarding was used these boxes were
wooden, and iron where the piping was iron.
The tests of the wires were taken both for continuity and in
sulation. All the wires were marked at their ends with lead
numbers.
Before the work was finished a great number of faults were
found, generally due to nailing on the cover, the nails frequently
being driven into the gutta percha. A long length of line had
all its nails renewed, and the boarding bound with wire. A few
years after the completion of the work the wires continually
failed, and when a fault was located in any wire the cable was
opened and a good wire substituted for the faulty one. Subse
quently the line was tested in five mile sections, and when any
section was found defective it was replaced by an overhead line,
and the underground cable removed. This course gradually
resulted in the replacement of the line by an overhead one, until
at length none of the original' work was left The faults which
appear to have caused the abandonment of the gutta percha
cables were the drying up and cracking of the gutta percha in
sandy ground ; the rotting of the gutta percha in dirty, stagnant
water; the formation of fungi on the gutta percha near oak
trees; the destruction of the gutta percha by gas water near
gas pipes ; the burning of the gutta percha by the carelessness
of the workmen engaged in laying it ; the rotting of the gutta
percha under the lead numbers, and the pricking of the wires
and omitting to seal the places up.
The underground lines in the Isle of Wight consisted of bare
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india rubber wires. put down without any protection whatever.
The wires were abandoned a few years afterwards.
In 1852 the Electric and International Company laid down
eight wires, insulated with gutta percha, between London,
Liverpool and Manchester. The wires were laid in earthenware
pipes. The line was broken up in 1862, and the old materials
sold for enough to build an overhead line to replace it
Comparatively few underground lines are now employed, ex
cept in carrying the lines through the streets of some of the
principal cities of Europe, from the central telegraph office to
the different railway stations, from which they are placed on
poles set alongside the railwa}'s. The English telegraphic
engineers have probably devoted more attention to the con
struction of underground lines than those of any other country,
and, as might be supposed, their efforts have been attended
with better practical success. For this reason we shall proceed
to describe in detail the most approved methods of construc
tion which have been adopted in England.
UNDERGROUND LINES IN ENGLAND.

The present system of underground lines in England is quite
extensive, embracing as it does 3,000 miles of wire and nearly
100 miles of iron piping.
The conductors usually employed for these lines consist of
No. 18 copper wire, covered with gutta percha to the gauge of
No. 7. In order to keep the gutta percha from the atmosphere,
an exposure to which would cause it to crack and decay and
thus destroy the insulation, it is first tarred and then covered
with linen tape and tarred again. The preparation of tar
through which the gutta percha and taped wire is drawn is com
posed of one quart of raw linseed oil to two gallons of Stock
holm tar, and is applied warm.
The wires, when thus prepared, are cut into lengths of four
hundred yards, and as many as are required to be laid in one
tube arc made into a loose cable, and tied together with tape at
distances of six feet apart When the wires are drawn into the
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tubes the tapes are removed and the wires permitted to lie
loosely in the pipes.
The tubes into which the wires are drawn are cast iron socket
pipes of two, three, and four inches diameter—the size em
ployed depending upon the number of wires to be laid down.
The two-inch pipe will accommodate 25 wires; the three-inch,
70 wires ; and the four-inch, 120 wires. The pipes are laid
down under the flag stones at an average depth of twenty
inches, and the joints are filled with lead.
Oblong drawing-in, or flush boxes, made of cast iron, thirty
inches long by eleven inches wide and twelve deep, with lids
formed of an iron frame into which a piece of flag stone is fixed,
are also placed under the sidewalk over the curbing, at distances
of fifty yards, in the City of London, and one hundred yards
apart outside the city. The pipes enter these boxes through a
curved aperture near the bottom, which is open.
As the pipes are laid down an iron wire of No. 8 gauge is
strung through them to draw the cable in with. When the
wires are to be laid down they are tied into loose cables, as
above described, in lengths of 400 yards each, and brought to
the middle of a section of 400 yards of tubing. One end of the
cable is then attached at the flush box to the iron wire extend
ing through the pipe in one direction, and the other end of the
cable to a similar wire extending through the pipe in the op
posite direction. The cable is then drawn through both sections
at the same time—a distance of 400 yards—the greatest dis
tance that any part of the cable has to be drawn in the tube
being 200 yards.
The wires are numbered at each 400 yards, and the boxes
are arranged so that the joints and numbers are always in the
box. The wires may be replaced in the pipes for repairs or
other purposes at any time without interrupting communication
or disturbing the pipea When a section is found to be defective
and to require renewal, a cable of wires of the required length
is brought to a box near' the defective wire and inserted in a
loop between it and the next section, and as the defective piece
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is drawn out of the pipe the new piece is drawn in. Extra
wires are always provided when new wires are drawn in, so that
renewal is not required until several wires have failed. It is
impossible to draw out a portion of the wires without injuring
the coating and thereby destroying the insulation. Hence, when
renewal becomes necessary, all the wires in the section are re
placed. The pipes are well cleaned and tarred inside while hot,
in order to prevent rust, which causes the wires to adhere so
strongly to the iron as to become difficult to detach them.
The cost of laying down three inch cast iron socket pipe for
underground wire3 is three shillings and ninepence per yard, or
£330 per mile. This includes the cost of the pipe and jointing
with lead, the taking up of the pavement, putting the pipe in
place and repaving.
The cost per wire for drawing in the pipes depends some
what upon the number of wires. The average cost of putting
sixty wires in a pipe, including jointing and all other incidental
work, is £56 per mile.
The cost of conducting wire for underground lines, consisting
of copper wire of No. 18 gauge, covered with gutta percha to
No. 7 gauge, taped and tarred, is £17 per mile.
The total cost per mile for sixty underground wires is £1,406,
or £23 8s. 7d. per mile of wire.
The underground system in England gives comparatively
little trouble, and is more favorably regarded for carrying the
wires through large cities than the over-house plan, the great
defect in which is imperfect insulation.
For tunnels, copper wires, insulated with gutta percha, and
then tarred, taped and again tarred, are laid in a wooden trough
and attached to the wall. The trough has a cover, coated with
zinc, and fastened with tie wire instead of nails, to prevent in
jury to the wires.
Since the telegraphs have gone into the hands of the Govern
ment a new underground line has been laid down between
Liverpool and Manchester, consisting of fourteen conductors,
laid in iron and stoneware pipes. The length of the line is about
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36 miles, and about two thirds is laid down in stoneware pipes
and one third in iron pipes.
The iron pipes are three inch cast iron in nine feet lengths,
with sockets for joints. The stoneware pipes are three inches
in diameter and three feet in length. The depths at which the
pipes are laid are one foot for the iron and two feet for the
stoneware. The iron pipes, previous to laying down, were
cleaned out with a heavy iron chain, for the removal of any
sharp points and burrs. The stoneware pipes were cleaned with
a rod with two pieces of iron, like half pipes, kept apart by a
spring.
The pipes when laid down were carefully adjusted, so as to
fit closely, and the joints were then made. As each pipe was
laid in its place a No. 16 galvanized iron wire was threaded
through.
The joints in the iron pipes were made by first ramming in
some yarn, to prevent the molten lead from running into the
pipe. A clay mould was then formed around the pipe and the
lead run in. The quantity of lead used for this purpose was
about one pound per joint
In the stoneware pipes the joints were made with Stourbridge
clay, which, whilst making a good joint for the prevention of
dirt entering the pipe, is sufficiently porous to allow water to
percolate through it
At the distance of every 200 yards, in straight lines, were
placed flash-boxes, into which the pipes were led so as to just
project within, the space around them being protected, so as to
prevent dirt from falling into the box. The mouth of each pipe
was also stopped, to prevent dirt from getting into the pipe.
The cables were divided into 403 and 404 yards lengths, and
the whole work was subdivided into 400 yard lengths—the
boxes at these intervals being termed joint boxes, and the inter
mediate drawing-in boxes. The joint boxes were placed at the
distance of 400 yards apart The intermediate or drawing-in
boxes, in a straight line, were placed at 200 yards from a joint
box, or half way between the joint boxes, but where there were
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curves in the road, or it became necessary to make a cross, these
intermediate boxes were increased as the occasion required.
The cables used in this work consisted of a copper wire of
No. 18 gauge (39 lbs. per mile), covered with gutta percha to
No. 7 gauge (46 lbs. per mile), and were manufactured in the
ordinary way—being covered with two coats of Chatterton's
compound, alternating with two of gutta percha, and having a
total weight of 85 lbs. per mile.
The core, as it was manufactured, was cut off into special
lengths for the length of cable required—404 yards. The wires
so cut off were wound on to bobbins, which were placed in a
machine holding six bobbins only. The bobbin containing the
centre wire was placed behind the machine, through the centre
of which the wire passed—the six wires being laid helically
round the centre. The cable was then passed through a bath of
cold Stockholm tar, in which was a quantity of fine cork dust,
to give it more solidity, and was then covered with two servings
of tarred tape laid on in opposite directions, the tape having a
double selvage.
The ' several holes where boxes were located having been
opened and the boxes cleaned out, two strong drawing in wires
of No. 11 gauge were attached to the No. 16 wire left in the
pipes; this was then drawn out and the No. 11 wires drawn in
for the entire length. To the end of this wire, in which a loop
had been formed, were attached the several cables, the attach
ment being made by stripping the gutta percha off the copper of
each wire for some inches, care being taken to keep all the wires
of the same length. The copper wires were then passed through
the loop, bent back, twisted and secured. The whole of the ends
were lapped over with tape and yarn to prevent abrasion. Before
the wires were cut the numbers were put on. As the cables
were made of six wires laid helically round the inner wire, it
will be obvious that the wires, if numbered properly, would fol
low in succession. All the wires in the cables had been num
bered and stamped at both ends from 1 to 6 on the outside —the
centre wire, No, 1, not being marked, so before the wires were
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cut, numbers marked on short pieces of lead tubing were slipped
on the wires, care being taken that the numbers corresponded
with the numbers stamped on the gutta percha.
The cables, when ready for drawing in, were placed upon
drums or swifts revolving on a stout frame, and at a convenient
distance from the mouth of the pipe to avoid friction against the
various points. Close to the mouth of the pipe was placed a
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Fig. 190.

wooden roller so as to prevent any friction against the edges of
the pipe. At the opposite end of the box was placed a mat for
the cables to touch instead of the ground, in order that no dirt
might be carried in. Drawing in cables in a straight length is
begun at the centre box, and the cable is first drawn through to
B and then to C (fig. 190). In cases where there are two inter
mediate boxes, the drawing in is done once oftener. The cables
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are first drawn in from A to B, then the remainder from A to c,
and finally from c to C (fig. 191).
In the case of a still larger number of boxes, the drawing in
has to bo done still oftener. One half of the cables are drawn
through from A to b, and then from b to B,'tho other half being
drawn through from A to c, and then from c to G (fig. 192).
When a break occurred in drawing in the cables, the wire wa?
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drawn out and laid along the trench to measure the distance of
the break ; the trench was then opened, a pipe broken, and a
wire threaded through the hauling-in box ; or, if the length
was too great, a wire was threaded from the break and also from
the box by looping the ends, and when sufficiently far through
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the wire was given a circular or twisting motion, when the
looped or forked ends were almost sure to catch. The wires
were then drawn out and attached to the broken wire of the
cable.
After the cables had been drawn through one section of the
pipes they have to be drawn into the opposite end, and to do
this it is necessary to turn them over so as to bring the ends
uppermost The cables as they come out of the pipes are pro
tected by a roller from any friction against the edge of the pipe,
and then carefully coiled on to a sheet of canvas. '1 hey are
then, preparatory to drawing in again, turned over by being
coiled down on to the opposite side of the box on to canvas.
In the case of several intermediate boxes and a large number
of wires, the drawing in the wires, and the drawing in and out,
and the coiling and uncoiling of the cables, occupies a great
length of time, which is much increased in the towns by the
interference caused by traffic.
GUTTA PERCKA JOINTING.

Of the various operations connected with practical telegraphy,
there is scarcely one of more importance, or requiring more
practice, skill and experience, than the making of a joint in a
gutta percha covered wire; and out door jointing particularly
requires extraordinary skill and car.e.
In making joints in underground wires, the joint box is first
opened, and the jointer's tool-box placed close to one side of the
hole. Attached to the box are two low stools for the jointer and
his assistant to sit upon, to keep them clear from the wet pave
ment or damp ground. The box is opened, and the various
tools, spirit lamps and furnaces placed where most handy. The
spirit lamp for the furnace is first lighted and the soldering-iron
heated ; and the gutta percha tools, if dirty or sticky with com
pound, are filed and cleaned. Great care is taken to keep the
gutta percha sheeting clean.
The wires leading in one direction are then taken out and pre
pared for jointing, by stripping off the tape for about fifteen
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inches back, and fastening the roll round the cable or wire by
loosening the numbers and passing them along the wire to the
tape, whe:e they are fixed by squeezing them with pliers on
one side only, so as to bind evenly all round. When each
wire has been served in this way the whole of them are cut
to exactly the same length.
When this has been done on one side, the jointer does the
same to the wires leading the other way. The wires on both
sides are then thoroughly cleaned with naphtha, until each wire
becomes entirely clear from dirt and tar.
After cleaning the wires the jointer very carefully cleans his
own hands and dries them well. A little naphtha cleans the
hands better than anything else.
The wires are then ready for jointing. No. 1 wire is then
taken up on both sides (it is best to begin with the lowest num
ber and proceed in regular order) and the gutta percha carefully
trimmed off each end for about If inches, care being taken that
the knife does not nick the copper ; when this docs happen
the copper is cut off at the nick, and the percha trimmed
back. The copper wire left bare is scraped carefully, so as to
make it bright, and then the two ends being brought together
and overlapping are held by the pliers, and first one side twisted,
then the other. The double twist should appear as one uniform
twist, perfectly regular, and take three turns each side, or about
£ inch in length ; the surplus ends are then cut carefully and
close over, and, being lightly touched with the pliers, turned int
so as not to leave any edge sticking up above the twisted
joints.
The joints are then soldered, care being taken to knock off
any superfluous solder. Great care is taken when soldering a
joint that no wires be immediately under it, as hot solder drop
ping on gutta percha at once heats and penetrates it
The remainder of the wires are then jointed and soldered.
Great care is exercised in jointing similar wires; the jointer
himself sees that the numbers correspond and does not trust to
his assistant
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The gutta percha jointing is then commenced and the second
spirit lamp lighted for warming the material. The ends and
soldered joint are first cleaned with naphtha, then a stick of com
pound is warmed and a small quantity put on the joint and pro
perly tooled over, so as to cover the joint equally. Before
applying the tooling iron it is carefully wiped.
The ends of the gutta percha are then slightly warmed and
the actual end nipped off with the fingers. One side of the
percha is then well warmed for about two inches back, and then
brought forward over the joint to the opposite side with a twist
ing motion by the moistened fingers; the opposite end, after
heating, should then be brought forward over the other part in
a •similar manner as far as it will go, and the percha is again
warmed and kneaded with the fingers and thumb.
After kneading it, it is again warmed slightly with the spirit
lamp. The compound is then heated and applied over the
gutta percha, by putting the compound stick on the percha, and
rolling it along. The compound is warmed and applied a
sufficient number of times to go thoroughly over the percha.
The joint is again warmed and the compound properly tooled
until it covers the joint uniformly.
A sheet of gutta percha, well cleaned (the gutta percha sheet
ing as supplied to jointers is cut into strips four inches long and
kept carefully in a bag or case), is then warmed, and a piece of
about one inch long cut off with a pair of scissors, whose edges
arc moistened against the lips. The joint is then warmed with
the lamp, and also the piece of sheet, which is then applied to
one end of the joint, half an inch on the old core beyond the
pull down, and being firmly pressed, is drawn along the length
of the joint to an equal distance on the other side. The super
fluous end is then cut off, the joint is next turned over and the
spirit lamp applied, so that the heat warms both the joint and
the sheeting. The sheeting is pinched round the joint and
slightly pulled, so as to make adhesion better. The spare sheet
ing is then cut off with the moistened scissors close to the joint,
and a warm tool passed over the seam, so as to open it again,
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when it is again pinched up, thus forcing out any air that may
be in it In pinching up the last time one edge ought to over
lap the other slightly, so that the warm tool may properly seal
up the seam. By cutting off the sheet too far from the joint
the seam cannot be reopened, and by cutting off the sheet too
close no seam is left, and there is necessarily a vacant space in
the second covering ; this is a frequent fault and should be
avoided. By use of the tool the ends of the coating are made
to amalgamate with the old material. The joint is then warmed
thoroughly and kneaded with the thumb and forefinger, care
being taken to preserve its shape, and to knead evenly all
around. It is then rubbed with the moistened hands.
The stick of compound and the joint are again warmed, and
the compound is rolled over the joint from end to end. The
joint is again warmed and the compound is worked and spread
over it, by means of the tooling iron, in an even and uniform
manner. The joint is again manipulated with the fingers, and
then heated for the last time and rubbed well with the hand
moistened. This rubbing must be done uniformly and equally
all round. It tends to solidify the joint and gives it that highly
polished and finished appearance so characteristic of the handi
work of a good jointer. The best thing found for moistening is
saliva.
TESTING OF UNDERGROUND WIRES.

The separate wires or cables must be carefully examined pre
vious to their being delivered to the workmen who make the
joints, and after the wires are joined, a test should be made of
the different series of joints.
The work is divided into sections, varying in length according
to the number of wires ; at the end of each section the wires are
not joined. In the other boxes or places where the junctions
should be made, the wires are joined, with the exception of wire
No. 1, whose extreme ends are closed up, that is to say, covered
with gutta percha.
In the first box, No. 1, the different wires are connected to-
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gether in the following 'order : 1 to 2, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, 7 to 8, 9 to
10. Testa are then made from the opposite end of the section
(box No. 10), in order to see whether the loops in No. 1 are
properly arranged, and whether the resistance of the copper and
the insulation of the different wires are in good order. The ex
treme ends of tho wires are then joined in box No. 10 in the fol
lowing order : 2 to 3, 4 to 5, 6 to 7, 8 to 9 and 10 to 1.
Each section is arranged as in the diagram, fig. 193.
It will be seen, in this plan, that the section represents a con
tinued circuit, commencing and ending with wire No. 1, but only
interrupted on No. 1 at each box.
The batteries and testing instruments are conveyed to box No.
2 to test the first series of joints. The joints are taken out, prop-

3.

d:
c
Fig. 193.

erly cleaned, then put in an insulated metallic trough, partially
filled with water, and placed on the top of the box or in the
most convenient position ; but great care should be taken that
the trough be properly insulated, and the portion of the gutta
percha which touches the trough be perfectly clean.
The closed extreme end of wire No. 1, which ends in box No.
1, is then opened, and the conductor connected to the instruments.
Next a very careful examination is made of the insulation re
sistance of the entire section, noticing the exact deflection of the
galvanometer needle ; the wires are discharged, and the metallic
trough connected with the earth. A new test is then made, and
if any increase appears in the deflection it is caused by defective
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joints. The latter may be detected by putting the joints in
water one after another. The first test serves the purpose of de
termining the insulation of the entire section, independent of the
series of joints to be examined, the latter being themselves insula
ted. The second test determines the insulation of the entire
section wiOi the series of joints. A defective joint immediately
increases the deflection.
After the joints have been tested, the wire No. 1 is connected
again for continuing the circuit, and the operation is repeated at
the following box. When the last box has been tested, and
wire No. 1 has been joined, it will be seen that the section forms
a perfect continuous circuit
Sometimes this process is slightly modified, when the deflec
tion resulting from the loss of current is considerable. In such a
case the slight increase caused by an insufficient joint cannot be
noticed. The joints are put in the insulated trough and con
stantly charged with electricity by means of a powerful battery,
the trough being brought in communication with a wire which
connects with the earth through a delicate galvanometer. The
wire being charged, the current which has just escaped goes to
earth through the galvanometer, which indicates its presence. In
this test is not included the loss of current which is produced on
the entire length of the wire, but only the direct loss which is
caused by the joints placed in the trough; the defective joints
are thus easily discovered.
The insulated trough used for these tests is made of copper.
It is two feet long and eight inches in width, and ten inches in
depth. It is insulated by means of four ebonite feet, and pro
vided with a screw on one of its sides for the holding of the
wire.
The testing instruments, batteries, and other electrical appa
ratus, were fitted up in a travelling van or carriage, so that the
whole affair could be transported from place to place with great
facility. The arrangement of the connections i n the van is shown
in fig. 194. The wire marked No. 1 lead, is connected to one
battery key, and the earth wire to the other. The two poles of
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the testing battery were connected to the apparatus, as shown in
the figure, so that the depression of the right hand key sends a
zinc current (—) and the left hand key in like manner a copper
current (-{-).

No. 1. Lead

fo
&

~w

-eQQ.
RESISTMCE COIl*

t

(X)
\2

98

Hi|i|i|i|i|.i|i|i[i|H

jffy. 194.

No. 2 lead was connected to the battery key of the resistance
coils, which acted as a switch, the left hand or galvanometer key
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being connected with the condenser (the opposite plates of which
were to earth), the bridge portion of the coils being in connection
with the two keys (when depressed), was joined to the Thomson
reflecting galvanometer, whose other pole was to earth.
A depression of the key z, of the resistance coils, would at
once place the trough in connection with the galvanometer to
earth ; any deflection (-{-) would at once show that there was a
leakage in the trough or over the cable. This had to be remedied
before the tests could be taken. If no deflection was observed,
the tests were proceeded with. The whole cable is% then raised
to the potential of the testing battery, and the joints as well. If
the joints be faulty they must leak, and some of the current
must be continuously passing into the water.
In testing, the key z is depressed so as to put the trough to earth
through the reflecting galvanometer ; the battery key is then de
pressed and the cable charged ; the inductive effect on the trough is
at once seen on the galvanometer by its sudden deflection. The
cable is still kept charged, and after the inductive effect is over,
the scale is watched to see if the spot remains at zero, or is de
flected in the same direction as the inductive charge. If there
should be a deflection, then there is what is termed direct leakage
through the joint ; if not, then the amount of accumulation is
tested. The galvanometer circuit is then broken at K', and both
Gr and z keys of resistance coils depressed for a definite period—
60 seconds; the leakage from the joints, however small, then
passes into the condenser, where it is accumulated ; at the end of
the 60 seconds the key z is lifted, and the condenser charge is
passed through the galvanometer to earth. According to the
amount of the discharge, so is the quality of the joints.
If the discharge is too great, or there is a direct loss through
the joints, the joints are taken out of the trough and put back
one at a time in regular order ; the discharges from each were
observed and noted, the bad joints being marked for removal.
It is a peculiarity in testing a number of joints so placed, that
the accumulation obtained from the whole of the joints is always
less than the sum of the accumulation of the individual joints.
23
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The van containing all the batteries becomes, with one pole of
the battery to earth, to a certain extent electrified. This may be
particularly noticed with regard to the condenser, which almost
always has some residual charges in it, due to its being so close
to the batteries. The effect of this is to introduce errors into the
joint tests. This has led to the abandonment of the condenser
altogether in practical work, and a long India rubber lead is now
substituted, which, for facility of work, is wound on a wooden drum.
On the completion of the tests the joints are replaced in the
box and the hole filled up, instruments and everything repacked,
and the van moved on to the next box for further joint testing.
The second box is tested in a similar manner, and so on, until
the last of the section was completed, No. 1 wire being jointed
in every case, generally permanently ; but, where there were a
number of bad joints, this wire is only jointed temporarily, so as
to keep up the connection.
As soon as the jointer has replaced the condemned joints his
joints are tested (in the majority of cases), and the van proceeds
to the loop box of the section for the final test of that section.
When the results obtained were satisfactory, the next section was
taken, preceding in a similar manner, and soon, section after section.
As a proof of the value and of the improved insulation obtained
by cutting out the bad joints, two statements are given of the insu
lation resistance of the loops of the sections before and after the
joints were cut out. In these sections every joint was condemned
and cut out In the two cases the means of the 14 wires were :
Before joints were cut out.

No. 1
No. 2

Ill megohms.
110
"

Areer joints cut out.

481 megohms.
4S0
"

After the sections had been passed, one section was perman
ently joined on to the next, and so on ; but no section was joined on
until the previous lengths had been found to be still in good con
dition. It will be seen, therefore, that, as a frequent test of the
passed work was going on, the appearance of any fault would be
at once noticed. On the completion of the work, final tests of the
whole are taken and preserved for subsequent comparison.

CHAPTER XXVI.
SUBMARINE

CABLES.

The first attempts to establish telegraphic communication
through insulated conductors laid under water, were made at
least as early as 1839, the insulating material used being hemp
or cotton saturated with asphaltum, tar and other similar sub
stances. It was not, however, until the application' of gutta
percha to this purpose, that the use of submarine lines was at
tended with any success whatever. The first cable insulated
with gutta percha, which was constructed and successfully
operated for the transmission of intelligence, was laid across the
Hudson River, from New York to Jersey City, in June, 1848,
for the use of the Magnetic Telegraph Company. In the follow
ing January an experimental submarine cable, two miles in
length, insulated with gutta percha, was submerged in England,
and messages were transmitted through it The success of this
experiment led to an attempt to lay a submarine cable across
the English Channel, between Dover and Calais, in 1850. This
consisted of a single strand of gutta percha, unprotected by any
outside coating, and worked only one day. The next cable was
also laid between Dover and Calais, in 1851. This cable con
tained four conducting wires, was 27 miles in length, and weighed
6 tons per mile. It was protected by an armor of 10 heavy
wires, and is still working, after having been down 21 years.
The next long cablo was laid in 1853, between Dover and Ostend,
a distance of 80 miles, and contained 6 conducting wires, and
weighed 5f tons per mile. It is still hi working order. In 1853
a cable of one conducting wire was laid between England and
Holland, 120 miles, weighing If tons per mile. This cable
worked for 12 years. From 1853 to 1858, 37 cables were laid
down, having a total length of 3,700 miles ; of which 16 are still
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working, 13 worked for periods varying from a week to 5 years,
and the remaining 8 were total failures.
The results of the experience obtained in laying telegraph
cables in inland seas was such that little hesitation was felt in
making an attempt to connect Europe and America by means of
a submarine cable.
Before discussing the particulars of this enterprise, it is proper
to refer to some of the considerations which must be kept in
view in constructing and laying submarine telegraph cables.
It is apparent that the design and construction of a cable
must vary materially with the requirements of each particular
case—whether the cable is to be laid in deep or shallow water,
and whether or not it will be subject to dangers of a particular
nature, as these circumstances have a material influence upon
the manner of constructing the cable.
In any event the conducting wires must be completely insu
lated' from the iron envelope outside, and from each other, if a
number are tc be used ; therefore, each wire is coated with two
or more concentric layers of gutta percha. The object of the
outer envelope of iron wires is to form a perfect protection for
the inner core against injury from external causes, and to give
the cable itself such a weight that it will rest quietly on the bot
tom, undisturbed by the waves and currents of the sea.
As the cable undergoes considerable strain while being laid,
owing to its weight and the depth of the sea, it should possess a
sufficient degree of tensile strength to guard against breakage,
even when laid in the deepest water.
The metal used for the conducting wires is copper ; as its con
ductivity is great, the wires may be made small, and will also
admit of being stretched somewhat without injury.
Instead of a single wire for the conductor, several smaller
wires —usually seven—are often united into a single strand,
which is afterwards covered with the insulating substance.
As a submarine line is subject to so many accidents, and,
after having been laid cannot readily be repaired, the insulation
should be as perfect as possible. At least three layers of gutta
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percha are used, and in addition to this, between the successive
layers of gutta percha a peculiar insulating compound, composed
of gutta percha, wood-tar and rosin is applied, which not only
penetrates into the pores of the gutta percha, but also, by its ad
hesiveness, unites the gutta percha layers with each other.
In order to protect the conducting wires from external injury,
they are finally provided with a covering of hemp, and a spiral
envelope of heavy iron wires, or, in place of the latter, they are
surrounded with thin copper bands, as suggested by Siemens.
The principal manufactories of submarine cables are in Eng
land, although there are other extensive establishments of this
kind both in Germany and France.
The process of making telegraph cables in these establishments
is as follows :
The gutta percha covered wires are first tested for conductivity
and insulation. For this purpose the wires are placed in a tank
of water, and left for several days ; they are then tested by means
of a sensitive apparatus, and if found to be free from all defects,
are ready to be made into cables.
The arrangements for testing are as follows, the wire having
been kept in a perfectly dry temperature for a few days, to avoid
surface conduction :
The wire is placed in a coiled form on an insulated drum, B,
fig. 195, and one end attached to the stem of the electrometer
A, in connection with the battery of 500 cells, the end of the
battery wire being covered with dry silk, so as to maintain a con
stant but subdued charge or tension. A small earthenware basin,
C, filled with water (having connection with the earth through a
galvanometer, II), is placed in an intermediate position between
the drum B and the insulated drum D. The wire is then gradu
ally drawn through the water in the basin C and wound upon
the drum D. The drums and the basin are insulated bv beinoplaced upon sheets of gutta percha, E E E. If the wire, in pass
ing through the testing basin, shows a tolerably uniform state of
insulation, the needle will remain steady, but an imperfect spot
or joint will cause it to fall to zero.
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Fin. 195.
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The wire is then taken from the drum and replaced in a large
earthenware pan, with the exception of the defective joint, one end
being, as before, attached to the electrometer, and the other in
sulated, and an earth wire led into the pan. Water is then gradually
poured into the large pan at a temperature of 64°, but the needle
shows no variation until the defective place (usually a joint) is
immersed, when it falls to zero.
Between the gutta percha and the iron which forms its pro
tecting envelope is placed a layer of hemp, technically termed
the bedding. This consists of a number of separate strands,
according to the number of wires which are to be covered. The

Fig. 196.

threads are wound on small bobbins, and the latter placed in the
peripheries of two parallel discs, which arc mounted upon a com
mon hollow axis. The gutta percha wires, which have previously
been twisted into a single strand by a suitable machine, are then
drawn through the hollow axis and spun over with the hempen
strands by means of the revolving discs.
This operation is well illustrated in fig. 196, and needs no
further explanation. Single hempen strands are run in parallel
with the gutta percha wires to fill the spaces between them, which
gives the cable a perfectly cylindrical form.
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The hemp serving and strands are tarred with special care, and
will resist decay in water for a long time.
After the core has been covered with hemp it passes through the
armoring machine, by which the iron covering is put on. This
machine is similar in principle to the preceding one, but is on a
larger scale ; the finished cable is drawn out of the machine by
means of large drums.

Fig. 197.

areInstead
sometimes
of single
used,iron
as shown
wires for
in the
fig. 197.
outer envelope, iron strands
The sheathing of the first Atlantic cable consisted of eighteen
strands, each of which was formed of seven fine wires.
The principal requisite for deep sea cables is that they shall be
as light, and, at the same time, as durable as possible. At first
cables were generally provided with a very heavy iron sheathing,

Fig. 198.

Fig. 199.

but this usually broke while being laid, as soon as the depths in
which they were sunk became considerable.
The opposite course was pursued in the case of the first At
lantic cable, which was laid in August, 1858, between Ireland
and Newfoundland ; its weight was one ton per mile. The pro
tecting armor consisted of strands of fine iron wires, the cable
being of the form represented in figs. 198 and 199.
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For the same reason the Red Sea cable was constructed as
shown in fig. 200. It was found, however, that the iron wires
were very soon corroded by the action of the sea water, and
were finally entirely destroyed in many places. In consequence

Strand of
Copper Wires.

Strand of
Copper Wires.

Guttapercha,
2 layer*.

Ontta Percha,
2 layers.

Tarred Hemp.
Tarred Hemp.

Copper Bands.

Fig. 200.

Iron Armor.

Fig. 201.

of this, each of the iron wires forming the sheathing or armor
of the line from Toulon via Minorca to Algiers was surrounded
with tarred hemp. But even this cable did not last, in conse
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quence of the attacks of a kind of worm (Xylophaga), which
very soon penetrated the hemp envelope, and even bored into
the gutta percha.
The same trouble was met with in the cables around which
iron wires alone were wound, the worm having found an entrance
between the protecting wires and eaten into the core.
In order to avoid this danger, Siemens constructed a cable on
the following plan: The copper conductor is first covered with
a thin layer of Chatterton's compound, and then with two spiral
layers of India rubber. The second layer is put on in such a
manner that its joints are at an angle of about 90° to those of the
first one. The insulated core is then covered with another layer
of Chatterton's compound, and again with gutta percha. The
outer envelope of the cable consists of a double layer of tarred
hempen bands, which are wound spirally in opposite directions,
and lastly, of an outer metallic envelope, composed of two copper
strips wound on spirally, so that the turns lap over each other.
A cable of this description, but somewhat simpler in construc
tion, was laid between Biserte and Bona in 1866. Fig. 201 repre
sents the details of this cable.
Both the Persian Gulf and Malta-Alexandria cables, repre
sented in figs. 202 and 203, are working at the present time;
the former, which lies along the Persian Gulf from Kurrachee to
Bushire, is similar in construction to the Toulon-Algiers cable ;
but it has, in addition to the other coatings, an envelope consist
ing of a linen band saturated with pitch and sand.
The second Atlantic cable, which was partially laid in the
summer of 1865, is represented of full size in fig. 204. The
break in this cable, while being laid by the steamer Great
Eastern, occurred August 2d. 1865, about two thirds of the dis
tance from Valentia to Heart's Content, in 2,500 fathoms, or
15,000 feet of water.
The later Atlantic cables which have been successfully laid
by the Great Eastern differ but little from the 1865 cable. With
the latter, the hempen covering of the iron sheathing was tarred;
but with the more recent cables this has been omitted, while the
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iron wires composing the armor of the latter have been gal
vanized.
The cable which was lost in 1865 was recovered and com
pleted to Newfoundland, and at the present time America is in

Iron Wirw.
covered
with Hemp.

Fig. 202.

Fig. 203.

telegraphic communication with Europe by means of several
cables similar to that represented in fig. 204.
In very deep water, a cable, as a general thing, is not liable to
injury; in shallow water, and near the coast, however, the cable
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is more subject to damage from icebergs and the anchors of
vessels, as well as to the attacks of sea animals. For this reason
the so-called shore ends are provided with a much heavier iron
armor than that used for deep sea cables. In other respects the

Fig. 204.

shore ends have about the same dimensions as the deep sea por
tion to which they are joined.
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Figs. 205 and. 206 represent cross-sections of the shore ends of
the English Atlantic cables ; the former, of 1865. with a triple
twisted strand; the second, of 1866, with massive iron wires,
which are covered with a prepared hempen layer.
LAYING SUBMARINE CABLES.

The laying of a submarine cable is a very difficult problem,
depending largely upon the proper application of mechanical
principles, such as the coiling of the cable, etc., as well as the
proper management of the vessel.

Fig. 205.

The cable is first placed on board ship, but in consequence
of its enormous weight and rigidity, even this apparently simple
operation, as well as the accurate coiling of the cable in the hold,
is attended with much trouble.
After the cable has been stowed on board the vessel, one end
of it is secured on land, and the vessel then sails over the pro
posed route, which has been previously well explored and
sounded. The cable is gradually uncoiled and runs over the
stem into the water, into which it sinks by its own weight
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During this operation it is necessary to regulate the speed with
which the cable is paid out, otherwise its rate of sinking will
greatly exceed that with which the ship is moving, and cause the
cable to kink.
In order to regulate the speed of paying out, the cable is
passed several times around one or more revolving drums. The
speed with which these drums revolve is regulated by powerful
friction brakes.
The force with which the brakes should be applied depends

Fvj. 206.

upon the depth of the sea, which is partly ascertained by the
speed with which the cable runs out, and partly by a dyna
mometer of peculiar construction.
A constant correspondence is maintained between the vessel
and main land through the cable, and measurements of its resist
ance are made, which furnish the necessary information concern
ing its electrical condition.
We have already shown the manner in which underground
wires are tested for conductivity and insulation ; everything that
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has there been said in regard to the conductivity of underground
lines also holds good for submarine cables. In regard to the
tests for insulation we must go somewhat more fully into the de
tails of the subject, especially of the electrical resistance and
electro-static capacity or condensing power of gutta percha, and
the influence which this has upon the speed with which the
current passes through the copper conductor.
RESISTANCE OF THE INSULATING COATING.

The resistance of conductors whose sectional area is the same
throughout their entire length, is directly as the length and in
versely as the section of the conductor. The case, however' is
different when the conductor is of varying cross-section. In
different parts of the cross-section the strength of current may
even vary, as for instance when it passes laterally throughout the
entire length, from the conducting wire inside through the in
sulating envelope to its outer surface.
Although the substances with which the conductor is covered
are termed insulators, it must not be supposed that they conduct
absolutely no electricity ; on the contrary, they should be re
garded as very poor conductors. Experience has proved that
even the conductivity of gutta percha and other insulating sub
stances in long submarine lines, where the insulating layer has
considerable linear extension and proportionately little thickness,
is such as to allow the passage of sufficient electricity from the
copper wire to the water outside, to cause a perceptible leakage,
as is proved by the use of sensitive measuring instruments.
The tests for determining the conductivity, or, more properly
speaking the resistance, of the insulating coating of a cable, are
of great importance, but at the same time, present peculiar
difficulties.
It is first necessary to determine the specific resistance of the
insulating material.
Experiments have proved that this is practically constant at
any given temperature, but that it changes with the temperature.
For example, between the temperatures of 5° and 27° C. the in
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sulation resistance of the cable intended for the Rangoon-Singa
pore route decreased in the proportion of 7 to 1, consequently
the loss of current at 27° was 7 times as great as at 5°.
Experiments upon the specific resistance of the insulating sub
stance are made at a certain temperature, which is such that it
will seldom be exceeded after the cable has been submerged.
The resistance of the copper conductor as well as that of the
insulation, is tested in lengths of 12,000 to 18,000 feet, the result
being recorded in units of resistance. Thus not only an accurate
comparison between the results of the different measurements is
obtained, but when the separate lengths are afterwards combined
it affords a means of knowing the electrical state of the entire
cable.
When the cable has once been laid, this method of measure
ment also enables us to determine at what point a fault occurs,
as we shall show further on.
Owing to the very great electrical resistance of gutta percha,
the ordinary methods of resistance measurement cannot be em
ployed for measuring the insulation resistance of cables. A very
sensitive reflecting galvanometer with an astatic needle is usually
employed, having a large number of convolutions, the connections
of which are arranged in the following manner :
1st method.—The galvanometer G (fig. 207) is placed between
one pole of the battery B and the conductor of the cable L, the
latter being submerged in a tank of water, the other pole of the
battery is connected to the earth E, or with the iron tank which
contains the cable. As one end of the cable is insulated, the
current passes through G to the conductor, and thence through
the gutta percha into the water, and thereby completes the cir
cuit, which causes a deflection of the galvanometer needle. The
question, therefore, is to determine the resistance indicated by
the observed strength of current, and to reduce this to units of
resistance.
For this purpose, if we indicate the electro-motive force of an
clement by E, the number of elements used by n, the resistance
of an clement by H, the unknown resistance of the insulating
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coating by W, then according to Ohm's law, when S represents
the strength of current, we have
*E
S =

,

»R+W

or, since n B, is infinitely small in comparison with W,
nE
S = —.
W

If we now indicate by a the angle of deflection of the galvan
ometer needle, a being a constant, then we have at the same
time,
s = a sin. a,
7»E

consequently

Fig. 207.

and for any other resistance "W^ and a different number nt of
elements
n, e
a sin. CC\ =
.

sin. a

whence

n W,

=

,

sin. a1

nl W

shall
Now
then
if we
have
make Wt — 1sin.
and
a nt »= 1 in this last equation, we

sin. a,

from which

W
sin. a,

W = nsin. a

24
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In this formula the resistance unit in which the total resist
ance W is expressed, is that which would give sin. otl with a
single element This value (sin. aj) is called the constant of the
measuring instrument
"When the measurements occupy a long time, this constant
(sin. ttj) must be determined as often as the constancy of the
needle may change.
This is done as follows :
Let E denote the electro-motive force of battery B, G the re
sistance of the galvanometer, W that of the cable, n the number
of elements, and a the angle through which the sine galvan
ometer must be turned in order that the needle shall return to
0°. Then we get
nE

W+G

Fig. 208.

In the place of the cable we now introduce a known resist
ance w (fig. 208) of about 10,000 units ; insert the shunt «t, which
reduces the sensibility of the galvanometer about 1-JT (whence
99 w1 = G), and diminish the number of elements to 1. We
then have for the total strength of current

s=

E

G -f to,

and the strength of current which passes through the galvan
ometer when q>° is the angle of deflection.
sin. <p =
G + «o,

Gu>,
G + u»j
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As, however, G = 99 wj, we find also
l

E

sin. cp
100

99
w -i

ttlj

100

Suppose, for instance, that with a certain galvanometer
AV wi —70 units; if we now make w equal to 9930 units,
then we get for the constant,
E

l

sin <p =;
Or,

E

.

= _^^_—.
100
10000
1000000
E = 1000000 sin. <p

By substituting this value of E in the previous equation,
nB
W + G

we shall obtain, since G is infinitely small in comparison with W,
n 1000000 sin. cp
sin. a =
W
n sin. cp

consequently,

W = ioooooo
BUI.

C*

2d method.—The preceding method, however, can only be
-used to measure large resistances within certain narrow limits.
In manufacturing a cable, the resistance of a conductor increases
with the length, while that of the insulation diminishes; and,
therefore, the instrument would soon become too sensitive. If,
on the other hand, it was less sensitive, it might at last fail to
measure the resistance correctly. In order, therefore, to keep
the sensibility of the instrument invariable, Siemens wound over
the coil of his sine galvanometer an additional coil, containing a
relatively small number of convolutions, through which the cur
rent from a small constant battery is caused to pass permanently.
The current from the main battery B (fig. 209), which serves for
measuring the resistance of the insulation, passes through the
original coil, G, of the galvanometer, while the current from the
small battery, b, passes through the outer coil, </, in the opposite
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direction, and is so regulated by an artificial resistance wj that
it neutralizes the action of the other current on the needle, and
the latter, consequently, remains in a state of rest
When the length of the cable increases, the resistance in cir
cuit with the outer coil is diminished until the equilibrium is
again restored ; and the value in units of the change of resist
ance being known, it is only necessary to multiply the number
by the permanent proportion between the actions of the two
coils on the needle in order to obtain the result desired.
Suppose that G is the resistance of the inside coil of the sine
galvanometer, W the added resistance, n the number of elements

Fig. 209.

in the circuit Again, let g be the resistance of the outside coil
of the galvanometer (which for the sake of clearness is not laid
over but beside it in the figure), w1 the resistance, and nt the
number of elements of the small battery, b. Let K be the co
efficient or constant proportion between the action of the two
coils on the needle ; we then obtain for the two strengths of cur
rent,
.n E

In the circuit with battery B

s=

,
W, + G
», E
»i + 9
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whence the proportion between the two strengths of current
S

«

a , »>!

«>i + g
W, + G

is easily determined, and may be indicated by K.
If in the place of Wj the unknown resistance W of the cable
is now placed in circuit, and w1 changed to V, so that the needle
again remains at rest ; then, supposing that the number of ele
ments in the batteries is changed to N and N1, the proportion be
tween the strength of currents which act upon the needle is
obviously the same as at first, consequently
N

V + 9

K =
W+G
1

whence

N

-(7 + V) -G,

W:

'n,
me r value of K,
" K

N

-(f +

W
n

V)- G.

g + w>

The principal advantage of this arrangement consists in the
fact that the sensibility of the instrument is always the same, since
the current which passes through the gutta percha acts with its
full force on the needle, though the latter is always brought back
to 0°. In measuring the insulation of short pieces of cable, in
which case the resistance is very considerable, the resistance of
both coils of the instrument (G and g) may be neglected, and we
may then employ the more convenient forjnula
N
V
w" = — .— N, K

The coefficient K is independent of the sensibility of the in
strument, and consequently it is only necessary to determine it
once for alL
SPECIFIC RESISTANCE OF INSULATORS.

In order to determine the resistance of the insulating Coating,
where the current passes laterally from the conductor through
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the insulating substance, let fig. 210 represent a section of the
gutta percha which surrounds the conductor, whose semi-diam
eter OA = f, and let A and B be the inner and outer limits of
the gutta percha, with radii r and R.
It is evident that the greater the length of the cable, the less
will be the resistance which is opposed to the passage of the cur
rent, consequently the resistance is inversely proportional to
the length of the insulator. If we represent the total resistance
of the gutta percha by W, its length by I, and the specific resist
ance by s, Siemens and Thomson have shown that between
these values and the semi-diameters O A = r, and O B = R, the
following equation exists :
s log. nat _
W=

-

(1)

2 it I

Fig. 210.

and from this we obtain the specific resistance of the insulating
material
2 Ttl
8 = W

log. nat, _
r

According to this formula, the specific resistance S of the in
sulation of a cable, may be calculated when the total insulation
resistance W of the cable has been determined by one of the
methods described.
We may likewise ascertain from the same formula the total
insulation resistance when the specific resistance is known.
The electrical resistance of gutta percha varies greatly according
to its purity and the care with which it is prepared. Great
attention has been paid to this point, especially by the English
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manufacturers, and the insulation of the ocean cables which
have been laid in latter years is far higher than that of the
earlier ones. In fact the degree of insulation in the best sub
marine cables exceeds that of the most perfect land lines.
INSULATION TEST BY PELTIER'S ELECTROMETER.

We have seen that the loss of current in a cable, when one
end is insulated and a powerful current sent into it through
a very sensitive galvanometer, is measured by the angle of de
flection of the needle. If we compare the strength of current
passing through the insulating material with the current obtained
through a known resistance, we ascertain the total insulation
resistance of the cable, which we multiply by its length to
find the resistance per unit of length. In consequence of the
comparatively high resistance of the insulator, we may even
accept this result as sufficiently accurate, for lengths of from 500
to 1,000 miles, as the proportion for the entire loss of current
As the loss of current in short lengths of submarine cable is
very small, it is perceptible only when very powerful batteries
of 200 or 300 elements are used, with an extremely sensitive
galvanometer, having coils of 20,000 or 30,000 convolutions. If
the cable to be tested is still shorter—for instance, if only a few
yards in length—even this delicate apparatus is no longer able to
indicate the loss of electricity. In such cases another method is
available, which may be used for any length of cable, by which
we may determine the degree of its insulation. This consists in
determining the time that is required for a certain quantity of
electricity
If we connect
to escape
one through
pole of athe
battery
insulating
to an coating
insulated
of the
conductor,
cable.
and place the other pole in connection with the earth, the con
ductor becomes charged throughout its entire length, and the
potential of this charge is equal to that of the battery, so long as
theThis
connection
potential,
between
which,the
in battery
a battery
andofconductor
a few elements
is maintained.
only, is
very small, when the number of elements is increased to 200 or
300, may be easily measured by means of an electrometer.
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This instrument consists, as is shown in fig. 211, of a metallic
rod, M N, terminating in a brass ball, M. The lower end of the
rod with its ring D rests on the pedestal P, which is insulated
from the base plate A B with the greatest care, by means of a
thick layer of gutta percha.
The ring D is provided with a steel point, upon which rests a
long needle, consisting of a very fine aluminum or copper wire, a b,
bent in the manner shown in the drawing, and to which is attached a

Fig. 211.

small magnet, c. As the latter takes up its position under the
influence of the earth's magnetism, it consequently keeps the
wire a b always in the magnetic meridian, so long as no other
force acts upon it
A horizontal metallic rod, having both its ends provided with
balls i h is rigidly attached to the ring D.
When the instrument is to be used it is so placed that the
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magnetic needle brings the ends of the wire a b in contact with
the balls i and h.
So long as no other force interrupts the equilibrium these re
main in contact, but if a quantity of electricity is communicated
to the upper ball M, the charge passes over the ring D to the
wire a b and the small stationary rod i h. Both become charged
with like electricities, and the movable wire a b is repelled to
such a distance that the repulsive force of the electricity and the
directive force of the magnet exactly balance each other when it
remains in equilibrium.
We may, therefore, determine the amount of the electric
charge by observing the magnitude of the angle of deflection,
which is read off the divided scale on the base plate A B. The
needle a b should be suspended at a convenient distance from
the divided circle. To prevent errors of parallax in reading the
angular measures, the graduated scale is made upon a mirror. In
reading off the deflection, the eye must be placed in such a posi
tion over the needle a b that the latter covers its reflected image ;
in this position it is evident that the eye is in a vertical line with
the needle.
As no simple relation exists by which we may know the
action on the needle of the instrument, it is impossible to deter
mine the magnitude of the charge from the deflection alone;
the instrument, therefore, should bo specially graduated before
being used, or an absolute scale should bo determined by pre
vious special tests and attached to it
After the charge has been effected the ball M is connected to
the earth, when the electricity flows out of the conductor and
instrument, and the wire a b, under the influence of the magnetic
needle c, immediately returns to its position of rest, with both
of its ends against the balls i and h.
If the instrument is left to itself after charging, the electricity
gradually escapes through the surrounding air ; the less the escape
of electricity through the air the longer the needle is in reaching
its position of rest
We thus have the means of ascertaining the decrease in the
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electric tension of the ball M, by observing the rapidity with
which the needle returns to its state of rest
If the electrometer is placed in a very dry room, the discharge
through the air takes place very slowly, and several hours will
elapse before the needle will return to zero.
Before the instrument can be used to measure insulation it
must be provided with a divided scale. For this purpose the
ball M is placed in contact with the pole of a powerful battery,
for instance one of 300 Daniell elements, and the deflection
noted. The operation is then repeated with a battery of only
half the number of elements, and the deflection again noted.
The latter, of course, corresponds to half of the original electric
potential. These two angles serve in all experiments made with
the same battery, and under similar circumstances, for measuring
any degree of insulation.
To measure the insulation of a submarine cable, we connect
the conductor of the cable with the ball M, and the outer envel
ope with the earth, if the cable is not already immersed in water.
The ball M and the conductor are then charged by placing them
in connection with the pole of a battery of 300 elements ; the
needle a b is consequently deflected to exactly the same extent
as in the former test, if the potential remains the same, and the
cable is charged. Now, if we interrupt the connection between
the instrument and the battery, the electricity in the cable gradu
ally escapes through the gutta percha, and the needle a b slowly
returns to its state of rest The time is observed which the
needle occupies in returning to the angle corresponding to half
the original potential, or, what is the same thing, to that pro
duced by the battery of 150 elements. In this way the time
that elapses while the cable is losing half its charge is ascertained,
and this is a measure of the degree of insulatioa The time re
quired for the discharge changes somewhat with the potential of
the battery, as the current passes through the insulating layer
more rapidly when the potential is very high. The time will,
therefore, be less in proportion as the battery is more powerful.
In making these tests, therefore, the strength of the battery must
be taken into consideration.
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A portion of the charge is also lost by escape from the ball,
and through the base of the electrometer ; the influence of this
upon the result is especially marked when the surface of the
conducting wire is small compared to that of the instrument
The degree of insulation of a cable may be graphically illus
trated by means of a curve formed by noting the seconds of the
time elapsing between the charging and discharging as abscissae,
and the corresponding deflections of the gradually receding
needle as ordinates.
INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE INSULATION OK
GUTTA PERCHA

In accordance with the investigations of Siemens and Jenkin,
Bright and Clark have arranged the following empirical formula
for calculating the resistance of gutta percha at a given tempera
ture, where r represents the resistance at t° G, and R the resist
ance at i° -)- *°t, when the difference of temperature is (°t,
R = r 0.8944 '*'.

As a practical example, for instance, let the measured resist
ance of 60 miles of gutta percha insulation be equal to 30 million
units at 24° ; what is the resistance of one mile at a temperature
of4°?
The resistance R of one mile at 24° is evidently 60 X 30 =
1800 million units ; t1 = 24 — 4 = 20 ; whence the formula
R

gives r —

1800

=
0.8944"

— 16.774 million units.
0.8944* °

The factor 0.8944, however, is not constant, but varies be
tween 0.8944 and 0.9399, and the latter is now adopted.
By means of Table III in the Appendix the resistance of
a given length of gutta percha may be easily found for a given
temperature, when the same is known for any other temperature.

CHAPTER XXVII.
ELECTRO-STATIC INDUCTION ON TELEGRAPH LINES.

If an insulated cable is submerged in water, or buried in
moist earth, its electrical condition when charged is similar to
that of a condenser or Leyden jar (Chapter V). The gutta
percha being a non-conductor, corresponds to the glass of the
jar ; the conducting wire within the gutta percha forms its inner
coating, and the iron armor or the surrounding moisture the
outer coating. When, therefore, as in fig. 212, the conductor of
a submerged cable a is connected to the positive pole of a power
ful battery B, two distinct effects are produced ; in the first place
the positive electricity traverses the wire in the direction of its
length ; and secondly, as it progresses it separates the natural
electricity of the outer coating b b, the positive or + E being
driven off, and the negative or — E bound upon its surface.
The outer coating, therefore, becomes negatively electrified by
induction. This lateral action, and more especially the reaction
by which the negative electricity of the outer coating again in
duces positive electricity in the conductor, greatly retards the
speed of transmission of the electric impulses through long cir
cuits.
The distribution of the electro-static charge of a cable is not
uniform at all points, but is greatest at the extremity connected
with the battery, and becomes less at any other point in direct
proportion to the distance of that point from the battery. When
one extremity a of the cable, after having been placed in con
tact with the -f- pole of the battery B, is suddenly removed and
placed in contact with the earth or the water P, the electricity
stored up in the cable flows to the earth at both ends in order to
reunite with the opposite electricity of the outer coating. This
is termed the discharge of the cable, and the effect is very much
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greater at the extremity a than at a'. Its direction at a is also
opposite to that of the battery current by which the cable was
originally charged. This return discharge from an insulated
cable interferes seriously with telegraphic signals, unless special
precautions are taken to avoid its effects.
The phenomena attending the charging and discharging of
cables are explained by Dr. Siemens as follows :
" Suppose that a well insulated underground wire or sub
marine cable (fig. 212) has one of its ends a' also insulated, that
is to say, disconnected from the earth plate P', while the other
end a is placed in connection with the positive pole (+) of a
battery B, whose remaining or negative pole (—) is connected to

Fig. 212.

the earth at P. At the instant a conducting connection is
formed between the cable and the battery B a momentary cur
rent will traverse the portion of the cable nearest the battery,
the direction of which will be the same as if it had been pro
duced by connecting the other end of the wire a' to the ground
P'. In a perfectly insulated cable this current ceases almost
immediately. If the battery B is now instantly replaced by a
conductor, that is, if a is connected directly with the earth plate
P, instead of the battery B, a second momentary current is ob
served almost as powerful as the first, but in the opposite direc
tion. (The -f- E of the conductor a recombines with the — E
of the outer coating by way of a Pb). If now the cable is
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again connected to the battery B as before, and then the end a
is disconnected from the battery, and the other end a' being con
nected to the earth at P', a momentary current again appears,
but this time in the direction from a towards a', as in this case
the + E of the conductor recombines with the — E of the outer
coating by way of a' P' b'. The latter experiment of course,
can only be made when two separate cables are available, which
may be connected together at their remote ends, so that the ends
a and o' will be situated adjacent to each other at the same
station.
It will at once be seen that these phenomena are precisely
analagous to those referred to in Chapter XXV, which take
place upon land lines. They are, however, very much more
marked in the case of subterranean and submarine conductors,
because the outer coating, in the latter case, is brought in so
much greater proximity to the conductor. It has been proved
by experiment that the lateral accumulation or electro-static
charge is from 30 to 50 times as great in a submarine cable as
in a well insulated laud line of the same length. The return
current which is set up when the line is discharged, also lasts
much longer in a cable than in a land line in consequence of its
more perfect insulation. In a cable of ordinarily good insula
tion, half the original charge will be retained after the lapse of
20 to 30 seconds after the contact with the batterv has been
broken.
PHENOMENA OF CHARGE IN SUBMARINE CABLES.

The magnitude of the charge of a submarine cable depends
upon the size of the conductor, the thickness of the insulating
coating, and the nature of the insulating material. It increases
also in proportion to the strength of the battery, and to the
length of time during which the pole of the battery remains in
contact with the conductor.
Gaugain, who has devoted much attention to the investigation
of the details of the phenomena of inductive action in long
conductors, considers that the effects of the charge are of two
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different kinds : first, a momentary inductive effect, exerted in
a lateral direction, which is independent of the insulating sub
stance, and is produced by action at a distance ; and secondly, a
progressive polarization, due to molecular action, which advances
from particle to particle through the mass of the insulating sub
stance. While the first named action, even upon the slightest
contact of the battery with the conductor, induces a charge
which is independent of the substance of the insulating layer,
the last named requires a certain time to penetrate through the
insulating coating, and is therefore dependent upon the nature
of the insulating material.
As in the transmission of telegraphic signals, the contact
between the battery and the conductor of the cable is always of
some duration, the nature of* the insulating material is not with
out effect upon the magnitude of the charge. Other things
being equal, the latter is found to be in proportion to the specific
inductive capacity of the insulating material.
The nature of the metal of which the conductor is composed
has no influence whatever upon the magnitude of the charge,
but it has a very material influence upon the rapidity with
which the charging and discharging of the cable takes
place.
If the insulation resistance of a cable is indicated by W, its
length by I and the specific resistance of the insulator by s, then
R
s log. —
W =

(1)
2 nI

If the electromotive force of the battery is designated by E,
the number of elements by n, the total resistance of the circuit
(including that of the battery, the conductor, and the insulating
coating) by w, and the strength of current passing through the
insulating coating by S, then, according to Ohm's law,
nE
s=

(2)
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And for any other current Slf with nt such elements, the
total resistance being wt,
n, E
8, =

(2)
»1

The resistance of the insulating coating being so exceedinglygreat in proportion to that of the battery and conductor, we may
neglect the latter without material error, and thus w and wl will
indicate the resistance of the insulating coating, of which the
value may be obtained from (1). Substituting this in (2) and
(3) we obtain :
nl
S:S,=

n, J,
:

(3)

11
R,
slog. — »i log. —
r
r,

If we denote by A the specific resistance of the insulating
material, then as A = ->
s
nl X
S:S,=

n, l> A,
:

(4)

R
Ri
log. — log. —
r
r,

This equation includes all the laws which relate to the charge
and discharge of submarine cables or underground wires.
Let us suppose the insulating coating of two cables to be of
different lengths, but of the same specific conductivity (A = Aj),
and that the diameters of the wire and insulating coating are the
same in both cables (R = Rt, r — rt), the latter equation then
assumes this form :
S: 8j = nJ: n! I,.

From which it follows that the strength of the discharge and
also of the charge currents, are directly proportional to the length
of the cables, if the potential of the battery remains the same.
If we suppose, in equation (4), that the quantities n I A are the
same in two cables, but that R and r are different, then
R,
S : S, = log.

R
: log. —,
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which shows that the charges are inversely proportional to the
logarithms of the quotients of the semi-diameter or radii of the
insulating coating.
In order to determine directly the proportional magnitude,
of the discharge, it is sometimes caused to pass through a galvan
ometer and the swing of the needle is observed. In this case thedischarge acts upon the needle like a blow against a pendulum
at rest The magnitude of the charge is, therefore, proportional
to the sine of half the angle through which the needle swings. •'
If, therefore, we wish to compare the charges S and St of two
different cables, we may observe them by the aid of a tangent or
sine galvanometer, according as the discharge is greater or
smaller. With the sine galvanometer the formula is
a
a4
S : St = sin. — : sin. —
2
2

(5)
,

COEFFICIENT OF CHARGE IN SUBMARINE CABLES.

The coefficient of charge in a cable, or its electro-static
capacity, is its power to receive a charge, considered with
reference to a given unit of length and of potential. It may be
said to designate, for each particular cable, the quantity of elec
tricity which is stored up in each unit of its length when
it is electrified to a given potential.
It is important to ascertain the coefficient of charge for all
cables intended for long submarine lines, as it exercises an im
portant influence upon the speed with which communications
can be transmitted through them, and consequently upon their
commercial value.
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by which the relations of the coefficient of charge in both cables
are determined.
If a cable is very long it does not become charged instantly,
as the operation in this case requires a determinate time. If,
therefore, we wish to compare the capacity of different cables
which vary greatly in length, for example, of 1 and 1,000 miles,
the above method is inapplicable, as it is founded on the suppo
sition that both cables can be completely charged in the same
length of time. If the length of the cable does not exceed 10
or 15 miles, the time occupied in charging and discharging it is
such a small fraction of a second that the above formulas cannot
be made use of. Again, if the cable is but a few feet in length,
the charge is, of course, extremely feeble, and is not sufficient
to affect the most sensitive galvanometer.
By means, of an interrupting wheel, however, a series of
charges and discharges may be caused to pass through a very
sensitive galvanometer, having 20.000 or 30,000 turns of wire,
by which means a steady deflection of the needle may be ob
tained, even from a short length of cable.
UNIT OF COEFFICIENT OF CHARGE.

In order to be able to properly express the coefficient of
charge in different submarine cables, a suitable \mit of com
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parison is necessary, by which it will be possible to ascertain the
electro-static capacity or coefficient of charge of a cable, Leyden
jar, or any other condenser.
The coefficient of charge of any insulated conductor may be
found by comparing it with the charge of a condenser composed
of two plates, which are separated by a stratum of air of a cer
tain thickness, for example -j-^ of an inch, as the charge of
such a condenser bears a certain definite proportion to the area
of its inductive surfaces. We may, therefore, employ a con
denser, the distance between whose plates is T^T of an inch, and
which has 40 square inches of surface, as a unit of electro-static
capacity.
In order to determine the coefficient of charge or inductive
capacity of any particular cable, it is not necessary to employ
au air condenser in every instance. Standard condensers are
now constructed of thin plates of tin foil, separated by leaves of
paper saturated with paraffin or varnish, which will contain the
same charge as the unit condenser, or a given multiple of that
unit
In speaking of the inductive capacity of cables, it is of course
to be understood that they are immersed in water, or have their
outer surfaces in communication with the earth in some other
maimer. When a cable is not immersed in water, or its outer
coating is insulated from the earth, it will contain but a very
feeble charge ; in fact its coefficient of charge is but little greater
than that of a land line of the same length.
COEFFICIENT OF CHARGE IN LAND LINES.

We have already seen, in Chapter XXIV, that the effects of
electro-static induction are manifested upon land lines suspended
in the air. An insulated land Tne is subject to electrical con
ditions corresponding to those of a submarine cable. The con
ductor is enveloped in an insulating stratum of air of more or
less thickness, which separates it from the earth and from other
objects in electrical connection with the earth, such as trees,
buildings, etc. In places where the conductor is close to these
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object-, the inductive effect is much greater than in places where
it is farther from them. The conductor of a land line, being at
a much greater average distance from the earth than that of a
submarine cable, and the thickness of the insulating medium
being also correspondingly greater, its inductive capacity per
unit of length is necessarily very small in comparison.
The surface of the wire increases with its semi-diameter or
radius, and consequently the inductive charge increases also in
the same proportion. On the other hand, the smaller the radius
the greater becomes the potential of the charge ; but as the latter
does not increase exactly in an inverse proportion to the radius,
the practical result is that the actual charge does increase with
the radius, but not in an equal proportion. For example, if a
given wire is twice the diameter of another, then the charge of
the former is much greater than that of the latter, although it is
less than twice as great Gaugaiu found that the charges of five
cotton threads, having diameters respectively of 1, 2, 3, -i and 5
millimeters, were in the proportion of the numbers 100, 113,
125, 133 and 141.
DCRATIOX OF THE VARIABLE STATE, WHEN THE EXTREMITY
OF THE LINE IS TO EARTH.

The difference between the variable and the permanent con
dition of the electricity in a conductor through which a current
has been transmitted has already been explained at considerable
stood
length that
in Chapter
the duration
XXIV.
of the
It variable
will, however,
condition
be depends
readily xinderessen
tially upon the inductive capacity of the conductor, or in other
words, upon its coefficient of charge.
It has been previously explained (sec page 380 and fig. 212)
how the positive electricity, in traversing a conductor, separates
the natural electricity of the outer coating— the positive elec
tricity being driven off. and the negative electricity bound upon
the surface. This condensation upon the outer coating or sur
face advances simultaneously with the flow of the current
through the conductor, the charge of the conductor and electric
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potential increasing until it reaches its maximum. After this
has occurred, the flow of electricity passes regularly and uni
formly through the conductor to the earth at the distant end.
This maximum marks the termination of the variable and the
beginning of the permanent electric condition.
The greater the electro static or inductive capacity of a con
ductor, the longer is the time required to charge it, or in other
words, the duration of its variable condition. For two conductors
of equal length and resistance, the length of the variable period
is, therefore, in proportion to the coefficient of charge. The
duration of the variable condition also depends upon the length
of the conductor. When it is taken into consideration that a
conductor twice as long as another will contain twice as great a
charge, and, moreover, that the average distance through which the
electricity has to pass while charging it is also twice as great, it
will readily be understood that the duration of the variable period
in a conductor whose length is 2, is four times as long as in a con
ductor whose length is 1. The duration of the variable period
is, therefore, found to be in proportion to the square of the length
of the conductor. A line of 300 miles requires nine times as
long as a line of 100 miles to attain a permanent condition, in
which the electric current flows with a uniform current after
making the battery contact at each signal.
The duration of the variable condition also depends upon the
specific conductivity of the metal of which the conductor is
composed. Thus, in the case of two wires of different conducting
power, but which are similar in every other respect, both wires
Tvill receive the same charge, but the electric impulse moves
more rapidly through the better conductor, and the maximum
charge is more quickly obtained. It follows from this that
the duration of the variable condition in any conductor should
be in inverse proportion to its resistance, and this is confirmed
by the results of experience.
For similar reasons, the duration of the variable period is not
the same in two conductors of equal length and similar material
but of different diameter, when they otherwise have the same
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inductive capacity, or coefficient of charge; a condition which
may occur from inequal.ty in the insulating coating. The du
ration of the variable condition in this case is inversely pro
portional to the sectional area of the conductor.
The electro-motive force of the battery has no influence what
ever upon the duration of the variable condition. This arises
from the circumstance that when a greater electro-motive force
or higher potential is employed, the maximum charge is sooner
obtained than with a lower potential ; while on the other hand
the charge is greater in the former case than in the latter, and
consequently requires a longer time to reach its maximum.
Thus it will be understood from the foregoing explanations
that the duration of the variable period in a conductor, or the
time which elapses from the moment the pole of the battery is
connected to the wire until the current attains its maximum
strength, is directly proportional to the coefficient of charge in
the conductor, and to the square cf its length, and is also inversely
proportional to its specific conductivity, and to the area of its
cross-section.
If the duration of the variable condition in two different con
ductors is denoted by D and D1, their respective coefficient of
charge by C and Ct, their length by I and lt, their specific con
ductivity by s and st, and the areas of their cross-sections by q
and 7. ; then
CJ'
D:D, =

c, J,«
X

sq

(1)
,, j,

If we furthermore indicate by M the duration of a variable
condition in a conductor whose length, /t — 1, whose coefficient
of charge, Cj = 1, and conducting capacity sj <?1= 1, then in
general
ci'
D =

XM

(2)

sq

By the aid of this formula the duration of the variable period
can be found for any given conductor, when it has once been
determined for any other conductor under known conditions.
If, for example, we take two wires of unequal length, sectional
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area, and specific conductivity, but having the same actual resist
ance, then, evidently
l

*.

byThe
the relative
equationduration of the" variable period will be expressed
D

ci

D,

C. J,"

If, therefore, the two wires have the same coefficient of charge
(0 = 0!), then the duration of the variable condition will be in
proportion to their respective lengths.
"We have seen in Chapter XXIV, page 325-6, that the dura
tion of the variable state on an ordinary iron telegraph wire 300
miles in length, which is suspended in the air from insulating
supports, may be considered to be on an average about 0.018
seconds. This would amount, for a length of one mile, to only
.018

— = 0.00006 seconds.

It will be seen, therefore, that a con-

300

ductor of no great length, even when its resistance is very con
siderable, is traversed by the current almost instantaneously, and
the latter attains its maximum strength in a space of time almost
infinitely short
When the sectional area and actual resistance of the two wires
are both equal, according to (1)
D

l*

Therefore, if one of the wires is 1 mile long and the other 500,
we have
D,
D

250,000
1

That is to say, the duration of the variable condition in a wire
of 500 miles is 250,000 times as long as in a wire of 1 mile.
From this it will readily be understood how the duration of
the variable state or time of charging may be almost impercep
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tible on a comparatively short line, while on along line it will be
very noticeable.
'.
•
The duration of the variable condition upon a line depends,
however, upon many other circumstances besides those which
have been mentioned, For example; if the line is subject to
leakages or escapes, the potential of the current arriving at the
extremity of the line will be materially diminished, and so also
will the duration of the variable period. The interposition of a
resistance between the battery and the conductor increases the
length of the variable period, as it impedes the access of the
electricity to the conductor. The internal resistance of the1
battery has the same effect as a like resistance inserted between
/the conductor and a battery without resistance—that is, it in
creases the length of the variable period. The latter, therefore,
is increased by increasing the internal resistance of the battery,
but is not affected by an increase of its electro-motive force.
The resistance produced at the distant end of a conductor by
a defective connection with the earth, or by the insertion of an
electro-magnet, as well as the induced current set up in the
helices of the latter, when its cores become magnetized, and
which is of opposite polarity to the line current, have likewise
an important influence on the duration of the variable condition.
In order to calculate the duration of the variable period for
wires of different diameters, we assume, according to Wheatstone, that the inductive capacity or coefficient of charge, as
well as the amount of the charge itself, is directly proportional
to the square root of the semi-diameter or radius of the wire.
If we take, for example, a wire of 0.16 inch diameter, or 0.08
inch radius, and 300 miles in length, then if we assume, accord
ing to page 326, that D = 0.018 seconds ; then, as G = yp&
and q = 4 tt, we have for the duration of the variable con
dition
C l'
VMx (300)1
; 0.018 =

X M =
sq

X M soconds.
s.i 7C

If we indicate by x the duration of the variable period on a
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r

wire I miles in length, and iuo inches semi-diameter, then also
(as q = n r3)
x =

X M seconds,
s >t r*

from which follows
l'
x = 0.018 X

.08 \Tj)S
X

(300)'

seconds:
r y/~r

Hence it follows that the duration of the variable condition
on a line of 300 miles, and -^6\ of an inch diameter, amounts to
about 0.027 seconds, and for a similar line of -££-$ of an inch
diameter, to nearly 0.013 seconds.
DURATION OF THE VARIABLE STATE, WHEN THE EXTREMITY
OF THE LINE IS INSULATED.

We have already explained in Chapter XXIV the manner in
which a telegraph line becomes charged, when one of its extrem
ities is attached to the pole of a battery whose other pole is to
earth, while its distant extremity is insulated. Under these
conditions the duration of the variable period is four times as
great as when the distant extremity is also connected to the earth.
Thus it was stated, on page 326, that in the case of an ordinary
suspended iron wire of No. 8 gauge, 300 miles in length, the
average duration of the variable period may be estimated at
about 0.018 seconds when put to earth. When the extremity of
the line is insulated it would, therefore, be 4 X 0.018 — 0.072
seconds. From what has been heretofore stated, it will be under
stood that an insulated wire or cable never attains its full charge
instantaneously. Therefore, the amount of a charge in a con
ductor of great length cannot be measured with accuracy by the
swing of the needle which takes place when it is discharged
through a galvanometer, because we cannot consider the action
of the electricity in this case to be that of a momentary impulse,
as in the test described on page 385.
When a conductor has received its charge from the battery,
and its distant end is put to earth, the charge flows out gradually
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until it is entirely dissipated. If, on the other hand, .the near
end of the conductor is transferred suddenly from the pole of the
battery to the earth, the discharge is likewise gradual, though
much more rapid than in the first instance. It is impossible to
ascertain with absolute certainty the exact moment when the dis
charge of a conductor has been completed, as it continues for
some time after the flow has become so feeble as not to be
capable of affecting the most sensitive instrument
In case the discharge takes place simultaneously from both
ends of the conductor, its duration is equal to that of the charge ;
but when the distant end alone is connected to the earth the dis
charge requires four times as long as the charge. If we take the
case of the No. 8 iron wire 300 miles in length, the discharge in
the first case would require 0.018 seconds, and in the second
0.072 seconds. In the case of a submarine cable submerged in
water, the electricity penetrates through the insulating coating,
and thus produces an actual leakage or loss of current When,
therefore, such a cable is discharged, the insulating coating also
contains a charge of electricity, and has to be discharged as well
as the conductor, part of its charge flowing outwardly to the
surrounding water, and the remainder finding its way out by way
of the inside conductor. For this reason, when a submarine cable
is discharged, directly after the principal discharge has taken
place, a weak current is always observed to continue flowing
from both ends of the conductor for a certain time, the duration
of which is proportional to the length of time the battery has
been in connection with it The conditions under which the in
sulating coating receives its charge are the same as in the case of
any conductor ; the greatness of the charge depends upon the
length of time it has been in connection with the battery. By
this action the time required to completely charge or discharge a
submarine cable is sometimes increased as much as fifteen or
twenty minutes.
THE TIME REQUIRED TO PRODUCE A SIGNAL.

The time which elapses between the making of contact be
tween the battery and one extremity of the conductor, and the
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indication of a signal at the other extremity, is not, like the du
ration of the variable condition, in proportion to the square of
the length of the conductor, neither is it directly in proportion
to the length, but depends materially upon the nature and more
especially upon the degree of sensitiveness of the receiving appa
ratus to the action of the electric current In addition to this, the
time required to produce a signal is also influenced by the mag
nitude of the leakages of current along the conductor, and other
causes, so that it is somewhat difficult to ascertain definitely the
time required in any particular case. We shall, therefore, only
attempt to find the average time required under the conditions
usually existing in practice.
In experiments made upon a land line of 300 miles of
No. 8 iron wire, such as that referred to on page 326, by means
of Ilughes's apparatus (which will be hereafter described under
the head of type-printing telegraphs), the actual time which
elapses between the closing of the battery circuit and the oper
ation of the electro magnet at the other extremity, was found to be
from 0.002 to 0.003 seconds, and it was furthermore ascertained
that this time varied nearly in proportion to the length of the line.
On a similar line of 600 miles it may amount even to 0.006 or
0.007 seconds. Hughes's apparatus, however, contains a pecu
liarly sensitive magnet, which is affected by a current much
more quickly than the ordinary electro-magnets used in tele
graphy. It may be taken for granted that, with the ordinary
Morse or printing instruments, the time required to produce a
a signal on the electro-magnet at the extremity of a line of 300
miles of No. 8 iron wire is about 0.01 seconds, and that this time
increases in a much greater proportion than the length of the
line ; for example, on a line of 600 miles it amounts to about 0.03
seconds.
The time required to produce a signal is very much greater
than this in the case of underground and submarine lines. If
we assume that the electro-static capacity or coefficient of charge
is only 30 times as great as in a land line of the same length ( .00
miles;, and of the same conductivity, it amounts to 0.09 seconds
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with the Hughes electromagnet, and 0.45 seconds with the
ordinary Morse relay.
The experiments made by Hughes, showed that the time re
quired with his apparatus to produce a signal through different
lengths of a submarine cable, having a copper conductor 0.064
inches in diameter (No. 16 Birmingham gauge) and an insulating
coating 0.069 inches in diameter, were as follows :
75 miles
0.025 seconds.
150 "
0.045
225 "
0.080
"
300 "
0.115
375 "
0.140
"
450 "
0.160
"
Whitehouse found, by a series of experiments on the Atlantic
cable of 1858, having a conductor composed of a strand of seven
copper wires, each 0.028 inches in diameter, and having three
coats of gutta percha of an aggregate thickness of 0.148 inches,
that the time required to produce a signal upon an ordinary re
lay was as follows :
145 miles
0.14 seconds.
217 "
0.34
"
494 "
0.79
"
The manifestly great discrepancy in these results is easily
accounted for by the difference in the cables, and in the instru
ments employed. The varying conductivity of different samples
of copper wire may not have been without influence upon the
result
The length or duration of the contact between the battery and
the conductor has a good deal of influence upon the rapidity with
which signals are produced. When the contact is broken sud
denly before the permanent condition of the conductor has set in,
the current cannot attain its full strength, and will be too weak
to set an instrument in motion. In order to produce a telegraphic
signal, it is of less importance that the current attains a certain
strength, than that it acts with this strength a sufficient length
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of time for the mechanical parts of the apparatus to be moved.
An example of this is seen in the fact that the discharging cur
rent of a Leyden jar, even when of great intensity, is not suffi
cient to cause an electro-magnet to attract its armature, while a
much weaker current, which continues sufficiently long, will pro
duce this effect
The duration of the battery contact which is required to pro
duce a signal is, however, always less than the time which
elapses between the making of the contact and the moment of
the first appearance of the signal at the opposite extremity of the
conductor. On a land line of 300 miles of No. 8 wire, with
Hughes's electro-magnet, it amounts to ahout 0 003 seconds,
while with the ordinary electro-magnet the time required is
about 0.01 seconds.
In the case of a submarine cable, the duration of the battery
contact required to produce a signal is far less than the time
which elapses between the making of the contact and the appear
ance of the signal. In a series of experiments made upon a sub
marine cable of 450 miles in length, Hughes found the duration
<f contact required to be only 0.021 seconds, while the current
did not set the apparatus in motion until 0.160 seconds after the
contact was made. With an ordinary relay, the length of con
tact required to produce a full attraction of the armature was
from 0.10 to 0.15 seconds, according to the construction of the
cable, while for a galvanometer, it must on such a line amount
to nearly 0.3 seconds.
The rapidity with which successive signals can be transmitted
depends essentially upon the time required to charge and dis
charge the line. This time increases with th.3 length and section
of the conductor; moreover, as the discharge always occupies a
longer interval than the charge, it follows that the signals will
become indistinct at the receiving end if they are sent into the line
before the discharge shall have been effected, as in this case the
charge and discharge combine and cause a prolongation of the
signals, causing ihem, as it were, to run together.
It will be readily understood from this, that the armature of
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an electro-magnet or the needle of a galvanometer may be caused
to move even before the current in the line has attained its per
manent condition, and may in like manner return to a position
of rest before the line is completely discharged.
The armature of an ordinary electro-magnet is necessarily at a
greater distance from its poles at the moment when it is attracted,
than at the moment when it is released after having been at
tracted ; consequently, the strength of current which will be
required to attract the armature must be much greater than that
which will permit it to be released or drawn away by the re
tracting spring. Therefore, a telegraphic signal which is to be
produced by means of the armature of an electro-magnet, cannot
be completed until the current has attained the necessary strength
to cause it to be attracted, and has again sufficiently diminished
to allow it to be drawn away by the tension of the spring. The
more nearly the values of these two strengths of current can be
made to approximate each other, the more rapidly successive
signals may be received. Consequently, when the receiving
instrument consists of an electro-magnet, the rapidity of signal
ing depends essentially upon the distance of the armature from
its poles, and upon the amount of play which the latter is per
mitted to have. The less the distance through which the arma
ture moves, the more rapidly the signals may be made to succeed
each other. The degree of sensitiveness of an electro-magnetic
instrument has but little influence upon the rapidity with which
the signals may be made to succeed each other. For example,
let us suppose that the current in the permanent condition of the
line is equal to 25, but that the armature of the electro-magnet
is attracted as soon as the current has attained a strength of 10,
and that it falls off again as soon as, by the disconnection of the
battery, the strength of the current has diminished to 7. A
distinct si<mal will be obtained in this case whenever the current
increases from 7 to 10 and decreases again to 7. If the apparatus
is made less sensitive by increasing the tension of the spring,
then the current must be increased in order to overcome this
tension and attract the armature. If we suppose that this attrac
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tion takes place when the current has attained the strength of 15,
and that the armature is released when the current is diminished
to 12 ; the margin will be as great, if not greater, in the latter case,
and therefore the less sensitive instrument will operate at least
as rapidly as the other.
In the arrangement of the electro-magnet which was invented
by Hughes, the action is entirely different In its normal posi
tion of rest, the armature is held nearly in contact with a perma
nent magnet, the tension of the retracting spring being increased
to an extent almost sufficient to overcome the attraction of the
latter. When this permanent magnetism is diminished in the
smallest degree by the action of the current, the armature
instantly falls off, and is afterwards replaced in its original posi
tion, not by the action of the current, but by means of a mechan
ical device, which is set in action by the falling off of the arma
ture. Therefore, the sooner the current attains sufficient strength
to release the armature, the quicker the electro-magnet operates.
It has thus far been taken for granted, in what has been
stated, that the signals are produced by alternately closing and
breaking the battery contact, forming what are in the Morse
system technically termed dots, the contacts being of equal
length and at uniform distances apart The effect is somewhat
different when the current is given a somewhat longer duration,
in order to produce a longer signal, technically termed a dash.
The greater length of time that the battery remains in connection
with the line, causes the charge in this case to become much
greater, and correspondingly increases the length of time which
must elapse before the strength of the current will become suffi.
ciently diminished to allow the armature to fall off. In order,
therefore, to obtain distinct dashes in working the Morse systein
the space of time allowed between the successive signals must be
greater than when a single series of dots only is to be produced.
It will be seen, therefore, that the rapidity with which succes
sive signals may be transmitted through long lines, especially
subterranean or submarine lines, is hmited, owing to the fact
that the line receives a charge when each signal is sent, and that
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a certain time is required to allow the line to be discharged after
each signal. If the signals are made to succeed each other too
quickly, one wave of electricity begins to manifest itself at the
distant extremity of the line before the preceding one has com
pletely disappeared. Hence the speed of transmission, being
dependent upon the number of signals that can be sent in a
given time, can only be increased by facilitating the discharge
of the line.
The simplest way of accomplishing this is to put the line in
connection with the earth at the transmitting station immediately
upon the breaking of the battery contact, which greatly shortens
the time required to effect its discharge. Another method is to
attach to the line a wire in constant connection with the earth
through a resistance which is so great as to interfere but little
with the signals. This, of course, reduces somewhat the strength
of the current which reaches the distant end of the line, but the
charge and discharge is greatly facilitated by it This explains
the curious phenomenon that the rapidity of transmission on
long land wires is increased by escapes and leakages along the
line, provided these are not so great as to reduce too seriously
the strength of the arriving current, as the -charge and discharge
take place more rapidly than on a well insulated line. When,
however, escapes arise on land lines, in consequence of heavy
rains and fogs, or on underground and submarine lines from de
fects in the insulating coating, by which the wire comes in direct
connection with the external moisture of the earth, they divert
so great a portion of the current as often to entirely interrupt
the communication.
A third method of accelerating the discharge of the line, and
consequently the speed of signaling, is to send a current of
short duration, but of opposite polarity, into the line after each
signal,- which has the effect of partially discharging it The
opposing current must not be capable of producing a full and
complete charge of its own, as that would in its turn require
to be got rid of before another signal could be produced. It
should be sufficient merely to neutralize that portion of the
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charge in the first half of the cable, so that the strength of the
current at the distant end will be quickly diminished at the ter
mination of each signal, and the armature released. For^ this
reason the opposing current should have a shorter duration or
else be produced by a Jess powerful battery than the signalingcurrent, especially upon long circuits.
It will readily be vmderstood from what has been stated, that
a system of transmission by means of equal alternating positive
and negative currents, each of which produces a signal, as in
some forms of telegraphic apparatus, is not generally an advan
tageous one, especially upon long circuits.
It is also apparent from the above explanations why it is pos
sible to operate with comparatively great rapidity by means of
currents produced by magneto-electric apparatus or inductive
coils. It has been stated in another place that induced currents
are of a comparatively high potential. Now, the potential of
the electric source itself has scarcely any influence upon the du
ration of the variable condition in a line, notwithstanding that
when the potential of the battery or of the inductor is increased,
the augmentation of the current at the distant extrcmitv is more
rapid, for the reason that the height to which the current must
rise to reach its maximum is increased in the same proportion.
It is not necessary, however, that the current should attain its
maximum ; it is only required to be sufficient to attract the
armature, and the higher the potential of the battery the quicker
this result is effected. This may perhaps be rendered clearer by
an illustration. Suppose the maximum strength of the arriving
current to be 20, while the strength required to attract the arma
ture is 10, or half that amount If now, under the same condi
tions, a more powerful battery is employed, the full strength of
whose current is equal to 30, this will also cause the armature to
be attracted as soon as it reaches a strength of 10, which is a third
of its maximum. The permanent condition is attained in the
same length of time in both cases, but it is obvious that the
strength necessary to cause the armature to be attracted is soonest
reached in the last case.
26
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It follows, therefore, that as the potential of the currents gener
ated by moderately large induction coils is always very consider
able, they are capable of producing a current of considerably
more strength in a given time, or in other words, one which will
reach the extremity of the line with sufficient strength to oper
ate an electro-magnet in a shorter time than a galvanic current
On the other hand, as these currents are of very short duration,
it is necessary that in operating subterranean or submarine lines
they should have a comparatively high potential, in order that
they may reach the distant extremity of the line with sufficient
strength to move the instruments. The liability, however, of
these intense currents to injure the insulating coating of sub
terranean and submarine lines is so great as to render their em
ployment for this purpose unadvisable.

CHAPTER XXVII L
THE EARTH A RESERVOIR OF ELECTRICITY.

When Steinheil made the discovery, in 183S, that the earth
might be made use of to complete the circuit of a telegraph line,
he, in common with other physicists, was at once led, to the con
clusion that the earth actually conveyed the electric current from
one earth plate to the other in the same manner as a metallic
conductor, and that the resistance of the great mass of the earth
was almost infinitely small in comparison to that of a metallic
wire of equal length.
The experiments of Matteucci seemed to confirm this theory.
He caused four wells to be dug in a straight line, at distances of
80, 30 and 50 yards from each other, and immersed in the two
extreme wells two metallic plates connected with the poles of a
battery of ten Bunsen's elements, while the terminals of a gal
vanometer were connected in the same manner with the two
intermediate wells. When the circuit was closed, the needle of
the galvanometer was deflected 35 to 40 degrees, from which he
concluded that the current actually passed through the earth
from one plate to the other. It is, however, quite possible that
when the plates are at a distance of only 160 yards from each
other, that the current really does pass through the earth, for it
is usually easy to demonstrate the passage of a tolerably power
ful current through a section of earth or of water 20 to 30 feet
in length, placed in a wooden trough. But when the earth plates
are several miles apart other conditions affect the result, to which
these remarks do not apply.
Baumgartner entertains the same opinion as Steinheil and
Matteucci, which is based upon his observation that the resist
ance increases with the section of earth which is interposed
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between the plates. If these observations applied directly to
the matter under consideration they would settle it at once, but
this is not exactly the case. What Baumgartner really did was
to compare the resistances of three lines when the circuit was
metallic throughout, and when one part of it was metallic and
the rest earth. Taking the wire as a unit he found the follow
ing proportions :
Route.

Distance.

Proportion.

Vienna-Ganserndorf, - - - 19.44 miles
3.14
Vienna-Gloggnitz, - - - - 52.36 "
6.9S
Vienna-Grate,
134.06 "
4.70
Comparing these proportions, we at once discover that they

Fig. 213.

do not support the theory that the resistance of the earth in
creases in proportion to the distance between the plates. Baum
gartner, however, concludes that this discrepancy is caused by
the varying conductivity of the matter in the earth. In regard
to his conclusions, Poggendorff very justly observes that the
question of polarization has not been taken into account
If we are to consider the earth as a reservoir of the electricity
generated by a battery, the first thing is to prove that the battery
will produce a current in the metallic part of the line without
it being necessary for the earth to present a conducting medium.
Tins proof may be readily furnished in the following way :
When one pole of a battery B (fig. 213) is in connection with
the earth E, the other pole being connected to a long line L,
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and a galvanometer G is inserted between this pole and the line,
the electricity produced in the battery rushes into the line, and
the galvanometer indicates a current which lasts until the elec
tricity reaches the distant end. The longer the line is, the longer
will be the duration of the current, and as Dub justly remarks,
assuming that the velocity of electricity is 60,000 miles per
second, on a wire four million miles long we would have a cur
rent for more than an hour after making the connection, without
having joined the poles at all. In this case the current flows
into the earth in the same way that a constant supply of water

..05L

Fig. 214.

would flow into an infinitely large reservoir, without there being
a possibility of any accumulation.
We see, therefore, that when we employ an infinitely large
conductor, it is not necessary to make connection between the
poles in order to obtain a current As it makes no difference
which of the two poles of the battery is connected to earth, it is
natural to suppose that the current will pass also when both
poles are to earth, without admitting the necessity of any con
nection between the currents through the earth.
The following experiment, the results of which strongly sup
port the opinion that the earth acts as a reservoir instead of a
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conductor, was made by Wheatstone on a submarine cable of
6*50 miles in length. The zinc pole of the battery P (fig. 214)
was
ometers,
connected
A B Ajat and
Z and
Bt, X
were
with
included
the cable,
in the
andcircuit
four in
ealvansuch
a way that the two former were in the immediate vicinity of the
battery, and the other two were placed almost in the centre of
the line, so that the distance between A and At as well as from
B to Bj, was about 330 statute miles. When the circuit was
closed at C, the needles of the galvanometers A and B were de
flected instantly and simultaneously, while those of At and Bj
followed somewhat later.
When, however, the connection Z X was interrupted (repre
sented by dotted lines in the figure), and the pole Z, as well as
the end X of the line, was connected by means of two metallic
plates E and Ej with the earth, the result was quite different
The galvanometer A was first deflected, then At and BtJ and
last <of all B. It follows, therefore, that the earth between E
and Et undoubtedly performs a different office from that of the
wire Z X between the same parts of the circuit, and, conse
quently, that it does not act merely as a conductor. It may be
objected that the resistance of the circuit has been increased so
much, by including the earth between E and Et, that the rela
tive position of the galvanometer B in the circuit has been
changed. This theory, however, proves to be untenable from
the fact, which is proved by experiment, that the resistance of
the earth is infinitely small compared to that of a long telegraph
line. Nothing, therefore, remains but the conclusion that the
earth does not play the part of a conductor in the latter case.
On the other hand, the phenomenon is easily explained on the
supposition that the earth acts as a reservoir into which the cur
rent from the battery flows. We have already seen, when one
end of a long line is insulated and the other is connected to a
battery whose opposite pole is to earth, that the charge proceeds
gradually from the battery end towards the end that is insulated,
the flow continuing until all parts of the line have received the
same potential. From this it is evident that the galvanometer
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A, which is nearest the battery, should be deflected first, and
that the others should follow in the order of their position.
Now, in order that the current may be continuous, it is only
necessary for the electricity to be carried off as fast as it is gene
rated in the battery, and this, in fact, is exactly what is done by
the earth.
Another experiment, by Caselli, is no less decisive in its bear
ing on the question. If the two ends of a long air line (fig.
215) are connected to the two poles of the battery P, and two
very sensitive galvanometers are inserted at B and C, the needles
of both, in consequence of the derivations or leakages at the
various points of support, will remain slightly deflected after the

Fig. 216.

circuit has been broken at A. But if, instead of completing the
circuit by a metallic conductor, as shown by the dotted lines,
we connect the end x of the line to earth by the plate E and the
battery pole Z to earth by the plate Et, the result is quite differ
ent Although nothing has been changed, except the substitu
tion of the earth between Eand Et for the wire Zx, it is evident
that the earth does not act the part of a conductor in this case.
The result, however, is easily explained if we consider the earth
as a reservoir. In the first instance, when the wire Zx is in cir
cuit, the -f- electricity flows through C and the derivations 1, 2, 3,
4 to earth, where it disappears ; the galvanometer C is, there
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fore, deflected by a positive current ; at the same time the —
electricity flows through ZxB, and the derivations 5, 6, 7, 8 to
earth ; the galvanometer B should, therefore, show an opposite
deflection, and this it does, as experience shows. If, now, we
replace the wire Zx by the earth between E and Et, the posi
tive electricity flows as before through C and the derivations 1,
2, 3 and 4 to earth, causing a deflection at C ; but the — elec
tricity, on the contrary flows directly to the earth, and is
absorbed ; consequently, no electricity appears in the wire xBA,
and the instrument B remains undisturbed. This experiment

Fig. 216.

appears to show beyond a doubt that the earth acts merely as a
reservoir, and, consequently, that no actual current passes from
one earth plate to the other.
We are also indebted to Guillemin for a very ingenious experi
ment which is a most convincing demonstration of the preceding
principle. Let P (fig. 216) represent a battery and C a con
denser, both of which arc well insulated. Between the two is
placed an interrupter with two wheels, R, R', fixed upon the
same axis. The metallic strips fixed on the circumference have
an equal number of teeth, which arc equally spaced and so
arranged that the intervals of interruption alternate between one
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wheel and the other. The interior coating of the condenser C
communicates with the springs v v' by the wires c d ; the exterior
coating with the spring r' by the wire/ The latter is also per
manently connected with the negative pole of the battery by the
wire e ; finally, the positive pole of the battery communicates
with the spring r by the wire b b, in the circuit of which a gal
vanometer, G, is placed. When the interrupter is in motion, the
interior coating of the condenser communicates with the positive
pole of the battery every time that the spring r passes over a
metallic tooth ; but r' is then on an insulated space, and the two
armatures are insulated from each other. On the contrary, when
r is on an insulated space, r' is on a metallic tooth ; the interior
coating is then insulated from the positive pole of the battery,
but communicates freely with the exterior armature through the
wheel R'. The result is, therefore, that during the rotation of
the interrupter, the condenser C is alternately charged when r
is on a metallic tooth, and discharged when r' is in the same posi
tion. Now, although the battery under these circumstances can
never be actually closed, since the insulating substance of the
condenser always intervenes between the ends of the polar wires,
nevertheless, when a rapid rotary motion is imparted to the
interrupter, the needle of the galvanometer G is deflected, and
indicates the passage of a positive current from the battery to the
interior coating of the condenser.
The deflection of the needle increases with the velocity of
rotation; in the experiments of Guillemin it amounted to 40
degrees. In order to obtain the maximum effect, it is necessary
to preserve a certain relation between the surfaces of the con
denser and the power of the battery.
Whatever may be the kind of wire used for the charging
circuit b, c, e, in which the galvanometer is placed, or for the dis
charging circuit d,f, the deflection of the needle is the same for
a similar velocity of the interrupter, and the direction of the de
flection may be previously known from the arrangement of the
experimental
As long asapparatus.
the interrupter is in motion, the charging circuit
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b, c, e, and discharging circuit d, f, are traversed by a series of
instantaneous electrical impulses winch act on the needle of the
galvanometer, and which, when the rotation is sufficiently rapid,
produce the effect of a continuous current
The coatings of the condenser, being alternately charged and
discharged with great rapidity, perform the office of insulated
conductors of infinite extent, me being in connection with the
positive, the other with the negative pole of the battery.
Every time that the condenser is charged, a charge of electri
city passes from the positive pole of the battery to the interior
coating ; but with apparatus of the ordinary size a single charge
is insufficient to overcome the moment of inertia of the magnet
ized needle, and the galvanometer does not indicate its passage.
With very large condensers the electricity necessary for a charge
acts in a marked manner on the needle of the galvanometer.
Let us suppose that the end of a telegraph wire is connected
to the positive pole of a battery, and that the other end of the
wire and negative pole of the battery communicate with metallic
plates or electrodes, buried in the earth. The positive electri
city transmitted by the telegraph wire, and the negative from
the zinc pole of the battery, pass from the metallic plates to the
adjacent layers of the earth, and are instantly diffused in every
direction, without producing around them any appreciable state
of potential. It cannot, therefore, be considered exact to say
that the current, after having passed along the telegraph wire, is
returned to the battery by the earth acting as an ordinary con
ductor.
This opinion could only be tenable in such a case as that
where the distance between the contact points of the polar wires
with the earth is very small ; but when the contact points are
many miles apart, the terrestrial layers actually play, in respect
to the poles of the battery, the part of conductors of infinite sur
face, which absorb the electricity as fast as it is produced, main
taining the points of the conductors which they touch at a
potential of zero, and permitting the battery to work until its
materials are exhausted. The earth thus opposes to the propa
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gation of the current two kinds of resistance ; one passive, the
resistance to diffusion, whose value depends upon the nature of
the soil and the extent of surfaces in contact ; the other active,
due to a polarization of the electrodes, an inevitable consequence
of the decomposition of liquids with which the earth is saturated.
The sum of these two resistances, or the total resistance of the
earth, necessarily varies according to the inverse ratio of the
extent of the metallic plates buried, and to the conductivity of
the surrounding layers ; but for an invariable surface of the
plates and for a soil of a certain nature, it evidently preserves a
constant value and is independent of the length of the telegraph
line. We may also add, that when communications are well
established in moist earth, or still better, in a stream of water,
the diffusion takes place with extreme facility, and the resistance
of the earth is always small in comparison with that of a line
of any considerable length.
But, however small it may be, experience proves that, on
very short lines, the resistance of the earth has an appreciable
value; as its value remains constant, its influence, however,
diminishes as the length of electric circuit increases, and becomes
too small to be taken into account when the distance between
the corresponding stations amounts to 75 miles or more.
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF THE EARTH.

When the electric current flows to earth and disappears, it
still meets with more or less resistance in passing from the plates
to the earth ; but it is obvious that this resistance is quite inde
pendent of the distance which separates the earth plates, and,
under like circumstances, it would preserve an unchanged value
for different distances.
As the resistance of the earth is not very great, while that of
a long line is usually very considerable, we may regard the
earth's resistance as infinitely small in comparison, and in this
case the resistance of the entire current is only half what it
would be were the circuit metallic throughout But, if the re
sistance of the conductor is small, we cannot assume that of the
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earth to be zero without introducing an error of greater or less
magnitude. According to Du Moncel's observations, the resist
ance of the earth, under very favorable circumstances, is equal
to that of an ordinary line wire of about seven miles in length.
We see, therefore, that it is not always advantageous to include
the earth in circuit, especially when the resistance of the wire
does not exceed that of 16,000 feet of line wire. In this case,
using earth plates of 15 square inches of surface, the earth's re
sistance may equal that of 23,000 feet of line wire, which is
large in comparison with the metallic part
The resistance of the earth in any one case depends upon the
potential of the battery current, the size of the earth plates, the
conducting capacity of the earth in the neighborhood, and, even

Fig. 211:

the direction of the current ; for these reasons it is impossible
to give a general value that will hold good for all cases ; in fact,
it is difficult to determine it for any one special case so long as
the influence of polarization of the earth plates is unknown.
When this has been ascertained, the resistance may be fdund,
according to Nystrom, in the following manner :
Let I (fig. 217) represent a line in connection with the earth at
x, this latter being the resistance which we wish to determine.
Another earth plate y is placed in the neighborhood and con
nected to the line I at t and the two coils of a differential gal
vanometer are then inserted between t and the earth plates x and
y, so that the current passing from B through I, branches off at
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t, part going to earth by t d x, the other part by I d'y. Now, as
the resistance of the branch wires are equal, it is evident that
x = y,\i the needle of the instrument remains at 0°. If it
does not, we must bring it back by inserting a resistance, r, in
the smaller side, for instance, the one represented by td'y ; when
this is done we have,
x = y + r or x — y = r.

The resistance of the whole circuit t d c y d' t is then mea
sured, which gives us
x + y = r,
and combining the two equations we obtain the values
ri + r
r,—r
x =

and y =
2

.
2

It is here assumed that no electro-motive force is active in the
circuit except that of the battery used for the test, consequently
the plates at x and y should be of the same size and composed
of the same metal.

CHAPTER

XXIX.

EARLY EXPERIMENTAL TELEGRAPHS.

The first attempt to construct an electric telegraph followed
directly after the experiments made for the purpose of deter
Leipsic,
mining the
in 1746,
velocity
Watson,
of frictional
in London,electricity,
1747, andby
Le Winkler,
Monnier, in Paris, about the same time.
The earliest attempt, however, to apply frictional electricity to
telegraphy seems to have been made by by Lc Sage, of Geneva,
who, in 1 77-1, constructed a telegraph consisting of twenty-four
insulated wires. To one end of each of these wires a pair of
pith balls was suspended. Whenever the opposite ends were
placed in communication with the conductor of an electrical
machine, the balls forming the corresponding pair became simi
larly electrified and repelled each other. By this means each
of the twenty-four characters forming the French alphabet»eould
be signaled.
Lomond, with a single wire, was afterwards enabled to transmit
intelligence as readily as LeSage with twenty- four wires. This
was done by using a single pair of pith balls and fixing upon a
certain number of divergencies for each letter.
Reisscr, Bockmann, and Salva proposed methods of signaling
by means of electric sparks. These were to be grouped, after
certain intervals of time, into combinations which were to repre
sent the different characters. An apparatus for the purpose was
actually constructed in 1798, by Salva, at Madrid, which gave
results more or less satisfactory.
Attempts were also made by Cavallo, in 1797, and Ronalds,
in 1316, to signal through long circuits by causing the discharges
from a Lcyden jar to traverse them. Nothing practical, however,
ever resulted from these attempts on account of the numerous
inherent difficulties in such a system.

sc-mhering's telegraph.
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application' of galvanic electricity to telegraphy.
With the discovery of the Voltaic pile, in 1800, a new field
was opened for a more practical system of telegraphy. By taking
advantage of its property of effecting the decomposition of water,
Sommering, in 1808, devised a method of transmitting intelli
gence which had this principle for its basis. In this system 35
glass tubes, closed at one end and filled with water, were in
verted over a similar number of gilded metallic strips, which
passed through the bottom of a long and narrow glass trough or
reservoir of water. This constituted the receiving apparatus,
forming, in fact, a series of voltameters, the principle of which
has been explained in Chapter XV. Each of the tubes corres
ponded to some letter or numeral, and was joined to the trans
mitting station by a separate wire soldered to the metallic strip
underneath. The wires were insulated from each other, and,
after leaving the reservoir, were bound into a single strand. At
the sending station each wire was separately insulated and con
nected with a metallic terminal.
To send a signal it was only necessary to bring the two poles
of a voltaic pile to two of the terminals in question. The cur
rent passing from one terminal traversed its line wire to the
voltameter at the receiving station, where it passed between the
gilded metallic strips corresponding to the terminals touched by
the poles, and returned through the line wire to the terminal of
the other pole of the pile.
When this was done, bubbles of hydrogen appeared at the
metallic strip in communication with the negative pole, and
bubbles of oxygen at the other one. Thus two signals were
given simultaneously, of which the hydrogen took precedence.
When it was desired to indicate only one letter, the positive pole
of the battery was brought in connection with zero, and the nega
tive with the letter to be transmitted. Sommering proposed to
call the attention of the receiving station by liberating an alarm
by means of the accumulating gas.
In consequence of the expense which would necessarily have
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resulted from the use of so many wires, which, together with its
slowness of working, would have been fatal to its commercial
utility, Sdmmering's telegraph was never practically used.
About the same time that Sommering invented his telegraph,
the same system was proposed by Dr.- J. Redman Coxe, of Phila
delphia, and described by him in Thomson's Annals of Elec
tricity, in 1810. He also conceived the idea of telegraphing by
the decomposition of metallic salts, which was at a later date
practically worked out by Bain.
The brilliant discovery of electro-magnetism by Oersted, of
Copenhagen, in 1820, was almost immediately followed by
attempts to utilize it for telegraphic purposes. The idea of sus
pending magnetic needles surrounded by coils of wire, in place

—C

Fig. 218.

of the voltameters .of Sommering, seems to have been first con
ceived by Ampere, and was explained by him in a paper read
before the Academy of Sciences at Paris, in 1820. This plan
was afterwards carried out by Ritchie, and was publicly exhibited
by Alexander, of Edinburgh.
The next important step was made by Baron Schilling, of
Cronstadt, inU832V Schilling executed models of his apparatus,
which were exhibited before the Emperor Alexander. Unfor
tunately he died before he had practically carried out his inven
tion. The published accounts of his system are somewhat in
definite and inconsistent but it seems probable that lie suggested
both the five needle and the single needle instruments, the latter
as an improvement upon the former.
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Schilling's proposed plan of giving telegraphic signals with a
single needle, was carried out in a more complete form by Gauss
and Weber, of Gottingen, in 1833. Their apparatus consisted of
a single magnetic needle, enclosed in a coil of wire, the currents
being produced by a magneto-electric inductor. The latter is
shown in fig. 218. A hollow column or standard, A, encloses three
straight permanent magnets, B, each weighing some 25 pounds,
and having their similar poles placed in the same direction. A
wooden bobbin EE, provided with handles FF, and having 7,000

Fig. 219.

convolutions of insulated copper wire wound upon it rests upon
the top of the column A, and surrounds the magnets B, so that
on lifting the bobbin by the handles a current would bo induced
in the coil in one direction ; and on lowering it again, a current
would traverse the coil in the opposite direotion. Ths wires rjrf
were connected to a commutator, by means of which they com
municated
The receiving
with the
instrument
line wires.
is shown in fig. 219. It consists of
27
S
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a large coil or multiplier, HH, of insulated copper wire, the ends
of which are attached at gg' to the line wires. A permanent steel
magnet MM, 18 inches in length, is suspended within the multi
plier by a number of silk fibres from the ceiling of the room.
A mirror N is attached to the spindle K of the magnet, in which
can be observed through a telescope, R, at a distance of 10 or 12
feet, the reflected image of a horizontal divided scale m m. By
raising and lowering the inductor at the transmitting station, the
magnetic bar at the receiving station is deflected to the right or
left as the case may be. An alphabet was arranged consisting of
combinations of right and left deflections, with a maximum of
four elementary signals in each letter. It was only necessary
that the magnet should have a very slight deflection, as the move
ments were greatly multiplied by the action of the mirrors and
the telescope. It is this apparatus which forms the basis of the
reflecting galvanometer now used in cable telegraphy.
Gauss and Weber's line was erected between the Physical
Cabinet and the Observatory of Gottingen, for the purpose of
experimenting upon the transmission of electric currents, and
making various kindred scientific researches, but not especially
for telegraphic purposes. For this reason, Gauss, unable to afford
the time necessary to perfect the system, which .he believed to be
capable of leading to important results, requested Prof. Steinheil,
of Munich, to make an attempt to simplify the apparatus and
carry it out so as to make it of practical value. The degree of
perfection to which this ingenious inventor brought the telegraph
of Gauss and Weber was such that it may almost be regarded as
a distinct invention.
For generating the magneto-electric currents employed to
operate his telegraph, Steinheil made use of an apparatus con
sisting of seventeen horseshoe magnets, having a combined
weight of 60 pounds. Two induction coils, having together
15,000 convolutions of copper wire insulated with silk, turned
on an arbor and presented in rotation the axis of the coils to the
poles of the magnet, so that when one coil was under the north
pole of the magnet the other would be under the south pole. The
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commutator in. connection with these coils was so constructed
that in turning them from right to left the alternate currents,
that is all those of one polarity only, passed into the line, while
if they were turned from left to right, only currents of the oppo
site polarity were allowed to go to the line, the others being
cut off.
The receiving apparatus consisted of a coil of wire or multi
plier of 600 turns, in the centre of which was supported, on
vertical axes, two magnetic needles, their neighboring ends having
opposite magnetic polarity. Figure 220 is a horizontal section of
this instrument: a b is the coil of wire, n s and n' a' the magnetic

m
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Fig. 220.

bars or needles, turning on axis at m and m\ their adjacent ends
being provided with brass continuations having small ink reser
voirs, cc'. These reservoirs were furnished with capillary tubes,
and filled with ink, so that when they were brought in contact
with a strip of paper travelling in front of them they would
print a dot upon it. Two plates, h h', prevented the needles
from being deflected too far in the opposite direction, so as to be
thrown into unnecessary oscillations. By means of this arrange
ment a current sent through the coil deflected only one of
the needles at a time, the other being held back ; and on a cur
rent of opposite polarity being sent, the reverse took place, the
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other needle only being deflected. Thus the signals upon the
moving paper were recorded in two lines, those on the right
marking the right band deflections, and those on the left the left
band deflections. The paper strip was kept in uniform motion
by means of clockwork, which, whenever a mark was made,
moved the paper onwards, leaving a blank space for the next
signal. These marks were necessarily all dots, because of the
momentary duration of magneto-electric currents.
It was a matter of considerable nicety to fix upon the proper
size.for the magnets, for the reason that if too large, their inertia
would have been too great, while if too small, their mechanical
force would not have been sufficient to effect the impression. The
action of the directive force of the earth upon the needles was
compensated by means of two small permanent magnets placed
in the rear of the printing needles.
The arbitrary signs forming the letters of the telegraphic
alphabet, were constructed from combinations of the right and
left hand dots, not exceeding four in number at most Messages
were transmitted with this apparatus at the rate of a little over
six words per minute.
The receiving instrument was not exclusively used to record
the messages upon paper strips ; sometimes small hammers were
substituted for the ink reservoirs, striking against bells of glass
or metal of different tones. Thus Steinheil's apparatus formed
also upon occasion an acoustic telegraph.
The history of the subject thus far shows us that no single
individual can justly claim the distinction of having been the
inventor of the electric telegraph. Indeed, it cannot properly
be said to have had an inventor. It was, in fact, a growth rather
than an invention— the work of many brains and of many hands.
None of the plans which we have hitherto described were ever
brought into commercial use, although it is probable that had it
not been for the introduction of systems and apparatus more
convenient for practical use within a very short time afterwards,
the ingenious invention of Steinheil would in time have met
with an extended commercial application.

CHAPTER XXX.
THE AMERICAN' MORSE TELEGRAPH.

Itf the latter part of the year 1832, Samuel F. B. Morse, an
American artist, while on a voyage from France to the United
States, conceived the idea of an electro-magnetic telegraph which
should consist of the following parts, viz : A single circuit of
conductors from some suitable generator of electricity ; a system
of signs, consisting of dots or points and spaces to represent nu
merals ; a method of causing the electricity to mark or imprint
these signs upon a strip or ribbon of paper by the mechanical
action of an electro-magnet operating upon the paper by means
of a lever, armed at one end with a pen or pencil ; and a method
of moving the paper ribbon at a uniform rate by means of clock
work to receive the characters. These processes, as well as the
mathematically calculated signs devised for producing a perma
nent record, were drawn by Morse in his sketch-book while still
on board the vessel. For some two years and a half after his
arrival in New York various circumstances combined to prevent
him from making any attempt to embody his apparatus in per
manent form. In the autumn of the year 1835 he constructed
the first rude working model of his invention. The electro
magnet was formed of a bent rod of iron procured from the
blacksmith, the helices being composed of a few yards of copper
wire insulated with cotton thread wound upon it by hand. The
support upon which the various portions of the machinery were
arranged consisted of an artist's stretching frame, such as is used
for canvas, which was nailed against the edge of an ordinary
table, as shown in fig. 221. Across the lower part of the frame
a narrow trough was fastened which contained three wooden cyl
inders, ABC, the large one, B, being in the middle. A common
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Fig. 221.
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wooden clock, D, driven by a weight, E, was placed at one end
of the trough, its machinery being so arranged as to turn the
cylinder C by means of an endless cord. A ribbon of paper
was wound upon the cylinder A, and when the clockwork was
in motion it was unrolled from thence, passed over the large
cylinder B, and was finally rolled up upon C. Upon the cross
bar of the frame was placed the electro-magnet h, which was the
moving power of the marking or writing lever. This lever con
sisted of an A shaped pendulum, F, suspended by its apex,/
from the top of the frame, directly above the centre of the cyl
inder B. Through two transverse bars at the bottom of the lever
was fixed a tube, g, within which a pencil loosely played, having
a small weight upon its top to give the necessary pressure for
marking. Upon the lever F, directly opposite the poles of the
electro-magnet h, was fastened the soft iron armature. The
movement of the lever was limited by stops on the frame, and
the pencil was thus allowed to advance when the magnet was
charged and retreat when it was discharged, the movement being
through a distance of about one eighth of an inch. A small
weight was at first used, and afterwards a spring, in order to draw
the armature and lever away from the magnet when the circuit
was broken. The battery I (a single element) was connected
by wires with the electro-magnet h and the mercury cups k L
When the latter were united, by means of a forked wire upon
the lever O O, the circuit of the battery was completed and the
lever F drawn towards the magnet ; when it was removed the
circuit was broken, the magnet discharged, and the weight or
spring brought the lever back to its normal position. When the
clockwork was put in motion the ribbon of paper was drawn
over the large cylinder B, and at the same time the pencil g, on
the lever, being in constant contact with it, traced a continuous
line lengthwise of the ribbon. When the electro-magnet at
tracted its armature the mark would be made obliquely across
the paper, like half of a letter V ; when the circuit was broken
the spring would draw the lever back again, forming the other
half of the V. Thus the line marked on the paper contained
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the three elements of points, spaces and lines, forming by their
various combinations the characters required for numerals or
letters. At the time of the construction of this first machine
Morse had not conceived the idea of the key now in use, the
successful manipulation of which depends upon the skill of the
operator, but supposed that the proper degree of accuracy could
only be secured by automatic apparatus. This was arranged in
the following manner : Two cylinders or drums, L L, fig. 221,
were connected by an endless band of tape and turned by a crank
as seen at the right The circuit lever, O O, turned upon a ful
crum at N, and a weight, P, at the right hand end, tended to de
press it, and thus to elevate the wire fork from the mercury
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cups k I and break the electric circuit M was a grooved rule
for holding the metallic type, which are shown separately in fig.
222. This rule, or composing stick, having the type already set
up, was placed upon the endless band, and being provided with
needle points on its under side, was carried along with it when
the crank was turned. As each of the projections upon the types
passed under the wedge-shaped tooth upon the lever O O, it raised
that end of the lever and depressed the other, causing the forked
wire to dip into the mercury cups k I, completing the circuit of
the battery, and causing the corresponding sign to be marked,
upon the paper.
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Such was the construction and mode of operation of the first
recording telegraphic instrument The recording instruments in
use throughout the world at the present day will be found, how
ever, to embrace precisely the same essential characteristics as
this first rude apparatus. This identity of principle is more
clearly apparent in fig. 223, where the pendulum lever of fig. 221
is shown as prolonged above the fulcrum / and furnished with

Fig. 223.

a style, m, so that the same movement of a single lever will sim
ultaneously mark the modern characters upon one strip of paper
and the zigzag characters originally used by Morse upon the
other. The numerals shown in fig. 223 were intended to refer
by numbers to the words in a telegraphic dictionary prepared
for the purpose.
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The first public exhibition of the above described apparatus
was on the 2d of September, 1837, on which occasion the mark
ing was successfully effected through one third of a mile of
wire. Immediately afterwards a recording instrument was con
structed, essentially upon the plan about to be described, which
was subsequently employed upon the first experimental line be
tween Washington and Baltimore. This line was constructed in
1843-44 under an appropriation by Congress, and was completed
in May of the latter year. On the 27th of that month the first
despatch was transmitted from Washington to Baltimore. Fig.

Fig. 224.

224 shows the construction of the apparatus used on the experi
mental line. The electro-magnet HH is mounted in an up
right position upon the base A, the projecting wires forming the
ends of the helices being seen at a b. The armature, D, is
attached to one end of the horizontal lever L, turning upon a
fulcrum at E. The rollers by which the paper is drawn along
are driven by the clock-work R and weight G. The paper is
marked by three steel points or st3'les, arranged side by side upon
the end of the lever L, and which pressed the paper into cor
responding grooves upon the roller T, thus forming embossed
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characters upon its upper surface. The transmitting key was a
mere flat strip of brass, S, secured at one end to a block, C ;
when pressed down by the finger it came in contact with the
stud P, and thus formed a connection between the wires e and d.
The arrangement of the circuits which was used at the opening
of the line is shown in the diagram, fig. 225. B represents Bal
timore and W Washington. The battery E had one of its poles
attached to a plate of copper, G, sunk in the water of the har
bor ; the other pole being attached to the key P. The stud or
anvil of the key was connected to the helices of the relay magnet
R, which was a huge affair, weighing 180 pounds. The helices
Line
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Fig. 225.

were composed of No. 16 copper wire. The line wire extended
on poles from the relay magnet at Baltimore to the correspond
ing one at Washington, a distance of forty miles. The connections
at Washington were arranged in precisely the same way, except
that the battery was omitted, the wir" terminating in a plate, G1,
buried in the earth. The armature of each relay opened and
closed a local circuit from the battery L (represented by dotted
lines), which included the helices, H, of the recording instrument
shown in fig. 224. When the line was not in use the circuit was
completed at both ends by metallic wedges inserted between the
key P and its anvil.
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The experimental line was originally constructed with two
wires, as Morse was not at that time acquainted with the
discovery of Steinheil, that the earth might be used to complete
the circuit Accident, however, soon demonstrated this fact, and
for a time after operations were commenced only one wire was
used, arranged as above stated. Afterwards a different arrange
ment was employed. The two wires were both connected to the
positive pole of the main battery in Baltimore, and also to the
earth plate at Washington. One wire had its key in Baltimore
and relay and register in Washington, and the other had its key
in Washington and its relay and register in Baltimore. In this
way neither circuit required to be closed except when actually
in use. The registers were each provided with a self-starting
device, so that whenever the pen-lever moved, the clockwork
would be set in motion, and the despatch would thus be written
down, even in the absence of an attendant
The plan illustrated in fig. 225 was termed the closed circuit,
and the one subsequently adopted, the open circuit
The following year (1845) telegraph lines began to be built
over other routes, and as it was necessary, for the sake of economy,
to put up but one wire for transmitting communications in both
directions, the closed circuit plan was again resorted to, and has
been employed for working the Morse apparatus on all the
American lines from that time until the present
THE MORSE TELEGRAPHIC ALPHABET.

From the brief description which has been given above of the
instruments used on Morse's first experimental line, it will be
understood that the action of the steel marking point or style
upon the moving strip of paper above it, when actuated by the
closing and breaking of the circuit of the electro-magnet, is capa
ble of producing but two elementary signs, viz., the line and the
space. It is at the same time apparent that the length of the
lines and spaces may be regulated at pleasure, by varying the
length of time during which the circuit which actuates the electro
magnet is closed or broken.
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In the arrangement of his conventional telegraphic alphabet,
Morse took as a unit of space or length the shortest available
length of line, technically termed a dot His alphabet was then
made up of signs, arranged in various combinations, which, when
formed into words and written out by the recording apparatus,
were of the following values respectively :
The dot
=1 unit
The dash
=3 units.
The space between the elements of each
letter
— 1 unit
The space between two letters
=3 units.
The space between two words
=6 units.
The complete alphabet, as originally arranged by Morse, and
still used throughout the United States and the Dominion of
Canada, is as follows :
LETTERS.

A
B
0
D
BF
G
H
I-_

J
K
L
M
N
O - P
Q
R___

S
T —
U
V
W
X
T
Z
&-

NUMERALS.

2
3

5
G

9
0
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PUNCTUATION, ETC.

Period
Comma
Semicolon*
Interrogation

Exclamation
Parenthesis t
Italics t
Paragraph J

It will be observed that there are six letters or signs in the
American Morse alphabet, viz., C, O, R, Y, Z, and &, termed
spaced letters, because they are distinguished by a space in the
body of the letter equal to two units. These letters were thus
arranged with the intention of securing economy of space, and
consequently economy of time. The inventor was anxious that
no letter should occupy more than five dots, or nine units in
length ; it will be perceived that none of them, with the single
exception of the letter J, exceed that number.
Another principle was specially observed in the arrangement
of the alphabet, that of the relative frequency of the occurred
of the various letters in the English language. The lettei
occurring most frequently were, therefore, composed of the few
est and shortest elements. The letter E is thus represented by
a single dot ; the I and T within the space of two dots or three
units, and so on ; none of the rest, with the single exception of
J, exceeding five dots, or nine units. All the numerals were
comprised within the value of six dots, or eleven units, to dis
tinguish them the more readily from the letters.
The spaced letters were very early found to possess the
practical inconvenience of being liable to be confounded with
other letters or combinations of letters, unless very carefully
rendered, which fact has been known to give rise to serious
errors, though this has occurred much less often than would
at* first
The Semicolon,
be supposed
Parenthesis
likely.
and Italics
The most
are butcommon
little useddefect
on tho in
American
translines. The operators are accustomed to emphasize particular words by separating
the letters a little more than in ordinary cases.
f These signs precede and follow the words to which they belong.
$ Signifies begin another line.
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mitting these letters is to make the space in a spaced letter ex
actly equal to that between the letters themselves, instead of one
third less, as it should be. But it fortunately happens that the
number of words in the language which are liable to be mistaken
for each other when written in this way is very small. An ex
ample of two such words is found in poison and person, which it
would be ordinarily very difficult to distinguish, unless the re
mainder of the communication furnished a clue to the meaning.
After the introduction of the alphabet into practical use, and
the discovery of the above mentioned defect, Morse endeavored
to modify the alphabet in such a manner as to obviate it, but
was unable to overcome the prejudices of the operators against
a change, even upon the first public line, and, therefore, it was
reluctantly suffered to continue. Upon the introduction of the
Morse system into Germany many years ago, an improved
arrangement of the alphabet was devised, and this has since then
been adopted in all parts of the world except Ameiica. It has
been proposed to introduce the European alphabet in this
country also, but though the advantages of such a reform would
doubtless be numerous, yet it may perhaps be better to puffer
some inconvenience from an acknowledged imperfection, than to
attempt to remedy it by introducing a change that would for a
time cause serious annoyance to the thousands of skilful opera
tors now in the service.
Having thus given the history and the progress of improve
ment in Morse's telegraphic apparatus up to the time of its practi
cal introduction in the United States, we will now describe the
instruments and appliances in use at the present day.
THE REGISTER.

The primitive form of register or recording apparatus shown
in fig. 222, and afterwards modified, as shown in fig. 224, has
since undergone a number of minor improvements, but without
any essential change in the principles of its construction. Fig. 226
shows a register of a more modern design, in which the parts
corresponding to those in fig. 224 will be readily recognized.
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The strip of paper passes between a pair of movable guides,
and thence between two rollers, seen at the top of the machine.
The left hand roller is carried by the clock-work, which is
driven by a weight The upper or right hand roller is
carried by friction against the other, the pressure being regula
ted by two adjustable spiral springs, one of which is seen in
front, the other being at the back of the machine. The electro
magnet, armature and pen lever are seen at the right hand. A
screw in front serves to start and stop the clock-work when re
quired. The marking is effected by a single style or point of
hardened steel, fixed in the end of the pen lever, beneath the

Fig. 22G.

upper roller, which is provided with a groove or channel in
which the marking point works. Therefore, as the paper is
drawn through between the rollers at a uniform rate of move
ment by the action of the clock-work, a raised line will be em
bossed upon the upper surface of the paper, whenever the stylo
is forced into the groove by the attraction of the electro-magnet
for its armature upon the opposite end of the lever. A spiral
spring, the tension of which is adjusted by a screw seen at the
extreme right of the instrument, serves to draw the lever back
to its normal position when the action of the electro-magnet
"\
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ceases.' The play of the lever is limited in each direction by
adjustable set-screws, which act as stops. By changing the posi
tion of the paper guides the same strip of paper may be used
several times over, each successive line occupying a position
parallel to the last one.
Fig. 227 shows the standard register of the Western Union
Telegraph Company, in the improved form in which it is now
manufactured. The clock-work is driven by a coiled spring in
stead of a weight, as in the older patterns.

Fig. 227.

The machinery is entirely enclosed by the combined glass and
brass frame, and the pivot holes are also covered, so as to keep
the instrument free from dust An extra wooden roller is
attached for greater convenience of starting paper. The paper
has simply to be inserted between the wooden roller and the
guide above it, and pressed forward while the register is in mo
tion, when it will feed through without difficulty. The rate of
28
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speed may be varied by removing the glass at the left hand end
of the case and turning the screw under the governor. It is not
designed that the operators should take out the pen lever. "When
the pen or style requires adjustment it should be turned up or
down by its milled head.
The electro-magnet is wound with insulated copper wire, of
No. 23 gauge (0.027 inches diameter), to a resistance of about
4 ohms. In a local circuit two cells of gravity battery furnishes
sufficient power to mark the paper distinctly.
In adjusting the register the armature must not be allowed to
come quite in contact with the poles of the electro-magnet (which
in this instrument are flush with the outer surface of the case),
but should be separated by at least the thickness of an ordinary
piece of writing paper. If the armature is allowed to touch,
it will adhere to the poles after the circuit has been broken, and
will not easily be pulled off by the action of the spring. After
the set-screw which limits the movement of the armature
towards the poles of the electro-magnet has been properly ad
justed, the armature should be held down, either by closing the
local circuit through the electro-magnet or by pressing it with the
finger, while the paper is allowed to run through, and the style
or pen point is adjusted by turning its milled head until a con
tinuous mark is produced by the action of the style in the groove
of the roller. This mark should not be any deeper than is
necessary to secure distinctness. The set-screw which limits
the movement of the armature away from the electro-magnet
should finally be adjusted so as to allow the marking point to
clear the paper when the electro-magnet is not in action. If the
style does not work accurately in the groove of the roller the
marks will be more or less imperfect This difficulty usually
arises from the screws which form the bearings of the pen lever
working loose, so as to allow too much lateral play to the axis,
and may be remedied by adjusting them. When once properly
adjusted they should be let alone. Much of the trouble which
inexperienced operators meet with is caused by the unnecessary
alteration of the adjustments of the pen lever.
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The register is comparatively little used in America at the pres
ent day except in the smaller and less important stations, having
been superseded by the more simple and convenient sounder.
THE SOUNDER.

In the larger telegraph offices of ihe United States and Canada
the recording instrument or register is entirely dispensed with,
and all communications are read by the sound made by the arma
ture lever as it vibrates between the upper and lower stops.
Thus the sound of the pen lever of a register indicates to the ear
the signs of the Morse alphabet, which are at the same time being
indicated to the eye upon the moving strip of paper. The sounds
of the letters hold the same relation to the written telegraphic
characters that speech does to written or printed language. In
writing or printing either the dot or the dash, the pen lever pro
duces two distinct sounds, one caused by its striking against the
stop, which limits its motion in one direction, and the other by
striking against the stop which limits its motion in the other di
rection. These sounds' are the natural and ordinary accompani
ment of the process of writing or marking the letters. It might
seem that as the making of each dash and each dot gives rise
alike to two similar sounds, that one would be liable to be
mistaken for the other ; but the means by which a dot is dis
tinguished from a dash does not consist in the number of the
sounds, but in the difference of the interval in the respective
cases between the first and second sound. In the case of the
dot, the two sounds which indicate its commencement and its
termination are separated by a short interval of time ; in the case
of a dash the sounds have a longer interval between them. This
difference of interval soon becomes familiar to the ear, and en
ables the operator to hear as well as see a transmitted despatch.
Thus the Morse apparatus produces two distinct results simul
taneously, either of which suffices, and, therefore, either may be
dispensed with at pleasure, or both used together. Thus the
sounder dispenses with the writing apparatus altogether.
Fig. 228 represents a sounder extensively used by the Western
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Union Telegraph Company. The engraving is two thirds the
actual size. The helices of the electro-magnet are wound with
No. 24 insulated copper wire, and, have a resistance of about 4
ohms. The sounder is usually operated by a local battery con
sisting of a single element It is mounted on a mahogany base,
having metallic feet at each end. The electro-magnet is covered
with a casing of vulcanized rubber, polished. Fig. 229 repre-

4uuujUi&r

Fig. -228.

sents another favorite pattern of sounder, which is much used on
railway lines, or in places where external noises are liable to
interfere with the sound of the instrument It has a very heavy
armature lever, and an arch or bridge is provided upon which
the downward stroke of the armature takes effect The space
between the metallic and the wooden base forms a hollow enclosed
sounding box. The volume of sound produced by this combi
nation is very great
A number of other patterns of sounders are in use, the kind
employed in any particular instance depending upon circumstan
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ces. Some operators can distinguish a light sound more clearly
than a heavier one, and vice versa. It is essential that the sounder
should be tightly screwed down to the table ; the acoustic vibra
tions are thus communicated to the latter, which acts as a
sounding board, and thence to the ear.
The registers and sounders which have been described are
worked either by a local battery and relay or directly by the
main line current, the former being the most common arrange
ment When intended for direct working, their helices are
usually wound with wire varying in gauge from No. 2-i to No.

Fig. 229.

32, and even 36 Birmingham gauge, according to the length or
resistance of the circuit in which they are intended to be used.
Generally speaking, it is not advantageous to attempt to work an
embossing register at a distance of more than 20 or 30 miles, or a
sounder more than 50 miles, without the intervention of a relay.
Fig. 230 represents a convenient and compact form of main line
sounder with a key attached, forming a complete apparatus for
sending and receiving communications. The engraving is nearly
the actual size of the instrument The whole arrangement is
packed in a small case, and can be readily carried in the pocket
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Fig. 231 is a different arrangement, designed for the same
purpose, the engraving being about one half the actual size of the
apparatus. These portable instruments are much used by line

Fvj. ->i0.

repairers and operators in the military service, and are very con
venient and serviceable. An instrument similar to the one shown
in fig. 231, but of larger size, is much employed in the railway

Fij. 231.

telegraph service, for establishing a temporary office at points
where the track has been obstructed by accident, which is often
an indispensable measure for securing the safety of trains.
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When a line is of considerable length and resistance, or its in
sulation is very defective, the main line current is usually too
feeble to work a register or sounder direct with the necessary
power. This is the case in the majority of instances in practice,
and recourse is then had to the receiving magnet or relay, which
is placed in the main circuit, and merely performs the duty of
opening and closing the circuit of a local battery at the receiving
station, which in turn operates the register or sounder.
THE RECEIVING MAGNET OR RELAY.

The receiving magnet, or as it technically termed, tne relay,
consists of a bar or armature so arranged as to be free to move
when acted upon by an electro-magnet, and which when moved

Fig. 232.

puts a secondary or local battery in connection with the receiving
apparatus. Fig. 232 represents the pattern used by the Western
Union Telegraph Company. The electro-magnet M is composed
of two soft iron cores, each 2 inches long and -J|- of an inch
diameter, which arc screwed into a soft iron yoke or back arma
ture, 2 inches long and J inch in thickness. The helices are
wound with about 1820 feet of No. 32 insulated copper wire,
0.009 inches in diameter, to a diameter of 1.25 inches. The
average number of convolutions is 8,500, and the resistance 150
ohms. The electromagnet is supported in front by a vertical
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brass frame F, the foot of which is firmly secured to the mahogany
base by screws from beneath. This frame has two circular
openings, of a size just sufficient to allow the helices of the electro
magnet M to pass freely through them, without being fastened in
any way. The rear end of the magnet is supported by a right
and left screw, passing through and supported by a brass pillar
secured to the base. The screw is capable of being turned by a
milled head m, which gives the electro-magnet an advance and
retrograde movement through a short distance in a horizontal
direction, the object of which will be seen hereafter. In front of
the poles of the magnet is the semi-cylindrical armature A, of
soft iron, attached to the upright armature lever a, the lower end
of which is mounted upon a steel arbor, turning between two
adjustable set-screws, the latter being mounted upon standards
projecting from the lower part of the frame F. The armature A,
and its attached lever a, are capable of a movement to and fro
upon its axis—in one direction from the attraction of the electro
magnet M, and in the other from the retractile force of the spiral
spring s'. This movement is very slight, and is limited in one
direction by the adjustable screw-stop c, and in the other by a
fixed stop composed of an insulating material, and placed within
the slotted projection c', through which the lever a passes freely
without touching anything but the stop referred to. The retract
ing spring s' is attached at one end to the lever A by means of
a small hook, and at the other to a piece of strong thread, which
is tied to a spindle, s, to which is attached a milled head, S. The
spindle is mounted upon one end of a horizontal brass rod, which
slides through a pillar, p, and may be fastened in any required
position by a set-screw p'. The object of this arrangement is to
render the tension of the spring s adjustable, for reasons which
will be referred to hereafter. It now remains to describe the
electrical connections. At the back of the instrument are four
brass terminals or binding screws, for the convenient attachment
of wires. Two of these only are fully visible in the figure, one
of the others being behind the milled head S, and the remaining
one is almost entirely concealed by the electro-magnet M. The
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insulated copper wires from the helices of the electro-magnet M
are seen beneath it, coiled into loose spirals, and passing down
through the wooden base, underneath which they are connected
to the two right hand terminals, so that a current entering at one
terminal passes directly through both helices of the electro
magnet, and thence to the other terminal. As we have before
seen, the object of the relay is merely to break and close a local
or secondary circuit whenever the main or primary circuit is
broken and closed. In order to effect this, the armature lever a
is insulated from the frame P by a bushing of hard rubber, which
intervenes between the lever and the axis upon which it turns. A
wire leads from the terminal d, underneath the base, to the screwpost h. A fine copper wire, above the base, connects the screwpost h with the armature lever a, to which latter it is fastened by
means of a small screw seen in the figure just above the axis.
When the armature is attracted by the electro-magnet a small
platinum pin near the top of the lever a comes in contact with a
corresponding platinum pin inserted in the point of the adjustable
screw-stop c. The stop c is in electrical connection with the brass
frame F, and this is in turn connected with the extreme left hand
terminal by a wire passing underneath the base. Thus it will be
readily understood that whenever the two platinum points are
brought in contact by the forward movement of the armature
lever, resulting from the attraction of the electro- magnet, a
connection will be formed between the two last mentioned termi
nals, and the circuit connected with them will be closed.
The adjustments of the relay are of two kinds—1st, the ad
justment of the extent of to and fro movement of the armature ;
2d, the adjustment of the opposing action of the electro-magnet
and of the retracting spring upon the armature.
The first mentioned adj ustment is effected by the screw-stop c,
which is movable, the other stop c' being fixed. The play between
the platinum points or pins should never exceed one thirty-second
of an inch, and when the movement of the lever is very feeble
it should be made as small as possible. This adjustment, under
ordinary circumstances, rarely requires alteration. The second
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adjustment necessitates considerable skill and judgment on the
part of the operator. When the action of the electro-magnet is
very strong, and the armature does not fall off promptly when
released, the tension of the spring must be increased by turning
the milled head S. In some cases this increased tension will
not be sufficient, and the remedy then is to lessen the action of
the electro-magnet upon the armature, by removing the former
to a greater distance from the latter, which is accomplished by
turning the screw m. Care must be taken never to wind the
spring S' around the spindle s. Where there is danger of this
the spindle should be removed to a greater distance from the
armature by loosening the screw p' and sliding the rod upon

Fig. 233.

which it is mounted through the post ^5. Particular care should
be taken that the fine wire connecting the screw post h with the
lever a is not broken ; a point which is somewhat liable to be
overlooked.
Fig. 233 is another pattern of relay which is in very extensive
use in the United States. It differs somewhat in form, though
not in principle, from the one just described, and the different
adjustments are made in substantially the same way.
THE KEY.

The Morse key is shown in fig. 234, in the form now used by
the Western Union Telegraph Company. It consists of a curved
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brass lever, A, four or five inches in length, fixed upon a
steel arbor, G, which turns between adjustable set-screws, D D.
The slight vertical movement upon its axis of which the lever is
capable, is limited in one direction by the anvil C, and in the
other by the adjustable set-screw F. One wire of the main cir
cuit is connected to the metallic frame or base M of the key,
and the other to the anvil C, which is insulated from the frame.
These connections are made by means of the screws L L, which
pass down through the table, and to which the wires are attached
by being bent into eyes which are clamped between the nuts K
K and the under side of the table. The lever A is provided
with a knob or button, B, composed of some insulating material,
by means of which it is pressed down at pleasure by the finger
D
A

Fig. 234.

of the operator, bringing a platinum stud on the under side of
the lever into contact with another similar one in the centre of
the anvil C. By this means the circuit is closed precisely as if
the wires themselves had been brought into contact with each
other. The reason for making the contact studs of platinum is,
that the infusible properties of this metal prevent it from oxida
tion by the electric spark which passes whenever the circuit is
broken. When the pressure of the finger is withdrawn a spring
beneath the lever restores it to its normal position. The upward
pressure of this spring is adjusted by means of the set-screw Fr
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When the key is not in use, it is necessary to complete the cir
cuit by closing the switch H, which is shoved into a recess be
tween the anvil C and the frame M, thus forming an electrical
connection from one to the other.
THE CLOSED CIRCUIT SYSTEM.

We have already stated (page 428) that the closed circuit
system was adopted for working the American lines at a very
early period. It is still in almost universal use throughout the
entire telegraphic system of the United States and Canada.
Fig. 225, the arrangement first used by Morse between Baltimore
and Washington, represents the closed circuit in its simplest
form. It includes two terminal stations, A and B, and a single
main battery, E. The keys at each station are provided with
circuit closers, as above described, so that the connection
remains unbroken when neither station is transmitting. In the
normal condition of the line a constant current flows from the
-f- pole of the battery E through the wire e to the key P, thence
through the wire d to the relay R, thence over the line to the
other station, passing through the relay and key, and finally to
the earth at G1. The circuit is completed, as explained in
Chapter XXVII T, by means of a wire connecting the — pole
of the battery E with the earth plate G. This constant circuit
causes the electro-magnets of both the relays to attract their
armatures, and these in turn keep the local circuits of the reg
isters or sounders likewise closed.
When the operator at one station wishes to transmit a com
munication to the other, he opens the switch of his key, inter
rupting the flow of the current This causes the armatures of
both relays, and consequently of both registers, to fall off. If he
now manipulates his key, by closing and breaking the circuit so
as to form the characters of the telegraphic alphabet, the arma
tures of both his own and the distant relay, as well as those of
the registers or sounders connected with them, will respond to
every movement of his key, and consequently the communication
may be written by the register, or copied from the sounder at
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the distant station. As the sending operator's own instrument
also responds to the movements of his key, it is evident that the
receiving operator may interrupt him at any time hy opening
his key and thus breaking the circuit The sending operator is
instantly notified of the interruption by the failure of his instru
ment to respond to the movements made by his own key.
A number of stations, each provided with a set of apparatus
consisting of a key, relay, register or sounder and local battery,
may be placed in the same main circuit, only one main battery
being required to furnish a working current for the whole
number of relays. This is the arrangement adopted in practice,
differing only from that shown in fig. 225 in that the main
battery is usually divided, half of it being placed at each
terminal station, for reasons which will be hereafter explained.
As many as forty intermediate stations are sometimes operated
in this manner, although it is seldom advantageous to attempt
to work more than twenty or twenty-five instruments in the
same circuit
ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS AT A WAY STATION.

The simplest combination of apparatus in general use is that
employed at a way station having but a single main wire, and
one set of instruments consisting of a sounder or register, relay,
key, local battery, switch and connections. The manner in
which the different parts of the apparatus are arranged and
connected with each other and with the line is illustrated in fig.
235, which represents a way station complete. The two terminal
stations of the line are also shown in outline, for convenience of
explanation.
The sounder, relay and key are usually most conveniently
arranged upon a table T, from three 'to four feet in length and
about two feet in breadth. The sounder, or its substitute the
register, should be placed nearly or quite in the centre of the
length of the table, the key K being on the right, and the relay
R on the left, as shown in the diagram. The switch C is usually
,--
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Fig. 235.
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placed upon the wall, in an upright position, in any convenient
location. The object of the latter apparatus is to facilitate the
making of the necessary changes in the connections of the wires,
and this is effected by means of the same device as that used in
the rheostat (figs. 116 and 117), viz., metallic pegs with insulating
handles, which may be inserted between two thick plates of
brass, thereby forming an electrical connection from one of them
to the other.
If we suppose that the way station in the diagram represents
Hartford, and the two terminal stations New York and Boston,
respectively, L will represent the line wire from New York to
Hartford, and Lt the line wire from Hartford to Boston. These
line wires are extended into the way station by means of in
sulated copper leading-in wires, which are connected with the
binding screws 1 and 2 of the switch C, these being attached
to two upright metallic bars, secured to the wooden base-board
and extending to the peg holes 12 and 13. One of the instru
ment wires it leads from the binding screw 3 of the switch to
one of the screws of the key K, underneath the table ; from the
other screw of the key a wire i goes to the first right hand main
terminal of the relay R The other instrument wire i2 leads
from the binding screw 4 of the switch to the second right
hand terminal of the relay ; a wire g leads from the binding
screw 5 of the switch to the earth at G. Between the two up
right metallic bars of the switch C are placed three metallic
discs, b, c, d, which are electrically connected with the three
binding screws, 3, 4, 5, by means of wires passing underneath
the base-board. Upon the disc c is mounted a rectangular
flat metallic plate d, extending over the upright bars on each
side, but not quite touching them, the space between being
about the thickness of a piece of paper. This constitutes the
lightning arrester, and will be more particularly referred to
hereafter. The various numbers, from 6 to 13 inclusive, repre
sent the holes provided for the insertion of pegs for making the
various connections in the main circuit, while 14, 15, 16 and
17 are for holding pegs which are not in use.
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The wires of the local or office circuit are run as follows:
from the local battery B the wire e runs to the first left hand
(local) terminal of relay R ; the wire f runs from the second left
hand (local) terminal of the relay to one terminal of the sounder
or register S ; and finally the wire h runs from the remaining
terminal of the sounder or register to the other pole of the local
battery B. It is immaterial in this case which pole of the local
is connected to the relay and which to the sounder.
The various changes which may be made upon the switch C
for different purposes are as follows :
1. To cut out the apparatus.—Insert pegs in holes 12 and 13,
leaving 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 open. The main line current now
passes from the + pole of the main battery E, at New York,
through the instruments at that station, and thence over the line
L to 1, and through 12, a, and 13 of the switch to 2, thence over
the line L1, and through the apparatus at Boston to the — pole
of the main battery Et, at that place, and thence to the earth at
G2. The — pole of the New York battery E is also connected
with the earth at Gj, and therefore the circuit is completed by
the earth. When thus arranged, it will be seen that the ground
wire g, and also the instrument wires i1 and i2 at the way
station, are entirely disconnected from the main line.
This is the manner in which the pegs of the switch should
always be arranged when leaving the office or during a thunder
storm.
In some of the switches in use the cut-out plate a is omitted.
When this is the case, the holes 10 and 11 should be pegged,
and the remaining ones left open. The key K should also be
opened, which serves to disconnect the wire it, i2 being open at
the switch. This prevents all possibility of lightning injuring
the instruments during the absence of the operator. In cutting
out by means of one of the instrument wires, the one which
runs to the key should always be made use of, not the one going
to the relay.
2. To cut in the apparatus. —Insert pegs in 8 and 11, or else in
9 and 10 (it is immaterial which, though the former is most
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usual), and remove the pegs from 12 and 13, taking care that
the remainder of the holes are also open. If possible, it is
always better to peg the holes 8 and 11, or 9 and 10, before
taking out 12 and 13, which can be easily done if four pegs are
provided, as then the circuit of the main line is not interrupted
even for an instant Care should be always taken before cutting
in the instruments to see that the switch of the key K is closed.
If Nos. 10 and 11 are used for cutting out, close the key K,
insert a peg at 8, aud afterwards remove the one from 10.
3. To ground the line, or put on a ground.—In case the line is
broken, or the circuit open, as it is termed, it becomes necessary
for the way station to test the circuit This is done by ground
ing the line, as follows : Suppose the line broken at some un
known point Hartford already has pegs in the holes 8 and 11,
as in the ordinary manner of working, but of course perceives
no current One of the spare pegs is placed in No. 6, the effect
of which is to connect the end of the New York line L with the
earth wire g. This completes the circuit of the New York
battery, but it produces no effect on the Hartford instrument,
as the current does not pass through it The peg is then re
moved from 6 and placed in 7. The circuit of the New York
battery is again completed as before, except that it now includes
the Hartford instruments, its course being from the line wire L
through 1, 8 and 4, thence through the instruments as usual,
and back to 3 and 11, and from thence through the peg 7 to the
screw 5 and wire g, and finally to the earth at Gv Hartford
now becomes a terminal station, working with New York by
means of the battery E at the latter place, the arrangement in
fact being precisely the same as that shown in fig. 225.
This operation demonstrates to the operator at Hartford that
the break is between that place and Boston. If, on the contrary,
the circuit had been completed through the relay by the inser
tion of the peg in 6, it would have shown the fault to have been
located in the opposite direction.
It sometimes occurs that the circuit cannot be completed on
either side, and the line therefore appears to be interrupted in
29
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both directions. In that case the defect is very probably within
the limits of the station itself, usually somewhere about the in
strument connections, which should be carefully examined.
If the operator at a way office finds by the above test that the
line is interrupted in a particular direction, it is his duty to report
the circumstance at once to the terminal station in the opposite
direction, from which ho will receive instructions in regard to
his proper method of procedure, in order to allow the uninjured
portion of the line to be operated until the difficulty is removed.

Pig. 236.

Pig. 237.

It is important that the pegs should always be crowded firmly
into the holes with a twisting motion, in order to insure a proper
connection being made.
The arrangement shown in fig. 236 is often used at way stations
instead of the one last described. It is termed a plug, or more
properly, a wedge cut-out The instrument wires j'j and i3 of
fig. 235 are screwed into the opposite sides of a wedge, as it is
technically termed, which is shown of full size in fig. 237. It
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consists of two pieces of brass, insulated from each other by
means of a thin plate of hard rubber, as shown in the figure,
and provided with a handle of the same material. The two
ends of the line wire are connected with the two binding screws
at the top of the base board (fig. 236). The right hand binding
screw is connected, by means of a wire underneath the base
board, with an elastic strip of brass. The upper end of this
strip is rigidly attached to the board, while the lower end is
armed with a brass pin, which, by the elasticity of the strip, is
pressed firmly against another pin, also screwed to the board.
The stationary pin is attached by means of a wire to the other
binding screw, and is thus placed in connection with the line
wire. This device is termed a spring-jack. When the wedge
carrying the instrument wires is pressed in between the two pins
it separates them, breaking the circuit of the main line, but at
the same instant opening a new path for the current through the
two sides of the wedge and the instruments. Thus the latter
may be inserted into or withdrawn from the main circuit with
out interrupting it, by a single almost instantaneous movement
For many places this is an exceedingly simple and effective
arrangement It is sometimes used for large stations in com
bination with the peg-switch, as will be hereafter shown. The
wedge cut-out is frequently provided with a lightning arrester
and ground wire connection, which is arranged with pegs in
much the same manner as the switch in fig. 226.
In placing the apparatus at a way station, the local battery
should be set in a warm and dry location, not too far from the
instrument—preferably in a box or on the shelf of a closet,
where it is convenient of access. An embossing register should
always be placed so that the paper will pass from right to left in
front of a window, and at right angles to the direction of the light
which enters it, otherwise the embossed characters cannot be
read without considerable difficulty.
It very often happens that a number of different lines
traversing the country in the same direction or in different
directions pass through the same way station. In some of these
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cases the necessities of the service require that there should be
a separate set of apparatus provided for each line, but it is
- more frequently the case that a smaller number of instruments
is sufficient, provided means are furnished by which any one of
the instruments can be inserted into the circuit of any required
line at pleasure. The simplest way of providing for this is to
make use of a number of spring-jacks (fig. 227) corresponding to
the number of line wires, and placed side by side upon the same
base-board. The wires from each separate set of instruments
terminate in a wedge (fig. 228), and by this means any instru
ment may be placed in connection with any required line wire
at a moment's notice, simply by inserting its wedge into the
corresponding spring-jack.
This arrangement, however, makes no suitable provision for
interchanging the line wires among themselves—a proceeding
which often becomes necessary, for instance, when two or more
lines running in the same general direction are each interrupted,
but at different points. By connecting the uninjured portions
of different lines with each other, it is often possible to arrange
one or more complete circuits for the transaction of business.
The wires are interchanged or cross-connected, as it is termed,
at the different way stations, in accordance with instructions
given by the person in charge of the circuits at one of the
terminal stations.
In order to conveniently accomplish this, the different wires
are brought into the same switch at each of the principal way
stations, and the necessary changes are made upon it without
any interference with the lines themselves.
There are many different varieties of switches, but they are
all constructed upon the same general principle. This will be
readily understood by reference to fig. 238, which represents a
switch for a way station having two line wires running east and
west, and distinguished according to custom as numbers 1 and
2, and two instruments designated as A and B. The details of
the construction are the same as in fig. 235. It remains to be
shown how the various changes are made, other than those
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which have already been explained in connection with the
single wire switch.
1. Botli lines connected straight with both instruments in.—Insert
pegs in 5, 10, 15 and 20, leaving the remaining holes open.
2. Lines cross-connected or interchanged. —In this case it is re
quired to connect No. 1 wire west with No. 2 wire east, and
No. 1 east with No. 2 west Insert pegs in 5, 12, 14 and 19,
leaving the others open. In this case both instruments A and

Earth.

Instrument A. -]

Instrument b. -j

Fig. 238.

B are included in the circuit If it is desired to leave instru
ment A out of the circuit, the peg should be changed from 12
to 8. In the same manner instrument B is cut out by changing
the peg from 19 to 15.
3. Lines grounded or put to earth.—This may be done on either
wire, east or west, by inserting pegs in 1, 2, 3 or 4, as required,
as in the single wire switch.
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4. Lines looped.—It is sometimes required to loop two wires,
as it is termed, for making tests and other purposes. To loop
numbers 1 and 2 west, with an instrument in circuit, insert
pegs in 5 and 11 ; without an instrument, insert pegs in 5 and 7.
Numbers 1 and 2 east may be looped in the same manner.
This explanation sufficiently illustrates the principle upon
which the switch is manipulated. Switches are made to accom
modate almost any required number of wires, but the principle
is the same as in fig. 238.

Fig. 239.

Another mode of constructing switches sometimes employed
is shown in fig. 239. Two sets of brass bars arc arranged at
right angles to each other and on opposite sides of a wooden
frame. The connection is made at any desired point by means
of a metallic peg, provided with a spiral spring, which, when
the peg is inserted and secured in its place, presses against the
two bars, forming an excellent connection. The manipulation
is the same as in fig. 238. There are also several other arrange
ments which are more or less used, but they differ from those
which have been described merely in the device by which the
connection is made. None of them are regarded as being so
simple, compact and efficient as the peg switch, which we have
selected as an illustration of the principle of all
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ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS AT A TERMINAL STATION.
The simplest arrangement of the wires at a terminal station
is the one shown in fig. 225, but it is seldom that such a station
does not contain more than one line wire. Any greater number
of lines entering a terminal station renders it desirable to make
use of a switch similar in construction to that shown in fig. 238,
but with its connections somewhat differently arranged, for in
the case of a terminal station, provision must be made for con
necting and disconnecting the main batteries as well as the in
struments.
Fig. 240 represents a section of the switch in the New York
office of the Western Union Telegraph Company, which will
serve to illustrate the arrangement employed in other large
American stations. In this arrangement both the peg-switch
and the wedge cut-out are employed.
The New York switch is divided into seven sections, each
section accommodating a certain portion of the lines entering
the office. The wires are distributed according to the geo
graphical location of the portion of the country with which they
connect The lines running eastward, for example, are placed in
one section of the switch, and those running northward in
another, while still another section accommodates the local or
metropolitan wires, etc., etc.
The section represented in the figure is provided with 44
vertical bars, to the lower end of which the line wires are con
nected. Between each pair of upright bars is placed a row of
metallic discs, to which the batteries are connected. All the
discs in each separate horizontal row are connected together at
the back of the base board by means of a horizontal copper
wire, the extreme left-hand disc having a distinguishing number
engraved upon it The vertical bars may be connected with the
horizontal discs at any required point by the insertion of a peg
Q at the point of intersection. Immediately underneath the
lower end of the vertical bars are placed a corresponding
number of spring-jacks, and beneath these again still another

,-"
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Fig. 240
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series of spring-jacks. Each main wire coming in from outside
passes first through one of the upper spring-jacks, then through
the lower one corresponding to it, and thence to its appropriate
vertical bar. Each spring-jack bears an ivory plate, upon
which is engraved the number of the circuit to which it is
attached.
The diagram beneath the table upon which the switch rests
shows how the connections are made. In this diagram the
positive pole of the main battery is represented as being con
nected with the button A ; a wire in the rear connecting, A
with A'. The main line wire is represented in the diagram as
connecting with E, which is the upper spring-jack referred to.
At D is inserted a wedge connecting by means of insulated
wires with the apparatus. At C the lower spring-jack is repre
sented, in which is to be inserted, when necessary, the special
batteries or loops. The wire F connects the lower spring-jack
with the vertical metallic strip 1, and by inserting the peg G in
the circular orifice between the button A and the strip 1, the
line wire is connected through the battery to earth.
Each section of the switch is built of mahogany, cut in strips
two inches wide by one inch thick, which are separated from
each other by a space of one eighth of an inch, to prevent injury
to the brass work by shrinkage. Each piece of mahogany
supports two strips of brass and one row of discs or buttons.
The spring-jacks are held in position by stout spiral wire springs
attached to the back of the switch. One row of horizontal discs
is connected directly with the earth. The lightning arresters
arc not attached to the switch, as in the smaller stations, but are
placed at the point where the lines first enter the building.
The instruments seen upon the shelf or counter in front of the
switch are employed by the chief operators for testing purposes,
etc. They are provided with wedges, so that they can be thrown
into the circuit of any required line at a moment's notice.
In New York, as in most other large stations, the different
sets of apparatus are placed in groups of four, upon tables about
four feet by six, which are divided by means of two vertical
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intersecting screens' into four sections, each section accommoda
ting a complete set of instruments, sounder, relay and key.
The screens are composed of plate glass. A group of four pairs
of instrument wires extends from the switch to each table, and
a second group of four pairs of local wires extends from each
table to a group of four distinct local batteries in the battery

Fig. 241.

room. The wires are insulated with a double coating of gutta
percha and are then laid up in cables and bound with tarred
tape.
It was formerly the practice to group a number of local
circuits together, usins; a common return wire for the whole
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group, but experience has shown that this arrangement is ob
jectionable, and that it is better to keep all the circuits, main
and local, of each line, distinct from those of other lines in the
same station.
Fig. 241 shows the manner in which the battery stands are
constructed and the batteries arranged upon them in the batteryroom of the general telegraph station of the Western Union
Telegraph Company in New York. Each stand is provided with
eight double shelves, capable of containing 24 cells each, of
gravity battery, or 192 cells in all. The plan of construction
and manner in which the diagonal braces are inserted in order
to strengthen the structure are clearly shown in the figure, and
require no detailed descriptiou The stand occupies a space
about eight feet long and eighteen inches wide by seven feet
six inches in height The top shelves of each stand are usually
reserved for the local batteries. The battery room is directly
underneath the operating room, and each local battery is placed
as close as practicable to the instrument with which it is
connected.
At the present day many of the Morse instruments in the
principal offices are arranged to be worked on the duplex and
quadruplex systems as well as in the ordinary manner. The
description of these improved methods of transmission will be
given in a separate chapter in another part of this work.
THE REPEATER OR TRANSLATOR.
During the early experiments of Morse, in 1836-37, one of the
most important practical considerations which necessarily pre
sented itself, was the limit of distance through which an electric
current could be made to induce sufficient attractive power in
an electro-magnet to move a lever. He is said to have frequently
remarked, that if he could succeed in working a magnet ten
miles he could go round the globe. " Suppose," said Morse,
" that in experimenting on twenty miles of wire we should find
that the power of magnetism is so feeble that it will but move
a lever with certainty a hair's breadth ; that would be insufficient,
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it may be, to write or print, yet it would be sufficient to close
and break another or a second circuit twenty miles further, and
this second circuit could be made, in the same manner, to break
and close a third circuit twenty miles further, and so on round
the globe."
In these words we have a concise explanation of the general
principle of the apparatus now known as the repeater or trans
lator. When, in 1 844, Morse applied this idea for the first time
to a circuit of any considerable length, he modified it materially,
so that it assumed the form which we have already explained in
connection with fig. 225, viz., the relay and local circuit It
was soon found by experience, that provided the electro-magnets
and batteries were properly proportioned to each other, the
length of line through which a relay could be made to open and
close a local circuit, so far from being limited to twenty miles,
was not less than four or five hundred miles, under favorable
circumstances—a distance more than sufficient to meet the com
mercial requirements of telegraphy at that early day.
In September, 1846, the arrangement now known as the
button repeater was put in operation for the first time at Auburn,
N. Y., for the purpose of repeating press news over a branch
line from that place to Ithaca. The armature levers of the
registers on both lines were provided with platinum contact
points precisely like a relay, and the lever on each register
formed in effect a key for opening and closing the circuit of the
other line. A simple double-acting switch or button was
arranged so that a connection could be formed between the
repeating contact points of either instrument at pleasure. Thus
the operator, by merely changing the position of the switch,
could cause the signals on one line to be transferred to the other,
and vice versa, at pleasure.
The first attempt to telegraph direct over long distances was
made upon the line between New York and New Orleans, by
means of a peculiar arrangement of circuits and automatic re
peaters invented by C. S. Bulkley in 184S. The diagram, fig.
242, represents the apparatus at one of the repeating stations

bulkley's kepeateb.

Fig. 242.
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in its normal position, when the line is not in use. R and R'
are two electro-magnets, the armatures of which act as polechangers for the main batteries B and B'. Thus, when the
magnet R attracts its armature a, the poles of the main battery
B, belonging to the eastern line, are interchanged or reversed in
respect to the line. The normal position of the main batteries
at each end of the line is with their like poles opposed to each
other, and under these conditions there is of course no current
manifested in the line. Now, if the operator at the distant end
of the eastern line operates his pole-changer, thereby reversing
his main battery so that it coincides with that of battery B, a
current traverses the eastern line, and the relay M' attracts its
armature, closing the circuit of the local battery L through the
helices of the pole-changer magnet R'. This in turn reverses
the main battery B' with respect to the western line, and thus
the same operation is repeated at the next transfer station west
The key K is placed in the local circuit, and by means of the
switch S the operator at the station can work either the polechanger R or R' accordingly as he wishes to transmit in an
easterly or westerly direction, and the action is transferred to the
main circuit as before. It will be seen that the operation is
entirely automatic in either direction.
The invention of an automatic repeater adapted for use upon
the closed circuits ordinarily used upon the American lines
proved to be a somewhat difficult matter. The first success in
this direction was attained by Messrs. Farmer and Woodman, in
1856. In this repeater (fig. 243) a simple latch or hook is em
ployed to prevent the circuit on which the transmitting operator
is working from being broken by the action of the repeating
lever belonging to the other circuit In the figure the eastern
and western main circuits are both represented as closed. The
sounders R R' are operated by local circuits from the relays
M M' in the usual manner, but these have been omitted in the
figure to avoid confusion of lines. The eastern main circuit
enters at the right, passing through the relay M' to the flat
spring / contact point P and main battery or earth at G. The
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western main circuit is similarly connected on the other side.
If the flat spring / be lifted from the point P, the eastern main
circuit will be broken, and the arrangement on the other side is
the same. At the rear end of the armature lever L of the
sounder R a detent or latch d is suspended from a shaft a, to
which is also rigidly attached the arm c, the extremity of which
projects beneath the end of another arm, V, fixed upon the lever
1/ of the sounder R.' of the opposite side. The detent, shaft
and arm are retained in the position shown by means of a
delicate spiral spring, s. The opposite side of the apparatus is
arranged in precisely the same manner. By an inspection of
the diagram it will be observed, that on the side where the main
circuit is first broken, the movement of the sounder lever throws

Fig. 243.

a detent under the other one before opening the circuit connected
with it ; and when the circuit is to be closed, instead of relying
upon the prompt movement of the relay to prevent a false
break, the sounder lever is held in position by the detent until
the relay has actually closed the local circuit of its own sounder.
"When this has been accomplished the sounder lever is lifted
from the detent and the spring draws the latter back to its origi
nal position. The object of the flat springs /and /'is to prevent
the opposite circuit from being broken until the sounder lever
has been locked by the detent, but the device incidentally serves
another very important purpose, as it prevents in a great meas
ure the shortening of the signals which would otherwise take
place in the transmission from one circuit to the other, and
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which formed a serious defect in Bulkley's repeater, especially
when the signals passed through anumber of them in succession.
The principal defect in the practical operation of this re
peater arises from the fact that the pressure of the armature lever
L upon the latch d causes the detention of the latter until the
relay magnet of the receiving circuit becomes sufficiently
charged to draw its armature forward, which movement is fol
lowed, of course, by the closing of the local circuit and release of
the latch. Therefore, any desirable tension of the relay spring
cannot change the result in this respect In breaking, however,
the distant receiving station must open the circuit at the precise
instant when the latch is free (or not under the extremity of the
sounder lever), otherwise the object cannot be accomplished,
although the circuit may be held open for an indefinite time.
Inasmuch as the proportion of time during which the sounder
lever and latch are locked depends upon the relative tension of
the relay spring on the receiving side, it follows that oftentimes
great skill must be exercised by the distant receiving operator,
in order to throw in a break at the right moment
The custom was, in the use of this repeater, to make a succes
sion of dots, until one of the intervening breaks chanced to make
a hit, but the loss of time and uncertainty in this respect caused
the abandonment of the system.
In 1853 Mr. George B. nicks patented a very ingenious
automatic repeater, which is, in fact, a button repeater with a
self-acting button or circuit changer. It is shown in fig. 244.
The apparatus consists of two relay magnets M and M', two
sounders S and S', operated by means of local batteries B and B'
in the usual manner, and an automatic circuit changer I, actuated
by two local magnets L L'. The main circuit of each line, east
and west, is opened and closed directly by the lever of the relay of
the other line, instead of through the agency of the sounders, as in
Farmer and Woodman's plan. The eastern main circuit enters at
E, passes through the repeating points e /of the opposite relay,
and thence to the earth at G. The western main circuit pursues
a similar course from W to G'. In the drawing the circuits of
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both main lines are closed, and so also are the local circuits of
the sounders S S', while the circuit changer I is in the position
it assumes when the operator on the western line is transmitting,
the spring contact, h', forming a short circuit between the repeat
ing contact points e' andy.
Suppose, now, that the eastern operator wishes to transmit to
the west Upon the opening of his key the armature of the re
lay M' is released, breaking the local circuit of the sounder S' at
b', and immediately afterward closing upon its back contact stop
c' the local circuit through the switch magnet L. The circuit
changer or switch I being hung in the centre, responds to the
attraction of either the magnet L' or L' separately. The local
circuit of the switch magnet L may be traced by the dotted line
from c' through s, p and L to the local battery B', and thence
back to the armature lever a'. The magnet L attracts the left
hand end of the circuit changer I, and the contact spring h,
which had been pressing against the insulating piece of hard
rubber, forms a connection with the insulated metallic plate
above it, upon the end of the lever /, thus changing the course
of the eastern main line directly to the ground by the wire G,
instead of passing through e,/and h, while precisely the reverse
operation takes place at the other end of the circuit changer Z,
and the eastern relay breaks and closes the circuit of the west
ern line at e' f. The main batteries are usually placed between
the springs h h! and the earth at G and G'.
About a year after the above apparatus was patented by
Hicks, another automatic repeater, upon a new principle, was in
vented by Mr. James J. Clark. He made use of an additional
local magnet for essentially the same purpose as the detent of
Farmer and Woodman's apparatus. Fig. 245 shows the ar
rangement of the parts. The western main line W passes
through the relay magnet M, thence to the flat spring f, contact
point s\ and finally to the main battery or earth at G. The
eastern main line E is connected in the same manner through
the corresponding parts on the opposide side of the apparatus.
The springs f f are insulated from the sounder levers IV by
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small pieces of hard rubber. The arrangement of the ordinary
local circuits needs no explanation. The wires are omitted in
the figure to avoid confusion. The levers a a' of the relays M

Fi>j. 245.

Fig. 246.

M' are prolonged a short distance below their fulcrums, and local
magnets L L' are go placed as to act upon armatures at the lower
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end of each lever, as clearly shown in the figure. It will be ap
parent that the action of these local magnets upon the levers will
be the same as that of the relay magnets M M'. By tracing the
circuit from the additional or extra local battery B, it will be
seen that it is so arranged that the closing stroke of the sounder
E, diverts the current from the local magnet 1/ by forming a
shunt of no appreciable resistance by the way of I and p'. The
other local battery B' is connected in the same way. The mode
of operation of the apparatus is obvious. When the circuit is
broken on either side, the sounder lever rises and throws the
local current through the holding magnet of the opposite relay
before breaking the opposite main circuit, and thus the relay in
the second circuit is prevented from interrupting the operator of
the first circuit
A magnetic adjusting repeater was patented in 1862 by Mr.
Hicks, in which the auxiliary local batteries and magnets of Mr.
Clark were made use of, but were quite differently arranged.
The auxiliary magnets L L' (fig. 246) were placed so as to act
upon the armature levers of the relays M M' in an opposite di
rection. These magnets are movable by means of adjusting
screws d d', and they are used in the place of a retracting spring
for the purpose of adjusting the relay armatures a a'. The
circuits of the auxiliary local batteries B B', shown in dotted
lines, pass through the sounder levers I I', the contact points p
p', aud thence to the auxiliary magnets L L' on the opposite
side of the apparatus. These magnets are adjusted at such a
distance from the armatures a a' that their attraction is not suffi
cient to overcome that of the magnets M M', unless the main
circuit is broken. When this occurs, the armature lever on that
side is drawn back against the contact point c or c', as the case
may be, by the action of the auxiliary magnet, which, however,
shunts itself by this means whenever the armature lever touches
the contact point The magnetism in L being thus destroyed,
the spring s tends to draw the armature forward again, but the
forward movement breaks the shunt connection at c, and thus
the magnetism in L is restored. The tension of the spring s
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being but just sufficient to overcome the inertia of the lever a,
and thus draw it away from the point c when there is no oppos
ing force, the lever vibrates to and fro on this point through such
a small space and with such rapidity that the armature is always
ready to obey instantly the slightest impulse caused by the at
traction of the relay magnet The manner in which the appa
ratus operates will be readily understood. If the circuit is
broken, for instance, on the western line, the armature a is re
leased by the relay magnet M, and is drawn back by the attrac
tion of L. This opens the local circuit of the sounder magnet R,
which first breaks the auxiliary local circuit of the eastern relay
at p, and then the eastern main circuit atfg. The armature of
the eastern relay M' does not, however, fall off when the main
circuit is broken, being held in place by the tension of the spring
s', which is free to act, being no longer op1rosed by the attraction
of L'. -When the western main circuit is closed the operation is
reversed.
Each of the repeaters which have thus far been described, has
been used to a greater or less extent upon the telegraph lines in
the United States. Each successive one, being in some respect
an improvement over its predecessors, has partially or wholly
superseded them, only to be in turn set aside in favor of some
later and more perfect invention of the same kind. As we have
seen, various devices have been applied to render the closed cir
cuit repeater automatic in its action. These have been found to
operate successfully, provided the lines be so nearly free from
escape as to allow the armatures of the relay magnets on each
side of the repeater to work in unison ; but it becomes a more
difficult matter in working very long circuits, or over escapes
necessitating high relative tension of the relay springs.
The chief difficulty encountered by automatic repeaters is
that of so arranging them as to continue a holding device in
operation for such length of time, after the closing of the circuit
by the sending operator, as will enable the relay itself to control
and close its armature by attraction, thus providing against a
false break upon its removal.
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In consideration of the conditions under which repeaters are
really valuable, this feature is of vital importance.
No false breaks can occur from this cause in the use of Far
mer and Woodman's repeater, and from this fact the invention
seemed for a time likely to prove a final solution of the repeater
problem ; but experience demonstrated that the means by which
the desired object was attained introduced another difficulty,
which rendered the repeater exceedingly difficult to operate, and
which had the effect of preventing its general adoption. This
defect has already been alluded to in the description of this re
peater on page 464.
About the year 1864 a repeater was invented by Mr. G. F.
Milliken, in which the defect to which we have referred, as being
generally found in automatic repeaters, is entirely obviated,
without the introduction of any feature detrimental to its opera
tion in other respects, by a novel arrangement or application of
the auxiliary local magnet first introduced by Clark, the arma
ture lever of which, when drawn back by its spring against the
lever of the relay with which it is placed in mechanical combina
tion, prevents the movement of the latter, when the main circuit
through the relay is broken. The adjustment of these auxiliary
local magnets and of their armature springs being entirely inde
pendent from that of the relays, it is only necessary that such
springs be actually and relatively stronger than those of the re
lays with which they are mechanically combined.
By this means false breaks, arising from any required tension
of the relay spring on the receiving side of the repeater, are
effectually prevented, as will be seen by the following descrip
tion of its construction and operation :
Fig. 247 represents the apparatus employed and shows the
connections between its parts, with the exception of those of the
ordinary local circuits, to which reference is not here necessary,
the relay on each side operating its sounder in the usual manner.
The course of the auxiliary local circuits is shown by dotted
lines. The auxiliary local magnet on each side is placed in a
position opposite to the relay and at a convenient height, so that
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its armature lever, when drawn back, may press against that of
the relay, as shown in fig. 248.
R and R' represent the relay or receiving magnets, placed in
the main circuits, which connect the batteries and earth G' and
G through the repeating points V and I of the opposite sounders,
respectively.
LM and LM' are the local sounder magnets, each operated by
the relay on the same side.
L and L' are auxiliary local magnets, operated respectively by
the movement of the opposite sounder levers IF and H, as indi
cated by the dotted lines E and E'.

Fiy. 14

Now, if the western main circuit be broken at a distant
station, the movement of the armature lever a of the relay R
breaks the local circuit of the sounder LM at b, causing the
sounder lever H to break the extra local circuit E' at p, thus
allowing the armature lever d' to be drawn by the spring r'
against the extremity of the relay armature a'. The same move
ment of the sounder lever H also breaks, at substantially the
same time, the eastern main circuit at I, but the lever a' is pre
vented from being drawn back, and thereby causing a break in
the western main circuit I, by the tension of the spring r', which
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Fig. 248.
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is so adjusted as to effect the release of the armature d' from the
attraction of the magnet L' before the armature a', is released
from that of the relay magnet R', the spring r' being also of
sufficient strength to hold the armatures against the stop b' in
opposition to spring h'.
If now the western circuit be again closed, the return of the
armature lever a by the attraction of the relay magnet R closes
the local circuit on that side of the repeater, followed by the
closing of the eastern main circuit at I, and also of the extra
local circuit E' at p. The relay armature lever a' being again
attracted by the relay magnet R', upon the closing of the eastern
circuit, no longer requires to be mechanically held against the
stop b' by the armature lever d', and it is therefore Grawn against
the stop c' by attraction of the extra local magnet L' consequent
upon the closing of its circuit E' ; but in thus returning the re
peater to its normal position, it must be understood that in case
the spring h' is of high relative tension, such tension being neces
sary in order that a break may be received at the relay R' from
the distant eastern station, a corresponding increased relative
tension must be given to the spring r', otherwise, the extra local
magnet L' will become sufficiently charged to overcome the
spring r' and so draw away the armature lever d' before the re
lay magnet R' becomes charged to the extent necessary in order
to hold its armature a' in place, in which case it will be momen
tarily released and a false break ensue from a reverse action of
the repeater. This forward movement of armature lever d' may,
however, be retarded to any necessary degree, by a proper ten
sion of the spring r', even though it be held almost constantly
against the armature lever a', and yet a break from the distant
eastern station be promptly effective, provided the relay R' be
properly adjusted to receive it For instance, the distant receiv
ing station breaks. We will suppose the western circuit to have
been open at that instant, at the key of the sending operator.
Instantly, upon closing it, the relay R closes its local eircuit, fol
lowed by the closing of the extra local circuit E' at p. The
eastern main circuit, however, being open at the distant office,
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the armature lever a' will be drawn back instantly upon the first
forward movement of armature d'. Thus the action of the re
peater may be reversed ; it being understood, of course, that its
opposite parts may be operated in precisely the same manner.
It should be remembered, that in closing the main circuits at
I and V by movement of armature levers H and H', springs are
used for the purpose on account of the additional contacts neces
sary to be made by the same levers, at their opposite extremities.
Inasmuch as by this arrangement the main circuit is closed be
fore that of the extra local, and remains closed an instant longer,
it may be regarded as favorable to the action of the repeater,
although not essential, its successful operation being entirely due
to the principle applied, which is, that the ratio of the resistance
of the extra local armature spring to the attractive force of its
magnet is greater than the ratio of the resistance of the relay
armature spring to the attractive force of the relay magnet, the
combination being as shown in the diagram.
It is not, therefore, necessary to allow full play to the sounder
levers, for the purpose of gaining time between the closing of
the main and extra local circuits. On the contrary, they should
have the least possible movement, with due regard to securing
perfect connections at the spring contact points, and to conveni
ence in reading.
Figs. 248 and 249 will illustrate the connections from the
helices, contact points and switches, to binding screws arranged
upon the base boards. The relay and its sounder of one side of
the repeater are designated in the description by the letter A,
and those of the other side by the letter B, by which plan the
connection: of the full repeater may be represented in drawings
of one side only.
L and L, in fig. 248, are binding screws connecting respectively
with the stop b and armature lever a, forming the contact points
of the ordinary local circuit
L and L, fig. 249, are also local circuit binding screws, con
necting with the sounder coils L M, these four binding screws
being connected together on the A side of the apparatus with a
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local battery, in the same manner as those of an ordinary relay
and sounder.

Duplicate connections are made at and between the other relay
and sounder, consequently ihe relay of fig. 24S A operates the
sounder of fig. 249 A, and the relay of fig. 249 B that of fig. 248 B.
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Binding screws 1 and 2, fig. 248 A, are the terminals of relay
coils li, and connect by wires, one with the key, thence to line,
and the other with the binding screw 1, fig. 249 B ; thence, through
the post and contact points formed by the adjustable screw C
and spring s (the latter being insulated from the sounder lever
H) ; thence by the spiral connecting wire, to the binding screw
2, at which point the circuit is completed by connection with
battery and earth.
Binding screws 3 and 4, fig. 248 A, are the terminals of the
auxiliary local coils E, and connect, one with a battery of one
Grove cell or its equivalent, and the other by a connecting wire,
with binding screw 4, fig. 249 B ; thence through the post and con
tact points formed by the adjustable screw R, and sounder lever
H ; thence by the middle post to binding screw 3, which, being
connected to the other pole of the Grove cell, completes the
auxiliary local circuit
The main and auxiliary local circuit connections between the
binding screws of fig. 248 B and those of fig. 249 A are made in a
similar manner to those described, referring to the same num
bers ; the internal connections being, of course, the same.
The switches B and B', fig. 249, are used only for the purpose
of connecting across "the contact points of the main and auxiliary
local circuits, when desirable to use each side of the repeater as
an ordinary relay and sounder. One point of switch B, there
fore, connects with binding screw 1, and the other with binding
screw 2.
One point of switch B' connects with binding screw 3, and the
other with 4, this arrangement being the same on each side.
We have described Milliken's repeater at considerable length,
for the reason that as it is much more generally used at the
present day than any other, it is desirable that its principle and
mode of operations should be understood by those engaged in
the telegraphic service.
Experience shows that the armatures of the auxiliary local
magnets need adjustment but seldom if the local batteries are in
good working condition. The relays of the repeater are managed
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in exactly the same manner as an ordinary relay. The sounder
levers should have about the usual amount of play, but the ten
sion of the retracting springs of the sounders .should be very
moderate, only a little more than enough to raise the armature
when released by the magnet When working most efficiently
the apparatus usually has what may be termed a dragging sound.
If the relays are properly adjusted the opposite side will always
be able to break without difficulty, especially if the circuit is
opened for about two seconds, as it should be, by the receiving
operator.
More recently a repeater has been invented by Mr. Gerritt
Smith, which may be considered an improvement upon the
principle of Farmer^ Woodman's apparatus, described on page
462. It is, however, not only more simple in its construction
but more positive in its action, and has proved to be free from
the objections which, as we have stated, led to the abandonment
of that apparatus. In Mr. Smith's arrangement, the opening of
the eastern relay, for example, opens the local circuit of its own
sounder. The lever of this sounder when released, by means of
a»projecting arm, mechanically locks the.armature of the west
ern relay before breaking the western main circuit, which is
done by a spring contact, as in the other repeaters which have
been described. In practice this plan has given very excellent
result&

CHAPTER XXXI.
THE EUROPEAN MORSE TELEGRAPH.

In the spring of 1838 Morse visited Europe, taking with him
a set of his telegraphic apparatus, for the purpose of obtaining
patents in England and France, and of endeavoring to make
arrangements lor the practical introduction of his invention
abroad. In the latter respect, however, he was unsuccessful.
The following year he returned, and devoted himself to the pro
secution of his enterprise in the United States, until his efforts
were rewarded by the completiou and successful practical opera
tion of the first line between Baltimore and Washington, in 1844,
as detailed in the preceding chapter.
In 1845 Mr. C. J. Fleischmann exhibited the Morse apparatus
to the Emperor of Austria at Vienna, the result of which was
that it was officially adopted by the Austrian Government In
1848 two Americans, Messrs. C. Robinson and C. L. Chapin,
built a line from Hamburg to Cuxhaven, at the mouth of the
Elbe, a distance of ninety miles, which was operated upon the
American plan, with Morse's apparatus, and used for reporting
marine news. Some years prior to this date Steinheil's apparatus
had been adopted by the Bavarian Government, but little or
nothing had been done towards putting it in actual operation
beyond the construction of a short line between Munich end
Augsburg. W. Fardlcy, of England, had also succeeded in
introducing "Wheatstone's dial apparatus to a limited extent on
several of the railways of North Germany. This instrument
was only capable of being worked at a-very slow rate of speed,
and for comparatively short distances, in both of which respects
it was far inferior to the Morse apparatus. The superior effi
ciency of the latter in working direct through long distances
depended mainly upon the application of the relay and local
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circuit This improvement was used ou the Hamburg line,
although its existence was at that time carefully kept secret,
doubtless for the reason that, if made known, it might have been
employed to increase the efficiency of rival systems. In 1849
Robinson and Chapin undertook the equipment of a line between
Berlin and Vienna. During that year Steinheil was commissioned
by the Bavarian Government to travel through Germany and ex
amine the different systems of telegraphy then in operation, in
order to determine which was best adapted for use in that
country. In the course of his investigation he visited the line
between Hamburg and Cuxhaven, above referred to. After his
return home he received an appointment from the Austrian
Government in the Ministry of Commerce, for the purpose of
permanently organizing the telegraphic system of that empire.
In October, 1851, a convention of deputies from the German
States of Austria, Prussia, Bavaria, Wurtemberg and Saxony
met at Vienna, for the purpose of establishing a common and
uniform telegraphic system, under the name of the GermanAustrian Telegraph Union. The various systems of telegraphy
then in use were subjected to the most thorough examination
and discussion. The convention decided with great unanimity
that the Morse system was practically far superior to all others,
and it was accordingly adopted. Prof. Steinheil, although him
self, as we have seen, the inventor of a telegraphic system, with
a magnanimity that does him high hoiior, strongly urged upon
the convention the adoption of the American system, on the
ground of its intrinsic superiority, not only to his own but to
all others. The inconvenience of the spaced letters in Morse's
original alphabet, which has already been referred to in con
nection with the description of the American system, had been
avoided in Germany from the outset A modified alphabet had
been arranged by Dr. Clemens Gerke, a telegraphic engineer of
Hamburg, which was used on the earliest lines of North Germanv,
and another and different one had been employed on the Bavarian
and Austrian lines by Steinheil. The Vienna Convention, among
other measures, adopted a new and uniform international alpha-
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betical code, which has since become universal in all parts of the
world where the Morse apparatus is used, except in America.
The arrangement of this alphabet is as follows :
LETTERS.

A
B
C
D
E F
G
H
I -J
K

L
M
K
O
P
Q
E
S
T U
V

W
X
Y
Z
Ch
A
0
t
£
ST •

NUMERALS.

2

5
7
PUNCTUATION, ETC.

Period (.)
Comma (,)
Query (?)
Exclamation (!)
Apostrophe (')
Hyphen (-)
Fresh paragraph,
Inverted commas,

9

THE INTERNATIONAL ALPHABET.

Parenthesis,
Understand,
I don't understand,
Wait,
Erase,
Call signal,
End of message,
Cleared out all right,
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The accented e" is important in French to distinguish between
the past participle and the present tense. The apostrophe is
equally necessary in French, thus: C'est, 1' intention, de 1'
Empereur, eta
The a 6 ii are important in German.
The Spanish n is seldom used.
The period (.) is generally written in three pairs, the mind
counting 3 more easily than 6, thus :
The erasure is frequently divided into 3 threes, and for the
same reason, thus :
It is used as follows :
Suppose the operator to have mispelled a word, he gives the
nine dots (the erasure signal), goes back to the word before the
error, repeats it, and continues.
In compiling the above alphabetical code, the characters for
C, F, L and R were taken from Gerke's alphabet ; O and P from
Steinheil's ; the letter X and the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 from that
introduced by M. Lefferts on the American Bain lines in 1849 ;
while the numerals 6, 7, 8 and 9, also taken from this alphabet,
were arranged in reverse order for the reason given below. The
remaining alphabetical characters of the American alphabet were
preserved. It will be noticed that in the international code each
numeral is composed of five elements, systematically arranged,
the first half checking the second half of the character, and so
31
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rendering them as free from ambiguity as they are easy of recol
lection by the mind. There are thirty-two characters in the in
ternational alphabet, those in addition to the ordinary twenty-six
being necessary to cover peculiarities in the French, German
and Spanish languages.
THE REGISTER.

The Morse apparatus first used on the Continent, in 1849-50,
was copied very closely after the American instruments of that
period, specimens of which had been brought from the United
States by Messrs. Robinson and Chapin. Fig. 250 represents
one of the registers first used, which is so nearly identical with
some of the American instruments illustrated in the preceding
chapter as to require no detailed description. Instead of the
weight formerly used in the American pattern a coiled spring is
made use of to drive the wheel work. In the register illustrated
in fig. 251 the weight is used, but is suspended upon an endless
chain, so that it can be wound up without stopping the machinery.
Fig. 252 represents a register of Siemens and Ilalske's design, in
which the wheel work is protected from dust by being enclosed
in a combined brass and glass case. The rollers which carry
the paper strip are placed upon the side of the instrument instead
of at the top, and this renders it much easier to start the paper
than in the former arrangement Fig. 253 represents an instru
ment designed and constructed by Siemens and Halske, which
was formerly extensively used in the telegraph lines of Russia,
Denmark and Hanover. The movement of the writing lever is
effected by the attraction of the opposite poles of two electro
magnets, rendered active by the same currents, m m' are two
straight electro-magnets; the core of m' is furnished with a
soft iron pole-piece or continuation r on each of its poles ; the
core of m is supported between two screw-points and is also
furnished at each end with a pole-piece p, ending in a facing
opposite to and of the same size as r. Between the two polepieces p p is a frame carrying the writing lever. The ends of
the coils of the electro-magnets a b and a' b' are electrically
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connected with the terminals A and B. The attraction of
these four poles in the same sense renders the instrument
extremely delicate, and the force with which the poles tend to
approach each other being very great, ample power is given for
recording the signals perfectly.
In the earlier experiments of Morse, as far back as 1836,
methods of marking the paper by the direct action of the
armature lever were tried by him. Not only a common lead

Fig. 251.

pencil, but fountain pens of various kinds, and a small printing
wheel or roller was employed at different times. The latter,
together with a sponge which was placed in contact with it for
the purpose of supplying it with ink, were mounted upon the
armature lever above the paper strip. All these devices were
used with more or less success, but were finally abandoned in
favor of the style or steel point, by which the characters are
embossed upon the paper.

THE REGISTER.

Fig. 252.
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The embossing register had been in use but a few years on
the lines of the German-Austrian Union before numerous ex
periments were made, with a view of substituting for it some
effective and convenient method of recording by means of ink,
or some similar coloring matter. The earliest apparatus of this
kind which appears to have been practically successful was that
of Thomas John, of Prague, an assistant engineer in the Austrian

Fig. 253.

telegraph service, which was first used in the Central Tele
graph Station in Vienna in 1854. It differed from the original
plan of Morse in several respects. The marks were made upon
the paper by means of a small printing wheel kept constantly
revolving in a dish of colored fluid, and pressed gently against
the paper when the armature of the electro-magnet was attracted.
The object of John's arrangement was to lessen the force re
quired for marking the paper, so that the instrument might be
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worked directly in the main circuit without the use of relays
and local batteries. In this respect the apparatus, at least with
its numerous subsequent improvements, has been a complete
success.
John's arrangement was afterwards taken to Paris, where it
underwent important modifications by Digney, which not only
simplified its construction but greatly improved its working.

Fig. 254.

The Digney ink writer is shown in fig. 254, in the form in
which it is extensively used in Europe. The clock work is
driven by a coiled main spring, and is enclosed within a brass
case S S, which protects it from dust and injury.
On the sides of the case, in front, are the paper rollers W and
Wt, the former being carried by the mechanism and the latter
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by friction. The paper strip p passes between these rollers, and
the pressure of the upper upon the lower roller is regulated by
a spring which is adjustable by means of the screw Z.
When a strip of paper p is to be inserted, the end is taken
from the roll on the paper reel P, passed through the slit g, and
under the guide-pulley t, thence under the printing wheel a, and
between the paper rollers W and Wt, the latter being lifted for
the purpose by means of a lever q when shoved to the left
After passing between the rollers the paper moves along the
slide e. The electro-magnet is seen at E ; o is its armature, and
n n1 the writing lever. The latter is firmly attached to the
armature and turns upon an axis at d. It is provided with a
retracting spring E, adjustable by means of the screw F.
When the armature is attracted to the poles of the electro
magnet, a knife-edge, which forms the end of the spring nj is
raised, and lifts the paper against the printing wheel a, which
revolves in the opposite direction to the movement of the paper,
against which it rubs so long as the armature is attracted. When
the current ceases, the spring E pulls back the lever, and the
paper strip is removed from contact with the wheel a. The ink
roller t is of felt or flannel, is occasionally moistened with fresh
oil color, black or blue, by means of a brush. The printing
wheel a, which has quite a sharp edge, revolves in contact with
the ink roller, and is by this means kept constantly supplied
with ink. The screw stops m and mj regulate the play of the
armature lever. The brake j serves to start and stop the clock
work when a communication is to be received.
The roller t does not require to be inked oftencr than once a
day, even when the instrument is constantly at work. The
clock work is arranged to run about an hour, and to carry the
paper along at the rate of four feet per minute. The paper strip
is quite narrow, and is only used once.
This instrument, working as it does without the aid of relays
or local batteries on lines of ordinary length, has become a great
favorite with the telegraphic employe's in all parts of Europe.
The deciphering of the characters when written in ink is much
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less fatiguing than when they are embossed, especially if the
light is at all imperfect The Digney instrument has given such
satisfaction to the French Administration that it has been
adopted by them for use on all the government lines both in
France and in the Colonies. The satisfactory operation of the
Digney instrument is, no doubt, due in a great measure to the
nice discrimination between the sizes of the movable and fixed
portions of the apparatus, which has graatly reduced the inertia
of the armature lever, etc., while retaining abundant strength to
effect the marking with distinctness.
A series of interesting experiments was made by M. Guillemin, in 1862, in order to determine the maximum number of
elementary signals, and from this the number of words it was
capable of recording in a given time. He employed a transmit
ting apparatus, consisting of four wheels mounted upon a common
axis; the first of which transmitted dots, the second dashes,
whilst the two others served to discharge the static electricity
from the line after each signal.
The words France and Pari*, which, in the Morse alphabet,
represent an average of the length of the words in the language,
were repeated in a line of 470 miles in fine weather thirty times
per minute, and in wet weather he easily attained the rate of
forty words per minute. On a line of 280 miles the speed of
recording was augmented to seventy-five words per minute.
Another style of French ink-writer is arranged with an end
less chain in place of the printing roller a, running over two
pulleys moved by the clock work of the apparatus. It receives
the ink from a roller placed above it, as in Digney's instrument,
and, in like manner, the paper is pressed against it by the arma
ture lever.
The ink-writer of Siemens and Halske, which is represented
in fig. 255, is very largely used in Germany, and also on the
government telegraph lines in Great Britain and India. It is
regarded as an improvement upon the apparatus of Digney, in
which the writing is sometimes rendered indistinct by the thick
ening of the ink upon the roller in warm weather ; it is liable,
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Fig. 265
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also, to be blotted when the ink upon the roller is being re
newed, unless considerable care is exercised. In the SiemensHalske instrument these difficulties seem to be completely over
come. The principal difference between this apparatus and that
of Digney consists in the arrangement of the printing apparatus.
The parts are, in fact, reversed. The printing wheel revolves
with its lever half immersed in a dish of coloring liquid, while it
is lifted by the action of the armature up against the paper which
runs above it, instead of the paper being moved against the print
ing wheel. This was, in fact, Johns original mechanical arrange
ment, but was, of course, but incompletely worked out by him at
that early day.
The clock-work is enclosed in a case with brass sides, having
plates of glass inserted at the top and ends, and is driven by a
coiled main spring, which is wound up by the key A. The
paper strip passes from the reel P around the guide pulleys 1, 2,
3 and 4, and thence between the paper rollers w and w1 and so
out The roller w is carried by the clock-work at a uniform
speed, while wl presses against it and is carried by friction. The
latter may be lifted by the handle d in order to insert the paper
conveniently. The inking wheel J is also caused to revolve by
the clock-work, its axis being arranged as shown in fig. 256, a
swivel joint U connecting it with the frame S S, so that it may
be lifted by the armature without interfering in the least with
the continuous revolution which is imparted to it through the
pinion. The armature o of the electro-magnet Et E is at
tached to the lever C, which turns upon an axis at B. The arm
Ct, attached to the lever C, takes hold of the arbor of the print
ing wheel J, as shown in fig. 256, and raises the latter when
ever the electro-magnet attracts its armature. The inking wheel
J, whenever it is lifted, revolves with its lower half in the ink
reservoir L L, which is filled through an opening beneath the
cover I. A spring 6, fixed upon the writing lever Ct, is arranged
with its free end almost in contact with the periphery of the
wheel J, for the purpose of removing therefrom any superfluous
ink.

S
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The retracting spring of the lever C is attached to an arm h,
and adjusted by a screw/ as in the American instruments. The
clock-work is stopped and started by means of a friction brake,
II. As this apparatus is intended to work on the main circuit,
the electro-magnet E Et is also made movable, like that of a
relay, the adjustment being effected by a lever beneath the base
controlled by the screw g.
When a coiled spring is employed instead of a weight as the
moving power of a Morse register, it is desirable that some
means should be provided which will enable a new spring to
be substituted for a damaged or broken one without much loss

Fig.25&

of time. This is accomplished by means of an attachment
invented by Gurlt a mechanician of Berlin. The main driving
wheel of the clock-work is fixed to a hollow axis B, fig. 258,
within which is placed the steel arbor A, fig. 257. The
enlarged portion C of the hollow axis projects outside the case
of the apparatus, and is formed with a projection E, which fits
into a corresponding recess in the hub i of the spring box in
fig. 257. The latter is then secured in position by screwing the
handle K upon the thread formed upon the end of the arbor A
at r. Thus, if the main-spring of an instrument breaks, it is
only necessary to unscrew the handle K and take off the spring
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box, replace it with a spare one, and screw the handle on again,
which can be done in a few moments. This arrangement is
very generally used upon the best European instruments.
The recording instrument is sometimes provided with a selfstarting and stopping device, by which means a despatch may
be written out at a distant station in the absence of the operator.
The earliest device of this kind was that used by Morse on
the experimental line between Baltimore and Washington, and
which has been referred to on page 428. The arrangement

II

Fig. 257.

employed by Siemens and Halske is shown in fig. 259. A
separate electro-magnet A B, called the releasing magnet, is
placed near the electro-magnet which operates the writing lever
of the register, and in the same circuit The armature C of the
releasing magnet is carried by a lever which turns upon an
arbor at H. At the other end of the lever is a friction spring
O E, which, when the electro-magnet A B is inactive, presses
upon the -brake wheel F by means of a weight The brake
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wheel being on the last axis of the wheel-work of the register,
the latter is stopped by the friction whenever the circuit of the
electro-magnet A B, and of the register magnet is open. When,
however, the armature is attracted, the friction spring E is
raised from F, and the wheel-work of the register starts ; a boot
I hanging from the lever and resting upon the periphery of the
revolving drum M, is lifted up, and continues to dance upon the
rim by the friction of the moving drum. When the current
ceases the armature is released, and the boot, descending upon
the drum M, is carried along by the rotation of the latter in the
direction of the arrow, but does not permit the spring E to drop
down and stop the wheel -work until some seconds after the

Fig. 259.

cessation of the last current The drum M is placed upon one
of the slower moving axes of the train.
Another device of this kind, which has proved very satis
factory in practice, is shown in fig. 260. The electro-magnet
M M, armature m, writing lever b, and wheel-work are arranged
in the usual manner. On the second axis r, which carries the
pinion which gears into the large spring-wheel R, is a small
cylindrical box z, which encloses a movable steel disk with a
projecting catch n. The centre of the steel disk is bored out
in order to accommodate a spiral spring (see fig. 262), which
tends to press the catch n in the direction of the arrow, against
the sides of the recess through which it projects. The lever xp
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(fig. 260) turns upon the axis o o, its upper end x being con
stantly drawn to the right by the action of the spring q. The
lower end of the lever is jointed at p to a rod p q, which termi-

Fig. 2C0.

nates in an elastic brake v, capable of stopping the wheel-work
by friction against the brake wheel u on the last axis of the
train, whenever brought into contact with it The lever G H I
and friction brake K is the ordinary arrangement for stopping

■f^

Fig. 261.

Fig. 262.

and starting the machinery by hand. A bent arm c d e is fixed
upon the arbor a a of the writing lever b, which terminates at e
in a flat surface, in which two pins are inserted. Between these
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pins and above e passes the detent lever x y, ending in a hook
y, which takes hold of the catch n, previously referred to, when
the adjusting screw/ is properly regulated. The principle of
the action will be readily understood by reference to the
diagram, fig. 262, which represents the apparatus at rest The
first movement of the armature throws up the detent lever x y
and releases it from the catch n, whereupon by the action of the
spring q the brake v is instantly removed from the drum u, and
the clock-work starts. When the message is completed and the
detent y comes to rest, the catch u is gradually carried round in
the direction of the arrow in fig. 261, until it comes into the
position shown in fig. 262, and again stops the machinery.
THE KEY.

The telegraph lines in Europe are usually worked on what is
termed the open circuit arrangement, the details of which will
be more fully described hereafter. Two different systems of
working are employed in connection with the open circuit, viz.,
the single current and the double current system. The former
is used principally in Germany and elsewhere on the Continent,
while the latter is much used in Great Britain and India,
especially for long circuits. The single current key simply
opens and closes the circuit of the battery, sending to the line
each time it is closed a current of the same polarity and in
terrupting it when opened. By reference to fig. 263 it will be
seen that the single current key for open circuits, sometimes
called a three point key, differs in its connections from the
American or closed circuit key described on pages 442-443,
being provided with two sets of contact points a a' and c c', the
former being closed when the key is depressed and the latter
when it is raised. The key is normally retained in this position
by the action of the spring/', and is then said to be open. The
points a a' are termed the front or working contact, and c c' the
back or resting contact The axis of the key b is usually con
nected with the line L, as shown in fig. 264, the rear contact
with the instrument, and thence to the earth, while the front
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Fig. 267.
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contact is connected with one pole of the battery. When
describing or referring to the key in connection with other parts
of the apparatus, it is customary as a matter of convenience to
represent it in the manner shown in fig. 264 or 265. The front
or working contact is always indicated by the letter a, the axis
of the lever by b, and the back or resting contact by c. The
exact form of the key is of course various, different manu
facturers having different patterns. Fig. 266 shows the con
struction now generally adopted by the European manufac
turers, in which the lever is straight instead of curved, as in
fig. 263.
Fig. 267 represents a form of key which is much used on the
Austrian lines, which is provided with a battery switch or com
mutator. The arrangement of the connections will be readily
understood by reference to the diagram or plan view, fig. 268By inserting the spring peg shown in fig. 269 in the appropriate
hole in the commutator, any required proportion of the main
battery L B may be placed in connection with the working
contact a of the key.
The double current key. which is used for long circuits in Eng
land, India and other countries, is so arranged as to completely
reverse the battery after each signal ; that is to say, instead of the
spaces between the signals being formed by merely breaking the
circuit, a reverse current is sent into the line, so that the battery
when working is always connected to the line in one direction
or the other. Fig. 270 shows the arrangement of the double
current key usually employed in England. The line wire is
attached to binding post 3 ; the ground wire and one side of a
polarized relay to 7, the other side of the relay being connected
to 4 The positive pole of the battery is connected with the
binding post C, and the negative pole with Z. L L' are two
levers, insulated from each other, and moving upon the same
fulcrum by pressing upon the knob attached to L'. s s'" are
two insulated springs connected with Z, and $' s" are two
similar springs connected with C. When the knob of the key
is depressed a positive current is transmitted through the spring
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s' along the lever L' to button o, thence by switch S' and screw
post 3 to line ; and a negative current is sent through spring s
along the lever L to button q, thence by switch S" and screw post
7 to earth and one side of the relay, the other side of the relay
being connected with screw post 4 and button p, which is dis
connected when the switch S is turned to send.
When the knob of the key is not depressed the levers L and
L' rest upon springs s" and s'". "A negative current passes
from spring s'" to lever L', and thence to button o and switch S'
to screw post 3 to line, and a positive current passes from spring
s" to lever L, button q, switch S", and screw post 7 to earth.
Thus the line is always charged either with a positive or
negative current, whether the key is raised or depressed.
When the switch is turned to receive, the battery is discon
nected ; the current from the line enters at screw post 3, passes
to switch S', button p, screw post 4, and thence to the relay and
ground. When the switch is turned to send, the line wire is
disconnected from the receiving apparatus, and the receiving
operator cannot stop the sender until the switch is turned from
send to receive. Sometimes a tell-tale galvanometer is used,
wound with two separate wires, one of them in the sending and
the other in the receiving circuit In sending the receiving coil
is switched out of circuit, but the sending coil is affected by
both out-going and in-coming signals, and the breaks of the
receiving station arc readily felt
Fig. 271 shows a key intended for working a line on the
Morse system by means of alternate positive and negative
currents generated by an induction apparatus, dispensing alto
gether with the main batteries. It differs from the ordinary
key merely in being provided with two front or working con
tacts a and b, one of which a is fixed upon a spring B, and
when the key is depressed, is closed slightly in advance of the
stationary contact b. The manner in which the key is connected
will be explained in another place.
Siemens and Halske's magneto-induction key is used for the
same purpose as the preceding one, except that the induced
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currents are produced through the agency of a powerful com
bination of permanent magnets. This form of key is shown in
perspective in fig. 272. S and N are two rows of permanent
bar magnets ; the upper ones with their north ends and the
lower ones with their south ends in contact with a heavy plate
P of soft iron. The soft iron armature or inductor is as long as
the magnet system is wide, and is cut in deep longitudinal
grooves, as shown in the cross-section, fig. 273. This is mounted
upon two screw points between the poles of the magnet system,
and is capable of being oscillated in an angle of a few degrees
by means of a handle H, fig. 274 and 275, so that when this is

Fig. 275.

raised the upper edge of the armature o o comes in contact with
the south pole S of the compound magnet system, and when de
pressed the lower edge u u in like manner comes in contact with
the north pole N. The play of the lever or handle II is limited
by adjustable screws fixed in the frame A. The normal position
of the key is that shown in fig. 274, and it is maintained in that
position by the spiral spring S, attached to the triangle D. A
coil of fine insulated wire is wound longitudinally in the grooves
of the armature or inductor E, as shown in fig. 276. One end
of the coil wire of the inductor is attached to the screw k on the
terminal K, from which one connection goes to line and another
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to the screw w at the foot of the frame A. The other end of
the coil is connected with the metal frame supporting the arm
ature, and through the axis f to the upright support Q, from
which a wire is carried to the terminal t and thence to the earth.
When a current arrives while the instrument is in circuit with
the line, it passes from L by the way of R W and the upper
adjusting screw in A, through the handle II, axis_/J Q, t, to the
earth, without traversing the coil. This is the object of the con
nection between R and W. When the handle is depressed the
polarity of the armature is reversed, and a positive magnetoelectric current induced in the coil, which circulates also in the
line wire and deflects the tongue of If
the polarized relay (here

after to be described) at the receiving station, and closes the
local circuit so long as the handle is held down, and no negative
current is induced by permitting the key to return to its normal
position.
By the use of the magneto-induction key the main batteries
are entirely dispensed with, and the work is done by means of
alternate positive and negative pulsations. A polarized receiving
instrument is required, as in the case of the key used on the
lines in Great Britain, described on page 499.
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THE RELAY.

The relay first used in Germany, like the register, was very
similar in its construction to the American instrument of corres
ponding date, from which it was copied. Fig. 277 shows this
form. The upright electro-magnet M M is usually wound
with about 7,000 or 8,000 convolutions of No. 36 wire. The
different parts require no particular description, as they are
essentially the same as in the instruments described in the
D

Fig. 277.

previous chapter. The arrangement for adjusting the retracting
spring/ is somewhat peculiar. It consists of a hollow pillar S,
within which moves a steel screw having a milled head h. The
projecting arm g on this pillar slides up and down in a slot
The vertical screw passes through it, and thus by turning the
milled head h to the right or left the tension of the spring/ may
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be adjusted as required. The connections are shown in outline,
m being the line and m' the earth wire, R the register magnet
and L the local battery.
In introducing the relay into diagrams of apparatus it is often
represented in the conventional manner shown in fig. 278, in

Fig. 278.

which b b' is the armature lever, d the insulated or resting con
tact, and d' the closing or working contact L L represents the
main circuit, and the dotted lines O the local circuit

Fig. 279.

Various other forms of relays have been introduced in Europe
from time to time, some of which we will proceed to describe.
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A relay designed by Siemens and Halske, with a movable
core, but without an armature, is shown in fig. 279. The prin
ciple is the same as that of the register described on page 486.
This instrument has been much used in Russia, Denmark and
Hanover. The helices m m' are electrically connected in the
usual manner, A and B being the main binding screws. One
of the cores a; a; is stationary, the other one y y turns upon screw7
points r; both of these cores are provided with pole pieces,
which face each other as shown in the figure. The contact arm
z is rigidly attached to the movable core y y, and serves to open
and close the local circuit at the contact screws k k', the former
being insulated. The adjusting screw g regulates the tension of
the relay spring. C and D are the local connections.

Fig. 2 so.

The form shown in fig. 280 is known as the American relay,
and is so nearly identical in principle and construction with some
of those which have been already described as to require no
further explanation.
A plan or top view of Siemens and Halske's box relay is
given in fig. 281. This arrangement is much liked, owing to its
sensitiveness and convenience of adjustment The poles of the
electro-magnet terminate in rectangular pole pieces m m'. The
terminal wires of the helices are attached to the binding screws
x y. The soft iron lever or armature d turns upon a pivot in
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the end of the bracket or support h. The tension of the retract
ing spring/is regulated by means of the screw b. The working
contact e and the insulated resting contact e' are mounted upon
a carriage which is movable by means of the screw a, so that
the distance of the armature from the poles maybe adjusted; a
result which is accomplished in the American instrument by
rendering the electro-magnet itself movable. The play of the
armature is regulated by the screw e, which forms the resting
contact The local wires are attached at v and w, the connec
tions within the instrument being shown in dotted lines. The
machinery is covered by a circular piece of plate glass, set in
the top, which protects the parts from dust, and for this reason
the relay usually works in a very satisfactory manner.
SIEMENS'S POLARIZED RELAY.

This instrument is in general use in England, and in many
countries on the continent of Europe, and is regarded as an
•improvement on the ordinary Morse relay, particularly as it
does not require any adjustable spring as a retractile force.
Fig. 282 represents a plan view of this instrument, and fig. 283
the same in vertical section through the centre.
The relay consists of a steel magnet N S, bent to a right angle,
fig. 283, on whose leg N the soft iron cores n n' and the wire
coils or helices m m' of an electro-magnet are fixed, whilst at
the extreme end of the other leg S is a small soft iron bar c c',
which operates as a relay lever and armature, turning horizon
tally on its pivot B. The motion of this armature is limited by
the metallic screw D on the one side, and by the agate stud D'
on the other. (See fig. 282).
Fig. 284 represents the steel magnet N S more in detail.
On the leg of this magnet the iron coils n n' arc attached,
upon which the coils m ml are wound. The south pole S polar
izes the tongue c c'.
Fig. 285 represents the electro-magnet m m', the steel magnet
NSS, and the polarized tongue c c', in perspective.
As soft iron, when placed in contact with the pole of a mag
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net, becomes itself magnetized, and takes the same polarity as
the pole with which it is connected, it follows that when N and
S, fig. 283, represent the north and south poles of the steel mag

Fig. 283.

net, then the upper ends n n' of the iron core standing on the
north pole N likewise form permanent north poles, and for the
same reason the extreme end c' of the armature c c', which at

Pig 284.

Pig 285.

S stands on a south pole, permanently a south pole. Therefore,
the armature will be attracted equally by north poles n and n',
but if it be brought nearer to one than the other it will be held
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there, because it is under the influence of a more powerful force.
If the attraction between n and C predominates, the armature
lever will lie against the point D, and if the attraction is greater
between n' and C it will rest on the agate point D'. It is
evident that the latter position, where the local battery, which is
put in between A and B, is open, corresponds with the position
of rest of the ordinary relay.
When the key is closed at the remote station, and a line cur
rent is sent through the coils m m', one of the poles n n
becomes oppositely polarized. Suppose that this current causes
at n a north pole, and at n' a south pole, then the north magnet
ism already at n is increased, but destroyed at n'.
As the south magnetism *at c is, however, unchanged, the
attraction of n toward c is predominant, rfhd the tongue of the
lever c c' strikes against the contact screw D, and closes the local
circuit
When the line current ceases the lever still remains in con
tact with screw D, as then the electro-magnetism from m m' of
course disappears, but the attraction between C and n continues
predominant on account of its being nearer.
The return of the armature C C to its former position can
only be effected by a reverse current, which is produced at the
remote station by a pole-changing key, the south magnetism
being produced at m, and north magnetism at m', by which the
north magnetism already to be found at n is decreased and
strengthened at «', consequently the former attraction between n
and C is destroyed, and, on the contrary, the attraction between
n' and C predominates. The tongue C C thus again strikes
against the insulating point D' and interrupts the local circuit,
whose poles are connected with A and B, and by it further with
C C and D.
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It is obvious that the polarized relay can be very advantage
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ously used likewise for ordinary battery currents of one direction.
For this purpose it is only required that the movable pole pieces
n n' shall be placed at different distances from the polarized
tongues C C. The piece n', which corresponds to the rest or D'
side, must be placed nearer to the tongue C C than piece n. In
this case, as long as no current passes through m w! the attraction
of the north pole n', by the south polarized tongue C, increases
that of the north pole n, and consequently the armature C is
constantly attracted by n', and the tongue C remains against the
insulated point D' and interrupts the local circuit When, how
ever, a line current arrives of such a polarity as to form at m a
north pole, and at m' a south pole, then the north magnetism
already present at n is increased, and the south magnetism
present at n' destroyed or replaced by couth magnetism, so that
the attraction of n and C predominates, and, accordingly, the
tongue C C is drawn over to the opposite side and closes the
local battery at D. It is true that with the breaking of the line
current the magnetism at m and m' again ceases, but the north
magnetism at n and n' caused by the steel magnet N S remains,
and, consequently, the tongue at n should remain in the same
position ; but as the space for motion between D and D' is very
small, only a little change is made in the distance of the tongue
from n and n' on account of its movement towards n, and it has
thus, just as before, on account of its position, a little more
attraction for n' than for n. As, therefore, C stands nearer to n'
than to n, the attraction of n' predominates and attracts the
tongue C back again, thus again interrupting the local battery
until a new line current closes it
The polarized relay is exceedingly sensitive on account of the
absence of the retracting spring, which the electro-magnet is not
obliged to overcome, and also because the action of the poles n
and n' on the armature C C is a double one, attracting and
repelling at the same time. As no regulation of the adjustment
is required to meet the varying strengths of the line current,
this relay is greatly preferred to the ordinary form, and it is very
generally employed all over Europe.
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To adjust the polarized relay, place the pole pieces n and n' at
a convenient distance apart, and then turn the screw B until the
tongue b is brought as nearly as possible in the centre between
the poles, so as to have equal room for adjustment on each side.
The set-screw D is then adjusted so that the motion of the tongue
or armature lever shall be about one-twentieth of an inch between
the insulated stud D' and the contact point The adjusting
screw E is then turned so that the armature, when no current is
flowing, shall be slightly attracted by the pole, bringing the
tongue into contact with the agate point D'. If, after the instru
ment is so adjusted, the armature lever remains permanently in
contact with the circuit closing point D when the distant station
is sending, turn screw E to the right, so as to lessen the attrac
tion of 11 and increase that of n'. If this produces no effect,
either place n a little farther from, or n' a little more to the
tongue or armature lever C C, until the desired result is obtained.
Sometimes this relay is combined with a galvanoscope, the
same currents working both. On the top of the glass cover of
the re]a}r, under a small glass dome, is a single needle supported
upon a point When a current passes through the coils of the
relay the polarization of the electro-magnet cores is altered and
the needle deflected. The operator who is receiving can there
fore see when currents are arriving through the relay without
employing a separate galvanoscope.
This relay was originally devised for the purpose of working
in connection with the magneto-induction key described on page
503, but the principle has proved so valuable that it is now ex
tensively used for all varieties of double current and even single
current working.
THE DIRECT WORKING POLARIZED INK-WRITER.

The original direct working polarized ink-writer of Siemens
and Halske, £g. 286, is based upon the principle of the polarized
relay, the devices for marking the paper being similar in prin
ciple to those of John and Digney. The arrangement of the
clock-work and mainspring within the case is similar in all re33
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spects to that of the instruments previously described. The
printing wheel J is turned by the clock-work and receives its ink
from the felt roller K, which rests upon it, and turns with it by
friction. G Gt are the paper rollers, which draw the strip from
the reel T, underneath the printing wheel J, against which it is
pressed whenever the end of the printing lever d is raised; the
whole process, as far as marking the paper is concerned, being
almost precisely like that employed in the Digney apparatus.
The electro-magnet is arranged exactly like that of a Siemens
polarized relay. The coils of the magnet E Et are placed hori
zontally one above the other. At the back of the instrument
the electro-magnet is secured by its yoke to the north pole of an
angularly bent permanent magnet of considerable power, whose
south end is brought round so as to project from the front of
the instrument, as shown at S St. The polarized tongue or
armature C C1 of soft iron, is pivoted at B, within a slot cut in
the south pole S S of the permanent magnet, and its opposite
end is free to vibrate between the angular soft iron pole-pieces
N Nj of the electro-magnet E E, the stroke of the armature
being limited by the upper and lower adjustable screw stops D D.
Attached to the lever C C is the writing spring d, bent upwards,
as shown in the figure, and capable of a slight adjustment by
means of the screw s.
To operate this instrument a pole-changing key is required,
the dots and dashes being sent by a current of one polarity,
usually positive, and the spaces by a negative current instead of
a break. This dispensed altogether with the retracting spring
and renders the instrument practically self-adjusting. When
the main current is strong the pole-pieces N and Nt are ad
justed at a greater distance from the tongue C than when it is
weak. This adjustment is effected by means of the screw F.
If a positive current passes through the electro-magnet E Et
its effect is to increase the north magnetism already existing in
the pole N, and to diminish or neutralize entirely that already
existing in the pole Nt. Hence the tongue or armature is
attracted to the pole N ; the spring arm d is lifted and presses
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the moving strip of paper against the sharp edge of the inked
printing wheel J. When the current is reversed to form a space
between two successive signals, the pole Nj in turn becomes the
most powerful, the tongue C is attracted upward, and the pres
sure of the spring arm d removed from the paper strip. The
apparatus will also operate as well with the polarized as with
the ordinary electro-magnet when the currents are in one direc
tion only, but it is preferable to use the reversals, especially
when the circuits are long or badly insulated. Whenever
necessary the apparatus is arranged with a self-starter and with
an alarm bell.
More recently an improved construction of the direct working
polarized ink-writer (fig. 287) has been devised by Siemens and
Halske, which is unquestionably the most perfect apparatus of
the kind, in every respect, that has yet been produced. The
improvements in this instrument relate entirely to the writing
apparatus, the arrangement of the polarized magnet and the
tongue being identical with that in fig. 286, and the same letters
of reference indicating like parts. The axis of the printing
wheel J is provided with a swivel, as in fig. 256, and turns with
its lower half in the ink reservoir L, which is supplied through
the cover I The paper runs from the reel T, around the guide
pulleys 1, 2, 3, 4, and thence between the paper rollers G and
Glt and out over the guide 6. In all other respects the opera
tion of the instrument is the same as that described in the pre
ceding paragraph.
The great advantages of the direct working polarized inkwriter over any other form of Morse recording apparatus may
be summed up as follows :
1. The instrument is worked by a main current of moderate
strength, dispensing altogether with relays and local batteries,
thus simplifying the equipment of an office in a marked degree,
and increasing the reliability of working.
2. The instrument may be set up without reference to the
direction in which the light falls upon it, which is not the case
with the embossing register.
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3. The supply of ink is uniform, and the marks upon the
paper invariably distinct and perfect
4. The movement of the printing wheel need not exceed the
ordinary movement of the armature of a relay.
5. The apparatus is so arranged that an excess of ink cannot
blot the paper, nor soil the machinery. The reservoir is of
sufficient capacity to hold a large supply of ink, and when
needed may be filled without inconvenience or loss of time.
These advantages are so apparent that the improved polarized
ink-writer is rapidly superseding the older forms in all parts of

Fig. 288.

Europe, Asia, and South America. Large numbers of them are
employed on the government telegraph lines in England and
India, although of late years there seems to be a tendency in
the last named countries to introduce the system of sound read
ing which has proved so successful in America.
EUROPEAN TELEGRAPHIC CIRCUITS.

As we have before stated, the European telegraphs are usually
arranged upon what is termed the open circuit plan. The prin
ciple of the single current, usually known in Europe as the Ger
man system, is illustrated in fig. 2S8, which represents two
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terminal stations with main line instruments, that is, without
relays. The electro-magnets of the receiving instruments are
shown at to to'/ s s' are the keys, provided with rear contacts, as
shown in fig. 265 ; b b' are the main batteries, and P P' the earth
plates. When both keys are open, as shown at s', no current
traverses the line, because one pole of each battery, being con
nected to the front contact of its corresponding key, is open at
that point Thus both batteries are open when the line is not in
use. But if the key at one of the stations is depressed, as at s
in the figure, then the battery b at this station is connected with
the line. The current traverses the line in the direction of the

Fig. 289.

arrows, passing through the rear contact of the key s', and thence
through the helices of the instrument to' to the earth at P'. The
return current passes from the earth at P through the instrument
to at the sending station, and so to the other pole of the battery b.
Thus both instruments are operated when either or both keys
are depressed. Fig. 2S9 shows the usual conventional method of
representing the key, battery, instrument M, etc., in diagrams of
apparatus and connections. It will be noticed in this instance,
however, that the instrument is inserted between the rear con
tact of the key and the junction of the battery and earth wires.
This is the arrangement now generally preferred instead of that
shown in the preceding figure. The outgoing current passes
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around the sender's own instrument instead of through it, and
thus its resistance is removed from the circuit, often a great
advantage, while the depression of the receiving operator's key
at any moment will set it in action, thus serving the purpose of
stopping the sending operator at pleasure, if a word is not under
stood.
Where two terminal stations work by the aid of relays, the
usual arrangement is that shown in the diagram, fig. 290, which
represents the position of the various parts of the Morse appara
tus, which, as used on all the government lines of the German

ic?. 290.

Austrian Union, as well as in Switzerland, France, Great Britain
and India, consists of the following batteries and apparatus at
each station: One main and one local battery, a ve\a,y, regis
ter, key and galvanometer. The main line and connections are
represented by continuous lines, the local connections by the
dotted lines in the diagram.
When the line is idle the keys T T at both stations are open,
as shown in the figure, the line is consequently connected to
earth through the back contact, and no current goes out from
the batteries.
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If the operator at station I. wishes to communicate with station
II., he simply depresses his key and transmits the proper call.
For each depression a current flows to the line around the
relay at the sending end, traverses the relay at the distant
station, and thence passes through the back contact of the key
to the earth.
The relay at station II. is consequently set in action and closes
its own local circuit in which the register is placed. The opera
tor whose attention is thus called signifies his readiness to receive,
releases the clock-work of his instrument, and by this means
IL
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T
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Fig. 291.

starts the paper on which the communication is recorded. After
acknowledging receipt of the message he then transmits in turn
any business which he may have on hand.
It is sometimes desirable to connect the line directly with the
key lever and the relay to earth instead of the reverse, as in the
ordinary manner. Fig. 291 shows this method of connecting the
apparatus.
On many of the German railway lines a closed circuit system
is used, resembling in general principle that used in America,
except that the signals are made by breaking instead of closing
the circuit The manner in which the Morse apparatus is
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arranged, with rear contact points for working by the interrup
tion of a closed circuit, is as follows :
Fig. 292 represents the connections of the apparatus at two
terminal stations. T is the key with back closing points c,
instead of front, as ordinarily arranged; It the relay; S the
recording apparatus ; L B the line battery, and O B the local
battery. So long as the keys are not depressed the currents
from both line batteries circulate through the line and relays,
consequently all the relay armatures are attracted ; by this
means all the armature levers are made to press against the insui.

n.

Fig. 292.

lated stops in front, and the local batteries are kept open, which,
it will be seen, is precisely the reverse of the American system
described in the preceding chapter.
When a key is depressed at L, for instance, the line current is
interrupted, the relay levers accordingly obey the retractile force
of the springs and fall back against the local contact points; this
closes the local battery and causes the current to circulate in the
electro-magnets of the recording apparatus; this, in turn, actu
ates the marking points. It is obvious that a number of similar
sets of apparatus may be placed at intermediate stations along
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the line, as in the American system, and that no intermediate
main batteries will be required, those at the terminal station
being sufficient
It will be seen from the two preceding paragraphs that the
different action of the recording levers in the open and closed
circuits consists in the fact that in the former case the relay
armature is attracted when the key is depressed, in the latter
when it is released ; but each of these movements should give
the proper Morse signals, consequently the writing lever must
be arranged in a different manner in reference to the paper
when the recording apparatus is worked direct in the main cir-

1

^'Milt ijr.
i

-nc^r~bd
Fig. 293.

cuit if it is required to meet the requirements of the two case&
Now, it is quite possible to do this, but it is desirable, for sev
eral practical reasons, to make no alteration in the general
arrangement of the apparatus, and to modify only the end of the
pen-lever. For this reason the pen-lever should be so con
structed that a simple and quickly performed operation will be
sufficient to adapt it to either case at pleasure.
An ingenious arrangement of this kind, which is used in some
of the German instruments, is illustrated in fig. 293. The
writing lever consists of two parts, A and B, as shown both in
side elevation and in plan in the figure. The armature m and
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the retracting spring are attached to the lever B in the usual
manner. The supplementary lever A turns upon an axis a,
attached to the frame of the apparatus. The left hand end i is
bent up into a knife edge, which serves to press the paper against
the marking wheel, as in fig. 254, while the opposite end b is
jointed at c to an arm c e, adjustable by means of the screw d,
and attached to the lever B. By removing the compound lever,
and attaching a straight arm to the lever B by means of the
screws d and e, the action of the armature upon the marking
wheel may be made direct instead of reverse. Where the relay
is used the same result might, however, be attained with less
trouble by reversing the contact points which serve to close the
local circuit The arms of the writing lever are of such length,
in the above arrangement, that the stops need not be readjusted
in making the change from the open to the closed circuit sys
tem, or vice versa.
The device just described, although very serviceable, requires
some little time to change from one system to the other. An
improvement was subsequently made, which consists simply in
removing the steel pin from a and placing it in b, or the reverse,
as the case may be.
A form of recording lever has been suggested for the inkwriter of Digney and Siemens, when these instruments are
intended for both open and closed circuits, which is greatly to
be commended for its extreme simplicity ; it has, consequently,
been very generally adopted.
This, as represented in figs. 294 and 295, consists of two parts:
the ordinary armature lever B with its armature, retracting spring
and clastic extension, and a supplementary double armed lever.
Fig. 294 represents the form as arranged for the Digney instru
ment, and fig. 295 the arrangement for the Siemens instrument
The writing lever proper i a b is from two and a quarter to two
and a half inches long, and at about two-thirds of its length
from the marking wheel, turns on a pivot a projecting from the
frame of the instrument
The prolongation of the armature lever c has a fork-shaped
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termination with unequal prongs, the relation of which to the
pen lever is adjustable within narrow limits by means of the
screw d.
Fig. 294 represents the position of the lever when arranged to
work in the ordinary manner, by closing the circuit When
the key is depressed the armature is attracted, g and conse
quently i are carried upward, the paper ribbon is thus pressed
against the marking wheel and records a signal. Fig. 295, on

Fig. 294.

Fig. 295.

the contrary, represents the position of the lever as arranged to
work by opening the circuit When the armature is released
by depressing the key, the end c of the fork goes down and de
presses the lever arm a b. The ink-wheel i is consequently
carried against the paper band p and makes a signal, as in the
other system.
The apparatus is quickly adapted to either mode of working."
If it is to be worked in a closed circuit the armature B, fig. 294,
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is pressed against the stop x and the screw d turned in such a
manner that the end g presses the arm j and consequently the
paper also, against the marking wheel. If, on the other hand,
we wish to work by interrupting the circuit, the screw d is
again turned, but in such a way that the end c of the fork acts
on the lever arm b when the armature is released, so that the

Fi<j. 206.

paper is carried against the marking wheel as before. One half
to a full turn of the screw d is sufficient to change from either
system to the other. We have before stated that the inkwriter, especially the polarized ink-writer of Siemens and
Halske, requires but a slight force to operate it consequently,
when these instruments are used, a relay is seldom required.
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It may be remarked, however, that in order to actuate the
electro-magnet of the register by the line current, it is necessary
in such cases to re- wind the soft iron cores with helices com
posed of many convolutions of fine wire; for example, about
8,500 feet, or 2,000 convolutions of No. 36 insulated copper
wire, the resistance of which is usually about 1,500 ohms.
ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS AT "WAY STATIONS.

Besides the main stations at the terminals of a long line, it is
usually necessary to establish way stations along the route. I1'
the method referred to on page 320 were generally adopted, each
intermediate station would require two sets of apparatus, one for
communicating in each direction, and a message to be trans
mitted from one terminal station to the other would have to be
repeated at each of the intermediate offices; this would result
not only in serious loss of time but subject the message also to
unnecessary chances of error.
In order to overcome this evil, various arrangements have
been devised, by means of which direct communication may be
established between any two stations.
Nottebohm's plug commutator was devised to meet this want
and at one time was very extensively used. It consists, as re
presented in fig. 296, of six brass pieces fastened to a board.
Between these holes are made for the insertion of a metallic
plug, fig. 297, which serves to connect any two contig
uous parts together. There are also two holes, 8 and
9, in the wooden frame, into which the plugs not re
quired for immediate use may be placed, the arrangeJff' 2 ' ment being quite similar to that of the more recent
American arrangement illustrated on page 458.
One end of the line wire is connected » the binding post L,
the other to the post L. From the binding post E a* wire con
nects directly with the ground. G1 and G2 are two vertical
galvanometers. Ro is connected to one end of the relay coil at
2 ; The
Ru back
to the contact
oppositeofend
theatkey
1. is connected to T, the lever to
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earth, and the front contact to the positive pole of the main
battery L B, whose negative pole is connected with the relay at
2. The local battery and connections are not represented.
For direct communication the Morse apparatus at an interme
diate station is cut out altogether. This is done by inserting a
plug at 3. The transmission of messages between the terminal
stations is then made apparent at the intermediate points by the
constant oscillating movement of the vertical galvanometer
needles. When the correspondence is finished the keys at the
two corresponding stations are depressed a moment ; this causes
a constant deflection of the needles at the way stations, and is a
signal for the operator to place his instrument in circuit again.
By plugging up 1 and 6, the instrument at the way station is
included in circuit ; this very frequently becomes necessary, for
instance, when it is desired to leave drop copies at different
points along the line.
When communication is made between a way station and any
other station on the right, plugs must be placed in 2, 4 and 7.
If, now, a station on the left calls, the needle of galvanometer
will be deflected. This should be observed by the operator,
who will then put a plug in 1 and ascertain what is wanted. If
the case is urgent, preference is given to the station on the left
When the holes 1, 7 and 5 are plugged, the way station is in
working communication with the stations on the left The
operator will also be notified by G2 in case any station at the
right wishes to communicate with him.
The manner of connecting up at terminal stations is exactly
the same as that shown in fig. 290.
The use of the commutator just described was attended with
much inconvenience, and consequently it was soon replaced by
the more perfect one#of Siemens and Halske, which, with some
modifications of form, has since been very extensively used. It
consists of three heavy pieces of brass fastened to an insulating
base, as represented in fig. 298, which also shows the various
connections. As may be readily seen, all of the different
changes noticed above may be quickly made with this switch,
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while the way station is also enabled to transmit to stations
situated on opposite sides of it at the same time.
The form of switch for way stations, represented in fig. 299,
is also used to a considerable extent When properly con
structed it is a safe and convenient one, and well adapted to
the purpose for which it is designed. K and k are two levers or
switch arms, the largest of which is permanently connected to
earth as represented in fig. 300. M, N, O, R, T are five brass
arms which are pressed firmly against metallic stops by the
spiral springs / In its normal position the arm K stands
between N and O with the end b in a notch of the brass strip M.
When the smaller arm k is placed on T the instrument is in cir
cuit ; when turned on R the instrument is cut out Direct com
munication between the way station and a station on the right
or left is made by turning the switch K to O or N respectively,
as the case may be. Fig. 300 shows this form of switch as
arranged in connection with the key, relay, register and gal
vanometers for use at a way station, the main wires being shown
as usual in full lines, and the local wires in dotted lines. The
letters and numerals of reference correspond with those of fig.
299, and the manner in which the connections are made will be
readily understood from the figure without further explanation.
In order that way stations may be enabled to correspond in
both directions independently, they are usually provided with
two sets of instruments. The switching is then somewhat sim
plified Figs. 30 1 and 302 represent a switch and the necessary
office connections for two sets of instruments. Lt and L3 are
the main lines in each direction, which pass through the galvan
ometers Gt and G3 directly to the switch. When a plug is
placed in the switch at 1, the lines are connected directly through
outside of the apparatus, but with the galvanometers in circuit
By changing the plug from 1 to 2 the line is divided and both sides
put to earth through the respective instruments. Thus a current
arriving by line L1 passes through Qt and thence by way of 3,
8, to the lever b and back contact c of ksy Tt, thence by wire
9 to relay R1, wire 10 and plug 2 to the earth, at P. The arriv-
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ing currents by the line L3 pursue a corresponding course,
reaching the earth wire also at plug 2. When either of the keys
Tt or T3 are depressed, the positive pole of the line battery is
connected to the line through the front contact a and wires 7 or

ory
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Fig. 302.

8. The local connections of the registers Sj and S2 with the re
lays R1 and R2 and the local batteries OB, are indicated in dot
ted lines.
The same combination is sometimes arranged to work the
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separate recorders with a single local battery instead of two, as in
the preceding case.
A simple and inexpensive switch has also been devised for
stations where there are three or more lines. This is represented
in fig. 303, and will be readily understood without further
explanation. Fig. 304 shows the various office connections.
The three lines are represented by L', L" and L1". An instru-

Fig. 303.

ment termed the "circular apparatus," which may oe a gal
vanometer, relay or call-bell, is employed to receive calls on
whichever line is not at the moment in use. B represents the
main battery. The small diagrams at the side of the figure,
numbered 1, 2 and 3, represent the switch, with the plugs in
various positions. In No. 1, lines L1 and L" are connected
through the circular apparatus, and line L1" to the station in
struments. In No. 2. lines L1 and L"1, and in No. 3, lines
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L" and L"1 are connected through, the remaining one being
connected to the station instruments.
At stations where there are four different lines, and where it
frequently becomes necessary to connect for through communi
cation, it is best to have as many separate sets of instruments,
in order to avoid the loss of time that would otherwise result
when notifying the stations cut off that the line has been
divided. Fig. 305 shows the arrangement for such cases.
Fig. 306 is a switch similar in its principle and in its applica
tion to the one already described ajid illustrated in fig. 238. It

is known in Europe as the Swiss commutator or universal switch.
It is only employed in large terminal stations where a consider
able number of wires converge. The line wires are connected
with the binding screws numbered consecutively from 1 to 12,
and the instruments to the screws attached to the transverse bars,
which are numbered in a similar manner from I to XII. The
split peg which is used for making the connections is shown at
the bottom of the figure. Fig. 307 is termed a battery commu
tator, and is made use of in cases where a battery is required to
be reversed in respect to the line. The two poles of the battery
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are connected with c and d, while the wire e, which may repre
sent either the line or an instrument, is connected with a and b.
It is obvious that if the holes 1 and 2 are plugged, the current
of the battery will pass through the wire e in one direction,
while this direction will be reversed by shifting the pegs to 3
and 4. Fig. 308 is an arrangement by which cither or both of
two lines may be connected to the same battery at pleasure.
The battery pole is connected to L, and Lj L2 are the respective

Fig. 305.

lines. The connections are made by inserting pegs in 1 and 2.
These commutators are also employed for other purposes, as
occasion demands.
WORKING BY CONTINUOUS CURRENTS WITH POLARIZED
RELAYS.

The arrangement of the apparatus with polarized relays upon
lines operated by a continuous current is such that the battery
current traverses the line continually during the time in which
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the key remains open or on its back contact Fig. 309 repre
sents the connection for a terminal station. When the key is
depressed the current is interrupted and the lever of the
polarized relay R falls back on the local contact point This
operates the register in the usual manner.

Fig. 306.

The connections for a way station are represented in fig. 310,
and will scarcely need any further description. Fig. 311 is
another representation of the same system, embracing in one
figure all the principal connections for one way and two terminal
stations. Ordinary instead of polarized relays are shown in this
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case. The system of working by a continuous current, which has
been described, possesses some important advantages. The keys,
as arranged, are self-closing, therefore the line cannot be left open
by accident Many of the South American lines are operated
upon this plan, and it is also employed in the American firealarm telegraph.
"WORKING THE MORSE SYSTEM BY INDUCED CURRENTS.

Siemens and Ilalske were the first to devise a system of tele
graphing by induced currents. "With this system no line
batteries are required at any station, these being replaced by
the momentary induced currents which arise every time that a

Fig. 311.

key is opened or closed. The principal apparatus at each
station, as shown connected up in fig. 312, consists of an
ordinary register S, a polarized relay R, an inductor J, for pro
ducing the induced currents, and a key T. The latter differs
slightly from the ordinary key, in that it has one additional con
tact a (see fig. 271). When the key is depressed the main line
circuit is first closed at a. The local circuit is closed im
mediately after at b.
The inductor J, fig. 313, consists of a hollow iron cylinder e,
about 18 inches long and 2 inches in diameter. This is sawed
through in the direction of its length and filled inside with soft
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iron wires. A coil of coarse copper wire i.s then wound on the
iron core, and another coil, containing many convolutions of 'fine
wire, is placed over the first One end of the inner coil is con
nected to the key lever, the other to the negative pole of the

Fig. 312.

local battery O B, the positive pole being already connected to
the contact h of the key. The secondary coil is joined by one
of its ends to the relay and earth, by the other to the contact a
of the key. By depressing
3
the key the current from the local

Fig. 313.

battery O B is caused to circulate in the 1^rimary coil of the in
duction apparatus, and the iron core becomes charged. An
induced current is thus set up in the secondary coil which
traverses the line and all the relays in circuit ; by this means the
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relay levers arc thrown against the local contact points, circuit
is closed, and the pen-levers mark. Although the secondary
current lasts only a moment, it is sufficient to operate the relay
levers; these once having been moved, are held by their own
permanent magnetism firmly against the local points. When
the key is opened an induced current of opposite polarity is
sent to line and the levers return to the back contact The
same local battery is arranged to work both the register and the
induction apparatus. It should be observed also that the spring
contact on the key prevents the opening of the main circuit until
after the local circuit, containing the primary coil of the inductor,
is broken at h. From what has been said it will readily be seen
that a system of working by induced currents possesses some
important advantages. The line battery is done away with
altogether, and in consequence of the comparatively high poten
tial of the induced currents, any considerable line resistance is
of less moment than in a system where the regular battery
current is used. Moreover, as there are no relay springs to be
overcome, a less powerful current is required to work the arma
ture levers.
Magneto-electric currents may also be employed to operate
the Morse system of telegraphy. We have already described
the key which is employed for this purpose on |ages 503 and
504. Fig. 314 is a diagram representing the arrangement of a
line with two terminal stations, equipped with polarized inkwriters St anil S2, and magneto-electric keys Mt and M2. If
we suppose that station II. is to transmit to station I. and that
the switch C 1 is open, as it is always supposed to be when the
apparatus is at rest, the currents arriving at station i. will go by
the way of Lj and R, through the electromagnet E of the
polarized ink-writer Sj, thence by Cj W A and H, through the
body of the magneto-electric key, and finally by way of Q and
Et to the earth. These currents therefore pass through the
coils of the polarized electro-magnet E of the ink-writer (fig.
287), alternately in one direction and the other. The positive
currents throw the writing spring d and the paper ribbon against
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the printing wheel J, which marks the signs upon the paper;
while the negative currents reverse the motion of the writing
spring and paper and thus determine the length of the signals
It will be observed that the arriving currents do not pass through
the armature coils of the magneto-key.
If now, on the other hand, a communication is to be sent
from I. to II., the switch Ct should be placed on R If then the
lever H of the magneto-key is depressed or elevated, during the
period occupied by each movement, the short circuit between II
and A A, that is, between the line and the earth, is interrupted,

Fig. 314.

and the induced currents which are set up in the coil of tne
moving armature take the following course at station T. : from
the coil at E, through K W Cj R and Lj, over the line to ~Lt,
thence through R to the electro-magnet E of the ink-writer S2,
and finally to earth by C- W A II Q and K3. The ink-writer
S3 is operated as in the other case.
stohrer's double style apparatus.
With a view of reducing the number of signals, or more
especially, the time occupied in transmitting the signals of the
Morse alphabet, Stohrer invented an apparatus, the register of

-
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"which was provided with two electro-magnets, operating separate
writing levers, but recording upon the same strip of paper, thus
rendering four elementary signals instead of two available for
the construction of an alphabet The two magnets of the regis
ter are operated by the current of a single local battery, which

Fig. 315.

is directed through one magnet or the other by means of a
double-acting relay, having two polarized or permanently
magnetic armatures, which arc attracted or repelled according
to the direction of the current passing through the relay. A
double transmitting key is used, each lever being of the usual
construction, with front and back contacts. The relay, as con
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structed by Stdhrer, is illustrated in fig. 315. K K' are the
coils of the electro-magnet On each side and parallel to it arc
fixed the permanent steel magnets A A' and B B'. N and S
are the north and south poles of B B', and N' and S' are the
north and south poles of A A'. To the former are pivoted two
soft iron armatures F N and F S, and to the latter two other
armatures N E and N S. Each pair of armatures is yoked
together by a non-magnetic piece of brass, and is provided with
a projecting arm, which arms strike against the stops G Gt by
the tension of the adjustable retracting springs II. A current
of one polarity causes the magnet K K' to attract one compound
armature and repel the other, while a current of the opposite
polarity produces the reverse effect A plan of the whole
apparatus is given in fig. 316. The left and right keys are
shown at I anil r, the lever of the former being connected to
the earth by its axis d', and wire q\ and that of the latter to a
switch x y z. The line wire L passes through the helices K K'
of the relay by the way of 1, 2 and 3, and thence to the axis d
of lever r and to earth. The front and back contacts of the
keys I and r are made of metal bars u and o common to both,
and the line battery Lt B is connected between those bars, as
shown in the figure. The copper pole k of the local battery
O> B is attached to D, and is therefore permanently connected
with the poles of the electro-magnet; the other pole z goes to
the register magnets M and M', and thence by wires i and 7 to
the respective armatures E and F of the relay. To transmit to
another station the switch z is turned so as to form a connection
between x and y. The depression of the light hand key r sends
a copper or positive current to line, and the left hand key I in
like manner a zinc or negative current By opening the switch
x the apparatus is ready for the reception of despatches. The
line currents come in at L and pass throughtthe relay K K' by
way of 1, 2 and 3, and thence through d o d' and q' to the earth.
When a positive current passes through the relay, F is attracted
and E repelled, the local circuit of M' is closed, and the mark
ing point connected with its lever H' is brought in contact with
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the paper upon the register. When the sending station de
presses the other key a negative current is sent, which in turn
repels the armature F and attracts E, thus closing the local
circuit through M and actuating the lever H instead of H'The elementary signs, the dot and dash, in each of the two rows
give four elements for the construction of a code, from which it
results that fewer signals are required for the formation of the
characters than in the regular Morse code.
An idea of the comparative amount of time theoretically gained
by this process over the ordinary Morse is seen by comparing
the word " telegraph " when written in the Stdhrer and inter
national alphabets respectively.
Stohrer:
te

leg

Morse: —
teleg

rap

ra

p

h

U

Taking the dot as a unit of time, and the dash as equal to two
dots, while the spaces between the elements of a letter are equal
to one dot, and the spaces between the letters themselves are
equal to one dash, the transmission of the word " telegraph "
by Stohrer's code will require 44 units of time, whereas by the
international code it will require 61.
The double style apparatus has been used to some extent in
Bavaria, but it has not been found that its practical superiority
over the ordinary arrangement is sufficient to lead to its adop
tion to any extent In a modified form, however, the double
key and reversed currents of Stohrer's system exist in the re
cording apparatus now employed in working submarine cables,
and which will be described in a subsequent chapter.
35

CHAPTER XXXII.
THE NEEDLE TELEGRAPH.

In the account of the early experimental telegraphs, which
has been given in Chapter XXIX, it has been stated that a tele
graph operating upon the principle of the deflection of a needle
or needles by the galvanic current had been invented by Baron
Schilling, of Cronstadt, in 1832, which he had exhibited to the
Emperor of Russia. From that date experiments with the
magnetic needle and multiplier became popular in scientific
lecture rooms, and the instrument itself, under the name of the
galvanometer, was used as an ordinary experimental instrument
for measuring the force of electric currents. Professor Wheatstone showed such experiments with two galvanometers, at
King's College, London, certainly as early as 1836. The Pro
fessor also records that Baron Schilling exhibited his magnetic
needle telegraph at the meeting of German naturalists at Bonn,
in 1835. It appears that Professor Miincke, of Heidelberg, was
at Bonn on that occasion, and on his return made models of
parts of Schilling's apparatus, which he exhibited in his lecture
room at Heidelberg. William Fothergill Cooke, a young Indian
officer, witnessed in March, 1836, one of Professor Muncke's ex
periments of this kind, and he was instantly struck with the
thought that it formed the basis of a practical electric telegraph.
He immediately foresaw the great advantage to society that
would result from its general introduction, and he set himself
to work to realize this great idea. Within three weeks from
that day, he had constructed, partly at Heidelberg and partly
at Frankfort, his first electric telegraph of the galvanometer
form. He made use of six wires, forming three metallic cir
cuits, and acting upon three needles. By the single and com
bined movements of these three needles he worked out an
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alphabet of twenty-six signals. The needles were suspended so
as to move horizontally, each needle being capable of two move
ments and three positions, namely, at rest, or parallel to the
coil, and a right hand and left hand deflection, according to the
polarity of the current by which the deflections were caused.
But the leading feature of Cooke's invention consisted in the
fact that it did not merely send signals from one place to
another, which was all that had been accomplished by its pre
decessors, but even at that early period it was organized into a
reciprocal telegraphic system, by means of which a mutual com
munication could be practically and conveniently carried on be
tween two distant places ; the requisite connections and discon
nections being effected by pressing the fingers upon keys, and
the signals being exhibited to the person sending the communi
cation as well as to the person receiving it This result was
effected by placing a system of keys permanently at each ex
treme end of the metallic circuit, and providing each circuit
with a switch or connector for completing the continuity of the
wires, when signals were being received from the opposite ter
minus. The two signaling instruments being thus both in
cluded in the metallic circuit, every signal was exhibited
simultaneously at both stations, while the switch or connector
(which Mr. Cooke termed a draw-bridge), was made to restore
the circuit for a reply upon the completion of the original com
munication. This united and reciprocal property is of necessity
a fundamental principle of the practical electric telegraph. It
was Mr. Cooke's leading idea from the commencement of his
labors ; the distinguishing characteristic of his instruments from
first to last, being that the keys and signaling apparatus were
in all cases joined together into one instrument, and the several
instruments into one reciprocal system.
Before the end of March, 1836, Mr. Cooke invented the
electromechanical alarm, which was a necessary adjunct to his
telegraph. It was of ordinary construction, worked by clock
work mechanism on the removal of a detent Mr. Cooke's in
vention consisted in placing a voltaic magnet in such proximity
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to an armature of soft iron attached to the tail end of a lever
detent, that when the magnet was charged the detent was re
moved from the clockwork When the magnet ceased to act
the detent was replaced in the clockwork by means of a react
ing spring, or balance weight This was the earliest application
of the electromagnet to the detent of a clock train to control its
motion ; an important step in practical telegraphy, which, as
we shall hereafter see, lay at the foundation of the dial and
type printing telegraphs. In February, 1837, while engaged in
completing a set of instruments for an intended experimental
application of his telegraph to a tunnel on the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, Mr. Cooke became acquainted, through
the introduction of Dr. Roget, with Professor Wheatstone, who
had also previously paid considerable attention to the subject
of transmitting signals by electricity, and had made several dis
coveries of the highest importance in connection with the subject
Among these were his well known determination of the velocity
of electricity ; his experiments in which the deflection of magnetic
needles, the decomposition of water, etc., were produced through
greater lengths of wire than had ever before been experimented
upon ; and his permutating key board, by which a few wires
could be converted into a considerable number of circuits, so
that they might produce the greatest number of signals which
were capable of being transmitted through a given number of
wires by the deflection of magnetic needles. Mr. Cooke was
originally led to confer with Professor Wheatstone in conse
quence of the difficulties which he had encountered in attempt
ing to telegraph through considerable lengths of wire. The
conference resulted in the formation of a partnership between
the two gentlemen, and their first joint patent was taken out in
May, 1837. Shortly afterwards, owing to Mr. Cooke's enthusiasm
and energy, the telegraph was brought into practical use, first
upon railway and afterwards upon commercial lines. The
earliest demonstration of the practicability of the system was
made by the establishment of an experimental line be
tween Euston Square and Camden Town, on the London and
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Birmingham Railway. The first actual working telegraph was
erected in 1838, between Paddington and West Drayton, on
the Great Western Railway, and was about thirteen miles in
length. This lino had six wires and five needles, and was con
structed on Wheatstone's plan, by which two converging needles
were made to point to letters upon a dial, an entirely differ
ent arrangement from that invented by Cooke, which has
already been referred to, but which has been confounded with
it by many writers upon the subject The distinction between
Wheatstone's method and Cooke's, assuming the reciprocal
arrangement of the latter as the basis of both, may be properly
described as the difference between duality and unity of action.
Each of Wheatstone's simple signals was indicated, as above
stated, by the convergence of two separate needles, deflected by
a current overcoming the resistance of two sets of coils, and was
produced by the depression of two separate keys, being the
terminals of two sets of wires, upon the metallic connections of
the battery. In Cooke's plan, on the other hand, each signal
was indicated by one needle, deflected by a current transmitted
through a single set of coils, and was produced by the move
ment of a single key or handle turning on a horizontal axis,
which being the continuation, not of a conducting wire, but of
the two poles of the battery, produced the transmission of a
current in one direction by a single movement to the left, and
in the other by a single movement to the right
The modem single needle apparatus, of which there arc over
throe thousand employed on the telegraph lines of Great Britain,
is a further development and simplification of Cooke's original
Heidelberg telegraph of 183G. It has been perfected by the
adoption of Prof. Wheatstone's vertical needle and of the
metallic battery contacts from his pcrmutating key board, and
also by a self-acting drawbridge or circuit-closer. The first
public line was opened between London and Gosport in Feb
ruary, 1845. The first matter telegraphed was the Queen's
speech at the opening of Parliament, which was received at
Gosport by Mr. Cooke himself at the rate of 1,800 letters per
hour.
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Fig. 317.

Fig. 318.

Fig. 319.
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Fig. 317 represents the exterior of the single needle instru
ment In the centre of the face is suspended the index, or
pointer, attached to the magnet, which can deflect only a short
distance to the right or left of its zero, on account of the stops.
The alphabet is formed by movements of the needle or pointer
to the right or left A turn of the top point of the needle to
the left indicates a dot, a turn to the right a dash. Thus A ia
made by a movement to the left and one to the right ; H by
four movements to the left Formerly the single needle instru
ment was operated by the movements of a vertical handle, the
right or left movements of which sent currents of different
polarities, but this has been superseded by a pair of current re
versing keys. The interior of the apparatus consists of two
helices of fine silk covered copper wire, in the middle of which
is suspended a small magnetic needle, having at the end of its
axis the pointer seen on the outside of the instrument There
is also a double key, the two knobs of which protrude through
the front of the instrument near the base. The key is repre
sented in fig. 318. L and E are two levers connected respec
tively with the line and with earth. When they are- not de
pressed, they both rest against the upper bar C, which is con
nected with the positive pole of the battery. Either lever can
be depressed so as to come in contact with the bar Z, which is
connected with the negative pole of the battery. If L is de
pressed a negative current flows into the line, and if E is de
pressed a positive current flows into the line. The receiving
instrument at the other end of the line is so constructed that the
depression of the left hand key causes a deflection of the pointer
to the left ; a depression of the right hand key a deflection to
the right The needle S N, and pointer a b, are shown in fig.
319.
The alphabet now used upon the Morse ink-writer and
sounder, the single needle, Bright's bell and the cable instru
ments, contains precisely the same combinations, but differently
expressed; thus, upon the Morse ink-writer the letter E is re
presented by a dot ; upon the sounder by a short click ; upon
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the single needle by a movement of the pointer to the left ;
upon the bell by a stroke on the left bell ; and upon the cable
instrument by a spot of light to the left of the zero mark on the
scale. The letter T is represented on the Morse recorder by a
short line ; on the sounder by a longer sound than that required
for a dot ; on the single needle by a movement of the pointer to
the right ; on the bell by a stroke on the right bell ; and on the
cable instrument by a spot of light to the right of the zero mark
on the scale.
THE DOUBLE XEEDLE TELEGRAPH.

This apparatus consists simply of two single needle telegraphs,
similar in principle to that just described, which are mounted in
the same case, their indicating needles being placed side by side
upon the same dial, and the handles of their commutators so
placed that they may be conveniently operated simultaneously
by the right and left hand of the signaler. Each instrument is
altogether independent of the other, having separate accessories
and transmitting its current upon a separate liue wire. It is
obvious, therefore, that the use of this apparatus involves twice
the expenditure in the construction and maintenance of wires
that the single needle docs, while it has been found by ex
perience that the increase in the speed of transmission, resulting
from the use of the two wires in one instrument, is not propor
tionately greater. For this reason the use of the double needle
instrument, which was formerly quite common upon the more
important circuits of Great Britain, has now become exceptional,
and will probably before long be entirely discontinued.
The single and double needle instruments have been employed
only on the lines of Great Britain and India, and to a limited
extent in France. On all the more important lines they have
been gradually superseded by the Morse apparatus.
APPARATUS FOR WORKING SUBMARINE CABLES.

The pecubar conditions which are met with in the transmission
of electricity through long submarine lines, and which have been
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set forth in detail in Chapter XXVII, render it necessary to
employ apparatus and methods for telegraphic correspondence
which differ very materially from those used for land lines.
The general principle, however, is that of the single needle
telegraph of Cooke. In order to avoid any possibility of injury
to the insulating coating of the cable, it is an essential condition
that none but very weak currents should be employed, and for
this reason the ordinary receiving instruments, which for the
most part depend upon the action of electro-magnets and re
quire currents of conside1able force to actuate them, are not
available. It would occupy too much space to refer in detail
to all the reasons which render it necessary to employ on long
cables, like those which have been laid across the Atlantic Ocean
between Europe and America, the sensitive reflecting galvan
ometer of Thomson, which has already been fully described in
its various forms in Chapter XV. It therefore only remains to
describe the arrangement of the apparatus at the stations by
which the effects of the phenomena of induction are overcome
and the speed of signaling increased to the greatest practicable
extent
In fig. 320 the manner in which the different parts of the
apparatus are arranged at Valentia and Newfoundland for operat
ing the Atlantic cables is shown in the form of a diagram. The
condenser C is constructed upon the plan described in Chapter
IV and illustrated in fig. 21. It consists of alternate sheets of
tin foil and paraffined paper, interleaved, and contains an aggre
gate inductive surface of 40,000 square feet It occupies a space
three feet long, two feet wide and five inches thick, and is in
closed in a box and surrounded on all sides by a thick body
of paraffin. The switch e r t, is a common three point switch,
which serves to connect the cable K either with the transmitting
keys T or the reflecting galvanometer G (which forms the
receiving instrument) when sending or receiving. The double
key T, in connection with the battery B, is arranged in the
same manner as the one shown in fig. 318, so that one key a
sends a positive and the other b a negative current from the
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battery to line. Wis a very large resistance, which connects
the end of the cable K to the earth, at the point where the
former is attached to one side of the condenser C. The battery
B usually consists of about live elements of the kind illustrated
in fig. 38.
If Valentia wishes to transmit to Newfoundland the operator
shifts the connection of the switch at e from r to t When the
key a or b is depressed, then one set of plates of the condenser
C is charged either with positive or negative electricity, as the
case may be, in the manner explained in Chapter IV. If, for
example, the key a is depressed, then the -f- E of the battery
flows by way of c a t and e to one set of plates of the condenser;
hence the — E of the cable, in connection with the earth at
Newfoundland, is attracted, and condensed on the other set of
plates, which are connected with the cable, while the + E of the
cable is at the same time repelled and driven towards New
foundland. In this way there arises in the cable a positive
current from Valentia towards Newfoundland, passing at the
latter station by the way of e' and / to the receiving instrument
or galvanometer G', and thence to the earth, and by the deflec
tion of the spot of light upon the scale produces a -f- indication.
When the key a remains depressed but for a- moment the flow
of current through the cable is of short duration, for as soon as
the key is released and touches the bar z, not only does the pro
cess of charging the condenser terminate, but its discharge as
well as that of the cable itself immediately commences. The
-f- E of one side of the condenser immediately begins to flow to
earth by way of e t a z and b. This sets free the — E of the
opposite side of the condenser, which flows off through the
cable to Newfoundland. On the other hand, the + E still
present in the cable, not having had time to escape to the earth
at Newfoundland through the galvanometer G', flows in the
direction of Valentia, where the cable is in connection with the
earth through the very large resistance W. Therefore there
will be, under these circumstances, two simultaneous currents
in the cable of about equal strength, but of opposite polarity or
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direction, which reciprocally neutralize each other, and thus
destroy the inductive action which the original positive current
had set up in the outer coating of the cable. By this means
the cable becomes completely discharged.
By making use of a similarly arranged condenser in Newfound
land, a communication may, in the same manner, be forwarded
in the opposite direction ; though it is stated that the Atlantic
Telegraph Company, in order to avoid Varley's patent, have not
adopted the system devised by him, but operate the cable by
the use of a single condenser C at Valentia, which answers for
transmission in both directions. With a single condenser the
signals are sent from Newfoundland in the following manner:
When a key is depressed at T', then the electricity, for ex
ample the -f- E. flows directly into the cable K, and arriving at
Valentia (lows almost entirely into the side of the condenser C,
which is attached to the cable, the resistance of W being so
great that comparatively little of it goes to the earth. The ac
cumulation of -f- E in one side of the condenser causes a like
quantity of -\- E to be driven out of the opposite side of the
condenser, passing through e r and G to the earth, giving a
+ signal upon the galvanometer. When the depressed key
at Newfoundland is again released, putting the cable at that
place to earth, then the -)- E stored up in the condenser flows
back into the cable, producing a -f- current towards Newfound
land, which lasts for a certain time, partly because the discharge
of the condenser is not instantaneous, and partly on account of
the inductive action set up by the original current At the
same time the — E from the opposite side of the condenser
flows through the galvanometer G to the earth, and produces a
— signal. In consequence, however, of the great distance be
tween the condenser and the battery, and the short time during
which the keys are depressed in transmitting signals, tin? poten
tial of the charge of the condenser is only about one per cent of
that of the battery itself. For this reason the — E which flows
from the opposite side of the condenser through the galvan
ometer to the earth produces a very weak pulsation, which has
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but little effect upon the needle other than to make it return
more quickly to its position of rest, and does not in any way
interfere with the regular signals.
It will be seen, therefore, that in this method of working the
cable by means of a single condenser, the depression of the
positive key at either terminal station produces exactly the
same result, namely, the deflection of the needle towards the
-)- side, and in like manner the depression of the negative key
at either station gives a — signal. The combination of these
two sisrns, so as to form letters and words, according to the
Morse code, is precisely the same as in the single needle instru
ments, which the cable instruments in fact are.
The insertion of the shunt W, having a very high resistance,
which may be considered almost infinitely large in comparison
with that of the conductor of the cable, gives rise to only a
small loss of current, while it keeps the cable in constant con
nection with the earth— a result in many respects advantageous.
The advantages gained by working with condensers instead of a
direct current from the battery, may be briefly stated as follows :
The direct current can only affect the galvanometer by first
charging the entire cable, while the flow of electricity from the
condenser through the galvanometer to the earth commences at
the same instant as the charging. When, therefore, the key is
depressed, the indication upon the galvanometer follows much
more quickly with the condenser than it would with a direct
battery current In addition to this, the period of deflec'.ion
only lasts during the time of charging, for the moment the
potential of the condenser equals that of the pole of the charg
ing battery, the needle immediately returns to zero, even if the
key remains depressed. The practical advantage of the method
of working with condensers is so great, that a speed of from
twelve to eighteen words per minute is reached' on the cables
between Valcntia and Newfoundland.
The reflecting galvanometer, and its application as a receiving
instrument, has already been spoken of at some length on page
156. For long cables the astatic form of Thomson's reflecting
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galvanometer, shown in fig. 321, and which has been fully de
scribed and illustrated in Chapter XV, is frequently employed.
Fig. 322 is a sectional view of the coils, about half the actual
size, showing the mirror M and the lower needle N, but which
requires no detailed description in this place. When tnese in
struments are used for receiving communications through the
cable they are placed in a box or curtained compartment, and

*

E~33*
Fig. 321.

Fig. 322.

the receiver calls off each word to a clerk in attendance, who
writes it down. The spot of light wanders over the scale, fol
lowing every change of current, but the operators, by practice,
acquire the necessary skill to interpret the apparently irregular
motions. One dot will cause the light to almost cross the scale,
the second moves it a little further, the third or fourth cause
hardly a perceptible motion, but the receiver knows by ex
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perience that these four very different effects each indicate a
single dot, all of them being sent by the transmitting operator
in precisely the same manner.
THOMSONS SYPHON RECORDER.

This beautiful apparatus was invented by Sir William Thom
son, 'who has contributed, perhaps, more than any other person
to render submarine telegraphy commercially practicable. The
syphon recorder is so arranged as to actually delineate on paper
the apparently irregular movements of the galvanometer needle

Fig. 323.

above referred to. A fine glass syphon tube conducts the ink
from a reservoir to a strip of paper, whijh is drawn past the
point of the tube with a uniform motion. The point moves to
the right or left of the zero line through distances proportional
at each instant to the strength of the current, and thus the
signals arc drawn on the paper in the form of curves, represent
ing the strength of the current at each instant of time. Fig.
323 shows the form of syphon recorder in use at the Duxbury
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station of the French Atlantic cable. The apparatus consists
of a very light rectangular coil b b of exceedingly fine insulated
wire, suspended between the poles of a large and powerful
electro-magnet N S, which is charged by a local battery of large
size. Within the coil is a stationary soft iron core a, which is
powerfully magnetized by induction from the poles N S. The
coil b b swings upon a vertical axis, consisting of a fine wire
//j, the tension of which is adjustable at h. The received cur
rent passes through the suspended coil, the suspension wire ff1
serving as the conductor ; the coil is impelled across the mag
netic field in one direction or the other, according to the
polarity and strength of the current passing through it The
magnetic field in this arrangement is very intense and very
uniform, which makes the apparatus sensitive to the weakest
currents. The syphon n consists of a fine glass tube turning
upon a vertical axis I; the shorter end is immersed in the ink
reservoir m and the longer end rests upon the paper strip o o.
The syphon n is pulled backward and forward, in one direction
by the thread k, which is attached to the swinging coil b b, and
in the other by means of a retracting spring attached to an arm
on the axis I and controlled by the adjusting spindle g. The
paper is caused to move at a uniform rate by means of gearing
driven by a small electro-motor. Fig. 324 is a fac-simile of the

writing of the syphon recorder at a speed of eighteen or twenty
words per minute through a cable of about 800 miles in length.
The upward waves represent dots and the downward waves
dashes, and by bearing this in mind the words "siphon re
corder,'' written in the International alphabet given on page
480, may be readily traced out In working very long cables
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the action of the current upon the swinging coil is very feeble,
and the friction of the syphon against the paper strip, if allowed
to come in actual contact with it, would interfere with the free
dom of its movements. In such cases the point of the syphon
does not actually touch the paper ; the ink and the paper are
oppositely electrified by means of an inductive machine driven
by the same electro-motor which moves the paper. The electri
cal attraction causes the ink to be ejected from the syphon upon
the paper in a succession of fine dots. Fig. 324a is an example

-^v\.j\~v^^y'V-/vNy'X..

of the record made in working through a long cable. The
apparatus at Duxbury, shown in fig. 323, has been materially
modified from the original plan, and its working much simplified
and improved, by Mr. Cuttriss, the mechanician at that station.
It is somewhat curious that, in the progress of telegraphic
improvement, Morse's telegraph, the most valuable feature of
which originally was considered to be its capacity for recording
communications, should have been modified in practice into an
acoustic semaphore, while Cooke's telegraph, originally a sema
phore, should at length have been also modified into a record
ing instrument, in the form which we have just described.
36

CHAPTER XXXIII.
THE DIAL TELEGRAPH.

Another very large class of telegraphic instruments is in
cluded under the general designation of dial telegraphs. In
these instruments a pointer or index hand is caused to revolve,
by means of suitable mechanism, over a series of letters, num
erals or other characters, placed around the circumference of a
dial behind or underneath it, and arrangements are provided by
means of which the pointer can be stopped iu front of any par
ticular character, and may thus be made to spell out the desired
communication letter by letter, at the will of the sending
operator.
Although the mechanism which is required to move an index
or pointer in this manner is necessarily much more complicated
than that which suffices to produce the simple deflection of a
needle, to say nothing of the fact that certain special devices
are also necessary for the purpose of securing a synchronous
movement of the mechanism of the two instruments in corres
pondence, yet a dial apparatus which is rapid and reliable in
its action is for many purposes considered preferable either to
the Morse or the needle instruments. For this reason a great
number of dial instruments have been invented, which have
been employed to a greater or less extent in different countries.
wheatstone's first apparatus
The first application of the attraction of an electro-magnet to
a clock train, to control its motion or to ring a bell, was made
by Mr. William F. Cooke, the idea having suggested itself to
him in March, 1836, shortly after the invention of the three
needle telegraph described in the preceding chapter. Mr. Cooke
reasoned that if the function of the electric current could be
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confined merely to the office of causing suitable interruptions or
divisions in any kind of motion derived from an independent
source, that the diversity of the signals could be made to depend
entirely upon the mechanism. ' He proposed to accomplish this
result by the use or an electro-magnet, the armature of which
was attached to a detent acting upon a revolving cylinder
similar to that of a common musical box, driven at a uniform
rate of speed by clockwork. A series of pins were arranged
spirally upon this cylinder, so as to be each struck by the cor
responding one of an equal number of keys. The operation
was as follows : When any particular key was depressed at the
sending station the circuit of the line was closed, releasing the
clockwork of each instrument through the agency of its electro
magnet Both cylinders and dials then revolved in unison until
the depressed key at the sending station was struck by its corres
ponding pin, which interrupted the circuit again, and stopped
both instruments at tfie same point, thus indicating the desired
letter or character. It was Mr. Cooke's inability to make the
electromagnet act at long distances which first led him to
consult Professor Wheatstone in February, 1837. It was not
however until 1839, after Professor Wheatstone had succeeded
in perfecting the electro- magnet by the employment of a long
and thin wire of many convolutions in forming the helices,
instead of the short and thick wire originally used, that any
further advance was made in the construction of this class of
instruments. In the autumn of that year Wheatstone invented
his first dial telegraph. This apparatus appears to have under
gone several modifications within a year or so. The principle
of its action, however, remained the same in each case ; it was
that of sending from the transmitting station a series of alternate
currents through the line, which, passing around the soft iron
cores of an electro-magnet, moved an armature and controlled
the motion of a step-by-step escapement, similar to that of a
clock.
The transmitting portion of Wheatstone's original apparatus
consisted of a commutator so arranged as to direct the current
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of a battery alternately through two separate electro-magnets at
the receiving station. It is represented in fig. 325. The direc
tion of the current is controlled by means of a toothed wheel K,
supported upon a metal standard S S. The teeth of this wheel,
to the number of fifteen, are so arranged that the teeth and
spaces in consecutive order represent thirty letters of the
alphabet, numerals, etc. Upon each side of the wheel are
placed contact springs n n', so arranged that only one of them

Fig. M5.

is in contact with the wheel at the same time ; when one presses
against a tooth the other one is always opposite a space. These
springs are connected to the respective line wires g and g', and
a battery is connnected to the common return wire g attached to
the standard S S. From the circumference of the wheel K pro
ject thirty arms, after the manner of a capstan, and upon the
base of the standard is a bar P, used as a stop for the hand of
the operator when turning the capstan wheel K of the trans
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mitter, for the purpose of signaling the letter opposite the arm
taken hold of by him.
The receiving instrument or indicator is shown in fig. 326.
It consists of a dial having thirty divisions corresponding to the
various letters and characters of the transmitter. The index
hand z, which moves over the dial, is driven by a system of

Fig. 326.

clockwork, put in motion by the weight Gr. The clockwork is
controlled by an escapement b b' fixed iu the axis e of a beam
supporting two armatures a a' of soft iron over the poles of two
electro-magnets M M', included in the circuits of the respective
line wires g g'. As the toothed wheel K of the transmitter is
turned round, alternate currents are sent through the contact
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springs n n\ through the lines, and through the magnets M M'.
Therefore, whenever the toothed wheel of the transmitter is
stopped at any point a current from the battery circulates in
one or the other of the magnets M M', the armature of the
magnet is held down, and the index prevented from moving
farther around the dial.
Very soon after the invention of this apparatus, Wheatstore
made an important improvement in it, by dispensing with "one of
the line wires, as well as its corresponding contact spring and
electro-magnet This was an important step in the right direc
tion, and fulfilled one of the most essential conditions of a
successful telegraph, that of requiring but a single line wire.
In Whcatstone's improved indicator the functions of the second
electro-magnet were performed by a retracting spring, provided
with an adjusting device for tightening or loosening it This
spring acted in opposition to the single electro-magnet, and, of
course, with inferior force. It had sufficient tension, however,
to separate the armature from the poles of the electro-magnet
and operate the escapement whenever the current circulating in
the helices of the electro-magnet was interrupted.
A patent embracing these and other improvements in dial
telegraphs was taken out, in 1840, by Messrs. Wheatstone and
Cooke. Among the most important of these modifications was
the substitution of currents derived from a magneto-electric
machine for battery currents ; an application which, in later
years, has been brought to great perfection.
Wheatstone's dial instrument was introduced on the railway
lines of North Germany, to some extent, prior to 1848, by Fardclev, of Mannheim, but afterwards gave place to the improved
apparatus of Siemens, which will be hereafter described, and to
the Morse system, which was capable of being worked over
much longer distances.
BREGCETS APPARATU&

The original apparatus of Wheatstone was taken up in France
by Breguet, who introduced many improvements both in the
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principle and in the details of the mechanism. These improved
instruments have been extensively used on the French railway
telegraph lines for many years, and have in all cases given good
satisfaction.
The transmitting mechanism of Breguet's instrument is shown
in fig. 327. It consists of a clockwork arrangement, which is
attached by three metallic pillars to a wooden base. The dial is
divided into twenty-six divisions, marked with the letters and
numerals, and each is opposite a corresponding notch in the cir

cumference of the dial. Beneath the latter is a horizontal wheel
provided with a sinuous groove cut in its periphery, and in this
there, are the same number of curves that there are notches in
the dial. The axis of the wheel projects above the surface of
the dial, and is provided with a crank M, by which it may be
turned. The metallic lever G has its centre of motion at o ;
at one end it is provided with a metallic roller, which runs in
the sinuous groove of the wheel just mentioned, by which means
it is moved to the right and left as the wheel revolves. The
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front end of the lever is provided with a small flat spring, which
plays between the adjustable contact screws p an'd p'. For
every revolution of the lower wheel the lever G makes contact
with each of the screws p and p' thirteen times. It is also so
arranged that the spring rests on the point p when the crank
stands on the cross or over an even number, and on the screw p'
when it stands over an odd number. A catch projecting from
the under side of the crank engages in the notches around the
dial, so as to prevent its accidental displacement Binding
posts, for making connections, and two commutators or
switches, with handles, N N', are placed upon the base of the
apparatus. The binding post C is connected to the positive
pole of the battery and to the screw p', the negative pole of the
battel-y being put to earth. The binding post R is in connec
tion with the screw p, and by the wire x with the receiving
instrument of the same station. The post L connects with the
commutator N ; it also receives one end of the line wire while L'
receives the other, and is connected to the commutator N'. By
turning the handles N and N' the call-bell of the station, which
is permanently connected to the binding posts S and S', may be
placed in the main circuit The metallic plates r v' connect
with one of the metallic columns which support the signal dial,
and consequently with the crank G.
A metallic strip, c D', fastened to the base in such a position
that the commutators can be turned on to it, permits the
operator to cut the instrument out of circuit at pleasure.
When the contact spring of the lever G presses against the
screw p, the two metallic pieces r r' being permanently connected
with it through the dial plate, necessarily communicate also with
the binding post R, and consequently with the receiving instru
ment of the station.
Now, if we place the spring of the commutator N on the
metallic piece r, and turn the crank M, the lever moves to and
fro, and its spring makes contact with the screw p every time
that M passes an even number of the signal dial, and with p'
when it passes over an odd number. Each time that the lever
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makes contact with thc screw p\ the battery current passes into
it, thence through the metallic part of the signal disk to r, and.
through the commutator spring N to the binding screw L and
into the line. When, however, it makes contact with the set
screw j), the line current is interrupted. It consequently fol
lows that for each revolution of the crank M the current is
established and broken twenty-six times in all.
The receiving apparatus (fig. S28) consists of a signal dial
arranged like that of the manipulator, and a clockwork placed
behind it, the escapement of which is regulated by an electro
magnet Fig. 329 represents the interior of the receiving in-

Fig. 328.

strument as seen from the back, with the electro-magnet re
moved, while fig. 330 shows the arrangement of the electro
magnet and its connections. In the last two figures the same
parts arc indicated by similar reference letters. M M is a hori
zontal electro-magnet, whoso armature P, suspended between
screw points v v, has attached to it an arm q, projecting upward,
and which is limited in its vibration to and fro by adjustable
screw stops inserted in the frame/? A pin g is inserted in the
arm q, near its upper end, and at right angles to it ; this pin
works in a fork F, fixed upon the horizontal axis a. At the
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Fig. 329.
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opposite end of thc axis a a pallet G- engages alternately with
two parallel escape- wheels It, impelled by the coiled main
spring B and clockwork in tho case above. The two escape
wheels arc go arranged upon their common axis that the thirteen
teeth of the front and back wheels alternate when viewed from
tho front "When the apparatus is at rest and the armature
held hack from tho poles of tho magnet by tho rpring r, tho
pallet locks tho teeth cf tho back wheel ; but when the armature
is attracted tho pallet springs into the teeth of the front wheel,
HJ

__

A

Fig. 330.

which being the distance of half a tooth behind the other as it
revolves, allows tho wheels and pointer to turn through one
twenty-sixth of tho wholo circle. As soon as tho armature i.;
released again tho pallet loaves the teeth of tho front wheel and
re-enters between, those of tho other. Thu3 every time tho cir
cuit through tho magnet M M i3 cither closed or broken tho
pointer advances one division upon tho dial by the action of the
clockwork. The retracting armature-spring r is adjusted by
means of the bent lever /, upon the end of which it is hooked.
Tho lever itself is fixed to tho under side of a bar s, turning
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upon a vertical axis k On the upper side of the bar s, at the
opposite end, is a long vertical pin t', which may be gradually
turned with the bar through a small angle by means of an in
clined plane on the rim of the drum U. The drum is fixed
upon a shaft k, which extends outside the case, as seen in fig.
328, and may be turned by means of a key which hangs by a
chain to the instrument
The shaft a, with its pallet and fork, is supported by a mov
able bar C D, turning upon the fulcrum C at the left, while on
Fig. 331

v'

the right it is held up by a spiral spring r', which forces it
against the lower end of a vertical rod passing through the
guides to and n. By pressing upon the button I' of the vertical
rod, the bar C D is moved downward and disengages the pallet
G from the escape wheels, but at the same time carries the
detent E into the path of the pin o, which prevents the clock
work from runnim* down when released from the control of the
pallet The position of the pin o is such that when it comes in
contact with the detent E the pointer will be at the zero or 4"
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of tho dial. By this arrangement the receiving operator can
bring his instrument to zero in a moment, if necessary.
The arrangement of the apparatus at a station is shown in fig.
331. When the line is not in use by any station tho switches
N and N' arc placed on S and S1 (best seen in fig. 327); a call
signal arriving from cither side will be received upon one or the
other of the alarms or call-bells. For example, a current arriv
ing from the left by the. line wire V goes through the lightning
arrester P (which will be hereafter described) and the galvan
ometer, through L N and S to tho earth connection T T. The
connections of the other side are similar.
When a call is received from V the operator turns his switch
N to r, which puts his receiving instrument in circuit K is a
switch by which the number of cells of main battery employed
in transmission may be regulated to suit the length of line to be
worked through.
Brcguet has also constructed a portable apparatus for railway
use, upon tho same principle as that which has just been de
scribed, but so compactly arranged that it is contained, together
with its battery, in a moderate sized oaken case, which may be
carried from place to place without difficulty.
froment's apparatus.
The principal difference between Froment's telegraph and
that of Breguet consists in the construction of the manipulator or
transmitting apparatus. The receiving instrument is similar to
that of Breguet, and need not therefore be described.
The transmitter of Froment's telegrapb (fig. 832) consists of
a keyboard like that of a piano, having twenty-six keys arranged
in two series, one above the other. The upper or back row
contains the cross or terminal signal -\- and the first twelve char
acters of the alphabet, and the front row the remaining thirteen.
In the circumference of the escape wheel A, forming part of
the clockwork beneath the keyboard, a sinuous groove is formed
exactly like that in tho Breguet transmitter, in which a roller
upon the end of the lever B is made to play. When the wheel
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Fig. 332.

A revolves, the opposite end of the lever, consisting of a metallic
spring, is caused to move to and fro between the screws v and
-v', thus regulating the interruptions of the current

Fig. 333.

The escape wheel A carries a tooth d (fig. 333), which is held
by the hook c; the latter is kept in place by a spring r. As
long as the tooth is retained the clockwork is arrested, but the
moment the hook is raised the tooth becomes free and the
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clockwork, being no longer checked, causes the wheel A to turn
and thus the free end of the lever B (tig. 332) is made to oscil
late. The former figure also shows the manner in which the
keys turn on the fulcrum F when they are depressed.
Immediately beneath the keys and along the entire keyboard
a wooden bar T T (fig. 334) is placed, by means of which the

Fig. 334.

operator is enabled to release the escape wheel. This bar is
attached by two metallic pieces II II' to a metallic cylinder Y,
just below the bar F F, and turns on its own axis. A power
ful spring Z keeps this cylinder, and consequently the wooden
bar also, in a position of rest so long as no other force acts upon
them.

Fig. 33").

When a key is depressed it lowers the wooden bar T T, and
thereby sets the wheclwork in motion by releasing the tooth d.
It is obvious that the number of interruptions of the current
depends upon the number of oscillations made by the lever, in
other words, upon the size of the wheel A. In order to use this
apparatus for telegraphic correspondence it is only necessary to
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add a contrivance by means of which the size of the wheel, or
the number of interruptions, can be made to depend upon the
position of the depressed key, that is, upon the character which
is to be signaled. Froment has done this in the following
simple and effective manner :
Attached to the wheel A is a metallic cylinder x x' (fig. 335)
of the same length as the keyboard, in which two rows of
metallic pins are inserted perpendicular to its length. The pins
in the first row b b b' b' correspond to the upper keys, and
those in the other row cede' to the lower keys. In the figure
the cylinder is represented with only twenty-five pins, for the
reason that the tooth d supplies the place of the one correspond
ing to the cross or first key.

Fig. 336.

Each pin stands vertically out from the cylinder x x' in such
a position that if a line were drawn through any oneof them and
the axis of the cylinder it would form, with a line passing
through the next following pin and the cylinder, an angle equal
to the 26th part of the circumference of the cylinder.
It follows from this that the thirteen pins of the row bbb' V
(which includes the tooth d), form half of a spiral line around
the cylinder ; that the thirteen pins of the row c c c' c' form
the other half, and that the two halves reciprocally supply each
other's places.
A metallic pin D (fig. 336), attached to the under side of each
key when the latter is depressed, engages the corresponding pin
on the revolving cylinder and thereby arrests its motion.
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"With this explanation the working of the entire apparatus (fig.
332) will be readily understood.
The terminal post L, which is fixed on a triangular wooden
base, receives the line wire L, and is provided with a metallic
spring a, by means of which it may be place 1 in contact with
one of the two buttons forming the terminals of the metallic
columns 2 j at pleasure. Column s is in connection with the
binding screw S and also with the call bell of the station;
column I communicates with the metallic part of the clockwork
and through this with the lever B. The binding post P receives
the wire from the + pole of the main "battery, which it places in
communication with the contact v through the small pillar t
and finally the contact pin v' is connected to R and also to the
receiving instrument of the station by means of the wire t'.
When the tooth of the escape wheel is caught by the hook c
(fig. 333), the spring at the end of the lever B presses against
the contact v' and the current from the battery of the station is
interrupted; the receiving instrument of the station, however,
is in a position to respond to the current from the distant station.
The groove in the wheel A is so constructed that for each revo
lution the tongue of lever B is made to strike thirteen times
against each of the contact screws v and v'.
When the. instrument is not in operation the spring a is con
nected to the column s and call bell. If the operator desires to
send a message he first places this spring on the button in con
nection with column I, and then depresses the key marked with
a cross. The escape wheel A is thus freed and makes a com
plete revolution. A similar proceeding on the part of the
receiving operator moves the pointer of the first station once
around the dial, and so notifies of his readiness to receive.
Every time that a key is depressed the escapement wheel be
comes free and the lever B oscillates; the line, consequently,
receives a series of currents separated by interruptions of like
duration, this continues until a corresponding pin in the cylinder
x x' strikes that of the depressed key.
These currents, the
number of which depends upon the position of the depressed
37
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key, reach the distant station and there bring the index of the
receiving instrument to the character corresponding to that of
the key. When the finger passes from one key to another the
cylinder x x' and wheel A turn through an angle equal to the
one between the pins corresponding to these keys, consequently
the number of currents sent into the line is equal to the number
of keys or characters between the two keys depressed. We
thus see that the pointer at the receiving station must always be
in accord with the depressed key at the transmitting station.
Another pointer C, fig. 332, is moved around a dial plate
by the clockwork of the sending apparatus, and indicates the
characters corresponding to the depressed keys. By means of
this the operator is provided with a check to his fingering which
enables him to proceed with confidence.
If will be seen that the possible speed of transmission by
this apparatus depends upon the velocity with which the cylin
der x x' revolves. Breguet's method of interrupt ng the cur
rent presents one disadvantage, in that it burdens the crank
axle with an interrupting wheel, whose weight retards the
velocity of the crank. This is avoided in Froment's apparatus
by the use of a less bulky interrupter, consequently it is capable
of being worked at a greater speed. The most important feature
in the latter, however, consists in the fact that with it the inter
ruption of the current is taken out of the hands of the operator;
it is, therefore, not only less fatiguing to work, but is also capable
of higher speed on account of the mechanical arrangement by
which the velocity of the escapement wheel can be kept within
the proper limits.
Chester's apparatus.
An instrument very similar in principle to that of Breguet,
but somewhat different in the details of its construction, designed
by Mr. Chester, of New York, has been used quite extensively
in the United States for municipal or police telegraphs and for
private lines. The leading peculiarity of Chester's instrument
is, that a single clockwork and a single dial answers for both
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the transmitting and receiving apparatus, which are thus com
bined in one instrument The circuit-closer is similar to
that of Breguet The transmitter consists of a horizontal arm
revolving beneath the dial, which is stopped by the depression
of any one of a series of vertical pins corresponding to the
different letters, which are arranged around the circumference of
the dial. This is a very compact and simple instrument, and
answers an excellent purpose for the class of work for which it
was particularly designed.

Fig. 337.
SIEMENS'S APPARATUS.

The dial telegraph of Dr. Siemens was invented in 1848, and
was regarded as an important improvement upon any of the
systems then existing. The principle of this apparatus is that
of the automatic transmission of currents, or the self-acting
make-and-break.
Let M and M' (fig. 337) represent the two poles of an electro
magnet, and A the armature pivoted at a point D midway be
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tween the poles. A rigid arm H is attached to the armature,
carrying a flexible spring h at its extremity, armed with a catch
or hook, so arranged as to engage with ftie ratchet shaped teeth
of the wheel R. The wires IL'L complete the circuit of the
battery B with the electro-magnet Now whenever this circuit
is closed, the poles of the magnet will attract the armature,
causing it to turn upon the pivot D, and the hook on the spring
h will slip over a tooth of the wheel It ; but when the circuit is
broken the spring F, acting upon the arm i, draws back the

Fig. 338.

lever H to its former position, at the same time the hoolf on the
spring h engages with a tooth of the wheel R and pulls it around
a distance of one tooth. Thus every time the circuit of the
electro-magnet M M' is broken the wheel R advances a distance
of one tooth. In Siemens's arrangement the movement of the
lever H is itself caused to open and close the circuit by an in
genious device represented in fig. 338. It consists of a mov
able lever S, termed the shuttle, which lies underneath the lever
II, and is pivoted at d. This is composed of a thin piece of
metal, which is turned up into two little ears, on each side,
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which, as the shuttle moves to and fro, strike against the ad
justable screw stops E and E', by which the movement is limited.
The arm II passes between these ears, but has some little play,
so that it cannot come in contact with both at the same time.
The apparatus being arranged as shown in fig. 338, the action
will be as follows : The spring F pulls the arm H downward

Mg. 339.

until it strikes one of the ears of the shuttle and forces it against
the screw E. This closes the circuit and brings the magnet into
action ; it remains active until almost the completion of the
stroke, when lever II strikes the opposite car of the shuttle and
lifts it, which breaks the circuit again, and the operation is
repeated as long as the battery remains in action. Fig. 339
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shows the application of this movement to the instrument, a
revolving arm u being fixed upon the axis of the ratchet wheel
R. A sectional view of the instrument is given in fig. 340,
showing the manner in which the arm u revolves underneath
the plate P P'. The manner in which the movement of the

Fig. 340.

apparatus is stopped to indicate any particular letter is as
follows : A circular keyboard is placed above the mechanism,
as shown in fig. 341. Each key is marked with a letter or
signal, and is provided with a pin s (fig. 340), which is caused
to project downward when pressed upon by the finger, so as to

Fig. 341.

stop the revolution of the arm u. The latter, moreover, is so
adjusted that at the moment it strikes against any one of the
pins which happens to be depressed the circuit will always be
broken at the shuttle. When the key T is released the spring
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F (fig. 338) draws the arm H down, closes the circuit and causes
the movement to recommence.
Fig. 342 is a plan view, showing the complete apparatus
beneath the keyboard. The line wire is attached at L and
passes, as shown by the dotted line, to the galvanometer G, and
thence to switch S', which is ordinarily turned on R, and thus
directs the current to the self-acting alarm apparatus at J, and
thence by N to the earth connection at E. The alarm apparatus
being exactly similar in its action to the movement heretofore

Fi'j. 843.

described, needs no further explanation. When a communica
tion is to be received the switch S' is turned on tho point T,
which conducts the main circuit by the way of D S, and the
electro-magnet M M' to the point K, which connects with one
pole of the battery, the other pole Z being to the earth. The
shuttle mechanism of both the sending and receiving instru
ments being now in circuit, the arm u of the sending instrument
and the index hand Q of the receiving instrument must neces
sarily revolve in unison. When the circuit is broken by the
stoppage of the arm u by the depression of a key at the sending
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station, the receiving instrument will also stop at the same point
Fig. 343 shows the arrangement of connections for two stations,
which will be understood without further explanation, as the
letters of reference are the same as in the preceding figures.
The commutator r s t serves to put the battery B in direct cir
cuit between the line and the ground without passing through
the instrument

.ffy. 344.

This apparatus was formerly employed to a considerable ex
tent upon the German railway lines, and was found to operate
in the most admirable manner. It has now been almost alto
gether superseded for this purpose by the Morse apparatus.
Kramer's apparatus.
The principle of Kramer's dial telegraph is quite similar in
many respects to that of Siemens's, but it is considerably less
complicated. The principle of a self-acting make-and-break is
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employed in combination with a clockwork driven by a weight
or spring, but a continuous current is employed, as on the
American, and some of the German lines with the Morse apparatua
The external appearance of Kramer's apparatus differs very
little from that of Siemens's. It consists of a circular dial, hav
ing thirty keys arranged around its circumference, numbered
from 0 to 29, inclusive. An inner circle is marked in corres
ponding sections with the letters of the alphabet, and a third
circle, concentric with the others, contains a double row of
numerals from 1 to 9, and some other characters and blanks.
The interior of the apparatus is shown in fig. 344. Two
cucular plates of metal, connected together by three posts near
their periphery, constitute the frame of the instrument The
axis C of the pointer Z Z above the dial passes through these
two plates. This axis carries an escape wheel r and another
toothed wheel R ; it is turned by the pinion 3, which is driven
through the intervention of clockwork, by the weight G. The
escapement r is formed by a horizontal wheel, upon the rim of
which are sixty vertical steel pins, which alternately project up
ward and downward at equal distances from each other. The
prongs of a steel fork c z lock into the pins, and are at such a
distance from each other that when one prong touches the rim
of the wheel on one side the succeeding pin can pass under the
other prong. The fork is supported by the bell crank lever h,
turning between upright bearings upon the axis w. A soft iron
armature A is supported by the lower arm of the lever, opposite
the poles of an electro-magnet M, which regulates the move
ment of the fork and escape wheel. The figure shows the arma
ture attracted to the poles of the electro-magnet, which is the
normal position of the apparatus when at rest
The toothed wheel R, the spring d, and contact point x serve
to regulate the closing and breaking of the circuit The wheel
has thirty teeth, and therefore the circuit is broken thirty times
during each revolution by the lifting of the spring d from the
contact point x. Fig. 345 shows the position of the spring ir.
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relation to the toothed wheel when the circuit is open, and fig.
346 when it is closed.
When the electro magnet attracts its armature a tooth of the
wheel R lifts the spring d and interrupts the circuit The

Fig. 345.

Fig. 346.

armature then falls off, depressing the fork and allowing another
pin to escape, by which means the circuit is reestablished be
tween d and a;, and so on indefinitely, the course of the current
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being shown by the arrows and the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. In
this way the pointer keeps running round the dial until the
clockwork runs down, but it is obvious that the motion may be
arrested, either by breaking the battery circuit, in which case
the armature falls off, and the fork escapement rests upon the
upper surface of the escape wheel, or by arresting the pointer
itself. The latter is the method employed when transmitting;
the key above the dial corresponding to any letter being de
pressed, interposes a pin which stops the further progress of the
pointer, as in Siemens's instrument, at a point when the circuit
is open, as in fig. 345, and this, of course, causes the other instru-

Fig. 347.

ment or instruments in the circuit to stop at the same letter.
The pointer may be set by means of the button T, to bring it
into unison with the sending instrument
The alarm employed by Kramer is rung by the release of an
armature from the poles of an electro-magnet To provide
against the possibility of the alarm failing to operate in conse
quence of the escape from the line to earth in the closed circuit
system, Kramer has devised the ingenious arrangement shown in
fig. 347. In front of the armature a contact screw c is pressed
against by a flat spring b, so that when the armature a is attracted
towards the poles of the electro-magnet mf m", it comes in con
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tact with the spring just before the completion of its stroke and
separates it from the contact screw. The armature is connected
by a wire f g to the middle of the coil wire of the electro
magnet ; the line wire e is connected to the contact screw c ; and
between the spring b and the same line wire a resistance W is
inserted equal to that of one coil of the electro-magnet
The current arriving by the line wire d and passing in the
direction indicated by the arrow, passes by way of to' to" b and
c toe, the resistance W being cut out by the spring b. The
armature a is thereupon attracted, and as it descends makes
contact with the spring b, thereby short circuiting one half the
electromagnet to" and at the same instant breaks the circuit
between b and c, thus throwing the resistance W into circuit,
and leaving the total resistance between d and e unchanged.
The armature is now held only by one pole to', and the spring h
is so adjusted that on the slightest decrease in the magnetism of
to' it exerts force enough to pull off the armature a.
wheatstone's magneto- electric dial apparatus.
This instrument was perfected by Wheatstone in 1858, being
an improved form of the magneto-electric dial apparatus in
vented and patented by him in 1840. It is very largely used in
-Great Britain upon private telegraph lines, and to a great extent
upon the less important government lines. Wheatstone's ap
paratus consists of two distinct parts, which are respectively
termed the communicator and the indicator. Fig. 348 is a per
spective view of the communicator. It consists of a small square
box, upon the upper surface of which is a raised dial plate,
surrounded by thirty equidistant keys radiating from the same
centre. Upon the dial plate are marked the twenty-six letters
of the alphabet, three points of punctuation and an asterisk ; in
an inner concentric circle are the nine numerals and a cross on
each side. A pointer turning on an axis in the ceutre of the
dial rotates in connection with the handle or crank which pro
jects from the front of the box, and may be arrested at any
letter, while the handle is being turned, by depressing one of the
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Fig, 348.

Fig. 349.
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keys or buttons. Fig. 349 is a side elevation of the interior
mechanism of the apparatus. K K is a fixed permanent horse
shoe magnet, placed horizontally, upon the poles of which are
fixed two soft iron cores, with their helices of insulated wire.
On a vertical axis passing between these cores is placed a soft
iron armature or inductor J J, which is caused to revolve by
means of the pulley and band V, which is connected with the
crank seen in fig. 348. When the armature revolves it induces
alternate positive and negative currents in the helices, upon the
principle of the apparatus described in Chapter XIII, fig. 81.

Fig. 350.

The shaft I is driven by a toothed wheel placed within the disc
B on the hollow shaft L, to which the wheel B is attached.
The indented periphery of the wheel A (fig. 350) acts upon an
oscillating angular lever P, which terminates in a spring Q Q',
and acts as a circuit breaker, in connection with the stationary
post S, through which the magneto-currents pass from the in
ductor J. Whenever the end of the lever P falls into a notch
of the wheel A the spring Q' is lifted from the post S and the
circuit
In the
is momentarily
plan view of interrupted.
the apparatus (fig. 350) a small endless
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ohain is shown passing around a series of rollers underneath the
keys. Whenever a key is depressed, as shown at g in fig. 349,
the arm e, which projects downward from the key, is pressed
inward against the chain, as shown at a in fig. 350. As soon
as any other key is depressed the chain is pulled straight under
the first key and lifts it up. The action of each key is two
fold ; it serves to arrest the pointer Z in its revolution, and to
interrupt the circuit and cut off from the line the currents which
would otherwise be produced by the revolution of the inductor
J during the time in which the pointer is standing still. This
is effected by the arm C (figs. 349, 350 and 351) attached to the

Fig. 351.

shaft I, which carries the pointer Z. This arm carries a bent
steel spring b nr (fig. 351), which is provided with a hook or
catch r. On the end of the arm C is also an angular lever a d,
the short arm a of which has a pin projecting downward, in
such a position that the spring b nr presses against it "When
all the parts are in the position shown in the figure the wheel K
revolves in the direction of the arrow, carrying with it the arm
C, by means of the hook r. But when a key e is depressed, and
thus thrown into the path of the lever d as it revolves, the latter
comes in contact with it and is pressed back, thereby lifting the
catch r and disengaging the arm C from the wheel R, the latter
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continuing to revolve while the former remains stationary. If
the key is released again the hook r engages with the nearest
tooth of the wheel R, and the arm C together with the wheel A
and pointer Z, moves forward again as before. Thus it will be
seen that the movement of the magneto-inductor is entirely in
dependent from that of the signaling mechanism, the arrange
ment being such that when the arm C is arrested by the depres
sion of a key, the lever P is in a position to interrupt the circuit
between Q' and S.

Fig. 352.

The exterior of the indicator is shown in fig. 352, and
its internal mechanism in fisr. 353, in which one half of the
system of electro-magnets is removed. The apparatus con
sists of two rectangular electro-magnets, one of which is
shown at E, of small diameter, arranged parallel, and with their
opposite poles facing each other. Two curved permanently
magnetic bars A A and At Atl arranged upon an axis X X,
constitute the common armature of the two magnets. The axis
X X turns between screw points'and has an arm projecting up
wards, which supports one end of the axis of a small escape
38

/
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wheel, the other end of this axis being supported in a piece a,
which carries the indicating pointer or needle moving in front
of the dial. Thus, in this instrument, the escape wheel is
vibrated, and it is at the same time caused to rotate by means
of two stationary hooks or catches r r. The wheel is prevented
from skipping or being moved too far by stops b b.
The alternate positive and negative pulsations from the mag
neto-inductor passing through the electro-magnet E continually
reverse its polarity, and cause alternate attraction and repulsion

Fig. 353.

or die little steel magnets A A and A1 Aj. This movement is
transferred to the escape wheel and causes it to revolve step by
step, as in other instruments of this kind. By means of the
button B, which acts upon the escape wheel by means of a fork,
the needle may be set to zero at pleasure without the aid of
the current
The mechanism of this apparatus is • constructed with such
precision that it operates in the most perfect manner, even when
the inductor is turned very rapidly. There are probably a
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greater number of these instruments now in use than of any
other dial telegraph ever invented.
SIEMENS AND HALSKES MAGNETO-ELECTRIC DIAL TELEGRAPH.

This convenient and trustworthy apparatus was first con
structed many years ago for the use of the Bavarian telegraph

Fig. 335.

lines. It is largely employed on the railway lines of Russia, and
on the municipal lines of some of the principal European cities.
The apparatus consists of a battery of permanent magnets,
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between the poles of which revolves a coil of insulated wire,
wound upon a soft iron armature. This motion develops alter
nate positive and negative currents, which traverse the line and
pass through the coils of an electro-magnet at the receiving
station, causing its armature to vibrate and turn an escape wheel
and pointer. Fig. 354 represents an external view of the com
plete apparatus, which is contained in a case of wood or metal.
H is a handle, -which, in operating the apparatus, is turned round

Fig. 356.

from letter to letter, the letters being marked on the horizontal
dial plate J, stopping always against the tooth opposite the
letter to be indicated ; and 2 is the dial of the indicator, which
corresponds in its arrangement with that of the transmitter, the
motions of the pointer following accurately those of the handle
of the instrument which is operating it
Fig. 355 and fig. 356 show the internal mechanism of the
transmitter. The metal disc J, with inclined or ratchet shaped
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teeth i upon its rim, is fixed upon the top of the compound
magnet, which consists of a number of permanent magnets G G
G' G', screwed to an upright soft iron plate n (fig. 357). Between
the poles of this system of permanent magnets is placed a
cylinder of soft iron E, which serves as the keeper or armature
of all the magnets. This arrangement is universally known as
the Siemens armature, and is of very peculiar construction. It
is channelled longitudinally with two deep broad grooves on
opposite sides, which gives it an I shaped section (best seen in
fig. 357). A coil of fine insulated wire is wound longitudinally
within these grooves, as seen in fig. 356. The whole armature
is supported by brass caps F F' in pivots above and below.
Above the armature coil the pinion T gears into the toothed
wheel L, which turns upon its axis by means of the handle II
above the disc J. The proportion between the teeth of the

Fig. 357.

wheel and that of the pinion is such that one revolution of the
wheel causes the pinion to revolve thirteen times, reversing the
magnetism along the whole length on each side of the armature,
and thereby inducing in the coil, if the circuit is closed, thirteen
positive and thirteen negative electrical pulsations of equal and
opposite magnetic effect When the coil is turned half round
on its vertical axis the polarity of the armature is also changed,
and a magneto-electric current induced in the armature coil in
one direction, and upon turning it half a revolution further
round, so that it takes up its former position, a current in the
opposite direction is induced. The ends of the coil of wire
which are attached to the brass caps are connected, one to the
earth plate and the other to the coils of the electro-magnet of
the indicator, and thence to the line.
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fig. 358.

The interior of the indicator is shown in perspective in fig.
358, and in front elevation in fig. 357. The coil or helix of in-

Fig. 359.

sulated wire M is fixed, but its core is free to turn within it,
being mounted between screw points. The ends of the core are
provided with soft iron continuations projecting downwards, one
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of which is seen at A, and these are free to vibrate between the
opposite poles of two horizontal permanent magnets B and Bv
The front end of the oscillating core carries an arm D projecting
upwards, which works the indicator needle or pointer by means
of a double acting escapement, shown in fig. 358, but more
clearly in fig. 360. In the latter figure /is the escape wheel on
the axis of the pointer and having
thirteen ratchet shaped teeth. At
the end of the vibrating arm D
are two branches d d' forming a
sort of fork, and these branches
are provided with thin flexible
steel springs e and e\ carrying
hooks which catch into the teeth
of
the ratchet wheel / The rat
m
chet wheel having thirteen teeth,
when the armature oscillates from
D
right to left, or from left to right
the wheel advances half a tooth ;
and in order that the pointer may
traverse the whole circumference
of the dial, the armature must
oscillate thirteen times in each
direction. This is provided for by
arranging that exactly that num
ber of reverse currents or pulsasending station
Fig. 360.
when the handle
tionsof
shall
thebetransmitter
transmittedisfrom
turned
the
once round the dial. The polarity of the core within the helix
M is correspondingly reversed, causing it to be alternately
attracted and repelled by the permanent magnets B and Bt,
thus causing the oscillation of the arm D and operating the
pointer of the indicator. The adjustable screw stops g g' limit
the motion of the arm D, and prevent the skipping of the
wheel.
The call bell or alarm used with this instrument is seen at
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the top of the case in fig. 35-i. The principle is the same as
that of the polarized relay described on page 509. A continua
tion of the armature curries a hammer, which vibrates between
two bells. A switch seen beneath it, when turned to W, con
nects the line to the alarm, and when turned to Z connects it
with the indicator.

Fig. 361.

An improved and more recent form of the indicator is shown
in fig. 361. This is also constructed upon precisely the same
principle as the polarized relay above alluded to, the escape
ment being similar to that shown in fig. 358 and fig. S60. It
will be readily understood without further explanation.
The general arrangement of the connections is shown in fig.
362. E is the revolving armature or inductor, and M the coil of
the indicator magnet The line wire enters at L, and when the
apparatus is not in use, is turned through the alarm direct to the
earth by placing the switch Y upon W. By changing the switch
to Z the inductor and indicator are put in circuit
HAMBLET'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC DIAL TELEGRAPR

This instrument has found extensive employment upon private
and municipal telegraph lines in the United States. In its gene
ral principle it is not unlike Wheatstone's. The apparatus is
placed upon a small table, and so arranged that the inductor
may be driven by a treadle, leaving both hands free to manipu
late the keys, by which means the practical speed of the instru
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ment is materially augmented. The indicator is not essentially
different from the later form of Siemens and Halske's, shown
in fig. 361. The whole apparatus operates
in a highly satisfactory manner. Very simi
lar instruments are constructed by Welch &
Anders, of Boston, having a Siemens's arma
ture for an inductor, and a piano keyboard
operating upon a cylinder, as in Froment's
instrument, and provided with an ingenious
attachment for opening the inductor circuit
and simultaneously putting the line to earth
) during the stoppage of the transmitting cylin
der caused by the depression of a key.
In the United States, dial instruments have
been but little used except for private lines,
and for this work they have within the past
four or five years been almost entirely super
seded by the improved and convenient typeprinting instruments which have been de
signed for this purpose, and of which we
shall give some examples in a following
Fig. 362.
chapter.

OHAPTER XXXIV.
THE TYPE-PRINTING TELEGRAPH.

The type-printing telegraph system may be said to be, both
in its inception and in its practical development, a distinctively
American one. The earliest suggestion of the possibility of
constructing an instrument of this kind originated with Alfred
Vail, an associate of Morse, as early as the year 1837. Vail at
that time made elaborate and detailed working drawings of his
instrument, but, so far as known, never actually constructed it,
he being at that time of the opinion that it could never success
fully compete with the simple, economical and rapid system of
Morse.
Wheatstone was the next to attempt a type-printing apparatus.
A working model of his first instrument was exhibited by him
before the Royal Polytechnic Institution of London in 1841.
This was based upon his first dial telegraph, described in a
preceding chapter. In his first printing instrument two line
wires were made use of, the second wire serving to operate the
printing mechanism. In place of the index hand of the dial in
strument a thin brass wheel was employed, cut into a number of
radial strips, each one of which carried a type. A hammer,
actuated by mechanism under control of an electro-magnet in
the second circuit, when released, struck the type against a
cylinder, upon which was rolled a sheet of white paper, overlaid
by a sheet of carbonized paper, and thus produced an impression
of whatever letter had previously been brought into position by
the escapement He immediately afterwards invented a method
of working this apparatus on one wire. This consisted of a
commutator, driven by a train of clockwork, which was released
whenever the type wheel movement was operated, and was so
arranged as to make one revolution while the type wheel was
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being brought into position. Just at the completion of the rev
olution of the commutator it momentarily switched the circuit
through the electro-magnet, which released the printing mechan
ism, and was then stopped by a detent, in readiness for a repeti
tion of the process. This method was necessarily slow, because
a letter could only be printed after a complete revolution of the
' commutator, which required as much time for one letter as for
another. This instrument never came into practical use.
The various kinds of type-printing telegraph instruments differ
widely from each other in many respects, but the following
essential characteristics arc common to all of them :
1. Mechanism by means of which the type or character which
is to be printed is brought into a suitable position for transferring
its impression to the paper, termed the type wheel movement.
2. A device for furnishing the type with a constant supply of
ink, termed the inking apparatus.
3. Mechanism by means of which the type or character, after
having been placed in position, is forcibly brought in contact
with the paper, and an impression taken, termed the printing
movement.
4. Mechanism by means of which the paper is moved forward
a certain distance after each letter or character has been printed,
in order to provide a fresh surface for the succeeding impression,
termed the paper feed.
5. A device by which the type wheel of the receiving instru
ment may be brought into correspondence with the transmitting
machinery of the sending instrument, termed the unison ap
paratus.
Type-printing instruments may be divided into two distinct
classes, one having a step-by-step movement and the other a
synchronous movement of the type wheel. There are also a
small number of instruments which combine these two charac
teristics and which may be said to constitute a third class.
In the instruments having a step-by-step movement the
revolution of the type wheel is effected either by a clockwork
under control of an electro-magnetic escapement, or by the
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direct action of the vibrating armature without the aid of clock
work. The printing of the characters is effected in various
ways: sometimes by clockwork mechanism and sometimes by
the direct action of an electro-magnet The instruments of
Wheatstone, House, Breguet, Dujardin and many others, in
cluding those used in the United States for stock and market
reporting and private telegraphs, are of this class.
In the instruments having a synchronous movement, the
motion of the type wheel at one station and of the transmitting
mechanism at the other station is regulated by two separate sets
of mechanism, keeping exact time with each other. The instru
ments of Hughes, Farmer and Phelps are of this class.
house's telegraph.
The first printing telegraph which was brought to such per
fection as to be available for extensive practical use was that of
Royal E. House, of Vermont His invention formed the subject
of an application for a patent in April, 1846, although the in
vention was at that time in a crude state in comparison with the
high degree of perfection to which it was afterwards brought
The first despatch transmitted over a line by this instrument
was sent from Cincinnati to Jeffcrsonville, a distance of 150
miles, in the fall of 1847. The first regular commercial use of
the apparatus was upon a competing line between New York
and Philadelphia, which went into operation in March, 1849.
During the following ten years the system was rapidly and
successfully extended to other parts of the country.
House's telegraph is constructed upon the step-by-step prin
ciple, the mechanism being operated by manual power, which
is simply controlled by the electric current It consists of two
entirely distinct parts: the transmitter or commutator, and the
receiver or printing apparatus. The transmitter consists of a
toothed contact wheel, similar to that of Wheatstone's dial ap
paratus, illustrated in fig. 325, which, in turning, sends a series
of pulsations or currents from the battery at the transmitting
station. There are fourteen teeth and fourteen spaces upon the
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wheel, and consequently, when the wheel is made to revolve, the
'circuit is broken and closed twenty-eight times in each revolu
tion. In order to stop the contact wheel at its proper place to
indicate each of the letters, a keyboard like that of a piano is
employed, having twenty-eight keys, representing the twentysix letters of the alphabet, a period, and a space or blank, tech
nically termed the dash. Underneath the keys and extending
across the keyboard is a cylinder, fixed upon the axis of the
contact wheel and turning with it Twenty-eight pins are in
serted in the cylinder, each pin revolving underneath its corres
ponding key. The keys are held up by springs, and are fur
nished with cams or detents. When any key is depressed its
detent is struck by the corresponding pin upon the cylinder in
its revolution, and the motion of the latter, together with that
of the contact wheel, is thereby arrested. The pins correspond
ing to the successive letters follow each other around the
cylinder in a spiral, and arc distant from each other one twentyeighth part of its circumference, and therefore, when the cylinder
is turned from one letter to another, exactly such a number of
contacts and interruptions are given as will bring the type wheel
of the receiving apparatus round to the same point The ar
rangement of the keyboard, cylinder, and spirally arranged pins
in House's transmitter, are similar to those of Froment's dial
apparatus (fig. 335), the only difference being in the apparatus
for closing and breaking the circuit
The receiving apparatus of the House instrument is some
what complicated. The electro-magnet by which its move
ments are controlled is of a very peculiar construction. It
consists of a large, upright, hollow helix or coil of fine insulated
wire, within which is placed a series of six or eight soft iron
tubes, each of which becomes magnetic upon the passage of a
current through the helix. A series of bell shaped armatures
are fixed upon a brass rod, which passes through the series of
hollow magnets, and is suspended from a spring above. The
whole arrangement acts together as a powerful compound mag
net, but as each separate section of it is very short, its magnetic
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inertia is small, and it admits of being successively charged and
discharged with much greater rapidity than an electro-magnet of
the ordinary form. The great speed of transmission of which
this instrument is capable depends almost entirely upon the
rapidity of vibration which this electro-magnet is capable of
communicating to the escapement
Above the compound armature, but fixed upon the same rod,
is a hollow cylindrical slide valve, which controls the passage of
the compresssed air from an air chamber supplied by a pump.
The escape wheel, upon the shaft of the type wheel, is controlled
by an anchor escapement, operated by a piston which moves to
and fro within an air tight cylinder, and is controlled by the
slide valve before referred to, the principal of the whole arrange
ment being similar to that of a steam engine. When the circuit
is closed the compound armature is drawn down and the slide
valve attached thereto admits the compressed air into one end
of the cylinder and forces the piston to the opposite end, thus
releasing a tooth of the escape wheel ; when the circuit is broken
the armature rises by the action of a spring, the valve admits
the air to the opposite end of the cylinder and the motion of the
piston is reversed, which releases another tooth of the escape
wheel.
The escape wheel has fourteen teeth, and requires therefore
twenty eight movements of the piston to complete a revolution.
The steel type wheel is fixed upon the axis of the escape wheel,
its circumference being furnished with twenty-eight equidistant
projections, upon which are engraved the twenty-six letters of
the alphabet, a period and a blank space. The same shaft also
carries a little drum with letters painted on it in the same order
as they are placed upon the type wheel, by which the operator
may read off the message as in a dial instrument, without print
ing a record of it
The means by which the printing of a letter is effected when
ever the type wheel is arrested is as follows : Upon the upper
surface of the type wheel, and at its extreme edge, are twentyeight angular pins or teeth. A small steel arm, rigidly attached
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to a metal cap, turned by friction upon a shaft revolving in a
direction opposite to that of the type wheel, plays over the pins
upon the type wheel while the latter is in motion. When, how
ever, the type wheel stops, the arm falls in between two of the
angular pins, which it has not time to do while they are in
motion ; in doing this it allows the cap to revolve a short
distance with its shaft, and by means of two pins to release a
detent fixed upon the same shaft with an eccentric. When the
detent is released this shaft makes one revolution, and the eccen
tric, by means of a connecting rod, forces the paper against a
blackened silk ribbon or ink band, pressing it against the type
wheel with sufficient force to make a legible impression of the
letter which happens to be in position.
The paper feed consists of a notched drum, over which the
paper passes from a roll, and this is turned by means of a
ratchet wheel and click during the latter part of the movement
of the eccentric.
In order to bring the type wheel into correspondence with
the transmitting cylinder at the beginning of a communication,
a detent lever is provided, which may be thrown by the receiv
the
ing type
operator
wheel,
intoand
the thus
patharrest
of a pin
the or
motion
stop placed
of the in
latter.
the rim
This
of .
unison stop is so placed that it arrests the type wheel with the
blank space or dash opposite the printing press, and it being
understood that the transmitting operator is always to com
mence with the blank or dash key, it follows that the instru
ments must always start together.
The speed of transmission which has been attained with this
apparatus in the hands of some of the more skilful employe's,
under favorable circumstances, is very remarkable. Upon cir
cuits of 150 to 200 miles messages have frequently been trans
mitted and printed in full at the rate of 2,600 words per hour.
On one occasion the annual message of the Governor of New
York, containing 5,000 words, was transmitted by this instru
ment and published entire in New York two hours after its
delivery in Albany.
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The House instrument, after having been quite extensively
used on some of the lines of the United States from 1849 to
1860, was gradually superseded by the improved instruments of
Mr. Phelps, which will hereafter be described.
hughes's telegraph.
In 1855 Mr. David E. Hughes, of Kentucky, patented a typeprinting instrument the essential principle of which consists in
the synchronous movement of the transmitting and receiving
apparatus at two or more stations, so that each letter may be
printed by a single electric pulsation, and without arresting the
continuous revolution of the type wheel. The accomplishment
of such a result, with sufficient accuracy for practical pur
poses, presents a problem of considerable mechanical difficulty.
Hughes's original apparatus was provided with two separate and
independent trains of wheel work, each driven by a weight
The first train caused the type wheel and transmitting cylinder
to revolve at a uniform rate of speed, this being governed by an
escapement and a rapidly vibrating steel spring, the length of
which was capable of adjustment, thus enabling its rate of vibra
tion to be controlled with great accuracy. The second train
actuated the printing mechanism, and was released by a pecu
liarly sensitive combination of permanent and electro-magnets,
which will hereafter be more particularly described. By means
of the spring governor the transmitting cylinder of one instru
ment and the type wheel of the other were caused to revolve in
unison. The revolving cylinder connected with the keyboard
was provided with spirally arranged pins, each of which closed
the circuit for an instant upon arriving at, or rather passing by
a fixed point, if the corresponding key was depressed. This
being the case, it is obvious that two machines might be so
adjusted that when in its revolution the pin upon the trans
mitting cylinder corresponding to the letter A, for instance,
passed by the depressed key A and closed the circuit, the
corresponding letter A upon the type wheel of the receiving
instrument would at the same instant be passing the platen.
39
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The printing mechanism being at that moment released by the
action of the electro-magnet, an impression of the letter would
be taken as it was passing, and so of any other letter when its
corresponding key was depressed.
During the greater portion of the years 1855-56 Mr. Hughes,
in conjunction with Mr. George M. Phelps, an accomplished
mechanician, at that time residing in Troy, N. Y., was engaged
in perfecting the instrument, with a view to its practical intro
duction upon the lines of the American Telegraph Company,
which were at that time equipped principally with the House
apparatus. During this time two important and in fact essential
improvements were made in the invention. The first of these
is a device for readjusting the synchronism of the type wheel
at the printing of each letter, by means of which any slight
irregularity in the correspondence of the sending and receiving
instruments, arising from the mechanical inaccuracies of the
governors, or from their imperfect adjustment, is corrected.
The second improvement consists in gearing the type wheel
shaft and printing mechanism together, so as to be driven and
controlled by the same prime motor and governor, but in so
arranging the parts that four or five letters in succession upon
the type wheel will pass the platen during the shortest interval
that can elapse between two successive impressions, by which
means, as will be hereafter explained, the effective speed of
transmission is very greatly increased. This important im
provement is entirely due to the ingenuity of Mr. Phelps.
The Hughes invention, thus improved, was first put in practi
cal operation upon the line between Worcester and Springfield,
Mass., in 1856, and in the autumn of that year was also em
ployed to work a new line between New York and Boston. In
1858 Mr. Hughes went to Europe, taking with him two of his
instruments, accompanied by an experienced American operator.
His negotiations with the French administration of telegraphs,
in relation to the introduction of his system, were successful,
and the patents were conditionally purchased by the French
Government in October, 1860. Arrangements were entered
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into with M. Froment, an expert French mechanician, for the
construction of additional instruments, which were introduced
upon the government lines at Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, Bordeaux,
Havre and Lille, in 1862. The United Kingdom Telegraph
Company of Great Britain also adopted the Hughes apparatus in
1863. At the present time they are employed to a greater or
less extent in almost every country in Europe.
The principal parts of the Hughes apparatus as now con
structed are as follows :
1. The keys and sledge or circuit-closer.
2. The wheel work and type-wheel shaft
3. The printing axis and the printing mechanism.
4. The electro magnet and escapement for releasing the print
ing mechanism.
5. The governor for maintaining the synchronism.
6. The course of the current and the mutual action of the
electrical and mechanical power.
The transmission is effected by means of twenty-eight keys,
(fig. 364), twenty-six of which arc for the letters of the alphabet,
and one each for a stop or period and a blank to separate the
words. Each key K (fig. 365) presses upon a lever K', which
has its centre of motion at K" and supports a vertical pin k,
which is drawn downwards and somewhat sidewise by a spiral
spring (fig. 366) connected with it by means of a link. These
twenty-eight pins k are placed in a circle around a vertical axis
Q, within a round box A ; the levers K', consequently, are so con
structed that each of them may operate on the corresponding
pin k when its own key is depressed. In their ordinary position
these pins are kept down by means of the spiral springs (fig. 366) •
their rounded tops are then lying flush with the top plate of
the box A within corresponding openings, as seen in fig. 367.
When, however, a key is depressed, the opposite end of the
lever K K' is raised, and the corresponding pin k is caused to
project a little from its opening in the top plate of the box.
A shoulder O (fig. 366), to which the spiral spring is attached,
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prevents it from projecting beyond a certain distance. In the
centre of the circular box A A is a vertical axis P Q, which is
rotated rapidly by means of a beveled gear/ This axis consists
of two metallic parts P and Q, insulated from each other by an
ivory plate q. The lower part P, which enters the centre of
the box A A, revolves in a hollow bearing Qr

/7M/M//I
II U.;No;\ww
■r/0/A

Fig. 364.

At the lower end of the upper part of the axis, directly over
the top plate of the box A A, is placed the sledge. The details
of this sledge are represented in section in fig. 366, in a plan
view from above in fig. 367, and in perspective in fig. 368. It
consists of two parts. The lower part e e is rigidly attached to
the lower part of the axis P. The upper part r S s is connected
to the upper part Q of the axis by a hinge. The lower part e e'
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(the pusher) slides closely over the upper plate of the box A
when the axis Q revolves. Both of its ends are rounded off and
channelled, in order to operate on the pin k when raised by the
depression of a key. As the axis revolves in the direction shown by
the arrow, the end e of the pusher is in front, and when no key
is depressed it passes lightly over the pins, as shown in fig. 367.
When a key is depressed the corresponding pin k is raised a little
out of its slot and is pushed sideways toward the outer edge and
in front of the steel rider S. The pusher, in its revolution,

Fig. 365.

always covers five pins ; when the first, k, is struck, the four fol
lowing pins cannot come in contact with the rider S, even if
their keys were depressed, owing to their coming in contact with
the under side of the pusher c c' and thus being arrested. The
pusher also serves to force back, by means of its curve e', the
pin to its first position, after the rider S has passed over it In
this way the sledge is enabled to revolve continuously, without
interruption, even if the operator should neglect to release the
key which has been depressed.
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The upper part of the sledge consists of the rider S, a flat
spring r, which presses the rider constantly downward, and a con
tact screw v which passes through the top of the rider (fig. 366).
These parts, as represented in fig. 367, are fixed to an axis turn
ing between two screw points and attached to the upper axis Q.
When no key is depressed, and the pin k is in its normal posi
tion, screw v is in contact with the spring rt, which is on the

Pig. 366.

lower part P of the axis. In this case P and Q are connected,
and any current arriving at Q will pass over r v and rt to P Q',
and so on. Such is always the case when the apparatus is re
ceiving.
When, by the depression of a key, the pin k is raised, the lat
ter, by the rotation of the sledge, is pushed outward by the
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curved end of the pusher e into the centre of the slot and into
the path of the rider S, which immediately comes in contact
with it This contact raises the rider into the position occupied
by S in fig. 366. Screw v is withdrawn from the contact spring r,
and the connection between Q and P is broken. At the same
time a new circuit is established by way of Q r1 S and pin k
with axis K" (fig. 364 and 365). A current arriving at K"
passes over K" iSSr Q, and so on. To accomplish this, all
of the twenty-eight key f nlcrums K" arc constructed so as to
be in metallic connection with each other.

Fig. 367.

Transmission is effected in the following manner :
A key is depressed by the operator, who, with his finger*, feels
the push occasioned by the slide c e' coming in contact with the
pin k, as well as by the pressure of the rider S, which slides
over the raised pin. The key is then released, even though it
should be desired to repeat the same letter. If the key remains
depressed, then the sledge passes by the pin k, which has been
brought beyond the range of S, which consequently would not
be raised, nor would the connection between P and Q be broken.
As will presently be seen, the upper part S of the sledge or
the axis Q is connected with the wire L ; each axis K" is con
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nected to the positive pole of the line battery, its negative pole
being connected to the earth.
At the receiving instrument the current arriving from the line
passes through the electro-magnet, which releases the printing
mechanism, and over Qvrj and P to the earth.
In transmission, when a key is depressed, the current is from
the + pole, by way of K" and k. When the steel rider S of

Fig. 369.

the rotating sledge comes in contact with k, the course of the
current is changed and is from -{-, through K" k S (as v is
separated from r) Q and L, to the other station. This current
is of very short duration. The steel rider S always covers three
pins at the same time ; the circuit of box A has twenty-eight
pins, and if the sledge revolves twice in one second the duration
of the contact between S S and k is fa.j^ = fa = 0.536 seconds,
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or about the one nineteenth part of a second. This short dura
tion of current is sufficient for circuits of ordinary length, but
not for very long aerial or for submarine lines. In working the
latter, the speed of rotation of the sledge should be reduced, or
the length of the rider S s increased. When, for instance, the
latter covers six pins, the speed of rotation being as before, the
duration of the current would be 0.1072 seconds.
Figures 363 and 369 are views, in perspective, of the Hughes
apparatus complete. Fig. 370 is a plan view of the same.
In front is the keyboard of twenty-eight keys ; at the back
of this the covering plate of the box A, with the twenty-eight
pins, in the centre of which is the vertical axis Q and the rider
S, which is rotated by means of a beveled gear (fig. 366), and
which revolves twice in one second. Behind the box A is a
strong iron frame, which supports the machinery. The first
wheel T is actuated by a weight of 120 pounds. This weight
hangs on an endless chain, in such a manner that, when it is
wound up, the revolving wheelwork is not interrupted or re
tarded. The re-winding is usually done by means of a pedal,
every five or ten minutes, on account of the exceedingly rapid
motion of the wheelwork. The wheel M turns with the wheel
T, and this motion, multiplied, is communicated to wheel 1ST.
The latter puts a fly wheel V in motion, upon which, by means
of a handle m', a brake is operated for the purpose of stopping
the instrument The wheel N also actuates a pinion 5 (behind
g, fig. 370), and so conveys its movements to the printing axis
bt, the operation of which will be described hereafter. In front,
on the axis of the wheel N (a' a, fig. 365), which passes through
the front plate of the frame, a hollow axis is placed, which
unites wheels a and Ii This axis is carried by a small friction.
a is the type wheel (figs. 367 and 369), on the circumference of
which are twenty-seven projections of hard steel, and one blank
space. Twenty-six of these have engraved upon them the
different letters of the alphabet, and one is a point for a stop or
period. B is the ink roller, pressing against the face of the
types, and revolving with the wheeL R is the correcting wheel,
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whose connection with the type wheel a and the rest of the
apparatus is clearly represented in fig. 371. Upon the axis which
connects wheels R and a a steel disc F is placed, which is prcN

Fig. 370.

vided with a notch, in order to catch the hook of a lever K,
when the latter is pressed against the steel disc by the depression
of the button or key n'. When this takes place, and the hook
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of the lever K catches in the notch F, the blank space of the
type wheel stands exactly over the impression roller or platen c,
which carries the slip of paper. Thus, when the apparatus is in
motion, and the key n' is depressed, the lever K falls into the
notch F and stops wheels R and a. This places the blank upon
the type wheel opposite the impression roller c. In order to
prevent axis a' a' and the remainder of the work from stopping
when the motion of R and a is arrested, these parts are connected
together in the following manner : Upon the axis a a, behind
the correcting wheel R (fig. 370), is another wheel x, with very
fine teeth. On the back of the correcting wheel is a ratchet
with three teeth, which, under the action of a detent, catches in
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the teeth of the wheel x. In this position, by means of the
wheel x and the catching teeth, axis a a' must communicate its
motion to the correcting wheel R, and by that to the type wheel.
Upon the tri-dental catch of the correcting wheel is also a small
pin, which ordinarily passes the coupling with tooth wheel x, on
plate S (fig. 371). Should the key n' be depressed, the arm I
pushes the plate S forward so that the pin strikes against it,
and, in so doing, lifts the catch out of the teeth of wheel x. So
long as the key n' remains depressed there is no connection be
tween the wheel x or the axis a' a' and the wheels R and a. As
soon as the tooth of the lever K catches the notch F, R and a
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stop, whilst the remainder of the apparatus continues in motion
without interruption.
In order to correctly understand what now follows, it must be
borne in mind that (see figs. 365 and 370) axis a' a' not only
turns the type wheel and the correcting wheel, but by means of
a beveled gear G, also the wheel / its axis Q (fig. 3G6). The
sledge S and the type wheel a cannot move independently of
each other, but being geared together revolve with equal
velocity, thus always remaining in harmony with each other
and in the same relative position. Their normal position, how
ever, is such, that at the same time that the rider S (fig. 367)
of the sledge comes into contact with the pin k of a depressed
key, the letter upon the type wheel which is represented by this
key is exactly opposite the impression roller or platen c (fig.
371).
When, for instance, the key for the letter II is depressed, the
rotating sledge brings the rider S to the pin which corre
sponds with this key, and as the type wheel and pins correspond
and the type wheel and the sledge revolve together, the letter
II upon the type wheel will be found immediately over the im
pression roller c. The corresponding position of both should be
kept up as long as the apparatus is in action. The harmonious
action of these parts may be brought about at any time by the
key n' and the blank or space key of the keyboard, because the
result of the depression of the key n' is to arrest the space on
the type wheel immediately over the impression roller c.
The inking roller B is always in contact with the circum
ference of the type wheel when the apparatus is at work. It
eonsists of a heavy woollen cloth, which from time to time is
moistened with an inking fluid.
The printing axis b1 Z/(figs. 369 and 370), which receives its
motion from the wheel N, is the most important part of the Hughes
apparatus. It has a number of duties to perforin. First, it
throws the impression roller c, at the right moment, against the
type wheel a ; second, after a letter has been printed upon the
paper it feeds the latter forward to make room for the next
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letter ; third, it acta upon the correcting wheel ; and, fourth, it
returns the key n' to its normal position after it has set and
locked the type wheel and connects the arrested wheels R and a
with the rest of the wheelwork at the proper time. To effect
these different results the axis is provided with four cams (fig.
371). The front cam m (fig. 372) effects the printing. At each
revolution of the axis it raises a forked arm 1 1' (fig. 374), which
has its centre of motion at t'. This arm supports the impression
roller c, which carries the slip of paper to receive the printed
letters. As the cam m raises the arm, the impression roller with
the slip of paper is thrown against the letter upon the type
wheel, which is immediately over it This operation is repeated
at each revolution of the axis b', which revolves in a less space
of time than the j^ part of a second. After each impression

Mg. 372.

Fig. 373.

the paper is fed forward by the eccentric i. Behind the forked
arm 1 1' is an angular shaped lever b b' b" (fig. 374), which has
its axis at b" (right hand side) and to the lower part of which is
attached a flexible steel spring y, the head of the spring carry
ing a hook or catch. To the impression roller c is attached a
ratchet wheel with very fine teeth. Whenever the roller is
raised the tooth y engages the teeth of the ratchet wheel, and is
raised at the same time with the lever b b' b". As the axis re
volves the cam or eccentric i operates upon the lever, depressing
it, and during its downward motion the catch of the spring y
turns the ratchet wheel, and thus moves the paper the distance
required.
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The third cam q (figs. 372 and 373) operates on the correcting
wheel R in such a way as to maintain the unison of the type
wheels of the receiving and the sending instruments. To ac
complish this, at every revolution of the axis the cam q gears
into the teeth of the correcting wheel R and accelerates or re
tards the motion of the correcting and type wheels, as may be
necessary from their position. These wheels, being carried by a
friction, yield readily to the operation of the cam.
The fourth cam p (figs. 371, 372 and 373) has a pin o inserted
parallel to the axis b', which strikes against the lever Z (fig. 371)
at each revolution of the axis, forcing it to the right at the
moment that the key n' in front is pressed down. As we
have seen heretofore, at the pressing down of key n', not only

Fig. 374.

the coupling between the wheel R and type wheel a, and the cog
wheel x (fig. 370) and the axis a' is disengaged, but also, in
consequence of the catching of the lever K in the notch F, both
the correcting wheel and type wheel come to a stand with the
blank space of the type wheel over the impression roller. When
the key n' is released, the next revolution of the axis b1 b' brings
the pin o against the arm Z, and thus n' I, Z, K, all of which
form part of a single lever with a common centre of motion, are
brought back to a position of rest This movement of the pin o
lifts the lever K out of the notch F, the detent S moves back,
the tri-dental catch, which is fixed on R, engages with the teeth
of the wheel x, and the wheel R and type wheel a are released
and resume their rotation from axis a' a' in harmony with the
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rest of the wheel work. Thus, it will be seen that when the key
n' is depressed the type wheel is locked, with its blank space
opposite the impression roller c, while the remainder of the wheelwork continues to revolve without interruption. At the first re
volution of the printing axis b' the pin o, upon the cam p, raises
the key n\ and in so doing couples the wheel R and type wheel
a to the wheel work, which continues its revolution.
The four cams upon axis b1 b', just described, are all upon the
front part b' of the axis, which is connected with the printing
mechanism. The other part of the axis bl is not continuous
with the front part, but is coupled on to it at the moment that
an impression is taken upon the paper from one of the letters of
the type wheel. The rotation of the rear portion of the axis is
continuous, owing to the permanent gearing of the wheel N to
the pinion 5 (fig. 370), but the front part, with the cams, remains
inactive until, by means of a catch, both parts are united and re
volve together. This connection is effected by the lever d d' of
the electro-magnet E E. Upon the depression of one of the keys
of the keyboard a pin k (fig. 367) is raised, and the rider S of
the sledge, in sliding over it, is raised, and thus causes a current
to pass through the coils of the electro-magnet E E, which con
trols the movements of the lever d d', and, consequently, the ac
tion of that part of the axis carrying the cams.
Figure 375 represents the action of the electro-magnet E upon
the printing mechanism of the apparatus, and also the device for
coupling together the two parts bl and b' of the printing axis.
The cores of the electro-magnet are not connected together at
the back by a yoke, as in the case of an ordinary electro-magnet,
but, as shown in fig. 376, they arc attached to the Nand S poles
of a powerful steel magnet The action of this magnet upon
the cores is regulated by means of an armature of soft iron
placed on the legs N and S, which can be moved up or down.
The nearer it is placed to the end of the poles the less will be
the magnetic effect upon the cores of the electro-magnet
By this arrangement the cores are constantly magnetic, and
attract the armature n (fig. 375) as long as no current passes
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through the coils. A strong steel spring r operating on the arm F
serves, by its attractive power, to withdraw the armature, when
by the passage of a current through the coils, the magnetic
power derived from the steel magnet is neutralized. In order
to avoid too strong an attraction, the armature does not touch
the surface of the poles, but is separated by a space equal to
about the thickness of an ordinary sheet of paper.
"When a current whose polarity is opposite to the polarity of
the steel magnet is passed through the coils E E the magnetism
is weakened or neutralized, and it no longer holds the armature
against the retractile force of the spring r, which immediately
draws the armature upward with considerable power. This

Fig. 376.

Fig. 376.

movement is communicated to the lever d d', which has ite
centre of motion at the axis H. One end of the lever rests,
with an adjusting screw, on the top of the armature ; therefore,
when under the action of the current, the armature is released
and flies upward, one extremity d is raised with it, while the
other goes downward, and it is by this movement that the
coupling of the two portions of the printing axis b1 b' (figs. 369
and 370) is effected, and the motion of the wheel work trans
mitted from the pinion 5 to the front part of the printing axis
b' and its four cams.
40
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The transmission of this motion is effected in the following
manner. On the back part of the printing axis bl a wheel g
(fig.. 375), with very fine and strong teeth, is fixed. On the
front part of the axis b' is a circular sector I I', on one side of
which is a flyer c', to which is attached a detent c". This detent
has three teeth which gear into the teeth of wheel g. On the
other side of the sector is a spring v which presses down the
toothed detent, which, with its flyer c', is allowed to rise and
fall a little. When it is free, as represented in fig. 375, the
spring v presses the detent c" into the teeth of wheel g, and it
revolves with the wheel in the direction indicated by the arrow,
and thus the rotation of printing axis bl at once effects the
revolution of the sector I V and the axis b'. When, however,
c' c" is raised, its teeth leave the wheel g ; the latter continues to
turn while the motion of the sector and the axis b' is arrested.
The sector I I' also carries an eccentric cam u, which raises the
end d' of the lever, when by the action of the armature n it has
fallen. This movement presses the armature against the poles
of the magnet, where it remains attracted by the permanent
magnetism of the cores so long as no current passes through the
coils. When in the position shown in the engraving, the sector
I T turns in the direction of the arrow, and after making half of
a revolution the front part (in fig. 375 the lowest part) of the
cam u slides under the extreme end of lever d'. As the follow
ing end of the cam is more distant from the axis b' than the
front end, the extreme end of lever d' is raised by the cam,
the other end d consequently falls, and the adjusting screw re
turns the armature to the poles of the electro-magnet
In the figure the front end of the cam u has not readied
the end of the lever d', therefore this end is depressed, and the
toothed detent is still engaged with the teeth of wheel g. When
the axis b' is turned a little farther d' will have reached its
highest position, and d will be resting against the armature of
the magnet The axis b', sector I I' and flyer c continue to
revolve; but when the revolution of the axis V is nearly com
pleted the flyer c', to which c" is attached, reaches the inclined
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end of the arm d', which is now firmly held, and moves upward,
lifting c" out of the teeth of wheel g. By this the printing axis
b' is disconnected from bl and the revolving wheelwork, and its
motion arrested, in which position of rest it remains until the
arm d' again falls, owing to the release of the armature by a
current passing through the coils, when the flyer c' is set free ;
c" again catches into the wheel g, and thus both b' and bt are
again coupled together. It will be seen that the printing axis b'
makes a complete revolution at each action of the electro-magnet,
and that the movement of armature n and the release and action
of the printing mechanism is effected exclusively by mechanical
power, and not by the power of an electric current The current,
during its very short duration, merely weakens or destroys the
permanent magnetism of the cores of the magnet at which the
spring r raises the armature n and through the lever d d' regulates
the motions of the printing mechanism.
The apparatus is arranged in the same manner at both the
sending and the receiving stations, and as the speed of rotation
of both instruments, while in action, is exactly the same, con
sequently the same letter on each of the type wheels is at the
same time immediately over the impression roller, and can be
printed upon either or both instruments by the depression of a
key at the sending instrument 'In order to secure perfect syn
chronism between the two corresponding instruments, Hughes,
at different times, has employed several arrangements. The
following is, probably, one of the best
As will be seen in fig. 369, a very elastic tongue z is fixed in
an upright position in front of the back wheel plate. To the
lower end of this tongue a lever is attached by means of a spiral
spring. The teeth of a wheel which lies behind and is connected
with the wheel N, are arranged to operate upon one of the arms
of this lever. During the revolution of the wheel its teeth move
the lever to and fro, and, through the spiral spring, causes the
steel tongue z to vibrate rapidly. As this tongue vibrates faster
or slower, it operates on the toothed wheel lying under the wheel
N, and through that accelerates or retards the motion of the
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entire system of wheelwork. The vibrations of this steel spring
can be regulated by lengthening or shortening, the same as in
the case of a pendulum. For this purpose a sliding weight iv
(fig. 369, is placed upon the steel tongue z, and can be raised or
lowered by means of a crank G, the upper end of which is at
tached to the weight and the lower end to a lever q. When the
weight \o is raised the vibrations become less rapid and the speed
of the instrument is retarded. When it is lowered the vibrations
are shortened and the rapidity of the wheelwork is accelerated.
In a later form of the instrument, Mr. Hughes makes use of
a fly wheel V (fig. 363) fixed on the printing axis bt, to which
is connected a horizontal conical pendulum P (fig. 370). The
speed of this fly wheel depends upon the size of the circle de
scribed by the ball P, which can be regulated at the will of the
operator.
To effect this, the ball P is attached to a steel rod 1 1, which
can be moved up and down by means of the spring v and the
axle K U, along the actual pendulum rod which is fixed at N,
and which is caught at j by the crank rnj. The cranky is re
volved by the crank m m, which is on the axis of the fly wheel
V. The pendulum P consequently describes a larger or smaller
circle around the axis bt m, according to the speed of rotation.
When the speed increases the ball P is thrown out farther from
the axis, but then, however, through the lever system j m it ex
ercises a stronger pressure against a brake ring, and by the in
creased friction the circle described by the ball is lessened and
the speed of the wheelwork retarded. The position of ball P
on the pendulum rod is regulated by the operation of the tooth
spring v K U on the rod 1 1. When the speed of the wheelwork
increases the increased friction of the brake ring at u u acts as a
check, and vice versa, so that the apparatus is self-regulating, and
its motion is continued for any length of time with unvarying
regularity. Should one of the instruments, however, run faster
or slower than the other, it can at once be brought into harmony
by turning the regulating screw v, which will bring the ball P
to its proper position.
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In another form of this arrangement the pressure of the brake
against the brake ring u u is made to take place from the inside.
The arrangement then is as follows (fig. 377) :
The ball P, rod 1 1, the attachment of the pendulum rods at
N, and the regulating arrangement »KU are the same as above
described. The rod t i stands almost horizontally (not visible in
the drawing), the brake ring u u vertically, and, in its centre,
upon the axis bt of the fly wheel, is placed a lever ij m which
turns with the fly wheel. On the pivot m of this lever a strong
steel wire is fixed, forming a powerful spring. The extreme
end of this spring j forms a small ring, in which is placed the
end of the pendulum rod, so that it can move freely. On this

Mg. 377.

spring mj is fixed an eccentric E, which operates upon another
powerful spring R, which is attached to the axis bl and upon
which is placed a friction pad F. The entire system b1 m j
ERF turns with axis b1 of the fly wheel V (fig. 370) within
the ring u u.
When the apparatus is in action the axis b1, which revolves
continuously, sets the conical pendulum in motion through
lever b 1 mj. When the proper speed is attained, the rod mj
remains a certain distance from b1 m, not so far, however, as
represented in the drawing. Should the speed increase the rub
bing friction F is pressed against u u by the eccentric E, and
the speed is at once decreased.

s
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In the latest construction Mr. Hughes has somewhat simplified
and improved the brake arrangements, as shown in fig. '678.
Instead of the pivot m with the eccentric, a cylinder of bone is
used, which is fixed eccentrically on the axis of the brake lever
b1 and presses immediately on the brake spring R This brake
spring, upon the efficiency of which the action of the entire
brake depends, reaches to the point of fastening ba, by being
attached to a rigid arm at b3. In this manner the proper form
of the spring is more easily established and maintained.
In place of the friction F (fig. 377), a piece of hempen cord,
the end of which somewhat resembles a brush, is used. This
friction is much more uniform and very seldom needs renewal.

Pig 3T8.

Fig. 379.

In order to prevent wear on the thin end of the vibrating
pendulum rod 1 1, a small steel collar e (fig. 379) is placed over
the rod at that point and firmly held by means of a screw.
Upon the instrument table (fig. 369) are two binding screws
P L, of which P is connected with one of the poles of the send
ing battery and with the pins k under the sledge. L is connected
with one end of the coils of the electro-magnet E and the line.
Also upon the table are metallic studs 1 and 2, and a switch
arm which is connected with a metal strip I. The strip I is
connected to the metal parts of the entire apparatus, and the
plate 1 is in connection with the other end of the coil of the
electro-magnet When the arm is placed on the stud 1 the in
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strument is in position for receiving, and for sending when the
arm is on stud 2. In receiving, when the arm is upon the stud
1, a current arriving from the other station proceeds through L,
magnet E, switch and stud 1, to the metallic parts of the instru
ment, thence to the rotating axis Q (fig. 366) of the sledge, and
then, as none of the pins k are raised, from the contact screw v
to the spring rj and over P and Qj to the ground.
The unison of the sending and the receiving instruments is
effected in the following manner :
The sending operator depresses one of the keys—for example,
the letter B—several times in succession. If, at the receiving
station the same letter is printed at each impulse, the synchro
nism is perfect and needs no adjustment If, on the contrary,
different letters are printed in succession, the synchronism is not
perfect and needs regulating. It can easily be seen by the order
of the succession of letters whether the instrument is running
too fast or too slow.
If the letters printed upon the paper at the receiving instru
ment run ahead, as B C D, etc., then the receiving instrument
is running faster than the sending. If the letters run back, as
C B A, then it is running too slow. In either case the adjust
ment of the sliding weight w (fig. 369), higher or lower upon the
vibrating tongue z, by means of the crank G, will bring both in
struments in unison. With the pendulum governor the same
result is attained bv moving the ball P by the adjusting screw v
(fig. 368> *_
When the instruments are brought to a corresponding speed,
the message is transmitted letter by letter by depressing the
keys at the sending station. As we have seen before, at the
moment a contact pin is brought forward by the depression of a
key, it is struck by the steel rider upon the sledge, thus closing
the circuit of the line at exactly the same time that the letter on
the type wheel, corresponding to the key depressed, is over the
impression roller. After each word the blank key is depressed
and the paper is moved forward the space of a letter without re
ceiving an impression.
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In fig. 380 is represented the usual circuit arrrangement of
the Hughes system. K represents a key, K" the connecting
point of battery L B, k the pin appertaining to the key, Q the
upper and P the lower part of the sledge axis, S the rider of the
sledge, v its contact screw, which is in contact with r1 as long as
S is not raised, connecting Q with P, E the electro-magnet, L the
line, T T' the ground plates, and L B the battery.
Now, when at station I a key is depressed, for example, the
letter M, the circuit is closed as soon as the rotating sledge
comes in contact with the pin k. The current from L B then
flows from -\- to K" k S (?; being separated from rt and there-

fore S from P) Qf E and line
Fig. 380.
L to station II.

At station II,

through E/Qvr1 (as S is not raised, and consequently v is in
contact with rt) P T' to the ground.
To insure a better connection of the sledge axis Q with the
metallic body of the apparatus than that afforded by the bev
elled wheel and the spring which presses on the upper end of
the sledge axis, Hughes places on the upper bed plate of axis
Q a powerful spring which presses laterally upon the axis. The
closing of the circuit consequent upon the depression of the key
sets the printing mechanism in action, the operation of which has
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heretofore been fully described. Precisely the same effect is
produced by the depression of any other key, as the letters
upon the type wheel correspond in position with the pins of the
keys. When both instruments revolve at the same rate of speed
and start from the same point, the instant that the sledge comes
in contact with a pin, that instant the corresponding letter upon
the type wheel is over the impression roller and is taken off
upon the paper.
As we have seen, only one impulse of the current, and that of
very short duration, is required to effect the transmission of
each letter. This is a very great advantage, but it should not
be overlooked that, as shown in fig. 380, the strength of the

Fig. 381.

current upon its arrival at the distant station can never be as
great as at the starting point, owing to the fact that during trans
mission only the battery at the sending station is in action. The
adjustment of the magnet has therefore to be changed whenever
the instrument is changed from sending to receiving.
In order to overcome this inconvenience, Mr. Hughes has pro
posed an alteration in the circuit arrangements, which is very
ingenious, and seems to be well adapted to its purpose. Fig.
381 shows this arrangement d d' is the lever, which, through
the armature n, at each action of the current, couples axis bl to
printing axis b'. As shown heretofore, axis b' carries a number
of cams. One of these cams q (figs. 372 and 373), at every re
volution of the axis, is brought in contact with a spring li' (figs.
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3S1 and 373), which is in a shunt circuit from the line through
the magnet This contact is maintained during the time the
axis is stationary. The cam is brought into connection with the
battery upon the depression of a key, through contact pin k and
the sledge. The duration of this contact during the time of the
revolution of the cam is so calculated that the current- has the
power only to cause a movement of the armature at the sending
station, but almost at the same moment the current in full force
flows upon the line by another route, and with equal power
operates the magnet of the receiving station.
Suppose now that at the sending station a key K is depressed.
The current, in the first place, will take this course: From -|-

Pig. 3S2.

pole to K" k S (when the rider comes in contact with pin k) Qf
b' K', magnet E and line L to the distant instrument and to the
ground. This current, however, is too weak to release the arma
ture of the receiving instrument, as it has to pass through the
coils of both magnets and the shunts. At the sending instru
ment, where at this time it has a direct course, it releases the
armature, but as soon as the armature comes in contact with the
contact screw of lever d d', the cam q having left its contact with
Ii', the circuit is made through d d' and n, cutting out the mag
net of the sending station ; the current by this route has sufficient
power to release the armature of the receiving instrument, and
thus to set the printing mechanism in action.
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In the operation of the Hughes system it is necessary that the
poles of the battery should be in opposition to the poles of the
natural magnets. Where this cannot be so arranged in a per
manent manner, a commutator or pole changer is provided, as
shown in fig. 382. The wire L is fastened in the binding screw
L, the ground wire in T ; Z and K are the poles of the battery.
The binding screws L and T are connected with both lower
metallic bars of the commutator U ; one of the two upper me
tallic bars connects through the wire 5 to the lower axis P of
the sledge, the other through wire 6 to one of the ends of the
coil E of the electro-magnet and also to the metallic axis of the
armature n. The other end of the wire of the coil is connected
through 7 with a switch X, whose contact stud O, through wire
8, is in connection with spring R', against which the cam q of
the printing axis lies in a position of rest The zinc pole Z of
the battery is connected with the lower axis P of the sledge and
also with wire o. The copper pole is connected to the axis K"
of the twenty-eight keys.
At the sending station, when both the holes 2 and 3 of the
commutator are stopped, the zinc pole of the battery is to the
ground, and the instrument is ready for the transmission of a
message. If a key is now depressed a -)- current will flow from
K to the axis K" and to the protruding key pin, to the rider S
of the sledge, thence to its upper axis Q (fig. 331), which is con
nected to the metallic parts of the work Y Y, and also to the
printing axis b'. From b' the current proceeds to cam q, which
is against spring R'; from R' over 8 O and the switch X, over 7
to the coil of electro-magnet E, thence over 6 to the lower hori
zontal bar at U, and thence by the plug in hole 3 to^the bind
ing screw L, from whence it flows to the line and the distant
station. As this current passes through the electro-magnet the
armature is released, the printing axis revolves, and the current
takes another course, a circuit being established between n and
d d'. Its route is now from the metallic parts Y Y of the works,
the axis H of the lever d d', over n to the axis bed M, and
through U and 3 as formerly, but the coils are cut out, and the
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current flows with full power to the line. At the receiving
station the arrangements are the same, except that the com
mutator plugs arc in holes 1 and 4. The arriving current takes
its way over L U 1 5 S P to the metallic parts of the machinery,
and further through b' q R' 8 O X 7 E 6 U 4 and T to earth
atP'.
It will now be easily comprehended that a current which is
transmitted during the revolution of the printing axis, can have
no influence on the impression, and thus a regular interval of
time must ensue between the depression of one key and that of
another. While in action the printing axis revolves seven times
during one revolution of the type wheel and sledge; hence the
type wheel and sledge have made only one-seventh of a revolu
tion, passing over but four key pins, when the revolution of the
printing axis is completed.
It follows from this that the operator, in depressing keys suc
cessively,, must always allow a space of four keys between a de
pressed key and the key to follow. For example, the letter A
is sent, and it is desired to send either of the letters B C D or E
in immediate succession ; it would not be possible to do so in
the same revolution of the sledge, for the printing axis would
not have completed its revolution after printing A in time for
any letter between A and F. Each letter within the range of
four following the last letter transmitted requires a full revolu
tion of the sledge. Thus it will be seen that the time required
to transmit a word is not wholly governed by the number of
letters it contains, but to a greater extent by the peculiar position
of the letters as they follow each other down the alphabet from
A to Z. . For instance, the word " Hotel " would require two
revolutions, thus:
First revolution
blank
HOT
Second
"
EL
Paris would require three revolutions :
First
blank
Second
Third

P
AR
IS
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Berlin requires five revolutions, and the word Telegraph six,
viz:
First
blank
T
Second
EL
Third
E
Fourth
-....GR
Fifth
AP
Sixth
H
A skilful operator will send one or more letters during every
revolution of the sledge. Should this not be done, not only
would loss of time ensue, but the synchronism of the instrument
would be imperiled, as it is never absolutely correct The per
fection is given b}" the correcting wheel, which can act only at
the sending of a letter.
In ordinary practice the number of revolutions of the sledge
and type wheel range from 110 to 120 per minute. Occasionally
it is run at a greater speed. In this respect much depends upon
the length of line operated, and the degree of insulation, and
also to the skill of the operator. For land lines of 250 to 300
miles in length the speed is usually maintained at about 120
revolutions. At this rate the number of words transmitted per
minute will average 31. A greater speed would allow of a
greater number of words, and vice versa.
Experience has shown that while a speed of 120 revolutions
per minute can advantageously be maintained upon lines of 250
or 300 miles, yet upon circuits of much greater length, say from
400 to 500 miles, the number of revolutions should not exceed
100, and upon submarine lines of very great length not more
than from 18 to 20. In the latter case a slight alteration is
necessary in the construction of those parts which couple the
printing axis with the wheel work, as a speed from 40 to 50 rev
olutions per minute is required in order to procure the proper
action of the printing axis under the present arrangement
Although by the Hughes system it is possible to operate
direct over circuits of considerable length, the range can bo
greatly increased by the use of automatic repeaters. In one
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way this can be accomplished by the use of two polarized relays,
but this has the disadvantage of leaving no record of the work
done by the relay at the office in which it is placed.
Another way, which allows the message to be recorded at the
repeating station at the same time it is repeated to a point be
yond, consists in allowing the apparatus used as a repeater to
send an auxiliary current after the arriving current, by which
the latter becomes strengthened and better enabled to perform
its work at the distant apparatus. This contrivanco is similar
to that of the repeating relay, and is arranged in the following
manner :

Fig. J83.

Upon the armature?! (fig. 383) an insulated spring A is fixed,
which is connected to the line. This spring oscillates between
the contact screws 1 and 2, the former being connected to the
armature n. 2 is connected with battery pole K. When the
armature is drawn to the poles of the magnet the spring A rests
against screw 1, and when the armature is released the spring
comes in contact with screw 2, so that while the armature is
in a position of rest the arriving current passes through the
spring A to the screw 1, and thence through the electro-magnet
E (fig. 384) and the sledge axis Q into the line. When the
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armature is released and the spring A comes in contact with
screw 2, another and more powerful current, as shown in the
following drawings, passes from the battery at the repeating
station through screw 2 and the spring A to the line and distant
station.
In applying this auxiliary current, the battery poles are not
changed, and merely by moving an " alteration " screw it is
possible to change from one system to the other, whilst in apply
ing the repeater in the usual form, the arrangement of the poles
would be different
It will readily be seen that by the arrangement a real trans
lation by means of two apparatus can easily be effected. Two

zm~
lig. 384.

binding screws only are required to be fixed on the instrument
table with which to connect the ends of the coil to the resting
contact points of the springs A of each apparatus. In repeat
ing, the new current should not pass through the receiving mag
net, therefore the contact point should not be connected to the
coil of its own apparatus. '
For an easy comparison with what follows we have in fig. 385
again illustrated the connections of the apparatus at a terminal
station (fig. 381), though somewhat differently arranged. In
this and also in fig. 386 similar parts of the apparatus are repre
sented by similar characters. Fig. 387 represents the connec
tions at an intermediate station, with the repeating arrangement
for sending an auxiliary current
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Fig. 386 illustrates the complete circuit arrangement of au
intermediate station adapted to the system of current strengthen
ing, which is in operation when the switch a of the inserter is

Fig. 385.

placed on b, while, if
in its usual manner.
terminal stations can
when in consequence

placed on c, the apparatus would operate
When the wire is in good condition the
work together without auxiliary aid, but
of leakage
Fig. 386.
or other trouble the main cur-

rent becomes feeble, the intermediate station can act as a re
peater in delivering the auxiliary current
Fitr. S87 shows the connections in an intermediate station
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which is provided with two instruments. This arrangement
allows the intermediate station to hold communication with
both terminal stations at the same time, as well as to throw a
strengthening current upon the line.
THE AMEHICAN COMBINATION PRINTING TELEGRAPH.

After the patents of Mr. Hughes were purchased by the
American Telegraph Company in 1856, the apparatus under
went a number of successive modifications by Mr. Phelps, with
a view of adapting it more perfectly to the requirements of the
American telegraphic service. The changes thus introduced
were of such a radical nature that they eventually resulted in the
development of a virtually new invention, having but few fea
tures in common with the original Hughes apparatus. These
improvements were substantially completed in 1859, and the
instruments were at once extensively introduced into service on
the more important circuits between Boston, Albany, New
York, Philadelphia and Washington.
Most of the instruments then placed upon the lines have been
in constant use up to the present year (1876), without requiring
any considerable repairs.
The combination instrument, as it is familiarly termed by the
employes, for the reason that it combines certain features of each
of its predecessors, the House and the Hughes apparatus, is rep
resented in perspective in fig. 388. The only element of the
Hughes apparatus which is preserved in this is the principle of
printing from a continuously revolving type-wheel, which moves
synchronously with the transmitting mechanism at the sending
station.
Each of the twenty-eight keys has attached to it a metallic
lever extending back underneath the horizontal transmitting
cylinder directly in the rear of the key-board. These levers are
flexible to a certain extent in a lateral direction, but are rigid
vertically, and the upper surface at the end of each lever is
formed into an angular stud. The transmitting cylinder is kept
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in rapid revolution by means of the friction pulley and band
seen at its left end, which is driven by a fly-wheel and crank or
treadle, or by steam power. A series of curved slots are
spirally ranged around the cylinder in succession, there being
one slot for each key, and these slots being placed at a distance
apart of one twenty eighth part of the circumference of the
cylinder. Directly back of the transmitting cylinder is the
circuit-closer B, which is connected with all the key-levers by a
mechanical device which operates as follows : If any particular
key is depressed, the corresponding lever is pressed upwards
against the revolving cylinder, and when the corresponding slot
comes round to it, the stud on the end of the lever enters the
slot, and is forced sidewise by the curved form of the latter, this
movement being permitted by the flexibility of the levers.
This lateral movement on the part of any one of the key-levers
acts upon a slide bar connected with the whole series, and closes
the circuit at B by pressing two platinum contact points together.
The circuit remains closed while the straight portion of the slot
is passing the stud of the key-lever. The effect produced is
therefore precisely the same as in the case of the revolving
sledge and chariot of the Hughes apparatus, but the mechanism
is considerably less complicated.
The right hand end of the transmitting cylinder is connected
by a bevel-gear to an upright shaft, which is in turn geared to
the type-wheel shaft at C. The electro- magnetic governor is
geared to the same shaft, and is controlled by a local battery
acting upon the electro-magnet O. This governor consists of a
heavy iron cylinder, which is caused to revolve rapidly by means
of a geared connection with the transmitting cylinder as before
stated. A segment of the iron cylinder is cut out, and mounted
upon a strong spring. When in rapid revolution this segment
is thrown outward by the centrifugal force, which overcomes the
spring, and acting upon a series of compound levers, raises a
vertical pin within the hollow axis of the governor, and presses
it against the lower end of the upright spindle S. This con
tact closes the circuit of the electro-magnet O, which instantly
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attracts its armature, and in so doing presses a friction brake
against the revolving cylinder, reducing its speed. But on the
other hand the slightest diminution of the speed breaks the local
circuit again, releasing the brake, and thus a uniform motion is
obtained which may be regulated within any required limits by
raising and lowering the adjustable spindle S, for which purpose
the latter is fitted with a screw movement
The receiving apparatus is controlled by the electro-magnet E,
which was formerly placed directly in the main circuit, but is
now more commonly operated by a local circuit and ordinary
Morse relay. The armature of this magnet is connected with a
cylindrical slide-valve within the chamber G, hung upon

Fig. 389.

a steel wire spring, adjustable by the screw F. This valve is
exactly similar in principle to that of the House apparatus, and
by means of compressed air acting upon a piston, controls the
escapement lever. The manner in which the printing is effected
will be understood by reference to fig. 389, which is a plan view
of the printing mechanism.
The printing-wheel I is carried by a friction connection upon
the upright main shaft of the instrument, which receives its
motion from the transmitting cylinder. Upon its upper surface,
near its periphery, are fixed six equidistant angular pins h h, A
detent on the end of the escape-lever H takes hold of one of these

s
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pins, whenever the circuit of the electro-magnet E is broken,,
but instantly releases it when the circuit is closed. Therefore
the effect of each electrical pulsation sent through the electro
magnet of the receiving instrument by the transmitting apparatus
at the other station, is to release one of 'the pins h h, allowing
the printing-wheel I to perform one-sixth of a revolution, when it
is again arrested by the detent of the escapement lever catching
the next pin. Meanwhile the type-wheel J is constantly revolv
ing, being carried by friction from a second axis, which is
geared to the upright main shaft, as shown at C, in fig. 388.
Thus it will be understood that when revolving freely, the print
ing-wheel I and type-wheel J of the receiving instrument, and
the transmitting cylinder of the sending instrument perform the
same number of revolutions in the same time, or, in other words,
move synchronously. The type-wheel J has twenty-eight characters
upon its circumference, and underneath these are two circles of
teeth j and k, these teeth being equal in number to the characters
upon the type-wheel. The operation of printing a letter is as
follows : When the printing-wheel I is released by the action of
the electro-magnet, it performs one-sixth of a revolution, as before
explained. Two distinct operations are effected by this movement
of the printing-wheel ; first, one of the six angular teeth i i upon
its periphery enters between two of the teeth j upon the typewheel, and effects any necessary correction of the error in its posi
tion arising from slight inaccuracies in the action of the governor,
by moving it a little forward or backward upon its axis ; second,,
one of the angular pins h forces back the tail of the lever j, and
thus brings the paper strip r, which is carried by the cylindrical
platen T into contact with the type which is at that instant
passing upon the type-wheel. A circle of teeth upon the platen,
below the paper interlock with the corresponding teeth k upon
the type-wheel, and thus the two revolve together as long as the
contact lasts between the paper and the type. By this means
the feeding of the paper is in reality accomplished while the
impression i3 taking place. This method of effecting the im
pression is far superior to that employed upon the Hughes instru
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ment, as the letters are never blurred or rendered imperfect in
consequence of a want of exact correspondence between the
movements of the type wheel and the platen while the impres
sion is being taken. The type are inked by a felt roller R,
which revolves in contact with them. The unison stop-lever p
is employed by the receiving operator to arrest the type-wheel
at the zero or dash, when starting. It is thrown off, and the
type-wheel released at the first movement of the printing-wheel,
by one of the pins h h striking against a projection on the upper
surface of the lever. The lever L supports the platen and its
appurtenances, and is pushed back so as to throw the impression
lever out of gear with the printing wheel, when sending.
The mechanism of this instrument is not at all complicated,
and it hns proved itself remarkably well adapted to long and
hard service. The manipulation of the key-board is essentially
the same as that of the Hughes instrument, but owing to the
greater speed at which the type-wheel may be made to revolve
without injury to the mechanism, its working capacity is much
greater. The Hughes instrument is seldom if ever run at a
speed of over ISO revolutions of the type wheel per minute,
while the combination instrument has been operated for a num
ber of years on the Western Union lines at the rate of 190 revolu
tions per minute, the transmitting capacity being of course aug
mented in the same proportion. In order to give an idea of the
efficiency of the combination instrument it may be mentioned
that on one occasion 670 ordinary commercial messages of aver
age length, printed in full, were transmitted from Mew York to
Philadelphia between 9 o'clock A. M. and 5.30 P. M., and even
with this vast amount of work the capacity of the instrument
was not fully tested, as the circuit was unoccupied for a portion
of the time.
phelps's electro-motor printing telegraph.
In the summer of the year 1875, a new type-printing instru
ment was introduced upon the lines of the Western Union
Telegraph Company between New York and Washington. This
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instrument, like the combination, was the invention of Mr.
Phelps, and was the successful consummation of nearly ten
years of thought and experiment, in which the inventor was
materially aided by the cordial co-operation of the President and
Electrician of the Western Union Telegraph Company. The
practical results of a year's continuous operation in actual service
on the most important telegraphic route in the United States,
have shown beyond a doubt that this invention is far in advance
of any of its predecessors, in respect to speed of transmission,
ability to work over long lines, and freedom from derangement
to say nothing of iti superior convenience and economy.
The type-wheel and printing mechanism of Mr. Phelps's in
strument is operated by a rotary electro-magnetic engine, or
electro-motor, which is set in action by a local battery. This
improvement at once does away with a number of the principal
obstacles which have prevented the more general use of typeprinting instruments. Thus in the Hughes instrument, which,
as we have seen, is driven by a heavy weight acting upon a train
of wheel-work, the moving parts of the apparatus must neces
sarily be made very light, and this in turn gives rise to frequent
breakages and derangements, while, on the other hand in tho
combination instrument, in which the working parts are very
strong and durable, the power required to propel the machinery
is considerable, and if the work is at all continuous, renders it
necessary to make use of a steam-engine or other power, which
is in most cases exceedingly inconvenient
The Phelps apparatus as now constructed consists of the fol
lowing principal parts :
1. The transmitting apparatus, consisting of the key-board and
circuit closing devices.
2. The receiving or printing nechanism.
3. The automatic unison mechanism.
4. The electro motor and speed governor.
The principle upon which this instrument acts may perhaps
be best described as a combination of the synchronous and step
by-step movements. Like the Hughes apparatus, the transmit-
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ting apparatus and the type-wheel of the receiving instrument
are caused to revolve synchronously under control of a governor,
and each separate letter is printed by a single pulsation of the
electric
mitted atcurrent
a determinate
of a determinate
time, but unlike
and uniform
the Hughes
length,
apparatus,
tran%
the motion of the type-wheel is arrested while each letter is being
printed, and is automatically released the instant the impression
has been effected. Thus a speed of revolution may be given to
the type-wheel in this instrument far greater than it would be
possible to attain by means of a step-by-step movement, while
at the same time letters which happen to come in direct
sequence upon the key-board may be printed from during the
same revolution. Owing to these features, it has been found possi
ble for a skilful manipulator to attain a speed of transmission
upon this instrument exceeding anything which has hitherto
been regarded as possible. The various parts of the apparatus
are mounted upon a heavy iron bed-plate, which is secured to a
hard wood base about 18 inches by 23, as shown in fig. 390,
which is a perspective view of the instrument The key-board
is seen in front, and consists of twenty-eight keys, marked with
the different letters of the English alphabet, together with a period
and space, or as it is technically termed, a " dash" key. The righthand white key is a blank key, and is not used. In the middle
of the instrument, directly in the rear of the key-board, rises a
hollow cylindrical column A, within which is a circular range of
twenty-eight vertical slide-rods, one of which corresponds to
each key of the key-board. The column A also contains the
mechanism by which the circuit-closer is actuated. A transverse
vertical section of the column A is shown in fig. 391, which is
exactly half the actual size of the parts. The vertical slide rods
are arranged as shown at a a, passing through guide apertures in
the plate Aj and a similar corresponding plate at the foot of
the column. The connection of the keys with their respective
slide-rods is effected in the same manner as in the Hughes ap
paratus, and will be readily understood by reference to fig. 364
(page 613). The slide-rods a a are provided with angular
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heads at at, which project towards the centre of the hollow
column ; their inner ends rest in slots formed in a guide ringa3,
which projects from the upper surface of the plate A.v The
inner ends of the heads at at form a compact circle about an
inch and a half in diameter, as best seen by reference to fig. 392,
which is a horizontal section of the column A taken through the
hollow spur wheel E, some of the parts beneath being broken

Fig. 391.

away in order to exhibit their relative arrangement more clearly.
There are of course 28 of these slide-rods, and when any key
is depressed, the corresponding slide-rod and its angular head is
elevated. The manner in which the pulsations of the current
are transmitted upon the depression of the keys is as follows :
In the centre of the hollow column A is a vertical shaft C.
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which is caused to revolve continuously at the rate of 240 re
volutions per minute, by means of a hollow spur wheel E,
which receives its motion from the electro-motor by means of
gearing, as will be hereafter explained. The speed with which
this shaft revolves is controlled by a governor attached to the
motor, and is almost absolutely uniform. Upon the shaft C is
a hollow flanged collar B ; this is not fixed rigidly to the
shaft, but is loose upon it As the collar and its attachments
perform a very important function in the operation of the trans
mitting apparatus, it will be described in detail. It is shown in
side elevation in fig. 391 ; in inverted plan, or as it would appear

Fig. 392.

Fig. 393.

viewed from beneath, in fig. 393 ; in transverse vertical section
in fig. 391 ; and in plan or top view separately in fig. 395.
When none of the keys are depressed, the collar B revolves
with the shaft C and wheel E, being coupled to them by the
catch B2 (figs. 39 j and 394), which is pressed by the spring
B3 (fig. 392), into one of four shallow .vertical grooves cut in
the outer periphery of the collar B. A dog Bt is pivoted to
the flange of the collar, and carries a sharp projection bt,
which revolves almost in contact with a circle of 28 ratchet
shaped teeth d, formed on the inner edge of a stationary annular
plate D (see figs. 391 and 393). The tail b% of the dog Bj
extends through an opening into the interior of the drum, where
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it rests against a roller/ mounted upon a spring/j (figs. 393 and
395). The bottom of the collar B is formed into a flange or rim
b, as seen in fig. 393 (in which, however, a small portion of the
flange is represented as being broken away in order to show the
position of the catch B2). The under surface of this flange is
not exactly at right angles to the axis of the collar, but consists
of two inclines, as best seen in figs. 391 and 393, where b3 repre
sents one incline, which is short and sudden, while the other one
is very gradual and in the reverse direction, extending entire
ly around the remaining portion of the circle.
The flange
revolves with the collar of which it forms a part, in the direction
indicated by the arrow in fig. 393, being immediately above the
inner ends of the angular heads of the slide rods a a. Upon the

Fig. 394.

Fig. 395.

top of the collar are four projections with bevelled corners, c1 et
ej ej (figs. 391 and 395), each of which occupies one-eighth of
its circumference. A horizontal pusher e mounted upon an
arbor within the hollow wheel E, and which is shown in figs.
391, 392 and 394, carries a short bevelled arm which extends
downward and alongside of one of the projections ev The
foot of a slender vertical rod c rests upon this lever, and
extends upward through the hollow part cj of the shaft C, to
the screw g. This rod c, when pushed upward, serves to actuate
the circuit-closer, as will be hereafter explained.
"With the aid of the above description of the transmitting
mechanism, it will now be possible to understand what takes
place when one of the keys, for instance the dash, is depressed,
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the corresponding slide a is raised, and its angularly shaped
head at is pressed against the under surface of the flange b upon
the collar B, which, together with the shaft C, is revolving at the
rate of four revolutions per second in the direction indicated by
the arrow in fig. 393. At the instant the incline b3 passes over
the elevated slide head, the sharp head bt of the dog Bt is struck
by it, and in consequence of its peculiar inclined form the dog
is forced outward, and into contact with the opposite ratchet
tooth d in the plate D, by which the rotation of the collar is
instantly arrested at that point, although the shaft C and wheel
E continue to revolve as before. This is permitted by the catch
B2, for the reason that the catch overcomes the pressure of the
spring B3 and slips out of its groove in the periphery of the
collar. On the under side of the wheel E_ are four wedge-shaped
cams Et E2, etc. (figs. 391 and 393), and after the shaft C and
wheel E have moved through one fourth of a revolution (the
collar remaining stationary), the next succeeding cam strikes
the head bt of the dog Bt and forces it back into its original
position, freeing it from the stationary ratchet tooth in the plate
D, while at the same instant the catch B3 drops into the next
succeeding groove in the collar B, which then revolves as before
with the shaft C until it is arrested by the depression of another
key.
The revolution of the wheel E and its attachments, while the
collar remains stationary, causes the pusher e to be pressed up
wards by the passing beneath it of one of the bevelled projec
tions e1 on the top of the collar, and thus the rod c is pushed
upwards.
When therefore a key is depressed, no action takes place
until the head of the dog Bt in its revolution arrives at the
corresponding slide rod head, when the revolution of the collar
B is instantly arrested during the time in which the shaft C is
making one-fourth of a revolution, at the end of which time it is
again released by the automatic action of the mechanism as
above explained, and permitted to revolve with the shaft as
before. While the collar B is thus arrested, the bevelled end
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of the pusher e passes over the projection eu raises the rod c within
the hollow shaft, and operates the circuit-closer. As the shaft C
makes four revolutions per second, it follows that the motion of
the collar B is arrested for precisely -fa of a second by the de
pression of each key ; and as the length of the projections cx
which determine the length of time during which the rod c is
elevated and the circuit closed, is one-eighth of the circumference
of the collar, the duration of the electrical pulsation produced by
the elevation of the rod c will be fa of a second of time.
The circuit closing mechanism, as arranged by Mr. Phelps in
his latest instruments, admits of either the single-current or the
double-current system of transmission being employed, by
merely changing the connections. This portion of the apparatus
is enclosed in a cylindrical case I, fitted with plate glass heads.
The arrangement of the parts is clearly shown in the sectional
view, fig. 391. H is a quadrangular plate of ivory mounted
upon a horizontal rock-shaft, upon which is also rigidly fixed
an arm h projecting downwards. Upon the upper and lower
edges of the insulating plate H are fixed metallic bars hl h2. A
spiral spring attached to the insulated screw tt takes hold of a
short arm projecting upward from the axis of H (the arm is not
visible in the figure, being behind H). The tension of this spring
keeps the arm h pressed against the friction roller gl upon the
lever G, and the latter in turn presses downward by means of the
adjustable screw g upon the vertical rod c. The spring also
serves.to conduct the electric current from the screw it, which is
connected with the negative or zinc pole of the main battery, to
the bar h2. A second screw directly behind ij and insulated
from it, is attached to the. copper pole of the battery and is also
connected by means of a curved wire and spring i to the metallic
bar A>. Thus in effect h1 is the positive and h2 the negative
pole of the main battery. Hj and H3 are two upright contact
levers, which are connected respectively to the line wire and to
the earth. The line wire is attached to the screw ig whence the
connection is completed with the contact lever Hj by means of
a spiral spring which also serves to keep the latter pressed con
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stantly against the bar h2. Behind is is another similar screw,
to which the earth wire is attached, and connected by a spiral
spring with H2. Thus, when the apparatus is arranged for work
ing by the double-current system, a negative current flows to
line at all times when none of the keys are depressed, by way
of tt h3 Hj and j8. When, however, the rod c is raised by the
action of the transmitting mechanism, the polarity of the current
upon the line is reversed, for by the action of the lever G
and roller g1 upon the arm h, the position of the plate H is
shifted so as to bring the negative pole of the battery, represent
ed by h2, into connection with the earth at H2, while the positive
pole of the battery ht is at the same instant put into connection
with the line at Hj. If it is desired to work by means of the
single-current system, that is, by simply making and breaking
the circuit from one pole of the battery, as in the American
Morse system, the battery wire is attached to the screw i3,
which connects by a spiral wire with the post which supports
the adjustable contact screw hv while the line wire is connected
with the contact spring h3. As will readily be seen by reference
to the figure, the depression of the arm h by the lever G will
permit the spring />s to come in contact with the screw h4. Thus
it will be understood that the raising of the rod c will cause the
line current either to be reversed or to be closed for^g of a
second, each time a key is depressed, according as the apparatus
is connected for double or for single currents.
The pulsations thus transmitted are conducted through a relay
connected with the sending as well as with the receiving instru
ment
With the double-current system a polarized relay is
used (page 509), while for single currents an ordinary relay such
as that described on page 439 serves an excellent purpose. The
action of either relay upon the receiving portion of the apparatus
is the same, inasmuch as its office is merely to close a local circuit
in which is included the electro-magnet for controlling the action
of the printing mechanism.
The printing mechanism is represented in the plan view, fig.
396, while the outline drawing, fig. 397 (which is of full size),
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shows more clearly the arrangement and mutual action of the
different parts. These are compactly arranged upon a horizontal
circular plate, which is supported by a bracket upon the hollow
column A, at the right of the transmitting machinery. The
type-wheel T is rigidly fixed upon the same axis with, and
directly above a wheel Tt of the same diameter, which is pro
vided with twenty-eight sharp ratchet-shaped teeth, as shown in
the figure. The wheels T and Tt arc upon a sleeve, and
arc attached by means of a friction plate to the axis of a toothed
wheel T2 (shown in dotted lines in fig. 397, and also in the per-

Fig. 396.

spective view, fig. 390), which receives its motion from the wheel
F upon the shaft C, through the intervention of an idle wheel
Fj. As the wheels F and T3 have each the same number of
teeth, they must necessarily revolve synchronously. The typewheel T is inked by means of the ink-roller I (fig. 396) which is
mounted npon a horizontal swinging arm tt, and is constantly
pressed against the type-wheel as it revolves, by the action of a
spring t2. In fig. 396 the contiguous portions of the type-wheel
T and the ink-roller t are represented as being broken away in
order to exhibit some of the parts lying beneath.
42
S
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The star-shaped printing wheel K is perhaps the most im
portant part of the entire printing mechanism. Under control
of the electro- magnet M, it performs the fourfold office of arrest
ing the type-wheel at the proper point when a letter is to be
printed ; of forcing the platen and the paper into contact with
the type thus presented, and instantly withdrawing it ; of moving
the paper forward the proper distance after the letter has been
thus printed, and finally of releasing the type-wheel after the
printing has been effected. The printing-wheel is carried by
friction upon the vertical axis of a toothed wheel Kt which
receives its motion directly from the wheel T3 upon the typewheel axis, as shown in figures 390 and 397. There are 58
teeth in the wheel T3 and 98 in the wheel K[, consequently
the former makes a little more than one and one half revolutions
to each one of the latter.
The electro-magnet M is actuated by a local battery connected
with the receiving relay as before explained. To its armature
is fixed the lever m, the latter being armed with a detent mt,
which takes hold of one of the points k of the printing-wheel,
whenever no current is passing through the magnet The
detent mt is kept in position by the tension of a spiral spring
attached to the adjusting spindle m3. The printing-wheel K,
being connected with the wheel Kt by a frictional coupling,
would revolve with the latter in the direction of the arrow, were
it not held in check by the detent mv
The printing- wheel K has six equidistant angular studs, or
pallets, k kl 7c2, etc., projecting from its circumference, which
serve as stops upon which the detent ml successively acts. Two
concentric rows of vertical pins are inserted in the upper sur
face of the printing-wheel ; there are six of these pins in each
row. The outer row of pins q q1 q2 q3 q4 qt act upon a stoplever which arrests the type-wheel, while the inner row nnn
act upon the platen at the proper moment for giving the im
pression, and also upon the mechanism for moving the paper.
The operation of printing a letter is as follows : When the
detent mj is momentarily lifted by the action of the electro
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magnet M upon its armature, the pallet k is released and the
printing-wheel K is carried forward one-sixth of an entire revo
lution by reason of its frictional connection with the wheel Kj
beneath it This movement of the printing-wheel successively
produces the following results : An angular projecting stud on
the end of type-wheel stop-lever L is caused to pass between the
pallet k4 and the pin q4. As this lever turns upon a fulcrum at
l1 the detent I at its opposite extremity is instantly inserted
between two teeth of the wheel Tt, and thus the revolution of
the type-wheel T (which is carried by friction from wheel T3)
is suddenly arrested at that point The details of this portion
of the mechanism will be best understood by reference to fig.
398, which represents the parts enlarged to twice the actual

Fig. 398.

dimensions. When the pin qi moves in the direction of the
arrow, it bears against the inclined surface ls of the stop, and
forces the lever L into a position by which the type-wheel is
locked. The lever is retained in this position by the pin as it glides
along the curved surface l2, thus holding the type-wheel in
check until the inclined face of the succeeding pallet ki> coming
in contact with the correspondingly inclined surface lA upon the
lever L, returns the latter to its normal position, in readiness for
the next repetition of the movement Thus upon the release of
the printing-wheel K by the detent m1 the type-wheel is instantly
arrested, held in check while the printing-wheel makes onesixth of a revolution, and then released, the relative rate of
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motion of the type-wheel and printing-wheel, as determined by
the gearing, being such that the type-wheel is arrested for a
length of time equal to precisely one fourth that occupied in
making a complete revolution, or, in other words, for ^of a
second. Its movements are therefore synchronous with those of
the collar B of the transmitting apparatus, both in respect to its
periods of motion and of rest
During the time in which the type-wheel is thus held in check
by the stop-lever L, the following movements take place, viz :
the inclined surface of the pallet n1 on the end of the lever Nt
(figs. 396 and 397), which lies in the path of one of the pins n n
upon the wheel K, is struck by the pin, and thus the platen N, on
the opposite end of the lever, is caused to press the paper strip
p p momentarily against the opposite type upon the type-wheel,
from which it is again withdrawn by the action of the spring n2
as soon as the pin n is free from the pallet n1. The device for
moving the paper forward is next brought into action. This is a
modification of the mechanical movement known as the Geneva
stop, the convex tooth being omitted. One of the row of pins
n n, etc. (see fig. 397), enters into one of the twelve notches in
the periphery of the wheel P and carries it forward one twelfth
of a revolution. Upon the axis of the wheel P is a roller Pj
with a fine milled edge, against which presses a jockey roller
P3 mounted upon a spring. The paper strip p p is fed from a
continuous roll, and passes through suitable guides in the frame
Q between the rollers Pt and P2, by the movement of which
it is carried forward the proper distance after the impression of
each letter has been made.
It now remains to "describe the automatic unison mechanism,
which is one of the most interesting of the minor accessories of
the Phelps apparatus. In all type-printing systems it is of
course necessary that the transmitting mechanism of one instru
ment and the type-wheel of the other should be in exact corre
spondence, and to effect this some means must be employed to
ensure their starting together. In the Hughes and combination
instruments this is accomplished by a simple stop-lever, which

-'
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takes hold of a stud upon the type-wheel whenever it is thrown
into the path of the latter hy the receiving operator. The first
movement of the printing mechanism releases the type-wheel,
which starts from the dash or space. It is therefore only re
quisite that the transmitting operator should release the typewheel by first touching the dash key, and the other letters of the
alphabet will necessarily fall into their proper relation. In Mr.
Phelps's instrument an improvement is added by which the
type-wheel is automatically arrested at the dash or zero point,
whenever it is permitted to make a few revolutions without
printing. Upon the upper surface of the wheel T2 (fig. 397),
directly under the type-wheel, is a pin/2, which is filed to a flat
surface on the side towards which the wheel itself revolves, as in
dicated by the arrow. J is a three armed stop-lever, turning
upon a fulcrum/ U is a toothed wheel mounted so as to
revolve freely upon a pin fixed in the horizontal lever O, by
moving which it may be thrown in or out of gear with a corre
sponding pinion on the type-wheel axis, at the pleasure of the
operator. Ordinarily it is kept in gear with the pinion, and
receives therefrom a slow rotary motion in the direction indicated
by the arrow. A curved arm u, pivoted to the arm ;4 of the
stop-lever J, is constantly pressed against the revolving axis of
the wheel U by the tension of the spiral spring U j . The fric
tion between the axis of the wheel U and the curved arm u has
the effect of slowly but continually swinging the stop-lever J
around towards the left, whenever the type-wheel is in motion.
If the printing-wheel K meantime continues stationary, in the
course of four or five revolutions of the type-wheel the lever J
will be swung round into such a position that a stop which
projects downward from the end of the arm j\ of the stop-lever
will be thrown into the path of the stop j2 upon the wheel T1,
which latter will come in contact with it in its next revolu
tion ; the type-wheel will thus be arrested with its dash or
blank space opposite the platen, in which position it will remain
until the printing mechanism is again operated. The instant,
however, that the printing-wheel K is released by the action of
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the electro-magnet, the stop-lever J is thrown back into the posi
tion shown in fig. 397, because its third arm ja now lies directly
in the path of the pin q3 upon the printing-wheel. So long as
one or more letters are printed at every revolution of the typewheel, a continual succession of pins will strike against the arm
jg and prevent the stop-lever J from being swung around far
enough to arrest the type-wheel, unless the operation of printing
be suspended during several successive revolutions of the typewheel axis, when the type-wheel will be automatically arrested,
as before explained.
The electro-motor and its governor are mounted upon the
base of the instrument at the left and to the rear of the hollow
column A, which contains the transmitting mechanism. The
motor consists of eight electro-magnets arranged in a circle,
within which a revolving shaft carries a circular row of soft iron
armatures, five in number. The commutator is so connected
that the electro magnets act successively as the armatures come
within their influence, and cease to act just as the latter
arrive at a point opposite to the poles of the magnets. By this
means a constant attraction is exerted upon the armatures,
which causes the shaft to revolve with great rapidity. The
motor is provided with a centrifugal governor, which acts to
reduce the quantity of electricity flowing through the actuating
magnets whenever the speed becomes too great, by which means
its motion is rendered perfectly uniform.
Fig. 399 is a horizontal transverse section of the motor, show
ing the arrangement of the electro-magnets and armatures, and
construction of the commutator, and fig. 400 is a vertical trans
verse section of the same. The figures are half the actual size
of the parts.
The electro magnets R R, etc., eight in number, are arranged
in a circle within a cylindrical case Rr The magnets are of the
ordinary form, having cores 0.5 inches diameter and 1.25 inches
in length, wound with insulated copper wire 0.042 inches
diameter. Five soft iron armatures, r r, etc., are arranged at
equal distances around the periphery of a hub rl of brass, upon
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a vertical shaft Q, supported at its lower end in an adjustable
step or bearing Qt, and at its upper end in a top plate Q2. The
motor battery is connected by the screw a1 to the insulated
lever S, which is mounted upon a spring s, and pressed down-

Fig. 399.

ward by the action of the screw Sj acting upon a ilat spring S2.
The screw St serves to regulate the speed of the machine in the
manner about to be explained. W is a thick piece of metal
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mounted upon the main shaft Q of the motor, and serves as a
counterbalance or fly-wheel. A section of this, Wt, is mounted
upon a spring w, and has an arm w1 attached to it The rapid
revolution of the shaft Q when the motor is in motion, tends to
throw the section Wj (which acts as a weight) outwards by
centrifugal force. When this takes place the arm wt is raised,
the pin w3 (which passes through the upper part of the shaft Q,
the latter being hollow,) is forced upwards, and by means of
the cup w3 and insulated pin s3 raises the lever S by bending
the spring S3. V is a platinum faced wheel or disc, which
revolves slowly by means of a worm acting upon a toothed
wheel fixed upon its axis, not shown in the figure. The wheel
V revolves in a cup V1 partially filled with oil. The 1uatinum
edge of the wheel V and the platinum stud s3 on the lever S arc
in contact at all times, except when the speed of revolution
exceeds the rate to which the machine is adjusted by the screw
S1. The constant motion of the wheel V keeps the contact
surfaces clean, and there is but little friction on account of the
oil. When the speed of the machine becomes too great, the
weight Wt being thrown outward by the centrifugal force as its
supporting spring w bends, raises the inner end of the arm w1,
which lifts the lever S by means of the rod w>2, breaking the
contact between s3 and V, and by thus diminishing the battery
force, at once lessens the speed of the motor. The current from
the motor battery, passing through the lever S, wheel V and frame
of the machine to the commutator next described, is directed
through the several electro-magnets in succession, and finally
finds its way back to the battery by a common battery wire con
magnets
nccted
tact springs
to multiplied
the
ininsulated
the commutator
by metallic
the number
is ring
equalQ8.
ofto armatures,
the
The
number
number
viz.,
fcf electro
offorty.
con

proached
Each separate
by either
electro-magnet
of the five armaturc3
is charged
during
each their
timerevolution.
it is ap
This is effected by connecting each of the magnets R H, etc
with one of eight flat metallic segments X (which are insulated
from each other, and placed close together within the frame of
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the machine), by means of insulated rods x2 to which the mag
net wires are fastened. Five of the forty commutator springs
xxx, etc., arc connected to each of the conducting segments
X X by means of studs x1 passing through the frame and in
sulated therefrom, each fifth spring being connected by means
of its corresponding stud to the same conducting segment
The frame or case Rt of the motor has a circular opening in its
top plate, within which opening the contact wheel Y runs. This
wheel Y is mounted at the end of a link Yt, which is hinged to
a projection from the main shaft Q, and is constantly pressed
against the inner edge of the opening in the frame by a spring
yt, so that the frictional contact is always sufficient to turn the
contact-wheel. The periphery of the latter is grooved, as shown
at y, and runs upon the edge of the opening, as upon a railway
track. The contact-wheel Y also runs in contact with the cuds
of the commutator springs x x, which yield sufficiently to bring
each successive one into contact with the wheel before the pre
ceding one is out of contact The portion of the periphery of
the wheel Y which runs in contact with the springs is of larger
diameter than that which runs upon the frame, as will be seen
by referring to the figure. The object of this arrangement is to
cause the suiface of the wheel Y to slide or rub upon the
springs xx as it revolves, and thus keep the surfaces clean with
out unnecessary wear.
It will of course be understood that the wheel Y forms an
electrical connection between the frame and the successive com
mutator springs as it revolves, and thus charges the electro
magnets in rotation, each magnet being charged five times
during one revolution of the main shaft Q, by which means
each armature is attracted and released at the proper moment
In order to avoid the spark which would otherwise be pro
duced at each breaking of the contact between the stud as and
the platinum faced contact-wheel V, a permanent connection is
made between the screw st and the frame of the machine by
means of a resistance coil Z, which, when the contact between
s3 and V is interrupted, conveys a sufficient quantity of current
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from the battery to the motor to cause the latter to revolve, but
at a rate of speed considerably less than the normal rate to
which the machine is adjusted. The effect of breaking and
closing the contact between s3 and V is therefore merely to
increase and diminish the total resistance of the circuit by an
amount equal to the value of the resistance Z, and the extra or
induced current, having a path through the coil Z, occasions but
an inappreciable spark upon the contact-wheel V.
The revolution of the motor is communicated to the instru
ment by means of a pinion Q4, which gears into a wheel Q5 of
LINE
MAIN

BAT

^l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|lrt

fig. 401.

about four times the number of teeth, and this in turn is geared
directly to the hollow wheel E upon the shaft C of the trans
mitting machinery (figs. 391 and 392).
The arrangement of the main and local circuits in the Phelps
instrument is shown in the diagram, fig. 401. The switch is
placed at the right of the keyboard and is represented in position
for receiving. The current enters at 1 and passes through the
relays 2 and 3, thence by wires 4, 5 and 6, through the switch,
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and thence by wires 7, 8 and 9 to the earth. The relay 3 is a
polarized relay of Siemens's or other suitable construction, and
closes its local circuit under the influence of the positive pulsa
tions sent to line by the transmitting instrument The auxiliary
relay 2 has a non-polarized or neutral armature, and is A'ery
much less sensitive than the relay 3, so that it is not affected by
the ordinary pulsations passing over the line. The object of
this relay is to enable the receiver to break or stop the sender
during the transmission of a despatch, or to answer a call signal,
as will be hereafter explained. The relay 3 operates the print
ing magnet M by means of a local battery of six small cells. If
the receiver wishes to stop the sender, he turns his switch to the
position marked " break," which throws his own main battery
into the line circuit, by way of 5 Ht h2 10 11, switch lever, 12
A > Ha and 8. The effect of this is to double the strength of the
pulsations passing through the relay 2, and cause it to actuate a
small sounder placed in a branch circuit from the common local
battery. This effect takes place upon both the sending and
receiving instruments, and the sending operator is thus notified
of the interruption by the working of the sounder. The break
13 opens the local circuit of the printing magnet M, whenever
the switch is turned to " break," and thus prevents the printing
mechanism from operating and introducing superfluous charac
ters into the printed record. When sending, the switch is turned
to the point marked "send," 'the connections being precisely the
same as when turned to " break," except that the local circuit
of flie printing magnet now remains intact, and the printing
mechanism may be stopped, if desired, by pushing in the stop
Ot in fig. S96.
The manipulation of this instrument is theoretically very sim
ple, although it will be obvious that a vast amount of practice is
required on the part of an operator before he can expect to be
able to finger the keyboard with the skill and rapidity which is
necessary in order to develop the full capacity of the instrument,
which exceeds even that of the Combination. For example,
an actual trial was made, an operator sending continuously for
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five consecutive minutes, the matter being an ordinary news
paper despatch from Washington, selected at random. The
number of words transmitted during this length of time was
290, containing 1,634 characters, inclusive of letters, points and
spaces, or 58 words per minute—a rate of speed which some of
the more skilful operators can maintain for a long time. By a
careful analysis of the above despatch it was found that the
alphabetical sequence of the letters was such that an average of
two' characters could be printed from during each revolution.
Therefore, by depressing two keys and permitting the instru
ment to revolve at the normal rate, its actual capacity was easily
ascertained by counting the number of revolutions per minute.
This was found to be 166, = 332 letters, or 59.3 words per
minute.
The operator, before commencing to transmit a despatch, sets
his motor in motion by closing the circuit of the motor battery
by means of a button switch at the left of the keyboard. He
then turns his switch to "send," and depresses a certain prede
termined series of keys, the pulsations from which operate the
relay and printing magnets of each instrument with a distinctly
audible sound, serving as an alarm. The receiving operator sig
nifies his readiness to proceed by changing the position of his
switch from " send " to " break " for a moment, which causes
the sending operator's pulsations to manifest themselves upon
his own sounder. The sender then depresses his blank or dash
key, transmitting the pulsations in groups of three with an inter
val between each group, so that the receiver may adjust 'the
speed of his motor. When the latter has accomplished this he
signals the sender by turning the switch to " break " for a mo
ment The sender then allows the instrument to make a few
revolutions, so as to bring the automatic unison of the receiving
instrument into action, and then proceeds to transmit his com
munication, letter by letter, being careful to commence with the
dash or blank key. In case the two instruments get out of cor
respondence, which seldom happens unless the line is in bad
order, the receiver can stop the sender at any time by turning
the switch to " break."
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The local battery which drives the motor consists of two large
Bunsen cells, charged with Poggendorffs bichromate solution in
contact with the carbons in the porous cell, and diluted sulphuric
acid in the outer or zinc cell. The containing jars are of glass,
9 inches in diameter and 6 inches high. The zinc cylinders are
8 inches outside diameter and 0.5 inches thick, within which is
placed a porous cell 7.5 inches diameter. The carbon element
consists of two rectangular plates, placed parallel and about 2
inches apart, each plate being 5 by 6.5 inches. This battery
will run the motor continuously for fifteen hours without
requiring a renewal of the bichromate solution.
It has not been found necessary to adapt any repeater to this
system, as it has proved itself capable of working direct at full
speed between New York and Chicago, a distance of 1,000 miles
by the route of the line.

s

CHAPTER XXXV.
REPORTING AND PRIVATE LINE TELEGRAPHS.

One of the most important applications of the type-printing
telegraph in large cities is that of simultaneously recording the
market prices of stock, gold, cotton, exchange, together with
other financial and commercial information, at the offices of the
different merchants, brokers and others who are interested there
in. This extensive and important system of reporting telegraphs
has wholly grown up since the j ear 1866. For many years the
want of some better means of distributing information of this
kind from the different business centres than by messengers was
fully realized, and this desideratum has been accomplished in
the most satisfactory manner by the application of the electric
telegraph.
LAWSS GOLD INDICATOR.

Early in 1866 Mr. S. S. Laws, of New York, devised an in
strument for reporting the fluctuations of the gold market, which
was adopted by the gold exchange to announce to its members
at the Board the official prices. The instrument worked satis
factorily, and Mr. Laws thereupon conceived the idea of extend
ing the system to the offices of the various members ©f the
Board, by placing a duplicate instrument in each office and con
necting them by wires with the standard instrument in the
Exchange, by which means each fluctuation of price exhibited
upon this instrument could be simultaneously shown upon all
the others. This plan was successfully carried out during the
year 1867.
The Laws apparatus worked upon the step-by-step dial prin
ciple. It had no index or pointer, as the dials themselves were
rotated. There were three dials to each machine, in the form of
wheels, the rini of which only was in view. Upon this rim were
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placed numerals ; upon the two first the simple figures from 1 to
0 ; upon the third were all the fractions by eighth-, from -£ to -J.
Upon the operator's desk at the Exchange were two keys for
opening and closing the circuit, each key being connected to
one of two wires ; and as many times as the operator broke and
closed the circuit with either of the keys, just so many steps
would the dial operated by it be moved, each pulsation carrying
the dial forward or backward one step, according to which key
was used, disclosing to view the figure in order.
The advance and retrograde movements were effected by
two separate magnets, acting by means of an escapement in op
posite directions upon the same toothed wheel, fixed upon the
axis of the dial indicating the fractions, from which the other
dials were operated by a mechanical device .similar to that
employed in the well known revolution indicator.
The operation of this machine was entirely visual, no printed
record being mnde for reference.
The success of this instrument being assured, and the results
obtained being so great, many busy minds at once became
engaged in perfecting a machine which would report the quota
tions of the stock market In this, however, it was necessary to
have a printed record, as the large list of securities dealt in
utterly precluded the use of a visual telegraph.
oalahan's stock telegraph.
In 1867, Mr. E. A. Calahan, of New York, invented an instru
ment operated by three wires, which fulfilled the necessary re
quirements. A company was formed which speedily introduced
them. In this instrument, although the results obtained were
different, there were some points which apparently infringed
upon the invention of Mr. Laws, and litigation became probable.
To prevent this, the rival interests were merged into one, and
a new company was formed under the name of the Gold and
Stock Telegraph Company. This company employed the Laws
instrument to report gold quotations and the Calahan to report
stocks. The Calahan instrument is represented in fig. 402.
43
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This instrument has been greatly improved since its introduc
tion ; the main current now entirely controls the action of the
receiving instrument, instead of, as formerly, repeating the pul
sations by means of a local battery in each office. The construc
tion and operation of this instrument is very simple, so that only
a very brief description of its parts and manner of working will
be necessary to enable the principle to be fully understood.
As before mentioned, three wires are employed ; one each for
two electromagnets engaged in moving two separate typewheels, and one to effect the printing. Upon one of these type-

Firj. 402.

wheels are all the letters of the alphabet and upon the other
the nine numerals and the fractions by eighths. These typewheels are upon different axes, but are placed side by side;
beneath them is a platen over which passes a narrow strip of
paper from a continuous roll. This platen is upon a lever, upon
one end of which is an armature, which is, at the will of the
operator, attracted by a third electro-magnet, connected to the
third wire. The movement of the type-wheels is effected in pre
cisely the same manner as that of the dials of the Laws instru
ment, they being moved step by step, each bringing a new letter
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or figure forward, and upon the required one being arrived at, an
impression is taken. At the operator's desk are placed two
transmitters, one for each of the wires which control the move
ment of the type-wheels. These transmitters are upon the same
principle as that of the Breguet dial, page 567, and the letters
and figures upon the dials correspond in number and in posi
tion with the letters and figures upon the type-wheels, and are
marked for the convenience of the operator with letters or figures
in the same consecutive order.
The operation of this instrument can now be easily understood
from the following description. The stock to be quoted may be
called Western Union Telegraph, and the price eighty-two. In
order to economize time, the names of stocks are abbreviated
as much as possible, the abbreviations being of such nature as
to be unmistakable and readily understood.
To report the quotation of this stock the operator brings the
movable arm in the centre of the first transmitting dial to the
point marked W., so as to ensure by the successive impulses of
electricity, the rotation of the type-wheel to the proper position.
The stoppage of the arm causes the wheel to become, as it were,
locked. The circuit of the third wire is then closed, and the
paper is brought against the letter and an impression taken.
The arm is then carried to a point corresponding with the stop
or period upon the type-wheel, which is similarly impressed upon
the paper, and is then taken to the point representing U, and
then again to the stop or period, impressions being made in each
case. Thus far the name W. U. is recorded. The movable arm
upon the second dial is now rotated under similar conditions to the
point corresponding with the figure 8 upon the second typewheel, and then to the point representing 2, and, impressions
being taken, the whole quotation stands recorded upon the
paper, " W. U. 82." The types are inked by an ink roller which
rests upon the type-wheel and which is rotated by the friction
caused by the motion of the latter.
A number of other instruments for reporting purposes have
been brought out from time to time, all of which, of any value,
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are owned by the Gold and Stock Company. One of these in
struments, the '' Universal Stock Printer," fig. 403, is used upon
several of the circuits operated by that company. The opera
tion of this instrument is, like the Laws and the Calahan, upon
the step by-step-principle; but in no other feature, except
that two type-wheels are employed, is there any particular
resemblance. With this, two wires only are necessary, one to

Fig. 403.

operate the two type wheels and the other to effect the printing
By a peculiar arrangement the type-wheels may be shifted so
that one magnet will control either of them.
This instrument works on two wires, and perforins two opera
tions, to wit, rotation of the type-wheel and the impression of
the letter.
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One electro-magnet with an armature secured to a double
acting escapement, acting on a toothed wheel, rotates the typewheels step by step. This magnet is connected with one wire,
and is called the type-wheel magnet
Another magnet, acting upon an armature secured to the
printing lever, effects the impression of a letter, shifting of the
type- wheels and feeding of the paper. This magnet is placed
within the second circuit, and is called the printing magnet
There are two type-wheels, one having letters, the other having
figures and fractions. Both wheels are immovably fixed upon a
sleeve which slides endwise upon the shaft carrying them. These
wheels are carried around with the shaft by a pin placed in a
notch of an arm secured to the shaft This arm is called the
crook piece. The shifting mechanism is also secured to this
arm.
The shifting of the type-wheels is effected by rotating them
to a point where the shifting lever is directly over the shifting
pins, extending upwards and secured to a plate upon the side
of the printing lever, the upward motion of which throws the
type-wheels over to one side or the other, according to the shift
ing lever over the pins. In shifting the type-wheels the shifting
lever is so adjusted in relation to the characters upon the type
wheel that when they are rotated to the period after the " &,"
and the printing lever raised, the figure wheel will be thrown
into a position to be printed from ; and when the type- wheel is
rotated to the period next to the letter " A," and the printing
lever raised, the letter wheel will be thrown into a position to be
printed from, a brass shield on each side of the pad preventing
the type-wheel which is not being used from coming into contact
witlr the paper.
The type-wheels are provided with a notched disc, which re
volves with them. Upon the left side of the printing lever is an
arm having a V shaped point This, in conjunction with the
notched disc, is used for the purpose of locking the type-wheels
to the side to which they may have been shifted, and prevents
them from jarring out of position when they are being rotated.
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There are but two points where the type-wheels are free to
move either way, viz : when they are at the period and in
a position to be shifted, and when the notch in the disc is
opposite the V shaped arm.
This instrument is also provided with mechanism whereby
any number of them in a circuit may be brought to a given
point by the transmitting operator.
This is done by turning the transmitter four times around
without printing, when an arm working in a worm or screw
upon the type-wheel shaft is carried in the path of a pin, stop
ping all the type-wheels at the dot next to the letter A. By
closing the printing lever circuit the arms are all thrown away
from the stop pin, and the type-wheels left free to move. The
principle of this arrangement is the same as that upon the Phelps
motor printer.
The amount of battery required to work each instrument
(after enough battery has been put on to overcome the line re
sistance) is two carbon cells when the type-wheels are rotated at
a speed not exceeding 18 revolutions per minute ; two and one
half cells when the speed is between 18 and 30; and three cells
when the speed is not more than 42 revolutions per minute; or,
in other words, to increase the speed of the instruments the
battery power must be correspondingly augmented.
PHELPS'S STOCK PRINTER

Mr. Phelps has recently perfected a printer (fig. 404) which is
coming into extensive use on the lines of the Gold and Stock
Telegraph Company, and is regarded as the most perfect instru
ment for the purpose for which it is designed that has yet been
produced. It requires but one line wire, prints either letters or
numerals at will by means of a double type-wheel, and is capa
ble of transmitting at the rate of thirty words per minute. In
its general principle it bears some resemblance to the House
apparatus. The type-wheel axis is driven by a weight or spring
and train of clock-work, so arranged that it may be run con
stantly for five or six hours without rewinding. A recoil
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Fig. 404
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escapement controls the type-wheel, and this is in turn controlled
by the polarized armature to which it is attached. The latter
vibrates between the opposite poles of two electro-magnets placed
in the same circuit, arranged so as to face each other, the polarized
armature being common to both. In the same circuit is placed
the printing electro-magnet, which has a soft iron or neutral
armature.
Whenever this armature is attracted a detent is
lifted, which releases the printing train, and gives the impression
by means of an eccentric on the last axis of the train. The pul
sations which produce the step-by-step movement of the typewheel are of alternate polarity, and thus the polarized armature
is alternately attracted and repelled by the two magnets between
which it vibrates. These rapidly alternating pulsations pass
through the printing magnet, but succeed each other with such
rapidity that the latter has not sufficient time to become charged
until a pause is made, when its armature is instantly attracted
and the printing mechanism released. The movement for feed
ing the paper is the same in this instrument as in the electro
motor printer, and it is also provided with an automatic unison,
differing in form, but the same in principle with that before
described. The letters and numerals are placed upon two
parallel type-wheels upon the same shaft, the platen lining
shifted from one wheel to the other by an automatic device
under control of the sending operator, similar to that used in the
universal instrument before described.
This instrument can be operated at the rate of thirty words
per minute over a line of considerable length, and is therefore
much more efficient than the instruments previously described
which arc designed for the same purpose.
The transmitting apparatus is represented in fig. 405, and
consists of a key-board and cylinder with spiral pins, like those
of the House and Froment instruments, which is driven by a
rotatory electro-motor precisely like that before described (pages
663 to 668). A toothed wheel of large diameter, geared to
the transmitting cylinder, acts simultaneously upon a series of
pole changers arranged around its periphery, each of which
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operates a separate line wire. By this means a dozen or more
wires are so arranged as to radiate from a central point, each
having a number of printing instruments in connection, and thus
correct reports of the fluctuations of the markets are simul
taneously printed in hundreds of different offices, exchanges,
etc., at the same instant, every instrument being entirely under
the control of a single operator at the central station.
gray's printing telegraph for private lines.
The Gold and Stock Telegraph Company of New York, after
the establishment of the extensive system of lines and instru
ments for reporting the quotations of the gold and stock
exchanges which has been alluded to, decided to add a private
line department to their rapidly increasing business. The com
pany accordingly made arrangements to purchase or control all
the most valuable patents for printing instruments adapted to
this purpose, other than those already owned by it It then
proceeded to construct pole lines of the most substantial, durable
and costly character, through the principal business portions not
only of New York, but the adjoining cities and suburbs of
Long Island and New Jersey, the latter being brought into con
nection by a large number of submarine cables. The plan of
operations adopted was that of erecting a sufficient number of
lines to meet the probable requirements of the business, which
could then be made available to connect any required points
within the range of the company's field of operations. By this
means it was enabled to furnish at short notice, to parties
desiring it, a complete telegraph line, equipped with type-print
ing instruments, batteries and other necessary requirements, and
by means of a trained corps of skilful and efficient employe's, to
assume the entire charge of it for a very moderate annual rental.
That this policy was an eminently sagacious one, has been
sufficiently attested by the subsequent rapid development of the
system.
The necessity of providing for use upon this class of lines a
printing telegraph instrument of easy and simple manipulation,
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requiring no scientific or mechanical knowledge, or previous
experience on the part of the person operating it, was early
recognized by the officers of the company, and has led them to
extend the most liberal encouragement to all inventions and
improvements in that direction. The result of this wise policy
has been that a number of instruments and methods of great
value have been developed and perfected, and afterwards exten
sively introduced into practical use.
One of the best of these instruments for private lines, and one
which is perhaps more extensively used than any other through
out the United States, is Gray's Automatic Printer, of which
fig. 406 is an illustration.
As will be seen by reference to the figure, the mechanism of
Gray's apparatus is mounted upon a handsomely ornamented
iron base, the working parts being protected from dust by glass
shades. The key-board extends across the front of the base, and
consists - of twenty-eight keys, upon which are engraved the
different letters of the alphabet, with the necessary punctuation
points, eta The blank key at the extreme right is used to start
the instrument Beneath the small glass shade at the rear of
the key-board is an upright polarized relay, behind and above
which is situated the type-wheel and printing apparatus.
The communications are printed as received upon a. continuous
strip of paper, which is fed from the roll above. The type-wheel
is made to revolve by means of a double-acting pallet escape
ment, attached to an armature which vibrates between the poles
of two local magnets within the hollow base of the instrument
At the back of the instrument, directly in the rear of the typewheel, is a cylindrical brass case containing what is called the
" sunflower." This is a flat annular disc of platinum, divided
radially into equal segments corresponding in number to the
transmitting key*, each of these segments being connected to its
corresponding key by an insulated wire. A circuit closing arm,
rigidly attached to the type wheel shaft, travels over the divided
disc as the shaft revolves, and places the latter in electrical con
nection successively with each segment The same circuit
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(which is that of the main line) is conducted through the coils
of the polarized relay, and this, by means of a local circuit,
controls the escapement magnets above alluded to.
The general principle upon which the instrument acts may

Fig. 406.

now be understood without difficulty, although the details would
require special drawings to render their description entirely
clear.
Upon breaking the main circuit, by depressing the
extreme right hand key, the relay moves and the local magnets
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release the escapement, which in tarn allows the type-wheel to
move forward a step, carrying with it the moving arm upon the
sunflower. By means of a pole-changer attached to one instru
ment only in each circuit, the direction of the line current is
reversed for each letter passed over, and thus the polarized relay
and escapement magnets continue to vibrate automatically until
the sender depresses some other key. The depression of this
key breaks the circuit leading to the corresponding segment of
the sunflower, and when the travelling arm reaches this segment
the main circuit is interrupted, the escapement cannot act, and
the type-wheels of both instruments come to a stand. The letter
or character upon the type-wheel corresponding to the key
"which has been depressed upon the sending instrument being
thus brought opposite the paper strip, the impression is effected
by a magnet in the local circuit, which is instantly brought into
action upon the cessation of the vibrations of the relay armature.
Thus it will be seen that any person who can read and spell
can transmit communications upon this instrument merely :>y
fingering the appropriate keys, and that these may be automati
cally recorded even in the absence of an attendant, at one or
more distant points.
This instrument is a comparatively recent invention, having
been first introduced so lately as the autumn of 1871, since
which time about a thousand have been manufactured and set
in operation. The ordinary speed of transmission attained by
persons who have become familiar with the positions of the
letters of the key-board is usually from 14 to 16 words per
minute. The apparatus is very simple and in practice is not
found to be liable to disarrangement It can be worked on
lines of any required length.
PHELPS'S PRINTING TELEGRAPH, FOR PRIVATE LINES.

This instrument somewhat resembles Gray's in its external
appearance, but. differs widely in principle and in the details of
its construction. The transmitting apparatus is driven by clock
work beneath the key board, which consists of a semicircular
triple row of ivory beaded pins, engraved with the letters of the
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alphabet, as shown in fig. 407. The type-wheel is propelled by
a double acting escapement, which is operated by an armature
suspended between two electro-magnets, as in the stock printer.
The printing magnet is beneath the base of the instrument and
not visible in the figure. The principle upon which the appara-

tus is operated is substantially
Fig.the
407. same as that of Mr. Phelps's
stock printer, which has already been described.
A more recent design, which is arranged with a piano key
board, is shown on the following page.
•
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CHAPTPJH XXXVI;
THE AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH.

In the system of telegraphy usually known as the automatic
or fast method, the signals representing letters are transmitted
over the line through the instrumentality of mechanism. The
general advantage thus proposed to be obtained consists in the
much greater quantity of intelligence which can be transmitted
in a given time by mechanical means than by hand, and in the
fact that this may be accomplished by having the separate dis
patches prepared or composed by a number of operators simul
taneously ; or in the case of a. single dispatch of great length, by
dividing it into what are called by printers "takes" or conve
nient portions. These separate portions are transmitted in their
proper succession, and at a high rate of speed, by means of
automatic mechanism, and thus the labor of a number of opera
tors may be utilized by a single wire.
In estimating tho actual speed of transmission as compared
with the ordinary systems, it is obvious that a number of circum
stances must be taken into account, viz: the cost and nature of
the apparatus ; the number of employes required to prepare the
co1>y for transmission; the number of employes necessary to
receive and prepare, it for delivery at the distant station; the
comparative time required to prepare the copy for transmission ;
the time actually occupied in the transmission ; and finally, the
distance to which it can be transmitted. All these points must
necessarily be considered in order to arrive at a fair estimate,
for it is apparent that if a given quantity of intelligence, and the
same intelligence, be presented at the same moment to be trans
mitted by the respective systems of telegraphy, the one which first
delivers the intelligence with completeness and accuracy at the
distant station will, other things being equal, have demonstrated
its superiority. Secondary only to this is the important question
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of economy, especially in respect to the cost of labor, for it is
evident that an increase in the speed of transmission, to be of
practical value, must be obtained without any considerable sacri
fice of economy.
The immense rapidity of the passage of the electric current
would seem to suggest that there is scarcely a limit to the quan
tity of intelligence that may be transmitted in a given time by
means of mechanism. In fact, however, it is materially limited
by two things: first, the time required for the action of the
necessary mechanical instrumentalities by which the signals are
transmitted and received ; and second, the effects of electro-static
induction, which, as we have already seen in Chapter XXVII, is
always present in a well insulated wire. At a moderate speed
of transmission the retardation and prolongation of the signals
is not perceptible, because its duration is but a small fraction of
the time between one signal and another ; but as the speed is
increased the interval between the succeeding signals becomes
less and less, so that at length a point is reached at which the
inductive effect, however short its absolute duration, lasts during
the entire interval. These effects, however, may be to a con
siderable extent compensated by appropriate devices, and it is
obvious that this may be done with more accuracy in the case
of automatic than in that of manual transmission.
It is somewhat interesting to note that the automatic process
was the original mode devised by Morse for the first practical
demonstration of his invention, and is therefore the oldest form
of the recording telegraph. Morse's apparatus has already been
fully described in Chapter XXX
The automatic process of transmission may be conveniently
divided into four distinct operations : First, the composition or
preparation of the copy ; second, the placing of the prepared
matter in its proper order in the transmitting apparatus ; third,
the mechanical operation of transmitting and receiving, which
takes place simultaneously, and fourth, the translation or copy
ing of the despatches for delivery.
The principal point of difference in the several systems which
44
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have been proposed, consists in the various methods which have
been made use of for preparing the copy for transmission—such
as perforated paper bands, movable type, metallic bands with
characters composed of insulating material placed thereon, paper
bands with embossed characters, etc. The methods of trans
mission and reception of the message are usually very similar,
the latter being either recorded by an electromagnetic or
electro-chemical register, and in some instances printed. The
autographic or facsimile process of transmission, which is in
reality an automatic process, will be considered in a subsequent
chapter.
BAINS AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH.

The origin of the modern automatic telegraph is to be found
in the invention of Alexander Bain, of Edinburgh, which was

I / u 'x,
Fig. 408.

patented in England on the 12th of December, 1846. His first
method of preparing messages for transmission, so far as its
material parts arc concerned, is represented in fig. 408, which
is a side elevation, and fig. 409, which is a plan view of the
composing machine. A is a vertical metallic disc, the size of
which is in proportion to the length of the dispatch to be com
posed. It is provided with a great number of notches cut in
its periphery, in each of which lies a metallic pin s, parallel to
the axis of the disc. The whole series of pins are kept in
position by means of twine or thread tied round the edge of the
disc, as shown in fig. 409. In order to prepare a dispatch the
disc A is placed in a frame B, so that the pins s s (which in
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their normal position project an equal distance on each side of
the disc), as the disc revolves step by step, pass successively
between the jaws of the tongs C D. The tongs are normally
kept in a middle position by springs ff, but may be turned
upon an axis c either to the left or the right, by means of a
handle E, and thus any particular pin s which is opposite the
tongs may be pressed longitudinally to the right or to the left
By depressing the handle vertically, it moves upon a pivot V,
and by means of the pawl b, causes the disc A to advance a
distance of one tooth forward, thus bringing the succeeding pin
between the jaws of the tongs, and so on. The different positions
of the pins s s correspond to the telegraphic characters. The
transmission is effected by placing the prepared disc in a frame

c

fig. 409.

and causing it to revolve uniformly by clock-work ; a spring
connected with the negative pole of a battery and with one line
wire, passing over and making contact with the projecting points
on one side, and another spring attached to the positive pole and
the second line wire, making contact with the pins on the other
side, while the axis of the disc itself is connected to the earth.
This apparatus was a crude and impracticable one, but in the
specification of the same patent Bain describes an improved
method, which is substantially the one which has proved most
successful in practice up to the present time. This consisted
in making use of a kind of punch, by which two lines of perfo
rations, conventionally grouped to represent letters, are punched
out of a narrow strip of paper. In order to transmit the mes
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sage, the perforated slip, which appears as shown in fig. 410,
is conducted over a metal cylin ler. Two metallic springs press
upon the paper as it passes over the cylinder, and these are
arranged in line with the two rows of perforations. As the per
forations pass under the springs these latter drop through and
touch the metallic cylinder, thus forming an electrical contact
'Q a a d -

I*** a a

53

Fig. 410.

In his recording apparatus Bain discarded electro-magnetism
altogether, and employed electro-chemical decomposition instead,
as Davy had done in 1838. The strip of paper on which the
dispatch is to be recorded is conducted through a trough where
it is saturated with a solution composed of six parts water, one
part sulphuric acid, and two parts of a saturated solution of
yellow prussiate of potash. It then passes over a roller of metal
and underneath two styles or pens of iron wire which rest upon
it These are connected by two line wires with the positive
poles of two batteries at the sending station. The passage of
the current through the saturated paper from the styles to the
roller, produces colored marks upon the paper by the chemical
decomposition of the iron style, and thus a record is made which

-LONDON
Fig. 411.

corresponds precisely to the perforations in the paper strip at
the sending station. Fig. 411 shows the appearance of the
record made in this way.
Bain afterwards materially simplified his automatic process
by. making use of the dot and dash characters of Morse, which
being perforated in a single line, required but a single trans
mitting spring. This system was experimentally operated in
the United States in 1848 and 1849, and in England as late as
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1852, but was abandoned in both countries, principally for the
reason that no convenient mechanism for perforating the
paper had then been invented. A system of lines were how
ever constructed between New York, Washington, Boston
and Buffalo, and other points, in 1849 and 1850, which we/e
operated by the Bain method of recording, and a finger-key
transmitter, exactly the same in principle as that of Morse.
Fig. 412 shows the ~ arrangement of such a circuit A is the
receiving and B the sending station, z k is the battery, the copper
pole k being to line and the zinc to earth at PI The depres-

Fig. 412.

sion of the key a transmits a current over the line L in the
direction of the arrows, -which passes down the iron style s into
the metallic roller w, and thence to the earth. A strip of chemi
cally prepared paper from the roll R is caused to pass uniformly
by clock-work over the roller w and underneath the style, and
the record is made in the manner previously explained.
In 1851, the saturated strip of paper passing over a roller as
just described, was replaced by a circular sheet of paper lying
on a horizontal metal disc, upon which the writing style dis
posed the group of dots and dashes in a continuous spiral line.

f
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In Austria Dr. Gintl introduced a system substantially the
same as Bain's, which is represented in the diagram, fig. 413.
Two terminal stations are shown, each provided with a complete
set of apparatus, consisting of a key, battery and recording ap
paratus. The latter consists of a pair of rollers, W W, which
are moved by clock-work, and draw the paper strip P forward
from the roll R, through the vessel B containing the chemical
solution, and thence under the style s which rests upon the con
vex metallic surface M. A switch is provided which is not
represented in the figure, and which serves to conduct the cur

rent around the recording style, or, in other words, directly from
the key to the line, when sending.
The electro-chemical method of recording possesses several
important advantages. It can be operated with a feeble current
and through a great length of line, while variations and irregu
larities in the current do not seriously interfere with the legibility
of the record. As there are no moving parts whose mechanical
inertia is to be overcome, there is scarcely any limit to the
rapidity with which successive signals may be recorded. On the
other hand, the use of chemical paper is in some respects incon
venient for the operators, and practical difficulties also arise in
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transmitting simultaneously to a number of different stations, as
well as in repeating from one line to another.
SIEMENS AND HALSKE's AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH.

In 1853 Siemens and Halske, of Berlin, brought out an auto
matic process, which consisted of a three-keyed hand punch for
preparing the perforated paper, and an electro-magnetic record
ing apparatus. The perforator consisted of two punches placed
side by side, and three keys. By depressing the first key a
single round hole' is punched in the paper. The second key
operates both punches simultaneously, producing an oblong
double hole, and in both cases the paper is fed along the proper
distance in readiness for the next perforation. The third key
advances the paper after each letter so as to form the required
space between this and the next letter. Perforators upon this
principle have also been constructed by Digney and Wheatstone,
though at a later date. The recording apparatus was upon
Morse's plan, and consisted of the register shown in fig. 253 and
the relay shown in fig. 279.
Of course, with such an apparatus it would not be possible to
obtain a speed of over 80 or 35 words per minute—which was,
nevertheless, greater than could be obtained by hand at that
date. Many of the lines built by Siemens and Halske, in Russia,
during the years 1853-'54-'55, were equipped with this appa
ratus.
Experience proved, however, that the actual advantage gained
was not at all in proportion to the extra trouble involved in per
forating the messages, and the method soon fell into disuse and
was superseded by the ordinary Morse system. One of the
greatest drawbacks was the difficulty of keeping the receiving
relay adjusted when working at high speed, and this led Dr.
Werner Siemens to the use of alternating currents in order to
avoid this defect This he first did in 1856, although it should
be mentioned that he had been anticipated therein two or three
years by Varley in England. Experimenting in this direction
Siemens was successively led to the invention of the system of
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transmission by induced currents (page 538), of the polarized
relay (page 509), and of the polarized ink writer (page 513).
In 1862 he patented his fast type transmitter, which has
been used to a considerable extent upon the Prussian lines.
In this the currents are generated by a magneto electric
apparatus, termed the cylinder inductor, which has already
been explained in connection with the dial telegraph of the same

13
3>.
iA
Fig 414.

inventor (page 596). Fig. 414 is a longitudinal, and fig. 415 a
transverse section of the cylinder inductor, which is better
known as the Siemens armature. When this is made to
revolve at a uniform rate between the poles of a range of perma
nent magnets M M, rapidly alternating positive and negative pul
sations are produced in the coil of insulated wire i i, which is

Fig. 416.

wound upon the armature. The end of the wire at i'> is attached
to the brass cap J2 at one end of the armature, and the other
terminal ?'s to the cap S, which is insulated by the ivory bushing
I from the metal of the armature.
As in the original apparatus of Morse, the communications
are composed in type cut from sheet metal. These were at first
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made to represent Morse characters, but afterwards separate type
were used for dots, dashes and spaces. These are set up in a
port-rule or composing stick g, fig. 416, which, together with the
type, is caused by the action of the machinery to pass horizon
tally under a wedge shaped tooth H 1 upon one arm of an angular
lever, while the other arm H carries a contact spring r, which
vibrates between two adjustable stops k and kv The screw k is
connected with the earth and the lever H H1 with the coil of the
inductor, and thence with the line. When, therefore, a projection,
representing a dot or a dash, passes under the tooth Ht the spring
r is pressed against the stop k, and the current from the inductor
passes into the line. It is obviously necessary that the speed
with which the type move should correspond exactly with the
revolutions of the inductor. This is accomplished by the simple

J

j5

F
Fig. 418.

but effective device of an endless screw N, figs. 416 and 417, which
is placed upon the axis of -the inductor, and works into the teeth
of a rack z z z on the under side of the port-rule. Fig. 417 is a
front elevation of the machine showing the treadle and pulley by
which it is kept in motion.
Fig. 418 represents the arrangement of circuits, the reference
letters being the same as in the preceding cuts ; the switch U
turned on 1 when sending, placing the inductor J in circuit
between the earth at B and the line L. When receiving, the
switch is turned on 2, which connects the line to the receiving
instrument, usually a polarized ink writer. The speed of trans
mission attainable by this apparatus is from 60 to 80 words per
minute. In a letter to Professor Morse, in 1868, published in
his report on the telegraphic apparatus at the Paris Exposition,
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Siemens and Halske state that this apparatus will transmit
seventy dispatches per hour. The time occupied in composing
each dispatch in type is five minutes, in distributing the same
four minutes. Twelve employes are necessary for setting up
and distributing ; two for transmitting, and two for receiving and
writing down the dispatches. This apparatus has also been
arranged for working with alternate battery currents. Fig. 419
shows the arrangement so clearly that no particular explanation
is needed. The lever k1 k2 is oscillated by means of an arm
provided with a tooth, arranged to pass over the face of the type
in the moving port-rule. To facilitate the setting and distribut-

Fig. 419.

ing of the type for this apparatus, very ingenious machines,
operated by means of keys like those of a piano, have been in
vented by Siemens and Halske.
OARNIERS AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH.

Experiments were made on a large scale in France, prior to
1857, with the automatic process invented by Paul Gamier,
which is represented by fig. 420 and fig. 421. The transmitting
cylinder A is 18 or 20 inches in diameter and has a spiral groove
cut in its periphery, in which are inserted movable pieces of
metal. The message is prepared by placing these in position to
form telegraphic characters upon substantially the same principle
as the apparatus of Bain, described on page 690, the metallic
parts required to represent the dispatch being pushed to the left
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In order to transmit the message the cylinder A is caused to re
volve at a uniform rate of speed, while, at the same time, it
moves laterally upon its axis B C, which is provided with a screw
thread. Fig. 421 shows the manner in which a contact spring K

Fig. 420.

Fig. 421.

is pressed upon by the screw H whenever the projections, which
form the characters upon the cylinder A, pass under the tooth
E, thus making contact between the battery P and the line L.
HUMASTONS AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH.

In 1857 John P. Humaston, of Connecticut, patented an appa
ratus for perforating paper strips for transmission in automatic
telegraphy, which was an important advance not only over the
system of type transmitters, but also over the perforating appa
ratus previously in use. The perforated paper process has a
very important advantage over the type process, inasmuch as the
time required for distributing the type is saved. In addition to
this saving, Humaston's machine perforated an entire letter or
character of the Morse alphabet at a single movement, and thus
rendered it possible to prepare the dispatches with much greater
celerity than had before been possible. In Humaston's apparatus
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a scries of horizontal punches are placed parallel and side by
side opposite the paper, and a mechanical device connected with
and operated by the keys of the key-board, selects the punches
required to form the telegraphic character corresponding to the
key which is depressed. A single punch forms a dot, and any
two adjacent punches a dash. The proper punches having been
selected by depressing a key, these are driven through the paper
strip by the operation of a treadle , when the punches are with
drawn the paper is fed forward the proper distance by means of
a stop- wheel graduated to correspond with the varying lengths
of the telegraphic characters, and thus a uniform space is ensured
between the successive characters, however greatly their respec
tive lengths may vary. Many experiments were made, in con
nection with this perforator, with the Bain system of transmission,
which had been somewhat modified and improved by Humaston,
on the lines of the American Telegraph Company from 1861 to
1866, in which a speed of 100 to 120 words per minute was at
tained upon ordinary circuits, but the system was never brought
into actual service.
wheatstone's automatic telegraph.
This apparatus was first patented in England by Wheatstone,
in 1858, and with its subsequent improvements has been brought
to such perfection, that it is now in very extensive use on the
telegraph lines not only of the United Kingdom but of several
other countries. Wheatstone made use of the perforated paper
strip of Bain, together with the three-keyed perforator and
polarized receiving instrument of Siemens. All these devices
were, however, materially modified and adapted to each other in
new ways. At first the Wheatstone automatic apparatus re
corded in characters similar to those of Steinheil, but this was
afterwards changed, and the record is now made in the ordinary
Morse characters.
The plan of making contact directly through the perforations
of the paper, originated by Bain, is found in practice to be liable
to several objections : dust or fibres of the paper are apt to inter-
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fere with the contacts, and, what is more important, the edges of
the perforations act upon the brush in a manner which prevents
it from touching the metal wheel over a considerable portion of
the space allowed for contact Better results are obtained by
lengthening the perforations in the paper and running the
machine proportionately faster. In Wheatstone's transmitter, as
now employed by the Postal Telegraph Department of Great
Britain (fig. 422), the contacts are made between levers and
studs, the paper being used only to regulate the movement of
these contact pieces. This arrangement gives much more
uniform and trustworthy contacts than can be obtained between
a brush or spring and a revolving wheel, and affords great facili
ties for the production of the compensating currents which are
required at high speeds. The principle of the apparatus is,
that the polarized armature of the electro-magnet, which causes
the marking disc to touch the paper, shall not have a tendency
to leave the paper when the marking current ceases, but shall
remain always in the same position in which it is left by the last
current The machine is arranged to send a scries of reversals
or alternate -)- and — currents at definite and regular intervals,
and the function of the perforated ribbon is to decide whether
these currents of either sign shall or shall not pass out to the
line. An ebonite rocking beam (R, fig. 423), moved by wheelwork, carries three pins ; that on the left hand is connected to
line, that on the right hand to earth ; the centre pin is in
sulated and serves to connect the curved lever B with one or
other of the battery levers Z C, according to the position of the
rocking beam. Under the beam lie the two levers A B. These
levers are pivotod independently, but are in electrical connection
through the spiral springs H H1 attached to them, and through
the frame of the instrument On the ends of these levers, A
B, are pivoted two vertical needles, one of which, V, regulates
the production of the marking, the other, V1, that of the reverse
or spacing current These levers are not fixed to any of the
moving parts of the apparatus, but are firmly pressed upwards
by the spiral springs H H1, so as to follow the movements of
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the rocking beam, and remain in contact with the pins inserted
into this beam so long as their upward movements are un
checked. The needles attached to this lever determine whether
line contacts should be made or broken at the moment battery
contact is made. They rise alternately until they touch the
paper ribbon ; if there be a hole opposite their points, they pass
through it and the contact is undisturbed ; but should there not
be a hole, their motion and that of the lever is stopped, and the
pin on the rocking beam continuing to rise, contact is broken
between it and the lever.
-3od£

^

H

"'

Chxmm

Firj. 423.

Fig. 423 shows the apparatus in a position for sending a nega
tive current The levers Z and C are the poles of the battery.
The lower lever C touches the right hand pin on the rocking
beam, and as this pin is in connection with the earth, the copper
pole is in connection with the earth also. The upper lever Z
which is in connection with the zinc pole of the battery, rests
on the centre pin of the beam, and is in connection with the
line through the lever B, the spiral springs H H1 and the frame
of the instrument, the lever A, and the left hand pin ; and thus
a negative current has been sent to line.
45
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Fig. 424 shows the position when the current is broken. The
rising of the lever A is prevented by the paper, the vertical
needle V, attached to it, not meeting with a hole in the ribbon.
Here the contact between the lever A and the left hand pin is
broken, and no current ['asses to the line.
When the speed of transmission is increased beyond a certain
rate, which varies with the length of the circuit, a difficulty arises
which is partly due to induction when the potential of the line
wire varies with the interval between the currents, and partly to
what may be called the inertia of the electro-magnet of the

>

II

H*

C

Fig. 424.

receiving apparatus, the time occupied by the magnetizing and
demagnetizing the iron varying also with the interval between
the currents, and probably even in a comparatively short sus
pended wire, not more than seventy words per minute would be
attained under Bain's method, where the currents are sent pre
cisely in the same manner as by an ordinary single current key.
By the use of alternating currents speed is increased, but is
still considerably lower than the maximum attainable on a
given line. A succession of equal currents of opposite signs, at
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equal intervals, will give perfectly distinct dots at a very much
higher speed than the dots and dashes of an alphabet can be
produced.
Wheatstone's apparatus produces the Morse signs by currents
of equal duration ; or, in other words, by a succession of dots ;
but as the intervals between the currents are necessarily unequal,
the alphabet is more slowly produced than a series of equi
distant dots. The speed of a succession of letters (an alphabet)
depends also on the distance between the letters ; the greater the
interval the slower the speed, because an additional element of
variation in the electrical condition of the wire and the mag
netism of the receiver is thus introduced. Speed is generally
limited more by defects in the formation of the letter than by
the loss of dots, or running together of marks, and the defects
are greatest where there is the greatest irregularity in the in
tervals between currents, as, for instance, in F
R —
. It is necessary, then, to apply a system of
compensating currents to maintain as great a uniformity as
possible in the condition of the wire and electromagnet
This was effected in the first instance by bridging over the
break in the circuit which occurs when the pin is stopped by
the paper by resistance coils, so that a weak current was sent
in the interval of break, the strength of which currents was re
gulated by varying the resistance. This system was further
improved upon by an alteration of the transmitter, by which the
compensation was more accurately applied, and it is upon this
principle the apparatus is at present constructed.
Fig. 425 is intended to represent a piece of the perforated
ribbon ; the perforations which regulate the contact-making
portion of the transmitting apparatus are represented by the
larger circles, while the centre row of holes is represented by
the smaller circles ; by this row of holes the paper is carried for
ward in the transmitter.
The slip is perforated for the letter R of the International
alphabet This letter has been selected as being one which is
always much deformed, and which shows the effect of a dot pre
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ceding and following a dash. The upper row of holes is that
which allows a positive or marking current to be sent when the
vertical pin V (figs. 423 and 4^4) of the transmitter passes through
one of them. The lower row of holes allows a negative current
to be sent in the same way when the vertical pin V1 (figs. 423 and
424) of the transmitter rises through one of them.
Fig. 426 represents the letter II (International alphabet) as re
ceived at high speed on a line where the original system of in
termittent currents is used. It will be seen that, in the case of
the dot before the dash, a -)-, then a —, and finally a second -\that is, two positive and one negative currents are sent to form
the dot and to commence the dash : that is, twice as much posi-

+o o
o
o
o
o
o
o
-o
o o
+ +
Hh

+

o

+
+ _+

Figs. 425, 426, 427.

tive as negative current, and the dot is consequently much elon
gated, and has a tendency to run into the dash. In the case in
which the dot follows the dash, it will be seen that the effect is
exactly the reverse of the former, and for the finish of the dash
a — current is sent followed by a +, and finally by a second —
current, the last two forming the dot; that is two — and one.+
currents, so that in this case the line is charged negatively
in excess ; consequently the space between the dash and dot is
considerably increased, and the dot much shortened or lost
altogether.
Fig. 427 shows the letter R as received where compensating
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currents are used, and is perfect with respect to the length of the
marks and the spaces between them. The compensating currents
are represented by the smaller signs. It will be seen that, before
the commencement of the dot, the line is charged negatively,
instead of being left clear, as in the original system, and prevents
the elongation of the dot before the dash, as already ex
plained.
In the case of the dot following a dash, it will be seen that a
positive compensating current is sent before the terminating cur
rent for the dash, so that the line is not too much negatively
charged, as where no compensating currents are used, and the
elongation of the space separating the dash from the dot, as well
as the diminished size of the dot itself, is prevented. (Fig.
427.)
In a circuit composed partly of over-ground wires, and partly
of buried or submarine wires, the position of the underground
work or cable will affect the speed at which the two stations can
receive from each other. If the buried portion or portions be
symmetrically placed with respect to the two stations, as when
the land lines at each end of a cable are of equal length and re
sistance, the two stations will be able to receive equally well ;
but if the land lines on one side be much longer than at the
other, the rate at which the station at the end of the shorter land
line will be able to receive, will be less than that at which the
station situated at the end of the longer land line can receive
from the other. This difference of speed is sometimes very con
siderable, and the difference is the greater as the lengths and re
sistances of the land lines on each side of the cable are the more
different
The London and Amsterdam circuit is composed of first a
suspended wire of 130 miles, then a cable of 120 ; lastly, on the
Dutch side, a suspended wire of 20 miles.
Here it was found that the relative speeds of signaling were
as 9 to 6, the higher speed being Amsterdam to London. The
rate to Amsterdam was increased by decreasing the resistance '
of the batteries ; and still further by the insertion of a high
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resistance (as much even as 5,000 ohms) at Amsterdam (in the
receiving circuit only\ to delay the discharge of the cable.
But in the case of the London-Dublin circuit, where the land
lines were 266 and 10 miles respectively, and the cable 66, in all
342 miles, the addition of resistance at Dublin in the receiving cir
cuit has no appreciable effect, because the length of land line ou
this side is too great to permit the cable to be sufficiently charged.
Here the speeds are 40 and 80 respectively. In fact, the speed
to Cork from London is 38 words, or nearly as high as London
to Dublin, though the distance is greater, the English line being
29o, cable 62, and Irish line 124 miles, or in all 484 miles.
Here the resistance per mile of the wire is less, the wire being
of a larger gauge ; but the more central position of the cable has
a considerable effect Moreover, the resistance of the English
line is equal to only 149 miles of the Dublin line, so that the poten
tial of the English end of this cable can be raised above the cor
responding end of the Holyhead cable. The apparatus, as at
present made, can be arranged either to send what are techni
cally called permanent currents, or to represent an ordinary
double current key ; or, secondly, to send short initial and final
currents separated by an interval of insulation, called the inter
mittent system ; or, thirdly, a strong initial and final current, each
followed by weaker currents of the same sign, the strength of
which can be regulated with great exactness by the amount of
resistance which is placed in the battery circuit This is called
the compensated system.
To practice the system of working is this : If the weather be
dry, and the insulation high, the intermittent, or perhaps the
compensated system, with a very high resistance, giving a very
weak compensation current, is used. When there is escape from
wire to wire, the permanent system or the compensated, with a
low resistance. This is to keep out the stray current on the
same principle as the double current key. In the case of con
tact it is sometimes found serviceable to add resistance at the re
ceiving end of the circuit, increasing the battery power ; this is
simply to lessen the tendency to receive the leakages from the
adjoining wires.
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It has been already shown how resistance is used at the receiv
ing end of the circuit where there are submarine cables. It is
used on ordinary land lines for a similar purpose, that of balanc
ing the position of buried wires. It is found that on east and
west wires the speed is decreased about noon. The cause is not
clear, but it probably is due to the ordinary diurnal variation in
earth currents. There may also be something due to the in
creased resistance of the wires from the increased temperature.
In all cases speed is increased by inserting a shunted condenser
at the receiving end.
There is also a very noticeable amount of embarrassment due
apparently to the magnetic inertia of the electro-magnet of the
receiver.
On short circuits it begins to be felt with permanent currents
at 70 words ; with intermittent at an intermediate speed varying
with the strength and duration of the compensation current To
overcome this defect experiments have been made with a view
of dispensing with the electro-magnet, adopting the well known
principles of a light movable helix and a large fixed magnet, or
a helix within a helix. It may be interesting to state the actual
speed attained in practice with the Wheatstone apparatus.
To
"
"
"
"

Aberdeen
Sunderland
Manchester \
Liverpool., I
Cardiff.... ) .

60 words per minute.
90
"
"
120

"

In some cases as many as four intermediate stations are intro
duced on the circuits devoted to the press, on which 1,000 words
are sent simultaneously to each station in twenty minutes with
regularity. For news work the ribbons are punched in dupli
cate, or even in triplicate, and the same ribbon is used for several
sets of stations in succession. Indeed, were it not for the au
tomatic system, it would be difficult for the Post-office to convey
the large amount of matter handed in by the Press Associa
tions.
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SIEMENSS AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH.

The following description of this ingenious and beautiful
system is abridged from an article published by the inventor, Dr.
Werner Siemens, in 1867. The perforated paper slip is employed
for effecting the transmission, the circuit being closed directly
through the perforations in the paper, somewhat as in Bain's
method, while a polarized ink-writer of peculiarly delicate con
struction is used for receiving. The apparatus consists of the
following parts :
1. The perforator, either in the form of a single hand per
forator, or a more complicated and effective key board perforator,
which punches the despatch in the paper slip in the form of
groups of circular hole?.
2. The transmitter, which, by means of alternate currents of
e<p-ial duration, either voltaic or magneto-electric, serves to trans
mit the despatch over the line.
3. The receiver, which consists of a polarized ink-writer, with
sheet iron cores, and which, owing to its freedom from residual
magnetism and large range of adjustment, is capable of recording
very rapid pulsations.
Besides these another instrument is provided for the purpose
of perforating an equidistant series of round holes of uniform
size in the centre of the paper strip, which in this method is re
quired before the telegraphic characters proper can be perforated.
The holes made by this apparatus in the strip are perfectly uni
form, and are T\ of an inch in diameter and J- of an inch apart
The paper strip having been thus prepared, is ready to be
passed through the regular perforator. The hand perforator
being the simplest will be first described. Pig. 428 is a plan
view of the apparatus, and fig. 429 is a side elevation, looking
from A towards B. The three horizontal cylindrical punches 1,
2, 3, are movable in the direction of their length, and are capable
of being forced into corresponding apertures in the steel die
plate a. The paper strip 5, G, having already been provided with
the middle row of perforations, passes between the die plate a
and the brass guide block which carries the punches. The dis-
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tance between the punches 1 and 2 is ^ of an inch, while that
between 2 and 3 is } of an inch. When, therefore, punches 1
and 2 are simultaneously driven through the paper the two re
sulting perforations are -} of an inch apart With punches 1 and
3 they are f of an inch apart
The perforations are made at a uniform distance of £ of an
inch one each side of the middle row of perforations, and,
as will be shown hereafter, transmit alternate pulsations in
such a manner as to produce the Morse characters upon
a polarized recording instrument The punches are driven
through the paper by the action of the two horizontal levers I
and ln pivoted respectively at m and ml. The adjacent
free ends of these two levers are Cut out and made to lap over
each other in such a way that the lever I will act upon
punches 1 and 2, and the lever Zt in like manner upon 1 and
3. The flat spring n n serves to withdraw the punches from
the dies when released by the levers. Either of the levers I
or Z> may be operated at pleasure by pushing the knob p of
the handle t to the right or left, which causes the jointed con
necting links o and o1 connected with the punch levers to be
brought into action.
The paper strip is fed by the wheel/ which has a row of equi
distant short pins upon its periphery ; these enter into the centre
line of holes previously perforated in the strip, which latter
enters in the direction of the arrow at 1, and thence is led through
guides, by the way of 1, 2, 3 and 4, round a smaller but similar
wheel r, which keeps it stretched tight, and thence leaving this
wheel at 5 it passes between the punches and the dies back to
the wheel f, and finally under the jockey roller i, when it is re
leased by the blade k which separates it from the wheel/ The
motion of the latter is regulated by a ratchet wheel on its axis,
operated by means of a pawl and lever, which latter receives its
motion from the rod q. The lever I, as well as the lever lt (the
latter being lengthened for the purpose) act upon this rod, and
push the pawl forward the distance of one tooth or two teeth,
•iccording to which lever is operated, and the recoil of a spiral
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spring pushes the ratchet wheel forward the proper distance after
the punches have been withdrawn from the paper. In order to
form the space between the successive characters provision is
made for advancing the paper, without punching it, by depress
ing the knob p when in its middle position. This is effected by
the angle lever st st, which acts upon a horizontal bar s, as seen
in fig 429. This acts upon the pawl in the same manner as the
rod q before described. The little discs cut out by the punches
are carried away by the channel z, fig. 429.
In order, therefore, to compose a despatch, the knob p is
pushed to the right to form a dot, to the left for a dash, and
downward to form the space after each letter—this movement
being also made twice at the end of each word. A skilful
operator can perforate about twenty words per minute with this
instrument
Siemens's keyboard perforator serves the same purpose as the
one just described, but, like Humaston's apparatus, perforates a
complete character by a single touch of the appropriate key.
This enables it to be operated at a much higher rate of speed
than the hand perforator. Indeed, a skilled operator can per
forate at the rate of forty or fifty words per minute by the aid
of this machine.
Fig. 4o0 is a plan view of the essential parts of the keyboard
perforator, which will enable its operation to be understood. A
series of twenty horizontal cylindrical punches, c c, are arranged
parallel to each other, passing through a guide bar, and a corres
ponding series of dies formed in the steel die plate g. The whole
series of punches pass through a steel spring, n n, each one being
formed with a shoulder which gives it a bearing against the
spring. Each separate punch is also provided with a spiral
spring in addition, which is not visible in the figure. The paper,
previously provided with a centre line of perforations, as before
explained, is led between the die plate g and the guide plate
which carries the punches, and is fed from a roll P over the
wheel r by means of a feed wheel f precisely like that in the
hand puncher. A series of parallel horizontal push bars, b b,
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twenty-one in number (one more than the number of punches),
collectively movable in the direction of their length, are placed
transversely upon the bed of the machine, and serve to act upon
the punches in a manner hereafter to be explained. "When in
their normal position the left hand ends of the push bars are
slightly lower than the plane of the series of punches. The right
hand end of each of the bars is hinged to a common axis,
mounted upon a movable frame.
The levers a a, connected with the keys of the keyboard, are
very thin laterally, but of sufficient depth to give the necessary
strength ; they are brought close together and hinged to a com
mon axis, a1 au from whence they extend backward at right
angles to and directly underneath the series of push bars. When,
therefore, a key is depressed, the corresponding lever of the
series a a is raised, but as its upper edge beneath the push bars
is cut out into teeth and spaces corresponding to the character
it is intended to represent, it does not lift all the twenty-one
push bars, but only such as are required to operate the particu
lar combination of punches which will perforate the corres
ponding character, while the remaining bars are not moved. In
addition to selecting the proper push bars and raising the ends
of these into line with the range of punches, the same move
ment of the key lever lifts a rod attached to the crank k upon
the shaft kt, causing the latter to turn upon its axis, and this
movement, in turn, by means of the crank k2, actuates a device
which couples the axis v and the eccentric movement u u to the
constantly revolving pully t, which is kept in rotation by a
treadle, fly wheel and band. When this coupling is thrown into
gear by the depression of any one of the keys, the shaft v with the
eccentrics u u instantly makes one revolution and uncouples it
self ; the whole series of push bars is driven suddenly to the left,
and such of them as have been raised into line with the scries of
punches strike against their corresponding punches and drive
them through the paper, returning again to their places by the
action of the spiral springs which surround them as soon as the
push bars are withdrawn. The push bars are bevelled at the
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ends, and the transverse horizontal separating blade w supports
the raised bars while they are acting upon the punches, while
the remaining bars pass underneath it
Owing to the varying' length of the telegraphic characters, it
is necessary to adopt a special and ingenious device for feeding
the paper, the distance which must be pushed forward being the
greater as the character last perforated is longer. This result is
obtained by means of a lever, h, which is acted upon by a series
of pins upon the push bars. These pass freely underneath the
lever, except when raised by the action of a key, in which case
they strike against it and carry it along. As the pins act at
varying distances from the fulcrum of the lever, it is evident that
the pin which strikes the nearest to the fulcrum will communicate
the greatest angular motion to the lever ; therefore, as all the
characters are formed commencing at the rear bar, the greater the
number of bars required to form the character, the nearer the
fulcrum of the lever h will the last pin strike, and the greater
will be its angle of motion. The movement of the lever h,
whether greater or less, is communicated by the rack bar i to the
feed dog d, which slips over a greater or less number of teeth,
according to the extent of its movement, as determined by that
of the lever h, and on the return of the latter by the power of
its attached spiral sprtng, it turns the wheel/and feeds the paper
the appropriate distance. The hindmost push bar has no corres
ponding punch, as it is merely used to produce a space.
The manner in which the telegraphic signals are formed and
transmitted by means of the perforations will now be explainedFig. 43 1 represents the construction of the transmitter designed
for operating with magneto-electric currents. The currents are
produced by the revolution of a cylinder inductor or Siemens
armature, figs. 414 and 415, which is shown at a, being placed
between the poles of a range of permanent steel magnets m m.
As we have already seen, this arrangement produces two electric
pulsations of opposite polarity at each revolution. The toothed
spur wheel z z is turned by the crank k, and is geared to a pinion
on the axis of the inductor a. The insulated metallic wheel f
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upon the crank shaft is provided with pegs upon
its periphery, which enter into the middle per
forations in the transmitting strip S S, and carry
it forward with a uniform motion in the direc
tion of the arrows. The proportion of the gear
ing is such that two electric pulsations from
the inductor, alternately positive and negative,
are produced during each advance of J of an
inch in the movement of the perforated strip.
The contact point e placed on the end of a curved
spring g, which is mounted upon a rocking
lever /;, is caused to oscillate by the action
of the oval cam wheel o upon the axis of the
inductor. One terminal of the inductor, coil is
connected with the earth through the frame of
the apparatus, and the other with the lever h
and contact point e. The line wire is connected
with the insulated metallic wheel f by means
of contact springs bb1. Consequently, as often
as the contact point e touches the periphery of
the wheel f a current from the inductor is sent
into the line. If, however, the perforated strip
of paper be put on the wheel, then the current
can go to line only when the contact point e
falls into one of the perforated holes, otherwise
the circuit will be interrupted by the paper.
Fig. 432 represents a part of a perforated slip
containing the word BERLIN in the Interna
tional alphabet The middle row of perfora
tions are used only to guide the paper, all the
contacts being made through the upper row.
The contact point e strikes the paper every -Jof an inch, owing to the action of the mechan
ism, and is charged with alternate positive and
negative pulsations from the inductor, as de
noted by the -f- and — signs below. The
46
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signals are received upon a polarized ink writer at the dis
tant station. The contact point goes through the first perfora
tion at the left, and transmits a + or marking current The
next succeeding — and + currents are cut off by the ab
sence of perforations. The next current is a — or spacing curM

Fig. 433.

rent, which goes into the line and terminates the initial dash of
rents
the B.areThen
sent in
three
alternate
-f- or marking
succession,
andwhich
threecompletes
— or spacing
the final
curthree dots of the B. The corresponding characters, as they are
written by the ink-writer, are placed above the strip for compari
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son. It will be observed that all signals, whether dots or
dashes, are commenced with a -4- current, and can be terminated
only by a — current The apparatus is sometimes arranged with
a treadle instead of a hand crank, and it may be arranged to
work with battery currents by substituting a simple reversing
commutator for the magneto-inductor described.

Fig. 434.

Fig. 433 is a front and fig. 434 a rear elevation of the inkwriter used on the Indo-European line, which has its wheel
work so arranged that the speed may be instantly changed so
as to adapt it either for automatic or hand transmission. Its
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general construction is the same as that of the instrument
shown on page 490, having an external spring barrel A, an
adjustable ink reservoir B, and a centrifugal regulator or governor.
The principal peculiarity of this instrument is in the construction
of the polarized magnet Within the single coil C is a movable
core provided with pole pieces q qt, which are attracted or
repelled according to their polarity by the permanent magnet M,
which is made adjustable by the screw o. To the pole piece q
is attached the arm u which carries the marking wheel. The
other arm vibrates between the adjustable stops s and I, and is
provided with a repeating contact spring for use when needed.
The recording apparatus is provided with an ingenious and
effective self -starting and stopping mechanism, which is shown in
detail in fig. 434, but which it is not necessary to describe in this
connection.
The automatic apparatus thus constructed and operated was
used on the Indo-European line as early as 1868. It has for
many years been used in the central telegraph station at Berlin,
for transmitting weather reports in several directions at once.
Siemens's automatic system may justly be regarded as the most
ingenious and original one in existence, and is the one to which
rival systems have been indebted for many of their most valu
able and even essential featurea
THE AMERICAN AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH.

An automatic system was patented in the United States in
1869 by George Little, of New Jersey, in which the perforating
apparatus was operated by electro-magnetism. The paper strip
was fed to the cutters by a feed wheel, carrying a revolving
armature upon its axis, which was driven by an electro-magnet,
forming a small motor. The punch and die were also actuated
by electro-magnets. The perforator was manipulated by a tablet
formed of non-conducting material with the telegraphic characters
inlaid in metal, and a style or circuit closer attached to one pole
of the battery by a flexible conductor, the other pole being in
connection with the inlaid characters of the tablet When the
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person composing the message drew the style at a uniform rate
of speed over one of the inlaid characters upon the tablet, alter
nate pulsations of electricity were produced for feeding the
paper and perforating it by the action of the electro magnet The
transmitting machine was similar to that of Bain, except that it
was driven by an electro-magnetic motor, while the record was
made by electro-chemical decomposition, a platinum roller being
employed in place of the iron stylus of Bain.
In 1869 a telegraph line was constructed from New York to
Washington, about 280 miles in length, which was intended to
be operated by this system. It was soon discovered, however,
that the transmission at high speeds was very materially retarded
by the effects of induction, which caused the dots and dashes to
run into each other and become indistinct and illegible. The
perforating apparatus was also found to be to; ally inadequate to
the requirements of an efficient service. Little, in 1870, suc
ceeded in partially overcoming the effects of inductive action by
means of a shunt passing around the receiving instrument in
which an adjustable rheostat was inserted. This device ren
dered the recorded signals much more distinct, but still fell short
of what was required. Soon afterwards it was discovered that,
by the insertion of an electro-magnet in the shunt passing around
the receiving instrument, the signals at high speeds and on long
lines were vastly improved. This effect is owing to the opposing
induced currents set up by magneto-electric action within the
short circuit formed by the shunt and the receiving instrument
A keyed perforator upon the same general principle as that of
Siemens —(fig. 430) was also introduced, by which the transmit
ting slip could be prepared at a rapid rate. The perforations, as
made by this machine, are arranged in two lines and grouped to
form the dote and dashes of the telegraphic characters in the
manner shown in fig. 435. The lower row of perforations are
of comparatively small size, and by themselves each represent
a single dot The dash is formed by two of these smaller per
forations in the lower line combined with a single large perfor
ation in the upper line. The circuit closer of the transmitting
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machine consists of two small rollers running side by side and
electrically connected together. As one of these rollers runs
over the upper and the other over the lower line of perforations,
the effect produced by passing over a group of two small perfor
ations and one large one is to close the circuit three times as long
as for a single small perforation, so that, as transmitted, one dash
is equal to three dots.
The arrangement of circuits shown in fig. 436 is the one which
has been adopted for long circuits. A represents the transmit
ting and B the receiving station. At the transmitting station
two equal batteries, E and Et, are placed in the main circuit
with their like poles towards each other, and normally produce
no effect upon the line. "When, however, the battery Et is
shunted by the closing at the transmitter of the short circuit,

ooooo
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oo o
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1, 2, 3, 4, the current of the battery E passes over the line to
the receiving station. When the circuit at the transmitter is
broken the flow to line ceases, and the return or static charge is
neutralized by the magneto-electric discharge from the induction
coil M, which consists simply of an electro-magnet with its arma
ture permanently in contact with its poles.
The recording
instrument at the receiving station is shunted with a series of
helices M1 arranged upon iron cores, the former being continuous
while the latter is divided into sections which may be connected
or disconnected by the insertion or withdrawal of iron contact
plugs, so as to increase or diminish the length of core under a
single inductive action. In this way the duration of the dis
charge from the helices may be adjusted to correspond with that
of the line. It is obvious that the discharge from the helices
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Mt, which occurs at the termination of each signal passing over
the line, will be in the reverse direction to the primary current,
and will therefore tend to neutralize and destroy that portion of
the inductive discharge from the l:ne which tends to pass
through the receiving instrument at B. This effect is greatly
augmented by means of the adjustable condensers C, which are
arranged in connection with resistances r r r, so that the time of
the discharge may be graduated to produce the best effect On

A

M

\s:
E —.

a

a
Fig. 436.

very long circuits it has been found advantageous to connect the
main line with the earth at one or more intermediate stations,
including in this derived circuit an electro-magnetic coil of very
great resistance, as shown in fig. 436. On circuits of moderate
length the battery Et is dispensed with and an adjustable rheo
stat is placed in the wire 3, so that the current passing through
M may be regulated to produce the proper inductive effect The
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condensers C are not used except upon very long circuits. The
above described improvements in the American system are
nearly all included in the patents of T. A. Edison.
AUTOMATIC MECHANICAL TRANSMITTERS.

A certain class of instruments, which differ in some important
respects from the automatic apparatus hereinbefore described,
and which from their construction may appropriately be termed
automatic mechanical transmitters, have formed the subject of a
series of inventions and improvements ever since the first intro
duction of the Morse telegraph, although they have not thus far
proved to be of any especial value in a practical point of view.
By means of a machine of this kind each character of the tele
graphic alphabet, however complex, is formed and transmitted
over the line by a single touch of a key, as in the type printing
instrument Several inventions of this kind were made and
abandoned by Morse during the experimental stage of his. in
vention which preceded its introduction into actual service. A
few years later Mr. A. F. Park, of Troy, N. Y., constructed a
very elaborate and perfect transmitter of this kind, which gave
excellent results. Many other inventors have attempted the
same thing, with results more or less satisfactory.
SIEMENS'S AUTOMATIC CYLINDER TRANSMITTER.

This instrument unites the .two functions of composing and
transmitting messages automatically, by means of a single ap
paratus of comparatively small dimensions. These two functions
are independent of each other, although they are both carried
on at the same time. The cylinder transmitter is placed directly
in the circuit of the line, and the message is composed by de
pressing the keys of a keyboard, as in a type printing instrument
The rapidity with which the keys may be manipulated depends
upon the velocity of the revolving cylinder, the speed of which
is independent of the working of the keys. The message is re
ceived in Morse characters, but the difference in the length of
the signals and spaces does not depend upon the time the keys
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are depressed ; on the contrary, they always appear of their
normal length, whether the sender occupies more or less time
between the depression of two following keys. The spaces be
tween the words are produced by a blank key. The keys are
arranged in seven rows of seven keys each, in such a manner
that the letters most frequently used are placed most con
veniently to the position of the hand.
The apparatus may be arranged to send single or double
(alternating) currents, with or without earth discharge, according
to the circuit for which it is required.
The transmitting capacity of the apparatus depends upon the
rapidity with which the operator is able to finger the keys. An
expert operator can touch five keys per second, which would
produce 300 characters per minute, equal to about ninety mes
sages per hour. The advantage which is intended to be realized
by the use of this apparatus is a material increase of speed with
out danger of defective formation of signals, as in hand trans
mission. The apparatus may be used at any moment in place
of the ordinary Morse key. Fig. 437 is a perspective view of
the instrument, and fig. 438 is a sectional view, showing the
essential parts of the internal mechanism. The most important
feature of this is the cylinder D, which revolves upon its axis.
The periphery of the cylinder is fitted with sliding pins s s,
placed close to each other and parallel with the axis of the
cylinder. These, when pressed against at one end by the pusher
n, are displaced to a certain distance in the direction of their
length. Groups of displaced pins, variously combined, consti
tute types for the automatic transmission of the telegraphic
signals. Thus three successive displaced pins represent a dash ;
a single displaced pin between two others in their normal posi
tion a dot;, one or more not displaced represent a space of
greater or less length.
By the depression of a key a group of pins is displaced from
its normal position upon the surface of the cylinder, the group
always corresponding to the character representing the letter
upon the depressed key. The cylinder is also caused to re-
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volve, by the effect of a weight or spring, to an extent corres
ponding to the length of a given character, thus presenting a
new series of pins to the pusher n.

Fig. 438.

Each key T (fig. 438) is connected with a vertical plate of
metal S in such a manner that when it is depressed the corres
ponding plate S is pushed forward. The projections upon the
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edges of these plates (which of course are differently arranged
for each letter) push forward a series of horizontal slides Q Q,
of which there are nineteen in all, each operating upon a
separate pivoted lever II. Each of these levers is provided with
a pusher n. When, therefore, the slides Q Q are pressed for
ward they act upon the levers H, which in turn push forward
the sliding pins s a, by means of the pushers n. A pointer i,
connected to the axis m (upon which the cylinder D rotates in
dependently), is geared to the clockwork within the cylinder,
and is set in motion by the spring F, which, being attached to
the spindle m, is made to wind up each time the cylinder rotates.
The cylinder is provided with ratchet teeth c, in which engages
a spring pawl a, having an inclined projection f and whenever
this pawl is engaged with the ratchet teeth the cylinder remains
at rest When one of the levers H is moved by the action of a
finger key, so as to displace one or more of the sliding pins s,
these latter at the same moment disengage the pawl a, and the
cylinder D revolves by the action of the clockwork until the
pawl a again drops into gear. The pawl, however, is kept out
of gear so long as any of the projecting pins s are passing by its
inclined l rejection f, and the width of the latter is sufficient to
allow the cylinder to revolve for an additional distance, which
corresponds to the ordinary space between the characters. It
may here be remarked that the pushers n, after acting upon the
sliding pins, pass beneath the line of the pins and do not there
fore impede the motion of the cylinder D.
The pins, after passing the pawl a, are carried round with the
cylinder in their protruded position, and the pointer i in passing
over them, causes the contacts to be made by which the currents
are transmitted to the line. This is accomplished in the follow
ing manner : Upon the pointer i, near its axis, is mounted the
bell crank lever r, to one arm of which is jointed a rod which
extends along the pointer beyond its extremity, while to the
other arm is jointed a similar rod, which extends axially through
a hollow part of the spindle m, on which the pointer is mounted.
When the pointer i passes over a projecting pin the radial rod
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is pushed inward, which causes the axial rod to be pushed out
ward, thus actuating the contact lever C, which acts like an
ordinary key and transmits the signals to the line.
After the pins s a have performed their office they pass under
a fixed incline, which restores them to their normal position.
The pointer i, together with the cylinder D, makes jerking
rotations independent of its own motion in the opposite direc
tion, the speed of the pointer being regulated by the fan W.
According to the greater or less rapidity with which the opera
tor presses down the successive keys T T, either the jerking
movement of the cylinder or the contrary movement of the
pointer will prevail ; that is to say, in the former case the pointer
will be carried further round, away from the stop A, while in
the latter case it will approach the stop, moving in the opposite
direction, or in other words, the store of prepared letters between
the stop A and the pointer t will be either diminished or aug
mented. The entire rotation of the pointer is somewhat less
than one revolution, and as soon as the pointer reaches the limit
of the movement which is allowed for storing the letters which
are to be telegraphed automatically, a bell is struck, which indi
cates to the operator that the speed of fingering the keys should
be lessened. As soon as the operator stops working the keys
no more pins are pushed out, the pawl a drops into the ratchet
teeth and stops the movement of the cylinder, while the pointer
t, which may at the time be some distance behind, will still con
tinue to revolve until it comes in contact with the stop A.
This apparatus has been employed on the line between Berlin
and Breslau, in Germany, and is said to have given very satis
factory results, its speed of transmission being somewhat greater
than that of the Hughes apparatus.
SIEMENS'S AUTOMATIC CHAIN TRANSMITTER.

This
that it
groups
sliding

apparatus somewhat resembles that last described, except
is designed to produce Steinheil's writing, consisting of
of dots arranged in two lines, instead of Morse's. The
pins, instead of being disposed on the periphery of a cyl
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inder, are carried by an endless chain. The displacing of the
pins is effected in much the same manner as that last described.
There are, however, two contact levers, one of which is operated
by the pins which are made to project to the right, and the
other by those which project to the left One contact lever
sends positive and the other negative currents to the line. For
the rest the apparatus is very nearly the same as the cylinder
transmitter.
SIEMENS'S AUTOMATIC TYPE-PRINTING TELEGRAPH.

This apparatus was invented in 1873, and so far as external
appearance is concerned, is very similar to the cylinder trans
mitter illustrated in fig. 437. The internal mechanism will be
understood by reference to fig. 439. The message to be sent is
composed in the usual manner by depressing the keys in proper
succession upon the key-board. By means of two groups of
levers Ht and IT8, the sliding pins ss are displaced in one di
rection or the other upon the periphery of the cylinder D. The
displaced pins operate upon two contact levers Cj and C2,
exactly as in the apparatus illustrated in fig. 438, and as the
same letters of reference are used the detailed description need
not be repeated. The contact levers Cj and C2 transmit posi
tive and negative currents of equal length into the line, by
means of which the type-wheel at the receiving station is con
trolled ; that is to say, the letter which is to be transmitted is
brought into position to be printed. To accomplish this the
type- wheel is provided with a double escapement ; the escape
ment, set in motion by currents of one polarity, advances the
type- wheel by leaps of four letters at a time, while that set in
motion by currents of the other polarity advances it but a single
letter. The key-board does not contain the numerals, which
latter are expressed by letters, preceded and followed by a special
sign, and the inventor thus succeeded in reducing the number of
pulsations required to bring the type wheel to any given letter
to a maximum of eight The twenty seventh division of the
type-wheel is blank, because twenty-seven steps cannot be made
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Fig. 439.

by less than nine pulsations, six leaps of four letters and three of
one letter each. Consequently thirty-one divisions of the typewheel are available for producing twenty-nine letters and signs,
the thirtieth division being reserved for the special sign for in
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dicating numerals, and the thirty-first for the space between the
words. The type-wheel returns to the zero point after the print
ing of each letter. The speed of this printer is very consider
able, as when the letters are arranged in proper succession but
three or four pulsations on an average are required for each let
ter, and the action of the printing mechanism and the return of
the type wheel to zero follows almost instantaneously.
It will be seen that this printer possesses the peculiarity that
the operator may finger the keys with great irregularity provided
it is done in proper succession, and that the letters are stored up,
as it were, in the transmitter, and sent off with regularity and
precision by the action of the mechanism.
PHELPS'S AUTOMATIC TYPE PRINTING TELEGRAPH.

A modification of the electro-motor type printer, described in
Chapter XXXI Vr, has been made by Mr. Phelps, in which the
somewhat complex transmitting mechanism is replaced by a
circuit-closer actuated automatically by a perforated strip of
paper. The circuit is not closed directly through the perfora
tions, but by means of a device arranged uf on somewhat the
same principle as the Wheatstone automatic transmitter. It will
easily be understood, from the description which has already
been given of the printing mechanism, that it is only necessary
that the distances between the successive perforations should
correspond with mathematical accuracy to the distances a} art
upon the type-wheel of the successive letters which they repre
sent, and that the strip should be carried along synchronously
with the type-wheel of the receiving instrument, to insure the
proper
In order
reception
to prepare
and printing
the paper
of strip
the message.
for automatic transmission
Mr. Phelps has invented a perforating machine operated by a
key-board precisely like that of the electro-motor instrument
By depressing the proper keys in succession, the respective single
perforations which represent the various characters are made
in the paper band at the precise distances apart required.
Another valuable feature of this perforator consists in the addi
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tion of a type-wheel by means of which each letter of the des
patch is printed above the perforation representing it, and by
the same movement of the mechanism. The perforator may be
readily operated at a moderate rate of speed by an unskilled
person, and hence it is possible for correspondents who desire to
do so, to prepare their own messages by means of one of these
machines, and it would also be possible for a telegraph company
to transmit these prepared messages at a very low rate. A
skilled operator can work Mr. Phelps's perforator at the rate of
fifty or sixty words per minute with ease.
C. II. G. Olsen, a Norwegian mechanician, has quite recently
adapted a similar automatic arrangement to the Hughes instru
ment, which was exhibited in 1875 at the telegraphic conference
in St Petersburg.
jaite's system of telegraphy.
The telegraphic system invented by G. Jaite of Berlin, in
1868, may, perhaps, be properly included among the descriptions
of automatic telegraphs, although the automatic feature is in a
great measure subsidiary to the main purpose of the invention,
which is to provide a means of working at a high speed to any
distance however great This is accomplished by the use of
what may be termed a mechanical repeater, which re-transmits the
signals by means of mechanism set in action by a sensitive
electro-magnet
Jaite's apparatus does not record the dots and dashes of the
Morse alphabet, but resembles Steinheil's, inasmuch as the writ
ing consists solely of dots grouped in two lines. The two lines
of dots are produced by positive and negative currents of equal
duration, which are transmitted by means of two Morse keys Tt
and Ta (see fig. 440, which is a perspective view of the complete
apparatus). The arrangement of the keys with respect to the
battery and the line and earth wires is shown in fig. 441, in
which k and kt are the key axes, n and n1 the front contacts,
and oand ot the rear contacts. B is the main battery. When
the left hand key is depressed a positive or copper current is
47
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Fig. 440
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sent to line, while the right hand key in like manner sends a
zinc or negative current
The receiving apparatus consists of two electro-magnets Et
E3 (fig. 440) whose cores are normally polarized by permanent
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magnets, exactly as in the
Fig. Hughes
441.
apparatus (page 625).
When, therefore, no current is passing, the armatures of both
electro-magnets are attracted by their poles. If by means of the
key Tt a positive current, or by the key T8 a negative pulsa
tion or dot is sent over the line, then one or the other armature
is released and flies off by the action of a spring, as in the

Fig. 442.

Hughes instrument, and striking one of the detent levers Ut
U8 causes the corresponding axis carrying a cam xl or x2 to
make a revolution. This is effected by coupling the front por
tion of the axis, which is normally stationary, to the rear portion,
which is kept in constant revolution by the clockwork K driven
by a weight or spring.
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The record is made by circular perforations in the paper strip,
which represent dots, and are not only more legible than any
other mode of marking, but the strip may be used without
further preparation for automatic transmission over another cir
cuit The perforating mechanism is clearly shown in fig. 442.
The revolution of the cam x2 in the direction of the arrow lifts
the arm v2 and depresses the arm h2 of the punch lever. The
paper strip is fed through between the plates/ and d and the
punch is driven through it by the depression of h2, while the
spiral spring underneath returns the latter to its position again
when the pressure is withdrawn. Upon the completion of a
single revolution the cam x2 is caught by the detent lever U3,
which in the meantime has returned to a state of rest A
revolving circuit closer or commutator on the same axis with the
cam x2 serves to retransmit the pulsation into the next circuit
without shortening it, as the ordinary repeater does, and this
operation may be repeated indefinitely upon any number of
circuits.
It would require too much space to refer in detail to the great
number of other methods of automatic telegraphy of more or
less value which have been suggested from time to time. It
•may, however, be mentioned that Mr. C. Westbrook, of Penn
sylvania, in 1867 constructed an automatic transmitter in which
the embossed characters produced by the Morse register upon a
strip of paper were used instead of perforations to operate the
circuit- closing mechanism, and which gave very satisfactory
results on an experimental trial.

CHAPTER XXXVIL
AUTOGRAPHIC OR COPYING TELEGRAPHS.
The autographic telegraph has never been practically employed
to any considerable extent in the transmission of messages. The
reason of this is partly because the rate of transmission has
generally, if not always, been too slow to enable them to be
profitably employed for the transmission of ordinary communi
cations, and partly because the occasions which require the pro
duction of an autographic copy of a message are compararatively infrequent From the fact that no skilled labor is
necessarily required for the transmission of despatches upon
this plan, the original copy being prepared by the sender of
the message, and the received copy being in condition for
immediate delivery as it comes from the instrument, many
have regarded the autographic process as one destined in
future to furnish a less expensive mode of telegraphing than
any hitherto in use. Much remains- to be done, however,
before the realization of these expectations can be regarded
as in any degree probable, although some of the methods
already invented exhibit a high degree of ingenuity, and
under favorable conditions have produced very excellent re.
suits.
bakewell's copying telegraph.
In 1850 a copying telegraph was brought out by Mr. F. C.
Bakewell, of London, by which despatches were transmitted
in the actual handwriting of the sender. The apparatus is
represented in fig. 443. c is a metallic cylinder which revolves
at a rapid and uniform rate by means of a system of clock
work M. A toothed wheel upon one end of the cylinder gears
into a pinion upon an axis which is parallel to that of the
cylinder, and has a fine screw thread cut upon it for its en
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tire length. The nut q is capable of moving laterally upon the
screw thread, and carries an arm to which is attached a metallic
style or tracer r, the end of which rests upon the surface of
the cylinder c. It will readily be understood from the arrange
ment of the mechanism that when the cylinder revolves the
tracer will be carried along laterally by the thread of the screw,
and will, therefore, describe a continuous spiral line upon the
surface of the cylinder. Both the stations in correspondence
are provided with the same apparatus. At the sending station
the message is written upon a sheet of tin foil, or paper hav-

Fig. 443.

ing a metallic conducting surface, with a pen dipped in a non
conducting ink or varnish— for example, a solution of resin in
alcohol. The letters thus written form upon the conducting
surface a number of non-conducting lines, which suffice to in
terrupt the electric contact, although the deposit of resinous
matter is so slight as not to be perceptible to the touch. At the
receiving station a sheet of paper of the same size is used, this
being chemically prepared in the same manner as the paper
used for Bain's method. The arrangement of the connections
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is shown in fig. 444. The line wire L forms a connection
between the respective cylinders c and c', through the frame
of the clockwork M M1. R Rt are the keys, and B B1 the
main batteries ; the remaining connections will be readily un
derstood from the diagram.

Fig. 444.

The message on tin foil is fixed round the cylinder c, at the
transmitting instrument, which instrument is a counterpart, in
its mechanical arrangements, of the receiving one, and either
of them may be used to transmit or receive messages. The
metal style r which is in connection with the battery, presses
on the tin foil, and is carried along by an endless screw as the
cylinder revolves, exactly in the same manner as the iron wire
that draws lines on the paper on the receiving instrument,
which is arranged on the electro-chemical plan of Bain. The
varnish writing when interposed between the style and the
tin foil, interrupts the electric current; consequently, at every
part where the electric current is interrupted by the varnish
at one instrument, the style ceases to make marks upon
the paper at the other station. Both cylinders are so reg
ulated that they rotate exactly together; therefore, the suc
cessive breaks of the electric current by the varnish letters
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cause corresponding gaps to be made in the lines on the
paper ; and the succession of these lines, with their successive
gaps where the letters occur, produces on the paper of the
receiving instrument the exact forms of the letters. The
letters appear of a white or pale color on a ground of blue
lines, there being about nine or ten lines drawn by the wire
to make one line of writing.
Bakewell used an electro-magnetic governor to attain synchro
nism in the movements of the two apparatus, without which it
would certainly have been impossible to have obtained any
satisfactory results.
CROS'S COPYING TELEGRAPH.

M. Charles Cros, of Paris, has invented a chemical copying
telegraph, which differs in construction from that of Bakewell
in the style travelling round the cylinder, instead of the latter
turning underneath the- style, and in the adjustment of the
synchronism six times during every revolution. The apparatus
consists of a clockwork driven by a heavy weight, and giving a
horizontal motion to the cylinder and a rotary motion to an axis
carrying the style. The style is fixed to the end of an elbow
piece, and' travels round the cylinder, always in the same plane;
but as the cylinder, when the apparatus is in motion, is moved
sideways, the style describes upon its surface a long line in the
form of a close helix. The styles of the two apparatus do
not move regularly, but are arrested and released six times in
every revolution, for the purpose of regulating the synchronism.
When one apparatus goes faster than the other, its style is
arrested by the armature of an electro-magnet, until the slower
one has come up with it and closed the circuit which releases
them together.
CASELLl'S PANTELEGRAPH.

As early as 1856 Abb6 Caselli made his first experiments with
his electro-chemical copying telegraph, at Florence, Italy, and
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the following year a working model was constructed for him by
Froment, of Paris. For several years Caselli devoted himself to
the improvement and perfection of his invention, and in 1865 it
was introduced into practical service both in France and Russia.
Caselli's apparatus is really an improved form of Bakewell's in
vention. It consists substantially of three parts—the recording
or writing apparatus, the mechanism for regulating the synchro
nism and the system of auxiliary batteries for charging and dis
charging the line.
A front elevation of Caselli's apparatus is shown in fig. 445,
two exactly -similar instruments being employed at the two cor
responding stations. A pendulum L, about six feet in length, is
suspended from the top of an iron frame P Q. The bob M of
the pendulum is of iron, loaded with lead, and weighs about
16 lbs. The latter swings between two electro-magnets, E and
E', which become alternately magnetic by the action of a
local battery O B, whose circuit is closed through them alternately
by the action of the second pendulum U. The alternate action
of the electro-magnets E E' serves to keep the pendulum L in
motion, and through this the remainder of the mechanism. At the
right side of the frame are two curved metallic tablets XX', one of
which is shown in fig. 445 ; upon this is placed the original
message which is to be transmitted at the sending station, or the
prepared paper at the receiving station. Each instrument having
two of these tablets it is possible to transmit and receive a mes
sage at the same time. As the two tablets X and X' are exactly
alike, it will only be necessary to refer to one of them in this
description. Above the tablet X a frame p q is mounted upon
a vertical lever A B (fig. 446), which turns upon its centre on a
horizontal axis. The connecting rod Z is jointed to the lower
end B of the lever, and to the pendulum rod L. Thus the
swinging of the pendulum rod causes the frame p q to move to
and fro over the convex surface of the tablet X. The adjustable
counterpoise K K' serves to balance the weight of the frame p q
upon the centre of motion of the lever A B, which is coincident
with the axis of the cylinder^ of which X is a segment
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Fig. 445.
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The frame p q carries a shaft provided with two screw threads
v v', each of which is clasped by a nut to which is attached a
clamp a. At each complete revolution of the shaft the clamps
are caused to move laterally the distance of one turn of the screw
thread.
The revolution of the screw is effected by an escape wheel 0
(figs. 446 and 447) of twelve teeth. A fork R (fig. 447) is pivoted
to the lever A B, and carries two pallets, r r', which alternately
act upon the escape wheel. The fork is pushed back and forth
at the end of each stroke by means of the tappets h h', which
alternately strike against the set-screws to n. Hence, at each

f\g. 446.

oscillation of the lever A B towards to or «, the ratchet wheel O
and the screws v v' turn through one twenty-fourth of a complete
revolution, and consequently the clamp a is moved laterally one
eighth of a millimetre.
If a style be fixed in the clamp a (fig. 446) so as to press by
its elasticity against the surface of a sheet of paper laid upon the
tablet X and leave a mark upon it, it is evident that by the oscil
lation of the frame p q, and the lateral motion at right angles,
caused by the screw v v', the whole surface of the sheet would
be covered with parallel ruled lines one eighth of a millimetre
apart The apparatus, however, is so arranged that the style
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is lifted from the paper while passing in one direction over the
tablet X, and in like manner upon the other tablet while pass
ing in the opposite direction. The mechanism by which this
movement is effected is shown in figs. 447 and 448.
Two metallic bars C and c are arranged parallel with the
screw v, and are of the same length of the latter. Their position
is shown in the detached cross section, fig. 448. The bar C is
fixed and is loosely surrounded by a quadrangular piece which
is connected by a joint with the nut a'. The other bar c, on the

Fig. 447.

Fig. 448.

contrary, terminates in pivots, one of which carries an arm I
(fig. 430). The clamp or wire holder a is attached to the bar c,
as shown in fig. 448. When at the end of the stroke the tappet
h strikes the stop m, and, acting upon the arm I, lifts the style
from the paper by slightly turning the bar c upon its pivots. The
arm I in like manner acts to drop the style upon the paper on
the return movement
The synchronism of the corresponding instruments is main
tained by means of a pendulum, as follows : The current which
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actuates the electro-magnets E E' is derived from the local bat
tery 0 B of considerable power. From the positive pole of this
battery the current proceeds, as shown by the fine dotted line in
fig. 445, to a commutator controlled by a clockwork and pendu
lum U. which latter is exactly one fourth the length of the pen
dulum L, and therefore vibrates twice as rapidly. When the
pendulum U is in a position of rest, the contact arm i rests
against the stop g, and the local circuit is continuous through the
wire b to the contact plate F, which forms part of a double com
mutator, set up on both legs of the frame and represented on a

Fig. 449.

large scale in fig. 449. From this point the local current pro
ceeds alternately to the electro-magnets E and E', according to
the position in which the commutators are placed by the vibra
tions of the pendulum rod L. In order to effect this a sliding
roller V is fixed upon the pendulum rod, which, at each half
oscillation, alternately strikes against the two pivoted arms k and
k'. Each of the latter rests against a spring, the two springs
being attached respectively to the contact plates F and N, but
when in a state of rest they are slightly separated from the lower
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contact plates H and O. When the pendulum swings to and
fro the roller V strikes against the arms k and k' alternately, and
by depressing the springs, connects F with H or N with 0, as
the case may be. When the pendulum is in an intermediate
position, touching neither k nor k', the local circuit is, of course,
open at F and N. When, however, the pendulum has nearly
completed its swing, for instance, towards the left, and contact
is made between F and H, the electro-magnet E' is charged and
attracts the pendlum bob M. The same action takes place
alternately upon the opposite side, and these impulses are suffi
cient to keep the pendulum in motion and to supply the slight
power needed to carry the moving parts of the machine connected
with it
In order to release the pendulum bob M at the completion of
its swing, the local circuit is broken at the proper moment by
the pendulum U (fig. 445) by means of a projecting arm, which
touches the knob i and lifts the spring from the contact pointy.
The same operation is repeated upon the opposite side, and thus
the motion of the pendulum is kept up indefinitely or until ar
rested by means, hereafter to be described.
It will now be easy to understand how the synchronism of the
large pendulum at the sending and receiving station is controlled
by the movements of the small pendulum U, which is, of course,
in this apparatus a matter of the utmost importance. The knob
* (fig. 445) may be adjusted nearer to or farther from the arm on
the pendulum U by means of a delicate micrometer screw. In
the former case the range of oscillation of the large pendulum
L decreases, and in the latter case it increases.
The reader will now be able to understand the manner in
which messages are transmitted and received by Caselli's appa
ratus. At the sending station the message, or any drawing or
diagram which it is desired to transmit, is written in bold lines
with ordinary ink upon silver paper, so called, which is prepared
expressly for the purpose by coating the surface with tin. This
is fastened by clips upon the surface of the tablet X, and through
the clips the metallic surface is in connection with the negative
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pole of a main battery and with the earth, while the positive
pole of the battery is attached to the clamp a and to the line.
In fig. 450 z z is the metallic surface of the paper, L B the line
battery, L the line, and E the earth. When the pendulum at
the sending station is set in motion, the clamp and the style
attached thereto commence to traverse the entire surface of the
metallic paper. As long as the style is in contact with the
metallic surface the main battery is shunted through wires 1, 2
and 3, but whenever this contact is broken by the style passing
over the insulating writing, its current passes through 1 to the
line and through the clamp a at the receiving station and finally
to earth. The clamp holds an iron wire style which traverses a
sheet of paper laid on the tablet X, the paper being chemically

Fig. 450.

prepared according to Bain's method. As the pendulums at the
receiving and sending stations swing in exact time with each
other, it is manifest that when the style at the sending station
passes over a line of the non-conducting writing, a correspond
ing blue line will be drawn upon the chemical paper at the re
ceiving station. After half an oscillation of the pendulum has
been completed the styles are moved laterally one eighth of a
millimetre, but as the clamp and style are lifted from the paper
during the last half oscillation of the pendulum, this portion of
time occupied in its motion is lost, but may nevertheless be
utilized for sending another message in the opposite direction by
means of the duplicate portion of the apparatus. After a com
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plete oscillation the styles at both stations will have moved later.
ally one eighth of a millimetre. During the first half of the
second oscillation there will appear upon the paper at the receiv
ing station a second series of blue lines exactly parallel to the
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Fig. 451.

first and about one eighth of a millimetre distant from them.
In this way the two instruments continue to operate until the
style at the sending station has gone over the whole surface of
the metallic paper, and that at the receiving station has produced
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in parallel ruled lines a copy of the despatch written upon
the metallic paper. A fac-simile of such a despatch as received
by Caselli's apparatus is shown in fig. 451 of the actual size. In
fig. 449 the several parts of the apparatus are represented in
position for transmitting. A current arriving by line wire 1
proceeds by way of S and G to the clamp which carries the style,
thence through the chemical paper to the tablet X and to earth.
If, on the contrary, a message is to be sent, the switch x is turned
on a. The current from the battery at the sending station then
proceeds through J to z and over the switch to y, which latter is
connected with U by a wire not shown in the figure. From U
the current passes by k' to the contact S. Here it finds two
routes, as already shown in fig. 450, one direct to line and the
other the shunt route through the transmitting tablet
The effects of inductive action in prolonging the signals upon
lines of considerable length, and where the current is broken and
closed with rapidity, has been referred to-in connection with the
subject of automatic telegraphs in a preceding chapter. This
difficulty becomes, a very serious one in an autographic telegraph,
as the edges of the letters become, as it were, blurred and illegi
ble. The marks are not of uniform color or thickness, but are
broadest in the middle and tapered off at the ends. The method
adopted by Caselli to overcome this difficulty will be understood
by reference to fig. 452. A represents the sending and B the
receiving station. X is the transmitting and X' the receiving
tablet P is the main battery at the sending station, connected as
before explained, while p and p' are two auxiliary batteries of
three cells each, placed in the main circuit at each station, the
poles of the latter being reverse to those of the main battery P.
The opposing current set up by the batteries^? and p' is not suffi
cient to materially weaken that of the main battery P, but the
instant that the latter is cut off from the line by the closing of
the shunt circuit through X, the discharging current is met and
destroyed by the current of the battery p', and thus the ends of
the lines upon the chemical paper are cut off sharply and dis
tinctly. At the same time the constant auxiliary battery p keeps
48
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the line A B constantly charged, and thus, at each closing of the
battery P, tends to diminish the duration of the variable electric
condition. By this device the successive pulsations from the
battery P are made to succeed each other with great rapidity ,'
even as many as 300 per second have been sent without render
ing the writing indistinct Caselli also found that the leakages
which occurred by reason of defective insulation between p and
p' had a favorable effect upon the speed of transmission. Acting
upon this suggestion, when working on very dry days the
line between Paris and Marseilles, a distance of 900 kilometres
(559 miles), he made a connection between the line and the
earth at Dijon, an intermediate station, in which he inserted a

(r
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Fig. 452.

rheostat of very high resistance. On shorter lines the auxiliary
batteries are not required ; for example, on the Paris-Lyons cir
cuit the insertion of an adjustable leak is found to be sufficient
An artificial resistance or spark coil is usually placed in the bat
tery circuit at the sending station, to diminish the spark that
would otherwise occur at the opening and closing of the shunt
circuit upon the transmitting tablet
In order to exchange signals for various necessary purposes, a
Morse apparatus is combined with the Caselli apparatus and
thrown into circuit momentarily at the end of each stroke of the
large pendulum, which renders a slight addition necessary to the
commutators. In fig. 445 M is an ink writer and T a key.
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The contact springs N and F, as we have already seen, control
the working of the pendulum, while D and r, S and r' serve to
lation.
put the The
Morse
arrangement
apparatus in
of circuit
Fig.
the 453.
connections
at the endisofclearly
each half
shown
oscilin

fig. 445 and need not be explained in detail.
turned on z to transmit and on u to receive.

The switch as is
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When the apparatus is not in use the lever G G' is raised and
interrupts the contact between g' and g. breaking the circuit of
the local battery O B. In order that the Morse apparatus may
be in circuit when the autographic apparatus is not in use, the
pendulum is caught by the stopping pins p or p' when the lever
G G' is raised, which holds it at one end or the other of its stroke.
In this position the Morse apparatus is directly in connection
with the line, so that both stations, may exchange communications
by its means.
In the apparatus employed in France, a perspective view of
which is shown in fig. 453, the blue lines upon the chemical
paper have a length of 111 millimetres (4.37 inches), and this
distance is passed over in about one second, at each half oscilla
tion of the pendulum. The lines being one fourth of a milli
metre apart, it follows that the time required to go over a de
spatch of the smallest size (27 millimetres wide) is 1 minute 48
seconds. On such a paper a message of 25 or 30 words may be
written, and perfectly reproduced at a distance of 300 miles.
Hence, 45£ despatches, of 20 words each, may be sent per hour.
By making use of finer writing, 60 despatches of 20 to 25 words
have been exchanged in an hour been Paris and Lyons, but this
is a speed difficult to obtain under average conditions.
It has been proposed to transmit Morse characters by the Caselli apparatus, and it is easy to see how this could be1 accom
plished, but it would necessarily be inferior to the automatic
apparatus described in the preceding chapter.
f
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In order to do
Meyer's
away with
autographic
the inconveniences
telegraph.
inseparable from
the use of chemically prepared paper in autographic telegraphy,
several inventors have proposed to make use of ordinary paper,
upon which the marking may be done with printing ink. A
system of this kind, in common with Bakewell's and Caselli's,
involves the principle of the synchronous movement of two
similar parts, such as cylinders, conducting plates or styles ; but
differs from these in respect to the receiving apparatus, which
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consists of a writing point or marking -wheel controlled by an
electro-magnet
One of the most ingenious and effective of the electro-magnetic

Fig. 454.

copying telegraphs is that of Meyer, which is represented in fig.
454. At each station the synchronously moving iron style is re
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placed by a cylinder B, having a single spiral rib forming a
screw of one turn projecting from its circumference. The
cylinder B revolves rapidly by the action of the clock work M.
At the sending station this screw glides over a sheet of tin foil,
upon which the communication is written, as in Caselli's arrange
ment At the receiving station an ink-roller, seen at the left
and above the cylinder B, revolves in contact with the edge
of the screw thread. Just beneath the cylinder B lies a band of
paper taken from a continuous roll, and this, together with the
tin foil sheet at the sending station, advances a small fraction of
an inch at each revolution of the cylinder.
At the sending station the screw thread upon the cylinder B is
only in contact with one point upon the surface of the metallic
sheet ; so also at the receiving station, only one point upon the
paper band can be in a position to be brought in contact with
the screw thread above it ; and provided the movements of the
parts at both stations are perfectly synchronous, these points will
always correspond upon the two separate instruments.
At the transmitting station a current is sent to the line as often
and as long as the screw comes in contact with the non-conduct
ing writing upon the tin foil ; this is accomplished by a shunting
arrangement similar to that of Caselli, consequently, when the
screw passes over the conducting metallic surface, the current is
cut off from the line.
At the receiving station the current passes through an electro
magnet, whose action raises a platen located directly under the
cylinder B, and the paper pressing the latter against the inked
edge of the screw thread, thereby produces an impression.
As the two instruments revolve synchronously the whole series
of marks will be an exact reproduction of the writing upon the
copy. The synchronism is regulated by varying the position of
the ball K upon the rod R, the whole arrangement forming a
conical pendulum, which is found to be practically efficient
lenoir's autographic telegraph.
This apparatus bears some resemblance to Bakewell's in its
form, but the writing is performed by electro-magnetic instead
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of electro-chemical action. Fig. 455 is a plan of the connections
at the sending and receiving stations, and fig. 45a is an eleva
tion of the respective instruments in which the connections are
also shown. In fig. 456 A and a represent the frame enclosing
the clockwork, which turns the hard rubber cylinder B or b at
the sending and receiving stations. C and c are shafts Laving a
screw thread cut throughout their length, upon which the blocks
D and d are moved laterally from left to right as the screws re
volve. The vertical axes F or / are connected with the cylin
ders by means of bevel gear. The cylinders make 15 revolutions

Fig. 455.

per minute, while the vertical shaft makes 150 in the same time.
The original copy of the message is written in the usual manner,
with non-conducting ink upon metallic paper. This is wrapped
around the cylinder B, which is so arranged that it may con
veniently be taken off for this purpose. While the cylinder is
revolving the metallic paper is connected, by means of a contact
spring which presses against a metallic ring on the end of the
cylinder, with the copper pole k of the main battery L B. The
point or style E, which rests upon it, completes the circuit only
when it touches the metallic paper in places free from writing.
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At the receiving station the entire surface of the cylinder B
is covered with a thin coating of indigo ink, and loosely wrapped
in a sheet of thin tracing paper. The movable block d carries an
electro-magnet e, which has a tracing point attached to its arma
ture. When the armature is released the point falls against the
paper by its own weight, and by its pressure causes the opposite
side of the paper to take up ink from the cylinder, but when the
armature is attracted the tracing point is removed from the
paper. At the sending station the vertical axis F carries six
armatures radiating at equal distances apart like the spokes of a
wheel, which, as they revolve, pass successively over the poles
of the two electro-magnets H H ; it also communicates a
rotary motion to the conical pendulum G above it, which serves
to regulate the synchronism. The shaft/at the receiving station
carries a fly-wheel i in place of the radial armatures at the
sending station, and also a conical pendulum g. At the lower
end of the same shaft is a cylindrical commutator, having six
conducting segments separated by insulating pieces. As the
commutator revolves, the axis/ is alternately put in connection
through the contact springs m1 and m3 with the zinc and copper
poles of the main battery LB'. The axis /is permanently con
nected with the electro-magnet e.
The synchronous movement of the clockwork at the two
stations is controlled by the action of a relay R, the armature of
which is adjusted by means of its retracting spring, so that it re
quires the combined current of the main batteries at both ends
of the line to move it
By reference to the connections, as shown in figs. 455 and
456, it will be seen that the position of the apparatus is such
that the spring m^ is insulated, while spring tna is in electrical
connection with L andJ". If we suppose the tracing point E to
rest on that portion of the metallic paper not covered with insu
lating ink, the main battery L B will transmit its current to the
line, passing through the relay R (but not affecting it), and
thence through the magnet e at the receiving station, causing it
to lift the style from the paper, and finally passes to the earth
by the way of L and spring m*.
s
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If now the clockwork at both stations be set in motion, the
tracing point B will pass over the non-conducting lines of writing,
breaking the circuit for a greater or less length of time, and
allowing the style to fall back against the paper for a cor
responding period of time. While this is going on, however,
the main battery L B', at the receiving station, is brought
into periodical action by the commutator L on the vertical
shaft / and thus its current is thrown upon the line, in addi
tion to that of the battery L B, six times during each revoution of the vertical shaft/ Each of these pulsations will
operate the relay R, closing the circuit of the local battery
0 B, and thus, by means of the electro-magnets H H acting
upon the radial armature J, will exert an accelerating or re
tarding influence upon the shaft F. As this correction is
applied six times during each revolution, the movement of
the machinery at the sending station is brought into perfect
accord with that at the receiving station without difficulty.
When the tracing point E has traversed the whole surface
of the copy upon the cylinder B at the sending station, and
the style has in like manner traversed the paper at the re
ceiving station, the tracing paper is removed from the cylinder,
and the writing transferred to an ordinary sheet of paper by
means of a press.
Lenoir's apparatus is very ingenious in principle, and is much
more simple than Caselli's, while its speed of transmission is
considerably greater. In consequence, however, of the method
of operating with two different strengths of current, the syn
chronism is maintained with great difficulty upon a line having
any escapes or faults which give rise to fluctuations in the
strength of the working current
SAWYER'S AUTOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH.

Mr. W. E. Sawyer, of Washington, D. C, has recently in
vented an autographic system possessing several novel fea
tures. In this method the original messages are written on
ordinary writing paper, with common ink. containing a little
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glycerine, to prevent its drying too rapidly. The writing
is then dusted with powdered shellac, and laid, face down
wards, upon a thin plate of clean zinc. The plate and paper
are next passed between heated rollers, by which process a
reversed copy of the writing is transferred to the zinc plate
in non-conducting lines, the whole process occupying but
three or four seconds. The metallic plate is finally bent round
a cylinder, similar to that of Lenoir's apparatus, while at the
receiving station a sheet of chemical paper is wrapped round a
similar cylinder. Each cylinder is driven by a small electro
motor provided with a heavy fly-wheel. The synchronism is
adjusted at one point during each revolution of the cylinders ;
this is effected by the transmission of a pulsation of reverse
polarity, which retards the movement of either cylinder in case
it tends to run faster than the other. The original copy being
reversed upon the zinc plate, it is, of course, necessary to run
the receiving instrument in the opposite direction, in order to
bring out the facsimile as it should be. By a peculiar arrange
ment of the line batteries, which it is difficult to explain without
a diagram, Mr. Sawyer has succeeded in overcoming much of
the difficulty heretofore experienced in autographic systems,
owing to the effects of electro-static induction upon long lines.
It is obvious that the above described process of transfer
ring the original messages from ordinary paper to a metallic
plate for transmission, is a vast improvement over the method
of Caselli and his successors, who, as we have seen, make use of
metallic paper. The plate itself is not only a far better con
ductor, but the lines of insulating writing are much harder and
sharper, and the transmission more exact and perfect than when
the metallic paper is used.
BONELLl'S TYPO-TELEGRAPH.

This system, invented by the Chevalier Bonelli, of Italy,
resembles somewhat both the automatic and autographic systems
which have been described. The message to be transmitted is
first set up in type arranged in a single line, with the necessary
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punctuation points and spaces. The type are then made to pass
underneath a comb having five metallic teeth, as shown at M in
fig. 457. Each of these teeth is insulated from the others, and
is connected with a separate line wire. At the receiving station
the line wires L are connected with five metallic styles N, which
also form a comb, and these rest on a strip of chemically
prepared paper. The line of type and the chemical paper are
made to pass under the respective combs, at a uniform rate, by
means of suitable clockwork. The principle of operation being
the same as in Bain's telegraph, heretofore described, it will
readily be seen that each letter passed over at the sending station
will be reproduced at the receiving station by five rows of
colored dashes, which, taken collectively, represent in succession
the individual letters which appear as shown in fig. 457. The

Pig. 457.

accuracy of the synchronism is in this apparatus a matter of
comparatively little importance. If the receiving instrument
runs slower or faster than the sending instrument the letters will
be compressed or extended, but their characteristic form will
remain unaltered.
Instead of iron Bonelli found it preferable to employ platina
for the material of his marking styles. The paper is prepared
with a solution of nitrate of manganese, which, under the action
of the current, produces nitric acid, and leaves a brown mark.
Unfortunately this solution is much less sensitive than the
prussiate of potash, and necessitates a more powerful current
The arrangement of circuits preferred by Bonelli is shown in
fig. 458, which represents a single one of the five wires em
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ployed. I is the sending and TI the receiving station. M is the
platinum tracing point or circuit-closer which traverses the type
A B. At the receiving station N is the marking point and C D
the chemical paper. The main batteries P and P' at the respec
tive terminals of the line, are placed with like poles to the line
(zinc in both cases). The copper pole of P at the sending
station is to the earth, while at the receiving station the copper
pole of P' is connected to the marking point N. The chemical
paper C D rests on a metallic plate in direct connection with the
earth. The main battery at the sending station is divided into
two unequal sections P and p, either section of which may be
used at pleasure, being thrown in or out of circuit by a switch.
This battery is shunted by the circuit-closer M whenever contact
i.

v

l

Li n.

Fig. 458.

is made with the type A B, and this permits the current of the
battery P' to traverse the line and make a mark on the chemical
paper.
On a well insulated line the opposing batteries may be of
equal strength ; indeed, it is advantageous to make the battery
P' at the receiving station somewhat the stronger, though not
sufficiently so to mark the paper. If, on the contrary, the line
is subject to considerable escape and leakage, then the battery
P -\- p should be increased, in order to compensate for the weak
ened current produced thereby.
ning
Theback
apparatus
and forthitself
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rails HofH'a and
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track. The car passes under two combs M and N, M being the
sending and N the receiving comb. On the upper surface of
the car is a metallic frame D, which holds the types, and another
one C, which supports the chemical paper. These pass succese-

Fig. 459.

ively under the combs M and N, so that the transmission of one
message is always followed immediately by the reception of
another. At the other station the arrangement is reversed, the
types being placed in the rear and the chemical paper in front

Fig. 460.

The combs M and N are fixed upon hinges a b, and are raised
and lowered by the car, as it traverses the track, by means of
suitable projections c d upon its sides (figs. 459 and 460). A
third comb P serves as a commutator, and is made to connect
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the five line wires with the earth by dipping into a vessel of
mercury Q, when a message is to be received.
The car is moved by clockwork, through the intervention of a
cord V. When at rest it is in contact with a buffer Z, at both
stations, in which position it is retained by means of a detent,
this being so arranged as to be released by the action of an electro
magnet The magnets at both stations are connected with one
of the line wires through the buffer Z ; hence, when the first
current is sent they become magnetic, releasing the car and clock
work by means of the detent Both cars start at the same time
and complete their journey in 15 to 20 seconds, during which
time two despatches of 25 to 30 words each are exchanged. The
car is then replaced in its former position, supplied with a fresh
message in type and another sheet of chemical paper, and the
operation is repeated.
Owing to the great number of wires required, this telegraph,
although a very ingenious one, has never proved to be of any
commercial value. An American inventor has devised a method
of perforating the Roman letters in a strip of paper by means of
a key-board perforator, which is an improvement upon Bonelli's
type method, but still remains open to the same objections in a
practical point of view.

CHAPTER

XXXVIII.

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS.

The various methods which have been devised of simulta
neously transmitting two or more communications in the same or
opposite directions over a single wire, including the duplex,
quadruplex and other similar combinations, may be appropri
ately classed under the general head of multiple telegraphs.
The possibility of making use of a single wire for the simulta
neous transmission of two or more communications seems to
have first suggested itself to Moses G. Farmer, of Boston, about
the year 1852. He proposed to employ two rapidly revolving
synchronous commutators, one at each end of the line, which
would.serve to bring the latter successively and simultaneously
into connection with two or more short branches at each terminus,
in each of which ordinary telegraphic apparatus might be inserted.
Thus the current in the corresponding branches at either station,
though apparently continuous, would actually be composed of
rapidly recurring synchronous pulsations. From the difficulty
of maintaining synchronism between the corresponding instru
ments and other causes, nothing of practical value resulted from
the invention, though successful experiments were made on a
small scale on one of the municipal lines of Boston in 1852.
The same idea, however, has more recently been carried out by
Meyer, who exhibited at Vienna, in 1873, an apparatus upon
this principle capable of transmitting four simultaneous commu
nications, which will be described hereafter.
The methods of multiple transmission which within the past
few years have proved to be of so much value in practical tele
graphy, are based upon an entirely different principle from the
above, which may be properly considered an outgrowth of the
invention of Dr. Wilhelm Gintl, Director of the Austrian State
Telegraphs in 1853—an invention which directed the labors of
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both European and American inventors into a new and fruit
ful field.
The different methods or processes of multiple transmission
may be conveniently classified as follows :
1. The simultaneous transmission of two communications in
opposite directions.
2. The simultaneous transmission of two communications in
ike same direction.
3. The simultaneous transmission of four communications,
two in each direction.
The simplest of these processes and the earliest to be success
fully employed in practice, is that first mentioned, viz., simul
taneous transmission in opposite directions. The conditions to
be fulfilled in practically carrying out this method of telegraphy
are—first, that the receiving instrument at the home station shall
remain entirely unaffected by the movements of the transmitting
key at that station, while at the same time it shall remain free
to respond to the currents transmitted by the key at the distant
station ; and second, that the in-coming currents from the distant
station shall always be provided with an uninterrupted passage
to the earth, through the apparatus of the home station
gintl's method.
As previously stated, the first effort in the direction of a prac
tical solution of the problem in question was made- by Dr. Gintl,
whose experiments were performed on the line between Prague
and Vienna in July, 1853. In Gintl's method the first condition
was fulfilled by the use of a differential relay—that is, a relay
whose helices arc composed of two distinct wires, one of which
is traversed by the main line current, and the other by that of a
local or equating battery. These coils, wound in opposite direc
tions upon the cores, when connected in their proper circuits,
exert equal and opposite magnetic effects upon the relay, so that
when the key is depressed, although the entire current of the
main battery passes through one wire of the relay, it still
remains perfectly unaffected. In order to close the circuit of
49
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the main and equating battery at the same instant a double key
is used, consisting of two separate levers insulated from each
other, connected together by an insulating cross-piece, and
having in front a common knob. Fig. 461 is a plan of
Gintl's arrangement ; a b c and a' b' c' represent the double key.
The equating circuit I II, represented by dotted lines, passes
through one wire of the relay (usually the outer and thicker).
It includes a local battery, and is opened and closed by the key
at a b. The front contact of the other side of the key is con
nected to the positive pole of the main battery L B, the negative

/-,.,;... ;-';. /- ''as.

. s.

Fig. 461.

pole being to earth. The middle contact or key axis b' is con
nected to the other coil of the relay by the wire 1, and thence to
the line wire at 2. The rear contact c' of the key is connected
directly to the earth.
By inspecting the connections it will be seen that when the
double key at station A is depressed, the current of the main
battery at that station is sent to line through one wire of the
rehTy, while at the same instant the circuit of the equating battery
passes in the opposite direction through the other wire of the
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relay. If, therefore, the strength of the equating current has
been properly adjusted, the effect of the current transmitted to
line will be entirely neutralized, as far as its action upon the
homo relay is concerned.
If, now, while the key at station A is transmitting a current
to the line, that of station B is also depressed, the main bat
tery at B is put to line with its poles reverse to that of the
battery at A, and the current of the main line disappears.
Thus the equilibrium previously established by the equating
battery is destroyed, and the relay at A will give a signal
corresponding to the time the key at B remains depressed.
During the whole time that the key is kept down at A the
relay at B will respond, whether the key at B is depressed or
not, because, as we have seen, the effect of B's own current
upon his relay is neutralized by his equating battery. If,
therefore, both stations work their apparatus at the same
moment, the respective relays will respond properly thereto.
There is, however, one position of the apparatus in which
the signals transmitted from one station are not perfectly re
ceived at the other. This is when, during the manipulation
at either station, the lever of the key is removed from the
back contact c c' until it touches the front contact a a', or
vice versa. In these cases the main circuit is momentarily
interrupted at b, interfering with the signal which should be
given by the relay at the same station. Thus, the second of
the two conditions referred to is imperfectly fulfilled by this
apparatus. In practice it was also found to be a great and
insuperable difficulty to maintain the balance between the
main and equating circuits for any length of time.
frischen's method.
An important improvement upon Gintl's method was in
vented early in 1854, by Carl Frischen, an inspector of tele
graphs in Hanover, and which is in a great measure free
from the objections which proved fatal to the practical success
of its predecessor. As Frischen's invention is the basis of
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some of the most successful methods of duplex telegraphy
now in use, its construction and the principles of its opera
tion will be explained in detail. Fig. 462 is a diagram showing
the arrangement at one of the terminal stations, the other, of
course, being a duplicate of it R is the receiving relay provided
with two separate coils, so arranged that when equal currents
pass through them they will exert an equal and opposite mag
netic effect upon the cores, and thereby neutralize each others
One pole of the main battery B is connected to the earth, and
the other to the front contact 1 of the key K. The back contact
3 of the key is connected directly to the earth, while to the lever
Fig. 462.

i.

2 is attached a wire which divides at c, one branch going through
the right hand coil of the relay to the line L, and the other
through the left hand or opposing coil, and thence to the earth.
It is obvious that by making the resistance in the two branches
which diverge from the point c exactly equal, a current can be
sent to the line by the depression of the key K without affecting
the relay R. This may be accomplished by inserting a rheostat
at X, in the left hand circuit, which for convenience may be
termed the artificial line. Fig. 463 is a complete plan of the
arrangement at both stations, which are distinguished by the
letters A and B. The main batteries L B at each station are
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placed with their -f- poles to the line and — poles to the earth.
R and II' are the receiving relays, each wound with two separate
eoils, as before explained. The rheostat, W or W, in the arti
ficial line at each station, must be so adjusted as to make its
resistance exactly equal to that of the line A B added to that of
one wire of the relay at the distant station.
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Fig. 463.

distant station B, by way of VI and IV, thence by III and II
to the key lever at b', back contact c' and wire XI to the earth,
the other portion going from 3, in an opposite direction, through
the home relay by way of 7, 8, rheostat Vv" and wires 9, 10 to
the earth. These two branches of the current will be equal
to each other, as before explained, and will produce no effect
upon the relay at A for that reason. The relay at B. on the
other hand, will be affected by the current coming from A,
and will respond to the movement of the key at the latter
station.
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If now the key at B bo also depressed, one half of the
battery current tends to go to the line, but as it meets the
current from A of opposing polarity, the current in the main
line is neutralized or becomes null. The current in the arti
ficial line at each station being no longer opposed by the
line current, will operate the respective relays, and the signals
given will correspond to the length of time the key is de
pressed at the opposite station. Thus it -will be seen that
each station receives its signal through the action of the dis
tant battery only.
In the arrangement described a third position occurs when
one of the sending keys, for instance, at B, is in the act of
changing from the rear contact c' to its front contact a', and vice
versa, in which case the current from A is interrupted at &', and
is, therefore, forced to pass through the second coil of the relay,
but this time in the same direction, and thence through the
rheostat W to the earth. The current arriving at B is weakened
one half in consequence of the additional resistance encountered
at W, but this is compensated for by its passing through both
coils of the relay at B, in the same direction, and its total effect
upon the relay, therefore, is not lessened. The difficulty in this
connection arises from the fact that when the current at the
receiving station is thus momentarily made to traverse both coils
of the relay, together with the rheostat, it necessarily causes an
unequal division of the current between the two opposing relay
coils at the sending station, as the resistance of the main line
becomes about double that of the artificial line, and thus the
sender's relay is affected. As this always occurs either at the
beginning or the end of a signal, no actual inconvenience is
experienced, except possibly when the transmission is unusually
rapid. A peculiarity of this, in common with many other
methods of simultaneous double transmission in opposite direc
tions, consists in the fact that it may be operated with equal
facility when the main batteries are arranged with agreeing
instead of opposing poles.
In the autumn of 1854 Siemens and Halske, of Berlin, inde
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pendently invented a method precisely the same as that of
Frischen, with the exception of the relay, which was constructed
in the manner represented by fig. 279, page 506, one coil being
placed in the main and the other in the artificial line. Finding
that they had been substantially anticipated by Frischen they
purchased his invention, and afterwards introduced the method
into experimental use on some of the German telegraphs. Frischen's invention was patented in England by R. S. Newall, and was
worked experimentally there in 1854 and '55. It was only in

Fig. 461.

Holland that the system at this time succeeded in maintaining a
permanent foothold, it having been used in that country for
many years on the line between Amsterdam and Rotterdam, and
on this comparatively short route, and at a moderate speed of
transmission, was found to answer an excellent purpose.
Early in 1855 the Frischen-Siemens-IIalskc apparatus was put
in operation between Vienna and Munich, a distance of 345
miles, and also between Vienna and Trieste, 338 miles. In
August of the same year Dr. J. B. Stark, of Vienna, published
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a report on the working of the system, in which he stated that
it had been i'n daily use for several months on both these circuits
with entire success ; and, also, that by means of a repeater fitted
up at Vienna, Munich and Trieste were enabled to correspond
directly. Fig. 464 shows the apparatus, as arranged by Stark,
so as to be available either for double or single working. It
differs from the arrangements previously described merely in the
addition of a peg switch or commutator U and a galvanometer
G. Ordinarily the pegs are placed in 2 and 3 ; but if it is desired
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to work the apparatus as an ordinary open circuit, or " single,"
as it is technically termed, the pegs are placed in 1 and 3. The
change can thus be made instantly from one system of working
to the other. He also devised the ingenious arrangement shown
in fig. 465, by means of which, when the switch U is turned on
G, the received message is automatically repeated back over the
same line to the station from which it was sent, the register lever
.acting ;is a key. By changing the switch to S the apparatus is
ready for simultaneous double correspondence upon the usual
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plan. At Vienna the two lines leading respectively to Munich
and Trieste were provided with a Swi& commutator, so that by
merely changing the pegs they might be worked by either of
the plans described, or be arranged to simultaneously repeat
from one line to the other in both directions. Stark also devised
a modification of Frischen's method, which consisted in using
an ordinary relay in the main circuit, and for the artificial line,
employing a small number of convolutions of wire Wound on the
outside of the relay coils, giving but little resistance. By this
arrangement the current going to the main line would be some
what diminished on account of the low resistance of the branch
or artificial line, but this is more than made up by the much
greater number of convolutions through which it passes. In this
latter improvement, however, he had been anticipated by Prof.
E. Edlund, of Stockholm, who published in June, 1855, a de
scription of a method which he had employed between Stock
holm and Upsala, in August, 1854, and which had been invented
by him without knowledge of Frischen's method, to which it
bears considerable resemblance. Edlund's relays were con
structed with two opposing coils of unequal resistance ; the coil
included in the main line having 5,000 convolutions, while that
of the artificial line could be varied between 700 and 1,170 con
volutions— the balancing of the action upon the relay being
effected by increasing or decreasing the number ot convolutions
in the circuit of the artificial line, instead of employing a rheostat
The advantage claimed by Edlund consists in the fact that in
the third or intermediate position of the key referred to on page
774, the arriving current meets but little resistance in its path to
the earth. According to his measurement the variation of the
main line current is only in the proportion of 1 to 1.14 instead
of 1 to 2, as in Frischen's method, while a better result is ob
tained, owing to the greater number of convolutions of the relay
included in the main circuit
gintl's chemical method.
In consequence of the unsatisfactory practical results obtained
from the apparatus described on page 769, Gintl had recourse to
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the elect1o-chemical process of recording, by which he succeeded
in obtaining much better results. At an exhibition before many
of the leading telegraphic officials in October, 1854, Gintl's new
method operated very satisfactorily between Vjpnna and Linz.
Fig. 466, which is taken from a | aper published by Gintl in
1855, represents the invention in its improved form, as arranged
at one of the terminal stations. E is the main battery with its
positive pole to the line and negative to the earth. The wire a
connects the battery with the front contact of the key, while the
wire c connects the back contact with the earth. '1 he wire b is
attached to the axis of the key, and goes to the electrochemical
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register R and thence to the line L. A compensating battery e
is arranged with its poles in opposition to those of the main bat
tery E, and is closed at a' b' simultaneously with the closing of
the battery E at a b when the key is depressed. The battery
e tends to send an opposing current through the chemical paper,
and by means of the rheostat X this is adjusted so that it is just
strong enough to neutralize the action of the main current Thus,
if E and e represent the electro-motive forces of the twyo batteries,
X the resistance of the rheostat, and L that of the line, includ
ing the apparatus at the distant station, then
E: e:: L:X;
in which case the current passing through R will be null, the
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receiving instrument being in the same condition as the bridge
wire of a Wheatstone balance. Any current, however slight,
from the distant station, would destroy the equilibrium, and
cause a mark to be made upon the chemical paper. By a sub
sequent improvement, made known in June, 1855, Gintl suc
ceeded in avoiding the still existing difficulty of the breaking of
the circuit of the in-coming current by the key in passing from the
front to the rear contact, and vice versa, and at the same time
dispensing with the auxiliary compensating battery. This
arrangement will be understood by reference to fig. 467. When
the instrument is in use the wires a and b are connected by
means of a peg inserted at d, and thus when the key is at rest
the battery is on short circuit by the way of a d b and c. The
L _

Fig. 467.

moment the key is depressed this circuit is broken at c, while at
the same time the branch circuit is closed at a' b'. The rheostat
X is so adjusted that its resistance is less than that of the chemical
paper. Consequently, the out-going current goes from b to the
binding screw of the register, where it divides, one portion going
through the chemical paper to line, and the remainder by way
of b' a' and X to line. The resistance of X is diminished until
the portion of the current going through R is not sufficient to
mark the paper, except when aided by a current from the re
mote station. It is evident that the latter has at all limes an
uninterrupted path to the earth, whatever may be the [ osition
of the key.
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NYSTl'.OMS METHOD.

In the latter part of 1855 a method involving the same general
principle as that of Gintl, but in a much more practical form,
was invented by C. A. Nystrom, of Oereboro, Sweden, an
account of which was published in January, 1856. Nystiom's
principal improvement consisted in an attachment by which the
connection of the main line with the earth remained unbroken,
irrespective of the position of the key. Fig. 468 represents this
arrangement The supplementary contact lever a b c, turning
upon an axis at b, is normally kept in contact with its anvil at c
by means of a spring. When the key K is depressed, the
circuit of the main battery E is closed between K and a before
the previously existing earth contact at c is interrupted, conset ••• }
e

0 1•
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1
&

qucntly the in-coming currents
Fig. 468.from the line, after passing
through the receiving instrument R, have an uninterrupted path
to the earth from the point b, either through c or K, whatever
may be the position of the key. This was a most valuable im
provement, and under the name of the continuity-preserving
transmitter, is in extensive use at the present day.
The effect of the out-going current upon the home receiving
instrument was neutralized by the use of Gintl's arrangement of
an opposing auxiliary battery e and rheostat X, brought into
action by insulated coutact points a' c attached to the key, the
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principle of which arrangement has been already explained in
connection with fig. 466.
preece's method.
A method of simultaneous transmission in opposite directions
was invented by W. H. Preece, of Southampton, England, in
1855, and was tried in 1856 between Liverpool and Manchester,
but apparently with indifferent success. It was, however, re
vived in 1872, and was worked on several English lines with
much better results. The diagram, fig. 469, will serve to illus
trate the principle of Mr. Preece's method. Its characteristic
feature consists in the balance upon the relay of the home

Fig. 469.

station being effected, not by two branch currents from the same
battery, as in Frischen's plan, but by the entire current in one
direction and a branch of the entire current coming from the
other direction. If we suppose the relay R of fig. 469 to be
wound with two separate and equal wires, and the branch line
c W a to be disconnected, then any current sent to line by the
depression of the key T, or any in-coming current from the line
L passing to the earth through the back contact 3 of the key,
would have no effect upon the armature of the relay. If now
the branch cWabe connected, having a resistance equal to
that of the line L beyond the point c, and the key T be de
pressed, the entire current of the battery B would pass through
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the left hand coil of the relay, while only one half of it would
pass from the point c to line through the opposing coil, the re
mainder going to earth by way of c W and a. On the contrary,
an incoming current would also divide at c in the inverse pro
portion of the resistances c V a and c W a, and the portion pass
ing by way of V would nearly counteract the effect of the un
divided current in the other coil. Consequently, the problem is
to weaken as much as possible the effect of the undivided cur
rent in the left hand coil of the relay at the sending station, to
gether with that of the arriving current in the same coil, which
tends to prevent the relay from giving signals by counteracting
the effect of the other coil. In practice Air. Preece effects this
result by the use of a Siemens polarized relay, the wire a W c
being connected at a point c, between the two coils, which are
so wound as to oppose each other when a current is sent through
them consecutively in the ordinary manner. With this arrange
ment it is only necessary to remove the adjustable pole-piece of
the left hand coil to a greater distance from the armature than
the right hand 'one to effect a balance, so that the relay will re
spond to in-coming currents, but will not be effected by out
going currents.
SIEMENS AND HALSKE's METHOD WITH TWO RELAYS.

The English patent of Siemens and Halske, taken out in
185A, described a method of simultaneous transmission which
consists in a slight modification of the ordinary connections used
in working the open circuit Morse s}rstem. The main battery
at each station is inserted between the front contact of the key
and the earth. Two receiving relays are required at each ter
minus, one being placed between the line and the key axis and
the other between the rear contact and the earth, and a record
ing instrument is connected with a local battery and both relays,
so that the action of either one or both together will operate it
The armature of the first relay is adjusted so that it can only be
moved by the combined current of both main batteries, that of
the second relay so that the unaided current of the distant
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battery is sufficient to accomplish the same result When there
fore the key is at rest, the in-coming current passes through its
rear contact and both relays; the relay of low adjustment re
sponds while the other is unaffected. If now the key be de
pressed, the circuit is transferred from the branch containing
this relay to the branch containing the main battery, and the
combined current of both batteries passes through the relay of
high adjustment This method is of no practical value, for the
reason that a break must necessarily occur in the local or reg
ister circuit every time the latter is transferred from the arma
ture of one relay to that of the other, to say nothing of the
circumstance that the main circuit is completely interrupted
while the key is passing from its front to its rear contact, or vice
versa—a defect which this apparatus possesses in common with
the earliest plan of Gintl.
zur nedden's method.
Early in 1855 Dr. Zur Nedden published a description of a
method which is virtually an improvement upon the one above
described, and was not improbably suggested by it Fig. 470
is a diagram of Zur Nedden's apparatus. The relay Rt is
wound with finer wire than the relay R, so that it has about
twice the number of convolutions in its helices. The register
or sounder S is so connected as to be operated by the local
battery e upon the closing of either or both of the relays R and
Bj. To shorten as far as possible the break of continuity
which occurs whenever the key passes from its rear to its front
contact, or vice versa, which was a fatal defect in Siemens and
Ilalske's arrangement, as above noted, Zur Nedden constructed
the key as follows: A metallic thimble a is inserted in the
base board of the key and projects a little below its under sur
face. A flat spring h is also secured to the under side of the
base, and by virtue of its own elasticity presses against the
thimble a when the key is at rest, forming an electrical connec
tion therewith. The contact screw c, directly underneath the
free end of the spring J, is mounted upon an insulated bracket,
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and should be so adjusted as to be almost in contact with the
spring. Whenever the key K is depressed, an adjustable pin,
which is inserted in the key lever, passes through the hollow
thimble and strikes the spring b, which is instantly pushed away
from a and into contact with c, and this is done so quickly that
the break in the continuity is scarcely perceptible. Otherwise
the arrangement is the same as that of the common three point
key—a corresponding to the rear contact, b to the axis, and c to
the front contact
The operation is as follows : When the key K is depressed,
the current of the main battery E flows to line at L, by way of

Fig. 470.

b, c, 3 and 4, passing through the relay R of few convolutions,
which does not respond to the current of a single battery.
When the key is at rest the in-coming currents pass by way of
wire 1 through the more sensitive relay Rt, thence to the earth
at G, by way of 2 and b. The relay Rt responds and operates
the sounder S. If while the distant key is still closed the homo
key be also depressed, the route of the in-coming current is trans
ferred from the branch 1 and relay Rj to the branch 4 and relay
R, but as the combined current of the main batteries at both
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stations now passes through the relay R it will respond, and will
continue the signal upon the sounder S which was commenced
by the other relay.
Although this method is a decided advance upon its pre
decessor, yet it is open to the same objection in one respect,
inasmuch as any signal commenced by one relay and completed
by the other would be interrupted at the moment the main cir
cuit was transferred from one to the other. In all cases a per
ceptible tiino would elapse after the local circuit was broken
by one relay and before it was closed by the other.
farmer's method.
In 1853 Moses G-. Farmer, of Salem, Massachusetts, patented
a method of simultaneous transmission, in which he substantially
adopted Grind's arrangement for neutralizing the effect of the
out-going current upon the relay of the home station, in connec
tion with the form of relay used by Siemens and Halske, which
is represented in fig. 279, page 506. The batteries and instruments
were so arranged as to be operated by a reversal of the main
line current The diagram, fig. 471, illustrates the principle of
Farmer's method. The key K, when depressed, simultaneously
lifts three separate contact levers, k, kj and k2. The contact
levers kt and k2 are so connected with the main battery B, line
wire L and earth E, that the depression of the key has the effect
of interchanging the poles of the main battery with respect to the
line and earth wires, or in other words, of reversing the current
upon the line, precisely as in case of the key illustrated in fig.
270, page 500. It will be observed that this reversal is effected
without at any time interrupting the continuity of the main
circuit The relay R is constructed with two separate coils, r1
and r3, the former being included in the main circuit, between
the key and the earth, and the latter in the circuit of a local or
equating battery b, which is so arranged as to be closed by the
contact lever k, whenever the key is depressed, at the same in
stant that the battery is reversed upon the main line. The cores
of the two coils of the relay are provided with beveled pole
50
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pieces, which are so arranged that they act as armatures to each
other. The core of r1 is fixed, while that of r3 turns upon its
axis, the arm r which opens and closes the local circuit of the
register or sounder (not shown) being rigidly attached thereto.
When the poles of the two magnets r1 and r3 attract each other
the arm r is pressed against the stop p and the local circuit is
closed, but when the attraction ceases, or is succeeded by a re
pulsive action, the spiral spring acts, drawing down the arm r
and opening the local circuit The action of the apparatus is as
follows: The main batteries B at the two terminal stations are

Fig. 471.

preferably arranged with their negative poles to the line, as
shown in fig. 471. In the normal position of the apparatus these
neutralize each other, and there is no current upon the line. The
equating circuit is open at k, and there is no attraction between
the poles of the magnets rt and r„ of theTclay R. If now the
key K is depressed, the battery E at the home station is re
versed ; its polarity then coincides with that of the battery at the
distant station, and the combined current of both batteries
traverses the line, producing a corresponding magnetic cm-ct in
the coil rj ; at the same instant the equating circuit is closed at
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k and the current of the equating battery b traverses the other
coil r8, giving it an equal and opposite magnetic polarity, in con
sequence of which the home relay is unaffected by the depression
of the key at the same station. When the key at the remote
station is depressed and the home key is not, the relay responds,
because the equating current is absent in the coil r2. If the
home key be depressed, the depression of the distant key causes
the main batteries to oppose each other, in which case the signal
at each station is given by the action of its own equating battery.
By an obvious modification of this plan the equating circuit
might be taken from the main battery B, dispensing with the
special battery.
In Farmer's arrangement, as in Nystrom's, the continuity
of the main circuit is never interrupted, and in addition to
this the resistance of the circuit remains the same, whatever
may be the position of the key.
A second patent was taken out in 1859, by the same inventor,
for another method of simultaneous transmission in opposite
directions, which is in effect an improvement upon that of Zur
Nedden (fig. 470). Instead of two relays of an unequal number
of convolutions, Farmer employed a single relay with two
separate coils arranged in the same way, thus avoiding the in
terruption arising from the transfer of the local circuit from one
relay to the other. lie also made use of a continuity preserving
key, but in other respects the principle of the apparatus is the
same as that of Zur Nedden.
Fig. 472 is a diagram of the connections representing a terminal
station A and an intermediate station C, of which there may
be any required number. It is only necessary to describe
the arrangement at the terminal station A, as the intermediate
station differs therefrom but slightly in a particular which will
hereafter be referred to. The relay is provided with two coils,
r and rlf which are so wound as to assist instead of opposing
each other, as in Frischen's plan. The coil rx contains about
twice as many convolutions of wire as the coil r, or it may
be otherwise arranged ; the object being that with a given
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current the coil rt shall exert twice the magnetic effect upon
the relay that the coil r does. The line wire which enters
the station is divided into two branches at k, one branch
going directly to the earth by way of 2 and 1, passing through
the coil rt, and the other by way of K, 3, and 4, passing
through the coil r. For transferring the in-coming current
from one of these branches to the other Farmer employed a
continuity-preserving key K k upon the same principle as that
used by Nystrom in 1855. When the apparatus is in a posi
tion of rest, as shown in the figure, the route of the in-com
ing current is by way of 2 rj and 1 to the earth at E. If
the key K is depressed, the circuit of the main battery is
V

H—a

Fig. 472.

closed by the contact of its rear end with the supplementary
contact lever k, which is at the same time lifted from the
point 2. The out-going current now passes through the coil r
of the relay at the home station, and through the coil rt at the
distant station. As the coil r^ produces twice as great a mag
netic effect upon the relay It as the coil r, it is easy to so
adjust the while
armature,
respective
that relays
at thethat
home
the station
distant remains
one shallunaffected.
attract its ,
When both keys are depressed the circuit is through the coil r at
each station, but the effect upon each relay is doubled, because
the line is traversed by the combined current of two batteries.
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In order to render it certain that the receiving instrument at
the home station should remain unaffected by the out-going cur
rent, Farmer made use of the same device which had been em
ployed by Giatl in 1855, and which was described in connection
with fig. 467, viz., an adjustable rheostat X placed in a branch
circuit or shunt passing around the receiving instrument, by which
means so much of the out-going current can be made to pass
through the shunt that the remaining portion will not be suffi
cient to produce any effect upon the receiving instrument In
this patent Farmer also described a method of repeating from
one circuit to another in simultaneous transmission. This, how
ever, as we have seen, had been accomplished by Stark on the
Munich, Vienna and Trieste line as early as 1855, and by a
method substantially identical.
The simple and ingenious method of inserting any required
number of intermediate stations, which was devised by Farmer
in connection with this invention, deserves notice. Such an in
termediate station is represented at C in fig. 472. The only
variation from the ordinary arrangement of a terminal station
consists in connecting the line wire running in one direction in
the place of the earth wire. When the key is depressed at the
intermediate station the relays of both terminal stations respond,
as the battery traverses the entire line. This arrangement is, of
course, equally applicable to Frischen's or any other substan
tially similar method of simultaneous transmission. In a sub
sequent patent the same inventor described a simpler arrange
ment, in which a relay having but a single coil is employed, and
the action of the home battery upon it is prevented by means of
an adjustable shunt, which carries a considerable portion of the
out-going current by another route.
The different inventions of Farmer were experimentally
worked on the line between Boston and Portland, and else
where, in 1853 and 1859. They never came into extended
practical use—not so much perhaps from lack of intrinsic value
as from other causes, such as the comparatively inferior condi
tion of the lines at that early date, and the fact that the require
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ments of the service were then so moderate as to be satisfactorily
met by the use of the ordinary modes of transmission.
FRISCHEN'S METHOD WITH POLARIZED RELAYS.

In January, 1863, Frischen published a description of a
modification of his invention of 1854, in which he employed
Siemens's polarized relays, wound with two equal and opposing
coils, in combination with a positive and a negative main battery
at each station, one being connected with the front and the other
with the back contact of the key. When the key is depressed
the polarity of the outgoing current is reversed, as in Farmer's
method. The connections are in all other respects the same as
in Frischen's arrangement of 1854, and the operation differs so
little from the latter that further description is not necessary.
MARON'S METHOD.

In 1863, Maron, a Prussian telegraphic inspector, published a
description of a method invented by him, in which the receiving
instrument was placed in a neutral position in respect to the out
going currents. This, as we have seen, had already been accom
plished by Gintl, as described in connection with fig. 466, and
also by Nystrom, as shown in fig. 468 ; but Maron succeeded in
effecting the same thing in another and better way, without the
equating or compensating battery. In his latest arrangement
Gintl had attempted to do this, but in an imperfect manner.
By Maron's method, on the other hand, a perfect balance may
be maintained in the wire containing the receiving instrument,
and this renders it unnecessary to use any special form of instru
ment, the system of telegraphy employed being a matter of
entire indifference. Fig. 473 represents Maron's arrangement
of circuits. The main battery B has its respective poles con
nected to the axis 2, and to the rear contact 3 of the key, so that
when the key is in a position of rest the battery is on short cir
cuit, but when it is depressed the current goes to the line. The
artificial resistances a, b and X form three sides of a Wheat
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stone balance, and the line L, together with the earth, constitute
the fourth .side. The receiving instrument R is placed in the
bridge wire 5, 6. It is obvious, therefore, that if the resistances
are adjusted in the following proportion, viz:
a : b : : L : X,
neglecting the resistance of the earth, which is usually too small
to affect the result; the bridge wire 5, 6, will be neutral with
respect to any current entering the system at the point i. Con
sequently the out-going currents, which pass into the line when
ever the key K is depressed, will produce no effect whatever
5

L

Fig. 473.

upon the instrument in the bridge wire. On the other hand,
the in-coming current over the line L will divide at 5, part going
through the wire 5, 6, relay R and rheostat X, and the re
mainder by the way of a, 4 and 3 to the earth. For the con
venience of the operator when balancing the resistance X against
that of the line, Maron proposed to place a galvanometer g in
the bridge wire, which could be short civcuited by a peg when
not in use. By the withdrawal of another peg at d the main
battery could be disconnected when the apparatus was not in
use. Maron found by calculation that the most favorable results
were obtained by making the resistance X equal to one half that
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of the line, and consequently b equal to one half of a. He also
suggested the employment of a continuity-preserving key in con
nection with the apparatus, upon substantially the same prin
ciple as that of Nystrom.
STEARNS'S METHOD WITH DIFFERENTIAL RELAY.

At the period when Mr. Joseph B. Stearns, of Boston, com
menced his experiments in simultaneous transmission, which
was in 1868, very little was known in America respecting the
previous labors of European electricians in the same direction.
The methods of Gintl, Frischen and Siemens-Halske may be
said to comprise all that were at that time familiar, even by
name, to American electricians. Mr. Stearns, therefore, natu
rally turned his attention to the improvement of the last named
method, as the one which had, up to that time, given the best
results in practice. Mr. Stearns's apparatus was put in opera
tion on two or three circuits in 1S68, but was, however, very
sparingly employed until 1872. During this year important im
provements were added, which led to its immediate adoption
upon many of the most important lines in the United States
under the name of the duplex telegraph, which had been applied
to it by Mr. Stearns. The general principle of Stearns's appara
tus docs not differ materially from that of Frischen, and will
be readily understood by reference to fig. 474. The key is re
placed by a transmitter T, which is controlled by a key K, a
local battery I, and an electro-magnet t. The principal object
in introducing this modification was to adapt it to the use of
the American operator, who is accustomed to hearing the ac
companiment of his own sounder when transmitting, but there
are some incidental advantages, among which may be mentioned
the fact that the movement of the transmitter from the front to
the rear contact, or the reverse, is much quicker when operated
by an electro-magnet than when operated by hand. Experience
also shows that the operator can transmit more rapidly and with
less fatigue when the apparatus is thus arranged. The trans
mitter acts upon exactly the same principle as Nystrom's key,
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the contact of the battery with the line being made before the
contact between the latter and the earth is interrupted. The
action of the apparatus is so similar to that of Frischen as to re
quire but a brief description. The resistance X in the artificial
line is made equal to that of the main line. When the key K
is depressed the circuit of local battery I is closed, the electro
magnet t attracts its armature, operating the transmitter T, which
first makes contact at a, and almost at the same instant lifts the
contact-lever, which is pivoted at b, and breaks contact at c.
The current from battery B now goes by way of the transmitter
T, and thence through a and b to the point d, where it divides

into two equal portions, one going through the right hand coil
of the differential relay R to the line L, and thence to the earth
at the distant station, and the other by way of the left hand coil
of the relay through the rheostat X, and thence directly to the
earth. As these two branches or divisions of the current are
equal and opposite in their effects upon the relay R, it will not
respond. The in coming currents from the distant station, on
the contrary, pass only through the right hand coil of the relay
IJ, and thence find their way from d to the earth by way of b, c
and x, or else by b, a, T, B and y, the route depending upon the
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position of the transmitter. The resistance y is termed the
spark coil, and is only required when a battery of small internal
resistance is used, in which case the spark caused by the mo
mentary short circuiting of the battery at a c would otherwise
cause some embarrassment The resistance x is made equal to
the resistance of the battery (added to that of the spark coil in
case the latter is used), and thus the in-coming current always
meets with exactly the same resistance, irrespective of the route
by which it passes from the point d to the earth at E.
In Chapter XXIV, which treats of the phenomena of charge
and discharge in land lines, it has been stated that when a bat
tery is connected to a long line for a moment, and the line is
then detached from the battery and instantly connected to the
earth through a galvanometer, that a return charge passes from
the line to the earth, which suddenly deflects the needle.
While referring to that chapter for a full explanation of
the causes which produce this effect, it may be stated that the
conditions of simultaneous transmission in opposite directions
are such as to render it necessary to arrange the connections in
a manner which produces precisely the same effect upon the
relay. For example, in fig. 474, we have seen that the outgoing
current, so long as the key is depressed, passes to the line
through the relay R without affecting the latter. When the
key is raised the battery contact is broken at a, while at the
same instant the line is connected to the earth at c. The
result of this is, that upon a line of say fifty or more miles in
length, a return discharge occurs at the termination of each
transmitted signal, which passes through the right hand coil only
of the home relay, and produces a false signal, which tends to
create confusion in the reception of signals coming in the oppo.
site direction. This difficulty increases rapidly when the length
of the circuit is increased, so that in a line of 400 miles or more
the received signals become utterly unintelligible. It was this
serious practical difficulty, far more than any other, which stood
in the way of the general introduction of simultaneous trans
mission for many years. In fact, it was not until 1872 that any
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effective means of surmounting it was discovered. Early in
that year Mr. Stearns, while experimenting upon a line between
New York and Buffalo, applied a condenser composed of alter
nate sheets of tin foil and paraffme paper, which he connected to
the artificial line on each side of the rheostat X, as shown at C,
in fig. 474, which at once and effectually disposed of the diffi
culty in question and rendered duplex telegraphy a practical
and efficient system for every day work. The principle upon
which the condenser acts is merely that of causing a discharge to
pass through the left hand coil at the same moment the return
discharge from the line passes through the right hand coil, and
thus balancing or neutralizing the effect of the induction cur
rents or discharges upon the home relay.
stearns's differential duplex, as operated by the west
ern UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

In adapting the duplex method to the practical requirements
of the telegraphic service, it has been found necessary to make
some modifications in the apparatus in order to render it more
convenient in respect to its manipulation and adjustment
Fig. 475 is an elevation of the transmitter, or, as it is some
times called, the sending sounder. The local circuit and key
are connected to the electro- magnet L M by means of the bind
ing screws L L. The wire leading to the earth is attached to
the binding screw 1, which is in electrical connection through a
standard with the lever D of the transmitter. The line wire is
attached at 2, and is connected by a wire with the flat spring B,
which is mounted with an insulating support C upon the lever
D. The main battery wire is attached to the screw 3, and is
thus connected with the contact screw A. When the transmit
ter is in the position shown in the figure its local magnet is
active, the key being supposed to be depressed in order to send
a current to line. The spring B, representing the line, is in
contact with the screw A, representing the main battery. Now,
if the key is released, the left hand end of the lever D is
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depressed, and the end of spring B is brought in contact with
the bracket on the extremity of lever D, and is at the same
instant removed from A. Thus the line is transferred from the
battery to the earth or vice versa without interrupting the circuit
The diagram opposite (fig. 476) represents the arrangement
at a terminal office. The continuous lines represent the main
wires, and the dotted lines the local wires. K K' are keys in a
local circuit which operates the transmitter T. L L' are local
batteries. M is a main battery, G ground. S, common Morse
sounder, llh, rheostat C, condenser. .1;, duplex relay ; /, t'

Fig. 475.

are binding posts connected with the adjustable resistance coils ;
r, r are the terminals of small resistance coils used for maintain
ing an equal resistance when line is to earth through battery, or
to earth direct The connections of the wires with the various
parts will be readily traced. The plugs in the resistance coils
must be removed until the resistance of the coils equals the
resistance of the line. When they arc equal the armature of
the relay will not be affected by the working of the transmitting
sounder. The object of the condenser is to receive a charge
from the main battery equal to that entering the line, which

Stearns's differential duplex telegraph.
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Fig. 476.

•
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charge being returned through the relay coil connected with the
rheostat, at the same time that the line returns its charge through
the other coil, neutralizes its effect upon the armature.
The small resistance coils represented in fig. 476 as being
enclosed in the box containing rheostat Eh at r and r', are gen
erally enclosed in separate boxes.
Fig. 477 illustrates the method devised for regulating the con
denser
Stripscharge
of brass
by are
means
placed
of aupon
rheostat
the top of the rheostat for the
purpose of affording a means of adjusting or regulating the

Fig. 477.

TO EARTH

effect of the condenser charge upon the rela}r, when the conden
ser has an electro-static capacity greater than that of the line
wire.
For convenience of explanation, let us suppose the rheostat com
posed of a number of equal resistances, say l,0UO ohms each (tig.
478), and the static capacity of the line be four micro- farads, and
that of the condenser to bo eight micro-farads. If the conden
ser wire be connected, as is usual, at a, or between the relay and
the rheostat, it will receive a high charge from the battery, and
when the battery is removed will return the whole, or nearly the
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whole of the charge through the relay to the earth, and the
charge being greater than that returned from the line, will over
balance the latter and produce a movement of the armature. If
the condenser wire be connected at any other point—as, for
example, between the coils b and c—it will not receive bo high a
charge from the battery as it would if connected at a, and this
smaller charge upon returning will divide, a portion only of it
passing in the direction of the arrow g through the coil b and the
relay to the earth; the other portion of the charge passing
through the coils c and d in the direction of the arrow h to the
earth. Again, if the condenser wire be connected at e, or
between the rheostat and the earth, it will receive no charge at
all from the battery, and, of course, can return none.

'

TO

EARTH

Fig. 478.

Thus it will be seen, that by connecting the condenser at dif
ferent points between the coils of the rheostat, any required por
tion of the charge can be sent through the relay.
The rheostat is arranged substantially as shown in fig. 477.
The strip S furnishes a means of connecting the condenser
between any two coils of the rheostat, and thus regulating the
quantity of charge which shall flow from the condenser through
the relay with sufficient exactness.
In making up the resistance necessary to balance the line in
any case, as many as possible of the low numbers should be
used, so that these low resistances, or any of them, may be inter
posed between the relay and the point where the condenser is
connected.
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UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

This apparatus is arranged upon the same general plan as that
of Maron (fig. 473), in combination with a transmitter like that
represented in fig- 475, and a suitably arranged condenser.
Fig. 479 will serve to show the principle upon which this in
vention is based. II, A, B, etc., represents the apparatus at one
end of a line ; and II', A', I)', etc., the apparatus at the other
end. In this diagram the line L constitutes one side of the
balance, the resistance coil, or rheostat It, the opposite side, while
the other two sides are formed by two branch circuits, A and B.
The receiving instrument is placed in the bridge between F and
G. The two branch circuits unite at II, and are connected by a
wire to the lever I of key K. AY hen the knob of the key is de
pressed a current is sent along the wire to II, and there branches,
a portion passing through the resistance coils A to line L, and a
portion through resistance coils B and 11 to the earth.
Now, if the resistance of the branch A bears the same propor
tion to that of L that the resistance of B bears to 1J, then no cur
rent will pass through the relay. For example, suppose the re
sistance of A to be 1,000 ohms, L 4,000, B 500, and E, 2,000,
then no current would pass through the relay at the transmitting
station, because the resistances in the opposite circuits on each
side of the bridge are in the same ratio to each other— that of two
to one—and, consequently, the receiving instrument will be unaf
fected by the signals transmitted from the home station. AVhen,
however, a current from the distant station is sent to line, a
portion of it passes through the receiving instrument in the
bridge, for, at the point F, it finds two paths to pursue, one
through the resistance A to the lever I, and small resistance v or
w and battery to the earth, and the other through the relay and
coils B and R to earth.
When two or more paths are open to the passage of a current
it will divide itself between them in proportion to their several
conductivities.
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If the resistance of the relay is 500 ohms, the total resistance
500 X 2000
of the branch, of which it forms a part, will be 500 -)
500 -f 2000
= 900, and the resistance of the branch F A being 1000, the joint
900 X 1000 900,000
resistances of the two branches at F would be
=
900 + 1000
1,900
473 ohms, which, added to the resistance of the line, 4,000 ohms,
would make the resistance of the circuit 4,473 ohms. Now, if
the electro-motive force is 50,000 units, the strength of current at
F would be 11.18 units, and this current would be divided be
tween the two branches in proportion to their conductivities
(conductivity being the reciprocal of resistance). Thus the con
ductivity of the branch F A would be .0010 and that of the F
G R .0011, and hence 47.62 per cent of the received current, or
5.32 units, would flow through the branch A to the ground, and
52.38 per cent, or 5.86 units, would flow through the relay to
the ground. Of course the amount of current flowing through
the relay can be increased or decreased by modifying the resist
ances in B and R.
Key K is so arranged that the line is always connected to the
ground, either through the back contact direct, or through the
front contact and battery, v and w are small resistances, placed
in the circuits to prevent the battery from being put even mo
mentarily on short circuit, and also for the purpose of maintain
ing a uniform resistance in the circuit when the line is connected
to earth direct, or through the battery. C is a condenser, for
compensating the static charge from the line, and is attached by
a wire to a brass plate C P, on the rheostat R, which is pro
vided with holes for plugs, for connecting it with the resistance
coil plates, whereby the condenser charge can be sent through
any portion of the resistance coils, as desired.
Figs. 475 and 480 are illustrations of the apparatus in use by
the Western Union Company in the bridge duplex.
Fig. 480 shows the adjustable resistances, condenser plate
and binding screws for connecting the apparatus. The outer
.
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circular ring corresponds to the point H in fig. 479, and is at
tached to binding screw T, which is connected by wire with
binding screw 2 in fig. 475, corresponding with the lever I in fig.
479. The discs in the outer circle are connected with resistance
coils of 40 ohms each, terminating with resistances of 400 and
600 ohms, respectively, and corresponding with rheostats A and
B in fig. 479. The discs in the inner circle are attached to re
sistance coils of 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 ohms each, correspond
ing with rheostat R in fig. 479, and are connected with binding
screw E, which is attached to an earth wire. The large disc in
the centre is attached to binding screw C, which is connected
with the condenser.
The line wire, and one side of the relay, is connected with
binding screw L, and the other side of the relay with binding
screw R By inserting a plug at different points in the series of
holes between the outer circle of discs and the circular ring, the
two sides of the bridge, corresponding with A and B, fig. 479,
can be varied at pleasure ; and by inserting plugs in the holes
between the inner circle of discs, the third side of the bridge,
corresponding with rheostat R, in fig. 479, can be lengthened or
shortened, as desired. By inserting a plug between the inner
circle of discs and the condenser plate, any portion of the charge
can be sent to line that is desired.
When the duplex is employed in working a cable of consider
able static capacity, it is desirable to modify the above condenser
arrangement somewhat, because the latter discharges so much
quicker than the former, and it is necessary to make the dis
charges of the condensers and cables equal in duration as well
as in quantity. If a cable returns, for example, a certain charge,
say 10 m. f, a condenser having a capacity of 10 m.f. will not
produce a balance, <for the reason that the condenser discharges
so much more quickly than the cable. To make the discharges
equal in duration as well as amount, resistance should be intro
duced between the condenser and the branch circuit
The following arrangement has been found to work well upon
a cable of 18 to./ A resistance of 160 ohms is inserted between
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the first series of condensers and the fourth side of the bridge,
at the right of point G, fig. 479, and a resistance of 50 ohms is
inserted between the first and second series of condensers. The
first series of condensers returns its charge to the relay through
the resistance of 160 ohms, and the second group of condensers
returns its charge through the 50 ohm coil, and also the 160

Fig. 480

ohm coil. The charge of the second group is retarded slightly
more than that of the first group. The 1 60 ohm coil was wound
with one copper wire, but had no iron core, and it was found to
retard the charge as much as 250 ohms rheostat resistance. A
coil with an iron core would retard the charge much more, be
cause the charge current would have more work to do at that
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point, and a part of it would be converted into magnetism for a
while, and afterward reconverted into electricity and continue
the current at the last when it is needed. With the above com
bination the static balance is absolutely perfect, not the slightest
quiver of the armature being observable when the circuit is
opened and closed. During rainy weather, when a part of the
circuit is composed of a land line, it is necessary to remove a
part of the condensers, but not the retardation coils.
The bridge duplex possesses many points of superiority over
the differential, and is inferior in only one ; but that one is of
such a nature as practically to exclude it from use on long cir
cuits. Its defect is that, with equal battery power, its magnetic
strength is less than that of the differential. In order to deter
mine the difference between the two systems in this respect, let
us assume two lines of 6,000 ohms each, equipped, one with the
differential and the other with the bridge, and at each end of
each a battery of 80 cells Grove, having an internal resistance
of 40 ohms and an electromotive force of say 150 volts. Also,
suppose the resistance of the bridge relay and of each of the two
wires of the differential to be 500 ohms, and of the spark coils
100 and 140 ohms each. Under these conditions the resistance
of the combined circuits working from each battery will be (in
cluding the internal resistance of the batteries) in the differential
3,542 ohms, and in the bridge 2,054 ohms, provided the latter
is arranged with resistances of 1,500, 500, and 2,000 ohms on
three of the sides.
The currents from the batteries will be, on the differential
.0423, and on the bridge .0730 farad. From the battery each
current divides, passing over two separate circuits. The strength
of current being in inverse proportion to the resistance in each
of the two circuits from either battery, that passing to line on
the differential will be .0212, and on the bridge .0183 farad.
The lines being perfectly insulated, these figures will also re
present the quantity of current arriving from the distant station.
The strength of the electro-magnet of the receiving instru
ment, other things being equal, is directly proportional to the
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number of turns of wire in the helices ; and in any electro
magnet of given dimensions the number of turns is in propor
tion to the square root of the resistance of the wire composing
the helices. The bridge and differential relays at present in
use are generally of the same dimensions ; and for purposes of
comparison, at least, they should be so. Assuming the resist
ance of each half of the differential relay to be 500 ohms, it is
evident that, in estimating the proportion between the number
of turns of wire in the differential and bridge relays, the former
should be regarded as a single relay of 1,000 ohms. The whole
number of turns in the differential relay will therefore bear
the same proportion to the number in the bridge relay (the
resistance of which is 500 ohms), as \ 1.000 to y 500.

Now

Y 1.000 = 31.62, and \ 500 = 22.26. The whole number of
turns of wire in the differential will therefore be to the number
in the bridge as 3162 to 2236. But the received current passes
through only one half of the differential relay ; therefore, in esti
mating the comparative effect of the current upon it, it must be
regarded as having but half that number of turns, that is 1581.
If, therefore, the whole of the received current could be made
to pass through the bridge relay, as it does through one half of
the differential, and these currents were of equal strength in
each case, the bridge relay would give the greater magnetic
effect in the proportion of 2236 to 1581. The latter of these
conditions, however, cannot be fulfilled, and in the case under
consideration neither is. With the bridge arranged as described,
the proportion of arriving current passing through the relay will
be very nearly exactly £ of the whole. This arriving current,
as above shown, is .0183 farad, -| of which is .0114. To obtain
the proportionate strength of the two relays we have only to
multiply the number of turns of wire in the helices of each by
the quantity of current passing through each. Thus we have
for the differential 1581 X -0212 = 33.51, and for the bridge
2236 X -0114 = 25.49; or, in other words, the magnetic strength
of the bridge relay will be a little more than 76 per cent of that
of the differential in the case under consideration.

Stearns's
The apparent
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differential system are :
1. It is less liable to injury by lightning.
2. It requires less condenser capacity.
3. The capacity of the condenser, or rather its neutralizing
effect upon the relay, can be more conveniently made adjustable
to the varying conditions of the line.
4. The resistances are more easily and quickly adjusted by
the operator.
These advantages make the bridge preferable to the differential
on short lines of low resistance, where the comparative lack of
power is not a material disadvantage, and especially where bat
teries with low internal resistances are used.
THE DUPLEX TELEGRAPH AS OPERATED BY THE POST-OFFICE
TELEGRAPHS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

The method suggested by Frischen in 1863, in which he pro
posed to employ differential polarized receiving instruments, and
arrange the keys so as to send reversals, has been adapted to
Stearns's apparatus in Great Britain, with the most excellent
practical results. Fig. 481 illustrates the arrangement of the
apparatus so clearly that scarcely any explanation is needed.
The key is provided with a switch so that the battery may be
disconnected when not required for working. A differential
galvanometer is employed for convenience in balancing the re
sistances with accuracy. The rheostat coils are arranged in a
circle, and contact is made by means of two arms resembling the
hands of a watch, one of which is connected to the higher and
the other to the lower resistances. A series of retardation coils
is connected with the condenser, so that its return discharge may
be graduated to correspond with that from the line. The polarized
relay is of Siemens's pattern, with differential helices.
STEARNS'S AND SMITHS ELECTRO-MECHANICAL METHOD.

In 1872 Mr. Stearns obtained a patent for a method of simul
taneous transsmision, which consists in combining with the re
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ceiving magnet a device controlled by the transmitter, which,
by mechanical means, prevents the home instrument from re
sponding to the signals transmitted from the home station, but
does not prevent it from responding to the signals of the distant
station. This method was afterwards independently re-invented
by Mr. G. Smith, whose apparatus, although upon precisely the
same principle as that of Stearns, is arranged in a more con
venient manner, and has been found to operate admirably in
practical service. The details of Smith's arrangement will be
understood by reference to fig. 482.
M is the receiving relay, which operates the sounder S in the

^^
Fig. 482.
usual manner by means of the local battery I. The armature
lever A of the relay turns on an arbor at a, and plays between
the front and back contact stops b and c. D is a contact lever
having its fulcrum at d. When the transmitter T is in its posi
tion of rest its projecting arm. t is in such a position that the arm
D is drawn against it by the tension of the adjustable spiral
spring s, as shown in the drawing, and is, therefore, in electrical
contact therewith ; but when the armature of the transmitter is
depressed, the arm I is withdrawn, and the lever D falls back,
by the tension of its spring s, against the projecting stop a1 of
the relay armature A.
The connections are arranged as follows:
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One pole of the main battery E is connected to the fulcrum a
of the relay armature A, and the other pole to earth at G. The
fulcrum of the transmitter T is also connected to earth, a spark
coil r being inserted, equal in resistance to the battery, in the
usual manner. The line L goes first to the helices of the relay
M and thence to the fulcrum d of the contact lever D. The
transmitter T may be worked directly by hand in the same
manner as an ordinary key', but it is preferable to arrange it in
the ordinary way with a local magnet m and key K, as in the
figure.
It being understood that the diagram represents the normal
position of the apparatus when not in use, the principle of its
operation will be very easily understood. The armature spring
s1 is adjusted to correspond to the in-coming or received currents
from the battery of the distant station. When the home station
has its key K open, as represented in the figure, the relay and
sounder respond to the writing of the distant operator, the same
as a plain relay ; the currents entering at L pass through the
relay M, and thence find their way to the ground by way of the
contact lever D, transmitter T, and spark coil r. The upper
spring s is so adjusted that when acting in conjunction with the
spring 5j their combined pull will hold the armature lever A in
its back stop c with sufficient force to withstand the attraction
produced in the relay magnet M by the action of the main bat
tery E, either at the home or the distant station alone, but the
combined effect of the two batteries, when both of them are in
circuit at the same time, will be sufficient to overcome the com
bined tension of the springs without difficulty. This being the
case, it will be seen that when the armature of the transmitter
T at the home station is depressed, that the arm t is drawn back,
when the spring s pulls the contact lever D against the stop aj
of the armature lever A, which connects the main batterv E to
the line through the home relay M, but at the same time the
combined tension of the two springs s and st is exerted to pre
vent its armature from responding. Tf, however, the distant key
is depressed, and the battery of the distant station also placed in
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circuit, the tension of both springs is overcome, the armature A
responds to the increased attraction of the magnet M and closes
its local circuit at b, thus recording the signal from the distant
station.
In working this apparatus it is of course necessary that the
main batteries should be placed with unlike poles towards each
other, as in the ordinary closed circuit system.
This apparatus may be worked at an intermediate station as
well as at a terminal one, the only change being to replace the
ground wire by the remaining line wire, as shown by the dotted
line Lr
The apparatus, when set up in this way, may be provided
with an ordinary Morse key with circuit closer k placed in the
line circuit This having been done, the whole arrangement can
be " singled up " or converted into an ordinary closed circuit
Morse system at a moment's notice by the following procedure :
Each terminal station closes the key K and slackens the adjust
ment of the spring s. Each way station slackens the spring s
in the same manner, but leaves the key K open. By means of
the key k any station, way or terminal, may correspond with
any other, precisely as in ordinary working.
When arranged for duplex working, any station, whether way
or terminal, may call any other station and work duplex with
them whenever the line is not in use elsewhere.
This apparatus has been tested in practical service, both for
through and intermediate business, upon circuits of various
lengths, up to 450 miles of No. 6 gauge wire, and has proved
entirely successful. It may also be used at intermediate or way
stations in connection with the Stearns differential duplex.
VAES'S METHOD.

In 1872 Mr. J. F. Vaes, of Rotterdam, published a descrip
tion of a method of simultaneous transmission, which he had
experimentally tried in the latter part of 1868 upon a line of
180 miles in length, with satisfactory results both as regards the
Morse and the Hughes system. By an inspection of fig. 483,
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which illustrates the pjinciple of Vaes's method, it will be seen
that, so far as it goes, it is identical with that of Stearns, consist
ing of Frischen's.differential receiving instrument combined with
Nystrom's key, and having a rheostat inserted between the point
5 and the earth, to compensate for the internal resistance of the
battery. In adapting his method to the Hughes printing tele
graph, Vaes makes use of two instruments in each office, one for
sending and the other for receiving. The electro-magnet of the
former is wound with a single wire, while that of the latter is
provided with two wires. These are connected in such a way
that the out-going current passes through both wires of the send-
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ing instrument, while the in-coming current passes through one
wire only of the receiving instrument
winter's methods.
The following methods of simultaneous transmission were
patented in Great Britain by George K. Winter, an English
telegraphic engineer residing in India : Mr. Winter makes use
of opposing batteries, and thus the battery power required is
little more than that required for single working, while the ad
justment of compensating changes in the insulation of the line is
simplified. At each end of the line the battery is permanently
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connected with the same pole to earth in each case. The receiv
ing instrument is inserted between the battery and the line at
at each end. At a point in the coil of the instrument, much
nearer to the battery end than the line end, the wire is connected
with one terminal of a key, the other terminal being connected
with earth. The effect of depressing the lever of the key is to
connect together these two terminals. A resistance coil may, if
necessary, be inserted between the battery and the instrument
Fig. 484 shows the general arrangement A and B repre
sent the two terminal stations ; I is the line between them. At
each station i is the receiving instrument, k key, b battery,
e the earth connection and r a resistance coil. Suppose one-tenth
of the wire of the instrument i is between k and r and nine-

b^
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Fig. 484.

tenths between k and I ; let the resistance r be nine-tenths that
of the line, and let us first suppose the insulation of the line to
be perfect If now the key at A is depressed the battery b
is on short circuit through the resistance and one-tenth of the
instrument The current from the battery at B flows through
the whole of the instrument at B, the whole of the line wire and
nine-tenths of the instrument at A. Its action upon the instru
ment at A is antagonistic to that of the battery acting locally at
that station, and as it has to go through about nine times the re
sistance, it has only about one-ninth of the strength of the cur
rent of the battery on short circuit at A, but as it has nine times
as many convolutions of the instrument wire to pass through,
the actions are just balanced, and the instrument at A is un
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affected. At B, however, it is evident that the whole of the
battery acts through the whole of the coil of the instrument, and
produces a signal accordingly, which is only slightly weakened
by the insertion of the resistance r. When B communicates
with A matters are simply reversed. When both keys are de
pressed at once, the battery at each station acts locally, and the
action on each instrument is only about one-tenth less than the
action of the whole of the battery when, after traversing the line,
it acts upon the whole of the coil of the instrument as in single
sending.
Now, suppose the insulation to become imperfect, there will
be a slight current from each battery running through the instru
ment to line, and tending to produce a signal. All that is neces-

*<ltt»>t»tn.
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sary to remedy this is to give the instrument a bias against
making a signal equal and opposite to the effect produced by
the leakage current With most instruments this is done by the
ordinary adjustment of the instrument with which the operators
are already familiar.
Another but less effective method by the same inventor
is shown in fig. 485. In this arrangement, the key, instead of
being connected to a point in the wire in the interior of the in
strument coil, is joined to a point in a resistance s acting as a
shunt on the receiving instrument, much nearer to the battery
end of the shunt than the line end. A suitable proportion
between the resistance s and the instrument coils is say 4 or 5
to 1. The point where the key is connected may, if required,
be made adjustable by means of a sliding contact

smith's method.
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Both the above arrangements can be applied to intermediate
instruments very simply, by making the point where the key is
connected nearer to the middle of the instrument coil in the first
arrangement, and of the shunt in the second method. The in
termediate stations can then communicate with each other or the
terminal stations in duplex and without batteries. The arrange
ments of the intermediate stations are shown in the figures.
The effect of the static induction of the line in the opposed
battery system is as follows: When both keys are in their
normal position the potential of the whole line is raised or
lowered by the opposing batteries above or below that of the
earth, and the line will in consequence hold a charge which will
depend for its quantity upon the inductive capacity of the line.
When either of the keys is depressed, the potential of the circuit
at that point will be made the same as that of the earth, and half
the charge of the line will flow out through the line coil of the
instrument In the second of the two systems (see fig. 485) the
effect of the charge and discharge will be lessened by part being
carried off by the shunt It is evident, therefore, that at each
depression of the key, we have a strong instantaneous current
flowing in one direction through the line coils of the instrument,
whereas when the key is raised there is another instantaneous
current flowing in the opposite direction through the whole coiL
The effects of the inductive discharge, when not compensated, are,
on the whole, much less marked in this than in the open circuit
system.
Mr. Winter's method of effecting the compensation for the in
ductive discharge is by winding the shunt on the battery side
of the key upon an iron core, as shown at x in fig. 485.
smith's method.
Mr. Gerritt Smith, Assistant Electrician of the Western Union
Telegraph Company, has invented a method of duplex working
which differs materially from any of the systems referred to here
tofore, and which has proved successful in its practical working.
The principle on which the operation of Mr. Smith's system
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depends will be best understood by reference to the familiar
illustration in fig. 486. Suppose a b c to represent a telegraph
line, attached at one end a to the grounded battery E, of say
100 cells, while the other end c is connected directly to the earth.
Let the resistance of the line be 4,000 ohms. A current of
moderate and uniform strength would flow through the line
from the positive pole of the battery at E to the earth at c. If
a wire, having practically no resistance, is now connected from
the line wire at a to the ground, as indicated by the dotted line
a t, a very powerful current will flow through it This current
is equal to the full power of the battery E ; in other words, the
battery is placed on short circuit, and the current flowing over
the line to c becomes practically nothing. Now, instead of the
wire Ot, if a second battery of 100 cells is connected between

EARTH

the point a and the ground, with
Fig. 486.
its positive pole likewise to the

line, its current will exactly neutralize that of the battery E in
the short circuit, but a current will pass over the line from a to
c as before.
If the connection bl be made to the earth from the middle
of the line at b, a current will flow from that point to the earth
as before; but it will be much weaker than in the former in
stance, as it is obliged to pass through 2,000 ohms of line resist
ance 1 etween a and b. This current may be neutralized as in the
former case, by inserting a battery in the wire &j, with its posi
tive pole to the line, but in this case the current being weaker, a
smaller number of cells, say fifty, will be sufficient to oppose it,
and when this is done, the current from E will pass to c as before.
It will be readily understood that it is not at all essential that
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the point b should be in the geographical centre of the line to
produce the above effect The 2,000 ohms between a and b may
consist merely of a resistance coil, while the 2,000 ohms between
b and c may consist of, say 100 miles of line, more or less. Pre
cisely the same result will follow as in the first instance. The
battery of 50 cells at bt will balance the 100 cells at E, in either
case; there will be no current whatever in the wire b1, and a
relay inserted in it would remain entirely unaffected if the circuit
of both batteries were opened and closed simultaneously. A cur
rent would, however, flow from b to c whenever the two batteries
were connected to the system.
Miv Smith has applied this principle to the working of a

-

Fig. 48V.

duplex in the following manner : The transmitter T (see fig. 487)
is worked either directly by the finger of the operator, or prefer
ably by a magnet, local battery and finger key K, as in the
Stearns duplex. It is so arranged that the two batteries E and
Et are both placed in circuit simultaneously whenever the key
'is depressed. The circuit of battery E, when closed, passes
through the wire 1, spring s of the transmitter T, wire 2, and
rheostat R, to the junction of wire 4 and the line, where it meets
the opposing current from battery Ej, which comes through
wires 3 and 4, including one wire of differential relay M. The
current of the principal battery E is materially weakened by the
. '
"o2
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resistance of the rheostat R, so that a much smaller battery E
is sufficient to oppose its tendency to find its way back to the
earth through the wire 4 and relay M. It, therefore, goes over
the line to the distant station, and operates the instrument at that
point Thus we have the first condition of duplex working pro
vided for, as the two batteries E and Et exactly neutralize each
others effect in the wires 3 and 4 and relay M.
The currents received from the distant station over the line
divide at the junction of the wire 4, one portion going to the
earth through the rheostat R and wire 2, and the other portion
through the wire 4 and relay M, recording the signal. It will be
seen that so far as the strength of the out-going current is. con
cerned, it is quite immaterial what the resistance of the relay M
is, and this may, therefore, be made of whatever resistance will
produce the most favorable effect with the in-coming current
An ordinary relay might be used with this duplex, but in
practice it has been found preferable to substitute a differentially
wound relay. The extra circuit of this forms a part of the wire
6, which is attached to the battery 2, and to one side of a con
denser C, the other side of which is connected to the earth. By
this contrivance the return current or static charge is effectually
compensated. When the circuit of the battery E is closed the
condenser C takes a charge. When the battery is removed from
the circuit the line and the condenser discharge themselves
simultaneously, but the two charges pass off in opposite direc
tions through the two wires of the differential relay, and their
effect upon its cores is therefore null.
The resistance of the spark coil r should be made equal to that
of the joint resistance of the batteries E and Er The balance
of Instead
the whole
of system
a transmitter
is obtained
with the
by continuity-preserving
varying the rheostat R
springs
s s1, an arrangement might be used which would short circuit
both batteries when the key is up, by a connection which would
be interrupted when the latter is depressed, so as to allow the
current to flow to line.
The above duplex system has been tested on a number of
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different lines of the Western Union Company with the most
satisfactory results. The resistances of the lines in good weather
varies from 5,000 to 6,300 ohms. With 175 gravity cells in
battery E, and 135 similar cells in battery E1, the resistance
which is required in R to effect a balance with 6,300 ohms in the
line is about 1,711 ohms. The differential relay used had a re
sistance of about 300 ohms on each side.
HASKINS'S METHOD.

The following method of simultaneous transmission was in
vented in the early part of 1874 by Mr. C. H. Haskins, General
JL

Fig. 483.

Superintendent of the lines of the North Western Telegraph
Company at Milwaukee, Wis. The novelty of the invention
consists principally in the peculiar manner in which the receiv
ing relay is constructed and operated, and we will, therefore,
give a description of this part of the apparatus before explaining
the general principle of operation.
Fig. 488 is an end view of the relay, the connections and other
parts of the apparatus being shown on a small scale and in out
line, for convenience of explanation. The relay consists of two
spools or helices AA1: which are placed parallel to each other

J'
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and connected together at the point 2, so as to form a continu
ous circuit from 1 to 3, precisely in the same manner that the
helices of an ordinary relay are arranged. Instead, however, of
connecting the two cores together by means of a yoke piece or
back armature, so as to form a single electro-magnet, as is usually
done, semicircular pole pieces of soft iron, C and Ct, are attached
to each end of the core of each helix. Therefore each core, with
its pole pieces and helix, in reality constitutes a distinct electro
magnet, having four poles, the two poles at one end having
always a magnetic polarity opposite to the two poles at the other
end, whenever a current is passing.
Between the two helices A At, and parallel to them, is a shaft
or axis d, carrying at each end a permanently magnetic bar n s,
which may be termed a polarized armature. In the drawing, n
represents the north pole and s the south pole of one armature,
the former being at the top and the latter at the bottom. The
position of the armature at the other end of the axis is exactly
the reverse of this, the south pole being at the top and the
north at the bottom. These armatures are arranged as shown
in the figure, their poles being situated directly between the
poles C Cj of the electro-magnets which face each other. A
contact arm e, rigidly attached to the axis d, projects upward at
a point midway between the two polarized armatures, and is pro
vided with a contact point The arm c plays between the ad
justable stops/and /1, the latter being insulated, and opens and
closes the local circuit of the receiving sounder in the same
manner as an ordinary relay. An adjustable spiral spring sl
retains the armature in the position shown in the figure, the
local circuit being open when no current is passing. The coil
A is mounted in a frame a, which slides in a bed plate b, and is
capable of being moved by means of the screw h to or from the
other coil and the armature. Thus it will be seen that the ad
justments are virtually the same as in the ordinary relay.
The arrangement of the connections is indicated in outline in
the figure. The main batteries at each end of the line are placed
with their unlike poles towards each other, precisely as in the

\
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usual arrangement for a Morse circuit When both keys are at
rest, the main line is to ground at each end through both helices
A Aj of the relays, and also through the resistance r. The key
merely serves, when depressed, to connect the battery to the
main line at a point between the helices of the relay.
There are but three different electrical conditions of the line
possible when this apparatus is working, which are as follows :
1. When Oie home key is open and Hie distant key closed. If
each battery consists of say 100 cells, the resistance of the line
1000 ohms, rheostat r 1200, and relay helices 200 each ; the
strength of current in this case will be 1000 -K200 -f- 1000 +
400 -4- 1200) = 0.35. This current will go to earth at the home
station through both helices of the relays, and the force acting
upon the armature- wain opposition to the spring s1 will be 0.35
X 2 = 0.70 when the distan1 key is closed, and nothing when it
is open.
2. When the home lecy is closed and the distant key open. The
current from the home battery divides at the point 2, and to
avoid complexity we will assume that the battery has no internal
resistance. The strength of the current going to line will be
1000 •+• (200 + 1000 + 400 + 1200) = 0.35 ; which will there
fore act in one coil A1 of the home relay in opposition to the
spring s1 with a force of 0.35. The other branch of the current
going
through the rheostat at the home station has a force in A
r
of 1000-f- (200 + 1200) = 0.71, which is double that of the
current going to line, and acts in the same direction with spring
st. Thus the armature of the home relay is held still with a
force ot 0.36 whenever a current is sent to line.
3. When the home and distant keys are both closed. In this
case tho line current, in consequence of both batteries being on,
becomes 2000 -=- (200 + 1000 + 200) = 1.66 ; which acts upon
the coil A j upon tho line side, but is opposed by the current in
A on the rheostat. side in both relays. This, as in tho former
case, amounts to 0.71. Therefore, the effective force acting upon
each armature in opposition to the spring, to give a signal, will
bo 1.66 — 0.71 = 0.95.
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Thus, in this arrangement we would have, under the condi
tions stated, an effective force acting upon the armature n s,
varying from 0.70 to 0.95. It will at once be seen that this
margin enables the operators to work freely over escapes and
changes of resistance in the line. Thus, in the case -cited, in
order to disturb the balance of the sender's relay, so as to give
him back his own signals, the resistance of the line must be
diminished sufficiently to increase the strength of current from
0.35 to 0.71—more than double—which would require a very
heavy leakage. In practice, the resistance of the rheostat r is
made a constant quantity, all necessary adjustments being
effected precisely as in an ordinary instrument, and with no more
inconvenience.
The Stearns condenser c may be applied when necessary, in
the manner shown in the figure, for the purpose of neutralizing
the static discharge.
EDISON'S METHODS.

A method of simultaneous transmission, invented by T. A.
Edison of New Jersey, in 1873, is shown in fig. 489. Its pecu
liarity consists in the fact that the signals are transmitted in one
direction by reversing the polarity of a constant current, and in
the opposite direction by increasing and decreasing the strength
of the same current The relay R at station A consists of two
soft iron -electro-magnets r1 and r3 which act upon the same
armature lever, thereby closing the local circuit of the sounder
or other receiving instrument in the usual manner. The trans
mitter T is operated by a key and local battery as in Stearns's
method, and is so arranged that when the key is in a position of
rest the negative current from the battery Et passes to line
through the electro-magnet r3 of the home relay R, but if the
key is depressed the lever T of the transmitter makes contact
between the battery E and the earth, and at almost the same
instant interrupts the previously existing contact between E1 and
the earth; thus there is at all times either a positive current
going to line through rt, or a negative current through r%.
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At station B the currents pass through a polarized receiving in
strument R1, and thence through a rheostat X to the earth. The
tension of the spring of relay R is adjusted so that the current
going to line is not sufficient to overcome it except when the
rheostat X is cut out by depressing the key K at station B. Con
sequently A sends to B by reversing the polarity of the current
without changing its strength, while B sends to A by changing
the strength of the current irrespective of its polarity.
The polarized relay can be placed at a number of stations on
the line, and each will be able to receive the signals from the
stations transmitting the positive and negative currents. A
neutral or Morse relay may also be placed at a number of stations,
LINE

E -

Fig. 489

if devices are applied to prevent the mutilation of the signals by
change in the polarity of its iron core.
The principle embodied in this invention; as we shall hereafter
see, has been successfully employed in quadruplex transmission
by the introduction of suitable modifications in the arrangement
of the apparatus.
In 1874 Edison invented a method of simultaneous transmission
by induced currents, which has given very satisfactory results
in experimental trials. The arrangement of the apparatus differs
from Stearns's in that a compound differential induction coil I
*"i l2 (nS- 490) is substituted in place of the home relay; the
middle or secondary coil I being connected to a polarized re
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ceiving instrument R. The out-going currents divide between
ij and it, and as these- oppose each other in their action upon
the iron core, no induced current is set up in I. The in-coming
currents pass through t\ alone, and thus an induced current is
generated in I at the beginning and end of every signal which
operates the polarized receiving instrument R. The latter may
be either a relay or an ink-writer.
It would require too much space to refer in detail to the great
number of minor modifications which have been made in the
different methods of simultaneousi transmission in opposite direc-

tions, both by European and American
Fig. 490.
inventors.

It is believed

that every invention of the kind possessing any essential novelty
has been explained with sufficient clearness to give the reader a
correct comprehension of the subject, both in general and in
detail. The system, in some form, is now in use on the more
important land lines in nearly every country in the world, and
the adaptation of it to submarine lines also has thus far been
quite successful. In the United States the duplex has since
187-i been largely superseded by the quadruplex method, which
has now been brought to great perfection, and will be described
at length in a succeeding chapter.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION IN THE SAME DIRECTION.

The success of the ingenious invention of Frischen, in 1854,
was sufficient to give an entirely new direction to the minds of
many enterprising European electricians, and during the follow
ing year the problem of simultaneous transmission in the same
direction, which naturally suggested itself as the next step in
the progress of invention, was solved with more or less success
by the independent labors of a number of different inventors.
In any system of simultaneous double transmission in the
same direction, two keys are required at the sending station, and
at least four different electrical conditions of the line must be
provided for, one for each of the four following cases :
1. When the first key is closed and the second key open.
2. When the second key is closed and the first key open.
3. When both keys are closed.
4. When both keys arc open.
The methods of Stark and Siemens, though differing in detail,
were arranged upon one general principle, the four electrical
conditions of the line being as follows :
1. A positive current having a strength of 1.
2. A positive current having a stiength of 2.
3. A positive current having a strength of 3.
4. No current
STARK'S METHOD.

The first attempt made in this direction was by Dr. J. B.
Stark, of Vienna, in 1855. His method consists of sending from
the transmitting station, by two keys, two currents of different
strength, which on arriving at the receiving station, each set a
relay in motion.
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The relays are arranged in such a way that, when the weaker
currents traverse the line, only one of them responds ; when the
stronger current traverses the line, the other relay alone re
sponds ; and lastly, when both currents go together, both the re
lays respond to them.
At the sending station Stark arranged two keys as in fig. 491 ;
K being a simple Morse key, and K' a similar lever, supplied at
the back with an insulated earth contact, which it moves against
the two anvils 5 and 6. The usual front and back contacts of
the keys are marked in the figure 1 and 3 respectively, and the
levers 2. The battery is divided into two unequal parts, b and
c, the number of elements represented by h being double that of

n.
&

K'
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Fig. 491.

c. The battery c is put into circuit with the line by pressing
down the key K; b, by the key K'; and both together by de
pressing both keys at the same time.
The copper pole c .is, therefore, connected to the contact 1 of
K, the zinc pole of same to 5 of K'. Copper pole of b is con
nected with 1, and zinc pole with G of K'. The lever of K' is
in connection with the back contact, 3 of K; the line is brought
to the lever 2 of K, and the back contact of K' goes to the re
lay, etc.
When K alone is depressed, the currents of c pass from z (5
and 4 of K') to earth, and from c (1 and 2 of K) to line.
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When K' is depressed, the currents of b pass from z (6 and 4
of K') to earth, and from c (1 and 2 of K') to line.
When hoth K and K' are depressed, the united currents of b
and c pass from zinc of b (C> and 4 of K') to earth, and from cop
per of c (1 and 2 of K) to line.
By the depression of one or other or both the keys at the
sending station, three different strengths of current are therefore
produced, which are in the relation of 1, 2, 3. These currents
we will call S, St and S2.
At the receiving station all currents pass through relays I and
II, fig. 492. A c >mmon local battery, Et, serves both these in
struments ; its zinc pole being connected with the lever of each

Saitfi

Fig. 492.

of them, and its copper pole with their metal contacts. The re
lay II is furnished with outer coils, which are put into circuit
with another local battey E2, and a resistance It, by means of
the lever of relay I.
The lever of relay I is held on its insulated contact by a spiral
spring, whose force is adjusted so that the currents S, or those
of the portion, c, of the battery, arc unable to move it, but so
that it is easily moved by St and S3—the currents of section b
and the whole. Relay II, on the contrary is adjusted delicately,
so as to respond to the weaker currents.
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When, therefore, the key K at the sending station is pressed
down, the current of c is sent through the line, and passes
through the coils of relays I and II to earth. Relay I is un
affected, but relay II is put in action, and the register or sounder
Mt, in the local circuit (E1, z, relay II, 3, 2, M1, c, etc.), records
whatever signals are given by K.
When K' is depressed at the sending station, current St is
transmitted, and the lever of relay I deflected against the local
contact Thus two local circuits are closed ; the first is that in
cluding the battery E2, R, and the extra coils of relay II, by
which the action of the line current in this relay is counteracted,
and the lever held still against the insulated contact ; therefore
Mj does not respond to these stronger currents. The second
local circuit is that of the sounder or register M and battery Et.
The intensity of the counteracting battery E2, whose magnetic
effect upon the armature of relay II we will call S2, is regulated
by the interposed resistance R, until it balances the magnetizing
power of the line current sent by K.
The third case is that in which, during the manipulation of
the two keys, both happen to be pressed down together. When
this occurs the current S2 of the whole battery goes through
both the relays I and II. Relay I is put in action as before, and
closes its local circuit and that of the counteracting battery E2.
But as the opposite magnetic effect S3 of the extra coils of relay
II is only equal to that of St, and since S3 is equal the sum of
S and St, it is evident that the relay II will be acted upon by
the difference of the magnetic effects due to the line and the
counteracting currents, or by S, which is precisely the same
as that produced when K alone is depressed. The register
or sounder Mj will therefore also be set in motion. Other
arrangements were also invented by Stark for telegraphing in the
same direction at the same time to different stations along the
line, both directly and by translation.
Siemens's method, which is very similar to that of Stark, was
invented at nearly the same time.
There are two serious difficulties, leaving minor ones out of
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consideration, which are inherent in ever}, system of simultaneous
double transmission in the same direction. In the first place,
when either key is passing from its front to its rear contact, it
causes a momentary interruption of the signal which is at the
same time being transmitted by the other key. The second
difficulty is a still more serious one, and arises in the following
manner : In the simultaneous operation of the apparatus there
must, of necessity, frequently be a change from a 'positive to a
negative condition, or vice versa, of the line, or at least of the
relays or receiving instruments, consequent upon the movement
of a single key ; yet it is evident that the reversal of the magnetic
polarity of a receiving instrument by the action of one key must
interfere with a signal which is being given upon it at the same
time by the action of the other key. This difficultyis met with,
in some form, in every possible arrangement of the receiving in
struments. Neither Stark nor Siemens suggested any method
of remedying these serious defects, and judging from his pub
lished paper on the subject, the latter evidently considered them
insurmountable.
It is evident that Dr. Stark, even at this early date, clearly
saw that the successful solution of the difficult problem of simul
taneous transmission in the same direction included as a neces
sary consequence the solution of the problem of quadruple
transmission also ; for a knowledge of the invention of Gintl, as
perfected by Frischen, was all that was needed to show that it
was equally applicable either to a single or a double telegraph
in one direction.
In the first published description of his method, dated at
Vienna, October 31, 1855, Stark concludes as follows:
" With the method of double transmission in the same direc
tion we may also combine that of counter transmission (gegenspreclten), and hence arises the possibility of simultaneously ex
changing four messages upon one wire between two stations,
which will, however, hardly find any application in practice."
This is unquestionably the earliest published suggestion of
what is now known as the quadruplex system.
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Kramer's method.
The method invented by Kramer, shortly after the above de
scribed method of Stark had been made known, accomplished
the desired result by means of another and better arrangement of
currents for the different positions of the keys, as follows :
1. A negative current having a strength of 1.
2. A positive current having a strength of 2.
3. A positive current having a strength of 1.
4. No current
To avoid the interruption, which in Stark's method was caused
by the movement of one key while a signal was being given by
the other, Kramer made use of a device originally invented by
Gintl (rig. 467, page 779), viz., that of keeping the battery con
stantly on the main circuit, but shunted by the key, so that when

m

Fig. 493.

the latter was depressed the short circuit was broken and the
current flowed to line, but when raised the battery was again
short circuited.
Fig. 493 shows the manner in which the main battery L B
was connected with the key and the line wire L L'. This plan
effectually disposed of the difficulty in question, but was inju
rious in its effect upon the batteries, as these were kept closed
on short circuit whenever the keys were at rest
The arrangement at the receiving station is shown in fig. 494.
The currents which arrive from the sending station pass succes
sively through three separate relays Rt, R2 and Rs, of which the
armature levers only are represented in the figure. The arma
tures of Rj and R3 are polarized, so that the former responds
only to negative and the latter only to positive currents of any
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strength. R2, on the other hand, is a soft iron or neutral relay,
but is adjusted so as to respond only to currents having a strength
of 2. The arrangement of the registers or sounders Ml and M2
and the local batteries b1 and i3 will be understood by reference
to the figure.
In a position of rest, when there is no current upon the line,
the local battery b1 is closed on short circuit, by way of relay
levers aj and a2, and thus the register or sounder Mj is cutout
The local circuit of M2 is open at a3.
When the first key alone at the sending station is depressed,
and a negative current having a strength of 1 is sent through
the relays, Rt only responds. This breaks the short circuit of
the local battery b2 at at and Mj responds.
When the second key alone is depressed, sending a positive
current having a strength of 2, the relays R2 and R3 respond.

Fig. 494.

The local circuit of M3 is closed by a3, but no effect is produced
upon M> by the movement of «2.
When both keys are depressed simultaneously, a positive cur
rent of the strength of 1 goes to line, and the lever a3 of relay
Rg alone responds, but this operates both Mj and M2, the
former by breaking the short circuit, and the latter by direct
closing on its front contact in the ordinary manner.
If the first key is closed and the second key worked, the line
current is changed from negative to positive every time the
latter is depressed. As neither of these currents has sufficient
strength to overcome the tension of the spring of the armature
lever a2, this will remain at rest as in the diagram, while a1 and
a3 move alternately. Thus the local of Mj is constantly closed
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through the back contact of a2, while M2 responds to the move
ments of the second key.
Practically, the above method of operating a register or sounder
by closing and breaking a shunt, is a very unsatisfactory one.
It not only exhausts the local battery with great rapidity, but
the demagnetization of the iron cores takes place with far less
rapidity when the battery is cut off by a shunt, even of very
small resistance, than when it is completely interrupted by break
ing the circuit in the usual way, and this renders it impossible
to receive and record the telegraphic signals with the rapidity that
is necessary in modern telegraphy.
When these methods came to be tried on lines of a length ex
ceeding 100 or 150 miles, the interference of the static discharges
was superadded to the already existing difficulties, and for these
reasons the results were on the whole so unsatisfactory that the
subject remained in abeyance for many years. The subsequent
labors of Schroder, Wartmann, Maron, Schaak and Zetzschc, be
tween 1855 and 1865, though exhibiting great ingenuity and
research, added but little practical value to what had already
been done by the earlier inventors in the same field.
The methods of simultaneous transmission in the same direc
tion invented by Bosscha, Edison and Smith, will be considered
in the next chapter, in connection with the subject of quadruplex transmission.

CHAPTEE XL.
QUADRUPLES AND MULTIPLE TRANSMISSION.

It has been stated in the preceding chapter that the earliest
published suggestion of the possibility of transmitting two com
munications in each direction simultaneously over the same wire
was made by Dr. Stark, of Vienna, in 1855. At almost the
same moment an independent inventor, Dr. J. Bosscha, Jr., of
Leyden, who was engaged upon the same problem, read a paper
before the Royal Academy of Holland, describing in detail the
method by which he proposed to accomplish this result He
was followed, in 1863, by Maron, of Berlin, who proposed a
modification of Bosscha's system, but it does not appear that
either of these were ever introduced into practical use, and for
many years very little attention seems to have been paid to the
subject
The revival of the system of simultaneous double transmis
sion in America, and its extensive introduction into practical
use, both in this country and in Europe, resulting from the im
provements of Stearns —notably his method of compensating the
effects of the static discharge from the line by the application of
the condenser, which was made known in the winter of 1871-2'—
once more turned the attention of electricians to the problem of
simultaneous transmission in the same direction.
In a paper published in June, 1873, Oliver Heaviside, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, pointed out, as Stark and Bosscha had
done before him, that the invention of a system of simultaneous
transmission in the same direction furnished at the same time
the solution of the problem of quadruple transmission. He says :
" It is theoretically possible to send any number of messages
whatever simultaneously in one and the same direction upon a
single wire. Now, by combination with a null duplex system,
it obviously becomes possible to send any number of messages
53
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in the other direction while the opposite correspondences are
going on, and without interference. Thus, the working capaci
ties of telegraphic circuits may be increased indefinitely by suit
able arrangements."
During the summer of 1874, T. A. Edison, of New Jersey,
while engaged at JMew York, in conjunction with George B.
Prescott, Electrician of the Western Union Telegraph Company,
in experimenting upon Stearns's duplex apparatus, with a view
of introducing certain modifications and improvements therein,
devised a S3rstem of simultaneous transmission in the same direc
tion which differed materially in principle from any of its prede
cessors, and which was destined to furnish the basis of the first
practical solution of the curious and interesting problem of quadruplex telegraphy.
The distinguishing principle of this method consists in
combining together two distinct and unlike methods of single
transmission, in such a manner that they maybe carried on inde
pendently upon the same wire, and at the same time, without
interfering with each other. One of these methods of single
transmission is known as the double current system, and the
other is the single current or open circuit system. In the
double current system the battery remains constantly in connec
tion with the line at the sending station, its polarity being com
pletely reversed at the beginning and at the end of every signal
without breaking the circuit The receiving relay is provided
with a polarized or permanently magnetic armature, but has no
adjusting spring, and its action depends solely upon the rever
sals of polarity upon the line, without .reference to the strength
of the current In the single current system, on the other hand,
the transmission is effected by closing and breaking, or increas
ing and decreasing the current, while the relay has a neutral or
soft iron armature, provided with a retracting spring. In this
system the action depends solely upon the strength of the cur
rent, its polarity being altogether a matter of indifference.
It will, therefore, be apparent that by making vise of these two
distinct qualities of the current, viz., polarity and strength, two
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sets of instruments may be operated at the same time, on the
same wire. This method possesses, moreover, the important
practical advantage that the action of each of the two receiving
relays is perfectly independent Each receiving operator controls
his own relay, and can adjust it to suit himself without interfering
with the other—a peculiarity that none of the former methods
possessed. As soon as this method was practically worked out,
it became at once obvious that any of the different methods of
simultaneous transmission in opposite directions already in use
might be applied to it, as Stark, Bosscha and others had long ago
pointed put, the result of which would be a practical system of
quadruplex transmission. This was shortly afterwards done
upon the lines of the Western Union Telegraph Company
between New York and Boston, a distance of 240 miles, and
both the bridge and the differential system of duplex working
were tried in combination with it with excellent results. When,
however, the apparatus was experimentally tested on a circuit of
about 450 miles, the effects of static induction became very
strongly marked, and it was thought that these could be more con
veniently compensated in the bridge than in the differential
system. The former was, therefore, adopted for general use, as
being better suited to the usually existing conditions than the
latter.
We will now give a detailed description of the more important
of these methods.
bosscha's method.
The method adopted by Bosscha, of connecting the keys with
the batteries and with the main line, is substantially the same as
that of Kramer, described in the last chapter. The arrangement
of the keys and batteries is such that
.
Key 1 sends a current of — 2.
Key 2 sends a current of + 1.
Both keys together send a current of (— 2 4-1)= — 1.
Three relays are required at the receiving station, two of them
having polarized armatures and one a neutral armature.
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It is necessary that the first receiving sounder or register
should respond only to the movements of the first key, that is to
say, to negative currents. To effect this Bosscha made use of a
polarized relay of peculiar construction, which is shown in fig.
495. The north pole N of a permanently magnetic bar N Z,
which turns upon an axis attached to a standard c, is placed
between the opposite poles of a ring shaped electro-magnet A.
When in a state of rest the bar N Z is held against the stop d by
a spring V. A negative current passing through the coils of the
electro-magnet causes the bar N to be attracted to the left, away
from the stop d, and thus the connection between N and d, which

Fig. 495.

formed a short circuit between the poles of battery B, by the
way of b and a, is interrupted. The electro-magnet A is wound
with double coils e e' and g g , which enables it to be operated
according to Frischen's method.
Fig. 496 shows the arrangement of the apparatus at a station.
Rt and R3 are. polarized relays, and R2 is a neutral relay. The
relay R3inisorder
quired
adjusted
to make
so that
it respond.
a current The
of double
receiving
strength
instrument
is reMj is connected with the local battery &j, the latter being nor
mally kept on short circuit by the armature of relay Rj. The
second receiving instrument M3 is operated by local battery b3,
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and tha local circuit is controlled by both relays R3 and Rs. The
first key alone sends a current of — 2, which operates all three
relays, but the receiving instrument M j alone responds, the short
circuit being broken by relay Rj. Relay R2 closes, butR3 simul
taneously opens the local circuit of M2, and the latter is un
affected. The second key alone sends a current of -f- 1> which
g,

12

Fig. 496.

operates the neutral relay R2 and receiving instrument R2, but
does not affect the other relays. When both keys are simul
taneously depressed the current passing over the line is — 1,
which actuates relays Rt and R2, but not R2, consequently both
receiving instruments, Mf and M2, "will now respond.

Fig. 497.

This arrangement was defective for the reason that the polarity
of the neutral relay R2 is sometimes reversed during the time in
which a signal is being given by it To do away with this defect
Bosscha afterwards devised the arrangement shown in fig. 497,
in which all three of the relays are polarized. The first key
caused Rj and R3 to respond, and operates receiving instrument
Mj ; the second key causes R2 alone to respond, as both the
others are of opposite polarity, consequently M2 is alone affected,
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while both keys together cause Rt alone to respond; but this
works both receiving instruments ; Mj direct from local blt and
M3 by breaking the short circuit of b2.
After having described the above apparatus in his published
paper Bosscha says in conclusion :
" Now, if we wind each of the receiving relays with two wires,
and divide the current at the sending station, according to the
plan of Siemens and Halske (Frischen), through the two coils of
the home relay in opposite directions, then it becomes practicable
for both stations to transmit at the same moment without their
own relays being affected by their own transmitted currents, and
in this manner it is possible to send four signals simultaneously
through one wire. This solves the problem in its largest gene
rality."
edison's method.
The general principle upon which this method is based has
been already explained in the first part of the present chapter.
It now remains to describe in detail the manner in which it was
practically operated upon the lines of the Western Union Tele
graph Company in 1874.
Fig. 498 shows the quadruplex apparatus as arranged upon
the bridge plan.
Tj is a double current transmitter or pole changer, operated
by an electro-magnet, local battery e1 and linger key Kj. The
office of the transmitter Tr is simply to interchange the poles of
the main battery Et, with respect to the line and ground wires,
whenever the key Kt is depressed ; or, in other words, to reverse
the polarity of the current upon the line by reversing the poles
of battery Et. By the use of properly arranged spring contacts,
Sj s3, this is done without at any time interrupting the circuit
Thus the movements of the transmit' er Tt cannot alter the
strength of the current sent out to line, but only its polarity
or direction. The second transmitter T2 is operated by a local
circuit and key K„ in the same manner. It is connected with
the battery wire 12, of the transmitter T1, in such a way that
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when the key K3 is depressed, the battery Et is enlarged by the
addition of a second battery E2 of two to three times the number
of cells, by means of which it is enabled to send a current to the
line of three or four times the original strength, but the polarity
of the current with respect to the line, of course, still remains as
before, under control of the first transmitter Tr
At the other end of the line are the two receiving instruments
Rt and R2. Rt is a polarized relay with a permanently mag
netic armature, which is deflected in one direction by positive,
and in the other by negative currents, without reference to iheir
strength. This relay consequently responds solely to the move
ments of key Kt, and operates the sounder St, bya local circuit
from battery L1 in the usual manner. Relay R2 is placed in the
same main circuit, and is provided with a neutral or soft iron
armature. It responds with equal readiness to currents of either
polarity, provided they are strong enough to induce sufficient
magnetism in its cores to overcome the tension of the opposing
armature spring. The latter, however, is so adjusted that its
retractile force exceeds the magnetic attraction induced by the
current of the battery Et, but is easily overpowered by that of
the current from Et and E2 combined, which is three or four
times as great Therefore, the relay R2 responds only to the
movements of key K3 and transmitter T3.
The .same difficulty which troubled former inventors arises
again in this connection. When the polarity of the current
upon the line is reversed during the time in which the armature
of R2 is attracted to its poles, the armature will fall off for an
instant, owing to the cessation of all attractive force at the
instant when the change of polarity is actually taking place, and
this would confuse the signals by false breaks if the sounder
were connected in the ordinary way. By the arrangement shown
in the figure the armature of the relay R2 makes contact on its
back stop, and a second local battery L3 operates the receiving
sounder S3. Thus it will be understood that when relay R2
attracts its armature, the local circuit of sounder S3 will be
closed by the back contact of local relay S ; but if the armature
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of R2 falls off it must reach its back contact, and remain there
long enough to complete the circuit through the local relay S
and operate it, before the sounder S2 will be affected. But the
interval of no magnetism in the relay R2, at the change of
polarity, is too brief to permit its armature to remain on its back
contact long enough' to affect the local relay S, and through the
agency of this ingenious device the signals from K2 arc properly
responded to by the movements of sounder S3.
By placing the two receiving instruments Rj and R2 in the
bridge wire of a Wheatstone balance, and duplicating the entire
apparatus at each end of the line, the currents transmitted from
either station do not affect the receiving instruments at that
station. Thus in fig. 1 the keys Kt and K2 are supposed to be
at New York, and their movements are responded to only by the
receiving relays R1 and R3 at Boston. The duplicate parts
which are not lettered operate in precisely the same manner, but
in the opposite direction with respect to the line.
In applying this system of quadruplex transmission upon lines
of considerable length, it was found that the interval of no mag
netism in the receiving relay R2 (which, as above stated, takes
place at every reversal in the polarity of the line current) was
greatly lengthened by the action of the static discharge from the
line, so that the employment of the local relay S was not sufficient
to overcome the difficulties arising therefrom. A rheostat or
resistance. X1, was therefore placed in the bridge wire with the
receiving instruments Rj and R2, and shunted with a condenser
c of considerable capacity. Between the lower plate of the con
denser and the junction of the bridge and earth wire an addi
tional electro-magnet r was placed, acting upon the armature
lever of the relay R2, and in the same sense. The effect of this
arrangement is, that when the current of one polarity ceases, the
condenser c immediately discharges through the magnet r, which
acts upon the armature lever of relay R2, and retains it in posi
tion for a brief time before the current of the opposite polarity
arrives, and thus serves to bridge over the interval of no mag
netism between the currents of opposite polarity.
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It will be seen that the eombination of transmitted currents in
this method differs materially from any of those used in previous
inventions. They are as follows :
1. When the first key is closed and the second open.
-f- 1
2. When the second key is closed and the first open— 3 or — 4
3. When both keys are closed
-)- 3 or -f- 4
4. When both keys are open
—1
Hero we discover another very important practical advantage
in the system under consideration, which is due to the fact that
the difference or working margin between the strengths of current
required to produce signals upon the polarized relay and upon
the neutral relay, respectively, may be increased to any extent
which circumstances render desirable. Within certain limits the
greater this difference the better the practical results, for the
reason that the range of adjustment of the neutral relay increases
directly in proportion to the margin. The ratio of the respective
currents has been gradually increased from 1 to 2 to as high as
1 to 4, with a corresponding improvement in the practical opera
tion of the apparatus.
From what has been said, therefore, it will be seen that before
it became possible to* produce a quadruplex apparatus capable
of being worked at a commercial rate of speed upon long lines,
it was essential that its component parts should have arrived at
a certain stage of development When, in the early part of 1872,
simultaneous transmission in opposite directions was for the first
time rendered practicable upon long lines by the combination
therewith of the condenser, the first step was accomplished. It
now only remained to invent an equally successful method of
simultaneous transmission in the same direction, which, as we
have seen, was done in 1874. The application of one or more of
the existing duplex combinations to the new invention, to form
a quadruplex apparatus, soon followed as a matter of course.
The following method
SMITHS
of simultaneous
METHOD.
transmission in the
same direction was invented by Gerritt Smith, assistant electrician
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of the Western Union Telegraph Company at New York, in
1875. Fig. 499 is a diagram of the apparatus as arranged for
quadruplex transmission. The lever tt, with its appendages,
constitutes the first or single-point transmitter, which is the
same as that of the Stearns duplex, being operated by an cle.tromngnet T\, local battery t and key Kr The second or doublepoint transmitter consists of a quadrangular plate of hard rubber,

Fig. 499.

E, mounted upon an axis, and capable of being oscillated by the
arm e, which is rigidly attached to it By means of a spring c1
the ana e presses upon a roller fixed upon one end of the lever
d, which forces the other end of the lever against the stop dv
The lever d carries tho armature of the electro-magnet T3, which,
like the single-point transmitter, is operated by a local battery
and key K2. The oscillating plate E is provided with four in
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sulated contact points /^/j g1 upon its respective angles. The
contact-levers F and G are mounted on axes at each end of the
plate E, and arc pressed against it by springs st s2. When the
transmitter is in a position of rest, as shown in the figure, F is in
contact with/and G with/j, and the parts are kept in this posi
tion by the action of the spring ev "When key K2 is depressed
the arm e is raised by the action of the electro-magnet T2 upon
the bent lever d ; this turns the plate E upon its axis and brings
F into contact with g and G with gt.
In this apparatus, as in the others heretofore described, there
are four different electrical conditions possible when transmitting
two simultaneous despatches in the same direction, as follows :
1. Both keys in a position of rest This position is represented
in fig. 499. Disregarding for the present the receiving instru
ments and their connections, the circuit may be traced as follows :
From the earth at G through wires 9 and 8, contact spring b,
lever tt, wire 7, contact pointy^ and lever G, wires 6 and 5, and
thence through the receiving instruments to the line L. Thus
the line wire is connected to earth without any battery, and there
is no current upon the line.
2. The first key closed and the second key open. The route is the
same as before from the earth at G to contact spring b. From
this point it now diverges through contact-lever F, wires 12, 13,
and battery B to wire 7, and thence to the line as before. The
battery B is now in circuit and sends a -)- current to line.
3. The second key closed and thefirst key 02)en. The route is now
from the earth at G, through wires 9 and 8, contact spring b and
lever t1, as in the first instance, thence through battery B, wires
13, 12, contact-lever G, wires 6, 5, and through the receiving
instruments to line. The same battery B now sends a — current
to the line.
4. Both keys closed. The route is now from the earth at G, by
wires 9 and 8 to contact spring /; ; thence by contact point a and
wire 14 to battery 3B ; thence by wire 15, through g to lever
F, wire 12 and gl to contact-lever G, and finally through wires
6 and 5 to the line. The battery DB, which contains about three
times as many elements as B, now sends a -4- current to the line-
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The receiving apparatus consists of two sounders St and S3,
which are controlled by two relays Rt and It2, fig. 499. The
line wire L, on entering the receiving station, passes through the
coils of both relays, and thence to earth through the transmitting
apparatus. Both relays arc provided with polarized armatures.
Mr. Smith prefers to construct them with two electro-magnets
m m1, arranged with their poles facing each other, with a per
manently magnetized armature between the opposite poles.
The arriving current, entering the relay Rt, passes through
the wire 2 and coil h3 of magnet m and ^s of mt, which are so
arranged that a — current will cause the polarized armature n to
be attracted by mt and repelled by m, while with a -)-'current
the opposite effect will be produced.
The armature of relay Rt is provided with a retracting spring
rt and operates the sounder St by means of a local battery lt in
the ordinary manner. The relay R3 consists of two electro
magnets p and pt, and its armature is also provided with a re
tracting spring r2 ; but it differs materially from the other relay
in the arrangement of its local connections. The polarized arma
ture o is held by the tension of the spring r2, not against a fixed
stop, but against the free end of a movable contact_ lever r, the
opposite end of which turns upon an axis. The contact-lever r
is itself held against a fixed stop q by a spring ql, the tension of
which considerably exceeds that of spring r2. The local battery
w is placed in the wire 22, leading from the contact-lever r to the
differential sounder S2.
The manner in which the receiving instruments operate in
each of the four different electrical conditions of the line is as
follows :
(1). No current. The local circuit of sounder St is kept open
by the action of spring r3 on armature n, and it remains inactive.
The opposing branch circuits 23 and 24 of sounder S2 are both
closed by relay R2, which render it also inactive.
tive
(2).currents
Currentofof-\anyB.strength)
The relay
operates
Rt (which
sounder
is affected
Sr The
byarma
positure of relay R2 is pressed more strongly against contact-lever
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?•, but not with sufficient power to overcome the spring qt ;
sounder S3 is therefore unaffected.
(3). Current of — B. The armature of relay Rj is attracted
towards its back stop, and St is not affected. The armature of
R3 is attracted to the -right, and opens wire 24, which permits
the local battery w to operate sounder S3 by way of wires 22
and 23.
(4). Current of -\- 3B. The armature of relay Rj operates as
in the second case. The increased power of the current from
the battery of many elements causes the armature of R2 to over
come the resistance of spring qt, and break the local circuit of
wire 22, leaving the sounder S2 free to operate by way of wires
22 and 24. Thus the -4- 3B current operates both sounders.
In order to adapt this system to quadruplex transmission, addi
tional helices h h1 and k3 h% are placed upon the receiving
relays Hi and R2, which are placed in the circuit of an artificial
line, arranged according to Stearns's differential duplex method,
which diverges at the point 5 and goes by way of 16, 17, 18, 19,
20 and 21 to the earth at G, and is provided with the usual
rheostat X and condenser C. The small rheostat x is employed
to regulate the time of discharge from the condenser.
By the arrangement of the contact-lever r, in connection with
the armature lever o of relay R2, and the local circuits as above
described, the reversal of polarity upon the line takes place
without interrupting the signal upon sounder S3, for the reason
that when the armature o is acted upon by the reversal it goes
directly over from one extreme position to the other, without
stopping at the intermediate position long enough to affect the
sounder S2,even if there is a considerable interval between the
successive currents.
Mr. Smith subsequently invented an improvement upon the
above arrangement, in which he employed an entirely novel
combination of currents upon the line, which does not re
quire the polarity of the current to be reversed during the
transmission of a signal. In fig. COO Tt is a local electro-magnet,
which operates the single point transmitter t1 under control of
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the key Kr The key K3 in like manner controls the double
point transmitter t2. The four electrical conditions of the line
in the different positions of the keys are as follows :
(1). Both
Thekeys
routeopen.
of theThis
current
is the
is from
position
the earth
represented
at G, through
in the

Fig. 500.

wire 1, spring b, lever tt, wires 2 and 3, contact point o, spring 0,
wires 4 and 5, battery B, wires 6 and 7, contact point n, and
spring N, thence by wire 8 to line L. The battery B sends a -)current to line.
(2). First key closed and second key open. The route is now
from earth at G, by wire 1 and spring b to point a, wires 12 and
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7, and thence as before to the line. In this case there is no
battery in circuit and no current goes to line.
(3). Second key closed and first key open. The route is now
from earth at G by wire 3, spring b and lever tt, wires 2 and
13, battery 3B, wire 14, point ot, spring O, wires 4 and 15, con
tact point h1? spring N and wire 8 to the line. The large
battery 3B sends a — current to the line.
(4). Both keys closed. The route is from earth at G by wire
1, spring b, contact point a, wires 12 and 6, main battery B,
wires 5 and 15, contact point ni, spring N, and wire 8 to
line L. In this case the lesser main battery sends a — cur
rent to line.
The receiving apparatus consists of two sounders, St and S2,
controlled by two relays, R1 and R2, both of which have polar• ized armatures, and are constructed in the same manner as those
described in connection with the last method. The armature of
relay R2 is provided with a retracting spring r2, and operates
the sounder S2 by means of a local battery l2, in the usual man
ner. The polarized armature j, when no current is passing
through the line, is held by a spring r1 against the free end
of a contact-lever r, which is in turn held against the fixed
stop q by the tension of a spring qt, which considerably ex
ceeds that of the spring rt.
The manner in which the receiving instruments operate in
each of the four conditions of the line is as follows : (1).
Current of-\- B. The local circuit of sounder S1 is kept open
by the action of the positive current upon the polarized arma
ture of relay Bp which is sufficient to overcome the tension
of spring rt, and it, therefore, remains inactive. The local
circuit of sounder S3 is kept o;;en by the action of the posi
tive current upon the armature h of relay 1?2, in addition to
the action of spring rv. (2). No current The armature j of
relay Rt is drawn by the tension of spring rt over against
the contact lever r, thus completing the local circuit of
sounder S1. The armature of Rs is held back by spring
r3, thus breaking local circuit of S2. (3). Current of — 3B.
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In this case the action of the negative current from the greater
battery causes the polarized armature to press against the con
tact lever r and overcomes the tension of spring qt, and thus,
although the local circuit is still closed between the armature j
and contact lever r, it is now broken between the latter and the
fixed stop q, and hence sounder St remains inactive. On the
other hand, the negative current carries the armature h of relay
R2 to the left closing the local circuit and actuating the sounder
S2. (4.) Current of — B. This current is not sufficient to over
come the tension of spring qt, and, therefore, the contact lever r
continues to rest against stop q, and the local circuit of Sj is
completed. Relay R2, which operates by negative currents of
any strength, closes its local circuit through the sounder S3.
In this arrangement it will be seen that a reversal of polarity
upon the line cannot occur while a signal is being given by
either key. This method may be readily united with any
suitable duplex method to form a quadruplex combination.
Fig. 501 is a diagram illustrating a quadruplex method based
upon that shown in fig. 49S, but embodying several important
modifications and improvements by Messrs. George B. Prescott
and Gerritt Smith. This arrangement was extensively employed
for some time upon the Western Union lines, especially upon
the longer circuits, and was found to be in many respects far
superior to that first introduced. It will be seen that no changes
were made in the principle of the transmitting portion of the
apparatus, or the combination of currents sent to line in the dif
ferent positions of the keys, but portions of the receiving appa
ratus were materially altered.
In fig. 501 the polarized relay R1, and its accompanying
sounder, are placed in the bridge 5, 6, as before. The neutral
relay, which was formerly placed in the bridge wire also, is dis
carded altogether, and is replaced by a compound differential
polarized relay R2. This is inserted, not in the bridge wire, but
in the line and earth wires ; these respectively form the third and
fourth sides of the bridge of which A and B are the first and
second sides. Thus, when the resistances A and B are made
54
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equal, the outgoing currents will divide equally between the line
and the earth, and will neutralize each other in their effect upon
the relay R3. The latter consists of two electro-magnets facing
each other, with a polarized armature between them, as in Smith's
plan. When no current is passing, the polarized armature is held
in a central position between two spring contact-levers N Nt, and
the circuit of the local relay S is completed through these and
LINE

GROUND

Fig. 501.

the armature lever. The springs of the contact levers N Nt are
adjusted with sufficient tension to prevent them from responding
to the current of the small battery Et, at the sending station, but
the additional current from battery E3 will overcome the spring
of N or of Nj, according to its polarity, and thus break the cir
cuit of the local relay S, which by its back contact will operate
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the sounder S3. The electro-magnets r r are arranged to act in
conjunction with R2 R2 upon the same armature lever, and are
connected with a condenser c and a rheostat X> in the bridge
wire, for reasons which have been fully explained on page 840.
THE WESTERN UNION COMPANY'S STANDARD QUADRUPLEX
APPARATUS.

On the 19th of December, 1876, patents were issued to Gerritt
Smith for several important improvements in quadruplex tele
graphs, which constitute the distinctive features of this appara
tus, the general principle of which will be readily understood by
reference to the diagram, fig. 502. Both receiving relays Rt and
R2 are provided with differential helices and polarized armatures,
and in general the differential method is employed throughout
in place of the bridge. The relays Rj and R3 may be con
structed as shown in the figure, or according to Siemens's pat
tern. Experience has shown that the latter form gives, on the
whole, the most satisfactory results, and it has therefore been
adopted in all the more recent apparatus. The combination of
the outgoing currents differs from that employed in the original
quadruplex, and is as follows : .
Kj open and K3 open, current traversing line, -|-4B.
Kt open and K2 closed, "
"
" + B.
Kj closed and K8 open, "
"
" —4B.
Kt closed and K3 closed, "
"
" — B.
As in the original quadruplex, key Kj controls the polarity
of the current going to line, but the depression of K3 decreases
the outgoing current, irrespective of its polarity, from 4B to B,
or, in other words, cuts off the battery SB altogether.
The only matter requiring detailed explanation is the action
of the relay R2. When both keys are at rest the positive cur
rent of both batteries (-{- 3B -4- B) is passing over the line, and
the polarized armature is pressed against the contact lever nt,
which yields, thus allowing it to separate from the contact lever
n3, and the circuit of the sounder S3 is broken. When Kt is
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closed the polarity of the entire battery upon the line is reversed
and the armature passes over to the other side and presses against
n3 in the same manner, so that the sounder S8 cannot be oper
ated by the stronger currents of either polarity. But the degres
sion of the key K3 in either case decreases the current until it is
unable to withstand the tension of the springs of the contact

Pig. 502.

levers n1n^ and thus the local circuit through the sounder S2 i3
completed, and the latter consequently responds to the move
ments of key K2.
On circuits exceeding 200 miles in length the sounder S3 is
preferably operated through the medium of a local relay, arranged
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as in fig. 501. The combination of the outgoing currents in dif
ferent positions of the keys is also re-arranged so as to conform
to the original plans, fig. 498 and 501, and is as follows :
Kt
Kt
K1
Kt

open and K3 open, current traversing line,
open and K, closed, "
"
"
closed and K3 open, "
"
"
closed and K3 closed, "
"
"

-)- B.
+4B.
— B.
-^kB.

Figures 503 and 504 comprise a plan view and diagram of a
quartette table arranged for quadruplex working on a long cir
cuit, showing the relative positions of the different parts of the
apparatus. In fig. 503 the compartment at the top of the figure
is for receiving, and the other for sending ; while in fig. 504 the
sending operator occupies the upper compartment and the re
ceiving operator the lower one. The letters and figures of refer
ence indicate the same parts as in fig. 502. Additional letters
of reference will be explained elsewhere. The main circuits are
indicated by broken lines, and the local circuits by dotted
lines.
DIRECTIONS FOR SETTING UP THE QUADRUPLEX.

The diagram, figures 503 and 504, will sufficiently explain
the manner in which the instruments should be set up and con
nected.
The smaller section of the battery B usually contains about
one third the number of cells that the larger section 3B does.
The rheostat z should be as nearly as possible equal to the inter
nal resistance of (B -f- 3 B) = 4B. The resistance of y should
be equal to the internal resistance of the portion 3B of the bat
tery.
THE DOUBLE CURRENT TRANSMITTER

This is represented at Tt in figures 502, 503 and 504, and is
operated by the key Kt and a local battery et, usually of 3 cells.
The double current transmitter is sometimes constructed as
shown in fig. 505, but a simpler and far better arrangement has

S^
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Fig. 503.
EXPLANATION OF FIGS. 503 and 504.
Ki Key of No. 1 soading operator.
fo, Key of No. 2 receiving operator.
Ki or current
/." .
transmitter, operated by
II-', Compound polarized relay.
Ti. Double
S, Local relay or repeating sounder of ditto.
/, 1 ,' > c il of repeating sounder (two cells).
Transmitter local, of three cells.
Si, Receiving sounder, operated by S.
h Key of No. 1 receiving operator.
/., Sounder local, of two cells.
K , Single polarized relay.
Si , Receiving sounder operated by ditto.
B, Smaller division of main battery.
Sounder local, of two cells.
3 B, Larger division of main battery.
K: Key of No. 2 sending operator.
Q, Switeh for cntting ont main battery and
Single current transmitter, operated by
connecting line to earth while balancing.
Kiork'..
X, Large rheostat for balancing resistance of
Transmitter local, of three cells.
line.
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ti|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|iii|i|i|i|i|—-SB
Fig. 504.

y, Rheostat for compensating resistance of
battery 3 B.
r, Rheostat for compensating resistance of
entire main battery 3 B 4- B.
c, Equalizing condenser placed between main
and artificial line.
ei a, Condensers for compensating static dis
charge from main lino. The quantity
and duration of the condenser discharge
are regulated by means of the adjnst
able rheostats r and n . The arrange
ment shown is employed only on lines

exceeding400 miles in length. When a static
balance is obtained, c'i should have abont
twice as many sheets as ci (both being ad
jnstable). The condenser <?J should receive
its charge through abont half the resistance
required for both. For example, if the num
ber of shcets required in c were 30, and in <'a
63 (total 90), and the resistance required for
both were 2,000 ohms, a would require 1.000
and c 1.000. On lines of less than 400 miler
the arrangement shown in tig. S02 answers
every purpose.
'»~

v

%
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been recently introduced, which is shown in fig. 506. The draw
ing is an end view of the transmitter, and shows the polechanging apparatus distinctly. The adjustable contact screws a
and at are supported by, and are in electrical connection with
the post P, which is in turn connected with the line wire. The
post also supports two contact springs st and s2, which are insu
lated from it and connected by wires 6 and 9 with the zinc and
copper poles of the main battery respectively. The lever tt of
the transmitter is connected with the earth.

Fig. 505.

The proper adjustment of this transmitter is a matter of the
greatest importance to ensure the successful working of the apparatua In order that it may follow the movements of the key
with promptness, the play of the lever t1 between its limiting
stops near the electro-magnet should not exceed -fa of an inch.
The contact screws must be so adjusted that at a point about
midway of the stroke of the lever lt the springs st and s2 will
both be in contact with it at the same time, but for the shortest
possible period. The easiest way is to first temporarily adjust
the upper limiting stop at the opposite end of the transmitter
lever tu so as to reduce the ]>lay of the lever to -fa of an inch, or
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about half the ordinary distance allowed for a sounder. Then
gradually raise the contact screw a until the spring *t barely
touches the lever t,, beinsj careful to move the screw no further
than is necessary to do this. Then lower the contact screw at,
and adjust the spring s3 in the same way. Finally, raise the
limiting stop at the other end of the lever, so as to give it the
usual play of about fa of an inch. In its vibration the lever tt
should touch one of the springs st or s3 at the same instant that
it leaves the other. If the springs are adjusted too far apart
there will be a break in the circuit, as the lever will break con
tact with one spring before it touches the other ; if too near
together, the battery will be placed on short circuit too long,

Fig 506.

from one contact being made before the other is broken. By
careful adjustment this period can be reduced to almost nothing,
and the more accurate this adjustment the better will be the per
formance of the apparatus.
THE SINGLE CURRENT TRANSMITTER.

This is similar to the transmitter of the Stearns duplex. The
play of the lever of the transmitter should be about fa of an
inch between the limiting stops, and the contact screw A fig.
607, adjusted so that when the key is closed and the transmitter
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in the position represented, the spring B will be slightly sepa
rated from the contact point on the end of the lever D.
THE COMPOUND POLARIZED RELAY.

This relay is represented by R2 in figs. 502 and 503, and the
sounder connected with it responds to the signals given by the
single current transmitter at the sending station. The relay con
sists of two single-coil electromagnets, arranged with their poles
facing each other, upon opposite sides of a polarized armature.
The connections and general principle of operation have already

Eg. 501.

been explained in connection with fig. 502. The proper adjust
ment of the armature and local contact levers of this relay is a
matter of the greatest importance, and the following directions
should be carefully observed :
Fig. 508 is a perspective view of the compound relay, showing
the contact levers and their adjustment The electro-magnets M M
should be adjusted by means of the check-nuts at the back, so
that their poles are at- equal distances from the opposite faces of
the polarized armature a. The play of the armature lever is
regulated by the screw stops p3 and pit which limit the move
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ments of the contact levers N Nj in one direction, while the
stops p1 and p3 limit them in the other direction. To adjust
these levers the screws^ and p2 should be withdrawn until the
contact points upon the armature lever a are touched by those

Fig. 508.

upon the levers N Nt upon each side, so that the local circuit
can pass through the lever from N to Nj, when the armature is
in a middle position, but will be interrupted by its slightest move
ment in either direction. The play allowed to the contact levers
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by the stops p3 and ^4 may be, with advantage, considerably
less than that of an ordinary relay. The proper tension of the
springs n and nt depends upon the condition of the line current,
and will be referred to hereafter.
THE SINGLE POLARIZED RELAY.

This is shown at R1 in figs. 501, 502 and 504, and is simply a
Siemens polarized relay, which should be adjusted with a play
about the same as that of the ordinary Morse relay. This may
be, and usually is constructed in the same form as fig. 508, but
without the movable contact levers NNj.
ADJUSTMENT OF THE APPARATUS FOR WORKING.

The above arrangements having been properly made at both
stations, one station, which for convenience we will call station
A, commences by sending signals from the pole-changing trans
mitter Tt, having been careful to leave key K2 or k2 of trans
mitter T2 open. Station B then signals to station A in the same
manner, which signals will be received upon the polarized relay
R. If the signals come reversed, or on the back stroke, the
direction of the incoming current through this relay must be re
versed. Station A next instructs B to "ground." B complies
by turning the arm of the switch Q (fig. 503) from q^ to q3,
which sends the incoming current direct to the earth through
the resistance Z, which has already been adjusted to equal that
of the entire battery (Et 4- E2). Station A then "grounds"
by placing his own switch in the same position, and adjusts his
polarized relay Rj, so that the armature will remain at rest
indifferently upon either its front or back contact stop, when
placed by the finger. Next station A closes the single current
transmitter T2 by means of key K2 or A-2 ; turns the switch Q
back to its original position, that is, to the left, sending the entire
battery to line. The resistance X (fig. 504) should now be altered
until the armature of the polarized relay Rt remains indiffer
ently on either side when placed by the finger as before. When
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this is accomplished the line resistance and rheostat resistance in
X will be equal.
To obtain the electrostatic balance, station A transmits dots
or dashes by means of transmitter Tj, and at the same time
alters the capacity of the condenser Cj c3, fig. 503, until it neutral
izes the discharge which takes place at the end of each signal
and is manifested upon the relay Rr The electro-static balance
of this relay insures that of relay R2 without further precaution
Finally, station A again turns switch Q to the right, upon point
q3, and station B now proceeds to obtain a balance in the same
way. Having accomplished this he notifies A.
Station B is then requested to send from transmitter Tt, leav
ing Ta open or at rest The signals are received at A on relay
Rt, and at the same time the springs n ni (fig. 508) of the com
pound relay R2 should be pulled up sufficiently to hold the
armature a at rest in a central position, with the local relay or
repeating sounder S (fig. 503) closed. Next, B is requested to
leave transmitter Tt at rest and sends signals on T2. These
signals should be received at A upon the compound relay R2
only. With currents of one polarity the armature a will move
to the left, and with currents of the other polarity to the right ;
but in either case it should operate the sounder S2 by means of
the local relay S. When the armature passes from one extreme
position to the other by a change of polarity upon the line, the
relay should not give a false dot as it passes the central position.
The contact points of the local relay or repeating sounder S
should be adjusted as close as those of an ordinary relay.
The above described apparatus is suitable for use upon lines
from 300 to 600 miles in length. For lines under 300 miles in
length the modification of the standard apparatus shown in fig.
502, and which is of .somewhat simpler construction, is usually
employed.
Simultaneous transmission in opposite directions, at the rate
of 58 words per minute each way, is now carried on between
New York and Washington, by the application of Smith's
quadruplex method to the Phelps electro-motor instrument de
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scribed in Chapter XXXIV. This leaves two sides free for ex
changing service signals, or for carrying on two separate commu
nications by the Morse system.
The arrangement for repeating from one quadruplex circuit
into another is very simple in principle, and consists in placing
the two transmitters of one line in the same local circuits with
the corresponding receiving sounders of the other line. By this
arrangement New York is enabled to carry on four distinct com
munications simultaneously with St Louis, a distance of about
1,100 miles, by means of a quadruplex repeater at Pittsburgh ;
and with Chicago, 1,000 miles, by means of a repeater at Buffalo.
meyer's method of multiple transmission.
As an example of a totally different system of multiple trans
mission, based upon the principle of the division of a single cur
rent into rapidly recurring waves or pulsations, which was first
attempted by Farmer in 1852, we will give a description of
Meyer's apparatus, which was exhibited at the Vienna exposi
tion in 1873, and which, although it embraces but little that is
essentially new, yet as an experiment, in its success in utilizing
the time which is lost in the working of a wire by a single oper
ator, it is not without novelty, and the machinery of transmission
in itself possesses considerable merit
This system of apparatus has for its end the utilization of all
the currents which in a given time can be made to succeed each
other in a wire, so that several operators, each sending 20 to 30
messages per hour, may transmit them upon the same wire.
The number of transmissions that a telegraph line will carry
varies naturally with its conductivity. It is generally admitted
that, with a speed of twenty-five messages per hour on a Morse
instrument, about five pulsations of the current occur per second.
Consequently, n being the sum of the currents which in a second
can succeed each other in a conductor, — represents the number
of receivers which it is possible to establish upon a single wire,
or the number of operators that can work at the same time.
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The apparatus shown in fig. 509 is constructed for four trans
missions aud is worked by four operators. At a speed of 75

revolutions per minute, presenting four letters at each turn, it
records 100 messages per hour with 20 pulsations of the current
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per second. This is less than a maximum result, for experience
has shown that telegraph lines can be worked at a much greater
speed.
As the apparatus is arranged for transmission, four sets of
keys, a a' a" a'", eight in each set, are placed with their receivers
r r' r" r'" upon a table, each receiver having a strip of paper for
recording, which is continuously being drawn from a roll. A
single clockwork movement, actuated by a weight and regulated
by a conical pendulum, serves as the motor of all the receivers.
The keys, as well as the receivers, are connected with the earth
wire, and with the line wire in the latter case, through the dis
tributor.
The distributor (fig. 510) is the principal feature of the instru-

Pig. 510.

ment It is this which, during four equal intervals of time,
directs the current of the battery successively toward each of
of the four receivers of the receiving station, o o' is a disc of
metal, fixed and insulated. It has 48 divisions ; 12 to the
quarter of the circle, of which eight—grouped two and two—
are connected metallically by eight wires to the eight contacts of
the keys ; the others, to the number of four, are permanently
connected to the earth. There are, thus, four cables of eight
wires each, which start from the four sets of keys and end in the
distributor. The groups or divisions are therefore sixteen in
number, separated by intervals. The first half of a group, l-48th
of a revolution, gives place to a short contact ; the entire group
to one of double the length. An elastic contact spring,
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mounted upon the axis, traverses the circumference of the disc,
and successively connects the four keys and four receivers with
the line, so that the current transmitted or received during the
passage of the spring over one of the quadrants is directed
through the receiver to which it corresponds. Each operator
thus has the line at his disposal during a quarter of a revolution.
The transmitter is composed of eight keys, four black and four
white, which are connected between the battery and the earth.
The black keys represent dots and the white keys dashes. In
order to transmit a letter, as many keys, black or white, are
touched simultaneously as the letter to be produced has dots or
dashes, taking care to start from the left key. As soon as the
rotating contact spring, in its movement, passes over that sec
tion of the disc to wh ch the keys depressed are connected, the
signal or letter is transmitted, the spring passing to the next
quarter section which is connected with the next set of keys, and
which is being manipulated by another operator, and so on with
all the sections. There is, in aid of sending, attached to each of
the keys, an eccentric, the use of which is to raise after each
letter a small rider, and this, falling by its own weight, produces
a tick, beating the measure, during which each operator may
work.
Fig. 511 is an enlarged view of the receiver. Each receiver
has for its printing mechanism a section of a helix, resembling
an elongated spiral. This may be more easily understood by
supposing a cylinder having upon its surface a raised rib extend
ing spirally over its entire length. As the contacts from the sets
of keys are placed in a straight line over this cylinder, it will be
plain that only one key can be put into connection with the
spiral rib at the same time. The helix of the receiver and the
rubbing contact of the distributor make their revolutions in the
same time and from the same starting point An inking wheel
revolves freely on each of the helices. The letters appear trans
versely upon the paper band (j. e., at right angles to the ordinary
Morse characters), the paper being raised to the writing helix by
the armature of the electro-magnet over which it passes. Thia
55
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transverse disposition of the letters presents a double advantage :
it avoids confusion between consecutive letters, and reduces con
siderably the length of the paper band used for each despatch.
The multiple transmission, then, depends upon the identical
revolutions in the same time of certain portions of the apparatus
at distant stations. This is effected by the aid of a conical pen
dulum and a regulating system, by which a correcting current is
transmitted every second. Further, it is arranged that the line
should be put to earth at both extremities after each emission of
the current
It will be seen that this form of multiple telegraph, arranged

Pig. 511.

upon the best division of the time utilized by successive currents,
has nothing in common with the system of double transmission,
which has been developed from the inventions of Gintl and
Frischen.
EDISON S METHOD OF MULTIPLE TRANSMISSION.

Very recently T. A. Edison has invented a method of distrib
uting the current of a single wire between a number of differ
ent sets of apparatus, by means of synchronously vibrating tun
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ing forks, which are used in place of the rotating commutators of
Farmer and Meyer. The synchronism of the vibrations may be
maintained upon a number of different lines extending between
two or more points by the use of fundamental or controlling
forks, placed one at each station, and all kept in unison by
electro magnets placed in a single circuit called the controlling
circuit Experimental tests of this system are now being made.
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CHAPTEE XLL
THE HARMONIC TELEGRAPH OR TELEPHONE.

The transmission of sounds over a telegraph line, or, to speak
more accurately, the reproduction of musical tones at a distance
by means of electro-magnetism, is not only in itself a matter of
great scientific interest, but has of late assumed so much impor
tance, in view of its possible applications in practical telegraphy,
that a work of this kind would scarcely be complete without
some explanation of the principles involved, and a brief state
ment of the practical results thus far obtained.
The peculiar sensation which we call sound is excited in the
organs of hearing by the vibratory motion of bodies, when trans
mitted to the ear through an elastic medium. It is always the
result of rapid oscillations imparted to the molecules of elastic
bodies, when their equilibrium has been disturbed either by a
shock or by friction. Such bodies tend to return to their first
position of equilibrium, but only reach it after performing on
each side of that position a decreasing series of very rapid vibra
tory movements. A simple musical tone results from a continu
ous rapid and uniformly recurring series of vibrations, provided
the number of complete vibrations per second falls within cer
tain limits. If, for example, the vibrations number less than
seven or eight per second, a series of successive noises are heard
instead of a tone, while if their number exceeds 24,000 to 36,000
per second, the ear becomes incapable of appreciating the sound.
The ear distinguishes three distinct qualities in sound. 1.
The lone or pitch, by virtue of which sounds are high or low,
and which depends upon the rapidity of the vibratory move
ment The more rapid the vibrations the more acute will be the
sound. 2. The inlen$ity, by virtue of which sounds are loud or
soft, and which depends upon the amplitude of the vibrations.
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3. The quality or timbre, by which we are able to distinguish a
note sounded upon, for example, a violin, from the same note
when sounded upon a flute. By a remarkable series of experi
mental investigations, Helmholtz succeeded in demonstrating
that the different qualities of sounds are due to the different in
tensities of the harmonics which accompany the primary tones
of those sounds.
The different characteristics of sound may be graphically
represented and the phenomena thus rendered more easy of com
prehension. In fig. 512, for example, let the line c1 8 represent
a certain length of time, and the continuous curved line the suc
cessive vibrations producing a simple tone. The curves above

Fig. 512.

the line represent the compression of the air, and those below the
line its rarefaction ; the air, an elastic medium, is thus thrown
into vibrations which transmit the sound waves to the ear. The
ear is unable to appreciate any sensations of sound other than
those produced by vibrations which may be represented by
curves similar to that above described. Even if several tones
are produced simultaneously, the elastic medium of transmission
is under the influence of several forces acting at the same time,
and which are subject to the ordinary laws of mechanics. If the
different forces act in the same direction the total force is repre
sented by their sum, while if they act in opposite directions, it
is represented by the difference between them.
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In fig. 512 three distinct simple tones, clr g and e, are repre
sented, the rapidity of the vibrations being in the proportion of
8, 6 and 5. The composite tone resulting from the simultaneous
production of the three simple tones is represented graphically by
the fourth line, which correctly exhibits to the eye the effect pro
duced upon the ear by the three simultaneously acting simple
tones.
It will also be observed that the curves in the diagram repre
sent the three characteristics of sound which have been referred
to. The pitch is denoted by the number of vibrations or waves
recurring within a given horizontal distance ; the intensity, by
the amplitude of the vibrations —that is, their comparative height
above or depth below the horizontal line ; and the timbre or
quality, by the form of the waves themselves. It is, therefore,
easy to understand that if, by any means whatever, we can pro
duce vibrations whose curves correspond to those of a given tone,
or a given combination of tones, the same impression will be
produced upon the ear that would have been produced by the
original tone, whether simple or composite.
REISS'S TELEPHONE.

The earliest experiments in the production of musical sounds
at a distance, by means of electro-magnetism, appear to have
been made in 1861, by Philip Reiss, of Friedrichsdorf, Germany.
His apparatus was constructed in the manner shown in fig. 513.
A is a hollow wooden box, provided with two apertures, one
at the top and the other in front The former is covered with a
membrane S, such as a piece of bladder, tightly stretched in a
circular frame. When a person sings into the mouthpiece M,
which is inserted in the front opening, the whole force of his
voice is concentrated on the tight membrane, which is thrown
into vibrations corresponding exactly with the vibrations of the
air produced by the sound of the singing. A thin piece of pla
tinum is glued to the centre of the membrane and connected
with the binding screw a, in which a wire from the battery B is
fixed. Upon the membrane rests a little tripod efg, of which
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the feet e and / rest in metal cups upon the circular frame over
which the skin is stretched. One of them,/ rests in a mer
cury cup connected with the binding screw b. The third foot gt
consisting of a platinum contact point, lies on the strip of plati
num which is placed upon the centre of the vibrating membrane
and hops up and down with it By this means the closed circuit
which passes through the apparatus from a to b is momentarily
broken for every vibration of the membrane. The receiving
instrument li consists of a coil or helix, enclosing an iron rod
and fixed upon a hollow sounding box, and is founded on the
fact, first investigated by Professor Joseph Henry, that iron bars,
when magnetized by means of an electric current, become
slightly elongated, and at the interruption of the current are re-

Fig. 513.

stored to their normal length. In the receiving instrument these
elongations and shortenings of the iron bar will succeed each
other with precisely the same interval as the vibrations of the
original tone, and the longitudinal vibrations of the bar will be
communicated to the sounding box, thus being made distinctly
audible at the receiving station.
It is obvious that this apparatus is capable of producing only
one of the three characteristics of sound, viz., its pitch. It can
not produce different degrees of intensity, or other qualities of
tones, but merely sings the melodies transmitted with its own
voice, which is not very unlike that of a toy trumpet Referring
to the graphic representation of the composite tone, in fig. 512,

/
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this apparatus would reproduce the waves at properly recurring
intervals, but they would all be of precisely the same amplitude
or intensity, for the reason that they are all produced by an
electric current of the same strength.
The sounds produced by the above instrument are very weak,
but Dr. Wright, by passing the current through the primary
wire of a small induction coil, and placing a condenser consist
ing of two sheets of silvered paper back to back, in the second
ary circuit, succeeded in producing, by its rapid charge and dis
charge, musical notes loud enough to be heard throughout a
large hall.
GRAY'S TELEPHONIC APPARATUS.

It was observed by Mr. Elisha Gray of Chicago, in 1873, that
if an induction coil be put in operation by means of an auto
matic circuit breaker or electrotome, and one of the electrodes of
the secondary wire be held in the hand, while the dry finger of
the same hand is rubbed upon a sonorous metallic plate, that
a tone will proceed from the point of contact between the
fingers and the plate, the pitch of which corresponds exactly
with that of the tone produced by the rapid vibrations of
the circuit-breaker of the coil. Acting upon this hint Mr.
Gray constructed a key-board of two octaves (fig. 514), each
key of which, when depressed, sets in action a steel reed
tuned to a certain definite rate of vibration, corresponding to
its position in the musical scale. The vibration of the reed
is kept up by the action of electro-magnets in the manner
illusttated in fig. 515. One end of the reed a is rigidly fixed
to a post b, while the other end is left free to vibrate under
the alternate action of the electro-magnets e and f The mag
net e has a resistance of about 4 ohms, while that of the
magnet f is about 30 ohms. Both magnets are placed in the
circuit of the same local battery, and as a necessary consequence
the one which has the higher resistance develops the strongest
magnetism; but if the magnet of higher resistance be cut out
of the circuit the attractive force of the other will be increased.
"When, therefore, the local circuit is closed at d by the depres-
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sion of the key C, the whole current from battery L B passes
through the magnet e, for the reason that f is shunted or cut out
by the spring contact G, which rests against the reed and forms
a connection by the way of 2, 1 b and G. The magnet e attracts
the reed with a certain force until it has removed it from contact
with the spring G, when the current is thrown through both
magnets ; the attraction of e is at once greatly reduced, while
that of / is correspondingly increased, and the reed is then
attracted towards / until contact is reestablished at G. This
operation is repeated indefinitely as long as the key C is de-

Fig. 514.

pressed, the rate of vibration being determined by the size and
length of the reed, which corresponds with the fundamental of
the note it represents. By this arrangement the centre of oscil
lation coincides with the centre of the reed when at rest, so that
the pitch of the tone is not affected by any ordinaiy fluctuations
in the strength of the current, as when only one magnet is used.
If the series of keys thus arranged, but with their reeds tuned
to the different notes of the scale, be manipulated, a tune may
be played ; the instrument being in fact an organ whose motive
power is electricity instead of compressed air.

r
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The vibrations may be transmitted over a telegraphic line
merely by connecting the main line with the reed, and thence
through the contact spring I and key C with the battery M B
and earth, as shown in fig. 515. All the other keys are con
nected in separate branches of the main line, between the points
1 and 4. Thus the depression of any key transmits a series of
pulsations corresponding to its own note, and if two or more
keys are depressed simultaneously, the resultant effect will be
LINE

EARTH

___

Fig. 515.

the same as in Reiss's method, that is, the pitch will be given
and nothing more.
Among the various devices invented by Mr. Gray to convert
these electrical pulsations into audible vibrations, one of the most
curious is shown in fig. 516. It consists of a thin cylindrical
wooden sounding box, the face of which is covered with thin
sheet metal, and arranged so as to be turned by an insulated
crank. The metallic covering of the cylinder is connected
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through the stand with the earth. Now, if the operator holds
the electrode connected with the line in one hand, and presses the
fingers of the same hand against the metal plate, which is turned

Ftg. 516.

by the other hand, the tone which is being played at the other
end of the line becomes distinctly audible, so as to be heard
throughout a large room. The faster the plate is revolved the
louder the tones become, and vice versa. The cause of this sinn'
LINE

--©-e

^

U-M
EARTH

Fig. BIT.

gular pnenomenon nas not been satisfactorily explained. A
current of considerable potential, at least 50 volts, is necessary
in order to produce the tones, and this may be most conveniently
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obtained by the use of an induction coil at the receiving end of
the line.
In the spring of 1874 Mr. Gray invented a method of trans
mission by means of which the intensity of the tones, as well as
their pitch, was properly reproduced at the receiving station.
This was a very important step in the development of the
system, and was accomplished in the manner illustrated in fig.
517, which represents two transmitting reeds, A and B, and two
receiving instruments A' and B', the local circuits and mag
nets being omitted to avoid confusion. Each transmitter is
placed in a shunt wire around its own battery, while the main
circuit runs directly through both batteries, so that each separate
series of vibrations passes into the line accompanied by its own

Fig. 518.

current, and thus the intensities of the vibrations, as shown by
the varying height of the waves, when three tones are sent simul
taneously, corresponds to the graphic representation on the
fourth or bottom Jine of fig. 512. If two separate waves from
two transmitters coincide, the intensity of the sound is increased
by the joint action of the two batteries, and so on, and thus a
tune may be reproduced, at any distance, with perfect accuracy,
so far as its pitch and varying intensity is concerned. With a
receiving instrument constructed as shown in fig. 518 the tones
become very loud. It consists of an electro-magnet, having its
armature rigidly fixed to one pole, and separated from the other
by a space of fa of an inch, and mounted upon a hollow sound
ing box.
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gray's harmonic multiple telegraph.
The practicability of simultaneously transmitting a number of
distinct tones and reproducing them at a distance having been
thus experimentally established, the utilization of these separate
tones for the simultaneous telegraphic transmission of a corres
ponding number of different communications was next under
taken. The only thing necessary to be done was to effect
the analysis of the composite tones into their constituents at the
receiving station.
The possibility of thus separating composite tones passing
through the air had been experimentally demonstrated by the
celebrated German physicist, Helmholtz, and it only remained
to discover some analagous means for separating the composite

Pig. 519.

vibrations communicated to the cores of an electromagnet This
result was successfully accomplished by Mr. Gray, by the use of
an instrument termed an analyzer, which is represented in 519,
and consists simply of an electro-magnet, the armature of which
is replaced by a steel ribbon, stretched in a metallic frame and
provided with a tuning screw at one end, by which the proper
tension may be given to it If this ribbon is tuned to a certain
note it will be thrown into vibrations whenever the pulsations
from its corresponding transmitting reed traverse the electro
magnet, but if another note be transmitted it will not respond.
If, however, its own note be transmitted as a part of a composite
tone, it will respond ; but if this note ceases it will immediately
stop. Consequently, it is only necessary to cause the main cir
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cuit at the receiving station to pass successively through as many
analyzers as there are separate reeds at the transmitting station,
each of which is tuned to the same note as its own reed, and will
respond to that note only, whether sent singly or as a part of a
composite tone.
In applying the apparatus to multiple telegraphic transmission,
each electrotome or reed is mounted as in fig. 520, and oper
ated by a common Morse key, by which the continuous tone is
broken up into dots and dashes. The receiving instrument em
ployed may be a simple Morse sounder, connected to the ana
lyzer in a peculiar manner, so that the latter acts as a relay,
opening and closing the local circuit of the sounder. A simpler
construction of the analyzer, and one which renders the sounder
unnecessary, is shown in fig. 521. The electro-magnet M M,

which has very short cores,Fig.is 520.
provided with an armature a,
rigidly attached to the lower core, but separated from the upper
one by a space of fa of an inch. This may be increased or
diminished by moving the upper core in or out, by means of the
screw s. The armature is made thinner at the point b, being
filed down until it vibrates to a certain note, the nicer adjust
ment being accomplished by adjusting the movable weight w.
The whole is mounted upon a sounding box B, open at one end,
which is termed a resonator. The principle involved in the
action of the resonator is this : A volume of air contained in an
open vessel, when thrown into vibrations, tends to yield a cer
tain note, and consequently strengthens that note, when the
latter is sounded in its neighborhood. By placing the instru
ments upon corresponding resonators the sound is greatly
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strengthened, so that an operator may readily read by sound
the telegraphic characters into which the continuous tone is
broken by the transmitting key.
Fig. 522 shows the same arrangement of the electro-magnet

Fig. 521.

and armature, mounted upon an ordinary wooden base instead of
a sounding box, and arranged as a relay to open and close
local circuit The light contact lever c is armed with a contact
point at its free end, resting merely by the weight of the lever

itself in the concave cup d upon
Fig. 522.
the extremity of the armature
a. When the armature is thrown into vibration the contact lever
hops up and down, and does not close the local circuit (which is
connected to I and Zj), with sufficient firmness to actuate the
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sounder, but when the vibration stops the local circuit is closed.
This reverses the writing upon the sounder, but it may be ope
rated, as in the quadruplex, by means of a local relay, or arranged
in various other ways which readily suggest themselves. The
other references in fig. 522 are the same as in fig. 521.
By means of the above method of telegraphy, combined with
the bridge system of duplex working, Mr. Gray has recently suc
ceeded in simultaneously transmitting eight distinct communica
tions, four in each direction, upon a single wire between New
York and Philadelphia, without the slightest interference be
tween the different tones. The future development of this
novel and ingenious system of telegraphy will be watched with
much interest.
BELL'S TELEPHONIC APPARATUS.

The principle of multiple harmonic transmission which has
been described appears to have been independently discovered by
Professor A. Graham Bell, of Boston, although it has not been
practically worked out by him to the same degree of perfection
as Gray's apparatus. The published experiments of Helmholtz
seem to have first suggested to Bell the possibility of multiple
telegraphy by the aid of sympathetic vibrations or musical tones.
From the winter of 1872-3 to the autumn of 1874 he continued
his researches and experiments, and in October of the latter
year constructed two sets of apparatus by which two simulta
neous communications were transmitted over the same wire
without interference. The apparatus consisted of two automatic
circuit-breakers or electrbtomes, each having a different rate of
vibration, placed in two branch circuits diverging from one and
the same pole of the main battery, the other pole being con
nected to earth. To each of these branches a key was connected,
by the depression of which the branch was connected to the
main line. Thus upon the depression of either key the corres
ponding clectrotome was set in action, transmitting its pulsations
through the line ; and when both keys were depressed simulta
neously, two distinct sets of electrical vibrations were sent
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through the line. The receiving instruments were simply electro
magnets mounted on hollow wooden sounding boxes, with steel
reeds for armatures, each instrument having its armature tuned to
respond to its own transmitter. The main circuit at the receiving
station passed through the two instruments in succession and
thence to the earth. It will be understood, of course, that a
greater number of transmitters and receivers could be arranged
upon this plan in connection with the same line wire.
Taking the invention of Reiss as a starting point, Professor
Bell conceived as early as 1874, and has since constructed an
apparatus by which the sound of the human voice can be re
produced at the receiving end of a telegraph line with some
degree of distinctness. The principle of his method is illus-

E-=-

I

□
Fig. 523.

trated in fig. 523. A represents the transmitting and B the
receiving apparatus. When a person speaks into the tube T, in
the direction of the arrow, the acoustic vibrations of the air are
communicated to a membrane tightly stretched across the end of
the tube,, upon which is cemented a light permanent bar magnet
n s. This is in close proximity to the poles of an electro-magnet
M, in the circuit of the line, which is constantly charged by a
current from the battery E. The vibrations of the magnet n s
induce magneto-electric pulsations in the coils of the electro
magnet M, which traverse the circuit ; and the intensity of these
pulsations is in proportion to the vibrations of the magnet
Consequently, this apparatus is capable of transmitting both the
56
.
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pitch and intensity of the tones which enter the tube T. The
receiving instrument consists simply of a tubular electro-magnet
E, formed of a single helix with an external soft iron case, into
the top of which is loosely fitted the iron plate r, which is thrown
into vibrations by the action of the magnetizing helix. Of
course the sounds produced in this manner are quite weak, and
can be transmitted but a short distance ; but the mere accom
plishment of such a feat, even in an imperfect manner, is of great
interest in a scientific point of view, as showing the wonderful
possibilities of modern telegraphy, embodying as it does the
rudiments of a system that may be hereafter susceptible of an
extended development
LA COUR'S HARMONIC TELEGRAPH.

The general principle of the method of Mr. Paul La Cour of
Copenhagen, which was invented in 1874, is the same as that of
Gray. La Cour's transmitter is composed of a series of tuning
forks, which are kept in continuous vibration by electro-magnet
ism. The receiving instruments consist of tuning forks of soft
iron, which are arranged to close the circuit of a local battery,
when thrown into vibration by the pulsations passing over the
line. This method of analysis, it will be observed, is the same
in principle as that which had at an earlier date been employed
by Gray for the same purpose.

CHAPTER XLIL
PNEUMATIC TRANSMISSION.

The transmission of messages between the branch and central
stations in the large cities, by means of pneumatic tubes, consti
tutes an important and valuable feature of the modern tele
graphic establishment
Messages are sent from the Central office by compressed air,
and to the Central office by exhaust air, the engine, pumps and
valves being at the Central office.
To the pumps are attached two large mains, one for pressure
and the other for vacuum. These mains are carried from the
engine room to the operating room, where the pneumatic tubes
aFe situated, and are of such dimensions as to obviate the effect
of the intermittent action of the air pumps.
The valves are of two kinds, single and double sluice, and are
so arranged that they can be employed for exclusively forward
ing messages by compressed air ; exclusively receiving messages
by exhausting air ; and for alternate forwarding and receiving
through a single tube.
The arrangement of the single sluice valves is shown in figs.
524 and 525. T is the tube which forms the prolongation of
the underground conductor.
To receive a carrier at the Central office the lower end of this
tube is closed by raising the hinge valve C (which has a rubber
packing) ; the stop cock V is then turned, which establishes a
communication through T and S with the vacuum main. A
vacuum is produced in T, and the valve is kept closed by atmos
pheric pressure. The carrier on arrival forces it open, but, as
the shock which the carrier receives upon its arrival destroys its
momentum, it is drawn up by atmospheric pressure and sus
pended against the opening O of tube S. As soon as valve C
falls the operator shuts the stop cock V, and the carrier being no
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longer held by the outside pressure, falls out of the tube T by
its own weight
To send a carrier from the Central office, it is placed in the
tube T, fig. 525, and the operator, by means of the handlebar m,
pulls the sliding apparatus, formed by the rods g and the cross
bar d, which latter meets the ring b, fixed on the rod f, and
carries this with it The obturator K, fixed to the end of f, is
thus made to close the extremity of the tube T. When this
closure is complete, the inclined plane h, fixed on one of the rods

Fig. 624.

g, meets and pushes back the roller j, thus opening a valve within
the cylinder L and establishing communication between the
reservoir of compressed air and the tubes M and T. The carrier
is thus forced forward in the tube, and whenever its arrival is
announced by the electric bell, the slide is pushed back to its
normal position.
If the rod /were connected rigidly with the cross-bar d, a cer
tain effort would be required to push back the slider, owing to
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the friction due to the pressure on the surface of the obturator.
This effect is avoided by making the rod / slide in the cross-bar
between the limits b and I, for in pushing it back, the inclined
plane first leaves the roller /, and the compressed air ceases to

Fig 525.

enter the tube, then the cross-bar meets the ring I, and th
removes the obturator without difficulty.
The greater portion of the parts which form the vab
made of brass. They are attached to strong boards, the o
vertical and the other in a horizontal position. The latter

rod/
s are
« in a
forms
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the table, and receives the carriers to be sent, and those which
are received from the corresponding offices.
The accompanying diagrams show, fig. 526 a back view, fig.

Fig. 526.

527 a section, and fig. 528 a top view of the double sluice pneu
matic valve. The following is a description of the method of
using it and of its action.
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To send a carrier by the forwarding or outward tube, the
method of working is as follows: The carrier containing the
message is inserted up the mouth of the pneumatic valve P (fig.
527) into the message chamber M, until its buffer is held by the

Fig. 527.

contraction at C, which is the true diameter of the message tube.
(The drawings show the valve in its normal position.) The
handle H is then drawn forward, carrying with it the sluice
valve S, until the mouth of the message pipe P is closed. By
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this time the stop Sl strikes against t e tail of the quadrant Q,
pressing it into the slot s of the steel slide- bar B, and by the continuaiion of the motion necessary to bring the sluice valve S to
the end of the sluice box b, bringing with it the tail of the qua
drant, which is centered at O, gives an opposite motion to its
other extremity, which, fitting into the rack R, opens the top
sluice T. During this motion an inclined plane I (fig. 528), which
is fixed upon one of the side rods carrying the lower sluice,
passes between the fixed roller F and the roller fitted upon the
pressure valve V, establishing communication between the pres

s's. 528.

sure main and the message pipe ; the air thus admitted imme
diately acts upon the lower part of the carrier (which portion it
expands, so as to make it fit the pipe with as little friction as
possible) and forces it onwards to its destination. If it be neces
sary to send a second carrier while the first is in transit (a pro
cess which is undesirable), the handle H (fig. 527) is pushed
back to its normal position, thus producing a reverse motion of
the valves by closing the upper part of the tube before the lower
part is opened, and preventing any discharge from the mes
sage tube. The second carrier is then inserted and the handle
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pulled forward as previously explained, again opening commu
nication with the compressed air in the main. The time neces
sary for this operation being about four seconds, it can be easily
understood that in the length of pipe the momentary cutting off
the pressure is hardly felt, so that the speed of the first carrier
is not necessarily lessened. It must be understood that the cock
D (fig. 526) is always closed.
The foregoing description applies to a pneumatic tube used
entirely for forwarding carriers by means of compressed air.
sure
Formain
receiving
and thecarriers,
pressure
thevalve
communication
V is first cutbetween
off by means
the pres.
of
a stop cock fitted upon the tube E, but lower than is shown in
the diagram. The handle H is then drawn forward, and the
stop cock D opened, thereby establishing communication be
tween the message pipe and the- vacuum main. The carrier
inserted at the distant end is then pushed forward by atmos
pheric pressure, until it arrives in the message box M, and sig
nals its arrival by the sharp noise caused by its striking the
sluice valve S. The handle II is then pushed back, the stop
cock D having been previously closed ; and, by the arrangement
already described, the message pipe is closed by means of the
sluice valve T (fig. 526), and the bottom of the tube being open
the carrier falls out of the message chamber M.
It will be remembered that before the admission of compressed
air the forwarded carriers are held at C. The buffers of the
received carriers, however, having passed this point, the carriers
rest free in the chamber M and drop out
When the tube is used for a constant succession of carriers
from the out station, it is necessary to pull forward the handle
H immediately after the taking out of any carrier. The short
space
preciable
of time
effectoccupied
upon lessening
in this operation
the speedwillof not
thehave
succeeding
any ap
carrier. It will be seen, therefore, that a number of carriers may
be continuously passing in succession through the tube. It is,
however, undesirable to permit more than one carrier to be in
transit at the same time.
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Where the traffic is not sufficient to warrant the expense of
an up and down tube, one tube only is worked in both direc
tions in the following manner :
The top sluice T is entirely thrown out of use. This is done
by removing the plug G. The rack R is then removed, and the
sluice valve T drawn back, and held in that position by a small
clamp made for the purpose. The tube is then in its normal
state for alternate traffic, and entirely open to the atmosphere.
To forward a carrier it is inserted in the message chamber as
previously described, and the handle II drawn forward. The
sluice valve S fin:t closes the orifice P, after which the con
tinuation of the motion opens the pressure valve, by means of
the inclined plane on the slide rod, and the carrier is forced to its

Mg. 529.

destination. The handle II is, immediately on the arrival of the
carrier being signalled, pushed back sufficiently far to remove
the inclined plane from between the rollers, so as to close com
munication between the message pipe and the pressure main,
but not far enough to remove the sluice valve from over the
mouth of the message chamber. By this means the compressed
air which remains in the pipe expands to the atmospheric pres
sure through the distant end of the pipe only.
To receive a carrier, the cock D (fig. 527) is opened, and a
communication is thus established between the vacuum main and
the message pipe. The carrier is pushed forward from the dis
tant end, as in the case of the continuous working, and signals
its arrival by striking the sluice. The vacuum is then cut off
by closing the cock D. On pushing back the handle the carrier
falls out
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A system of electric signals is used between the central station
and the outlying stations, consisting of a single stroke bell with
indicator, to signal the departure and arrival of carriers, and for
answering the necessary questions required in the working.
The carriers or pistons in which the messages are placed are
made of a cylindrical box of gutta percha, one sixth of an inch
thick and six inches in length. A section of one of these car
riers is shown in fig. 529. The gutta percha is covered with
felt or drugget, which projects beyond the open end of the car
rier. This part expands by the pressure behind, causing it to
fit the pipe exactly. The front of the carrier is provided with
a buffer or piston, which just fits the brass tube. This buffer is
formed of several pieces of felt
To prevent the messages getting out of the carrier, its end is
closed by an elastic band, which can be stretched sufficiently to
allow the messages to be put in.
At the branch stations, where no apparatus is required, the
message tube terminates with the end downwards, above the
counter or table, so that nothing can fall into it by accident
Tubes are made of lead, iron and brass. In London lead
tubes are preferred. In Berlin iron only are used. In Paris
both iron and brass are employed. In New York brass tubes
are exclusively used.
All messages received at the offices of the Western Union Com
pany for delivery, either by the tubes or by messenger, are written
by the operator on the proper blank forms with copying ink,
and a d uplicate is taken, for filing, by laying a sheet of dampened
unsized paper upon the message, and passing the two through a
copying press. The latter consists of a 1mir of rollers, which are
turned by steam power, an electro-motor, or by hand, according to
circumstances. Fig. 530 shows one of these presses driven by a
Phelps electro-motor, similar to that employed to propel the
type-printer described in Chapter XXXIV. This method of
taking duplicate copies is much neater, and is in many other
respects preferable to the manifold process employed in Europe,
which is only used in this country when a large number of copies
are to be taken of the same despatch, as in the case of press news.

CHAPTER XLIII.
THE MEASUREMENT AND TESTING OF LAND LINES.

Telegraph ]ines, however well constructed and cared for,
are continually subject to interruptions of one kind or another.
It becomes, in consequence, one of the most important of an
operator's duties to be able to discover the nature and location
of a fault at an early moment, so that steps may be taken for its
removal with the least possible delay
LOCATING FAULTS IN LAND LINES.

Formerly most of the testing of telegraph lines was done from
station to station by the use of the relay alone. When a fault
occurred—a cross or a partial ground, for instance—the prin
cipal office would communicate with some station about midway
along the line and request him to disconnect or open the faulty
wire for a moment or two. This enabled the testing office to
determine immediately which half of the line was defective.
After the wire was again closed the next station in the direction
of the fault was tested with in like manner, and so on until the
defective point was located between two stations. If the distance
was considerable, and especially if the line was located upon the
highway, repairmen were sent out from both stations ; but for
lines along railroads it was seldom necessary to send more than
one. When the distance between stations is short, and the fault
does not happen to be of a kind likely to escape the eye of the
repairer as he is carried by, the above provision answers very
well.
Whenever practicable, however, daily tests of all important
circuits should be made with the galvanometer from one or both
terminal stations, and the results recorded in a book provided for
the purpose. Circuits of less importance may be thus tested
once in two or three days, or even once a week ; but very fre
quent testing will prove to be advantageous in the end.
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These tests, occupying but a few moments each day if made
at stated times and in a systematic manner, afford the only accu
rate information that can be obtained respecting the condition of
the lines. They detect the leaky places and faulty joints, very
often before the latter become so bad as to interfere •with the
"working of the wires ; and, in case of interruptions, furnish the
data necessary for determining the position of the fault
In the daily testing of land lines it is usual to make but two
tests of each wire. These consist in finding the resistance op
posed to the current, first, when the line is grounded at the dis
tant end ; and, second, when it is insulated. The first is called
conductivity resistance, the second insulation resistance. (See
Chapter XXIV, page 335.)
Besides keeping a record for local reference of the results ob
tained in this manner, all of the principal offices of the Western
Union Telegraph Com; iany are now required to fill out printed
schedules containing separate columns for these measurements.
These are then transmitted to the Electrician's office, and in this
way a general supervision of all the lines is maintained.
As it is obviously impracticable to make every test with uni
form battery power and galvanometers of equal sensitiveness,
measurements taken at different times can only be made com
parable by reducing them to some common standard of resistance.
Every testing office should, therefore, be provided with' the
proper instruments for making the tests, and the person in charge,
be duly instructed in the manner of reducing them to units of
resistance. The most convenient instruments for ordinary pur
poses are the tangent galvanometer and a set of standard resist
ance coils.
TESTING BY THE TANGENT GALVANOMETER.

This instrument, in the form adopted by the Western Union
Company, is represented in fig. 531.' It consists of a magnetized
needle a little less than an inch in length, suspended upon a
point above a dial five inches in diameter, and surrounded by
four coils of wire, with resistances of 60, 20, 9 and 1 ohm each,
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and also by a band of copper, the resistance of which is so small
as to be inappreciable. It is provided with five terminals,
marked res ectively 0, 1, 10, 30 and 90, to which the coils are
so connected that, by inserting a plug at 0, the copper band only
is in the circuit ; when the plug is at 1 the band and the one
ohm coil of wire are in circuit; with the plug at 10 the band
and the one and nine ohm coils are in circuit (making in all a
resistance of ten ohms) ; with the plug at CO, all, except the sixty
ohm coil, are in circuit ; and with the plug at 90 all are in cir
cuit, making the resistance of the galvanometer ninety ohms.
Fixed to the needle, and at right angles with it, is an aluminum
pointer extending entirely across the dial. The circumference
of the dial is divided on one side into divisions proportioned to
tangents of the degrees. The strength of any current passing
through the coils of this instrument being directly ] roportional
to the tangent of the angle of deflection, it is at once shown by
the reading on the tangent side of the dial. The other is gradu
ated to ordinary degrees of arc. When, therefore, readings are
taken from the latter, they must be reduced to ta igents ; other
wise the result will not be correct This is done, as explained
in Chapter XV, by taking from the table of tangents (see Appen
dix) the figures standing opposite to the readings in degrees.
The instrument stands upon three leveling screws, by which it is
adjusted to a level position. In galvanometers where the pointer
stands above the seal", it is advisable, in order to avoid parallax
error in reading the deflection, to place a piece of looking-glass
on the bottom of the needle case. It is then only necessary,
when taking the readings, to run the eye along the pointer to
the looking-glass end, and see whether the reflected image co
incides with the pointer at that end ; if it does, we may be sure
that when we look at the degrees scale we do so correctly.
Accompanying the galvanometer, and used in connection with
it, is a rheostat, or box of resistance coils, so arranged that any
desired resistance, from 1 to 10,000 ohms, may be thrown into
the circuit
The instruments more recently constructed are provided with
a set of resistance coils in the base of the galvanometer itself, of
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the respective values of 10, 500 and 5,000 ohms. The resistance
of the galvanometer coils in the newer instruments are respect
ively 0, 1, 10, 50 and 200, which are found to be convenient in
practice.
In working with the galvanometer great care should be taken
to place it where it will be free from all outside inductive effects
of relay or sounder coils, and of currents in the office wires.
Unless due attention is given to this matter very fallacious
results may be obtained. The first step in using this galvan-

H'l'l'h
||p|§
Fig. 532.

ometer is to find the constant of the instrument. This consists in
connecting it in circuit with a battery and known resistance, as
in fig. 532. The magnitude of the resistance should also depend
somewhat upon the line and insulation resistance to be measured.
From 2,0C0 to 5,000 ohms will be found most convenient for
average lines. Note the deflection ; then disconnect the known
resistance and place the line to be tested in circuit, as in fig. 533.

H2>
—|i|ililt—

Fig. 533.

Note the deflections, both when the line is to earth at distant
end and when it is open. The results can afterwards be reduced
by proportion.
As an example, suppose, with the resistance of 5,000 ohms, a
deflection on the tangent side of 100 divisions was obtained ;
57
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with the line in circuit and grounded at the distant end, 60
divisions ; and when open, 30 divisions. We have already seen
that the greater the resistance the less will be the deflection ; in
other words, that the resistance is inversely proportional to the
tangent of the angle of deflection (in this case, numbers propor
tional to the tangents), consequently, as 60 : 100 so is 5,000 : x
the unknown resistance, whence x = uh^shjul == 8,333, the
conductivity resistance; and 30 : 100= 1,000 : x or -i-S-a^P-O.
= 16,666, the total insulation resistance. To obtain the mileage
resistance of the latter these figures are multiplied by the length
of the line in miles.
It will frequently be found necessary, especially in measuring
the insulation of short lines with the above galvanometer, to use
the degree side of the instrument, as the tangent side is not num
bered above an angle corresponding to 45° of arc. When this
is the case, it must be remembered that the tan-gents of the angles
are to be taken.
A still greater range of measurement may be obtained by
using a single cell of battery in taking the constant of the instru
ment, and then substituting any number of cells giving a con
venient deflection to get the value of very high resistances. The
figures thus obtained for the latter then require to be multiplied
by the number of cells used, for the true values. It will be un
derstood, of course, that the cells should all be of uniform
strength. Culley gives a convenient form for recording these line
tests, which is shown below :
5,000 Ohms.

Deflection with Lines in Circuit,

Constant of
Instrument
through

No. 1.

State
the of
No. 2.

Date.

Weather.
i

Resistance. Insulation. Resistance. Insulation.

May 3d. 100 Divisions,
equal to 45"

60

30

75

35

Damp.

We have thus far spoken of the tangent galvanometer only.

RHEOSTATS OR RESISTANCE COILa

For the ordinary daily tests this answers an excellent purpose.
It is serviceable, also, and many times sufficient, in connection
with the bridge, for many of the more difficult problems that are
continually presenting themselves. In the case of faults in long
submarine lines, however, when we wish to ascertain their posi
tion with as much accuracy as possible, still more sensitive in
struments and very carefully adjusted rheostats are required.
For the class of measurements in which it is either required,
by adjusting the resistances, to bring the galvanometer needle to
.zero, or to reproduce the same deflection in two measurements, a
galvanometer having its scale graduated to degrees would be
sufficient It should be provided with an astatic pair of needles
suspended by a fibre attached to a screw, by which the needles
-can be lowered on to the coils when not in use, thus preventing
the fibre being fractured by moving the instrument
When the instrument is to be used it should be placed on a
firm table, and the screw attached to the fibre turned until the
needles swing clear. The instrument should then be placed in
such a position that the top needle stands as nearly as possible
over the zero points. It should then be carefully leveled by the
leveling screws attached to its base until the axis which connects
the two needles together is exactly in the centre of the hole in
the scale card through which it passes.
This adjustment of the needles is much facilitated in some
galvanometers by making the coils movable about the centre of
the scale card by a rack and pinion, or a handle attached direct
to the coils. The final adjustment can thus be made without
shaking the needles.
RHEOSTATS OR RESISTANCE COILS.

graphic
On this
Journal,
subjectsome
Mr. H.
remarks
R Kempe
whichhas
state
published,
the factsinsothe
clearly
Tehthat we are induced to insert them here. They arc as follows :
The essential points of a good set of resistance coils are, that
they should not vary appreciably by variation of temperature,
and that they should be accurately adjusted to the standard units,
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so that each individual coil will test according to its marked
value, and the total value of all the coils equal the numerical
sum of their marked values. In imperfectly adjusted coils each
individual coil may apparently test correct, yet when tested all
together their total value will be 1 or 2 units more or less than
their numerical value ; because, although an error of a fraction
of a unit may not be perceptible in testing each coil individually,
yet the accumulated error may be comparatively large.
The wire of the coils is, as a rule, of German silver, the specific
resistance of which is but little affected by variations of tempe
rature. The wire is insulated by a double covering of silk, and
is wound double on ebonite bobbins ; the object of the double
winding being to eliminate the effects of self-induction. When
wound, the bobbins are saturated with hot paraffin, which thor
oughly preserves their insulation, preventing the silk covering
from becoming damp, which might have the effect of shortcircuiting the coils and thereby reducing their resistance.
The small resistances are made of thick wire, the higher ones
of thin wire, to economize space. When bulk and weight is of no
consequence, it is better to have all the coils made of thick wire,
more especially if high battery power is used in testing, as there
is less liability of the coils becoming heated by the passage of
the current through them.
A set of resistance coils generally consists of a number of coils
of such values that any resistance from 1 to 10,000 can be ob
tained. One arrangement in general use has coils of the follow
ing values: 1, 2, 2, 5, 10, 10, 20, 50, 100, 100, 200, 500, 1000,
1000, 2000, 5000 ohms.
Another and more convenient arrangement is the following :
1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 20, 30, 40, 100, 200, 300, 400, 1000, 2000, 3000,
4000.
With these numbers any particular resistance that is required
to be inserted can be seen almost at a glance.
The way in which the different coils are put in is shown in
fig. 534. The ends of the several resistances c, c, c, ' ' • • are
inserted between the brass blocks b, b, b, ' - - ' Any of the
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coils can then be cut out of the circuit between the first and last
blocks by inserting plugs p between the blocks, as shown, which
short circuits the coils between them ; thus, if all the plugs were
inserted, there would be no resistance in circuit, and when all the
plugs were out all the coils would be in circuit
There are various ways of arranging the coils in sets ; one of

Fig. 534.

the most common is that shown in fig. 535, which is much used
in submarine cable testing. The brass blocks here shown in
plan are screwed down to a plate of ebonite which forms the top
of the box in which the coils are enclosed. The ebonite bobbins
are fixed to the lower surface of the ebonite top, the ends of the
wires being fixed to the screws which secure the brass blocks.
The holes in the middle of the blocks are convenient for holding
inno
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plugs not in use. It will be seen that six binding screws, A, B,
C, D, E, F, are provided ; when we only require to put a resist
ance in circuit, the screws D and E would be used. The use of
the other screws, and of the movable brass strap s, will be ex
plained hereafter.
In using a set of resistance coils one or two precautions are
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necessary. First of all it is necessary to see that the brass
shanks of the plugs are clean and bright, as otherwise the inser
tion of a dirty plug will not entirely cut out of circuit the coil it
is intended to ; it is a good plan, before commencing to test, to
give the plug a scrape with a piece of sand or emery paper,
taking care to rub off any grains of grit which may remain
sticking to it after this has been done.
When a plug is inserted it should not be simply pushed
into the hole, but a twisting motion should be given it in doing
so, so that good contact may be insured. Too much force should
not be used, as the ebonite tops may be thereby twisted off in
extracting the plugs. Care also should be taken that the neigh
boring plugs are not loosened by the fingers catching them
during the operation of shifting a plug.
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Before commencing work it is as well to give all the plugs a
twist in the holes, so as to see that none of them are loose. On
no account must the plugs be greased to prevent their sticking,
and their brass shanks should be touched as little as possible
with fingera
A useful set of coils for general purposes is that shown in
outline in fig. 536. The general arrangement is the same as in
fig. 535. Two keys, however, arc provided, the contact point of
the right key being connected, as shown by the dotted line,
with the middle brass block of the upper set of resistances, the
binding screw B' at the end of the key corresponding, in fact,
when the key is pressed down, with the binding screw B shown
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in fig. 535. In like manner, the binding screw A' corresponds
with the binding screw A. In the place of the movable piece of
brass between A and D a plug marked inf. (infinity) is pro
vided, which answers the same purpose. An infinity plug is also
placed at the second bend of the coils at the left hand of the
figure.
When we require simply to insert a resistance in a circuit we
should use the binding screws A' and E, the left hand key being
pressed down when the deflection of the galvanometer needle is
to be noted. The current can thus be conveniently cut off or
put on when required, by releasing or depressing the key. Care
should be taken that the two infinity plugs are firmly in their
places, to insure their making good contact The key contacts
should be occasionally touched with emery paper or a very fine
file, to insure their connection being good.

Another very convenient instrument for line work, and one
much used in various sections of the country, is that known as
Siemens's.
It consists of a comparatively sensitive galvanometer, which
can be turned in a horizontal plane, combined with a Wheatstone
bridge and three resistance coils of 10, 100 and 1,000 units, re
spectively.
For measuring the strength of a current the instrument is
used as a sine galvanometer. For comparing electro-motive
forces Professor E. du Hois-Raymond's modification of Poggendorfl's compensation method is employed. (See page 275.)
For measuring conducting resistances the instrument is used as
a Wheatstone's bridge.
The unit of measurement employed with this instrument is
the Siemens mercury unit One Siemens unii is equal to .953
ohms.
Figure 537 shows a plan, and fig. 538 an elevation of the
instrument
A is a circular plate of polished wood, supported upon three
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leveling screws, bbb. In the centre of A a metal boss is inserted,
in which turns the vertical pin a. which carries the instrument
This pin supports the instrument firmly, but at the same time
allows it to be turned freely round its vertical axis in its hori
zontal position. To the pin a is attached a circular disc of pol
ished wood C, having a groove in its edge for the reception of
the insulated wire composing the standard resistances. The disc
C has a projection c which carries the four insulated terminals
marked I, II, III, IV, as shown on fig 537. The terminals

Fig. 537.

marked III and IV can be connected together by means of a
plug.
Over C rests a somewhat larger disc of slate, the greater part
of the circumference of which is turned to a true circular curve ;
but the part of this disc which is immediately above the projec
tion c, on the lower disc, is cut out so as to leave a gap. This
slate disc carries in its centre the galvanometer G, and in front
of it four insulated terminals, ht Ji3 li3 h4, which may be con
nected with each other by means of plugs, and to the ends of
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which the wires of the artificial resistances are connected, as shown
in fig. 539. The galvanometer offers nothing extraordinary in its
arrangement It has an astatic needle system suspended from a
cocoon fibre, and is wound with fine wire. The needle swings
above a card board dial divided into degrees; as, however, when
using this instrument the deflection of the needle is never read
off, but the needle instead always brought to zero, two ivory
limiting pins are placed at about 20 degrees on each side of zero.
The cocoon fibre is fastened to the knob K. One end of the

Fig. 538.

convolutions of the galvanometer wire is connected to terminal
Aj, on the slate disc, and the other end is terminal IV, as shown
in the accompanying diagrams.
A slight groove is turned in the edge of the slate disc, and in
this a tightly stretched wire, made of platinum or German silver,
is inserted in such a manner that about half its diameter pro
trudes beyond the slate. The ends of the wire are soldered to
two brass plates, I and lt, which are placed at the angles formed

y
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by the sides of the gup in the slate disc. The plate I is perma
nal
nently
Aj, connected
and the other
by aplate
thickl^ copper
is connected
wire or in
metal
a similar
strip tomanner
termi- to terminal III.
Slate is adopted for the material of which to make the discyj
because it is found by experience to be the material which is
least sensitive to variations in the weather or temperature. The
slate disc is graduated on its upper edge through an arc of 300
degrees, zero being in the centre, and the graduations figured up
to On
150 the
on each
at the terminals
and pin
I,1 ofa,theand
bridge
wire.
arm side
D, which
turns on I the
somewhat
O
behind the handle g, there is a small upright brass arm d turning
between two screw points r, and carrying in a gap at its upper
end a small platinum jockey pulley e, turning on a vertical axis.
This pulley forms the movable contact point along the bridge
wire, against which it is kept firmly pressed by means of a spring
acting on the arm d. The arm 1), which is insulated from the
other parts of the apparatus, is permanently connected with the
terminal I. On the top of d a pointer Z or a vernier is fixed,
which laps over the upper edge of the slate disc and points to the
graduations.
Fig. 539 represents the connections to be made when using
the instrument as a Wheatstone bridge for measuring conduct
ing resistances.
The needle i is brought to the zero point by turning the gal
vanometer G round its vertical axis. The vernier Z is brought
by the handle g to the zero point of the large scale on the slate
disc. A plug is inserted between terminals III and IV. Two
of the holes marked 10, 100 and 1000 are to be plugged and one
left open, according to the extent of the resistance to be measured.
10 or 100 must be left open if the resistance is small, and 1000
if it is large. The two ends of the unknown resistance to be
measured are connected to II and IV. Connect the -f- pole of
a battery with terminal I and the — pole with II.
The lower diagram of fig. 539 represents the modification of
the Wheatstone bridge which is employed in this instrument
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The proportion between the unknown resistance x and the
known
of the slate
resistance
disc marked
n, whenA,the
is as
deflection
follows :is read ofE on the side
150 + a w
x- : n = 150 4- a : 150—a or, x = „„ — X n'
loo — a
When read off on the B side of the disc,
150 — a .
as =
150 + a
When the connections have been made, as shown in fig. 539,

x«-

Fig. 539.

the needle i may be found to deflect to the right or B side
of the instrument, and the vernier Z may then be pushed by
the handle g also to the B side, until the needle is brought
to zero ; or if by moving the vernier to the B side the de
flection is increased, the vernier Z should be pushed to A
side, beyond the zero of the large scale, and until the needle is
brought to the zero point of the small scale. If, when this
is done, the1 vernier Z stands at 50 on the A side of the
large scale, and at the same time at «, the plug is out wbich
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puts the 100 units of artificial resistance into circuit, the
following proportion will be obtained :
150 — 60 : 150 + 50 = n : x.
200 X 100
200 unite.
100

If the needle is brought to zero of the small scale while Z
stands at 50° on the B side of the large scale, and the 100 unit

Fig. 540.

resistance plug is removed, the following proportion will be ob
tained :
150 + 100
50 : X150100— 50 = n : x,
x=

= 50 unite.
200

For measuring the strength of a current, or the quantity which
is passing over a conductor, the instrument is used as a sine
galvanometer. Fig. 540 shows the connection of the wires for
this purpose.
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The needle i is brought to 0° of the small scale by turning the
galvanometer G round its vertical axis. The vernier Z is
brought to zero of the large scale on the slate disc. The hole
between III and IV is unplugged. Plugs are inserted in 10,
100 and 1000. Connect one pole of a battery to II and put the
other pole to earth. Connect the line to IV. 1 he galvanometer
is then to be turned in the same direction as the needle is deflected
until the needle coincides with the zero point While this is
being done the large scale will move under the pointer Z, which
must be left stationary ; the sine of the angle indicated by Z will
then give the value proportionate of the strength of the current
THE DIFFERENTIAL GALVANOMETER.

The differential galvanometer, invented by M. Becquerel, is a
very useful and convenient instrument The needle is poised
upon a pivot, or suspended by a silk fibre, as in the sine and
tangent galvanometer, but instead of being surrounded with a
coil composed of a single wire, as in those instruments, the coil
is formed of two wires exactly equal in length, size and conduc
tivity, wound simultaneously round the frame, and similarly
situated in respect to the needle. When, therefore, opposite and
equal currents are sent thjough each of the wires the needle re
mains at zero, the current which passes through one wire exactly
neutralizing the effect, of that which passes through the other.
If the current which passes through one half of the coil is
stronger than that which passes through the other, the balance
will be destroyed, and the needle will be d> fleeted by the
stronger current with a force equal to the difference in the
strength of the two currents.
As the strength of an electric current from a given battery
upon similar wires is inversely proportional to their length, if the
current from a battery is divided between two such wires of
unequal length, each connected to one of the wires of the coil,
the shorter wire will receive a greater portion of the current than
the longer one, and the stronger current in the shorter wire will
overcome the current in the longer wire and deflect the needle.
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The extent of the deflection will be proportional to the difference
in the length or conductivity of the two wires, and the direction
of the deflection will indicate which oi' the two wires is the
longest
Fig. 541 represents a double shunt differential galvanometer,
manufactured by the Western Union Telegraph Company. The

two wires forming the coil which
Fig. 541.surrounds the needle are indi

cated by two circular parallel lines, one circuit extending from
4 to B and the other from 3 to A. These wires have similar re
sistances, and are situated alike respecting the needle, so that
when a battery is connected so as to divide its current between
the two halves of the coil, no visible effect is produced upon the
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needle, the current from 3 to A tending to deflect the needle to
the left, while that from B to 4 tends to deflect it to the right ;
and since both forces are equal, the needle remains in a state of
equilibrium. The instrument is provided with two shunts, one
for each half of the coil of the galvanometer, so that either one
or both halves of the coil may be shunted as desired. Each
shunt has a resistance of -fa of half of the coil, so that when
thrown into the circuit by the insertion of the peg, -j8^ of the
current passes through the shunt, and only -j-^ through the half
of the coil of the galvanometer.
In measuring the resistance of any conductor, both ends of
which are at hand, the connections should be made as in
the diagram, fig. 542.
The positive pole of the battery is connected with the thumb
screw C, and the negative pole with Z ; one terminus of the ad
justable rheostat with 3, and the other terminus with 1. The
terminals of the conductor to be measured are connected with 4
and 2, and pegs inserted at A and B. Resistances are then to
be inserted between 1 and 3, by removing pegs from the rheostat
until the resistance in circuit 1 and 3 equals the resistance in 2
and 4. When the two resistances are equalized, and the key is
depressed, the needle remains at zero of the scale. If the resist
ance which is being measured is greater than that of the rheostat,
the current in circuit 1 and 3 will be stronger than that in 2 and
4, and the needle will be deflected to the left ; if less than that of
the rheostat, the current in circuit 2 and 4 will be stronger than
that in 1 and 3, and the needle will be deflected to the right
When the needle is not deflected on depression of the key the
resistances..are equal, and the sum of the resistances inserted by
the removal of the pegs in the rheostat is equal to the resistance
which is being measured.
The resistance coils of the rheostat which accompanies the
differential galvanometer contain respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, 10,
20, 30, 40, 100, 200, 300, 400, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 and
4,000 ohms, the sum of which is 11,110 ohms, and is
the limit of measurement by the above plan. When higher
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resistances are to be measured, a peg should be inserted
between the metallic bar 3 and the disc marked -j4u, the other
connections remaining as before. That portion of the current
which traverses the circuit from C to 1 through the rheostat will
now be divided into two parts, -fifo traversing the shunt, and jfa
traversing one half of the coil of the galvanometer. As only
-j-^,5- of that portion of the current which passes from C to 1 goes
through one of the wires of the galvanometer, while the whole of

Illlll

Fig. 542.

that portion passing from C to 2 passes through the other wire
of the galvanometer, it is necessary, in order to " produce equal
effects upon the needle and to maintain its equilibrium, that the
current in the circuit extending from C to 1 should be one hun
dred times strongei than in that from C to 2. This is effected
by making the resistance of the rheostat one hundred times less
than that of the conductor which is being measured. The resist
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ance of the coils which are inserted by removing the pegs from
the rheostat must then be multiplied by 100, in order to get the
actual resistance of the conductor. Resistances as high as a mil
lion ohms can be measured by this method. By shunting the
opposite side of the coil resistances of less than one ohm may
be measured upon the same principle.
In measuring insulation resistances exceeding one megohm
(1,000,000 ohms) the following plan may be used : Connect the
line to 4, and the positive pole of the battery to 3, the negative
pole being grounded ; insert pegs at A and B, and observe the
deflection, which should not exceed 40. Remove the line wire
and insert one end of a resistance coil whose opposite end is
grounded. Shunt the galvanometer by inserting plugs on both
sides, and reduce the number of cells in the battery to one tenth
of the original number. Then vary the resistance coils so as to
reproduce the same deflection as before, by causing the same
quantity of electricity to pass through the galvanometer, and the
resistance of the line will be found by multiplying the number
of ohms unplugged in the rheostat by 100 X 10, or one thou
sand, the joint diminution of the current passing through the
coil of the galvanometer by the shunts and the reduction of the
battery.
CONDUCTIVITY TESTS BY DIFFERENTIAL GALVANOMETER.

In testing a telegraph wire for resistance to conductivity, when
the atmosphere is dry and there is no escape, the connections
should be made as in fig. 543. The positive pole of the battery
is connected to thumbscrew C and the negative pole grounded.
A ground wire is attached to the thumbscrew Z, which is con
nected by a wire with 1. One end of the rheostat is connected
with 3 and the other end with 1. One end of the wire to be
measured is connected with thumbscrew 4 and the distant end
is grounded. When pegs are removed from the rheostat until
the needle of the galvanometer remains at zero unaffected by the
closing of the key, the resistance of the wire will be equal to the
resistance unplugged in the rheostat To ascertain the mileage
58
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resistance of the wire its total resistance must be divided by its
length in miles. Thus, if the total resistance of the wire is 4,000
ohms, and its length 250 miles, the mileage resistance will be
4,000 — 250 = 16 ohms.
In testing for resistance to conductivity in this manner, care
must be taken to ascertain whether there is any escape of the
Earth.

Battery and Karth.

Fig. 543.

current, or mixture with other currents, arising from imperfect
insulation, for if there is, the resistance of the circuit will be
diminished and the wire will apparently be a better conductor
than it actually is. Thus, if upon a wire whose mileage resist
ance is 16 ohms, one quarter of the current escapes from defec
tive insulation, the apparent resistance of the wire by this
measurement would be reduced to 12 ohms.
Sometimes, when a wire is tested for resistance in the above
described manner, the results are interfered with by earth cur
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rents, which increase or diminish the testing current If the
earth currents are not very strong, and are without variation, an
accurate test of the wire can be obtained by taking the mean of
measurements made with -\- and — currents, or the deflection
of the galvanometer needle produced by the earth current
may be taken as the zero of the instrument instead of 0 of the
scale.
In measuring the resistance of a wire which is imperfectly in
sulated, or where it is one of several on the same set of poles, it
is best to make a loop by connecting it at the distant station
without ground, to another wire extending between the same
places. The termini of the loop are then connected with the
galvanometer at 2 and 4, as in fig. 542. The ground wire is re
moved from the battery, and the negative pole connected with
thumbscrew Z.
The mileage resistance is obtained by dividing the total resist
ance of the loop by the number of miles of wire which is em
braced in it Unless there is an escape upon both wires used in
forming the loop this method will give reliable results. If there
are three or more wires running to the distant station, the measure
ment can be made with still more accuracy by the following
method : After one loop has been tested, substitute a third wire
in place of a second in the loop and make another test ; and then
substitute the second wire in place of the first, and test again.
Thus, for example, if the resistance to conduction of wires Nos.
1, 2 and 3 is wanted, connect at the distant station first Nos. 1
and 2 and measure the resistance of the loop so formed. Then
connect Nos. 1 and 3 and measure the loop embracing those
wires. Then connect Nos. 2 and 3 and measure their resistance.
The resistance of each of the three conductors can then readily
be obtained from these figures. Thus, suppose that Nos. 1 and
2 looped together measure 6,000 ohms, Nos. 1 and 3 measure
7,000 ohms, and Nos. 2 and 3 measure 8,000 ohms ; by adding
together the resistance of the first two loops, and subtracting the
resistance of the third, and dividing the remainder by 2, the re
sistance of No. 1 is found to be 2,500 ohms. [6,000 + 7,000 =
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13,000 — 8,000 = 5,000 -+- 2 = 2,500.] Subtracting this from
6,000, the resistance of No. 2 wire is found to be 3,500, and sub
tracting the latter amount from 8,000 gives 4,500 ohms as the
resistance of No. 3.
The advantages arising from this mode of testing are that all
interferences from extraneous currents and inaccuracies due to
imperfect ground wires, as well as to escapes and earth currents,
are eliminated.
TESTING FOR FAULTS BY THE DIFFERENTIAL GALVANOMETER.

We will now consider some of the methods employed in test
ing for the location of faults.
When a line becomes grounded the fact is generally made
known by the consequent increase of the strength of current upon
the line ; or, if the ground is very distant, by the decrease of
current In such cases the position of the fault may be found
in the following manner :
One pole of the battery at station I (fig. 544) is connected to
the junction of the two coils of a differential galvanometer D G,
the opposite pole being to earth. The galvanometer is also
connected by one of its coils to the line L, by the other to the
rheostat R, also to earth, and the end of the line at station II
is insulated.
Let us suppose the escape or ground, having a resistance W,
to be at N, and that the resistance of the line from the fault N
to the two stations are respectively x and y. If we so adjust the
rheostat R that the needle of the galvanometer remains at zero,
it is evident, calling the inserted or unplugged resistances R,
tnat
x + w = R,
(1)
and if the line makes perfect contact with the ground at N, so
that W= 0, then
X= R
or the resistance is directly as the length of the portion meas
ured.
If, on the contrary, the fault at N presents a certain resist
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ance, the measurement must be repeated from the other station,
by which we find the value,
y +w = R, ;
(2)
and combining this with the first equation, we have
s + y+2 w- = R + R,
(3)
If now we indicate the known resistance (x -f- y) of the entire
line by L, then
L + 2W=R + R,
whence
w = R + R, — L
(4)
2

Substituting this value of W in the first equation, we find that
of x to be
x = R — (R+ R, — L) = i (R — R, + L).
(5)
2
In the same manner the value of y is found to be
y = l (R, — R + L).
stj
II

51DG
[L

X

N

I

Stfl

W

Fig. 544.
As a general thing x -)- y will be a little less than L, in conse
quence of the slight leakage at the various points of support
On this account the values obtained by measurement and calcu
lation will usually be somewhat too small, the actual fault being
somewhere between the distances indicated by x and y.
With the Western Union Company's galvanometer the con
nections for this test are made, as in fig. 545.
The following, sometimes called Blavier's formula, may al^p
be employed for finding the distance to the fault in a single wire
when measurements are made from one end only of the line :
x = R, — v/ ~R| — R, R, + KR,— RK,
In this formula R represents the resistance of line when per
fect; Rj the resistance with distant end insulated; and R3 the
same with distant end to earth.
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The above will be more fully considered under the head of
cable testing, where additional information on what is known as
the loop test will also be given, the latter being barely more than
referred to below, when speaking of the measurements made by
the differential galvanometer.
When the line is broken and the ends at the break are insu
lated,Earth.
the relay no longer remains closed ; if, however,
Batterya and
galvanEarth.

Fig. 540.

ometer is placed in circuit, and contact is made between the
battery and line, a momentary deflection of the needle takes
place, provided the line is well insulated and not too short
This is caused by the charging of the line, and the deflection
becomes greater as the distance to the fault increases. If we
now disconnect the battery and put the line to earth through the
galvanometer, the needle, meanwhile, having returned to zero, a
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deflection in the opposite direction takes place, and the line is
discharged. (See Chap. XXIV.)
As we have already remarked, the charge and discharge of a
line act on the needle of the galvanometer in accordance with
the same law that regulates the swing of a pendulum when the
latter is influenced by a sudden blow ; that is, the moving force
is proportioned to the sine of half the angle of deflection. Con
sequently, if we have previously ascertained the value of the
discharge for given lengths of line, and employ a known battery
power and the same galvanometer, we have the means of deter
mining the distance to the break with reasonable exactness.
If several wires are placed on one set of poles, and one of them
is broken, it generally makes contact with one or more of the
others, forming what is technically termed a cross. When this
is the case, and we are certain that the wires do not make con
tact with the earth, the distance to the fault may be found in the
following manner :
Both wires, L and L', are disconnected and insulated at the
next available station beyond the fault, and a differential galvan
ometer is inserted between line L and rheostat and a battery
placed between the galvanometer and line L, as shown in figure
542, in which L is connected to the screw 4 and L' to the screw 2.
The rheostat is then adjusted so that the needle of the galvan
ometer stands at zero. We then have, if we retain the same
signification for the letters as before,
z-\- x = 1x = ~&,

whence

r
x=—
o

It frequently happens that the wires are of different gauges,
and consequently of different mileage resistance ; in this case £
will not give the true value of x. This, however, may be found
if we know the ratio of the resistance between the wires. For
example, suppose that the mileage resistance of one wire, L, to
be 10 ohms, and that of the other, L', 16 ohms. Then a-)- x = R,
or z= R — x, and, since the distance is the same by both wires,
z: x = 1G: 10
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whence z = %'. If, now, we combine the two equations, we find
for the distance to the fault measured by the unbroken wire,
5 R
x =

miles.
13 X 10

This test also gives us the location of the fault when one wire is
in metallic contact with, another and neither^are broken. When,
however, a resistance, W, of some magnitude is actually present
at the point of contact, the test must be repeated from station
II ; we then have,
From the measurement made at station I,
U = 2 I + W | supposing Iho wires to be
and at station If,
R, = 2 y + "W }
of tho same gauge.
Tho Bum of theso is R + R, = 2 (x + y) + 2 W.

Replacing x + y by the equivalent value L, we find
R + R.-2L
2 •

and substituting this in the former equation, we have
R — R,!—+ 2 L
x =
4

,
and

R, — R+ 2 L
y = —!
—i

The following is still another and a preferable way, inasmuch
as it is not influenced by the resistance of the fault :
Disconnect one of the wires at the distant station and ground
the other. Then connect the battery, galvanometer and rheostat
to the wires at the homo station, in the manner shown in figure
546, and adjust the resistance 11 and r until balance is obtained.
Wc shall then have the proportion
ex : dx = r : R,

from
and ifAthe
to whole'
the fault
resistance
is
of the line cd is known, the distance
r
ex = cdR + r

A differential ealvanomctcr is not needed in this method.
single coil galvanometer will serve equally well.

Anv
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It sometimes happens that one or more of the wires may be
grounded and crossed at the same time. In most cases of this
kind, however, the fault may be located when the measurements
are made in accordance with one of the methods just givea It
is assumed, in these cases, that the possibility exists of exchang
ing signals between the stations on opposite sides of the fault
LOCATING FAULTS IN UNDERGROUND WIRES.

"When underground lines are laid in trenches from two to four
feet deep, they are much less subject to injury than land lines.
In the case of a break in such wires, when the line is com
paratively short, the position of the fault may be found in the
following manner :
One end of the line is insulated and the other connected to a
hB

r-o>
o

r 3:
E-ar

D
Fig. 546.

powerful battery; about half way between the two ends the
gutta percha covering is pierced with a needle, so that the latter
makes contact with the metallic conductor, the tongue is then
placed against the needle. If a burning sensation is felt, the
fault is still farther distant from the battery end, and the test
must be repeated until the current is no longer tasted ; in this
way the location of the fault is reduced to narrow limits and
soon found. The pierced gutta percha must be carefully mended
again before it is left.
If the line has become leaky on account of damage to the
gutta percha covering, causing more or less escape, the fault may
be found from Siemens's method by calculating as follows :
Referring to fig. 547, suppose there is an escape or ground on
the line a b at N, as represented by the dotted lines, ascertain
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first the resistance of the batteries B and Bt, and als© that of thegalvanometer G and G1 ; the latter must be comparable with each
other.
Second. The resistance of the wire from the battery to the
ground plate E.
Third. The resistance of the earth. All of these measure
ments should be expressed in similar units.
Now let x and y represent the resistances of the conductor
from a to b; m the sum of the resistances at a of the galvanometer

Kg. 547.

G, the battery B and conductor to earth E, including also the
earth's resistance, and let n represent the sum of the end b, and z
the resistance of the fault
Let us further suppose that S and S1 represent the strength
of current measured on the galvanometer G and Gt at a and b,
when battery B is alone in circuit battery Bt being replaced by a
wire equal to it in resistance, and let s and st represent the
strength of current when battery Bt is in circuit and B replaced
by an equivalent resistance.
Now, according to KirchhofFs law (page 209) the sum rf the
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products of the currents and resistances in any closed conducting
' circuit is equal to the sum of all the electro-motive forces in cir
cuit ; consequently, if the battery B1 is taken out and B retained
in circuit, there will be no electro-motive force in the figure N b
Ej zN; the current S, however, has an opposite direction atNz
to S1, as shown by the arrows ; we will, therefore, have for the
figure N 6 Ej 2 N.
S, y + S, n + S, z — S z = 0,

or
S -S ' '
1
y + n + «

and
8__ y + n + z
87
2
whence, also,
S - S,

V+n

In the same manner, when B is cut out and B1 placed in circuit,
we find
* — »>
x+m
a

~

z

and dividing this latter equation by the former, we have
x -\- m _ (s — *,) S,
y + n
(S — S,) a

Now, as the sum of x -f- ?/, the resistance of the entire line, is
known, either x or y may be determined separately, and thereby
the 1 ocation of the fault be made known. The preceding method,
however, is only applicable when there is but a single fault In
order, therefore, to satisfy ourselves that but a single one exists,
we must insert a- known resistance at one end of the line and re.
peat the test If the result shows the defect to be at the same
point as indicated by the previous test, we may be sure there is
but one fault
It will be obvious that these measurements may be made with
a differential galvanometer and rheostat, proceeding in the manner
indicated on page 913.
When there are several faults in the line the calculations
become complicated, and the results are no longer sufficiently
accurate to be of much practical value ; in such cases it is better
to test the faults separately from different stations.

CHAPTER XLIV.
THE MEASUREMENT AND TESTING OF SUBMARINE CABLE&

There arc several different methods available for testing
cables, the comparative advantages of which, in any particular
case, depend very much upon circumstances. One method may
be especially well adapted to certain tests, and at the same time
unsuitable for others ; or, again, we may be restricted to parti
cular methods by the nature of the instruments at hand.
As a general thing either the Wheatstone bridge or a differen
tial galvanometer is employed ; when, however, the problem is
one involving the measurement of very high insulation resistance,
recourse is usually had to the method of deflections. If the
mirror or other very sensitive galvanometer is used for this pur
pose, the constant of the instrument must be taken. This is done
in the same manner as that indicated for the tangent galvan
ometer when treating of land lines (page 897). We should
add, also, concerning this proceeding, that on account of the
extreme sensibility of the mirror instrument, it is necessary to
employ a shunt with it and to make the sum of all the re
sistances in circuit equal to 10,000 ohms. The constant will
then be the product of three factors—the deflection, the mul
tiplying power of the shunt and 10,000, and this divided by
the deflection obtained with any insulating substance in cir
cuit, or, if another shunt is used, by the product of the shunt
and deflection, gives the resistance sought in ohms.
In the above we have assumed, as is usual in practice, that
the resistances of the battery and galvanometer are small
compared with the resistance to be measured, whether of in
sulation or conductivity. When this is not the case, and great
accuracy is desired, it becomes necessary to take these resis
tances into account The correct formula for such cases is
x = R '- n (l -f -^)— (G + r) ohms.
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Where x represents the unknown and R the known resist
ances, n the number of cells used with the unknown resistance
in circuit, l -\—
p the multiplying power of the shunt, and G
and r the resistances of the galvanometer and cell respectively ;
d represents the deflection with the shunted galvanometer, R ohms
resistance, and one cell battery in circuit, and dt the deflection ob
tained when the circuit includes n cells, the galvanometer and
the unknown resistance.
Insulation tests are always made after the current has been
allowed to flow into the cable for a definite time, usually one
minute. Unless some systematic understanding of this kind
were adopted no comparable measurement could be obtained, as
the variation caused by absorption greatly influences the result
During the laying of a cable, and before the vessel containing
it puts to sea, some definitely arranged plan of proceeding should
be agreed on, and the details thoroughly understood both on ship
and on shore. The measures suggested by Siemens, which bear
directly upon this point, may be summarized as follows :
One end of the cable is taken ashore and carried to the cable
hut or station, where it is connected to a commutator clock. The
latter is arranged in such a manner that the measuring and
speaking apparatus are placed in circuit, and the conductor insu
lated and put to earth automatically for definite intervals of time ;
these succeed each other in regular order. Similar arrangements
are also made on board ship, and the measurements repeated
on shore. The results are then exchanged and testing goes on
again as before. The clocks must necessarily be in accord, and
the intervals of time be arranged with exactness. The measure
ments, also, should be made expeditiously and with care, and
the least possible time occupied in exchanging results, so that
should a fault occur while the shore tests are being made, the
ship will not have paid out cable unnecessarily. When the
measurements made on ship differ considerably from those made
on shore, it is an indication that a fault exists somewhere in the
cable. In such cases the ship should be stopped immediately
and the fault located.
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A method of continuous testing has been devised by Mr. Willough'ty Smith, which has some decided advantages over the one
just described. The principal one of these consists in allowing
the electricians on board to observe the condition of the insula
tion uninterruptedly. At the same time correspondence between
ship and shore can be maintained at pleasure. The system will
be readily comprehended by reference to fig. 548.
The end a of the cable on shore is connected to a very great re
sistance, R, and the front contact of a manipulating key, K. The
resistance, R, which may be of selenium or of gutta percha, has a
resistance of 20 or 30 million ohms ; its opposite end is connected
through the mirror galvanometer G to earth. A condenser c is
inserted between the lever of the key and earth.
W

-n

HM#*>

a

DDL]
Fig. 548.

On ship, the end b of the cable is connected permanently with
a mirror galvanometer S, and battery of 100 cells to earth. The
current of this battery causes a steady deflection of S, due prin
cipally to the leakage through the insulation, and of G on shore,
due to the passage of the current through R. These deflections
are observed and recorded every five minutes.
Continuity is observed on shore by the ship changing the direc
tion of the current every fifteen minutes, which causes the deflec
tions of G to be reversed.
Insulation on board is measured by the deflection of S, the resist
ance of R being too great to interfere with the result Insulation
on shore is observed by measuring the potential at R. This is
done every five minutes by measuring the discharge from c. The
key is pressed down for ten seconds, putting c to line ; it is then
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released, and the discharge measured upon the mirror galvano
meter g, and the result communicated to the ship.
Speaking through the cable without interfering with the insula
tion test, is done by making R in the form of a condenser, and
inserting a similar condenser between the end b and galvanometer
S. Then, if cither ship or shore charge the outside plates with
+ or — electricity, a corresponding impulse will be transmitted
through the cable, and be indicated upon the galvanometer,
although no electricity really enters or leaves the cable. By
making the slight sudden deflections which are thus produced to
the right hand and left hand represent respectively dots and
dashes, a continued and speedy correspondence may be kept up
during the testing.
In the case of a break in a comparatively long cable, which is
more or less liable to occur during the paying out, it may happen
that the percha closes completely over the ends of the conductor
and thereby preserves the insulation. In such cases the only
way to determine the location of the fault is by comparing the
static capacity of the separate portions with the average knot
capacity of the cable. This might be done approximately by
charging the cable from both ends with like battery power, and
noting the discharge currents by means of comparable galvan
ometers. For example, suppose that I and lt represent the two
lengths on each side of the break, and that a and a1 are the respect
ive angles of deflection, as shown by the galvanometers. Then
we should have
l : li = sin. a : sin. a,
T"

~~»

(see page 385), from which I and lt could be easily determined,
since I -f- lt, the entire length of the cable, is known. Formerly
such tests were made with very sensitive galvanometers, but the
results were not found to be comparable with any degree of
safety.
The best results from capacity measurements are obtained
when comparison is made with a standard condenser, for which
purpose the bridge system, as arranged by De Sauty, is admirably
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adapted, though the differential galvanometer and direct deflec
tion methods are employed to a considerable extent
De Sauty makes the cable and a standard condenser take the
place of the resistances in two sides of the bridge, as shown in
figure 549.
When, therefore, balance is obtained, we have
•A x
„A
B=0°r* = 0B

C and x being the respective capacities of the condenser and
cable.
Sir William Thomson has called attention to the fact that,
while this method is an excellent one for short lengths, it is not

c

Fig. 549.

applicable to long submarine cables, on account of the manner
in which the currents concerned in it are influenced by the
inductive retardation. For this reason he prefers a modification
of the system which renders it equally applicable to long and
short cables. An arrangement of this kind is shown in fig. 550,
and the following reference will explain the manner of em
ploying it:
The two condensers (or condenser and cable) c C, to be com
pared, are put in series ; that is, one plate of the condenser c,
which we will call its second plate, is put in connection with one
plate of condenser C, in this case armor of cable, which we will
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call its first plate. The first plate of condenser c will be called
a, the connected second plate of c and first plate of C will be
called h and the second plate of C will be called a'. Join a and
a' in metallic connection through a wire, a Ba', of not less than
several thousand ohms resistance, and let B, a point in this line
of conduction, be put in connection with one terminal of an
electrometer or galvanometer, the other terminal of which is to
to be occasionally connected with b, by a make and break key,
M. To commence, make and break contact at M several times,
not too rapidly, and observe the effect on the indicator, whether
electrometer or galvanometer. Then, with contact at M broken,
establish a difference of potentials between a and a' by means of
a battery, and after time has been allowed for electric equili-

Fiq. 550.

brium between c and C, make contact at M, and keep it made
for a sufficient time. Then break contact at M and reverse the
battery poles between a and a', after which allow sufficient time
for the reestablishment of electric equilibrium between c and C,
and make contact at M again. The ratio of the resistances, R
R', between a and B, and between B and a' must be adjusted
by varying one or both of them until the effect of making con
tact at M is the same with successive reverse applications of the
battery to a and a'. (This effect will generally be zero, in labo
ratory and factory tests; but, because of earth currents, not
exactly so in a submerged cable.) When the adjustment has
been satisfactorily made, we conclude that
R' : R = e: C ; whence C :

59

R'

,
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This method is applicable, notwithstanding earth currents in
moderation, to measure the resistance of a submerged cable of
two or three thousand miles length, with only a single micro
farad as standard for capacity, and a battery of not more than
100 cells to charge it
If the differential galvanometer is employed for making ca
pacity tests, one of the coils must be provided with an adjustable
shunt, by means of which the magnetic effect of one coil on the
needle is made to balance that of the other ; this is known as
Varley's method.
A variable shunt is also desirable when the deflection method

Fig. 651.

is employed. In this case the deflection caused by the discharge
of the cable is first noted and then reproduced by the discharge
from the standard condenser, the shunt being adjusted and the
operation repeated until the desired deflection is obtained.
Loop tests by the bridge system. —In case of defective insula
tion in a cable containing more than one conductor, it is possible,
by connecting two of the wires together, to obtain all of the ad
vantages that would result from having both ends of the cable
at hand. The following methods are applicable to such cases:
(1.) Let Lj and Ls (fig. 551) represent the two conductors, and
suppose there is an escape at F. Let also G represent the gal
vanometer; R, p and r the known resistance in the three sides
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ing
of the
thebridge,
bridge Bwith
the the
battery,
ground.
and EThe
a plug
two switch
conductors
for connect
should
be connected to the bridge in such a way that the fault is nearest
the binding post marked 1, and the plug at E removed ; the
needle of the galvanometer is then brought to zero by adjusting
R Suppose, now, that x represents the resistance from 1 to the
fault F, and that y represents the resistance from F to L1? then
(l.)

x + y =i

the whole length of the line, and according to the laws of the
bridge (pages 211 and 212) we have also
(2.)

whence

(I.-)

r(x + B.) = py;

P
X =

l+l>
(I + R) —
p

and

(n,.)

V =
P

or more simply, for practical purposes,
x —

pi — r R

r+ p
r(R + T)
If we wish to know the value
r +ofp x and y in knots we have

and

y =

only to divide the above values by the number corresponding to
the units in one knot The great advantage of the method con
sists in the fact that the influence of polarization and varying
resistance is eliminated, and, consequently, the results obtained
by its use are very reliable. For this reason the loop test should
always be employed whenever practicable. It i3 quite common
in practice to make the resistance of the two sides of the bridge,
p and r alike, we may then replace the one by the other in the
formula ; by this means we obtain the proportion
rl-r-R QI
r -\-r

which greatly facilitates calculation.

»-R_„
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Again, by connecting the two ends of the looped wires directly
to the bridge at Lt and a, leaving R out, and adjusting r or p
until balance is obtained, we shall find what the ratio of the two
sides x and y is to one another, and thereby the resistance to
the fault, for
x + y -I,

the total resistance of the loop, whence
y = I—x

and
p : r = x: I — x

from which we find
x = -LL.
r+p

If it should happen that the resistance of the fault does not
«-..

L
A'

£

_w_.X

<r
ii

*

ji

b

Fig. 652.

differ greatly from the insulation resistance when the cable is
perfect, a correction for the loop test will be required, as in this
case the current has two paths—one due to the fault itself, the
other to the conductivity of the insulating substance. The latter
or resultant fault, as it is called, is, in a uniformly insulating
material, equivalent to a defect at the centre of the cable, and its
resistance is the same as the resistance of the whole cable when
perfect In case the insulation is not uniform throughout, the
position of the resultant fault may be found by the ordinary loop
test while the cable is in good condition.
In fig. 552 let A B be the cable with an actual fault at /, and
let t represent the position of the resultant fault and/' the posi
tion of the fault as shown by the loop test
Suppose, also, the resistance of the cable, when perfect, is R,
and,
shall when
have faulty, R', calling the resistance of the real fault z, we
Rz

R -rTV
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the joint resistance of the fault and insulation of the cable ; and
from this we 2nd the resistance of the fault to be
,

z =

R R'
R— R'

Referring again to the figure, let the length A f = /3 and
A»=«, then if = ft — a. Now, the greater the resistance R
with respect to z, the smaller will be the distance /' f, and
finally, when z equals nothing, f f also becomes nothing, or, in
the form of a proportion,
R: z = {/://.

, Putting x for the distance f f, replacing the other factors by
their values, and multiplying, we have
Ra;

R R'
R— Rt0»-4

Fig. 553.

whence

(/»-«)•
R—R

which is the correction to be added to the value obtained by the
loop test, in order to get at the true position of the fault
When a fault occurs in the cable in which there is but a single
conductor, and only one end of it is available at a time, the posi
tion of the defective spot may be determined by one of the fol
lowing methods, provided the normal resistance of the conductor
is known, as we always suppose it to be.
Let A B (fig. 553) represent a line in which there is a fault at
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F, and let us suppose that two measurements are made at each
station—one with the distant end of the line to earth, the other
with the same end insulated. Suppose, also, that we find for
these measurements the values a at b bl respectively, and let
the resistance of the line from A to the fault F equal x, that from
B to F equal y, and let z equal the resistance of the fault itself ;
we shall then have, in accordance with the law of branch circuits,
(1.) I = x + y
(2.) a=X + JL±y+z
(3.)
(4.) a,
l ==y+-JLLx+z
(5.) &, = y + xz + z

These equations enable us to determine the values of x and y,
and, if desired, of z also, in different ways.
1st By combining equation (1) with the insulation measure
ments equations (3 and 5) we find these values to be as follows :
(II,.) s = ?±^i+i
ft, — fl, J
(II,.) y =-V— +T
(ii,.) , =-^+_A._J.
2d. By combining equation (1) with the resistance measurements
of the conductor equations (2 and 4) these values arc expressed
as follows :
(III,.) x = aJtz3 (1 _ /bll-a)\
a—b

\

«/ a (I: — b)J

(III,.) y = ll^al(l_ /«tf-»\
*
*_a V.1
«/ b(l — a))
l

*>

(b — a)*\

y

ab(2l — a — b)'

If, now, we divide x by y we shall have
(HI*-) *_

/« l-b _

y—

J
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which is the most suitable form for practical use.
combine £ = \/a and x + y = IZw
we shall have
(in..)
and

(in.-)
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If we again

i + Va
J

V =-

3d. If the measurements are made at station A only, fig. 554,
we may find the values of x, y and z by combining equations (1)
(2) and (3), from which we find
IV,.
IV,.
IV,.

x = a — y/{a, — a) (I — a),
y = {I — a) + vVi- a) ('—«).
z = (a, — a) + yfai — a) '('"—");

J%. 554.

and if the measurements are only made at station B we ob
tain the same values by combining equations 1, 4 and 5, which
assume the following form :
iv4.

x = (l — b)+ W-i — »> t'— *").
y = b — </{pl — b)(l—b),

IV..

z = (bl—b) + V\bi- — <>)(l — b).

It must be borne in mind that equations II to IV. inclusive,
will only give correct results on condition that there is but a
single fault ; that its resistance remains unchanged during the
several measurements ; and that it does not give rise to polari
zation at the time of the tests.
,
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As we never find all of these conditions fulfilled in any given
case, it is important, in making the tests, to arrange matters so
that the sources of errors shall be, as much as possible, elimi
nated.
Only such measurements as are made at one time should be
used, for we can never be sure that the resistance of the fault
will remain unchanged for any length of time. Moreover, as
polarization greatly affects the results, special attention must be
given to this part of the subject in order to eliminate its disturb
ing influence. What is known as Lumsden's test is directly
applicable here. This consists in cleaning the conductor at
the fault by applying the zinc end of from 60 to 100 cells of
battery for several hours, wiih occasional reversals of a few mo
ments only. During all of this time, and while the tests are
being made, the conductor should remain insulated at the distant
end. An approximate resistance test, with copper to line, is then
made for the purpose of facilitating matters, as the last test must
be made quickly. The copper end of the battery is now con
nected to the conductor for say two minutes, using two or three
cells for every hundred units of resistance that Lave been meas
ured. After this the cable is again connected to the bridge or
differential measuring apparatus, and the final measurement
made with zinc to line. As the needle now tends to one side
or the other, we must endeavor to keep it at zero by inserting or
cutting out resistance, shifting unit by unit so long as the needle
is visibly affected by the operation. At a certain point, however,
the needle flies clear over, and a change of several units will
no longer suffice to bring it back. The unplugged resistance at
this moment is the true resistance of the conductor to the fault
Some practice in this kind of testing is necessary before very
much reliance can be placed upon the results. Fortunately,
however, considerable skill can be obtained in the laboratory from
measurements made with pieces of punctured cable placed in a
tub of salt water.
The use of comparatively large batteries has been advocated ;
it is also recommended that the number of cells be proportioned
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in such a manner that the current escaping at the fault shall be
the same for the measurements made from both stations. By
making preliminary tests of x, y and z the number of cells n at
A and n t at B for the final test, may be easily arranged. The
proportions in the different formulas on pages 934 and 935 should
then stand, approximately, as follows :
= x + y: y + z
n:
n:
Jo. II.
11

U

III.
IV.

= x: y,
n:: n, = y(x +
= x(y +
n

: (xy + k) 1at A.

: (xy + Iz) " B.
!
In general, however, it will be found best to adhere to the
plan just given, unless the earth current is very strong, and
even then the battery proportions in Lumsden's test will usually
suffice.
Respecting the preference to be given to these formulas, it
may be remarked that the first is especially applicable when the
fault is situated near the centre of the line, while the second is
to be preferred for faults near the ends. In such cases it gives
very safe results, for the reason that when a = Z> the formula
assumes the form of ^-, but for the same reason, also, it cannot
be generally employed with good results when the fault is the
centre of the line. The third formula is the least reliable of all.
As a general thing large faults are easier to locate than small
ones, but the difficulties increase with the length of the cable,
and as the normal insulation decreases. Care and an accurate
knowledge of the distance between the two stations by the cable
route are of very great importance. When due regard is given
to these considerations a little skill, to be gained, by experience
only, will lead to the greatest success in the practical application
of the formulas

REMARKS ON TEE BRIDGE OR ELECTRICAL BALANCE.

In the ordinary arrangement of the "Wheatstone bridge the
two sides a and b, fig. 555, joined to the negative pole of the
battery, are frequently made equal and constant for given tests ;
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the unknown resistance, .t, is then deduced from the known and
variable resistance, R. If the latter has been so adjusted that
the. needle remains at zero and a = b, we have also R = x.
When we wish to measure small resistances only, and espe
cially if the same are of \?ires which do not require an apprecia
ble time to attain their maximum charge, the above arrangement
of the bridge answers very well ; it is less satisfactory, however,
when wc wish to measure the resistance of cables. In such
cases any variation in the resistance R (fig. 555), changes the
resistance of the branch, C ~Rb Z, and thus modifies, also, the dis
tribution of the current in both of the branch circuits, and as

Fig. 555.

some time is necessary for the charge to redistribute itself
between the two circuits, it becomes exceedingly difficult to
know the exact moment when the resistance R represents the
unknown quantity, x.
To obviate this difficulty, Sir William Thomson makes the
resistance of the branch, C R b Z, constant, and varies nothing but
the contact point of the galvanometer circuit which is shifted to
the side b or R until the needle rests on the zero mark. To
ascertain the value of x, it is then only necessary to determine
the resistance b and R ; but as the latter is a function of the for
mer, there is, in fact, but one unknown quantity, x, to be deter
mined.
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In this case we have
x — -£.
The practical arrangement of this system is shown in fig. 556.
The resistances of the branches a and b (fig. 555) are repre
sented by a series of coils, a b (fig. 556), each one of which termi
nates in a metallic contact plate. The latter are so placed con
secutively in a straight fine that the movable spring r, mounted
_QJL

Fy. 556.

on the guide V V, and connected to one terminal of the galvan
ometer g, may be moved over or placed in contact with any one
of them.
Figure 557 gives a better idea of this part of the apparatus ;
t is the flat spring which presses against the contacts t t, I of the
V

Fig. 557.

coils R, R, R The spring is attached to a movable slide 0, on the
copper guide V V, friction between the guide and movable piece
being such as to insure good metallic contact A small square
opening in the slide O permits the numbers corresponding
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to the resistance of the adjacent coils to be read on the scale
below, where they are engraved and read each way, beginning
at opposite ends of the scale. The second terminal of the gal
vanometer is connected to the resistance x; and the positive pole
of the battery, as well as the distant end of the cable, are con
nected to earth. This arrangement, in reality, is the same as
that shown in fig. 555, since the earth, in consequence of the low
resistance, may be considered as the point of contact between a
and x.
To make a test and find the value of a and b, upon which that
of x depends, it is only necessary to slide the spring r, fig. 556,
along the contact pieces of the coils, until the needle stands on

Fig. 558.

zero ; then, as the indications are double, and numbered in opposido directions, the readings corresponding to the contact of the
spring with the coils at once gives the values of a and ft without
calculation. The box, as usually constructed, contains one hun
dred coils of 1,000 ohms each, so that the total resistance a -\-b
is equal to 100,000 ohms.
It will readily be ,scen that resistances grouped as above will
not answer well for practical purposes. It consequently becomes
necessary to provide some means for obtaining subdivision of
each 1,000 ohjns. Mr. Varley has effected this end by adding a
series of coils, a' b', fig. 558, to the first and making the num
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ber of the latter 101 instead of 100, as in-the former arrangement
The slide r, which connects with the terminal pieces of these
coils, instead of being single, as in fig. 556, is double, and con
structed in such a way as to leave between the contacts touched
two free coils, which thus become combined in multiple arc,
with the entire series a' b' representing the same value ; the latter
series being composed of 100 coils of 20 ohms each. It thus
becomes easy, by means of a second movable contact spring rt,
carried by a guide, as in the first case, to determine on the new
scale which of the coils corresponds to the resistance sought, and
in this manner the value of the latter can be ascertained to within
ten ohms of approximation.
It will be seen that the branch established between the first
series, a b, and the second series, a' b', diminishes the resistance
of the coils included between the two points of contact one half;
or, in other words, that the joint resistance of the two coils and
the series a' b' is 1000 ohms, which is just equal to the resistance
of a single large coil. The two series of coils combined, there
fore, do not, in reality, represent a greater resistance for the por
tion a -\- b of the diagram abR, x (fig. 556) than the whole of
Thomson's bridge, but they enable us, when combined in this
manner, to obtain readings on the galvanometer over 100 X 100
or 10,000 subdivisions instead of 100, as with the single series
of coils. The above combination is the one that was employed
for measuring the resistance of the Atlantic cable during its
immersion.
order
R aAs,itto
in
has
arrive
using
beenat
this
found
the
apparatus,
numerical
desirable,
a little
value
for rapid
calculation
of x,execution,
which
is required
is equal
to make
in
to

b

the instrument itself furnish the ratio -r-in multiples or submultiples of 10 ; the resistance of x can then be seen at a glance, and
calculation altogether avoided.
Mr. Varlcy has attained this result by means of the arrange
ment represented in fig. 559. In this combination the resistance
R of Varley and Thomson's bridge is replaced by the system a 6,
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a' b' (fig. 559), of which we have already spoken ; and a third
series of coils, c d, along which slides a spring e, in connection
with the galvanometer, represents the resistance of a -j- b as in
Thomson's bridge. In this manner the sensibility of the appa
ratus
as to fcan
urnish'a
be regulated
constantunder
for theknown
ratio ±conditions
in the equation
which are such
b
It a

" = -r
For greater clearness in what is to follow we will represent
(fig. 560) the theoretical arrangement of the new bridge reduced

Fig. 559.

to its simplest form. In this figure, when the needle of the gal
vanometer arrives at zero in consequence of a displacement of
the terminal j of the galvanometer circuit the other end of the
same circuit occupying the position m one d, we have
a : c s b -\- x : d ;

whence

j.

i

d

&

b-i- x = a — or x = a
c
c

i

b,

and we find the ratio - immediately by noting the place occupied
by the spring e (fig. 559) on the scale c d. In Mr. Varley's appa
ratus the resistance coils of the series c d are fourteen in number,
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and arranged in the following manner, their total resistance being
100,000 ohms :
•1 •
1000000
•9 •
90
e -,

89-9
890-2
81008
40909-1

—
•
—
•
—
•
—.
•
—
•

100000
10000
1000
100
10
1

' 40909-1 •
01
8100-8 •
890-2
d-

89-9
90
•9

—
•
—
•
—
•
-—
•

o-oi
o-ooi
00001
000001
0000001

•1 •
100,000-0

As will be seen above, the series presents two symmetrical
periods—an increasing and a decreasing one—and these repre
sent the two sides, c and d. of the lozenge, abed (fig. 560).
When the galvanometer circuit makes contact with the middle
point of the two series, that is, when on contact 1 the side c is
equal
the ratio
to d,£is
each
equal
containing
to 1. When
50,000onohms
the contact
resistance,
10 the
consequently
side c has
c

a resistance of only 9090 -0 ohms, while d has had its resistance in
creased to 90909-1, and, consequently the ratio £ is now equal to
c

10. In the same way, if the slide connecting with the galvan
ometer circuit is placed on the contact marked 1000, the side c
will have a resistance of 99 "9 ohms only, while d will have in
creased to 99900-1 ohms ; in this instance, therefore, the ratio
will be 1000. Again, by moving the slide on the contacts of the
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lower numbers, it will be found that on -001 the side d has a
resistance of 99 9 and c 999001 ohms, which gives for the ratio
c^.001,
We thus
and so
seeon
that
forthe
theabove
other arrangement
contacts.
enables us to find the

ratio of ^without any calculation whatever, these being given by
numbersc corresponding to the contacts, consequently the opera
tion for determining the value of x consists simply in reading
the value of a and b from the scales a b, a' b', which are num
bered in opposite directions, as before remarked ; to a are then
added as many ciphers, or, from it as many places are pointed
off as are indicated by the readings opposite the points in con
tact upon the scale c d, and from this product b is subtracted.

"When arranged as in the above manner, the apparatus, be
sides being extremely simple, relieves the observer of the
labor of computation, and is, at the same time, capable of
measuring very high as well as very low resistances, it being only
necessary to move the slide of the scale c d successively over the
contacts of the ascending series, 1 to 1,000,000, to adapt it to the
measurement
will readily appear
of resistances
from the
of fact
any that
considerable
the ratio_^,
magnitude
by which
; this
a is
o

multiplied, increases, in this case, from 1 to 1,000,000. Simi
larly, by moving the slide over the decreasing series 1 to "000001,
the apparatus becomes as perfectly adapted to low resistance

varley's bridge.
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measurements, the ratio being now a decimal fraction instead of
a multiple of 10, as in the former case.
When we wish to measure resistance less than a, c should, of
course, be greater than d. We may then neglect the term b, as
in such cases the cable to be measured is so short that the intro
duction of this quantity has no appreciable influence.
For most factory and laboratory measurements, as well as for
testing submerged cables, an electrometer is often advantageously
employed in place of the galvanometer, especially in localities
where the inductive action of machinery in motion is liable to
interfere with the scale readings. It may also be used in con
nection with the galvanometer, and it is all but indispensable in
locating faults by observing the potentials at different points in
the line. One of the simplest methods of doing this is as follows :
One pole of a battery at a terminal station is connected to
earth, and the other to one side of an unplugged rheostat, the
opposite side of which is joined to the defective conductor whose
distant end is insulated. Under these conditions the potential
will fall regularly from a maximum at the junction of the
rheostat and battery to a minimum at the fault ; at this point,
and at the distant end of the line, the potentials are presumed
to be alike. We have, therefore, only to measure this quantity
on each side of the rheostat, and at the distant end to obtain data
for locating the fault
Calling the potentials on each side of the rheostat P and P1,
P being the highest, and that at the distant station p, the un
plugged resistance R, and that of the line to the fault x, we
have
P — P1 : R = P1 — p: x

and from this is derived the general formula :
(P'-p)R
X —

.

p — P'

which, divided by the mileage resistance of the line, gives the
distance to the fault
60

s

APPENDIX.
THOMSONS QUADRANT ELECTROMETER.

We have already referred to the Peltier electrometer, in Chap
XXVI, when speaking of the insulation measurements of sub
marine cables. We will now give a brief description of Sir
William Thomson's improved quadrant electrometer, an instru
ment which that distinguished scientist has brought to a very
high degree of perfection. Fig. 561 gives a general view of the
instrument, the principal parts of which are the jar, the needle
and reflecting system, four pairs of quadrants, an auxiliary
electrometer or gauge, for enabling the experimenter to know
whether the needle is maintained at a constant degree of electri
fication, and a small inductive apparatus, termed the replenisher, by means of which the potential of the jar can be raised
or lowered as occasion requires. By far the greater bulk of the
instrument is the jar, of white flint glass. This is supported on
three legs by a brass mounting, cemented round the outside of
its mouth. The latter is closed by a plate of stout sheet brass,
with a lantern-shaped cover standing over a wide aperture in its
centre. Beneath the cover, and within a circular metallic box,
cut twice at right angles, so that the separate parts form quad
rants a, b, c, d, fig. 562, is placed a thin alumnium needle n,
whose shape somewhat resembles that of a double canoe paddle.
The needle, at its centre, is rigidly fixed to an axis of stiff
platinum wire (fig. 563) in a plane perpendicular to itself. At
the top end of the wire a small cross piece y is fixed, to the ex
tremities of which are attached the lower ends of two suspending
sillc fibres, the other ends being wound upon two pins, c d, which
may be turned in their sockets by a square pointed key. By
this means the tension of the fibres can be equalized and the
needle caused to stand midway between the upper and under
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surfaces of the quadrants. The two silk fibres form what is
termed the bifilar suspension, which has now superseded the
single fibre and magnets of the original instruments. In the
earlier forms a magnetic adjustment similar to that in the mirror
galvanometer was employed to bring the needle to zero, but the
bifilar suspension has been found to secure this result in a much
more advantageous way. The pins c d are pivoted in blocks
carried by springs ef, to allow them td be shifted horizontally
when adjusting the position of the points of suspension. The
ends of the screws a b, which traverse these blocks, rest against

Fig. 561.

the fixed plate behind, so that when either is turned in the
direction of the hands of a watch, the neighboring point of sus
pension- is brought forward, and conversely. The needle may
thus be brought to lie in such a position that the quadrants arc
symmetrically placed about it Finally, by turning the conical
pin h (which passes between the two springs and screws into tho
plate behind) to the right or left, the points of suspension aro
made to recede from or approach each other, and thus the sensi
tiveness of the needle is decreased or increased, within certain
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limits, at pleasure. Just below the cross piece y is fixed the
mirror m, which reflects the movements of the needle upon a
scale placed in front The needle itself is electrically connected
with fiulphuric acid in the bottom of the jar, by means of a fine
platinum wire hanging from its lower side, and kept stretched
by a platinum or leaden weight below the surface of the liquid.
It will thus be seen that the charge of the jar is communicated
to the needle, and the higher the charge the more sensitive the

Fig. 562.

Fig. 563.

needle becomes. The acid serves a double purpose ; it keeps
the air dry within the jar, and forms also the interior coating
of the same. As the wire which dips into the acid passes
through the guard tube t any great lateral deviation of the needle
and its appendages is prevented, and liability to accident thereby
much reduced, while at the same time the whole reflecting sys
tem has perfect freedom of motion round a vertical axis. The
replenisher and auxiliary electrometer are not shown in the
figure. Two electrodes or terminals, -)- and —, fig. 5ol, connect
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with the quadrants, opposite pairs of which arc metallically con
nected by wires, w iv (tig. 562), and insulated from the rest of the
instrument by glass stems projecting downward from the top of
the jar. The third electrode seen in fig. 561 serves to charge
the jar. Lateral and micrometric movements of the quadrants
are both used for varying the adjustment of the instrument, and
in some of the latest forms an induction plate has been added,
which permits the instrument to be used for a greater range of
measurement A pamphlet containing clear and minute direc
tions for performing all the necessary adjustments, charging,
cleaning the works and preparing sulphuric acid, etc., accom
panies each instrument
TIIE CONSTRUCTION OF CONDENSERS.

Condensers are much used for comparing the electrostatic
capacity of cables and electro-motive force of batteries, for joint
testing, and for obviating the effects of earth currents in sub
merged cables. They are usually made of tin foil and various
insulating substances. In Varley's condensers alternate sheets
of very thin (silver) paper saturated with paraffin, and tin foil are
used. Clark uses tin foil and sheets of thin mica coated with
paraffin or shellac. Specially prepared gutta-percha, containing a
large proportion of shellac, is also employed to insulate the sheets
of foil or metallic plates, and air has been suggested for the same
purpose—the latter with special reference to standard condensers,
but the inconveniences attending its use js such that it is now
rarely employed. The electro-static capacities of condensers arc
expressed in microfarads. The best mode of constructing a
condenser is to cut up the tin foil into sheets of the size desired,
and to make of them two piles like the leaves of a book, the one
which will represent the outer coating of a jar containing one
sheet more than the other, which represents the inner coating;
upon the extreme end of each of these piles place a tinned wire
or strip of metal, and, by means of a soldering iron, run all the
edges together, so as to make a perfect metallic connection. These
books of tin foil should be well baked and warmed when about
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to be used, to drive off all moisture from the surfaces of the
metal, and it is well, also, to rub each leaf, as it is laid down
with a warm, dry cloth. Cut sheets of paper large enough to
allow a margin of at least an inch round three sides of the foil.
The paper should be thin, not highly glazed, and should show
no acid reaction by reddening when moistened with a neutral
solution of litmus. A very superior quality of paper is manu
factured expressly for this purpose by Messrs. Crane & Co., of
Dalton, Mass., which is used by the Western Union Telegraph
Company. The paper should be baked thoroughly dry, placed
in a vessel of paraffin kept well over its melting point, and then
drained, sheet by sheet, as smoothly as possible. A well baked
piece of wood, of the same size or larger than the paper, is laid
upon a table, its face soaked with paraffin, and a sheet or two of
paper laid upon it ; upon this is laid the outer pile of foil with
its soldered end somewhat projecting, and all its leaves turned
back except the lowest one, which is to be rubbed smoothly out
on the paper ; lay over this two sheets of paper, and on the top
of this the other book of foil, so placed that it lies exactly over
the first sheet, excepting for the margins at the opposite ends ;
turn back, as with the other, all its leaves except the first, and
upon this place two sheets of paper; continue this process, laving
back upon the paper sheets of foil from the books alternately,
and between each foil two sheets of paper ; when the whole are
in place cover with two or three sheets of paper and a board like
the first The whole should then be compressed by clamps or by
screws passing through the two boards, and warmed up to the melt
ing point of paraffin, increasing the pressure to drive out all
excess. The first board should be provided with a binding screw
at each end, to which the wire of the corresponding set of foils is
soldered. It is desirable to keep a delicate galvanometer and a
battery in circuit through these screws, so that if by any accident
or defect a contact or circuit is completed during the process, the
galvanometer will at once show it Paper thoroughly dried,
coated with or dipped into thin shellac varnish, and again dried,
may be used instead of the paraffined paper, or thin sheets of
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ebonite, gutta percha or mica. It is exceedingly difficult to pre
pare a condenser which will not lose its charge.
stearns's apparatus for measuring resistance of
telegraph wire.
Fig. 564 represents an apparatus designed and employed by
Mr. Joseph B. Stearns for measuring the resistance of telegraph
wire at the manufactory, a and a' are A shaped steel contact
supports, over which the wire whose resistance is to be measured
is drawn by a winding drum. I and V are weighted levers for
keeping the wire in connection with the contact points. A B
C D are the four sides of the bridge. G is a galvanometer, one
terminal of which is attached to the junction/ of the sides A B,
the other terminal being connected with a vernier sliding upon
the graduated scale S, and carrying a rider for making contact
between the bridge wire b and the sides C D of the balance.
k and k' are wires connecting the contact pieces a and a' with the
branch B of the balance, i and i' are wires connecting a standard
resistance r with the branch A of the balance. E is a battery
attached to the terminals T T of the balance.
The standard resistance r is made equal to that of a definite
length of the wire to be tested, say one tenth of an ohm, and is
composed of wire of the same size and quality as that which is
being tested, and is placed in the same room with and near the
latter, that both may be equally affected by changes of tempera
ture.
The measuring apparatus must necessarily be situated at some
distance from the place where the wire is handled, to prevent
the constantly changing masses of wire and the jar of the
machinery from influencing the galvanometer. The two sets of
leading wires i i' and h k' are of the same size, length and quality,
each set having a joint resistance of say four tenths of an ohm,
and are so placed as to be equally subjected to changes of tem
perature. The total resistance in each side of the balance is thus
made five tenths of an ohm ; and when the vernier is placed. at
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zero of the scale and the battery circuit is closed, no current
passes through the galvanometer.
Suppose, for example, we desire to measure the resistance of a
No. 8 iron wire, the maximum resistance of which must not ex
ceed 16 ohms per mile. The contact points a and a' are for con
venience placed at such a distance that the resistance of the
length of wire between them shall be a definite unit, say one tenth
of an ohm. This, for the quality and size of wire above menE
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tioned, would be precisely 33 feet In other words, if the resist
ance of one mile, or 5,280 feet of wire, equals 16 ohms, then the
resistance of 33 feet of such wire would equal one tenth of an
ohm.
The end of the wire from a bundle to be tested is now drawn
from the reel through the contact points a a and to the winding
drum. While the workmen are attaching the end of the wire to
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the drum, the person in charge of the measuring instruments
observes that the needle of his galvanometer does not stand at
zero, and he moves the vernier to the right or left, as the case
may he, until the desired equilibrium is obtained. If the vernier
has been moved five divisions to the right, and the whole scale
is divided into six hundred equal parts, it will be manifest that
the resistance of the tested wire is less than that of the standard,
and a simple calculation will show how much less it is ; thus
305 : 295 : : .1 : .0967 X 10 X 16 = 15-47 ohms per mile ; or, if the
vernier has been moved one division to the left, then 299 : 301 : :
.1 : .10066 X 10
16 = 16.105, and shows that the wire has a
resistance of 16.1 ohms per mile, and is to be rejected.
The scale, instead of being divided arbitrarily, may, with
advantage, be so divided as to show definite degrees of increase
or decrease in the resistance of the tested wire ; for example, one
division of the scale may correspond with an increase or decrease
of one tenth of an ohm per mile in the tested wire. When the
scale is thus adjusted, it is only necessary to observe the position of
the vernier \ipon the scale to know exactly the resistance of the
wire per mile.
By placing a delicate polarized relay in the bridge wire, and
using a battery of somewhat greater strength, the apparatus may
be made to automatically report to the person in charge of the
wire room any defect or undue resistance of the tested wire by
ringing a bell, or by tripping a magnetic escapement or detent to
stop the winding drum, by shifting the belt, or otherwise. "When
so arranged the services of an observer in the instrument room
may be dispensed with.
Mr. Stearns measured nearly one thousand miles of wire with
the above described apparatus, with such minute accuracy that
the variation of the thousandth part of an ohm was always
detected.
SPECIFICATION FOR GALVANIZED IRON TELEGRAPH WIRE FOR
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

1. The wire to be soft and pliable, and capable of elongating
15 per cent without breaking, after being galvanized.
/
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2. Great tensile strength is not required, but the wire must not
break under a less strain than 2.5 times its weight in pounds per
mile. Tests for tensile strength will be made by direct appliance
of weight, or by means of a single lever, at the option of the in
specting officer.
3. Tests for ductility will be made as follows : The piece of
wire will be gripped by two vises, 6 inches apart, and twisted.
The twists to be reckoned by means of an ink spiral formed on
tinctly
the wirevisible
during;between
torsion. theThe
vises
full
onnumber
the 6 inch
of twists
piece. must
Thebenum
disber of twists in a piece of 6 inches in length not to be under 15.
4. The electrical resistance of the wire in ohms per mile, at a
temperature of 60° Fahrenheit, must not exceed the quotient of
the constant number 5500 when divided by the weight of the
wire in pounds per mile. Examples : A wire weighing 550 lbs.
per mile (No. G) should have a resistance not exceeding 5500 -f550 = 10 ohms per mile. A wire of 388 lbs. per mile (No. 8)
should have a resistance not exceeding 5500 —- 388 = 14.1 ohms
per mile. A wire of 335 lbs. per mile (No. 9) should have a
resistance not exceeding 5500 -f- 335 = 16.4 ohms per mile.
5. The wire to be cylindrical and free from scales, inequali
ties, flaws, sand splits and all other imperfections and defects.
Each coil must be warranted not to contain any weld, joint or
splice whatever in the rod before drawn.
6. It is desired to obtain the wire in coils, all of one piece, of
about 150 lbs. each. If this cannot be undertaken, the con
tractor may tender for the supply of wire with two pieces only
to the coil, joined by the ordinary twist joint and carefully sol
dered. It should be stated in the tender whether there will be
one or two pieces in each coil.
7. The wire must be well galvanized and capable of standing
the following test : The wire will be plunged into a saturated
solution of sulphate of copper, and permitted to remain one
minute, and then wiped clean. This process will be performed
four times. If the wire appears black after the fourth immer
sion, it shows that the zinc has not been all removed, and that
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the galvanizing is well done ; bu; if it has a copper color the
iron is exposed, showing that the zinc is too thin.
COMPOUND WIRE.
At the present time a great deal of compound wire is coming
into use on telegraph lines, and it frequently becomes desirable
to know what 'amount of copper by weight per mile will be re
quired to form a wire of a given resistance, the mileage resist
ance of steel being known. This can readily be ascertained from
the joint resistance formula :
Calling the resistance of the given steel wire . ?,
That of the copper
C,
And the resistance which the wire is to equal, R.
We have from the above formula

cs
c+s
and from this we find the copper resistance to be
RS
C=
S—R
Knowing now the resistance of the copper it is only necessary
to divide the constant 871-786 thereby, and the quotient will be
the weight of copper sought in pounds. An example will make
this clear :
Suppose the resistance of the steel to be 53'2 ohms per mile,
and that we want a wire of 15 ohms resistance, how much
copper must be deposited on the steel to give us the conductivity
sought ?
15 X 53 2

From the formula, C, the copper resistance, =

= 209 ohms.
532 —15

871-786 .
= *!''' lbs., the weight required.
20 9
In table IV, column VII, will also be found the weight of
copper per mile, corresponding to the resistances in column XI.
When any one of the resistances in the latter column is the same

and
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as the resistance found for the copper, a simple reference to the
corresponding line in column VII will give the required weight
without calculation.
Sometimes the weight only of the steel is given, certain
weights being selected so as to give proper tensile strength for
particular purposes. When this is the case the steel resistance
can be found with sufficient accuracy by dividing the constant
number, 6383, by its weight per mile, as in the case of copper,
6383 being the constant or weight in pounds per mile ohm* for
steel, as 871-781 is for copper.

USEFUL RECIPES.
Amalgamating Solution for Zincs. — Dissolve one part (by
weight) of mercury in five parts of nitro-muriatic acid (one part
H N O3 to three parts II Cl.), heating the solution moderately
to quicken the action ; and, after complete solution, add another
five parts of nitro-muriatic acid. It is best to use but a small
quantity of the solution at a time. Apply with a brush. Dip
ping the zincs in large quantities of solution exhausts the latter
unnecessarily.
Chatterton 's Compound.—
Stockholm tar.
Resin
G utta Percha

1 part. )
1 "
>- By weight
3 parts. J

Shellac Varnish for Glass.—Put one ounce of the shellac of
commerce into a wide mouthed eight ounce phial, containing
five ounces of well rectified naphtha, wood or spirit Close the
bottle with a cork, and let it stand in a warm place until com
pletely dissolved. Shako the mixture frequently, and pass the
fluid through a paper filter ; add rectified naphtha to the solution
from time to time, in such quantities as will enable it to percolate
through the filter. Change the filter when necessary.
* See noto to lablo VI.
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Ebonite.—100 parts caoutchouc, 45 sulphur and 10 gutta
percha.
Insulating Varnish for Paper. —Dissolve one ounce Canada
balsam in two ounces spirits of turpentine. Put into a bottle
and digest at a gentle heat Filter before cold.
Varnish for Silk. —Boiled oil, 6 ounces, and 2 ounces of clear
spirits of turpentine.
Electrical Cement —Harris prefers the best sealing wax.
Amalgam fur Electrical Machines.—Tin 1, zinc 2, mercury 4.
Melt the zinc and tin first, pour into a wooden dish and add the
mercury gradually.
Solder*—For line wires—tin 1, lead H ; or tin 1, lead 1.
Marine Glue, much used in Batteries. —Dissolve 1 part of india
rubber in 12* parts of benzole, and to the solution add 20 parts
of powdered shellac, heating the mixture cautiously over a fire.
Apply with a brush.
Solutions for Chemical Paper.—
No. 1. Nitrate of ammonia, about
Ferri-cyan. potassium "
Gum tragacanth,
Glycerine,
"Water,
No. 2. Nitrate ammonia.
Muriate
"
Ferri-cyan. potassium,
Water,potassium,
No. 3. Iodide

4
1
4
4
1
2

pounds.
oz.
"
"
gallon.
lbs.

2 "
1 oz.
1 gallon.

Jib.
Bromide
"
Dextrine or starch,
Water, distilled,

2 "
1 oz.
1 gallon.

* Connections in apparatus and tost boxo:> must never bo soldored with acids or
chloride of zinc. These liquids cannot bo entirely removed, and will corrode tiio
metal. If spilled on wood, or even on ebonite, chlorido of zinc never dries, and
injures the insulation. Eesin should always bo used.
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No. 4. 150 parts crystallized nitrate ammonia.
5 " ferro-cyan. potassium, and
100 " water.
No. 5.
1 part iodide of potassium, and
20 parts starch paste in
No. 6. Add
40 two
" parts
water.nitric acid and two of ammonia to a
solution of prussiate of potash in water, about 1J
oz. to the gallon.
No. 7. 1 part ferro-cyanide of potassium, saturated solution.
1 part nitrate of ammonia
"
•"
1 part of each solution to two parts of water.
Of the above. No. 1 may be considered best for steady work
on short circuits, being also of comparatively high resistance, it is
least affected by leakages from other lines.
No. 2 is much more sensitive and can be made to record with
the faintest trace of current, it is therefore well adapted for long
circuits.
No. 3 is highly sensitive, and capable of the most perfect and
beautiful work at an extremely high rate of speed.
Cement for Insulators. —Sulphur, lead, plaster of paris, with a
little glue to prevent it setting quickly.
Muirhea<Ps Cement.—-3 lbs. Portland cement S lbs. rough sand,
4 lbs. smiths' ashes, 4 lbs. resin.
Black Cement.— I lb. rough sand, 1 lb. smith's ashes, 2 lbs.
resin.
Siemenss Cement— 12 lbs. black iron rust or iron filings, 100
lbs. sulphur.

DICTIONARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
The following is intended to supply concise definitions of
terms for occasional reference, or to recall their full explana
tion to mind :
Amalgamation.—Zinc is protected from waste by having its
surface coated with mercury. For the process see page 84.
Battery.—A combination of two or more voltaic cells coupled
together in series.
Bridge, Wheatstone's.—An apparatus for measuring resistances
by balancing the unknown resistance against one known and
capable of adjustment
Cell.—Each separate vessel in which a chemical action occurs.
by which electricity is capable of being developed.
Circuit Conductive. —The wires, instruments, etc., forming the
path for the passage of the current
Circui1, Inductive.—The term applies to static electricity ; in
ductive circuits arc partly composed of insulating material, as
air or condensers.
Circuit, Derived. —When part of a circuit is divided into two
or more parallel branches each of the branches is called a derived
circuit
Circuit, Combined.—In telegraphy two or more circuits, so con
nected by repeaters or otherwise that signals in one are repro
duced in the other.
Circuit, Metallic.—One in which a return wire is used instead
of the earth, as when two wires are looped.
Circuit, Telegraphic.—That connection between two terminal
stations whereby signals can be passed from either one to the
other without mechanical repeating or translating.
Commutator.—Break, contact-breaker, and circuit-changer or
switch. They are of many forms, according to the purpose re
quired.
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Conductivity. —This is a relative term, and applies to that in
herent property of any substance whereby the passage of elec
tricity through it is effected with the least opposition ; it is the
reciprocal of resistance.
Conductors. —Substances which most freely permit electricity
to pass. Formerly, it was thought that substances were of two
distinct classes, conductors and insulators; but it is now known
that the difference is one of -degree only.
Connections.—Wires, etc., completing the circuit between the
lines and different apparatus.
Current. —The supposed flow or passage of electricity or elec
trical force in the direction from -f- to — or positive to negative.
It, therefore, originates at the zinc surface in contact with the
solution, and passes from the zinc to the copper or other nega
tive element in the liquid of the battery, but from the negative
clement to the zinc in the external circuit
Current Reverse.—A current in an opposite direction to the
normal current
Currents, Earth.—This term is used to indicate the currents
that arc observed in a circuit partially formed by the earth,
when the batteries have been removed. They are occasioned
by the different action of the soil on the earth plates, or by a
difference of potential in the earth between the places where the
wire is grounded.
Deflection. —The angle or number of degrees through which
the needle of a galvanometer moves when a current is passing
through its coils.
Electrometer.—An instrument for measuring electric potential.
. Electromotive Force.—The force which developes electric ten
sion or potential. In ordinary galvanic batteries the E. M. R is
set up by the attraction of the zinc for an acid radical ; its degree
depends upon the force and number of such chemical affinities
in circuit, and inasmuch as there are also opposing affinities
tending to dcvclope E. M. F. in the opposite direction, the actual
force depends upon the excess of the total affinities in the direc
tion of the current, over those in the opposite direction.
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Galvanometer.—An instrument for measuring currents.
Induction.— The name given to effects produced outside of a
force exerting body, or out of the circuit to which the force is
directly applied.
Insulators. —Bodies possessing high electrical resistance. All
insulating substances, however, allow some electricity to pass.
Telegraphic Insulators are the glass, porcelain, or vulcanite
supports for the wires, which tend to prevent electrical commu
nication between the latter and the earth.
Intensity. —The old term for the properties now described as
electromotive force and potential. Batteries were said to be
arranged for intensity when the cells were coupled together in
series.
Measurement.—See Units.
Negative.—In the battery, the copper, carbon, or platinum
plate.
Ohm.—A unit of resistance, called also the B. A. unit
Ohm,s Laws. — Formula devised by Ohm, for calculating un
known electrical magnitudes from certain given data. The
symbols should represent fixed units to obtain definite results.
Putting E for the electro motive force, B. for resistance, and C
for current, the relations are represented as follows :
Current

= C = —
R
E
Resistance
= R = —
C
Electromotive Force = E = C X R

and knowing any two of these magnitudes the third is readily
obtained.
Polarization of Plates. —This term is applied to an action which
occurs whenever the current passes from liquid to solid conduc
tors ; there forms on the surface of the latter a film different
from the liquid, by which there is not only a greater resistance
introduced, but an electromotive force is generated, opposing that
of the current, so that if suddenly connected to a galvanome
ter, and the main circuit broken, a reverse current will be main
tained for some time.
61
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Poles.—The wires, plates, etc., leading from the battery ; their
name is the opposite of that of the plate they lead from ; thus
the zinc is the positive metal or element of the battery, but the
wire leading from the zinc is the negative pole.
Positive. — In the battery, the zinc plate.
Potential. —A word used to indicate a condition for, or tendency
to do work. Difference of potential is a difference of electrical
condition, in virtue of which work is done by positive electricity,
in moving from a point more highly electrified to one electrified
in a less degree, or one not electrified at all. The idea of poten
tial essentially involves a relative condition of two points, so
that no one point or body can be said to have an absolute poten
tial, but for brevity the word is used alone to denote the differ
ence between the electrical condition of the body or point and
that of the earth, which is assumed to be zero.
Reduced Length.—A term sometimes used to express a resist
ance in the terms of its equivalent length of wire or resistance.
Resistance. —The opposition presented by the circuit to the
development of the current It is an inherent property of every
subsiance, varying only in degree.
Retardation.—A term applied to the inductive action which
reduces the rate of signaling in submarine cables, etc.
Rheostat. —A variable artificial resistance, employed for measur
ing unknown resistances.
Secondary Wire, in coils, is the long and fine wire in which the
induced current is set up by the magnetic reaction of the core.
Units.—The various bases of any system of measurement
Absolute units are based upon the units of mass, length and
time—1 gramme, 1 metre and 1 second ; the fundamental unit is
that force which can generate a velocity of one metre per second,
gravity being a force of 9-811 such units. The centimetre is
also used in place of the metre. For practical use larger units
have been devised by the British Association, viz :
Electromotive Force and Potential—-The volt= 106 or 100,000
absolute units.
Resistan<e.—The ohm = 107 or 10,000,000 absolute units.
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Current. —The Veber, —f = 10 - 3 or "01 absolute unit per
second.
Veber.—The unit of current
Volt—The unit of electromotive force.
Voltameter.—An apparatus for measuring the current by its
chemical action.
Weight per Mile-ohm.—A term used to designate in pounds
the weight of metal required to give, for a mile length of the
material, a resistance of one ohm.
These weights, for steel, iron and copper are, as follows :
Steel, as used in compound wire
6383 lbs.
Iron, such as supplied to the "W. U. Tel. Co. 4884 "
Copper, pure
872 "
By dividing the above weights by the weight per mile of any
given wire of the different materials, we get the approximate
mileage resistance of such, wire at 60° Fahr. in ohms.

TABLE I.

WEIGHT PER LINEAL FOOT OF WIRES OF DIFFERENT METALS,
BY AMERICAN GAUGE.

No. of Size of each
Gauge.
number. ;

Inch.
OOOO

000
00
0
1
2
3
-1
5
G
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1C
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2S
29
30
31
32
ii.'i

34
35
3G
37
38
39
40

.46000
.40964
.3G480
.3248G
.28930
.257G3
.22942
.20431
.18194
.16202
.14428
.12849
.11443
.10189
.090742
.080808
.071961
.0640S4
.057063
.050820
.045257
.040303
.035890
.031961
.028462
.025347
.022571
.020100
.017900
.01594
.014195
.012G41
.011257
.010025
.008928
.007950
.007080
.006304
.005614
.005000
.004453
.003965
.003531
.003144

Wrought
Iron.

Steel.

Lbs.
.560710
.441683
.352G59
.279GG5
.221789
.175888
.1394S0
.11061G
.087720
.069565
.055165
.043751
.034699
.027512
.021820
.017304
.013722
.01088G
.008G3I
.006845
.005427
.004304
.003413
.002708
.002147
.001703
.001350
.001071
.0008491
.000G734
.0005340
.0004235
.0003358
.0002GG3
.0002113
.0001675
.0001328
.0001053
.000083G6
.00006G25
.00005255
.000041GG
.00003305
.00002020

Specific gravities.
7.774
Weights of a cubic foot, 485.87

.0002G88
.0002132
.0001691
.0001341
.0001003
.00G0S445
.00006687
.00005304
.00004205
.0000333G
.00002G44

Lbs.
.G05I7G
.479903
.3806GG
.301816
.239353
.189S13
.150522
.119376
.0946GG
.075075
.059545
.047219
.037437
.029687
.023549
.013G7G
.014809
.0U74G
.009315
.007587
.005S57
.004G45
.003G84
.002920
.002317
.001838
.001457
.001155
.0009163
.0007267
.0005763
.0004570
.0003624
.0002874
.0002280
.0001808.0001434
.0001137
.00009015
.0000715
.00006671
. 00004496
.0000356(5
.00002827

7.847
490.45

8.8S0
554.988

8.386
524. 10

.566030
.448879
.355986
.282303
.223891
.177548
.140796
.111660
.088543
.070221
.055685
.044164 .
.03502G
.027772
.02202G
.017468
.013851
.010989
.008712
.O0G909
.005478
.004344
.003445
.002734
.002167
.001719
.001363
.001081
.0008571
.OO0G797
.0005391
.0004275
.0003389
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Lbs.

Brass.

.G40513
.507946
.402830
.319451
.253342
.200911
.150323
.126353
.100200
.079462
.063013
.049976
.039036
.031426
.024924
.019766
.015674
.012435
.009859
.007819
.00G199
.004916
.003899
.003094
.002452
.001945
.001542
.001223
.0009099
.0007092
.0006099
.0004837
.0003835
.0003042
.0002413
.0001913
.0001517
.0001204
.0000950
.0000757
.00006003
.00004758
.00003775
.00002992

Lbs.

•

Copper.

'
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Table of Relative Resistance of (Ma PercHa at Different Temperatures.
Temp.
Fahr.
Degrees

Resistance.
i

Temp.
Degrees
Fahr.

Resistance.

Temp.
Decrees
Fahr.

Resistance.

70

1.364

50

4.712

90

0.394

89

0.420

i

69

1.451

49

5.013

88

0.447

68

1.543

48

5.334

I

87

0.475

67

1.642

47

5.675

8G

0.506

66

1.747

46

6.038

85

0.538

65

1.859

45

6.425

84

0.572

64

1.978

44

6.835

83

0.609

63

2.104

43

7.273

82

0.648

62

2.239

42

7.738

81

0.689

61

2.382

41

8.233

80

0.733

60

2.535

40

8.760

79

0.780

!

59

2.697

39

9 . 132

78

0.830

j

58

2.869

38

9.911

77

0.883

:

57

3.053

37

76

0.940

56

3.248•

36

|

10.55
11.22

75

1.000

55

3.456

35

11.94

74

1.064

54

3.680

34

12.71

73

1.132

53

3.912

33

13.52

72

1.204

52

4.162

32

14.38

71

1.282

51

4.429
:h;>;

TABLE IV.

COPPER WIRE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 8.9.
I
1).
W.«.

No.

5
6
7
8

n t

III l

DlAMKTKR.
In MMs.
= .001
In.
fl.)

290
203
180
105

5i
Si
5.59

s.ie
4.67
4.19

IV

j

V

TI

e 1

IT

(Jritlutt
per
f.-ot.
(w.)

11
12
13
14

148
134
120

3.70
' 3.40
1
3.05

109

3.77

95

2.41

« ! J. 11

15
10

72

17

53
49

13
19

05

1.83
1.65
1.47
1.21
1.07

48400 1024.9
41209 j 872.6
32400 686.1

VIII

Ponntle
Mile.
JKT

4225
3364
2401
1764
1225

42
35

21

32

.SI

23
S3

28
25

.71
.64

at

22

.56

625
484

25
2ii

20

.51
.40

XII

Oh
M ma
1.
per 1000

Feet
per
Ohm.

Feet

Olims
per
Mile.

Otitne
per
Pouod.

j146.41

773.045

6.834081.1

p 124. 66
| 98.01

,657.205
;517.493

8.02 3985.7
10. 203134. 8

.2136
.2509
.3190

1.1278
1.3248
1.6843

.002012
.003254

12.142633.7

.3797

2.0048

.004010

15.10 2119.9

.4719

2.4916

18.441737.0
22.951392.9

.5757
.7179

3.0397
3.7905

.007120
.010010

27.821149.4

.8700

4.5936

.016170
.024203

36.63 873.1
47.98 065.3
63.77 501.5

1.1454
1.5030

0.0477

.041153

7.9358

.072114

1.9941
2.4465

10.52K8
12.9180

.137157

3.2176
4.3052

16.88S9
22.7315

5.8590

30.9403
44.5533

.331053
.532740
1.0981

403.8
17956 380.2
14400 ' 304.9
11881 251.6

6880
6184

X,

RkAIATANCK or PUBK CorPKR AT 03" FaH.

pound.

21904

9025

*

IX

I.KNQTU.

2T225

20

.«)

Til

feet.
PODDdl
per 1000

570.5
9
10

j

Weight.

.001459

62.36 J434.861
j 00.20
I 54.29
43.56

'349.853
286.651

35.94

229. COT
189.763

191.1

27.30
145.9
20.84
109.77 | 15.68
89.469 12.78

144.144
110.035
88.71)0
07.478

78.25 408.7

6S.030|
50.844

9.719

51.3103

102.89 310.8

7.263

137. OS1 232.3
187. 401 170.6

37.354
25.941

0.330
3. 7OG

33.3486
28.1741
19.5677

209.83 118.5

21.684

3.098
2.372

16.3574

322.79,

12.5212
9.S845

421.53:

8.4381

.191446

2.2783

1

1024
784

16.602
13.235
10.249

1.891
1.464

400
321

8.471

1.210

5.421
4.151

93 1 10.094
75.8 13.185
16.539

528. 82J 60.5
7.7299

083.06!

46.8 21.357

6. 3888 826.44
1020.401
5.1744

38.7 25.813
31.3
j 31.904
24.6 40.378
19. C 52.732

53.2963
09.0168

3.2570

87.3259
112.7650

8,7457
14.587

136.451

21.311
33.538

5 . 5585

1
27

18
10

.41

25!J

38

11

.36

190

2!)

.33
.30
.25

160

33
81

13
12
10

32

9

.28

6.861

.980
.7741
.5930

4.03S8 12D1.321
3.121C 1086.34

168.453
213.196

52.H0

278.425

88.924

332.927

119.017

13. ( 1 71.725C 1 37E.703
£>.' 103.349 [ &J.0S3
7.8 127.092 074.211

311.530

1
144

3.571
3. Ml

100
81

3.118
1.7K

.5113
.4356
.3026
.2450

2.6937 1955.73
2.300C 2J05.68'
1.597" 3G01.69
1.29SX 4081.61

16. 1

61.100

104.658

521.189

1

-;
34

::.">
SO

8
7

.20
.18

64

1.3K

.1936

40

l.OW|

.1488

5
4

.13

25

.520

.0756J

.10

16

.339,

.0484

1.022!

5165.29
.7831)! 6743.09
! 1.3227. 51 1
.33*
.255 120561.16

6.2 161.545 852.953 1 8>4.427
4.7 210.873 1113.411 1421.970
2.4 413.784 21S4.7S0 > 5173.332
1.55045.705 8409.322 1CS41.(!14
1

UC7

|
!

TA.X5IL.I: V.

FOR CALCULATM APPROXIMATELY THE RESISTANCE OF COPPER
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES FAHRENHEIT.

To increase from lower teni]x?ratnre to
higher, multiply the resistance by the num
ber in Column 2.

To reduce from higher temperature to
lower, multiply the resistance by the num
ber hi Column 4.

J^r-. C0l""1"2-ll^^.iC0h'mnS-

$££.■™™*<-■ig£L■™«°»*-

1

0

1.

1

1.0021

16

1.0341

0

| 1.

1G

0.9070

1.0363

1

0.9979

17

0.9650

1.0385

2

0.9958 I

18

0.9G29

2

1.0042

17
18

3

1.0063

19

1.0407

3

l 0.9937 I

19

0.9609

4

1.0084

20

1.0428

4

' 0.9916 i

20

0.9589

5

1.0105

21

1.0450

0.9896 i

21

0.9569

G

1.0127

22

1.0472

G

I 0.9875 '

22

0.9549

7

1.0148

23

23
24

0.9509

25

0.9489

26

0.9469

I

1.0494

0.9529

8

1.0169

24

1.0516

7
8

9

1.0191

25

1.0538

9

j 0.9854
0.9834 !
i
0.9813 I

10

1.0212

26

1.0501

10

I 0.9792 !

11

1.0233

27

1.0583

11

0.9772

12

■ 1.0255

28

1.0605

12

; 0.9751

28

0.9429

13

1.0270

29

1.0627

13

0.9731

29

0.9409
0.9390

14

1.0298

30

1.0(350

1 ■l

0.9711

30

15

1.0320

15

0.9690

1

0.9449

TABLE VI.

IRON WIRE
DlAMl
II

Gauge.
I
B. W.

IV

III

1

In
- .001
MiK
In.
«1.)

VI

VII

I Tin

IX

x !

Hutio
Resistance,
of |
£,en<jt1i Tejii'.
7J.8-' FAH3. B'kg.
1
Weight
to
Grains
(w.)
Pounds Pound.
Feet
Feet
Ohm.
Ohms Weight
per foot.
per
per
per
pur
Mile.
Mile.
Mile.
Wl gut.
taken
7.74.

:tek.

Xo.
0000

Sp.V at
Gk

Milli-.
metres.

^ .t j

11.53 20G11G 3S15.8 2877.8
10.80 180625 3326.4 2508.0
9.65 144400 2G59.3 2005.1
8.G4 115600 1G91.0 1275.0

1.83
2.10
2. GO
4.14

3106
2708
2172
1378

1.70
1.95
2.43
3.83

7. 02
7.21
0.53
G.05

90000 1G57.4 1249.7
80656 1485.4 1120.0
07081 1235.4 931.5
56644 1043.2 886. G

4.22
4.78
5.70
6.00

1350
1211
1008
958

3.91
4.3(i
5.24
5.51

220
203
ISO
165

5. 59
5.1G
4.57
4.19

48400
41209
32400
27225

891.3
758.9
59G.7
501.4

G73.0
7.85
572.2
9.20
449.9 ! 11.70
14.00
378.1

727
618
678
409

7.2G
8.54
10. 8G
12.92

3.05
3.40
3.07

9
10
11
12

148
134
120
109

3.76
3.40
3.05
2.77

21904
17956
14400
11881

403.4
330.7
265.2
218.8

304.2
249 . 4
200 . 0
1G5.0

17.4
21.2
2G.4
32.0

328
269
216
179

16.10
19.60
24.42
29.60

3.38
3.37
2.97
3.43

13
14
15
1G

95
83
72
G5

2.41
2.11
! 1.83
1.G5

9025
G8S9
5184
4225

1GG.2
12G.9
95.5
77.8

125.3 ; 42.2
95.7
55.2
72.0 * 73.3
58.7
90.0

135
104
78
G3

39.00
51.00
G7.83
83.20

3.12
3 . 00
3.05

"

58
49
42
35

1.47
1.23
1.07
.89

33G4
2401
17G4
1225

G7.5
44.2
32.5
22. G

50.9 103.7
33.3 1158. 6
24.5 215.5
17.0 310.6

COO
00
0

454
425
380
310

1
2
:i
4

300
284
259
238

5
G
7
8

18
10
20

1

55
35.9
26.0
18.4

96.00
147.00
199.34
287.30

The above tablo is calculated upon the basis of tests of wire such as is now fur
nished the Western Union Telegraph Co. The mean of a great many of theso tests
givos 4,884 lbs. per mile-ohm ; that is, the amount of mctnl by weight in a milo
loagth of wire, having ouo ohm resistance, is equal to 4884 lbs. By dividing this
constant by tho weight per mile of any other size wire of tho samo materiid, wo ob
tain tho resistacco in ohms per milo of such wire. The breaking weight of any of
tho abovo sizo wires averages about threo times its own weight per milo.
969

X

TABLE VII.

NATURAL SINES AND TANGENTS.

a
V

ft

-

I

E.

53
r3

ft

ax6

8fsit

1

0
u
,

6'
4>

ft

a

a'

<JQ

Ifa

ft

1.01761
1.03553
1.05378

68
68.5
09

1.07237
1.09131
1.11061
1.13029
1.15037
1.17085
1.19175
1.21310
1.23490
1.25717
1.27994
1.30323

j 69.5
70
70.5
71
71.5

'

*

i

6
a
5

aV
he

a

.00873 i! 23
0.5

1
l.5
2

a.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
0.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
0
9.5
10
10.5

11
11.5

12
12.5

13
13.5

14
14.5

15
15.5

16
16.5

17
17.5

IB
18.5

19
19.5

20
20.5

21
21.8

22
22.5

.00872
.01745
.02618
.03490
.04362
.05234
.06105
.06976
.07846
.08716
.09585
.10453
.11320
.12187
.13053
.13917
.14781
.15643
.16505
i;365
.18224
.19081
.19937
.20791
.21644
.221'J5
.83345
.24182
.25038
.25882
.26724
.27564
.28402
.29237
.30071
.30902
.31730
.32557
.33381
.34202
.35021
.35837
.36650
.37461
.38263

.01745
.02ti18
.03492,
.04366
.05240 ft

23.5
24
24.5
25
25.5

.06110 £6
.06992 26.5
.07870 27
.08748, 27.5
.05028 28
.10.-j10 28.5
.11393 29
.12218 29.5
.13105 30
.14051 30.5
.14945 : 31
.liSW ' 31.5
.10734 32
.176321 32.5
.18533. 33
.194381 33.5
.20345 | 34
.21255 j 34.5
.22169 i 135
.23086 35.5
.24007
.21938 36.5
.25861
.20794 [37.5
.27732 | 88
.28674 38.5
.29C21 39

m
:;r

.30573 j.39.5
.31529 40
.32192 40.5
.33459 41
.34432 41.5
.35411 42
.30397 42.5
.37388 43
.383s6 . 43.5
.39391 44
.40402 '44.5
.11421 45

.39073 .42447 45.5
.39875 .43481 46
.40074 .44522 46.5
.41409 .45572 47
.42202 .46030 47.5
.43051 .47097 48
.43837 .48773 1 48.5
.441120 .49858 49
.45399 .50952 | 49.5
.46175 .52050 50
.40947 .53170 50.5
.47710 .54295 51
.4S481 .554.",0 51.5
.4924J .56577 52
.50000 .57735 52.5
.50754 .58^04 1 53
.51504 .00086 | 53.5
.52250 .61280 54
.529U2 .C24S6 , 54.5
.53730 .03707, 55
.54461 .04940 j 55.5
.55194 .00188! 50
.55919 .67450 56.5
.56041 - 0S728 57
.57358 .70020 57.5
.58070 .71329 C8
.58773 .72054,, 58.5
.59482 .739901' 59
.00182 .75355 59.5
.00670 .70732] 60
.61560
.78123 j 60.5
.02251 .79513 61
.62932 .80978 ,61.5
.63608
.82433 j 62
.64279 .83910 , C2.5
.04945 .85108 63
.05000 .86928 C3.5
.00262 .88472 04
.66913 .90040: 64.5
.67559 .91033 II 65
.0S20O .93251 ■ 05.5
.08855 .94890 i' 06
.69466 .96508 j 66.5
.70091 .08269 07
.70711 1.00000 . 07.5
'J TO

.71325
.71934
.72537
.73135
.73728
.74314
.74890
.75471
.76041
.76004
.77102
.77715
.78261
.78801
.79335
.79864
.80386
.80902
.81412
.81915
.82413
.82904
.83389
.83807
.84339
.84805
.85264
.85717
.86163
.80GC3
.87030
.87462
.87882
.88295
.88701
.89101
.89493
.S9879
.90259
.90631
.90990
.91355
.91700
.92050
.92388

72
|72.5

:ts
73.5
' 74
,74.5
1 75

1.32704 j 75.5
1.35142 76
1.37638 ' 70.5
1.40195 77
1.42815i 77.5
1.45501 78
1.48850 78.5
1.51084 79
1.53987 '79.5
1.56969 83
1.00033 80.5
1.03105 81
1.06428 81.5
1.09766 82
1.73205 ,82.5
1.76749 83
1.80405 83.5
1.S4177 [84
1.88073 84.5
1.92093 !s5
1.90281 85.5
2.00569 80
2.C5030 '86.5
2.09054 ,87
2.14451 8M
2.19-430 88
2.S4604 68.5
2.29684 89
2.355K5 89.5
2.41421 | 90

2.47509
.92718
.93042
2.5^805
2.60509
.93358
.93067
2.07402
.93969
2.74748
.94204
2.82391
.94552
2.!)0I21
.91832
2.9SC69
.95100
3.07768
.S&372
3.17159
.95030
3.27085
.95882
3.37594
.90120
3.48741
.96363
3.1X1588
.96593
3.73205
.90815
3.86671
.97030
4.01073
.97237
4.16530
.97437
4.33148
.97030
4.51071
.97815
4.70463
.97992
4.91500
.98163
5,14455
.98325
5.395^8
.98481
5.07128
.98629
5.97576
.98769
0.31375
.98902
0.69110
.99027
7.11537
.99144
7.59575
.99255
8.14435
.99357
8.77689
.99452
9.51-130
.99540 10.3854
.99619 11.4:*1
.99692 12.7062
.99755 14.3007
.99813 16.3499
.99803 19.0811
.99905 22.C038
.05939 23.6303
.99966 38.1S85
.99985 57.2900
.99936 114.589
1.00000

TA.B3L.E VIII.

Showing the relative Conductivity and Resistance of
Metals and Alloys.
AT 0° CENTIGRADE OB 32° FAHRENHEIT.

Metals and Alloys.

Silver, soft
Copper, "
Silver, hard
Copper, "
Silver, standard
Gold, soft
Gold, hard
Gold, proof
„
| with 14.3* Silver and

Relative Conductivity.
Silver (hard drawn)— 100.
108.57
102.00
100.00
99.95
80.63
79.30
77.96
44.47
72.55

Copperj7^Gold
Aluminum
Silver, with 6* Platinum. .
Zinc, pressed
Gun Metal, Anstrian
Cadmium
Copper, with 36.7* Zinc. . .
Copper, with 85* Zinc
Iron, soft
Silver, with 9.8* Platinum.
Platinum. soft
Cobalt
Iron, hard
Steel, abont
Gold Silver, alloy
Nickel, annealed
Tin, pressed
Copper, with 9.7* Tin
/--„!,) i with 15 2* Silver and
U0"M 26.5* Copper
n„i.i ] with 18.1* Silver and
GoW''i 15.4* Copper...
Copper, with 10.3* Tin
Thallium
Silver, with 25* Palladium. . .
Lead, pressed
German Silver
Silver, with 33.4* Platinum. . .
Arsenic
Antimony
Platinum, with 33.4* Iridium
Gold, with 15* Iron
Gold, with 4.7* Iron
Gold, with 5* Iron
Gold, with 10* Iron
Mercury
Bismnth

33.76
31.64
29.02
27.08
83. 72
82 27
82.03
20.73
18.04
18.03
17.22
16.81
16.00
15.03
13.11
12.36
12.19

Eelative Resistance.
Silver (hard drawn)—1.
.98
.98
UK)
1.00
1.84
1.26
1.88
1.37
2.25
2.96
3.16
3.44
3.09
4.81
4.19
4.53
4.88
5.54
5.55
5. SI
B.95
0.25
0.05
7. 03
8.09
8.20

12.02
10.60
10.21
9.16
8.68
8.33
7.80
6.70
.1.10
4.68
-1.51
2.76
8.37
2.10
2.06
1.63
1.85

9.43
9.79
10.92
11.74
12.02
12.82
14.90
21.01
21.65
22.03
36.23
<2.25
47.61
48.54
61.35
80.00

TABIiE

IX.

IRON WIRE
Worcester
Wire
No*.
Gauge.

ouou
000
00
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10
11
IS

Section.

Inches.
.893
.36*
.331
.841
.2S3
.263
.244
.225
.207
.192
.177
.162
.118
.135
.120
.105

1 Weight of
1 100 feet,

Weipht of
1 mik<.

1

Sq. Inch.
.1213
.1029
.08604
.08193
.0629
.05432
.046759
.03976
.033653
.026962
.02460.->
.020612
.017203
.014313
.1111309
.008659

Ponnds.
40.94
34.73
29. IU
27.66
81.23
18.34
15.78
13.39
11.35
9.73
8.30 .
6.96
5.80
4 83
3.82
2.92

Pon nil s.
2162
1831
1533
1460
1121
968
833
707
599
. 5H
439
367
306

255
202
154

TABLE

Feet in
Feet in
63 uouulis- 2000 pounds.

Feet,
154
181
217
228
296
343
399
470
555
617
759
905
1086
1304
1649
2158

Feet.
4885
5759
688H
7231
9425
10,905
12,674
14.936
17,621
2i ».555
24,096
2S.734
34,483
41.40S
52.356
68,493

X.

FRENCH MEASURES.
Millimetres.

Inches.

Millimetres.

Inches.

Millimetres.

Incheft.

4.".
50
55
61)
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
KK)
105
110
115
120

1.771
1.968
2 165
2 362
2.559
2.750
2.953
3.149
3 346
3.541
3 741)
3.937
4 134
4.331
4.528
4.744

125
130
13'.
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
ISO
185
190
195
200

4.941
5.113
6.315
5.512
5.703
5 906
0.103
6.299
6 496
6.693
6 890
7.087
7.284
7.480
7.677
7.874

1

0.f.39

q

o.o;s

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
15
2)
25
30
35
40

0.113
0.157
0.197
0.236
0.275
0 315
0.354
0.394
0.590
0 787
0.984
1.181
1.378
1.575

TA.BL.E

XI.

FOR CONVERTING FRENCH WEIGHTS AND MEASURES INTO ENGLISH.
Multiply by the figures opposite the given names. The names of tho equivalent
values in Knglish units are jriven in the 3d and Gih columns.
Kilometre
Metre

1 30.3:08
.3937
1 3.SHI4
.. .| .62137
...

.03937

Miles.
Feet,
Inches.

Kilo>jrnmme . .
i .0*215
1 15.432
(Jramine
.1">43
Centigramme . .!
Milligramme.. .1. 0.1043
2.2046

rounds Ay dps.
Ounce Troy.
Grains "

IN DEX
Adjustment of Morse relay, 441 ; of quadruplex apparatns. S60.
Alarm, electro-mechanical, for needle tele
graph, 547.
Alphabet, American Morse. 429 ; Interna
tional Morse, 480; Steinhell's 420; Stir
rer's, 545.
Alum battery, 83.
Amalgamation of zines, 84 ; solntion for, 950.
Amalgam for electrical machines, 957; Kienmier's, 16.
American antomatic telegraph, 724.
American mile unit of resistance, 169.
American Morse alphabet, 429.
American Mor.se telegraph,421 (see Telegraph) .
Ampere's rule, 92.
Appendix, 946.
Armature, of electrical machine, 17 ; of
electro -magnet, 102.
Armature, Siemens's, 598.
Astatic galvanometer, 97.
Atlantic cable, of 1857, 360 ; of 1865, 363 ; of
1866, 365 ; apparatns and methods nsed
in working, 553; shore end of, 365.
Anstrian telegraph key, 499.
Antographic telegraph, 711 (see Telegraph).
Antoinatic telegraph, 688 (&e Telegraph).
Antomatic type-printing telegraph, 734, 736,
Bain's antomatic telegraph, 690 ; chemi
cal do., 692.
Bakewell's copying telegraph, 741.
Balance, electrical (see Bridge).
Battery, electric, 37.
Battery, galvanic, 42 ; genoral principles of,
42^ varieties of sulphate of copper, 47;
Daniell's, 48; Siemens-Halske, 52, 70;
Meidinger, 53; Gravity, 66; Callaud. 57;
Lockwood, 59 ; Menotti, 60 ; Thomson,
61; Eagle, 62; Muirhcad, 63; nitric and
chromic acid, 64, 71; Grove, 65; Bunsen,
66 ; Stohrer, G8 ; Fauro, 71 ; Grenet, 72 ;
Smee, 74 ; Leclanch^, 75 ; Marie-Davy,
77 ; sulphate of lead, 79; sand, 80 ;
graphite, 80 ; secondary, 81 ; earth, 82 ;
Zamboni, dry, 8J; alum, 83; amalgama
tion of zines*in, 81 ; electromotive force
of, 73, 85 ; internal resistance of, 85 ;
combination of elements into, 86 ; mea
surement of internal resistance of, 203 ;
measurement of electromotive force of,
209; comparison of electromotive forces
of, 271 ; supplying a number of lines
from a ,-ingfe, 213.
Battery stand, 64, 458.
Baumgartno/s experiment, 403.
Bell's telephonic apparatns, 880.
Bennett's doubler. 20.
Bisertc and Bona cable, 303.

Black cement, 958.
Blavicr's formula for locating fault, 917.
Bockman's telegraph, 414.
Bonelli's typo-telegraph, 763,
Bosscha's laws, 213 ; method of simultaneons
transmission in same direction, 835 ;
quadruple transmission, 835.
Bound electricity, 30.
Branch or derived circuits, laws of, 202.
Break in line, how to test from way sta
tion, 449.
Brass, resistance of, 176.
Brcguet's dial telegraph, 506.
Bridge method of duplex telegraphy, 800.
Bridge, Whcatstone, 205 ; remarks on, 937 ;
Thomson's modification of, 938 ; Varley's do., 940, 941.
Britannia jomt for line wires. 314.
British Association, unit of resistance, 170.
Bnlkley's repeater, 460.
Bunscn's battery. 06.
Bntton repeater, 460.
Cable, Atlantic, 360, 303, 365 ; Binerte and
Bona, 362; Malta and Alexandria, 302;
Persian Gulf, 362 ; lied Sea, 361.
Cables, submarine, 355 ; application of con
denser to, 558 ; method of laying, 305 ;
method of working by single needle
system, 552.
Calahan's stock telegraph, 073.
Callaud battery, 57.
Capacity, measurement of, De Santy's
method, 927 ; Thomson's do., 928 ; Yarley'sdo., 930.
Carrier of pneumatic tubes. 892.
CaselU's experiment, 407 ; pantelcgraph, 741.
Cavallo's telegraph, 414.
Cement, telectrical, 957 ; Muirhead's, 9.r8 ;
black, 958 ; Siemens'^, 958 ; for insula
tors, 958.
Charge of electrophorns, 19; of condenser,
30; of insulated land line, 320 ; of sub
marine cables, 382 ; coefficient of in sub
marine cables, 385; do. in land lines, 387.
Charge and discharge of Lcyden jar and elec
tric battery, 30 ; on land lines, phenome
na of, 324 ; do. when connected to earth,
330.
Chatterton's compound, formula for, 950.
Chemical action in galvanic batteries, 45.
Chemical telegraph. Bain's, 692; Bakewell's,
741; Bonelli's, 765; Casclli's, 744; Edi
son's, 726; Gintl's, 777; Sawyer's, 762.
Chemical paper, solntions for, 957.
Chester's dial telegraph. 578.
Chloride of sodium, resistance of, 134.
Chromic acid battery, 71,72.
Circuit, closed system, 427, 414, CS1; elosed
voltaic, 41.
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Circuit breaker, antomatic, 102 ; Page's, 131.
Circuits, derived, 202, 284 ; telegraphic. 281 ;
of American telegraphs, 427,444 ; of Eu
ropean do., 518.
Circuit, inductive, 959.
Clark's method of comparing electromotive
force of batteries, 2t3; repeater, 273.
Closed circuit, key, 442; system of telegtaphi , 427, 444 ; do. on German R.
It. lilies, 621.
Combination printing telegraph, 642.
Commntator, of magneto-electric machine,
122 ; plug, for way st-itions, 527 : Swiss
534.
Compensation, method of, for measuring
resisinncea, 237.
Compound wiles for telegrap'l lines, 955.
Condenser, 3n, 35; application of to antom
atic telegraph, 727; to duplex telegraph,
794, 795, 798 ; to induction apparatns,
132; to quadruples telegraph, 841; to
submarine cables, 553 ; method of con
struction, 949.
Condenser, liquid, 81.
Conductivity of t legrnph lines, 285, 335.
Conductivity resistance of lines, 335 ; how
to measure by differential galvanometer,
913.
Conductors of electricity, 7.
Constant of galvanometer, how to find. 897.
Constants, Voltaic, determination of, 262.
Construction of land lines in the United
States, 2!>4 ; in England, 3<i7 ; on the
Continent, 315 ; with iron poles, 319.
Continuity preserving key, first nse of in
simultaneons double transmission, 780.
Cooke's invention of needle telegraph, 546.
Copper, resistance of. 176, 968.
Copying press for received messages, 892.
Copying telegraph (see Telegraph, AuloaraflJiU)
Coulomb's elec
ectroineter, 23.
Coxe's telegraph, 416.
Creosoted poles, 309.
Cross-arms, on land lines, arrangement of
in United States. 295 ; in England, 309.
Cross between two lines, how to locate, 919.
Cro's-conneeting wires, directions for, 453.
Cros'a antographic telegraph, 744.
Current, galvanic, 40; unit of, 86.
Current induction, 104.
Current strength, measurement of, by volta
meter, 162 ; by tangent or sine galva
nometer, 16'J ; by Siemens's universal
galvanometer. 908.
Cnt-ont, plug or wedge, for way stations, 450.
Daniki.l's batten-, 48.
Darwin's doubler, 81.
Decomposition ot electricity, 12.
Deflection of magnetic needle by electric
current, i'2.
Density, electrical, 27.
Derived or branch circuits, 202, 284 ; laws
of, 202.
De Saury's method of measuring static capa
city, 927.
Dial telegraph, 562 (set Tekgran/i).
Dictionary ot technical terms, 959.
Difference of potential, 188.
Differential galvanometer, 26', C09 ; double
shunt do', 910.
Differential relay first nsed in simultaneons
double transmission, 76'J.

Differential method of duplex telegraphy,
792 ; comparison of with bridge me
thod, 805.
Digney's ink-writer, 487.
Direct working polarized ink-writer, 513.
Discharger, electrical, the, 38.
Discharge of condenser. 34 ; of insulated land
line, 328 ; of Leydcn jar or electric bat
tery, 37; of submarine cable, 384; of tele
graph line, method of accelerating. 400.
Disguised electricity, 13.
Distribntion of electricity upon conductors,
25; of electro-static charge in submarine
cables, 380.
Double current key, 499.
Double needle telegraph, 552.
Double polo lines, 310.
Doubler, electrical, tbo, 20.
Doubie style apparatns—Stiihrer's, 541.
Double transmission, simultaneons, 768 (see
Telegraph).
Drawing in cables for underground lines, 345.
Duration of variablo state, 325 ; when line
is to earth, 388; when insulated, 393.
Duration of battery contact required to
make signal, 397.
Dub's experiments on construction of elec
tro-magnets. 258 ; observations on trans
mission of electric currents, 405.
Du Muncel ou electrical resistance of the
earth, 412.
Duplex telegraph (see Telegraph, also Slmultaneons Transmission).
Duxbury cable station, apparatns at, 560.
Eagle's battery, 62.
Earlv experimental telegraphs, 414.
Earth battery, 82.
Earth circuit, the, 282.
Earth, the, a reservoir of electricitv, experi
ments of Matteuci, 403; Baunigartner,
403; Wheatstonc, 406; C'aselli. 407; (iuillemin, 408; electrical resistance of, 411.
Earth wires, for telegraph poles, 296, 311.
Ebonite, composition of, 957.
Edlund's method of simultaneons transmis
sion in opposito directions, 777.
Edison'santomatic telegraph, 726; method of
multiple telegraphy, 866; of simultaneons
transmission in opposite directions, 822,
Electrical
823 ; do.
doubler,
in tiie same
20. direction, 834.
Electrical machines, 14 ; amalgam for. 957.
Electrical measurement, apparatns for, 135 ;
unit of, 161 (s e aim Measurement).
Electrical resistance, 167; of metallic wires,
171 ; of metals, 176; of the earth, 411.
Electric batterv, 36.
Electric density, 27.
Electric discharge, 17.
Electricity, bound, 29.
Electricity, distribntion of, 25, 29.
Electricity, frictional. 5: general phenomena
of, 5 ; vitreons and resinons, 6 ; positive
and negative states of, 7; conductors
and non-conductors of, 7 ; static induc
tion , 9 ; electroscope, 19, 22 ; disguised
electricity, 13 ; electrical machines, 14,
16; clectrophonis, 18; electrical doubler,
20; electrometer. 23; distribution, 25;
density, 27; bound, 30 ; condenser, SO;
Leyden jar. 36; baltery, 37; discharge, 38.
Electricity, Voltaic. 39; researches of Oalvani aud Volta, 39 ; galvanic current, 40 ;
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galvanic batteries, 42 ; phenomena pro
duced by current. 4* ; production of
light and heat, 44 ; physiological and
chemical effects of, 45.
Electrode, 17.
Electro-magnet, the, 100 ; construction of
magnetizing helices for, 259.
Electro-magnetic induction, 103.
Electro-magnetic motor, of printing instru
ment, 061.
Electro-magnetism, 91; laws of, 257.
Electrometer, 23; Peltier's, 370; nsed for test
ing insulation of submarine cables. 375 ;
nsed in place of galvanometer for test
ing, 945.
Electrometer, Thomson's quadrant, 946.
Electro-mechanical methoa of simultaneons
double transmission, 807.
Electromotive force of varions batteries, 73,
85; of Gramme's magneto-electric ma
chine, 124.
Electromotive force, definition of, 86, 960;
unit of, 81> ; measurement of, 269 ; com
parison of, in two batteries, 271.
Electro- motor printing telegraph, Phelps's,
047.
Electrophorns, the, 8.
Electroscope, the, 9, 22.
Electro-staiic induction, 9 ; on telegraph
lines and submarine cables, 380Electro-static or induction coil, 130.
Escapes or derived circuits, 284.
Escapes and leakages of current upon land
lines, 335.
European Morse telegraph, 478; alphabet,
4S0 ; circuits, 518 {see also Telegraph).
Extra current, phenomena of the. 111 ; on
telegraph lines, 334.

231, 268 ; Gaugain's, 137 ; horizontal, 96 ;
Slemens's universa', 275, 903; sine, 1(8,
139 ; sine tangent, 143 ; tangent, 136, 894 ;
Thomson's reflecting, 148, 557; do. mar
ine, 154 ; vertical, 96 ; precantions neces
sary in nsing, 156.
Garnier's antomatic telegraph, 700.
Uuugain's tangent galvanometer, 137; veri
fication of Ohnrs law, 185.
Ganss and Weber's telegraph, 417.
Gauge, wire, 172; Brown and Sharpe's, 174;
Birmingham, 175; Clark's, 170; table of,
965.
German mile unit of resistance, 169.
German silver, resistance of, 176.
Gintl's method of simultaneons transmission
in opposite directions, 769; chemical
do., 777.
Glass, shellac varnish for, 950.
Gold, resistance of, 176.
Gold indicator, Laws's, 672.
Gold leaf electroscope. 22.
Gramme's magneto-electric machine, 124.
Graphite battery, 80.
Gravity battery, 56.
Gray's privateline telegraph. 682; telephone,
872 ; harmonic multiple telegraph, 877.
Grenet battery, 72.
Grove battery, 64.
Ground wire at way station, use of. 447, 453.
Guillemin's demonstration that earth is a
reservoir of electricity, 408; experiments
on speed of transmission, 4S9.
Gntta percha, specific resistance of. 374; in
fluence of temperature upon, 379; mak
ing joints in, 346; resistance of at diffe
rent tem>ieraturcs, 966.
Guy wires, 315.

FAC-i1xilK telegraph (ere Telegraph, Auto
graphic).
Faraday's experiment, 11.
Farad, definition of, 86.
Farmer and Woodman's repeater, 462.
Fanners methods of simultaneons transmis
sion In opposite directions, 785, 787.
Faur.-'s battery, 71.
Faults in land lines, locating, 893 ; by diffe
rential galvanometer, 910: by loop test,
919 ; by Blavier's formula, 917.
Faults in submarine cables, locating by loop
test, 930 ; when only one wire" is availnble, 933; by comparison of potentials,
945.
Fixture for honsetop lines in cities, 3C6.
Free electricity, 10.
French unit of resistance, 109.
Friciionnl electricity, 5 [see Electricity).
Frictional electricity, difference between
Voltaic and. 90.
Frlsc hen's method of simultaneous trans
mission in opposite directions, 771 ; do.
with polarized relays, 790.
Froment's dial telegraph, 573.

Hamblet'b magneto-electric dial tele
graph. 601.
Harmonic telegraph or telephone, 863 (see
Telegraph).
Haskins s method of simultaneons transmis
sion in opposite directions, 819.
IXeaviside,
ruple transmission,
Oliver, suggests
833. method of quad'

C"1* alvani, experiment with frogs' legs, 39.
X Galvanic battery, 42 (see Battery).
Galvanic current,
electricity,
40. 39 (see Electricity. Vol
taic); application of to telegraphy, 415.
Galvanic elements, combination of into bat
teries, HO.
Galvanic induction, 101; polirization, 184.
Galvanometer, 94 ; astatic, 97 ; differential,

Helices for electro-magnets, construction of,
259.
Henry's discovery of elongation of iron bars
by magnetism, 871.
nelmnoltz's analysis of sonnd, 869.
Hicka's antomatic repeater, 464 ; magnetic
adInsting do., 468.
noltz's machine, 16.
House's printing telegraph. 605.
Horizontal galvanometer, !W>.
Hughes's electro-magnet, 399 ; type-printing
telegraph, 609 ; application of simulta
neons double transmission to do., 811,
812.
Humaston's antomatic telegraph, 701.
Ice pail, experiment with, 11.
Induced current, 104; practical applica
tions of, 128; Morse telegraph operated
Induction
by, 539.static, 9 ; of a current by a mag
net, 117; electro-static, on telegraph
lines, 380 ; in submarine cables, 381 ;
electro-magnetic, 103 ; galvanic, 104 ;
magneto-electric, 116.
Induction apparatns, 109; coll, 108; machine,
magneto-electric, 120.
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Induction or electro-static coil, 130 ; Rit
chie's, 131. 133; Page's, 131; Kuhmkorff's, 131; Ladd's. 130; Uoyal Poly
technic, 134 ; Stevens Institnte of Tech
nology, 134 ; application of condenser
to, 132.
Ink-writer, John's, 486 ; Digney's, 487; Sie
mens and Hulske's, 489; do., polarized,
513; adaptation of lo open and closed
circuit, 523.
Insulation of telegraph lines, 285 ; teat of,
by Peltier's electrometer, 375.
Insulating varnish for paper, 957; do. for
silk, 957.
Insulation resistance of line, how to find,
898; measurement of by differential gal
vanometer, 912, 913.
Insulation test of submarine cables, 925.
Insulators, 7.
Insulators for land lines, requisites of, 292 ;
varieties of, Von Cbauvm's, 291; glaas,
300 ; wooden, 302 ; hard rubber, 303 ;
fiarafttn, 303; square glass, 305; Yarey's, 312; German, 315; French, 318;
Siemens and liulske's, 319; method of
testin',', 313 ; cement for fastening, 958.
Insulators for submarine cables, specific re
actance of, 373; how determined, 373.
Intensity, definition of, 961.
International Morse telegraphic alphabet,
480.
Internal resistance of batteries, 85; measure
ment of, 263.
Iron poles tor land lines, 230, 319 ; Swiss,
340; Siemens's, 320, Bavarian, 323.
Iron, resistance of, 176.
Tacobi's resistance unit, 162, 168.
Jake's system of 4elegraphy, 737.
Joint, for line wires, American, 289; Britan
nia, 314; for submarine cables or under
ground wires, 346 ; testing of do., 351.
Joint resistance of several circuits, 202.
John's ink-writer, 486.
Key, telegraphic, American, 412;
closed circuit, 442 ; European, 498 ;
open circuit, 49 > ; Anstrian, 499; revers
ing, 499; double current, 499; magnetoinduction, 501 ; continuity preserving,
780.
Klenmier's amalgam for electrical machines,
16.
Kirch hoffs laws, 909.
Koblransch's electrometer, 190.
Kramer's dial telegraph, 585; method of
simultaneons transmission in buuic di
rection, 8d0.
La Coun's harmonic telegraph, 882.
Land lines, 285; wire for, 288; poles
for, 2SJ; insulators for, 292.
Land lines in the United States, construc
tion of, 291 ; poles, 294 ; ciossarms, 29 > ;
lightning conductors, 296; wire, 2i)8 ;
tests of^do., 2i>8 ; insulators, 299; lines
on honse tops, how arranged, 306.
Land lines in England, construction of, 307;
poles, 307; preparation of do., 308; crossarms, 309 ; earth wires, 311 ; insulators,
312; jointing wire, 314.
Laud lines on the Continent, construction
of, 315 ; poles, 315 ; insulators, 315 ; con
struction with iron poles, 319.

Land lines, pnenomena of charge and dis
charge ou, 324; measurement and testing
of, 893.
Land line, insulated, charge of, 320; dis
charge of, 328 ; do., connected to earth,
charge and discharge of, 330: return
current in, 332; escapes and leakages
upon, 335; coefficient of charge in, 385.
Laws, Ohm's. 193; Kirchoff's, aJ9; Bosscha's, 213; Mariotte's, 159; of branch cr
derived circuits, 204; of electro-magnet
ism, 257.
Laws's gold indicator, 672.
Laying submarine cables, 365; underground
wires, 340.
Lcclauch6's battery, 75.
Le Monnier's telegraph, 414.
Lenoir's antographic telegraph, 758.
Le Sage's telegraph, 414.
Leyden jar, 36; correspondence of submar
ine cable to, 380.
Lightning conductors, for telegraph poles,
296,311.
Lines, grounded or pnt to earth, 453; looped,
454 ; cross connected or interchanged,
453.
Line, supplying a number of, from one bat
tery, 213.
Liquids, resistance of. 1S2.
Little's antomatic telegraph, 721.
Local circuit, 427, 439.
Local magnet, 434.
Lock wood battery, 59.
Looping lines, method of, 454.
Loop test for locating faults, 919; do. by
nndge system, 930; correction fordo.,
932.
LumsdciTs test, 93(1.
Maonkt. local, 431
Magnetic needle, deflection of, by cur
rent. 93.
Magneto-electric dial telegraph, Wheatstone's, 589; Siemens and Hulake's, 596;
Hamblct's, 601.
Magneto-electric induction, 116 ; currents,
541).
Magneto-induction currents, nsed for Morse
telegraph. 501, 54X
Magneto-induction machine, 123; Gramme's,
124; key, 503; do. for Morse's telegraph.
501.
Mam line sounder, 438.
Malta-Alexandria cable, 863.
Mance's method of measuring internal resis
tance of battery, 266.
Manufacture of submarine cables, 357.
Marie Davy's battery, 77
Marine g d\anonieter, Thomson's, 154.
Marine glue, formula for. 957.
Mariotte's laws, 159.
Maron's method of simultaneons transmis
sions in opposite directions, 79.1.
Matteucci's experiments ou conductivity of
the earth, 403.
Matthiesen's resistance unit, 169.
Measurement electrical, apparatns for, 135 ;
tangent galvanometer, 136,531; sine do,
139; multiplier, 143; sine tangent galvan
ometer, 143; reflecting or mirror do.,
148; marine do.. 154; Sicmens's univer
sal, do., 903; voltameter, 157: rheostats
and resistance coils, 177, 18t>, 89X
Measurement, of resistance, 231 ; of internal
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resistance of battery, 263 ; of electro-mo
tive force, 1JiJU; of current strength, H>2,
163, 2u2 : of resistance of liquids, 183 ;
of res stance of thu earth, 412; of con
ductivity of lines, 913 ; of insulation of
lines, 8ys; of insulation of submarine ca
bles, 368.
Measurement and testing of laud lines. 81)3 ;
locating faults in do., 81*3; testing by
tangent galvanometer, 894 : rheostats or
resistance coils, 899; Siemens's universal
galvanometer, 903; differential galvunoineter, 909 ; conductivity tests by do.,
913; testing for faults by, 916 ; locating
faults m underground wires, 921.
Measurement and testing of submarine
cables, 921; tests during laying of cables,
Siemens's method, 935 ; W . Smith's
do., 92ti; capacity measurements, De
Santy's, 927; Thomson's 928 ; loop test
by bridge system. 930; correction tor
do., 932; method of testing with single
conductor, 933 : remarks on the briage
or electrical balance, 937; Thomson's
bridge, 938 ; Varley's do., WO, Wl.
Meidiuger's battery, 53.
Menotti's battery, 00.
Mercury, resistance of, 176
Mercury, unit of resistance, Siemens*s, 169
Meyer's antographic telegraph, 706 ; method
of multiple transmission. 862.
Mileage resistance, how to And, 915.
Mile onm, 963, 969.
Millikeu's repeater, 470.
Mirror galvanometer, 148, 154,557.
Morse's telegraph, American, 421 ; European
478 Owe al4O Telegraph).
Muller, table of resistance according to, 176,
Multiple transmission, Mever's method, 862;
Edison's. 866; Gray's, 877.
Mui1 head's bnttery, 63; cement, 958.
Multiplier. 143.
Mnsical sounds, telegraphic transmission of,
868.
Needle telegraph, 546; single do., 551;
double do., 552.
Negative electricity, 7.
Nicuolson's revolving doubler, 21.
Nitric acid battery, 64.
Nitric acid, resistance of, 184.
Non-conductors. 7.
Nystrom's method of determining the resis
tance of the earth, 412; of simultaneons
transmission in opposite directions, 780.
Oersted's discovery of electro-magnetism,
91, 416.
Ohm, definition of, 86.
Ohm's law, 185: Uaugnin's verification of,
185; practical application of, 192.
Open circuit key. 496, 519; system of tele
graphy, 518, 521.
Olsen's automatic type-printing telegraph,
737.
Page's discoveries, 131 ; antomatic circuit
breaker, 131 ; electro-static induction
coil, 131.
Pantel^graph, Caselli's, 744.
Paper, tusulating varnish for, 957.
Park's mechanical transmitter, 728.
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Peltier's electrometer, 37C ; insulation, test
by, 375.
Persian Gulf cable. 362.
Perforator, for antomatic telegraph, Siemens
and Halske's, 695 ; Huraaston's, 701 ; Siemens's, 712.
Phelps's electro-motor type-printing tele
graph, 647 ; private line telegraph, 6s5 ;
stock telegraph, 678 ; antomatic typeprinting telegraph, 736.
Plate electrical machine, 15.
Platinum, resistance of, 176.
Ping cnt ont lor way sections, 450.
Pneumatic transmission, 883; single sluice
valve for, 883 ; reception ami transmis
sion of messages by, 88-1 ; double sluice
valve, K85; manner of operating do., 887;
manner of copying messages, 892.
Pogifeudorff'srhencord, 170; method of com
paring the electromotive force of bat
teries, 273; observations on polarization
of earth plates, 404.
Polarization, galvanic, 184; determination of,
317.
Polarized relay, Siemens's, 509 ; Smith's, 845;
nsed on closed circuits, 535.
Polarized ink-writer, Siemens's, 513. 723.
Poles, on land lines, 289; in United States,
295 ; In England, 308 ; of iron, 290. 319.
Positive electricity, 7 ; do. electrode, 17.
Potential, definition of, 113, 168, 902; in
closed circuit, 188; of currents from in
duction machines, 402; locating faults
in cables by measurement of at different
points, W5.
Pouillet's tangent galvanometer, 136; tabic
of comparative resistances, 176; experi
ment, 185.
Preeee's method of simultaneons transmis
sion in opposite directions. 781.
Prescott and Smith's quadruplex method,
849.
Primary current, 105.
Printing telegraphs, 603 (see Telegraph).
Private line telegraphs, Grav's, 682; Phelps's,
685.
Private line and reporting telegraph, 672.
Quadrant electrometer, 946.
Quadrant electroscope, 16.
quadruple transmission first suggested by
Stark. 829.
Quadruplet and multiple transmission. 833;
general principles of, 833; methods of,
Bosscha s, 835 ; Edison's, 838; Smith's.
843, 846; Prescott and Smith's, 849; West
ern t'nion standard, 851 ; directions for
setting up, 853; adjnstment of, tor work
ing, 860 ; modification of, for shorter
lines, 861; Meyer's method of multiple
transmission, 862; Edison's do., 866,
Quantity, definition of, 87; unit of, 86; of
current, how determined, 87.
Kapidity with which successive signals
can be sent, 397.
Receiving magnet or relay, 427, 439, 505, 506
{sre lielnij).
Recipes, varions nseful, 956.
Kec rder. syphon, Thomson's, 559.
Red Sea cable, 361.
Reduced length, definition of. 962
Reflecting L'alvanomcicr, Thomson's, 143,
154, 557.
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Register, Morse's first model of, 421 ; nsed
on experimental line, 420.
Register of Morse's telegraph, American. 431;
Western Union, 433 ; European embussing, 482; ink-writing, 486; self-starting,
428. 493.
Reis-'s telephone, 870.
Heisser's telegraph, 414.
Relay, of Monies telegraph, 425; Western
L"nion,439; adjnstment of. 442; Euro
pean, 505 ; Siemens and Halske's, with
movable core, 5u7 ; do., box relay, 507;
do., polarized, 509Relay, compound polarized, of quadruplex
apparatus, 858; adjustment of, 858.
Repea'cr. or translator, principle of, 459;
bntton. 4ti0; Bulkley's, 400; Fanner aid
Woodman's, 462; Hicks's antomatic,
464; Clark's, 466: Hicks's magnetic ad
justing, 468; MlllikenV, 470; Smith's
477.
Repeater, first nsed in simultaneons double
transmission, 776.
Reporting and private line telegraphs, 672.
Kesmons electricity, 6.
Resistance, electrical, definition of, 167, 962;
units of, 86, 168; Wheatstoue's, 168;
Jacobi's.lWiSiemens's. 169; French. 169.
Swiss, 169; Matihiesen's, 169; Varley's,
169; German mile, 169; American mile.
169; British Association, 170.
Resistance of ba teries, 85 ; measurement
of do, 263 ; of metallic wires, 171; of
liquids, 182; of the earth, 411; of branch
circuits,. 203; of in-uniting coating of sub
marine cables, 367.
Resistance of telegraph wire, Stearns's appa
ratns lor measuring, 951.
Resistance coils, 77, 181. 899.
Resistances, measurement of, S31; by method
of snts>titntion, 231; do., of compensa
tion, 237 ; by Wheatstouo's bridge. 241,
247; by Siemens's universal galvan
ometer, JKKi ; by double shunt differen
tial galvanometer, 911.
Retardation, 962.
Return current in land lines, when pnt to
enrth, 332.
Rheocord,i'oggendorfrs, 179.
Rheostats ami resistance coils, 177, 181. 899 ;
Wheatstones, 178; essential qualifica
tions of. 899 ; arrangement of, 901), 901 ;
maninulation of, 901, 902.
Riess, table of resistance, 176.
Ritehie's electrostatic induction coil, 121 ;
telegraph, 416.
Ronald's telegraph, 414.
Royal Polytechnic induction coil, 134.
RuhmkortTs induction coil, 131.

type-printer, 734 ; method of simultane
ous transmission in the same direction,
825; method of locating faults in under
ground wires, 921 ; of testing cables
during laying, 925 ; cement, 958.
Siemens and Halske's battery, 52; sine tan
gent galvanometer, 143; ink writer, 489 ;
magneto-induction key. 501 ; relay, with
movable core, 507; box relay, 507 ; po
larized do.. 513; commntator, 528; mag
neto-electric dial telegraph. 590 ; anto
matic telegraph, 695; method <-f simul
taneons transmission in opposite direc
tions, 774 ; do., with two relays, 782.
Signal, time required to produce a. 395.
Signaling, rapiditv of. 391' ; means of acceler
ating do, 400.
Signals, electric, nsed with pneumatic tubes,
892.
Silks, insulating varnish for, 957.
Silver, resistance of, 176.
Simultaneous transmission In opposite direc
tions, 7t.8 ; general principles of. 768;
methods of, Gintl's, 769; Frischen's, 771 ;
Siemens and HalukeV, 7'.4, 7t'2; Stark's,
776; Edlund's, 777; Glntl's chemical, 777;
Kvstrom's, 780; Preece's, 781 ; ZurKed-'
den's, 783; Farmers, 785, 787; Frischen's,
with polarized relay, <90; Maron's. 790 ;
Stearns's, differential duplex, 192; uo..
as operated by Western Union 'I elegraph
Co.. 795; Stearns's bridge duplex, 800;
bridge and differential methods, cotuiiarison of, 805; duplex, as opeiated by
'ost Office telegraphs in Great B1itain,
H07; Stearns and Smith's electromech
anical method, 807; Vaes's method, 811;
Winter's do., 812, 814; Smith's do., 815;
liaskins sdo.,819; Edison's do.. 822.823.
Simultaneons transmission in the baine direc
tion, 825 ; general principles of, 825 ;
methods of. Stark's, 825 ; Siemens's,
828 ; Kramer's, 830 ; Edison's, 831 ;
Bossch i's, 835.
Sine galvanometer, 98, 139 : measurement of
current strength by, 163.
Sines, table of, 970.
Sine tangent galvanometer. 143.
Single current kev. 496.
Single fluid battery, 74.
Single needle telegraph, 551.
Solder for line wires, composition of, 957.
Sniee battery, 74.
Smith's repeater, 477; methods of pimuitaneons transmission in opposite direc
tions, 807, 815; do., in same direction,
842; polarized relay, 845.
Smiths, Willoughby, method of continuons
testing for submarine cables, 926.
Sommering's telegraph, 415.
Salva's telegraph. 414.
Sounder of Morse telegraph, 435 ; do. for .
Sand battery, J 0.
main line, 437.
Sawyer's antographic telegraph, 762.
Specific resistance of insulators, 373; spriugSchilling's telegraph. 416.
iack. 470.
Schwe'gger's multiplier galvanometer, 94.
Stark's method of simultaneons transmis
sion in opposite directions, 776 ; do. in
Secondary currents, 105.
Secondary batteries, 81.
same direction, 825.
Self-induction of currents, 112.
Station, arrangement of apparatns at way,
Self-starting device for registers, 428, 493.
415, 527 ; Uo. at terminal. 455.
Shunt, 147 <«r- af>o Branch (bruits).
Static induction, 9.
Siemens's, mercury resistance unit, 169; po
Stearns's method of simultaneons trans
mission in opposite directions, 792, 795,
larized relay, 509; dial telegraph, 579;
antomatic telegraph, 712; cylinder trans800 ; differential duplex method. 792 ;
later, 728; chain do., 733; antomatic
do., as operated by Western I'nion

INDEX.
Telegraph Company, 795 : bridge duplex
method, 8<K> ; application of condenser
to duplex telegraphy. 791, 795; method of
measurmg resistance of telegraph wire,
951.
Stearns and Smith's electro-mechanical du
plex method, 807.
Steel wire, how to And resistance of. 956.
Steiulu-il's experiments, 282 ; telegraph, 415.
Stevens Institnte, induction coil, 134.
Stock telegraph, Calahau's, 674 ; Universal,
676; Phelps's. 678.
Stoarer's doable style telegraph, 541.
Submarine cables. 355; early experiments in
laying, 355; manufacture oi, 356; method
or laying, 365 ; insulating coating, re
sistance of, 367; do , method of determin
ing, 368 ; phenomena of charge in, 382 ;
coefficient of charge in, 385; unit of do,.
386; method of operating, 553; apparatns
for working, 552 ; application <.f duplex
method to, 803; measurement and testing
of. 924 {see measurement, i
Substitntion, method of measuring resist
ances by, 231.
Subterranean Hues, 337 (see Underground
Lines).
Sulphate of copper battery, 47.
Sulphate of copper, resistance of, 184.
Sulphate of lead battery. 79.
Sulphate of zinc, resistance of. 184.
Sulphuric acid, resistance of. 14.
Supplying a number of lines from one bat
tery, 213.
Switeh, peg, for. way stations with one line.
447 ; manipulation of do., 448 ; for two
or more lines, 453; manipulation of,
453 : at terminal station, 455 ; European,
527 : do. for three lines, 533.
Swiss commntator, 534; resistance unit, 169.
Syphon recorder for submarine cables,
559.
Table of weight of wires of different
metals. 964 ; of American and Birming
ham wire gauges, 965 ; of resistance of
gnt Ui percha at different temperatures,
966; of copper wire, 967; for calculating
resistance of copper at different tempera
tures, 968 ; of iron wire, 969, of sines und
tangents. 970.
Tangents, table of. 970.
Tangent galvanometer, 136 (see Galva
nometer).
Technical terms, dictionary of. 959.
Telegraph, antognphic, 741 ; BakewcTs,
741; Cros's, 744; Casselli's, 744 : MeyeV's,
756; Lenoir's, 758; Sawyer's, "7iJ2,
Bonclli s typo-telegraph, 763.
Telegraph, antomatic, 6tS8 ; general prin
ciple of, 683 ; Bain's. 69;) ; Siemens and
Halske's, 695 : Garnier's, 700 ; Humaston's, 701: Wheatstone's. 702; Siemens's.
712 ; Little's, '724; American, 724;
Edison's. 72i ; Park's mechanical trans
mitter, 723; Slemens's cylinder trans
mitter. 72S; do., chain transmitter, 733 ;
antomatic tvpe-printers, Slemens's, 634;
Phelps's, 736 ; Olsen's, 737; Oaite's sys
tem, 737 : W st brook' h do , 740.
Telegraph, dial, 562 : Wheats tone's, 562 ;
Breguet's, 5*5fi ; Froment's, 573: Ches
ter's, 578 ; Siemens's, 579 : Kramer's,
585; Wheatstone's inaguetu-clectric, 539;
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Siemens and Halske's do., 596 ; Ham
blei's do., 601.
Telegraph, duplex, Stearns's differential,
792; do., as operated by Western Union
Telegraph Company, 795; Stearns's
bridge, 800 ; comparison of bridge and
differential methods of, 805 ; application
of to submarine cables, 8U3 ; as ope
rated by Post Office telegraphs in Great
Britain, 807 ; Stearns and Smith's, 8K>7 ;
Vaes's, 811 ; Winter's, 812. 814 ; Smith's.
815 ; Haskins's, 819 ; Edison's, 822, 82b
(1e-e also Simultaneons 'J ransmhsion.)
Telegraphs, early experimental, 414 ; Wink
ler, 414 ; Watson, 414; Le Mourner, 414:
Les^ge, 414; Ueisscr, 414 ; Bockmanu.
414 ; Salva, 414 ; Cavallo, 414 ; Konalds,
414 ; Sommering's, 415 ;C'ros's, 416 : -Rit
chie's, 416; Schilling's, 416; Ganss and
Weber's, 417 ; Steinheil's, 418.
Telegraph, harmonic or telephone, 868 ;
Reis's apparatns, 870 : Gray's do., 872 ;
Gray's harmonic multiple, 877 ; Bell's
apparatns, 880 ; La Cour's, 882.
Telegraph, Morse, American, 421 ; invention
of, 421 ; Urst working model of, 421 ; first
exhibition of, 42ti; first line construc<ed,
426; alphabet of, 428; registering appa
ratns of, 431 ; sounder of, 435 : relay or
receiving magnet of, 439 ; adjnstment
of do., 441 ; key of, 442 ; closed circuit
system (if, 444 ;*arrungement of appara
tns at way station, 445 ; do. at terminal
station, 455 ; repeaters or translators
for, 459.
Telegraph, Morse, European. 478; first in
troduced in Germany, 478; adopted by
German-Anstrian Telegraph Union, 479;
alphabet of, 480 ; register of embossing,
482; do. ink-writ iug, 486 : do. self-starting, 4!»3; key of, 496; do. double current,
499 ; do. magneto-Induction, 501 ; relay
of, 505 ; do. polarized, 509 ; ink-writer,
polarized, 513; circuits of, 518; arrange
ment of apparatns at way stations, 527;
at terminal do., 534; workmgby continu
ons current with polarized relays, 535 ;
do. by induction currents, 538; double
style "apparatns, 541.
Telegraph, needle, 546 ; Cooke's invention
(f, 54ti; alarm farr547; Wheatstoneasso•- ' cJated^wKh^Efft*; fivj4 w^rkittg telegraph
.' erected,
549; iiwt-p"ubliilin<.,£l9;
ne0dlelnstrtimeuE,vo51
T doubie do.,single
552;
application of to submarine cables, 552;
to Atlantic -wdple.if 553* .
1 c'egrapn,' rcp^rjing. .nu?l private line, 672 ;
£&v, sV irolti inrlicirjor, t-72 ; .-tock telegraph, CaiahaVft," 673: 'universal, 676;
Phelps's, 678; Private line instruments,
Cray's, 682; Phelps'*, 685.
TWeiraph, type-printMu 603 , Veil's, 603;
Wheatuone's, #>3; genera1 principles of,
GOt; House's, 605 ; Ili.ghe- s, 609; Ame
rican combination. 642; Phelps's electro
motor, 647 ; do. private line, 685; stock,
678; Gray's, 682; Calahan's, 673; univer
sal, 676; nnt matic, Siemens's, 734;
Phelps'-, 736 ; Olsen's, 737.
Telegraph, quadruplex, 833 (we Quadruplex
ana Mwtiple Transmission).
Telegraphic circuits, 281.
Tele^ra hv, application of galvanic 'jlectncity'to, 415.
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Telephone, Reiss's, 870 {see also Harmonic
Telegraph).
Temperature, effects of, upon insulation of
gntta percha, 379.
Ten-ion, phenomena of in induction coil,
113.
Terminal station, arrangement of apparatns
at, 455.
Testing underground wires, 319; do. subma
rine cables, 357.
Thomson's battery, 61; reflecting galvanome
ter, 148, 533; marine do., 154; syphon re
corder, 559; method of measuring static
capacity, 928; modification of Wheatstone's bridge, 938; qua irant electro
meter, 946.
Time required to produce a signal, 394.
Translat r (sw J{. >teafer).
Transmitter, of Stearns's duplex telegraph,
795; of Western Union standard quadru
ples, double current, 853; do., single cur
rent, 857 ; of stock telegraph, 680.
Trees, insulator for attaching line to, 291, 305.
Tubes, pneumatic. 8S3.
Type- priu tin* telegraph (see Telegraph).
Typo-telegraph, Bonelli's, 763.
UNDEKouoiTND lines, 337; early attempts
at laying, 337; in England. 340; method
of laying, 341: oi jointing. 346; oi testing,
349; "of testing joints, 351; of locating
breaks in, 921 ; of locating leaks in,
Siemens'' 8 method, 921.
Units of resistance, 1(18 ; of electro-motive
lorce, 86 ; of current, 86 ; of co-emcient
of charge, 386.
Universal stock telegraph. 676.
Universal galvanometer, Siemens's. 903.
Useful recipes, 956.
Yaes's method of simultaneons transmis
sion in opposite directions, 811.
Vail's printing telegraph. 003
Valves of piH'tunnlic tubes, single sluice,
883 ; doubiti do.. 6S6.
Varley's unit of resistance, 169; insulator,
312; method of comparing static capaci
ties, 93 ) ; modification of Wheatstone's
bridge, 910,941.
Varnish, insulating, for glass, 956 ; do. for
paper, Q57 ; do. for ?Uk4 9."7. .
p
Variable sCate, duration 'of; £r25:; when !mo
is to oarth, 888;' <!•). when insulated, 393
Velocity of elecuiclty, 281.
' ''

Vertica. galvanometer, 96.
Vitreons electricity, 6.
Vclt, definition of,' 86.
Volta, researches of, 39.
Voltaic constants, determination of. 262.
Voltaic electricity, 39 (fee Electricity).
Voltameter, 157; reduction of volume of gas
in, 159; measurement of current strength
bv. 16 £.
Von Chanvin's insulator, 291.
W'atson's telegraph, 414.
Way station, American, arrangement
cf uppwrafns at, 44 >; plug or wedge cnt
out for, 450 ; manipulation of switeh nt,
448; European, arrangement of. 527.
We'jer's, <.anss and, telegraph, 417.
Wedge cnt ont for way stations, 450.
W estbrook's antomatic telegraph, 740.
Wheatstone's unit of resistance, 168; rheos
tat, 178; bridge or balance, 205; measure
ment of resistances by do., 241; e1periui^.its on transmission of currents
through the earth, 406; association with
Cooke in invention of needle telegraph,
548, dial telegraph, ."6^; magneto-electric
dial telegrap.i, 589 ; printing telegraph,
6tM ; antomatic telegraph, 702.
Whitehonse's experiments on speed of trans
missions in Mibmariue cubfes, 396.
Winkler's telegraph, 414.
Winter's method of simultaneons transmis
sion in opposite directions, 812, 814.
Wire used for land lines. 2?->i; method of
jointing, 299, 314; mechanical ;ind elec
trical tests tf. 2:0 ; specification or, for
nse of Western Union Telegraph Cu.,
953; Stearns's metho.l of measuring re
sistance of, 951 : test for zinc coaling of,
954.
Wire, compound. 955; how to compnte re
sistance of. 955.
Wire gauges. 170 ; Brown nnd S'tnrp's, 171 ;
Birmingham. 175: Clark's. 175.
Wires, metallic, electrical resistance of,
171. !H!7, 969: of different metals, resist
ance r,t, 176.
Woodmau's repeater, 462.
rjf amboni's dry pile, 83.
J1A Zinc*, amalgamation oT, 84.
Zwir Nedden's method of simultaneous
transmission in opposite directions, 783.

THE SPEAKING TELEPHONE,

ELECTEIC LIGHT,
—AND—

OTHER NOVELTIES.
By GEORGE B. PRESCOTT.
D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers.

This work has met with a very appreciative re<eption, and has had a
rapid sale.
It contains Full Accounts and Authentic Descriptions and
Illustrations of the inventions of Thomas A. Edison, which have
attracted universal attention, and excited the wonder of the public to an
unprecedented extent.
The Speaking Telephone, with its marvellous power of electrically
transmitting and repeating vocal sounds, speech and musical notes, and
the experiments of Gray, Bell, Dolbear, Edison, and others, which
have resulted in its present practical development, are fully described and
beautifully illustrated.
The Talking Phonograph, The Microphone. The Aero
phone, and otlicr acoustical wonders, which are now the object of
universal interest throughout the world, are also fully shown and de
scribed.
The latest Inventions and Improvements in Quadruple, Harmonic
and Multiple Telegraphy, are given in this volume.
Also an accurate description of the ELECTRIC LIGHT, which, it is
expected, will hereafter supersede, to a considerable extent, other methods
of Artificial Illumination.
The work is illustrated with nearly Three Hundred Cuts and
DIAGRAMS, beautifully and artistically executed, especially lor it.
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